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A.

A Short History of the Institution

The Max Planck Institute for Research on Collective Goods was founded in 1997 as a temporary project
group “Common Goods: Law, Politics and Economics” and transformed into a permanent institute in
2003. Its mission is to study the law, economics, and politics of collective goods, defined to encompass all
those goods whose provision and enjoyment are treated as community concerns.
In the early years, the institute had teams of lawyers and political scientists, led by Christoph Engel (who
leads the Behavioral Law and Economics Group) and Adrienne Héritier. When Adrienne Héritier left in
2003 to accept a joint chair at the European University Institute and the Schuman Centre in Florence, the
Max Planck Society appointed economist Martin Hellwig to replace her. After Martin Hellwig’s retirement in
2017, Matthias Sutter, an experimental economist, succeeded him as new co-director and established the
Experimental Economics Group. At this point, therefore, the institute consists mainly of lawyers and applied
economists.
In addition, there is a small group of psychologists. Initially brought in by Christoph Engel to support his

behavioral law-and-economics approach to institutional analysis, in 2007 this turned into the first
independent Research Group Intuitive Experts, led by Andreas Glöckner and run until 2013. Today, the
institute hosts three independent Research Groups, led by Anna Baumert (Moral Courage), Susann Fiedler
(Economic Cognition), and Fabian Winter (Mechanisms of Normative Change).
From the beginning, the work of the institute had three main goals: It aimed to better understand collectivegoods problems, to find better solutions, and to understand the political, legal and economic processes of
defining problems and choosing solutions. In the years of the project group, major research efforts
concerned


the law and politics of waste management,



the governance of the Internet, and



the transformation of the nation state into a multi-level system of governance.

Martin Hellwig and his group have mainly focused on the mechanism design foundations of the theory of
collective goods, and on the analysis and mitigation of the financial crisis.
Today, the major research efforts of the institute are concerned with


the analysis of incentive problems in public-good provision,



behavioral law and economics,



the analysis of credence goods markets and how to design better institutions,



the experimental investigation of the development of economic preferences in childhood and
adolescence.

The different lines of research show that the institute aims at striking a balance between fundamental
research and applied work with practical implications for society. Research objectives and strategies are
laid out in this report.
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B.

The Overarching Framework

Air, atmosphere, the ozone layer, climate, water, the world’s oceans, soil, landscape, fauna and flora,
genetic diversity: the policy challenge of protecting and giving access to such natural resources was the
impetus for the Max Planck Society’s decision to establish a new research center in the humanities section.
However, even in the process of establishing the center, it became clear that man-made goods pose
structurally related challenges. The protection of our cultural heritage, language, streets, energy networks,
the liquidity and stability of markets, the provision of publicly accessible education: all these pose very
similar problems. This was the reason that the Max Planck Society did not establish an institute for
environmental law or environmental policy, but deliberately founded a project group for research on
collective goods.
The document on the founding of the then project group describes the problem that needs to be solved as
follows: “While, on the one hand, these goods need protection, on the other hand, it is necessary for
human life that they remain accessible and are used. This gives rise to a multilayered governance problem:
of no slight significance here is an elementary distribution problem, indeed one both between groups or
individuals and between states. The common – judicial – characteristic of the natural resources is that they
can be placed under the power of disposition of individual legal subjects only to a limited extent. Even
when property rights are established, the larger community has the responsibility to suitably proportion the
maintenance and use of these goods and to suitably distribute the related costs and benefits. […] The
research task of the project group will thus have a public policy orientation.”
The multilayered governance problem mentioned in that document arises because collective goods always
concern numerous people simultaneously, sometimes the community as a whole, including future
generations. Were the dealings with collective goods, their provision and financing, left solely to the
decentralized decisions of individuals, it is to be feared that the common dimension would be neglected;
insofar, collective decision-making mechanisms are necessary. Paradigmatic for this view is the economic
concept of non-excludable public goods. The individual who merely attends to his own use of the public
good neglects the use that others draw from it, insofar contributing less to the cost of providing this good
than is socially desirable. To take one example, according to this argumentation scheme, the dangers to
the natural environment because of human activity, including the well-known “tragedy of the commons”,
arise because individuals give their own use of the environment priority over the maintenance of the
environment, which, as a public good, benefits everyone.
The concept of collective goods is, however, more encompassing than the economic concept of public
goods. It is in principle possible to make the use of the services of law, schooling, or even streets,
excludable, but because open access to these goods is thought superior, it is viewed as a constitutive
element of the community. The use of other goods, such as the services of the large networks of
telecommunications and the post, the energy industry and the railways, is tied to the payment of user fees;
here too, however, regulations on non-discriminatory access and the universality of services are to ensure
that the communal dimension is accounted for. Finally, in a further class of cases, the concern is with the
quality of the services and relations, which are in principle left to the decentralized decision-making of
individuals in the markets; here, the communal interest, for example in the reliability of financial
transactions or, more generally speaking the honesty in the provision of credence goods, can aim to
protect both the parties involved and the system, which can hardly function without reciprocal trust in one
another.
The negative assertion that the community dimension will be neglected if the dealings with collective goods,
their provision and financing remain solely in the hands of decentralized decision-makers still gives us no
positive content: It provides no indication of how the community dimension is to be properly dealt with, or
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which advantages and disadvantages are implicit in the various institutions and rules for dealing with
collective goods. In principle, every system for dealing with collective goods faces the difficulty that the
required information is not readily available. Insofar as the assessment of the involved parties is relied
upon, a dilemma arises: the individual has an incentive to downplay the value that the common good has
for him if he expects that he will be required to pay for it, while he has an incentive to exaggerate the value
that it has for him if he expects that it will not cost him anything. This dilemma also occurs for purely private
goods, but it plays a subordinate role there if the good is provided in a competitive market, in which the
individual has no power to influence prices. This mechanism is not available for common goods; the
greater and more anonymous the involved community is, the greater the magnitude of the described
dilemma.
There are no one-size-fits-all solutions for this dilemma. It is rather necessary to determine in detail which
advantages and disadvantages the rules and institutions under discussion have for each of the various
collective goods. Under consideration are governmental activities, i.e., political or administrative decisionmaking, market-based, contractual solutions, or arrangements based on individuals’ decisions, yet under
the influence of state-determined norms about minimal standards, liability laws, etc. The relative
advantages and disadvantages of the various alternatives do not only depend upon the behavioral
reactions to incentives provided in the different alternatives, but they also depend on which characteristics
the collective goods under discussion possess and what precisely determines the communal dimension of
the good in question.
The institute combines basic research and practical applications, for one, by dealing with the theory of
collective goods and their provision under diverse abstractly formulated general conditions, and, for
another, by developing concrete proposals for the design of (legal and extra-legal) institutions for the
provision of collective goods. This is of necessity an interdisciplinary endeavour. Economists are needed to
understand and structure the allocation and incentive problems that arise. Political scientists are needed to
understand the mechanisms of political decision-making used for these goods. Psychologists are needed to
examine how humans can get motivated and engaged in the provision of collective goods. And lawyers are
needed to develop proposals for the design of rules and institutions in light of concrete legal norms, so that
they fit the legal order. The selective reception of results of the neighbouring disciplines is not enough.
Especially in the analysis of concrete problems, it is important that all four disciplines are intensively
engaged with one another.
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Research Program

C.I

Behavioral Law and Economics

Director: Prof Dr Christoph Engel
Postdocs
Phil Brookins, Ph.D. (economics, joined in 2016 from Florida State University)
Claudia Cerrone, Ph.D. (economics, joined in 2016 from Royal Holloway)
Dr Stefanie Egidy (law, joined in 2016 from Würzburg and Yale Universities)
Dr Jens Frankenreiter (law, joined in 2017 from ETH Zurich)
Dr Dr Hanjo Hamann (law and economics, joined as postdoc in 2016)
Dr Yoan Hermstrüwer (law, joined as postdoc in 2017)
Dr Michael Kurschilgen (economics, left in 2015 for Technical University Munich)
Prof Aniol Llorente-Saguer, Ph.D. (economics, left in 2013 for Queen Mary)
Dr Dr Alexander Morell (law and economics)
Prof Dr Niels Petersen (law, left in 2015 for Münster University)
Dr Pedro Robalo (economics, joined in 2014 from University of Amsterdam, left in 2017 for the
Portuguese Antitrust Authority)
Prof Dr Dr Armin Steinbach (law and economics, joined in 2014, left in 2017 for becoming Ministerialrat at
Bundesministerium für Wirtschaft und Energie)
Dr Franziska Tausch (economics, joined in 2014, left in 2017 for Sydney University)
Prof Dr Emanuel Towfigh (law, left in 2016 for EBS Universität für Wirtschaft und Recht Wiesbaden, Law
School and Department for Management and Economics)
Part time
Prof Dr Andreas Glöckner (psychology, and Hagen University)
Prof Dr Sebastian Goerg (economics, and Florida State University)
Prof Dr Sebastian Kube (economics, and Bonn University)
Doctoral Students
Konstantin Chatziathanasiou (law) 2014
Lars Freund (economics) 2015
Svenja Hippel (economics) 2014
Leonhard Hoeft (law) 2014
Dr Marco Kleine (economics, Dr rer. pol. in 2015)
Dr Dr Pascal Langenbach (law and economics; Dr jur. in 2016, Dr rer. pol. in 2017, currently intern)
Dr Monika Leszczynska, née Ziolkowska (law, Dr jur. in 2016)
Dr Isabel Marcin (economics, Dr rer. pol. in 2017)
Dr André Schmelzer (economics, Dr rer. pol. in 2017)
Cornelius Schneider (economics) 2016
Marcel Schubert (economics and computer science) 2017
Maj-Britt Sterba (economics) 2017
Eugenio Verrina (economics) 2016
Prof Dr Lilia Zhurakhovska (economics, Dr rer. pol. 2014)
At Cologne University, but attached to IMPRS
Carina Hausladen (economics)
Lisa Lenz (economics)
Alexander Schneeberger (economics)
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The core mission of the group is research on behavioral law and economics. Hence in its core the work is
interdisciplinary. Since the group is headed by a lawyer, this report is written from a legal angle. But much
of the work in the group could also be interpreted as contributions to behavioral institutional economics, or
to behavioral economics more broadly. The primary market for former postdocs in law is German law
schools. To be considered in this market, postdocs must pass their habilitation and must have a portfolio
that matches demand. To a lesser extent this constraint also affects doctoral students in law. This constraint
explains why the lawyers in the group cannot exclusively focus on law and economics (whether behavioral
or not), and must in particular be more plural in the methods they use, including doctrine. For the group,
this framework condition is not only a limitation. It explains why it is, for each legal scholar in the group,
important to find her personal way of combining rigorous empirical analysis with a substantial legal topic
of obvious relevance for the discipline. What holds the group together is the commitment to serious
empirical analysis, rather than one single legal topic.
The work of the group largely benefits from cooperation with the experimental economics group, the
former economic theory group, with the three independent research groups, and with emeritus professor
Werner Güth. Where the links are particularly prominent, this report hints at them. All PhD students are
part of the International Max Planck Research School. Since 2016, PhD students in economics are jointly
hired with the Cologne Graduate School. Students participate in both programs. Despite the fact that three
students are paid by Cologne University, their work is covered by this report, since in practice there is
deliberately no distinction according to formal attachment to either Cologne University or the institute.
From the vantage point of law, the group publishes on six issues: defining normative problems that call for
legal intervention (1), understanding the effect of legal intervention (2), applications to specific areas of law
(3), rule generation and rule application (4), empirical methods (5), and, last but not least, translations of
empirical findings into the legal discourse (6).

C.I.1

Normative Problems that Call for Legal Intervention

Any legal intervention curtails individual freedom. Under German constitutional law, this statement even
implies that any legal intervention is constructed as an interference with a constitutionally protected right; if
no more specific right is applicable, the intervention falls under the purview of the general clause in Art. 2 I
Basic Law. Consequently, any legal intervention needs justification. Under the principle of proportionality, it
must pursue a legitimate aim, it must be conducive to achieving this aim, it must be the least intrusive
intervention, and it may not be out of proportion, given the intensity of the intervention, on the one hand,
and the pursued goal, on the other hand. While other constitutions are less encompassing, they also
enshrine the principle of "teleological" interpretation: ambiguous legal rules should be interpreted such that
they foster the goal the rule is meant to achieve. Even without invoking the constitution, this doctrinal
principle follows from an interpretation of legal rules as attempts at governing society. In this perspective,
interpretation should be attentive to the social purpose the rule is supposed to serve.
Any of these doctrinal approaches builds a bridge between interpreting the law and policy-making. It turns
doctrine into a subsidiary exercise in legal policy-making. It is a technology for empowering administrative
agencies and courts. This is why legal orders are differently upfront about this aspect of doctrine. But even
if the language is more cautious (as, in particular, in the originalist school of US constitutional law), a
certain dose of policy-making by adjudication is hard to avoid.
Whenever a legal scholar, explicitly or implicitly, engages in policy-making, she must get the facts right. In
the first place, is there a normative problem that calls for legal intervention? In which precise ways can this
problem be defined? In essence, this boils down to the law making a causal claim. There is a social ill. It
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originates in the behavior of discernible individuals. As long as this behavior goes unchecked, the social ill
will persist, or aggravate for that matter.
The classic illustration is what is in the name of the institute. Society faces a “collective-goods problem”. If
one borrows the assumption of "standard preferences" from (welfare) economics, the normative problem
can be precisely defined. The explanatory model makes two interconnected assumptions: Individuals only
care about their own utility, and they expect everybody else to do the same. If payoffs are such that (a)
every individual makes the highest profit if all others cooperate and she defects and (b) every individual
makes the lowest profit if she cooperates and all others defect, the situation can be modeled as a prisoner's
dilemma. The game is dominance-solvable, meaning that the individual does not need beliefs about the
choices of her (possibly unknown) interaction partners. Whatever they do, she is best off defecting. This
feature of the game constitutes the dilemma. Multiple situations that have indeed met with legal intervention can be analyzed with this model, including most environmental problems, contributions to the provision of infrastructure, police and the military, or financial stability. In the past, all parts of the institute have
analyzed many of these problems. The group has chiefly done so from a behavioral angle. It has aimed at
understanding in which contexts and under which framework conditions the predictive power of the standard economic model is less good. In which cognitive and motivational ways must the standard model be
modified? How robust are these qualifications (for a summary account, see Engel 2016c)?
In the years covered by this report, the group has continued to work on these issues. An experiment shows
that, empirically, a classic 2x2 prisoner's dilemma with a binary action space constitutes a game of multiple
motives. Individual profit, beliefs about choices of others (optimism), gains from cooperation (efficiency),
aversion against advantageous inequity (social preferences), and risk and loss aversion are simultaneously
needed to rationalize choices (Engel and Zhurakhovska 2016). This explanation is consistent with, but
qualifies, the claim that most individuals are "conditionally cooperative": they cooperate if they know or
expect enough others to cooperate as well.
The standard test implements a very clean situation: all members of a randomly composed group are in
the same boat. Many real-life dilemmas are of a different nature. Cooperation is good for a group of
insiders, but bad for outsiders. A classic illustration is oligopoly. If an industry consists of a small number of
suppliers, they may well succeed in overcoming the "competition dilemma" among them. But if they do and
charge monopoly prices, the demand side of the market suffers. In an experiment, such a negative externality on passive outsiders reduces cooperation among insiders (Engel and Zhurakhovska 2014). Another
experiment, however, finds that only a minority of insiders is willing to forego a large gain for themselves if
this imposes serious harm on outsiders (Bland and Nikiforakis 2015). A conditionally cooperative individual
needs information about the willingness of others to behave in a socially desirable way. This is where the
theory of conditional cooperation from behavioral economics matches with the broken windows theory
from the field of criminology. A paper uses reanalysis of a huge set with data from multiple public-goods
experiments to test this claim (Engel, Beckenkamp et al. 2014). A follow-up paper manipulates first impressions. It turns out that selective information about cooperativeness only influences choices if it is surprising.
If the context was cooperative in the first place, individuals become less cooperative if they receive bad
information. If the context was uncooperative in the first place, individuals become more cooperative if they
receive good information (Engel, Kube et al. 2016). Multiple contributions from other parts of the institute
come under this rubric. How do conditional cooperators react if the size of the relevant population is
unknown (Hillenbrand and Winter 2017)? Does heterogeneity of the relevant population make it more
difficult for individuals to overcome the dilemma (Winter 2014; Dorrough, Glöckner et al. 2016; Bruttel
and Güth 2017)? In which ways does imposing structure, by imposing a network in the sense of graph
theory, affect cooperation (Angelowski, Di Cagno et al. 2017)?
Legal policymakers want to understand the cause of a social problem. In principle, lab experiments are
excellent tools for the identification of causal effects. The experimenter may randomly draw participants
17

from a population, and may randomly expose some of them to a manipulation. If the choices of these
participants substantially and significantly differ from the choices of other participants who have not been
exposed to the manipulation, the causal effect of the manipulation is established. If the manipulation is
sufficiently close to the legal intervention in question, legal policymakers learn whether this intervention is
worthwhile (provided, obviously, that one trusts the experiment to be sufficiently externally valid). More
often than not, this is the most an empirical legal scholar can achieve. In the spirit of program evaluation,
she measures the effect of some legal intervention in terms of some well-defined outcome variable. But
with this exercise, the legal scholar remains agnostic about driving forces. This makes it difficult to design
alternative interventions that might be even more effective, less intrusive, less costly, or normatively more
desirable. This explains why some of the work of the group has been devoted to isolating the behavioral
forces that determine whether, to which degree, and under which framework conditions a social problem
originates.
As a rule, isolating the effect of an intervention, and isolating a behavioral force that explains why an
intervention is effective, cannot be achieved with the same manipulation. For the former research question,
it is important that the experimental manipulation be sufficiently analogous to a potential legal rule. For the
latter research question, it is important that the manipulation rules out competing explanations. A paper
interested in the effectiveness of an institution tests the hypothesis that some intervention "works", i.e.,
effectively affects some outcome variable of normative interest. This hypothesis will often be theoretically
motivated. But the paper cannot strictly test this theory. This is what can be done in experiments designed in
the latter vein. This distinction explains why some of the work in the group has been focused on isolating
behavioral driving forces, rather than the more complex situations that arguably call for legal intervention.
If one wants to isolate a behavioral effect, one must simplify the situation. Arguably many social problems
originate in selfishness. Yet obviously in many contexts many individuals resist the temptation of making
selfish choices. It is important for legal policy-making to understand these contextual variables better. An
excellent tool for studying such variables is the dictator game. It takes out any strategic element. The
dictator just has to trade off a smaller payoff for herself against a more balanced distribution of payoffs.
Two experiments have investigated how inequity aversion is affected by uncertainty. In the field, donors can
often not be sure whether a recipient really needs their help. It turns out that such uncertainty makes donors
even more generous. They are averse against the risk of leaving the recipient with a (very) small payoff
(Engel and Goerg 2016). In the field, donors can often not be sure either whether their donation truly
reaches the intended recipient. An experiment shows that they are willing to pay extra money for making
sure that the donation is effective. If such insurance is available, they become more likely to make a
donation in the first place (Buijze, Engel et al. 2017). By contrast, giving the recipient a voice is not in her
best interest. If she asks for more than the dictator would have been willing to give, this does not help her.
But if she asks for less, the dictator happily reduces the transferred amount (Kleine, Langenbach et al.
2016). One might have thought that prisoners give less in the dictator game. Prison inmates are very likely
guilty of serious crime. Criminals might be less socially minded than the average person in the street. Yet
actually they give as much as students in the lab, and they give even more to a charity than to another
prison inmate. Obviously selfishness is not a systematic cause of crime (Chmura, Engel et al. 2017). Work
undertaken in the experimental economics group nicely complements this line of research: Which is the
effect of risk attitudes and time preferences on the choices of dictators (Angerer, Glätzle-Rützler et al.
2015)? Do individuals become more generous when they decide as a team (Balafoutas, Kerschbamer et al.
2014)?
Further experiments revolve around the effect of uncertainty. Do individuals attach excessive weight to new
information about a risk if they had to pay for this information (Robalo and Sayag 2017)? Does the option
to share a risk with others make individuals more risk-seeking (Tausch, Potters et al. 2014)? Are individuals
less willing to share risk if the level of risk is voluntarily chosen, rather than randomly allocated (Cettolin
and Tausch 2015)?
18

A prominent criminological theory claims that an important determinant of criminal action is a lack of selfcontrol. This makes it paramount for the law to understand this trait better. Arguably, group influence is
important. It is easier to exert self-control if one's peers do the same. If the task has a deadline, this creates
a strategic game. Theory predicts that the peer effect could be beneficial (Cerrone 2016). Previous theories
also predicts that individuals who are aware of their self-control problems are better able to avoid them,
but in the lab the opposite is found (Cerrone and Lades 2017). Once more, there is complementary work
from the experimental economics group (Sutter, Yilmaz et al. 2015).
When legal scholars first hear about standard economic models, their reaction is usually skeptical. The
assumption that individuals care exclusively about their personal well-being does not match their experiences. In recent years, behavioral economics has become more and more interested in understanding,
modeling, and testing this concern. An important part of the research undertaken in the group contributes
to this endeavor. If individuals are asked to elaborate their personal injunctive norm, this makes their
choices more socially minded, but only if they are asked to define the lower bound of acceptable behavior,
rather than the normative ideal (Engel and Kurschilgen 2015). In the lab, participants are willing to follow
arbitrary costly rules. This willingness is even more pronounced if they can condition their own choice on
the willingness of their peers to follow the same rule (Desmet and Engel 2017). In his PhD thesis, Leonhard
Hoeft establishes the link to legal philosophy. Alexander Schneeberger tries to disentangle the effects of
social preferences and of following rules. Eugenio Verrina wants to test the power of narratives in triggering
rule-guided behavior. There is a strong link to the work undertaken by Fabian Winter and Amalia Alvarez
on the effect, diffusion, and stability of social norms against hate speech, and to the work undertaken by
Anna Baumert, Mengyao Li and Julia Sasse on the willingness of individuals to stand up against norm
violations even if this is costly or risky for them.
An individual who maximizes expected profit chooses the level of investment into a possibly profitable
activity by assessing anticipated returns. Investment in education is an application. A model shows that
disappointment aversion may lead to severe underinvestment, calling for policies that help future
students with expectation management (Anderberg and Cerrone 2017).
Many legal rules can be interpreted as interventions aiming at keeping an anticommons problem in
check. A classic illustration is a piece of land jointly owned by multiple heirs. If each of them tries to
squeeze out most of the surplus, the land never trades. Two experiments investigate the psychological
forces behind this problem. It turns out that the incentive problem is indeed critical, while the endowment
effect does not play a substantial role (Glöckner, Tontrup et al. 2015).
If this increases her expected profit, in the economic textbook individuals would be happy to lie. A substantial literature shows that this is not how typical experimental populations behave. But this literature largely
neglects "white lies". An experiment shows that participants in their majority prefer to lie about the attractiveness of another participant if this may lead to hard feelings. If, however, the assessment is given
anonymously, they report truthfully (Gneezy, Gravert et al. 2017). This finding has obvious implications for
the design of institutions for quality assessment. The work on lying aversion ties into research undertaken in
the behavioral economics group (Volz, Vogeley et al. 2015) and in the psychology group (Hochman,
Glöckner et al. 2016).
Informed consent is a standard legal technology for creating justification. But quite often individuals
prefer not to know. They would want their doctor to decide upon the appropriate treatment, rather than
explaining to them in detail the potentially lethal risks involved. If they are lagging behind, they would
prefer not to learn their rank so as to maintain their courage. Employers might commit to not investigating
personal circumstances, like the age of the applicant, to avoid being biased. As a first step, a paper with a
taxonomy of the desire not to know has been published (Hertwig and Engel 2016). It will be followed by a
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week-long high-level conference in 2019, convoked under the auspices of the Frankfurt Institute for
Advanced Studies.

C.I.2

Behavioral Analysis of Legal Intervention

From a textbook law-and-economics perspective, legal intervention shapes the opportunity structure. While
often thought-provoking, this perspective can be questioned from a behavioral angle. One prominent
application is the Coase theorem. It posits that efficiency obtains, irrespective of the original allocation of
property rights, if the following four conditions are fulfilled: (1) property rights are well defined, (2)
contracts can be enforced, (3) preferences are common knowledge, (4) the transaction cost is zero. Under
appropriate conditions (that are always fulfilled in the two-person case), the theorem can even be
strengthened by dropping the first condition. In an experiment, this claim has been put to the test. There is
some inefficiency, resulting from a clash of fairness norms. But the degree of inefficiency does not depend
on the presence of property rights (Bar-Gill and Engel 2016). This result stands an interesting tension with
a finding from the behavioral economics group: the more credible the protection of property rights is in a
country, the more individuals are willing to exert productive effort (Ahn, Balafoutas et al. 2016).
Interestingly, a seemingly straightforward extension of the first experiment reveals a qualification. If
individuals are allowed to take a foreign good against (differently high) compensation, efficient outcomes
are still frequent. But this socially desirable effect does not result from trading away the take option. Rather,
takers show respect for the fact that the original owner had to earn the commodity in a real-effort task.
Deals frequently fail since fairness preferences are heterogeneous, with choices either reflecting threat
points, or favoring the equal split, or showing the more respect for ownership the smaller the compensation
is when the good is taken (Bar-Gill and Engel 2017).
Common law and continental law have different convictions about the conditions for creating legal
commitment. In principle, on the continent a mere promise may bind in law. By contrast, common law
requires "consideration". A promise is legally binding only if it has been given in exchange for a
counterpromise, or another valuable good or service. When push comes to shove, the differences between
both legal families are relatively small. But doctrine also serves an expressive function. It guides how the
law’s subjects see the issue. An experiment tests the resulting moral intuitions in the lab. If consideration is
required, participants believe that all participants make more ambitious promises. But they themselves
make a more cautious promise. These two effects cancel out, so that promises are not more likely to be
kept with consideration (Engel and Schmelzer 2017). A further experiment is motivated by the debate in
behavioral economics over the motive for keeping promises. The experiment shows that guilt aversion is
critical, but that it matters much more in narrow social circumstances (Morell 2015). From an incentive
perspective, a tenured contract that may be terminated at will and a fixed term contract that is regularly
renewed are equivalent. Yet, if both options are made available to experimental participants, the fixed-term
contract is considered as less kind and triggers less effort (Cromwell, Goerg et al. 2016). Contractual
lawyers believe that written form prevents individuals from entering unwise contractual obligations. An
incentivized experiment proves this belief to be well founded (Leszczynska 2016b).
Under common law, the standard remedy for breach of contract is expectation damages. Under continental law, the standard is specific performance. The common law solution is ex-post efficient. But is it also exante efficient? This question is tested experimentally. The design excludes aversion against others willfully
breaking their promises. Nonetheless there is less trade if specific performance is not guaranteed, provided
the preference for the traded commodity is sufficiently pronounced (Engel and Freund 2017). There is a
close link to an experiment from the experimental economics group on the efficient breach of contract
doctrine (Bigoni, Bortolotti et al. 2017). Another experiment shows that stipulating liquidated damages can
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have a downside akin to the hidden cost of control. The contractual partner interprets the clause as a sign
of distrust, and reduces productive effort (Depoorter, Freund et al. 2017).
A public-goods experiment is used to investigate whether the expectation of having to pay compensation
deters socially undesirable behavior. This effect is a precondition for tort law being a tool for governing
behavior, for instance to curb environmental damage. In the experiment, compensation rules are such that
a participant who maximizes profit would not be deterred from keeping her entire endowment. Nonetheless, participants contribute more to the public good, in particular if the amount to be paid or the probability of having to pay this amount are relatively high (Eisenberg and Engel 2014). A further experiment
unpacks the behavioral mechanisms behind the effect. Merely clarifying socially optimal behavior already
has a beneficial effect. There is an additional effect if participants are blamed for violating this norm, even
if this has no pecuniary consequences. There is a further effect if blaming comes with a non-deterrent
obligation to compensate the victim (Eisenberg and Engel 2016).
Punishment is a standard legal intervention against socially undesirable behavior. Putting the sanctioning
effect of the obligation to pay damages aside, it can be rooted in either criminal or administrative law. A
public-goods experiment shows that, in a heterogeneous population, sanctions are even instrumental if
their expected value is too low to deter a selfish individual. The beneficial effect results from conditionally
cooperative individuals who are not sufficiently averse to exploiting others (Engel 2014b). The criminology
literature claims that, when it comes to deterring crime, certainty is more important than severity. An
experiment replicates this finding from the field only if the expected value of the sanction is strong enough
to deter a selfish individual. In criminal law practice, this condition is rarely fulfilled (Engel and Nagin
2015). A further experiment shows that there is a substantial difference between the reaction to the level of
certainty or severity, and changes in either dimension of punishment. Even if one regime initially works
better, policymakers cannot simply go back to it. These two findings suggest an explanation for the ratcheting up of criminal sanctions in many countries (Engel 2016b). There is a related paper from the experimental economics group (Lergetporer, Angerer et al. 2014).
In the lab, the willingness of bystanders to engage in costly punishment is pronounced. A field experiment
on littering in Cologne’s main railway station shows that this also happens in a naturalistic setting, and with
one-shot interaction. However, only a minority of individuals exhibit this behavior. That said, individuals are
more prepared to withhold help in response to perceived violations of social norms (Balafoutas, Nikiforakis
et al. 2014; 2016). Withholding help also proves an effective sanction in the lab (Nikiforakis and Mitchell
2014). Third-party punishers run a serious risk of counter-punishment (Balafoutas, Grechenig et al. 2014).
The ability of groups to overcome a social dilemma without central intervention is also severely reduced if
induced valuations for a public good are heterogeneous (Gangadharan, Nikiforakis et al. 2017).
Auctions are a classic topic at the intersection of law and economics. Standard theory points to a trade-off:
while the second-price auction is incentive-compatible, it is prone to collusion. If auction designers dread
the risk of collusion more than paying a somewhat excessive price, they may prefer to run a first-price
auction. An experiment points to a hitherto overlooked concern. During the negotiations over bid-rigging,
bidders signal information that distorts beliefs of their counterparts. This is why, in the experiment, a firstprice auction is as susceptible to collusion as a second-price auction (Llorente-Saguer and Zultan 2017). A
further experiment investigates how auction outcomes are affected by bidders lacking information about
the valuations of their competitors (Brookins and Ryvkin 2014). There is a link to work by the experimental
economics group on behaviorally informed market design (Kirchler, Huber et al. 2015).
For normative reasons, many valuable goods are not exchanged against money. Classic illustrations are
donor organs, college admission, or the assignment of clerks to prestigious internships. In economics, the
design of mechanisms that achieve allocation without compensation is an active field. Yet, thus far, legal
scholarship has paid little attention. Two experiments cast light on the behavioral qualifications of mecha-
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nisms that are equivalent when assuming standard preferences. A first challenge is cognitive. For the
mechanism to be strategy-proof, individuals must see through it. This is easier with random serial dictatorship than with top trading cycles (Schmelzer 2017). A second challenge is motivational. All mechanisms
require randomness. Yet, those who have had a bad draw prefer to get a second chance, even if this
implies that, in expectation, their chances of receiving a commodity that is high up on their preference list is
somewhat reduced (Schmelzer 2016).
In previous years, the institute had been very interested in understanding the power of behaviorally motivated legal interventions, and defaults in particular (see the habilitation thesis by Bechtold 2010). An
experiment points to an important behavioral downside: default rules create an endowment effect (Marcin
and Nicklisch 2017). The interest of the group in "soft" interventions has also triggered a field experiment
by a former researcher from Martin Hellwig’s group on "Nudges at the Dentist" (Altmann and Traxler
2014).
For quite a while, behavioral law and economics scholars have been interested in the "expressive function" of the law. One aspect of this function concerns the construction of the situation. An experiment shows
how important this can be. While making one individual a leader mitigates a social dilemma if this dilemma is framed as a give-some game, the effect vanishes if the same game is framed as a take-some game
(Frackenpohl, Hillenbrand et al. 2016).
From the standard law-and-economics perspective, legal intervention is effective because it changes the
opportunity structure. This line of argument presupposes that the law’s subjects calculate the cost and
benefit of following versus breaking the law whenever they happen to be in a situation regulated by law.
For many choices under the purview of the law, this behavioral assumption is strong. Arguably most of the
time most individuals do not even consider the option of breaking the law. They just follow the law because
this is their routine. While routinization is thus highly beneficial for governance by law, there is a downside. The law is permanently under construction because it reacts to changes in the environment, or to
shifts in the normative assessment of some course of behavior. Legal reform then requires more than a
change in rules. The law’s subjects must unlearn their previous routine and develop a new one. An experiment shows that this concern is real, but that participants adapt much faster and much better if they can
observe role models (Betsch, Lindow et al. 2015).

C.I.3

Applications

Antitrust has been one of the first topics for close collaboration between lawyers and economists. A metastudy organizes collusion experiments undertaken during more than half a century, and demonstrates in
which ways this evidence can inform the decision about clearing a merger (Engel 2015b). Experiments
further increase the available evidence. In the field, it is rare that isolated individuals compete with each
other. Usually competitors are firms. One behaviorally important difference is the possibility of outsiders to
second-guess decision-making within a competing firm. If experimental participants have this information
and the competing teams are similar, they become less aggressive (Kurschilgen, Morell et al. 2017). By
contrast, if bidders in a contest are not informed about the number of competitors, they bid more aggressively than predicted by standard theory (Boosey, Brookins et al. 2017). These results generalize: whether
participants act cooperatively (which in an oligopoly context would imply that they try to collude) or competitively critically hinges on the construction of the situation. An experiment shows that this construction is
open to purposeful intervention. If an otherwise identical 2x2 prisoner’s dilemma with binary action space
is presented without a frame, framed as a joint project, or framed as defending against a joint enemy, the
results are indistinguishable. Participants are quite willing to run the risk of cooperation. By contrast, if the
game is framed as competition, cooperation rates drop (Engel and Rand 2014). This is good news for
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antitrust. The risk of collusion looms not as large as the interpretation of oligopoly as a prisoner’s dilemma
might have suggested.
Insurance is a quintessential industry constructed by law. An experiment points to a hitherto overlooked
business opportunity. When given a chance, experimental participants are willing to pay substantial
amounts to insure against the possibility that a donation might not reach the intended recipient. In the field,
this is a pervasive concern. Offering this product is also desirable from a welfare perspective: If the insurance option is provided, many more participants decide to make a donation to a charity (Buijze, Engel et
al. 2017). Interestingly, after the working paper was published, Munich Re approached the institute since
they were considering to offer such an insurance as a commercial product. The insurance industry runs the
risk of fraud. An experiment isolates a determinant. One might have thought that fraud is more frequent if
the insurance is compulsory. After all, individuals did not have a chance to decide freely whether insuring
against the risk is worthwhile. Interestingly, the opposite result obtains. Those intended to exploit the
insurance company self-select into taking out insurance (Freund and Tausch 2017). This closely ties in with
work undertaken by the experimental economics group. In a field experiment, they show that providers of
computer repair services are significantly more likely to sell unnecessary services if they know the customer
to be insured (Kerschbamer, Neururer et al. 2016). This is part of a line of research on the provision of
credence goods (Beck, Kerschbamer et al. 2014; Kerschbamer, Sutter et al. 2017).
Even if lawyers do not normally use language from behavioral economics, they have always been attentive
to behavioral effects in business to consumer relations. An experiment shows that one behavioral concern is well founded: Rollback rebates are "sticky" and allow providers to prevent customers from shifting to
competitors (Morell, Glöckner et al. 2015).
The group has also worked on questions of corporate law. An experiment shows that merely declaring
that a manager should balance shareholder interests with stakeholder interests is not effective if such
choices run against the manager’s incentives (Fischer, Goerg et al. 2015). This casts doubt on so-called
social enterprise legislation. Another experiment probes the effectiveness of European Union legislation
aimed at protecting investors. It shows that the mere use of company logos on rate of return declarations
biases choice in favor of prominent stocks (Hillenbrand and Schmelzer 2015). Recent legislation aims at
increasing the number of females on executive boards. An experiment tests a claim frequently made by
policymakers: Gender diversity will increase productivity. In the experiment, the opposite holds true
(Dorrough, Leszczyńska et al. 2016). However, an experiment from the experimental economics group
shows that gender-based quotas are frequently chosen endogenously and do not negatively affect efficiency (Balafoutas, Davis et al. 2016).
A lab-in-the-field experiment shows that Chinese participants in the role of employers discriminate wages
by the province of origin of migrant workers (Chmura, Goerg et al. 2016). This is related to a crossnational experiment from the psychology group. Participants from six countries play a sender-receiver
game with participants from other countries. They are asked about beliefs and choices. Both dependent
variables show pronounced nationality stereotypes (Dorrough and Glöckner 2016).
Two experiments look at the relationship between an employee and her employer. This is a prototypical
principal-agent problem, since the principal is usually not in a position to observe the agent’s effort
perfectly. One possibility to overcome the problem is to just ask. In the experiment, this turns out to be a
poor intervention. Agents frequently overreport effort. This creates distrust, both between the employer and
the employees and among the employees. The characteristic gift exchange logic is impaired (Kleine and
Kube 2015). Legal orders vary widely when it comes to accepting non-compete clauses. The rationale of
such clauses is a concern employers may have: Employees may obviate the employer’s investment in their
human capital, or may deprive the employer of valuable customer relations. But value for the employer
typically results from matching effort by the employee, for instance in extending the customer base. One
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might therefore expect employees to react to the clause by reducing effort in the first place. In an experiment, interestingly, no detrimental effect on employee effort was observed (Bünstorf, Engel et al. 2016).
The traditional law and economics interpretation of intellectual property rests on the claim that intellectual achievements are (pure) public goods. Others can put them to productive use without reducing their
value. In this logic, the legal order introduces a temporal monopoly to establish a quid pro quo: the
inventor may exclude others from using the achievement as long as they have not paid for it. This creates
incentives for the inventor to engage in socially productive innovation in the first place. This line of argument neglects that appropriating foreign innovations is rarely free of charge. In a lab experiment, introducing a positive cost of appropriation almost perfectly removes the incentive problem. This even holds if
appropriation reduces the profit the inventor makes from her own innovation (Engel and Kleine 2015). In
the US, the incentive interpretation also dominates the copyright discourse. European law thinks otherwise.
It sees the main motive for protecting intellectual creativity in the author’s self-esteem. She wants to be
recognized also, but not exclusively, by a chance for making money with her work. In a field experiment,
photo artists are presented with a series of second-price auctions to elicit their willingness to trade the
possibility of a buyer to use their work without mentioning their name, to alter the work, or to destroy it. In
their large majority, participants are unwilling to trade these rights in the first place. If they are happy to
grant either right, they ask for very high prices (Bechtold and Engel 2017).
Tax evasion is a prominent application of compliance with legal rules that is hard to enforce merely by a
threat with sanctions. For some kinds of income, detection is conspicuously difficult. This is why interventions aiming at fostering voluntary tax compliance are of high practical relevance. Two PhD students plan
to work on this. Eugenio Verrina wants to investigate the framework conditions for voluntary tax compliance. Cornelius Schneider wants to understand how tax compliance depends on the match of tax policies
with prevalent redistribution preferences. This line of research strongly benefits from work undertaken in
other parts of the institute: Do attempts at tax evasion reduce the efficiency of markets for credence goods
(Balafoutas, Beck et al. 2015)? Is tax compliance systematically more pronounced in some countries than
in others (Andrighetto, Zhang et al. 2016; Zhang, Andrighetto et al. 2016)?
Legal orders are united in their fight against corruption, but they are divided in the legislative reactions.
One group of legal orders exposes private parties who approach a public official, and the public official
who accepts such offers, to equally severe sanctions. A second group of legal orders punishes officials
more harshly. This asymmetry can be justified on deontological grounds. Transforming public office into a
source of personal income is even more blameworthy. However, an experiment points to an overlooked
downside of this approach. The prospect of at most being punished lightly provides the private party with a
cheap technology for enforcing the corrupt deal (Engel, Goerg et al. 2016). Again, there is related work
from other parts of the institute. How does the prevalence of corruption in a country affect the performance
of firms (Hanousek and Kochanova 2016)? How can a culture of corruption in a country be changed
(Zhang 2015)?
Legal orders differ in their construction of privacy. While it is essentially regarded as a property right in the
US, it is regarded as an inalienable moral right in most of Europe. But both families of legal orders agree
in their considering privacy as a private good. A conceptual paper challenges this perspective and demonstrates why, in the age of big data even more than before, a person's privacy is not only her personal
affair. The more information she makes publicly available, the more parties that are interested learn about
others. This not only holds for individuals with whom a person interacts. Rich personal information also
makes it possible for machine-learning algorithms to gain ever more reliable generic knowledge about
cues that have strong predictive power. This is why privacy should be constructed as a public good
(Fairfield and Engel 2015). An experiment shows how easy it is to induce individuals to give up their privacy
rights. Merely making the consent option salient suffices (Hermstrüwer and Dickert 2017).
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The experimental work on punishment has already been covered in an earlier section. It builds a natural
link to criminal law (for a survey of experimental criminal law, see Engel 2016a). An experiment uses a
public good to test one of the standard institutions of criminal law. Many convicts, in particular first offenders, are put on probation, rather than directly being incarcerated. Yet, preserved individual liberty is
conditional on not committing further crime during the probation period. Otherwise the criminal sanction
for the first and the second convictions compound. The experiment shows that probation substantially
weakens deterrence. While they are on probation, individuals are indeed cautious not to violate the norm.
But as soon as the probation period expires, they start to misbehave again (Engel, Hennig-Schmidt et al.
2015).
Thus far, scientific disintegrity has not yet triggered targeted legal interventions. But a series of prominent
scandals and the replication crisis have put the problem back on the screen of institution designers. A
theory paper analyses the problem with the toolbox of public-goods models (Engel 2015a). It complements
multiple contributions of the psychologists at the institute to test the replicability of findings and to improve
the situation for the future (Collaboration 2015; Kidwell, Lazarević et al. 2016; Bouwmeester, Verkoeijen et
al. 2017).

C.I.4

Rule Generation and Rule Application

Legal rules are not out there. They are purposeful creations. The group has been interested in behavioral
effects that play themselves out in the process of making new law. Constitutions use different voting
schemes. A theory paper compares unanimity with majority rule that is combined with veto power. The
latter turns out to be superior under wide conditions (Bouton, Llorente-Saguer et al. 2015). This prediction
also finds support in the lab (Bouton, Llorente-Saguer et al. 2017). Another experiment shows that approval voting outperforms the plurality rule as a technology for the aggregation of distributed information
(Bouton, Castanheira et al. 2016). A further experiment creates a conflict between the socially optimal
sharing of private information and private gains from lying. It finds a majority of naive participants who tell
the truth, while they are exploited by more sophisticated participants who lie (Le Quement and Marcin
2016).
Democracy is government of the people, by the people, for the people, as Abraham Lincoln so aptly put
it. Yet to bring this vision to life, the people must engage with governing their country. At the least, they
must vote. Since chances to be pivotal are negligible in large constituencies, it is "rational" for them not to
go. An experiment shows that individuals with pronounced social preferences are indeed more likely to go
voting (Robalo, Schram et al. 2017). Direct democracy involves citizens more directly into the process of
rule-making. A vignette study exploits the fact that many of the German länder have recently strengthened
direct democratic elements in their local constitutions. Participants are asked to rate the degree of acceptance for a series of currently prominent decisions, provided they were either taken by the local parliamentary assembly, or by referendum. The difference in procedure only matters if the individual declares
that the respective issue is of high importance for her personally (Towfigh, Goerg et al. 2016). While
Parliament has power to repeal any statute introduced by earlier parliamentary assemblies, it is rare that it
exercises this power. Most of the statutes continue to be in force, even if those who have voted for them
passed away long ago. In an experiment, the fact that a rule meant to overcome a social dilemma has
been introduced by a previous group of participants does not help current participants achieve more
efficient outcomes, while rules they have adopted themselves do have this beneficial effect (Langenbach
and Tausch 2017).
The legal discourse predominantly treats rules as arbitrary choices. The decision about their contents "has
to be taken politically". Constitutional law first and foremost contains these choices by procedural rules.
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Even in countries like Germany, with an encompassing constitutional order and a powerful constitutional
court, "gouvernement des juges" is seen as a serious mistake. This stands in contrast to welfare economics.
The goal is precisely defined: allocative efficiency. The aim is finding procedures, mechanisms that is, that
promise to come as close as possible to this goal. Interestingly, behavioral analysis is only just starting to
touch this enterprise. An experiment makes a contribution. It puts participants into the role of a ruler and
manipulates whether this ruler has to live with an audience that may misrepresent their types, whether the
ruler knows that the rule will be applied to herself, and whether she knows her own valuation of the public
good when choosing the rule. Rulers are strikingly overoptimistic regarding the willingness of participants
to reveal their types (Engel and Hippel 2017). This highlights a behavioral challenge for democratic
governance. A related experiment shows that designated punishment authorities abuse their power by
themselves undercutting the behavioral norm they impose on their group in a public good (Hoeft and Mill
2017).
In a governance perspective, legal rules are tools for social betterment. Political science has long pointed to
the risk of an implementation deficit. It is not enough for the rule to address a social ill effectively that it is
in force; it must also be implemented. Consequently the diffusion of legal innovation cannot be taken
for granted. A paper exploits the fact that Israel has recently introduced class-action, and that a registration
requirement gives access to complete data. These data show that the new remedy has taken several years
to become widely used. The adoption curve is almost perfectly exponential. The paper demonstrates that
social influence (merely copying what other law firms do), social learning (reacting to the fees other law
firms have received), and individual learning (reacting to previous success or failure of this one law firm)
independently explain the decision to file a new class-action suit (Engel, Klement et al. 2017).
Judges enjoy constitutionally protected independence. From a rational choice perspective, this could be
troubling news. If the constitution removes constraints, why do judges not simply maximize personal wellbeing, at the expense of a society that pays for their services? An experiment shows that the fact of having
been assigned an office, and a clear task that requires impartiality, has a strong motivating force (Engel
and Zhurakhovska 2017). Another experiment shows that prosecutors are significantly more willing to put
aside their personal advantage if the incentive structure is framed as criminal procedure (Engel and Reuben
2015). But a paper using a new comprehensive dataset about decision-making by the European Court of
Justice shows that judges appointed to the ECJ by an integration-friendly Member-State government are
more likely to cite judgments authored by judges from a similar political background (Frankenreiter
2017b). Advisory opinions issued by the advocates general are related to the integration preferences of
their countries of origin (Frankenreiter 2017a). A provocative paper has posited that the outcome of
criminal procedure in Israel depends on whether decisions are made before or after lunch. Using simulation, a paper from the psychology group shows that the effect must be heavily overestimated, if it exists at
all (Glöckner 2016). Judges routinely have to decide knowing that the evidentiary basis remains incomplete. A theory paper models their choice as satisficing, rather than maximizing, based on subjective
definitions of the state space and subjective probabilities (Engel and Güth 2015).
The behavioral analysis of judicial decision-making is a topic with a considerable history, not so much in
law and economics, but in law and psychology. By contrast, the behavioral analysis of the decisions made
by regulators and administrators is much less advanced. One experiment focuses on regulatory agencies.
They are endowed with strong intervention rights to countervail the risk that dominant firms will abuse
power, to the detriment of demand. These powers create an opportunity for regulatory micromanagement.
Both conceptually and empirically, there are good reasons to doubt that micromanagement is normatively
desirable. A seemingly elegant technique for cutting the Gordian knot is price cap regulation. The statute
constrains regulatory intervention to rare moments in time. Until the next moment for intervention arrives,
regulated firms may be sure that the price cap will be in force. An experiment shows a downside. Experimental regulators are overly cautious, for fear of being responsible for experimental firms making a very
small profit or no profit at all (Engel and Heine 2017).
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Behavioral effects are also important on the opposite side of an administrative relationship. An experiment measures the attitude of the addressee of administrative intervention towards the administrator by an
unannounced, subsequent dictator game that gives the addressee an opportunity to reward the administrator. Rewards are significantly higher if the addressee had the opportunity to express herself before the
administrator decides (the addressee decides before she learns the administrator's decision) (Kleine,
Langenbach et al. 2014). Another experiment shows that the obligation for an experimental authority to
justify their punishment decisions in a public good makes punishment more effective, but only if those
reasons are made public (Engel and Zhurakhovska 2013). Punishment is also more effective if the experimental authority has been voted into office, rather than being randomly assigned to it (Marcin, Robalo et
al. 2016). This shows a behavioral effect of procedural legitimacy.
Legal academia can be seen as a subsidiary actor for the generation and application of rules. In Germany, the link between legal academia and legislation, the judiciary, and administration is particularly strong.
Two empirical papers investigate aspects of German legal academia. The analysis of a large-scale dataset
suggests that the state exam is biased against female students (Towfigh, Traxler et al. 2014). The second
paper exploits the fact that, as a practical matter, becoming a law professor in Germany requires one to
pass a habilitation. A time series of all (published) habitation theses since 1960 reveals a "hog cycle". If
eight years ago there were too few candidates for professorship on the market, eight years later there are
too many, and vice versa (Engel and Hamann 2016).

C.I.5

Methods

Lab experiments are natural tools for identifying behavioral effects. Usually the group follows the experimental economics tradition, and in particular the ban on cheating, and incentivizes choices whenever
possible. Another practice in experimental economics is also motivated by generating clean data. The
typical economic experiment is stripped of context. Participants do not learn the research question, but are
just exposed to a naked incentive structure. An experiment shows that this comes at a price. In the baseline,
participants face a naked 2x2 prisoner's dilemma. Treatments add frames. If the interaction is framed as a
joint project, or defending oneself against a joint enemy, results are not distinguishable from the baseline.
But cooperation drops if the game is framed as competition. This shows that decontextualisation is a
double-edged sword. Participants must make sense of the design. If it comes without an explicit frame,
participants frame the game for the experimenter. Paradoxically, a design feature meant to increase
control reduces experimental control (Engel and Rand 2014).
Legal argument tends to be multifaceted. This richness is hard to capture with a classic experimental
design. In the interest of cleanly identifying the effect of interest, the situation is simplified such that confounds are ruled out. Eye-tracking offers the possibility to maintain a much greater degree of the characteristic multidimensionality. The following project is an application: According to the prevalent dual process
theory of moral decision-making, deontological decisions should feature a relatively shorter and less
complex decision process, while utilitarian decisions should require more information search and deliberation (Rahal, Hoeft et al. 2017). A further method for tracing the development of legal discourse is citation
analysis (Hamann 2014a), and computer linguistics as applied to legal text; this is what Hanjo Hamann
uses in a project financed by the Heidelberg Academy.
The credibility of experimental findings rests on statistical testing. While the focus of the group is applied, it
occasionally has contributed to statistical questions as well. The typical data from public-goods experiments
exhibits patterned heterogeneity. While the majority is more or less willing to cooperate, a substantial
minority behaves as predicted by economic textbooks and completely free-rides. Capturing this heterogeneity by a Tobit regression is not fully satisfactory. One assumes that participants who have not made a
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positive contribution to the public project would even have taken money away from the remaining members of the group if the design had not made this impossible. An alternative statistical approach is a double
hurdle model. It assumes that there can be two reasons why a participant does not contribute to the
project: she may be of a selfish type, or she may react to circumstances that she considers to be insufficiently promising. A paper not only introduces the theory behind this estimator, but also offers software to
use it in Stata (Engel and Moffatt 2014).
Standard economic models assume risk neutrality. Empirically, the majority of experimental populations
are risk-averse, while a non-negligible minority are even risk-seeking. This explains why, after the main
experiment, risk aversion is measured routinely. This is usually done using the test developed by Holt and
Laury. It asks participants to make 10 choices between two lotteries. If participants are consistent, at one
point they switch from the lottery with the smaller to the lottery with the larger spread. Usually the switching
point, or its translation into a score of constant relative risk aversion, is then used for explanation. This
approach does not work for participants who switch more than once. The standard approach in the
literature is to drop observations from such participants altogether. Using data from a pertinent experiment,
a paper shows that and why this procedure creates bias, and discusses alternative statistical approaches
(Engel and Kirchkamp 2016).
When working with observational data, identification of causal effects is often challenging. One popular
way out is exploiting "natural experiments". One compares a treatment group that has been exposed to a
random shock with a control group that has not been affected. An experiment shows that this seemingly
elegant solution can be problematic. One measures how a population reacts to a change in circumstances,
rather than its level. However, the ultimate research question is often the level effect. In the experiment
(using a stealing game with differences between certainty and severity), the difference between levels and
changes is pronounced (Engel 2016b).
To a large degree, the empirical legal movement is fueled by lawyers applying these established empirical
methods from the social sciences to legal research questions. This is a highly successful endeavor. Yet, as
the field matures, it is time to discuss autonomous empirical methods for the law. A conceptual paper
contrasts the characteristic normative research questions of legal scholars with the philosophy of frequentist
statistics. Frequently, for the law, the avoidance of false positives (in the parlance of frequentist statistics,
having a sufficiently low p-value) is of lesser importance than avoiding false negatives. A classic case in
point is the precautionary principle. This calls for adjusting the significance level (obviously only if better
evidence is not to be had). An even deeper challenge originates in the fact that legal problems are rarely
well-defined. This prevents the researcher from formulating a clear hypothesis. Quite often, the law is
ultimately not interested in explanation, but in prediction. This invites machine-learning techniques. Finally,
as soon as legal choices are regularly based on empirical evidence, the law has to be prepared for attempts at strategically perturbing this evidence. A potential remedy might be to pit evidence against
counter-evidence, in the spirit of the adversarial principle (Engel 2017). In a related exercise, the (legal)
PhD thesis by Hanjo Hamann defines the conditions for "evidence-based law" (Hamann 2014b).

C.I.6

Translation

At its core, the group contributes to empirical legal scholarship, and to behavioral research more generally.
Papers are written with the intention of submitting them to good peer-reviewed journals. This requires that
they live up to the expectations of these journals. Usually this implies adequate technical sophistication. But
these papers are not intended to be self-reflective voices from the ivory tower. They are meant to inform the
legal discourse. Now most legal scholars do not see themselves as social scientists. They have no training
in modeling and data analysis. Of course, the more technical papers present the research question, the key
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findings, and the discussion of broader implications in plain English. But this need not necessarily suffice to
reach the legal audience. Acknowledging this challenge, in some way or other, all lawyers from the group
have been engaged with translation.
A book edited by Emanuel Towfigh and Niels Petersen introduces lawyers to the toolbox of economics.
The book has come out in the second edition in German (Towfigh and Petersen 2017) and in the first
edition in English (Towfigh and Petersen 2015). A handbook entry introduces lawyers to empirical methods
for behavioral analysis (Engel 2014a). A further paper zeroes in on the advantages of the experimental
method for law (Chatziathanasiou and Leszczynska 2017). Another paper defines the scope for empirical
input into legislation (Steinbach 2015b). Yet another book offers a systematic account of economic arguments in public international law (van Aaken and Steinbach 2017). A legal PhD thesis structures the
emerging field of evidence-based law (Hamann 2014b). Papers that have been published in first-rate law
journals argue for taking empirical claims more seriously (Towfigh 2014; Hamann and Hoeft 2017).
During the period covered by this report, four legal scholars passed their habilitation. All of them have
written books that strongly benefit from the interdisciplinary context of the institute. But rightly all these
books speak to the legal community, and largely do so without technical jargon. Since they want to address
the legal discourse, these books take much more context into consideration than would be advisable for a
peer-reviewed publication. In a way, these books contextualize the social science work undertaken by the
group. Niels Petersen asks whether constitutional courts have (ab)used the proportionality principle as a
technique for self-empowerment. Using a comprehensive dataset of cases from Germany, South Africa,
and Canada, he finds hardly any evidence for this frequently made claim (Petersen 2015). An English
version of the book has been published with Cambridge University Press (Petersen 2017b). Emanuel
Towfigh is concerned that political parties have become so good at winning elections that they become
dysfunctional for striking the democratic balance between striving for power and integrating society
(Towfigh 2015). Jörn Lüdemann is convinced that the mainstream of German public law is on the wrong
track if it aims at distilling legal principles of ever greater generality. He calls for taking the specifics of the
concrete problem the law wants to address much more seriously (Lüdemann 2016). Armin Steinbach
observes a cacophony of "rationality" arguments in legal discourse and offers a more principled, systematic
view (Steinbach 2017b). Similar considerations motivate ongoing habilitation projects. Alexander Morell
aims at grounding the procedural doctrine of prima facie evidence in a better understanding of empirical
evidence. Stefanie Egidy plans to study strategic litigation, using empirical observations from the German
constitutional court. Hanjo Hamann wants to investigate the proper scope for demoscopy in the application
of private law standards. Yoan Hermstrüwer wants to readjust the constitutional borderline between tax and
non-tax levies, with a specific eye on behavioral effects.
In their PhD theses, lawyers can be more upfront about social science methods. Still they are well advised
to flesh out the implications for the mainstream legal discourse, which usually encompasses doctrinal
implications. In that spirit, Yoan Hermstrüwer uses behavioral insights to define the need for legal intervention in the interest of protecting privacy (Hermstrüwer 2016). Pascal Langenbach investigates the effect of
the addressee being heard in administrative procedure, exploiting findings from two experiments he has
run (Langenbach 2017). Monika Leszczyńska combines an experiment on quota rules with a doctrinal
piece, and another experiment on the duration of contracts with top managers with a legal policy piece
(Leszczyńska 2016a). Konstantin Chatziathanasiou relies on a decontextualised experiment to back up his
interpretation of Art. 146 GG. The fact that the German constitution makes itself explicitly open to abolition
could have contributed to its remarkable stability. Leonhard Hoeft uses several experiments to find out
whether the legal theory by H. L. A. Hart can be grounded in behavioral data.
Multiple essays published in good law journals strengthen these translation efforts. They are covered by the
individual research portraits of the lawyers in the group. The following have been published in particularly
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esteemed journals: Hamann 2014c, Morell 2014, Petersen 2014, Steinbach 2015a, Steinbach 2016a,
Steinbach 2016b, Morell 2017, Petersen 2017a, and Steinbach 2017a.
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C.II

Experimental Economics

Preliminary remark. Prof Sutter started his position as co-director of the institute on 1 August 2017, and
his group members started to join the institute on 1 October 2017. For this reason, the following report is
not a genuine account of the group’s past aims and achievements, but rather an illustration of the main
interests of Prof Sutter over the past four years and a description of his main plans for the future and how
his group members contribute to these plans.

Director: Prof Dr Matthias Sutter
Postdocs
Stefania Bortolotti, PhD (joined in October 2017 from the University of Cologne)
Dr Zwetelina Iliewa (joined in January 2018 from ZEW Mannheim)
Angelo Romano, PhD (psychology) (joined in October 2017 from the University of Amsterdam)
Dr Sebastian Schneider (joined in December 2017 from the University of Göttingen)
Doctoral Students
Zvonimir Basic (final year, joined in October 2017 from the University of Bonn)
Nathan Maddix (joined in November 2017 from Harvard University)
Sofia Monteiro (joined in October 2017 from the University of Cape Town)
Matthias Praxmarer (final year, joined in October 2017 from the University of Cologne)
Shambhavi Priyam (joined in October 2017 from the Poverty Action Lab in Bangalore)
Daniel Salicath (joined in October 2017 from the University of San Francisco)
Anna Untertrifaller (final year, joined in October 2017 from the University of Cologne; funded by the
Diligentia Foundation, Cologne)
Claudia Zoller (final year, joined in October 2017 from the University of Cologne)
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The “Experimental Economics Group” (EEG) uses experimental methods – both in the lab and in the field –
to study what the group considers to be important questions for society. Its focus is therefore on applied
questions (rather than on contributions to experimental methods). The group covers a broad variety of
fields with its research – including topics in finance, tournament theory, labor economics, industrial organization, group decision-making, cooperation and coordination, and economic policy issues, such as
nudging, to name just a few. In fact, Professor Sutter has worked in all of the mentioned fields in the past
few years, and he and his group are also open to integrating new areas of research in the future. Given
the interdisciplinary nature of the MPI with its research groups in law (Professor Engel), sociology (Dr
Winter) and psychology (Dr Baumert and Dr Fiedler), the EEG will also expand its research into these areas
through collaboration with the other groups.
Despite its breadth in the areas of research, the EEG will focus on three main areas of research in the
coming years: (1) economic decision-making of children and teenagers; (2) team decision-making; (3)
credence goods markets. Professor Sutter has been working in these areas over the past few years, and the
following description of the areas concentrates on his contributions over the past four years.

C.II.1

Economic Decision-making of Children and Teenagers

The success of experimental economics as a field has largely been driven by providing an opportunity to
analyze human behavior under controlled conditions, thus examining whether human behavior matches
standard game-theoretic and decision-theoretic predictions, and thereby providing insights for improving
theoretical models. By now, it is firmly established that standard classical predictions are, at times, a poor
predictor of actual human behavior, because factors such as social preferences, intentions, or even emotions, also affect human behavior in many situations. However, such insights from experimental economics
have for a long time been based on evidence from university students in their early 20s. Fairly little has
been known whether children’s behavior is better or less well accounted for by standard predictions and
how children’s behavior develops with age. Learning about children’s behavior is therefore important, and
for several reasons. First, studying the behavior of children and teenagers can reveal whether economic
behavior develops in characteristic patterns in the course of life. Similar to psychological research on the
development of moral judgments, for instance, economic research has become interested in whether
fairness preferences, risk attitudes, impatience, rational choice behavior or competitive preferences develop
in certain ways. Knowing more about such a potential development is a precondition for possible policy
interventions that mark the second important reason why research on economic preferences of children
and teenagers has become a hot topic even in core economics journals. Policy interventions – in particular
interventions in school curricula – may promote particular types of behavior that are widely considered to
be influential for success in life, such as patience with respect to attaining education, competitiveness to
succeed on the labor market, or avoiding conflicts through a mutual understanding of fairness norms.
Third, from the viewpoint of economic theory, it is interesting to study whether children and teenagers are
sophisticated decision-makers who make rational decisions and are capable of applying fundamental
game-theoretic concepts (such as backward induction or mixed strategy play) in their behavior.
Matthias Sutter has contributed to all three aspects of why research with children and teenagers is important. In a paper on gender differences, the willingness to compete – which has been found to be one
explanatory factor for large gender differences in labor market outcomes – he has shown (in Sutter and
Glätzle-Rützler, 2015) that women are less likely to choose competitive payment schemes already at the
age of three years, and that this gender gap persists into early adulthood (of 18-year-old adolescents). This
strong gender difference in the willingness to compete holds even for tasks where stereotypes favor women
and where women objectively perform better. This finding is sometimes invoked in the public debate as the
basis for affirmative-action programs that are intended to promote women. Related to the second reason,
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Matthias Sutter has published work on how experimental choices on intertemporal decision-making and on
risk-taking are related to teenagers’ field behavior, including healthy lifestyle (with respect to smoking,
drinking, and obesity), grades in school, and financial savings in real life. In Sutter et al. (2013 AER), he
has found that experimental choices are closely related to field behavior, in particular that more patient
teenagers in the experiment were less likely to drink alcohol or smoke and more likely to save some of their
pocket money, and that they have better grades and less disciplinary referrals in school. In Sutter et al.
(2015 EL), he has shown that the patience of kindergarten kids can be influenced by simply changing the
default settings for saving for the future in contrast to consuming earlier.
The third reason for research with children and teenagers – testing economic theory – has been addressed
in Czermak et al. (2016 JEBO), where they studied the strategic sophistication of children and teenagers in
simple games, finding that 10-year-olds play the Nash equilibrium as often as 18-year-olds. Hence, there
is no development in game-theoretic sophistication in the teenage years.
Besides those studies, Matthias Sutter has investigated the emergence of discrimination across different
language groups in a bilingual town (see Angerer et al., 2016, 2017), or how third-party punishment
already works in childhood to improve cooperation rates in a prisoner’s dilemma game (Lergetporer et al.,
2014).
Overall, Matthias Sutter is motivated by the deep desire to understand the fundamental issues of preference
formation, which have been neglected in economics for a long time. Currently, he is working on a project
with families in Bangladesh, in which he studies the relationship of mothers’ and fathers’ economic preferences with their children’s economic preferences.
From a methodological point of view, Matthias Sutter has developed many new experimental designs to
study the economic behavior of children and teenagers. These designs have been repeatedly used by
subsequent authors to study related topics. One method-oriented paper on experiments with children and
teenagers is Angerer et al. (2015 JESA), where the authors compare two different methods to measure the
time preferences of children.

C.II.2

Group Decision-making

A decision-maker in an economics textbook is usually modeled as an individual whose decisions are not
influenced by any other person; but of course, human decision-making in the real world is typically embedded in a social environment. Households and firms, as well as common decision-making agents in
economic theory, are typically not individuals either, but groups of people—in the case of firms, often
interacting and overlapping groups. Similarly, important political or military decisions, as well as resolutions on monetary and economic policy, are often made by configurations of groups and committees
rather than by individuals. Economic research has developed an interest regarding group decision-making
– and its possible differences with individual decision-making – only rather recently. Camerer (2003)
concludes his book on Behavioral Game Theory with a section on the Top Ten open research questions for
future research, listing as number eight “how do teams, groups, and firms play games?” Potential differences between individual and group decision-making have been studied over the past ten to fifteen years
in a large set of games in the experimental economics literature. This literature is still relatively young
(albeit older than the literature on the formation of economic preferences of children and teenagers), and it
has advanced mainly through experiments in the laboratory1 that have compared individual decisionmaking to group decisions, and to individual decisions in situations with salient group membership. In a
1

The evidence from laboratory experiments has the advantage of allowing for a clean and controlled analysis of group
decision-making and group membership effects, because subjects are randomly assigned to making a choice individually or
as a group member. This is more difficult with field data, as self-selection effects are hardly avoidable there.
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nutshell, the bottom line emerging from economics research on group decision-making is that groups are
more likely to make choices that follow standard game-theoretic predictions, while individuals are more
likely to be influenced by biases, cognitive limitations, and in particular social considerations. In this sense,
groups are generally less “behavioral” than individuals. An immediate implication of this result is that
individual decisions in isolation cannot necessarily be assumed to be good predictors of the decisions
made by groups. More broadly, the evidence casts doubts on traditional approaches that model economic
behavior as if individuals were making decisions in complete isolation.
Matthias Sutter has contributed significantly to this literature over the past 10 years. In recent years, he has
pioneered two hitherto neglected issues in the group decision-making literature. In Maciejovsky et al.
(2013, Management Science), the authors have shown that the experience of group decision-making (in
rationality tasks) has long-lasting effects on subsequent individual decision-making. This insight reinforces
the importance of group decision-making, as it shows that it has positive externalities on individual decision-making. In Cooper and Sutter (forthcoming, 2018), they present a new experiment on group decisionmaking, in which group members have to take over different roles in the group, where the challenge is to
assign group members optimally to the different tasks. Surprisingly, this works very well, although giving
the group members too much say in task allocation can backfire. This paper is the first to have endogenous role assignment in groups where different members have different tasks, and as such it is much more
relevant for organizational economics than previous papers on group decision-making, in which all group
members always had the same task to do.
Overall, with his research on group decision-making, Matthias Sutter has started to open up an exciting
new field, which has important implications for our understanding of how group decisions shape and are
shaped by companies, politics, and, more generally, society as a whole.

C.II.3

Economics of Credence Goods

In many important markets – as in those for healthcare, repair and legal services, as well as in those for
financial advice and fund management – consumers (patients, clients, or private investors) are unable to
identify the quality of a good, service, or asset that best fits their needs. They may even be unable to verify
the quality that they have actually received. In contrast, doctors, mechanics, and legal or financial experts
are typically better informed regarding the appropriate quality of service provision. As this information
asymmetry between trading partners often persists even after a trade has been concluded and the buyer
has consumed the good or service, such goods and services are referred to as credence goods. The
volume of trade on credence goods markets is huge. For instance, healthcare expenditures account for
about 10% of GDP in the OECD countries alone (www.oecd-library.org). A significant portion of these
expenditures is caused by the provision of medical treatments where the prescribing physicians have a
large informational advantage over their patients who might not only be uninformed about the most
efficient type of treatment, but who may even be unable ex post to distinguish a cheap from an expensive
drug infusion. Repair services are also a multi-billion-dollar industry. In the EU, car repairs alone are worth
about 100 billion Euro per annum (ec.europa.eu/eurostat), with a significant proportion of car repairs
being regarded as unnecessary, probably in part because mechanics exploit their superior information
about the appropriate service. Moreover, ex-post inspection by the customer may fail to distinguish a
replaced part from a repaired part. Also, the finance sector is one of the biggest industries worldwide. Its
share of the GDP has increased threefold over the past 50 years in major Western economies, from an
average of 3% to about 9%. The complexity of its products has created severe informational asymmetries
between advisors and clients. Moreover, the inherent conflict between two tasks performed by financial
advisors – prospecting for customers and advising on the product’s “suitability” for the specific needs of
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customers – has created misaligned incentives. This implies that clients are exposed to potentially malign
behavior of financial professionals in the form of unsuitable product provision.
In general, the informational asymmetries between expert sellers and their customers on any market for
credence goods create strong material incentives for misbehavior on the side of the seller. If not contained
by institutional remedies or moral constraints, these misaligned incentives translate into large efficiency
costs for society as a whole. For this reason, it is important to investigate the provision of credence goods to
get a better understanding of the determinants of misbehavior of sellers and of the factors that can promote a more efficient provision of credence goods.
Matthias Sutter has published both lab and field experiments on the provision of credence goods and the
efficiency of credence goods markets. In particular, his field experiments have created attention in the
scientific community because of the new designs and technical aspects of the studies. In Balafoutas et al.
(2013 REStud; 2017 EJ), the authors have studied how the presumed informational disadvantage of taxi
passengers is exploited by taxi drivers. Using a GPS logger, the authors were able to account for both
overtreatment (taking detours) and overcharging (charging too much) in the market for taxi rides. If
passengers are presumed to have little knowledge about the local conditions, they are taken on detours
which account for about 5-8% of the average trip length. Passengers who seem to be unaware of the tariff
conditions have to pay extra, but unjustified, charges of about 25% of the average fare. In Kerschbamer et
al. (2016 PNAS), the authors have studied how insurance coverage affects the provision of credence
goods. In this field experiment, the authors manipulated (with the help of their IT department) the hardware
of new computers and brought them to repair shops. In one condition, the authors mentioned they had an
insurance; in the other, they did not. As a consequence, repair prices differed dramatically. When insurance is mentioned, prices are about 80% higher than in a control condition without insurance. About one
third of this increase is due to completely unnecessary repairs (which were assessed by the IT department),
and two thirds are due to outright fraud by writing more hours for the repair. In several lab experiments,
Matthias Sutter has shown that social preferences of expert sellers do play a role for the honesty in the
provision of credence goods (see Kerschbamer et al., 2017 EJ, Balafoutas et al., 2015 JPubE, Beck et al.,
2014 JEBO), which might be the underlying reason for the large heterogeneity of honest provision of
credence goods in the field.
Overall, Matthias Sutter’s designs to study credence goods markets (both in the lab and in the field) are
becoming the standard vehicle for analyzing credence goods markets, and he has been the first to provide
cost estimates as a consequence of fraudulent behavior in a field setting.

C.II.4

Other Areas

Besides these three main research areas, Matthias Sutter has been active in several other fields, like in the
experimental analysis of equilibrium selection in networks (Charness et al., 2014 ECMA), the value of
property rights for efficient production in an economy (Ahn et al., 2016 JPubE), the dynamics of contests
when there are multiple winners (Dutcher et al., 2015 GEB), the analysis of how markets affect moral
behavior (Kirchler et al., 2016 Management Science), or the assessment of the economic consequences of
a Tobin tax on financial markets (Huber et al., 2017 EJ).
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C.II.5

Plans for the Future

In the fall of 2017, Matthias Sutter started with his new group at the MPI. Several of his new research group
members have already worked – or are working – with children and teenagers (Zvonimir Basic, Sofia
Monteiro, Angelo Romano, Anna Untrifaller, and Claudia Zoller). They are going to become engaged in
new projects with children and teenagers. These projects focus on the emergence of cooperation, on the
one hand, and on the importance of grit to be successful in education, on the other. In large project in
Bangladesh – briefly alluded to above already – we are going to study the formation of economic preferences within families. Shambhavi Priyam will get involved in the fieldwork of this project. Related to experimental work with children and teenagers is a new research agenda on the intergenerational interaction
and its economic consequences. This new agenda is intended to investigate how diversity in age can affect
interactive decision-making (such as in cooperation games, network games, or games of competition).
Stefania Bortolotti and Matthias Praxmarer have been involved in an ongoing pilot study and will continue
to contribute to this new agenda.
One new focus of research will relate to financial literacy and how it affects economic preferences. While
financial literacy has been found to help avoid costly mistakes in financial decision-making, the channel
through which it works has largely remained unclear. In the summer of 2017, Matthias Sutter studied a
project with 9th- and 10th-graders to study the effects of financial literacy on economic preferences, with the
hypothesis being that financial literacy reduces risk aversion and increases patience in economic decisionmaking. Anna Untertrifaller and Zwetelina Iliewa are going to work on financial literacy projects. Sebastian
Schneider will contribute the theoretical underpinnings of how to measure higher-order risk preferences
(like prudence).
The research field on group decision-making will be further developed by studying how internal conflicts in
groups affect the quality of decision-making. Matthias Praxmarer has already worked on group decisionmaking in his PhD thesis and will continue to contribute to this research area, while Daniel Salicath has
expressed a strong interest in working in this area for his PhD.
Finally, Nathan Maddix will strengthen the group’s expertise in the area of nudging. He has been working
with Cass Sunstein – one of the conceptual founding fathers of nudging – on various projects with relation
to nudging, and he is going to continue in this area. Given that Matthias Sutter is member of the Austrian
nudging unit (called Insights Austria), he is going to increase the time and effort devoted to projects about
human nudging behavior.

Publications over the Past Four Years
1. Team decision making
Cooper, D. J., Sutter, M. (forthcoming), Endogenous role assignment and team performance. International

Economic Review
Balafoutas, L., Kerschbamer, R., Kocher, M., Sutter, M. (2014), Revealed distributional preferences: Individuals vs. teams. Journal of Economic Behavior and Organization, 108, 319–330
Sutter, M., Czermak, S., Feri, F. (2013), Strategic sophistication of individuals and teams. Experimental
evidence. European Economic Review, 64, 395–410
Maciejovsky, B., Sutter, M., Budescu, D., Bernau, P. (2013), Teams make you smarter: How exposure to
teams improves individual decisions in probability and reasoning tasks. Management Science, 59(6),
1255–1270
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2. Children and teenagers
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C.III Public Goods, Taxation, and Incentive Mechanisms;
Financial Stability and Monetary Policy
C.III.0 Preface
This chapter gives an account of work done by Martin Hellwig and his group over the past four years. As in
previous periods, this work had a foundational part and an applied part. In past reports, the foundational
part was presented in Chapter C.I of this Report, the applied part in Chapter C.III, with sub-chapters C.III.1
on network industries, competition policy and sector-specific regulation and C.III.2 on financial stability and
banking regulation. Over the past four years, hardly any work was done on network industries. Therefore
this chapter reports only on work done on the foundations of public economics and on financial stability
and regulation. Work on foundations of public economics is reported in sub-chapter C.III.1, work on
financial stability in sub-chapter C.III.2. Work on foundations of public economics was much enhanced by
having Felix Bierbrauer return to the institute as a visitor in 2015–16.

C.III.1

The Mechanism Design Approach to Public-Good Provision and Taxation

An important part of the research programme since 2004 concerned the conceptual framework for the
normative analysis of public-goods provision when decision makers cannot be presumed to have the
information needed to properly assess the amount of resources that should be devoted to such goods, in
particular, when decision makers cannot be presumed to know the values that the different decision
makers attach to the different public goods.
Our approach has the following distinct features:
–

Whereas most of the literature considers the problem of public-good provision with private information
in the context of small-economy models, in which each participant has the power to affect aggregate
outcomes, we consider large economies, in which any one individual is too insignificant to affect the
level of public-good provision aggregate outcome.

–

We consider incentive problems associated with coalition formation as well as individual incentive
compatibility.

–

We look at public-goods provision and taxation in an integrated manner. The problem of how to pay
for public goods is intimately related to the problem of what is an appropriate system of taxes and
prices for public services.

Our research and research interests in this area can be roughly divided into three broad topics:
–

Development of a conceptual and formal framework that is suitable for dealing with issues that
concern the revelation, communication and use of private information in a large economy.

–

Development of an overarching conceptual and formal framework that can be used to integrate the
theory of public-goods provision with the rest of normative economics, in particular, the theories of
public-sector pricing and of taxation.

–

Development of a conceptual and formal framework that is suitable to address issues concerning
incentives and governance on the supply side of public-good provision and can also be used to integrate the analysis of such issues with the more conventional analyses of demand and funding.
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C.III.1.1 Public Goods versus Private Goods: What is the Difference?
To fix semantics, define a public good to be one that exhibits nonrivalry in the sense that one person’s
“consumption” of this good does not preclude another person from “consuming” it as well. When several
people “consume” the public good, there may be external effects, e.g. negative externalities from crowding
or positive externalities from mutual entertainment, but there is not the kind of rivalry in consumption that
one has with private goods where one person’s eating a piece of bread precludes another person’s eating
it as well.
We focus on nonrivalry as the key characteristic because this property is at the core of the allocation
problem of public-good provision. Because of nonrivalry, it is efficient for people to get together and to
coordinate activities so as to exploit the benefits from doing things jointly. Other characteristics, such as
nonexcludability, affect the set of procedures that a community can use to implement a scheme for publicgood provision and finance, but such considerations seem secondary to the main issue that nonrivalry is
the reason why public-good provision is a collective, rather than individual concern.
The mechanism design approach to public-goods provision asks how a community of n people can
decide how much of a public good should be provided and how this should be paid for. If each person’s
tastes were publicly known, it would be easy to implement an efficient provision level. If tastes are private
information, the question is whether and how “the system” can obtain the information that is needed for
this purpose. Because this information must come from the individuals who hold it, the question is whether
and how these individuals can be given incentives to properly reveal this information to “the system”.
The bottom line of the previous literature is that it is always possible to provide individuals with the incentive
to reveal their preferences in such a way that an efficient level of public-good provision can be implemented. For this purpose, financial contributions must be calibrated to individuals’ expressions of preferences
for the public good in such a way that there are neither incentives to overstate preferences for the public
good in the hope that this raises the likelihood of provision at the expense of others nor incentives to
understate preferences for the public good in the hope that this reduces one’s payment obligations without
too much of an effect on the likelihood of provision. The mechanism design literature shows that one can
always find payment schemes which satisfy this condition.1
However, there usually is a conflict between incentive compatibility, feasibility, i.e., the ability to raise
sufficient resources for public goods, and voluntariness of participation. In some instances, it may be
impossible to have a public good provided efficiently on the basis of voluntary contracting. Some coercion
may be needed for efficiency. The original idea of Lindahl (1919) that the theory of public goods provides
a contractarian explanation of the role of government and the state would then be invalid. Samuelson’s
(1954) conjecture that private, spontaneous arrangements for efficient public good provision are not
available would be vindicated. Samuelson (1954) stresses the difference between public and private goods,
suggesting that private goods can be efficiently provided by markets and contracts and public goods
cannot.
On this issue, the mechanism design literature is unclear. If we consider an economy with n participants
with independent private values,2 we get the same kinds of impossibility theorems for private and for public
goods: On the basis of voluntary participation and in the absence of a third party providing a subsidy to
“the system”, it is impossible to have a decision rule that induces an efficient allocation under all circum-
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This is shown by Clarke (1971) and Groves (1973) for implementation in dominant strategies and by d’Aspremont and
Gérard-Varet (1979) for Bayes-Nash implementation.
Independent private values: If one person is known to have a high preference for the good in question, this contains no
information about any other person’s preference for this good. Preferences of different people are stochastically independent.

stances, unless the information that is available ex ante is sufficient to determine what the allocation should
be.3 If coercion is allowed, there is no problem in achieving efficiency for either kind of good.
To find a difference between public and private goods, one must look at the behaviour of such systems as
the number of participants becomes large. For private goods, a larger number of participants means that
there is more competition. This reduces the scope for dissembling, i.e., acting as if one cared less for a
good than one actually does, in order to get a better price. With competition from others, attempts to
dissemble are likely to be punished by someone else getting the good in question. Hence, there are
approximation theorems showing that, for private goods, there are incentive mechanisms that induce
approximately efficient allocations, even with a requirement of voluntary participation, if the number of
participants is large.4
For public goods, there is no such competition effect. An increase in the number of participants has two
different effects. On the one hand, there are more people to share the costs. On the other hand, the
probability that an individual’s expression of preferences affects the aggregate decision is smaller; this
reduces the scope for getting a person to contribute financially, e.g., by having an increase in financial
contribution commensurate to the increase in the probability that the public good will be provided. The
second effect dominates if individual valuations are mutually independent and if the cost of providing the
public good is commensurate to the number of participants, e.g., if the public good is a legal system whose
costs are proportional, or even more than proportional, to the number of parties who may give rise to legal
disputes. In this case, the expected level of public-good provision under any incentive mechanism that relies
on voluntary participation must be close to zero.5
Samuelson’s view about public goods versus private goods, the latter being efficiently provided by a market
system, the former not being efficiently provided at all by a “spontaneous decentralized” solution, thus
seem to find its proper place in a setting with many participants where, on the one hand, the forces of
competition eliminate incentive and information problems in the allocation of private goods, and, on the
other hand, incentive and information problems in the articulation of preferences for a public good make it
impossible to get the public good financed.
However, in the transition from a finite economy to a large economy, the question of what is the proper
amount of resources to be devoted to public-goods provision is lost, at least in the independent private
values framework that has been used by this literature. In this framework, a version of the law of large
numbers implies that cross-section distributions of public-goods valuations are commonly known. Given
this information, the efficient amount of public-goods provision is also known. The only information
problem that remains is the assignment problem of who has a high valuation and who has a low valuation
for the public good. This assignment problem matters for the distribution of financing contributions but not
for the decision on how much of the public good to provide.

C.III.1.2 Do Correlations Make Incentive Problems Disappear?
If one wants to avoid the conclusion that the proper amount of resources to be devoted to public-goods
provision is known a priori because the cross-section distribution of valuations for the public good is pinned
down by the law of large numbers, one must assume that the public-goods valuations of different people
are correlated so that the law of large numbers does not apply. However, for models with correlated
valuations, the impossibility theorems mentioned above are no longer valid. Indeed, for models with
3
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For private goods, see Myerson and Satterthwaite (1983), for public goods, Güth and Hellwig (1986), Mailath and Postlewaite
(1990).
See, e.g. Wilson (1985).
See Mailath and Postlewaite (1990), Hellwig (2003).
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private goods, Crémer and McLean (1988) and McAfee and Reny (1992) have shown that one can use the
correlations in order to prevent people from obtaining “information rents”, i.e., benefits that they must be
given if they are to be induced to properly reveal their information. For public goods, Johnson, Pratt, and
Zeckhauser (1990) and d'Aspremont, Crémer, and Gérard-Varet (2004) show that, generically, incentive
schemes that use correlations to harshly penalize deviations when communications from different people
are too much in disagreement, can be used to implement first-best outcomes – with voluntary participation
and without a third party providing a subsidy, at least in expected-value terms.
Incentive schemes in these analyses are not very plausible. They look more like artefacts of the mathematics than anything that might be used in reality. But then the question is what precisely is deemed to be
implausible about them.
One answer to this question has been proposed by Neeman (2004) and Heifetz and Neeman (2006). In
their view, the results of Crémer and McLean (1988) presume that an agent’s preferences for a good can
be inferred from the agent’s beliefs about the world. In Crémer and McLean (1988), beliefs are implicitly
defined as conditional expectations where the information on which expectations are conditioned consists
of the agents’ preference parameters and moreover, this information can only take finitely many values.
Generically, preference parameters can be inferred from beliefs, and the differences in attitudes towards
bets, i.e., state-contingent payment schemes, which go along with differences in beliefs, can be used to
extract all surplus. According to Heifetz and Neeman (2006), such surplus extraction is impossible if a
given belief about the world might be compatible with different values of preference parameters, say a
value of zero and a value of ten for the good in question. Because the person with a value of ten has the
same beliefs as the person with a value of zero, it is then not possible to make the person with a value of
ten reveal the high valuation and at the same time surrender the benefit that he obtains if he can enjoy the
good; after all, this person could always act as if his value was zero. Neeman (2004) uses a version of this
argument in order to extend the Mailath-Postlewaite (1990) theorem on the impossibility of public-good
provision in a large economy with voluntary participation to a setting with correlated values. Heifetz and
Neeman (2006) argue that, in the set of relevant incomplete information models, with information variables taking more than finitely many values, the “Beliefs Determine Preferences” (BDP) property of Crémer
and McLean is in fact negligible.
Gizatulina and Hellwig (2010, 2014, 2017) suggest that this line of argument fails. Gizatulina and Hellwig
(2010) showed that the uniform violation of BDP in Neeman (2004) is incompatible with the notion that
6
when there are many agents, each individual agent is informationally small. Gizatulina and Hellwig
(2014) observed that Heifetz and Neeman (2006) did not actually study the BDP property as a property of
belief functions but as a property of priors and that Heifetz and Neeman (2006) did not take account of the
role belief functions as conditional distributions. For incomplete-information models with given finitedimensional abstract type spaces, Gizatulina and Hellwig (2014) used a version of the well-known embedding theorem for continuous functions to show that the set of continuous belief functions exhibiting the BDP
property is a residual subset of the set of all continuous belief functions when this space is given the
topology of uniform convergence. They also showed that this genericity result for the BDP property can be
extended to vectors of belief functions (for the different agents) that are compatible with common priors.
For incomplete-information models with abstract type spaces, Gizatulina and Hellwig (2017) show under
fairly general conditions, not only the BDP property but also the McAfee-Reny (1992) necessary and
sufficient condition for full surplus extraction (FSE) is generic. The result rests on the insight that the McAfeeReny condition can be interpreted as a strengthening of the BDP condition, namely, if one knows an
agent’s beliefs, then one also knows that the agent himself knows his type, i.e., his beliefs cannot come
from a non-degenerate mixture of types, and one can infer the type from the beliefs. An initial version of
this result was already reported on in the last report of the Institute. The final version has two important
6
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See, e.g. Palfrey and Srivastava (1986).

generalizations: First, it allows for beliefs to be arbitrary measures on the space of states of nature (and
other agents’ characteristics); initially we only had a result for beliefs that have continuous densities with
respect to some fixed measure.
Second, we allow for the space of beliefs to have any topology that is induced by a metric that is a convex
function. This condition allows not only for the usual topology of weak convergence of probability measures
but also for the topology that is induced by the total-variation norm. This generalization is important
because it pre-empts the criticism that the topology of weak convergence of probability measures is too
7
weak to provide for the continuity properties of strategic behaviour that are deemed to be desirable.
Gizatulina and Hellwig (2017) also provide an answer to the question that was posed in the last report of
how the analysis of genericity of BDP or FSE belief functions in an abstract type space setting relates to the
analysis of strategic behaviour in the universal type space, i.e. space of hierarchies of agents’ characteristics, agents’ beliefs about other agents’ characteristics, agents’ joint beliefs about other agents’ characteristics and beliefs about other agents’ beliefs, etc. In the last report, we had argued that, in the context of the
universal type space, it does not make sense to talk about properties of belief functions because belief
functions in the universal type space are trivially given as projections from universal types to belief hierarchies (or to the measures on other agents’ type spaces that are induced by the belief hierarchies). The
question of how beliefs are generated, what information they reflect, and whether the information can be
inferred from the beliefs cannot be addressed as a question about belief functions.
To overcome this objection, we introduce the concept of an information-based subset of the universal type
space, i.e. a subset of the universal type space that is obtained as the image of an abstract-type space (with
given belief functions) under the natural mapping that uses the vector of belief functions in the abstract-type
space model to generate the hierarchy of beliefs of an agent. Given this concept, we show that the set of
subsets of the universal type space for which full surplus extraction is feasible contains a set that is residual
in the set of compact information-based subsets of the universal type space when this set is given the
Hausdorff topology.
The underlying topology on the space of belief hierarchies can be any topology that is metrizable by a
convex metric. This condition is not only satisfied by the product topology but also by the (stronger) uniform
topologies proposed by Dekel et al. (2006) and Chen et al. (2010) in order to allow for the possibility that,
as in Rubinstein’s (1989) e-mail game, beliefs of arbitrarily high orders in the hierarchies can be strategically important. Our genericity results are thus much stronger than analogous results in Chen and Xiong
(2011, 2013), which deal with common priors on belief-closed subsets of the universal type space works
when that space has the product topology; their analysis relies on the denseness of finite models in the
product topology, which in turn rests on the fact that the product topology assigns ever smaller weight to
ever higher-order beliefs.
Whereas the universal type space involves beliefs in terms of hierarchies of beliefs of different orders, the
McAfee-Reny condition for full surplus extraction treats beliefs as probabilities over other agents’ characteristics. From Mertens and Zamir (1985), it is well known that hierarchies of beliefs can be mapped into
beliefs over other agents’ belief hierarchies and that this mapping is a homeomorphism if the space of
belief hierarchies is given the product topology and the spaces of beliefs all have the topology of weak
convergence of probability measures. Hellwig (2016) proves the analogous result when the space of belief
hierarchies has the uniform strategic topology of Dekel et al. (2006) or the uniform weak topology of Chen
et al. (2010). The homeomorphisms theorems play an important role in the Gizatulina-Hellwig (2017)
7

See Dekel et al. (2006), Chen et al. (2010). Grafenhofer and Kuhle (2016) show that the analysis of Rubinstein’s e-mail game
changes dramatically if, in addition to their own information, the participants can also observe noisy signals of the other
agents’ observations; this modification of Rubinstein’s game always has an equilibrium in which agents co-ordinate on a
change of actions, e.g. the co-ordinated “attack” in Rubinstein’s military example, whenever the fundamentals are such that
this change is Pareto-superior to passivity.
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analysis of the genericity of full surplus extraction in a universal-type-space approach. A 2017 revision of
Hellwig (2016) provides a considerable strengthening of the homeomorphism theorem, relying on some
new mathematical results in Hellwig (2017).
Our results on the genericity of full surplus extraction should not be interpreted as saying that we regard
Crémer-McLean or McAfee-Reny mechanisms as plausible, or that we consider the mechanisms of Johnson, Pratt, and Zeckhauser (1990) and d'Aspremont, Crémer, and Gérard-Varet (2004) as an appropriate
basis for tackling social choice problems involving public goods. They should instead be interpreted as
saying that assessments of genericity or sparseness do not provide a good basis for criticizing these
mechanisms. To be effective, a criticism must dig deeper.

C.III.1.3 Robustness and Large Economy Models: Samuelson Vindicated
The ability to exploit correlations between valuations requires precise information not just about the joint
distribution of the different participants’ public-good valuations, but also about the different participants’
beliefs about the other agents’ valuations, the other agents’ beliefs about the other agents’ valuations, etc.
It seems implausible that a mechanism designer should have this information. Ledyard (1979) and Bergemann and Morris (2005) have proposed a robustness requirement that would eliminate the dependence of
an incentive scheme on this kind of information. According to Bergemann and Morris, a social choice
function, e.g. in the public-good provision problem a function mapping cross-section distributions of
valuations into public-good provision levels and payment schemes, is robustly implementable if, for each
specification of “type spaces”, in particular, for each specification of beliefs that agents hold about each
other, one can find an incentive mechanism that implements the outcome function in question.
In public-good provision problems with quasi-linear preferences, robust implementability is, in fact,
equivalent to ex post implementability and to implementability in dominant strategies. This eliminates all
social choice functions whose implementation would involve an exploitation of correlations and agents’
beliefs about correlations. In particular, social choice functions with first-best outcomes are not robustly
implementable. The mechanisms for first-best implementation in Johnson et al. or d’Aspremont et al. make
essential use of information about beliefs, beliefs about beliefs, etc.
Given these findings, Bierbrauer and Hellwig (forthcoming) argue that the robustness criterion of Ledyard
(1979) and Bergemann and Morris (2005) provides the proper setting for understanding the essence of the
difference between public and private goods. All findings from the independent-private-values case carry
over to robust implementation with correlated values. In particular, (i) for private goods, approximately
efficient implementation is possible with voluntary participation if the number of participants is large, and
(ii) for public goods with provision costs commensurate to the number of participants, hardly any provision
at all is possible with voluntary participation if the number of participants is large. These results confirm
Samuelson’s (1954) suggestion that private, contractual arrangements for efficient public good provision
are not available and that an increase in the number of participants is likely to make the problems worse
8
rather than better.
If voluntary participation is not required, a very different conclusion is obtained. In the absence of participation constraints, one can use Groves mechanisms to implement first-best outcomes. However, with a finite
number of participants, it is not possible without generating a surplus or a deficit of the public budget in
some contingencies. Clarke-Groves mechanisms never yield deficits but they sometimes involve surpluses.
The reason is that each agent’s payments must be calibrated precisely to the externalities he imposes in
8
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In contrast, if robustness is not imposed, with correlated values, the results of Gizatulina and Hellwig (2017) imply that,
generically, first-best allocations can be implemented with voluntary participation, in models with public goods as well as in
models with private goods.

those circumstances, where he is pivotal and has a significant effect on the level of public-good provision.
This calibration can be compatible with budget balance in some circumstances but not in all.
In contrast to the problems posed by voluntary participation, the difficulties that robust, or dominantstrategy, incentive compatibility poses for budget balance become less important when there are more
participants, and they disappear altogether in a large economy, with a continuum of agents. In a large
economy, no agent is ever pivotal, i.e. no agent ever has a significant effect on the level of public-good
provision. Robust incentive compatibility reduces to the requirement that each agent’s payment be independent of what the agent communicates to “the system” about his valuation for the public good. Thus,
Bierbrauer and Hellwig (2015) show that, in a large economy, first-best implementation with budget
balance can always be obtained. The result holds regardless of what is being assumed about correlation
structures, so that, in contrast to the independent-private-values case, it encompasses models with aggregate, as well as individual uncertainty in which the question of how much of the public good should be
provided is non-trivial.
Along the same lines, Bierbrauer’s (2014) study of the interdependence of public-good provision and
income taxation with aggregate uncertainty about public-good preferences shows that, if a robustness
condition is imposed, the standard procedure of having separate analyses of public-good provision and
income taxation, effectively neglecting the information problems in public-good provision,9 can be vindicated, at least if preferences are additively separable between consumption and leisure. In this case, the
arguments given in Bierbrauer and Hellwig (2015) imply that, in a large economy, it is always possible to
induce truthtelling about public-good preferences by having payments be independent of reported preferences; moreover, incentive-compatibility conditions do not depend on people’s beliefs about each other,
i.e. they hold robustly. Given the financing needs that arise from efficient public-goods provision, an
optimal income tax schedule can be determined along the lines of Mirrlees (1971) or Hellwig (2007).
The analysis of large economies with aggregate as well as individual uncertainty involves difficult technical
problems. If one thinks about uncertainty in the large economy as involving a mixture of individual and
aggregate shocks, one needs an appropriate mathematical framework. The issue is how to formalize the
notion of a continuum of conditionally independent random variables in such a way that cross-section
distributions are well defined.
For this purpose, Hellwig (forthcoming) develops a formulation of incomplete-information games with a
continuum of agents in which there is both aggregate and individual uncertainty. At the level of aggregates, individual uncertainty cancels out. This is formally derived from a (conditional) law of large numbers.
However, in any such model, one must deal with the conundrum that, at least in standard formulations,
there is no such thing as a continuum of non-trivial (conditionally independent random variables; more
precisely, while one can use Kolmogorov’s extension theorem to construct such an object, the cross-section
sample realizations, e.g. the assignments of public-good valuations to individual agents are nonmeasurable with probability one, so that cross-section distributions are not even well defined. Drawing on
Sun’s (2006) notion of a rich Fubini extension of a product of probability spaces, Hellwig (forthcoming)
shows how these difficulties can be overcome, even in a game-theoretic context where one is not just
interested in the realization of the uncertainty for one randomly drawn agent but one is interested in the
cross-section sample realization as a whole because that determines the constellation of actions chosen by
the different agents.
In this setting, a condition of anonymity in payoff functions guarantees that agents only care about the
cross-section distribution of other agents’ actions. A further condition of anonymity in beliefs ensures that
agents treat other agents’ characteristics as (essentially pairwise) exchangeable random variables. Under
this condition, by a version of De Finetti’s theorem, the decomposition of uncertainty into an aggregate
9
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component and an individual component arises naturally in that, conditionally on the cross-section distribution of agent characteristics, individual characteristics are (essentially pairwise) independent and identically
distributed with a conditional probability distribution equal to the cross-section distribution. Given this
decomposition of uncertainty, the cross-section distribution of actions depends only on the cross-section
distributions of characteristics and the cross-section distribution of strategies (functions mapping characteristics into actions). A coherence condition ensures that a given belief function is compatible with some prior
(which may be agent-specific) and that the belief function exhibits anonymity in beliefs at all “types” of the
agent if and only if, under the prior, the different agent’s characteristics types are (essentially pairwise)
exchangeable random variables.
With anonymity in beliefs, all relevant aspects of an agent’s belief function are contained in his macro
belief function, which maps the agent’s characteristics into probability measures over cross-section distributions of the other agents’ types. Every coherent macro belief function is compatible with an agent-specific
prior, but not necessarily compatible with a common prior. Building on Hellwig (2011), the paper ends by
giving necessary and sufficient conditions under which a coherent macro belief function is compatible with
a common prior.

C.III.1.4 Coalition Proofness and Voting
Whereas the above-cited result in Bierbrauer and Hellwig (2015) shows that in a large economy, first-best
public-good provision rules with budget balance can be implemented robustly, we are not convinced that,
in the absence of participation constraints, first-best implementation is realistic. As we have argued in
previous reports, we consider it reasonable to impose an additional requirement of coalition proofness. In
the context of a large economy, such a requirement had originally been introduced in Bierbrauer’s (2009)
analysis of the interference between preference revelation for public-good provision and for consumptionleisure choices. Bierbrauer and Hellwig (2015, 2016) adapt the idea to the public-good provision problem
on its own.
The requirement of coalition proofness is motivated by the observation that robust implementation of firstbest allocation rules may have to rely on people giving information that they would be unwilling to give if
they appreciated the way it is being used. The above-cited result in Bierbrauer and Hellwig (2015) relies
heavily on the fact that, in a large economy, where no one individual has a significant impact on the level
of public-good provision, individual incentive compatibility conditions are trivially met if payments are
insensitive to people’s communications about their preferences. This kind of implementation, however,
abuses the notion that, if a person’s communication about his or her preferences does not make a difference to anything, then the person is indifferent between all messages and therefore may as well communicate the truth. If there was just the slightest chance that a person’s communication would make a difference, at least some people would strictly prefer not to communicate the truth.
To see why this might happen, observe that first-best implementation relies on information concerning the
intensities of people’s preferences. If there is a large number of people whose benefits from the public
good are just barely less than their share of the cost, first-best implementation may require that the public
good be provided because the large benefits that the public good provides to a few other people are more
than enough to outweigh this small shortfall. If, instead, the people who oppose the public good draw no
benefit at all from it, first-best implementation may require that the public good should not be provided
because the shortfall of their benefits relative to their costs is not compensated by the net benefits that are
available to others. In this constellation, the overall outcome depends on the information that can only be
obtained from people who don’t want the public good to be provided at all, namely whether their opposition is mild or strong. Truthtelling is individually incentive compatible because nobody believes that the
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information he provides makes a difference. However, truthtelling is not coalition-proof: If someone was to
organize a coalition of opponents so as to coordinate on a manipulation of the information they provide,
the overall incentive mechanism would no longer be able to provide for first-best implementation.
Work on this issue started a long time ago, and we have reported on previous versions in previous reports,
see, e.g. Bierbrauer and Hellwig (2011/13). Relative to these previous versions, Bierbrauer and Hellwig
(2015) contains several innovations. In particular, the condition of coalition proofness is weakened.
Whereas in previous versions, we had imposed a condition of robust coalition proofness, which requires
the stipulated incentive mechanism to be immune to collective deviations on all type spaces, we now
impose a condition of immunity to robust collective deviations. Under the earlier concept, a deviating
coalition was taken to know the environment; if the type space was a singleton, i.e. a single assignment of
public-goods valuations to agents, this meant that the deviating coalition had complete information,
including full information about the public-good valuations of people who were not part of the deviating
coalition. By imposing a robustness condition on the collective deviations themselves, we disallow any
conditioning on such information about people who are not coalition members. A robust collective deviation must be advantageous, or at least not disadvantageous to all coalition members, regardless of what
the type space may be and regardless of what the characteristics of people outside the coalition may be.
For a collective deviation to block the implementation of a social choice function in such a robust manner is
much more restrictive than blocking with conditioning on the type space. The set of social choice functions
that can be implemented by robustly incentive mechanisms that are immune to robust collective deviations
might therefore be presumed to be larger than the set of social choice functions that can be implemented
by robustly incentive-compatible and robustly coalition-proof mechanisms.
Within the class of monotonic social choice functions, this intuition turns out to be false. We say that a
social choice function is monotonic if the level of public-good provision it stipulates does not go down and
may go up if the distribution of public-good valuations in the population is shifted “to the right” in the
sense of first-order stochastic dominance. Bierbrauer and Hellwig (2015) prove that, if the public good can
be provided at the level zero or the level one, then a monotonic social choice function can be implemented
by a robustly incentive-compatible mechanism that is immune to robust collective deviations if and only if (i)
the payments people must make are independent of their own characteristics and depend only on the level
at which the public good is provided and (ii) the level at which the public good is provided depends only on
the population shares of the set of proponents and the set of opponents of provision, i.e. the set of people
whose valuations exceed the difference between the payments at the two outcomes and the set of people
whose valuations fall short of that difference. Such social choice functions can in fact be implemented by
voting mechanisms, i.e. by asking people who is for and who is against the provision of the public good
and providing the public good if the votes for provision exceed a specified threshold (not necessarily 50%).
Whereas Bierbrauer and Hellwig (2011/13) considered only the case of two provision levels, Bierbrauer
and Hellwig (2015) allow for an arbitrary number of provision levels with non-decreasing marginal
provision costs. We introduce the additional condition that, if all participants claim to have either the
minimal possible or the maximal possible valuation for the public good, then, as the population share of
the people claiming the maximum goes from zero to one, the public-good provision level stipulated by the
social choice function goes from zero to n, taking all the values 0,1,…,n-1, n in between. A social choice
function that satisfies this condition, in addition to monotonicity and equal cost sharing, can be implemented by a robustly incentive compatible mechanism that is immune to robust collective deviations if and only
if there exists a non-decreasing sequence of thresholds such that the public good is provided at level k if
and only if, in a binary vote between levels k-1 and k, the threshold for the higher level is met and, in a
binary vote between levels k and k+1, the threshold for the higher level is not met.
If the additional condition the social choice function is not imposed, it still is the case that robustly incentivecompatible mechanisms that are immune to robust collective deviations must be voting mechanisms, but
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these mechanisms can have more complex structures. Preliminary investigations indicate that the same is
true if public-good provision involves decreasing, rather than increasing marginal costs. (The conjecture in
our previous report that decreasing marginal costs may give rise to voting paradoxes seems to be false.)
We consider these results to be important because they provide a link between welfare economics/mechanism design and political decision making, bridging a gap that has in the past caused a complete disconnect between economics and political science, and even between public economic theory and
political economy. From the perspective of welfare economics, or of public economic theory, voting mechanisms have always been suspect, or even an object of scorn, because they pay no attention to intensities
of preferences. Thus it is easy to show that voting can lead to inefficient outcomes, for example if there are
many yea-sayers who do not really very much and a few nay-sayers who care a great deal. The scorn is
misplaced however if information about preference intensities cannot be obtained in a reliable manner.
Our results indicate that, if communication about preference intensities is vulnerable to distortions by
coalitions, then indeed voting mechanisms may be the only ones one can use.
In the editorial process for Bierbrauer and Hellwig (2011/13), we had been asked to show that our analysis
also applies to large finite economies. Once we had done so – for robustly implementable and robustly
coalition-proof mechanisms – the referees and the editor asked us to drop the large-economy part altogether. The referees were experts in mechanism design and social choice and could not have cared less
about the economics of public-good provision, let alone the need to have a large-economy approach that
would allow us to integrate public-good provision with standard analyses of income taxation and of
commodity taxation in competitive markets, which presume a continuum of agents. Thus, Bierbrauer and
Hellwig (2016) contains the result that, in a model with finitely many participants and two levels of the
public good, robustly incentive-compatible and robustly coalition-proof mechanisms must be voting
mechanisms and, conversely, any voting mechanism is robustly incentive-compatible and robustly coalition-proof.
Relative to this result for finite economies, the large-economies result in Bierbrauer and Hellwig (2015) has
several advantages: First, the concept of coalition proofness is weaker, so the finding that coalition proofness implies use of a voting mechanism is more surprising. In Bierbrauer and Hellwig (2016), coalitions
that condition on complete-information type spaces play a key role. Second, Bierbrauer and Hellwig (2016)
have to assume that coalitions do not use side payments between members. In the large-economy analysis
of Bierbrauer and Hellwig (2015, we actually show that side payments in a coalition must be zero. However, since robustness in the transition from finite to large economies is important, we will have to come back
to this issue for the weaker concept of coalition proofness in Bierbrauer and Hellwig (2015).

C.III.1.5 Taxation
In past work, we had addressed the role of taxes as a source of funding for public goods. In particular,
Hellwig (2004/2009) had argued that the traditional three-way split between the theory of mechanism
design and public-good provision, the theory of public-sector pricing under a government budget constraint, and the theory of redistributive taxation (income taxation) should be replaced by a two-way split
between models with and models without participation constraints, where taxes play a role in both, as a
source of funding for public goods under participation constraints and as a means of redistribution when
there is inequality aversion. Over the past four years, we have not added to this work but have made
several contributions to the theory of taxation, especially in connection with political competition.
Within a Ramsey-Boiteux setting, Aigner and Bierbrauer (2014) study the problem of how to tax financial
services, a question that has been prominent in recent policy debate. They use a model of “boring banking”, in which the bank uses some inputs to provide services for depositors and some other inputs to screen
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loan customers, to study optimal taxation in a general-equilibrium setting. Under the assumptions of
perfect competition and constant returns to scale, they find that a variety of “different” modes of taxation
that have been considered in the policy debate are in fact equivalent. The differences that have been
stressed in the policy debate have in fact been due to differences in revenue raised by the government and
in utility obtained by the private participants. Once these differences are corrected for, different modes of
taxation that end up having the same effects on margins between final outputs and final inputs are shown
to be equivalent. Matters are different if there are rents, from monopoly power or from decreasing returns
to scale. In this case, the different tax modes that have been proposed may differ with respect to their
impact on rents but the logic of Ramsey, Boiteux, Diamond, and Mirrlees, which demands that these rents
should be taxed away, still dominate the analysis.
Aigner (2014) studies the interaction of distributive and allocative concerns in the context of environmental
taxation, which might have adverse distributive effects. The problem is considered in a standard Mirrleesian
framework of optimal income taxation with two productivity groups, augmented by a second consumption
good, which induces a negative environmental externality. The analysis of optimal taxation is done once in
a setting with first-best income taxation and once in a setting with second-best income taxation à la
Mirrlees. After identification of a term in the formalism that can be taken to stand for the “greenness” of the
Pigouvian tax on the good with the negative externality (which is an issue because, in a general-equilibrium
setting, there is no natural numéraire), the paper shows that, somewhat surprisingly, an increase in the
welfare weight of the less productive group makes the “greenness” term go up if a first-best allocation is to
be implemented and to go down if a second-best interior allocation is to be implemented. The reasons
have little to do with the political considerations that originally motivated the analysis and a lot with the
effects of the welfare weight of the low-productivity group on the shadow price of the resource constraint: In
a first-best allocation, only high-productivity people work; if their welfare weight goes down, the shadow
price of the resource constraint goes down because it is less problematic to have these people work extra.
In a second-best interior allocation, in contrast, the shadow price of the resource constraint goes up
because with more redistribution, deadweight losses from having to satisfy incentive constraints are higher.
Hansen (2017) studies a generalization of the classical model of optimal utilitarian income taxation,
combining the formulations of Mirrlees (1971), which had looked at labour-leisure trade-offs at the
intensive margin where people decide how many hours to work, and Diamond (1980), which had looked
at labour-leisure trade-offs at the extensive margin where people decide whether to take up a job or not.
Hansen (2017) allows for choices to concern both hours worked and whether to take a job or not; he
assumes that heterogeneity across agents involves two parameters, one that is relevant for decisions at the
intensive margin and one that is relevant for decisions at the extensive margin. For this specification, he
shows that the sign of the optimal marginal income tax is indeterminate. The classical result that labour
supply of all skill groups except for the top is distorted downwards at both the intensive and the extensive
margin, and labour supply at the top is undistorted at the intensive margin, but is distorted downwards at
the extensive margin, holds for some specifications, but not for all. For some specifications, it may be the
case that, at the utilitarian optimum, labour supply of all skill groups is undistorted at the intensive margin
and labour supply of some skill group is distorted upwards at the extensive margin. And so on: There is a
plethora of possible constellations; optimal marginal tax rates depend not only on the trade-off between
distributive concerns and efficiency concerns but also on the trade-off between efficiency concerns at the
intensive margin and efficiency concerns at the extensive margin. The original conclusions of Mirrlees and
Diamond, that optimal marginal income tax rates are everywhere non-negative and optimal taxation
induces only downward distortions in labour, are however restored if only one of the two dimensions of
heterogeneity is private information of the person involved, and the other dimension is publicly observed.
This is true regardless of which of the two dimensions is publicly known and which is private information.
The observation that upward distortions at the extensive margin might be desirable bears on the discussion
about the earned-income tax credit in the United States, which subsidized work by people at the lower end
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of the income distribution – an arrangement which would be undesirable in both, the formulation of
Mirrlees (1971) and the formulation of Diamond (1980).
A critical survey of the literature on optimal utilitarian taxation in the tradition of Mirrlees (1971) and
Diamond (1980) is given in Bierbrauer (2016).

C.III.1.6 Political Competition and Voting
In a series of papers, Bierbrauer and Boyer (2013, 2014, 2016) have considered the impact of political
competition on taxation. Bierbrauer and Boyer (2013, 2014) do so in a Mirrleesian setting with only two
values of the productivity parameter and potential ability differences between politicians. Assuming that the
low-productivity group is larger, they find a tradeoff between distributive concerns and concerns about the
ability of the politicians. Outcomes depend on parameter constellations. The leading case is shown to be
one where the optimal Mirrleesian income tax for a Rawlsian welfare function is implemented.
Bierbrauer and Boyer (2016) modify the analysis by introducing the possibility of targeted transfers, i.e. the
use of funds raised to provide subsidies to any targeted set of participants. With two politicians competing
for votes, they find that any symmetric equilibrium must induce an allocation that is efficient in the sense
that it maximizes overall surplus (including surplus from public-good provision). If voters are risk-averse,
some insurance/redistribution might be desirable, but there is a surplus-maximizing policy with randomized
subsidies to participants that wins a majority against any welfare-maximizing policy.
Hansen (2014) studies two models of political competition. The first model stands in the tradition of Downs
(1957), with voters arrayed on a Hotelling line, where voters rank policies according to their closeness to
their location. The new feature of the analysis is in the endogenous formation of party membership and the
endogenous choice of party candidates. This contrasts with the original work of Downs, which simply
assumed that there are two parties without considering the membership of these parties. It also contrasts
with the work of Besley and Coate (1997), who considered political competition between individual “citizen
candidates”. Apart from injecting an element of realism, the consideration of endogenous party membership and endogenous candidate selection allows the author to obtain qualitatively new insights. Whereas
Downs had argued that parties trying to maximize their shares of the vote will choose their programs so as
to congregate in the centre and the citizen candidate model of Besley and Coate yields equilibrium policy
programs at the two ends of the Hotelling line, Hansen’s model yields outcome between the two extremes,
with both a minimum distance and a maximum distance between the candidates whom the parties put up
for the general election. The minimum distance is given by the requirement that party membership must be
motivated, which is only possible if they see a genuine difference between the two parties. The maximum
distance is given by the Downsian concern that extremism is bad for attracting votes.
In the other model of Hansen (2014), voters have the same preferences and have to choose between two
candidates without knowing which candidate is more competent. The underlying policy question is whether
to engage in a reform or not. The reform is costly, and the cost is only worth it if the reform succeeds; the
probability of success depends on the competence of the politician in charge. The question posed is to what
extent uncertainty about candidate quality can justify a form of power sharing. Power sharing and power
concentration are modelled by assuming that each candidate gets a share of power that depends on the
candidate’s share of the vote and on a parameter characterizing the extent to which the political system
allows for a concentration of power with the winner of the vote. The analysis shows that, if there is no
uncertainty about the candidates’ ability levels, full concentration of power is desirable. In this case, a
candidate proposes reform if and only if he able enough so that the expected net benefit of the reform is
positive. With uncertainty about candidates’ ability levels, full concentration of power with the winning
candidate is still welfare maximizing if holding the office provides only small intrinsic benefits to candidates.
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If keenness to hold the office exceeds a certain threshold however, full power concentration is longer
welfare-maximizing and some power sharing is desirable, the more so the greater the “keenness parameter” is. The theoretical analysis is complemented by an empirical study showing that, in a cross-section of
countries with similar democratic systems but different degrees of power concentration for election winners,
per capita GDP growth in the years 2004 - 2011 (interpreted as a measure of policy efficiency) is significantly negatively correlated with a variable that is given by the product of power concentration and office
motivation of politicians.
Bruns and Himmler (2010, 2011, 2016) concern the impact of media presence on the performance of
elected public officials. The earlier papers had provided empirical evidence showing that performance is
positively affected by media presence: Bruns and Himmler (2010) showed that public spending in a county
in the US is positively affected if a television station is located in that county; Bruns and Himmler (2011)
showed that the performance of local government in Norway is the better the larger the local newspaper
circulation is. The new paper, Bruns and Himmler (2016) develops a theoretical model to investigate the
willingness of voters to pay for media that provide information about (local) government. Whereas the
standard argument about people being “rationally uninformed” suggests that people would not spend
money on such media because whatever they do with the information they obtain will not have an effect on
the outcome, this paper shows that some spending on such media (albeit inefficiently little) can be supported if people have a sense of a belonging to a group with homogeneous interests and that the information
affects the choices of all group members. There may thus be an interesting link between the empirical
findings in Bruns and Himmler (2010, 2011) and our theoretical work on coalition formation as an
important element in public decision making.

C.III.1.7 Further Work on Incentive Mechanisms and Governance
Several papers address issues of incentive mechanisms and governance that do not directly fall into the
program that was outlined in Sections C.III.1.1 – C.III.1.4. Thus, Bierbrauer and Netzer (2016) study the
implications of agents’ having social preferences à la Fehr-Schmidt for the implementability of social choice
functions. Under an additional assumption on the desire for insurance, incomplete information of the
mechanism designer about the weight given to reciprocity concerns does not upset implementability. With
complete information about the weight given to reciprocity, all efficient social choice functions are shown to
be implementable.
Gorelkina (2014) is concerned with the well-known vulnerability of the Vickrey (second-price) auction to
collusion. To preclude collusion, the paper proposes two modifications. First, a so-called “gap rule”
stipulates that the Vickrey rule is applied if and only if the gap between the highest price and the secondhighest price exceeds the gap between the second-highest price and the third-highest price. Otherwise the
bidder with the second-highest price receives the object and pays the third-highest price. Second, the
auction is split into two rounds. In the first round, participants make bids, and each participant names a
“target”, some other participant or himself. If the two top bidders self-target, the Vickrey auction is played,
otherwise the gap rule is applied. For a game in which the actual gap rule/target bids auction is preceded
by a stage in which the players know their values and can communicate and conclude a cartel agreement,
the paper shows that the Vickrey outcome is a Bayes-Nash equilibrium outcome of the game. The modifications introduced by the gap rule and by target bids preclude active collusion, which would not be true if
the coalition formation stage would be followed by a simple Vickrey auction.
Gorelkina (2015) considers the effects of level k reasoning on equilibrium outcomes of games played
under the expected-externality mechanism of d’Aspremont and Gérard-Varet (1979). “Level k reasoning”
occurs when agents go only through a finite number of iterations in thinking about what other agents think
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about what other agents think, etc. While the original expected-externality mechanism is likely to fail to
implement an efficient social choice function rule in this environment, the paper shows that this mechanism can be adjusted to restore efficiency.
Hanousek and Kochanova (2016) study the effects of corruption on efficiency. In an empirical analysis of
multi-country data, they reconcile the apparent conflicts between previous assessments by showing that a
higher mean index for corruption in a country goes along with weaker firm performance (sales and
productivity growth) but a higher measure of dispersion in corruption goes along with better firm performance. Fungacova, Kochanova and Weill (2015) show that indices of bribery in local environments go
along with higher levels of firm indebtedness to banks. However, this effect involves mainly short-term
rather than long-term debt, which explains why it does not translate into effects on long-term investments.
The effect is the stronger, the lower is the level of financial development, the lower is the market share of
private banks and the lower is the market share of foreign banks. Further papers by Jerbashian and
Kochanova (2016, 2017) show that bureaucratic barriers to entry into doing business go along with lower
rates of investment in ICT and that higher levels of ICT development go along with more intense competition in services. Both papers together provide a picture of strategic complementarity between ICT investment and economic activities that rely on ICT. From a theoretical point of view, this complementarity is not
surprising, but it is remarkable that the picture is clearly confirmed by what is after all a set of very noisy
data. Most recently, Hasnain, Kochanova, and Larson (2016) show that having the ICT infrastructure and
putting government procedures on the web can have a significant impact on such matters as tax compliance and corruption.
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C.III.2

Financial Stability, Financial Regulation, and Monetary Policy

C.III.2.1 Systemic Risk and Macro-Prudential Policy
Discussions of collective goods do not usually refer to the financial sector. However, collective-goods
aspects play an important role in arguments about statutory regulation in this sector. “Systemic risk” has
always had a prominent place in discussions about banking regulation and supervision. In the past,
however, references to systemic risk were more a matter of lip service than of substance,10 but the financial
crisis of 2007–2009 has put systemic risk squarely on the agenda of regulators and scholars. “Systemic
risk” has even become a legal term, which appears in the European Union’s regulations concerning the
European Systemic Risk Board (ESRB) and the capital requirements for banks.11 Thus the Capital Requirements Directive of 2013 explicitly provides for a “number of tools to prevent and mitigate macro-prudential
and systemic risk”. The rapidity with which systemic risk concerns have been put into legal norms is remarkable because as yet there is no clear understanding of what the term refers to. In some utterances,
“systemic risk” referred to risks to the real economy that might come from the financial system; in others to
risks to the financial system (as a whole) that might come from shocks to the real economy (business cycle
risk, interest rate risk, exchange rate risk); in more traditional economic analyses, the term used to refer to
risks arising from propagation mechanisms inside the financial system that might lead the difficulties of one
institution to take down the entire system.The term “macro-prudential”, a younger cousin of “systemic risk”,
is no clearer. Is “macro-prudential” policy concerned about protecting the macro-economy, or is it concerned about protecting the financial system from the macro-economy? In an upswing, when exuberance
encourages risk taking in the financial system along with an expansion in the real economy that may turn
out to be a bubble, the two concerns are aligned, but in a slump, both when the banking system and the
macro-economy are weak, they may be in conflict. In such a situation, should macro-prudential policy
encourage bank lending even if that means taking on risks that may prove deadly? Or should macroprudential policy focus on restoring bank health, with a hope that healthy banks will take up new lending if
and when such lending promises adequate returns?
Hellwig (2014c) provides a systematic account of the issues and discusses possible implications for the
design of institutions and policies. The account begins with an overview over the different propagation
mechanisms that we have seen:
–

domino effects from defaults on contracts, e.g. Lehman Brothers vis à vis the money market fund
Reserve Primary;

–

repercussions of the disappearance of potential contracting parties, e.g. Lehman Brothers as a market
maker in derivatives in London or money market fund investors as a source of funding for money market funds and ultimately money markets;

–

information contagion as the difficulties of one institution are taken to provide information about other
institutions, e.g., Lehman Brothers about other investment banks, Reserve Primary about other money
market funds, Greece about Portugal;

–

hysteria contagion as the difficulties of one institution make people afraid that other investors might
draw inferences about other institutions, and everyone begins to run;
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See Hellwig (1998)
Regulation (EU) No. 1092/2010 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24 November 2010 on European Union
macro-prudential oversight of the financial system and establishing a European Systemic Risk Board, Regulation (EU) No.
575/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2013 on prudential requirements for credit institutions
and investment firms, and Directive 2013/36/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council on access to the activity of
credit institutions and the prudential supervision of credit institutions and investment firms.

–

asset price contagion (fire sale contagion) as asset sales by one institution taking defensive measures to
reduce threats to its solvency or to its liquidity depresses asset prices and thereby imposes (fair-value
accounting) losses on all institutions that hold similar assets;

–

market breakdowns and freezes, as an extreme form of disappearance of potential contracting parties.

The paper stresses the highly contingent nature of these mechanisms. For example, the strength of an asset
price contagion mechanism depends on what shape the potential buyers are in, what confidence the
potential buyers have about the underlying fundamentals, and what expectations they might have about
the dynamics of ongoing downward movements in markets. The paper also points out that the different
contagion mechanisms are likely to appear together, with combinatorics of potential interactions that defy
any ex ante analysis, let alone any attempt to provide a comprehensive analysis by putting such mechanisms into a standard dynamic stochastic general equilibrium macro model and calibrating the model
dynamics.
As an alternative, Hellwig (2014c) suggests investigating system exposure to macro shocks. In simple cases,
such as the Scandinavian banks around 1990, such an analysis is easy because different banks had
parallel exposures, e.g. with significant maturity transformation implying high vulnerability to the direct and
indirect effects of increases in interest rates. In more complicated cases, some of the exposures might be
hidden in counterparty credit risk, or in asset price contagion risks. For example, adjustable-rate mortgage
lending provides the lender with a hedge against the risk that market rates of interest might go up, but
exposes the lender to a risk of borrower default if market rates of interest go up, the interest rate on the
mortgage is adjusted accordingly, the borrower is unable or unwilling to pay, and real-estate prices are in
decline (as one would expect when market rates of interest are high). Hellwig (2014c) argues that, since
most serious financial crises have been associated with macro shocks, investigating institutions’ exposures
to macro shocks, including those exposures that arise from imperfect hedging, the participants’ fooling the
supervisors and themselves about what their true exposures are, may be a better way to assess overall
system risk exposure than a fixed calibration of propagation mechanisms in the context of a given macro
model.
In contrast to most of modern macroeconomics, which focuses on formalization, quantification, and
calibration, this proposal takes its cue from competition policy where it is well known that usually a given
real-world phenomenon cannot be matched to any particular formal model that may be available but must
be analysed on the basis of ideas taken from the zoo of available models with a view to trying to understand what the story behind the observed facts may be.12 As a matter of institution design, Hellwig (2014c,
2015) proposes that one institution be given the task to observe ongoing developments and come up with
systemic risk assessments along these lines, focussing on the probable story behind observed developments, rather than ticking boxes in lists of indicators that are presumed to matter.
For macro-prudential policies, Hellwig (2014c, 2015) notes that most measures that have so far been used
are in fact measures of micro-prudential regulation and supervision, which are added to the usual microprudential measures when macro-prudential concerns seem to call for them; indeed in some instances, the
“macro-prudential” label is no more than a fig leaf to disguise micro-prudential measures taken at the
national level to circumvent the EU’s harmonization of micro-prudential regulation. Given this observation,
he suggests that “macro-prudential” policies ought to be carried out by all the authorities that must be
concerned, micro-prudential supervisors, central banks, and finance ministries, taking the systemic-risk
analysis of the previously mentioned institution as an input and coordinating on the appropriate measures.
He also suggests that trade-offs between different objectives, such as the one mentioned above, whether in
a recession priority should be given to the restoration of bank lending and the real economy or to the
restoration of bank profits and bank solvency, should be addressed explicitly.
12

See Gual et al. (2006).
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Hellwig (2017a) contains a discussion of the trade-off in the context of the current situation in the euro
area. With reference to experiences from past crises, the paper strongly recommends that priority be given
to the restoration of bank profitability and bank solvency even if that takes time.13 Given the stock-flow
problems associated with a restoration of bank equity from retained earnings, the paper also points to the
analysis of Admati et al. (2012) whereby an immediate equity issue through a rights offering would be
feasible if a bank was known to be solvent and would not require a net flow of cash from the market to the
bank if the bank were to reinvest the proceeds in the market. For banks whose solvency is impaired, entry
into a resolution regime would be called for. For the incentive issues that are associated with such
measures, see the discussion of debt overhand and leverage ratchet effects in Section C.III.3 below.

C.III.2.2 Capital (Equity) Requirements for Banks
Admati and Hellwig (2013a), “The Bankers’ New Clothes: What’s Wrong with Banking and What to Do
about It”, was published by Princeton University Press in 2013, but has continued to affect work for quite a
while. A paperback edition with a new preface was published in 2014. By now the book has also been
published in German, Spanish, Japanese, Complex Chinese, Simplified Chinese, Hebrew, Portuguese, and
Italian. An account of the book’s contribution is given in our previous report. As mentioned there, the book
had originated from discussions of what to do with Admati et al. (2010/2013), which was too long for a
journal article and too short for a monograph. By now a major part of this paper has been actually been
published in Admati et al. (2014). Even so, SSRN continues to be the main outlet for this paper, with over
7000 downloads so far.
Discussion of the book’s and the paper’s messages has gone on unabated. We have therefore updated
Admati and Hellwig (2013 b) several times. The last update, from January 2016, refers to “31 Flawed
Claims Debunked”. A further update, addressing at least 33 flawed claims, is due to come out shortly.
Among the book’s messages, the criticism of risk-based determination of capital requirements for banks
has been particularly contentious. “Surely a bank that holds riskier assets must be required to have more
equity!” In practice of course, the meaning is that banks claiming have safer assets will get away with lower
equity requirements, i.e. with using the equity funding they have to borrow more and to engage in more
risks. Problems with risk weights had previously been pointed out in Hellwig (2008/2009, 2010). The
analysis in Hellwig (2014c) that is summarized above indicates that, once systemic interactions are taken
into account, in particular correlations between counterparty risks on hedges, such as adjustable-rate
clauses, the notion that risks can be “measured” is quite unrealistic.
Hellwig (2016b) extends this criticism to the proposed practice of calibrating minimum requirements for
funding by equity and bail-in-able debt, i.e. debt that is not exempt from participating in losses in bank
resolution, to the risks inherent in the bank’s assets. In this context, the arguments given in earlier work are
reinforced by the concern that the purpose of bail-in-able debt only becomes relevant in insolvency, i.e.,
that, in principle, a risk-based argument should be formulated in terms of conditional probabilities given
the event of resolution. Under existing rules, resolution is triggered by the authorities’ determination that
the bank is failing or likely to fail. From an ex ante perspective, under the rules given for risk-based
modelling, this event in turn should have an assessed probability of no more than 1 percent over a horizon
of ten days. The presumption that one can give reliable estimates of risks conditional on an event that has
a probability of 1 percent is absurd. However, risk-weighting is attractive because it reduces the required
eligible liabilities, enabling banks to save on default risk premia in the interest they must pay to debt
holders.
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Behn et al. (2014) provide empirical evidence on the impact of allowing banks to use their own internal
ratings to assess credit risk for determining required equity. To obtain identification, the paper uses a
natural experiment that provided by the fluke that Germany introduced the new internal-ratings-based (IRB)
approach for assessing credit risk of loan customers just before and during the financial crisis, and that she
did so gradually, with different banks transitioning to the IRB approach at different dates and each bank
using both, IRB and standard approaches simultaneously, at least for some time. As a result, a given firm
might be indebted under different loan contracts of which some would require the lending bank to use
equity under the IRB approach and some to use equity under the standard approach. Assuming that the
true default risk for the different loan contracts would be the same, differential responses of the lending
bank(s) to outside shocks would have to be ascribed to the difference between the two approaches or to
differences between banks; the latter effect however can be controlled for by conditioning on relevant bank
characteristics such as the bank’s own equity or profits, or whether the bank was large enough to have its
own IRB assessment at all.
The investigation yields two major findings: First, IRB loans that were originated under the new regime of
Basel II have lower assessed probabilities of default PD than IRB loans that were originated before the
introduction of the new regime as well as non-IRB loans. Second, the actual subsequent performance
suggests that PDs of IRB loans that were originated under the new regime of Basel II were systematically
underestimated. Transition to a system in which required equity depended on the banks’ assessments of
borrowers’ risks provided incentives to have lower assessments of these risks, and this is precisely what the
empirical analysis shows as having happened.
Behn et al. (2016) studies the effects of using the IRB on the cyclicality of bank lending. Relying on the same
natural experiment as the first paper, the empirical analysis shows that, in the financial crisis, loans for
which required equity was determined by the IRB approach were reduced significantly more than loans for
which required equity was determined by the standard approach; moreover, this difference was present
even in those cases where the standard approach was used although the bank did have its own IRB
assessment of credit risk, i.e. the difference was due to the regulation rather than the risk assessments. The
effect was the larger the less well capitalized the bank was. It was also relatively larger if the loan was
larger, the firm was relatively less profitable in 2007/2008 and if the firm’s probability of default (PD) had
gone up in the crisis. The results are interpreted as indicating that the internal ratings are very responsive to
cyclical developments and therefore banks relying on the IRB approach react more strongly to an economic
downturn.

C.III.2.3 Debt Overhang and Leverage Ratchet Effects
Further revisions were done on Admati et al. (2013), which is now forthcoming in the Journal of Finance.
As was explained in the previous institute report of the institute, this paper argues that shareholders’
attitudes to increases in equity are largely determined by the effects of debt overhang. In contrast, most of
the literature considers shareholder resistance to equity issuance to be due to asymmetric information as in
Myers and Majluf (1984). However, the Myers-Majluf argument cannot explain shareholder resistance to
increases in equity that take place through retained earnings or through rights offerings. In fact, Myers and
Majluf claim that as a form of funding retained earnings are cheaper than debt. By contrast, the effects of
debt overhang apply to all forms of increases in equity.
In its simplest form, the argument starts from the original propositions of Modigliani and Miller that, in the
absence of distortions and frictions, the value of a firm and the cost of capital of a firm are independent of
its financing mix. Ex ante, before any securities have been issued, a corporation’s owners are therefore
indifferent about the choice of funding mix. Ex interim, however, after some debt and possibly some
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outside equity have been issued, they are no longer indifferent. At this time, a recapitalization that lowers
the probability that the firm might go bankrupt provides a benefit to debt holders. If debt is repurchased in
the open market, the price at which the buyback occurs will have to reflect the increase on the value of the
debt from the lowering of the bankruptcy probability. The reason is that, if debt holders can choose
whether to hold on to the debt or to sell it, they will only sell if the price is high enough to compensate them
for the benefits from holding the debt, taking account of the improvement in these benefits from the
buyback itself. Thus the debt holders gain from the recapitalization. Because, by the Modigliani-Miller
Theorem, the total value of the firm is unchanged, the shareholders must lose.
Whereas the basic argument has been known since Black and Scholes (1973), Admati et al. (2013) makes
three contributions. First, it shows that the debt overhang effect is very robust to changes in the parameters
of the model and generates resistance to a recapitalization even when such a recapitalization would be
beneficial to the firm and to society as a whole. By contrast, in Myers (1977), the debt overhang effect
works only if benefits from new investment are sufficiently small. In fact, the debt overhang is shown to give
rise to a ratchet effect: Whereas shareholders resist debt reductions, they also find some additional debt
increases to be advantageous (even if the status quo is a result of previous optimization and no new
information has come in). Indeed, if at the margin there is a tax benefit to higher leverage, this incentive to
increase leverage is always present even incumbent debt holders are protected by covenants that require
new debt to be junior to old debt.
Second, the paper discusses the implications of the leverage ratchet effect for the dynamics of firm funding
when this effect is anticipated by potential creditors. After explaining the nature of equilibrium, the paper
uses numerical examples to illustrate the dynamics. The examples indicate that initial leverage is likely to be
lower than predicted by traditional trade-off theories, but once the firm is in debt, then over time, leverage
will rise to levels much higher than predicted by the traditional theories. Responses to exogenous shocks,
e.g. changes in corporate tax rates, are asymmetric in that the firm’s leverage goes up, when a shock
increases, e.g., the tax benefits of debt, but fails to go down when the shock decreases the tax benefits of
debt. Such hysteresis effects raise fundamental doubts about the explanatory power of the traditional
trade-off approach to corporate finance. They also raise doubts about the traditional presumption that
market outcomes are Pareto efficient; if a firm is unable to commit the entire time path of its funding
choices ab initio, the resulting market outcomes may be incentive-efficient for the given extensive form of
investor-firm interactions, but this extensive form reflects the firm’s inability to pre-commit its future choices,
and the overall outcome may be improved upon by statutory regulation that provides a substitute for the
missing commitment power.
Third, the paper considers the reactions of shareholders to increases in regulatory capital requirements that
take the form of a higher ratio of required equity to total assets. Under certain conditions, shareholders are
shown to be indifferent between (i) asset sales accompanied by a reduction in debt, (ii) an issue of equity
through a rights offering accompanied by a reduction in debt, and (iii) an issue of equity through a rights
offering accompanied by asset purchases. The conditions are: a single class of debt, homogeneous assets,
and a price of assets that equals the expected present value of returns (taking account of tax and bankruptcy cost effects) after the operation. The empirical observation that banks prefer alternative (i) over (ii) and
(iii) can be explained by deviations from these conditions, namely, with heterogeneous debt, asset sales
accompanied by a reduction in junior debt impose a burden on senior debt whose exposure to losses in
bankruptcy is increased. If the externality on incumbent senior debt is sufficiently strong, the preference for
asset sales is present even if these sales destroy value.
At the 2016 Western Finance Association Meetings in Salt Lake City, Admati et al. (2013) was awarded a
prize as the best paper on corporate finance at the meetings.
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C.III.2.4 Liquidity Provision and Equity Funding of Banks
The last report sketched a new project, “Liquidity Provision and Equity Funding of Banks”, which was
intended to investigate whether the “production” of liquid claims such as deposits, which are legally debt, is
in conflict with equity funding of banks. In policy discussions about equity requirements for banks, resistance against higher requirements has been justified with the argument that such requirements would
come at the expense of banks’ funding by deposits and other liquid claims and would thus contravene the
very function of banks in the economy. A counter-argument would be that higher equity makes the bank
safer, strengthens trust in the bank and thereby enhances the liquidity of deposits and other short-term
claims produced by the bank.
Moreover, the increase in the share of equity in bank funding would not come at the expense of funding by
liquid debt, if this increase was achieved by raising additional equity and investing the proceeds, e.g. in the
market. The latter argument presumes that there are additional funds to be raised, i.e. that we are not
starting from an equilibrium in which investors only hold debt and equity of banks. This presumption is not
unrealistic but its place in the overall conceptual framework is unclear. The purpose of the project is to
clarify the issues, also, to clarify what market failures might arise and why such market failures might call
for statutory regulation.
Work on this project has not yet been brought to completion because there are problems in proving the
existence of an equilibrium for the model in question. The reasons for these problems seem to be technical,
rather than economic, namely with a continuum of participants (to avoid all concerns about market power),
and, e.g. a constant-returns-to-scale technology, there are no natural bounds on the positions taken by
individual banks. Without such bounds, standard fixed-point arguments cannot be used; whether the
problem can be fixed by an appropriate detour is at this point an open question.
Apart from this technical problem, the analysis is complete and actually quite simple: The model is a
general equilibrium model with many consumers and many banks in which bank deposits provide liquidity
benefits by a “warm-glow” effect on their holders, the details of which are not analysed; however, the
warm-glow effect occurs only if the bank is not in default. Banks issue deposits, bonds, or shares in order
to fund investments that earn returns under a stochastic constant-returns-to-scale technology. Bonds and
shares provide their holders with monetary returns. Deposits provide their holders with whatever monetary
returns are promised and, in addition, if the issuing banks are not in default, the “warm glow” liquidity
benefits as direct contributions to utility. Deposit provision may (but need not) involve a resource cost.
If uncertainty about returns is sufficiently small, default is not a relevant concern. In this case, an equilibrium necessarily exists and involves bank funding by deposits up to the point where the marginal resource
cost of additional deposits is equal to the marginal liquidity benefit. If investors have more funds to invest,
the extra funds go into shares or bonds but the mix is irrelevant as long as the bond finance doesn’t induce
a prospect of default. In the absence of default, laissez-faire is efficient.
If uncertainty about returns is large, e.g. if the rate of return on investments can be close to zero with
positive probability, default may be unavoidable. In this case, some equity funding of banks is desirable
because it reduces the probability of default and increases expected liquidity benefits from deposits.
However, if banks are unable to pre-commit and to communicate their overall intended funding mixes to
investors, equilibrium deposit funding will be excessive; in this case liquidity provision be inefficiently low
because, relative to what would be efficient, there is too little capacity for loss absorption by equity and too
high a default probability.
The argument is akin to the debt overhang effect in the “leverage ratchet” paper: In negotiating with any
one depositor, the externalities of additional debt on the other depositors’ liquidity benefits are neglected. If
the technology exhibits constant returns to scale, equilibrium liquidity benefits are in fact zero and any form
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of statutory regulation of bank equity would improve the allocation. (In this version of the model, an
equilibrium can be shown to exist.) If banks are able to pre-commit and to communicate their overall
funding mixes to investors, and if an equilibrium exists, the equilibrium allocation will in fact be constrained-efficient and will provide for bank funding by equity as well as deposits. In these equilibria, the
equity supports the liquidity benefits from deposits, i.e. liquidity provision and equity funding are complementary rather than substitutes.
Along with the findings of Brunnermeier and Oehmke (2013) and Admati et al. (2013), the findings for the
case where banks are unable to pre-commit and to communicate their overall intended funding mixes to
investors point to an important methodological issue. Since Jensen and Meckling (1976), we have become
used to “explaining” funding patterns that we observe with reference to some optimization or contracting
problem under information and incentive constraints. This approach has yielded a rich set of insights, but it
risks biasing any welfare analysis: If one “explains” real-world phenomena as solutions to some optimization problem, one is bound to find that equilibrium outcomes are efficient.
However, such findings depend on the commitment technology that is assumed. If commitment possibilities
are weak, observed leverage of banks may reflect the desire of bank managers and new creditors to
conclude new debt contracts at the expense of incumbent creditors rather than any efficiency-enhancing
effects of debt finance. In practice, commitment problems are evident in the creation of contracts such as
repo borrowing and lending that are specifically designed to jump maturity and priority queues – and that,
presumably, have such collateral that creditors do not invest in information as would be required for debt
as a disciplining device.
Hellwig (2016a) discusses the methodological problem in some detail, also the problem of how we assess
the real-world relevance of theoretical analyses in the given tradition, especially when there are several
competing “explanations”. The argument is illustrated by the example of bank funding by short-term debt:
One set of theoretical models “explains” such funding by investors’ needs for insurance against uncertainty
about the time when they will want to use their assets.14 Another set of theoretical models refers to the
disciplining role that short-term debt can have if the debt holders monitor the banks’ managers and the
managers are afraid that, if they misbehave, the funding will not be renewed.15 A third set of theoretical
models stresses the effects of debt overhang and the inability to commit future funding mix choices. The
three approaches rest on different behavioural assumptions and have contradictory welfare implications.16

C.III.2.5 Liquidity Provision and System Fragility
The implications of liquidity provision for the fragility of the financial system are explored in a series of
papers by Luck and Schempp (2014a, 2014b, 2014c, 2016). In these papers, the need for liquidity is
modelled along the lines of Diamond and Dybvig (1983), in a three-period model where people invest in
period 0 and consume in periods 1 and 2. As of period 0, they do not know whether they will want to
consume in period 1 or in period 2. Across individuals, the uncertainty about the timing of consumption
needs is stochastically independent and a law of large numbers is assumed to hold. In principle therefore,
there is scope for insurance, but ex interim, as of period 1, there is asymmetric information; outsiders
cannot directly observe whether a person truly needs to consume at date 1 or date 2. To deal with this
information problem, a callable debt contract specifies claims that an investor has on the “insurer” so that
these claims depend on the date at which they are made and the choice of date is left to the person
himself/herself, as in the case of a demand deposit, which can be withdrawn at will.
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In Diamond and Dybvig (1983), consumption at date 1 is provided for by investments in short-term assets,
which have low rates of return. Luck and Schempp (2014a) departs from their analysis by introducing the
possibility that the resources required to satisfy date 1 claims might be obtained from third parties, e.g.,
new investors, rather than the returns from short-term investments. If it works, such an arrangement has the
advantage that all initial funding can be used for long-term investments, which provide higher returns.
However, the arrangement is vulnerable to the possibility of a run on deposits as well as a “rollover
freeze”. The possibility of a run on deposits was already pointed out by Diamond and Dybvig (1983): If the
initial investors believe that the bank will default on its obligations to them, even those investors who only
need the funds at date 2 will prefer to make withdrawals at date 1, fearing otherwise they will not get
anything. Such a run causes the bank to default, thus confirming the participants’ expectations. By the
same logic, a rollover freeze can be the result of pessimistic expectations of potential new investors inducing actions that confirm these very expectations: If potential new investors fear a default and therefore do
not contribute to rolling over the bank’s debt at date 1, the bank must liquidate assets to satisfy depositors
at this date; in consequence, it will default on its obligations at date 2, if not already at date 1. Moreover,
whereas a run by depositors can be forestalled by the introduction of deposit insurance, as had been
pointed out by Diamond and Dybvig (1983), deposit insurance cannot prevent the occurrence of a rollover
freeze. (Notice that, in 2008, the crises of Bear Stearns and Lehman Brothers did involve rollover freezes as
money market funds and hedge funds worried about the solvency of these institutions and withdrew from
further funding.)
Luck and Schempp (2014a) go on to discuss the possible role of public debt as a basis for making the
system less fragile. In the language of Holmström and Tirole (1998), government debt serves as a source
of outside liquidity. At date 0, the government and the bank conclude two debt contracts, one that obliges
the government to pay the bank at date 2 and one that obliges the bank to pay the government at date 2.
The claims just offset each other. However, the government’s obligation is assumed to be fungible. Thus,
banks can sell government bonds to outside investors at date 1. If the government bonds have zero default
risk, outside investors are willing to acquire them and provide the banks with the resources they need at
date 1. The problem of a rollover freeze is eliminated.
In this setting, the problem of rollover freezes can reappear if the government itself may end up being
unable to service its debt. This would be the case if the government’s ability to service its debt depends on
tax revenues, the tax revenues depend on how the economy does, and this in turn depends on the state the
banks are in.
Luck and Schempp (2014b) therefore study the implications of the possibility of sovereign default for the
system introduced in Luck and Schempp (2014a). If the government’s ability to service its debt depends on
the health of the banking system, there is again a multiplicity of equilibria, “good” equilibria in which
government bonds provide a basis for banks’ use the availability of outside liquidity provided by the
government in order to forestall a “rollover freeze”, and “crisis” equilibria in which there is a rollover freeze
because investors expect the government to be unable to pay and therefore are unwilling to buy government bonds from the banks at date 1. As this freeze causes banks to default at date 1, the government in
fact cannot pay its debts at date 2, i.e. the investors’ expectations of a government default are self-fulfilling.
The crisis equilibrium is accompanied by a run from depositors, i.e., there is a “twin crisis” of government
debt and banks. Deposit insurance does not help because deposit insurance is not credible if the government is unable to pay.
Luck and Schempp (2014b) also extend the analysis to a two-country setting. The banks of either country
are assumed to hold the government bonds of both countries. A crisis in one country can therefore affect
the solvency of banks in the other country, creating the possibility of crisis contagion from one country to
the other. If joint tax revenues are known to be sufficiently high, a fiscal and banking union can be beneficial because it avoids the risk of a twin crisis, by the logic of Luck and Schempp (2014a). Indeed one
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country’s government’s providing assistance to the other country’s government can be beneficial to the first
country by eliminating the possibility of a crisis and the possible fallout from contagion.
Luck and Schempp (2014c) considers the impact of shadow banking institutions such as money market
funds on the fragility of the financial system. The baseline model is again a version of the Diamond-Dybvig
(1983) model, now in a reformulation with overlapping generations. In this baseline model again, runs by
depositors are a possibility, but this possibility is eliminated by deposit insurance. Deposit insurance
however is accompanied by regulation and this regulation imposes a cost on banks. By way of regulatory
arbitrage, a set of unregulated institutions (shadow banks) compete with the regulated banks, providing the
same sorts of assets and services, however without deposit insurance and with lower regulatory costs. The
shadow banks rely on outside markets for their assets to provide the requisite liquidity. In the absence of
any runs, the model has an equilibrium in which banks and shadow banks coexist and the shadow banks
reduce overall regulatory costs.
Under certain conditions however, there also is an equilibrium in which the shadow banks are run upon.
The problem is again due to an inability to obtain enough liquidity to cover current needs, with investor
reluctance to provide liquidity based on self-confirming pessimistic expectations. A depression of asset
prices through fire-sale effects contributes to the mechanism. The shadow banking system can be stabilized
if regulated (and insured) banks provide the shadow banks with liquidity guarantees and if (and only if) the
shadow banking system is not too large relative to the regulated system.
At the first ECB Forum on Central Banking in Sintra in 2014, Luck and Schempp (2014c) was presented as
a “poster paper” and was awarded a prize for the best “poster paper” at this conference.
Luck and Schempp (2016) studies systemic effects through asset price contagion. The starting point is again
a Diamond-Dybvig (1983) model, with two additions. First, there is moral hazard in the sense that intermediaries have a choice between two long-term investment technologies, one of which is inefficient but
provides private benefits to the bank manager. Second, as in Luck and Schempp (2014a, b) there is a set
of outside investors who are available to buy assets in the interim period, thus enabling liquidity provision
without any need for low-return short-term investments. In contrast to Luck and Schempp (2014a), however, these outside investors have limited funds. There also is a possibility for the intermediary’s owner/manager to invest funds of his own. However, this is assumed to be inefficient because the opportunity
cost of these funds is very high.
The social optimum for this model involves liquidity provision to depositors as in Diamond and Dybvig
(1983), zero short-term investments, complete reliance on outside liquidity provision through asset sales at
date 1, and the threat of a run by depositors as a disciplining device to discourage the owner/manager of
the intermediary from choosing the inefficient investment technology. This outcome can be implemented as
an equilibrium outcome of a game but the game also has subgame equilibria in which depositors run on
the bank (and therefore multiple overall equilibria). Runs occur not only because, by the arguments of
Diamond and Dybvig (1983), the short-term investors have relatively (too) large claims, but also because
the outside investors’ funds do not suffice to provide liquidity to satisfy withdrawal wishes by all depositors
in the intervening period. Scarcity of outside investors’ funds induces cash-in-the-market pricing of assets.
With multiple banks, this fire sale effect on asset prices provides a mechanism of contagion by which a run
on one bank induces solvency problems for other banks and in consequence runs on these other banks as
well.
As in Diamond and Dybvig (1983), the runs problem can be eliminated by the introduction of deposit
insurance. However, the elimination of runs on the equilibrium path also eliminates the use of runs as a
disciplining device off the equilibrium path. To prevent bankers from choosing the inefficient technology,
another device is needed. A second-best allocation with deposit insurance will therefore involve a require-
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ment that the banker invest some of his own money even though this is inefficient. With an assumption of
Bertrand competition between intermediaries, the cost is passed on to depositors.
Regulation imposing such a requirement on banks can make room for shadow banks, as in Luck and
Schempp (2014c). Consumers are assumed to be with regulated banks initially and to have switching costs,
so they do not all move to the shadow banks if the latter seem to be offering better opportunities. If the
switching costs are high, there is an equilibrium in which regulated banks and shadow banks coexist
without much of a change for regulated banks. If the switching costs are low, the shadow banking sector
will be large, and a run on shadow banks may induce cash-in-the-market pricing of assets, which affects
the regulated banks as well. This vulnerability of regulated banks can be reduced by restrictions on market
funding, requiring them to use short-term investments for liquidity at date 1. This regulation reduces
fragility at the cost of efficiency.

C.III.2.7 Information Aggregation in Markets and Strategic Games
Many issues in financial systems have to do with the aggregation of information. Different participants have
different pieces of information on which they act. Overall outcomes depend on how they interact and how
the different pieces of information are combined (if at all). The question arises in both market and nonmarket settings. For market settings, the early work of Grossman (1976), Hellwig (1980), and Kyle (1989)
has developed a paradigm in which prices are seen as (weighted) averages of the different pieces of
information of different individuals, and participants take account of the “aggregate information” reflected
in prices, in Kyle (1989) also of their own impact on the information content of prices. For models of
currency attacks and bank runs, the global-games approach of Morris and Shin (1998), Rochet and Vives
(2004) or Goldstein and Pauzner (2005) has shown that, with private information about fundamentals, the
equilibrium multiplicity of the Diamond-Dybvig model may disappear, the aggregate outcome depends on
the true value of the fundamental through the combined actions of all participants. In both contexts, the
allocative implications of information aggregation have not yet received much attention.17
Gorelkina and Kuhle (2013) investigate the effects of information acquisition and use by shareholders and
information aggregation and transmission through stock prices on the conditions under which a firm can
borrow and the firm’s cost of capital. Creditors are assumed to condition their actions on stock prices.
Firms are shown to internalize some of the externalities inherent in shareholders’ investing in information
and having the information communicated through share prices; this is possible because firms with a
strong fundamental will issue more equity and less debt than they would without the informational spillover. In the larger market, more equity is traded, and incentives to invest in information are stronger.
Significant strategic complementarities enhance the effects of good information on the firm’s funding
conditions.
Kuhle (2016) takes a critical look at the implications of the global-games approach for uniqueness or
multiplicity of equilibria. Whereas Morris and Shin (1998) and the subsequent literature assume that
participants have a common prior, he considers strategic interactions when priors are heterogeneous and
derives a sharp condition for equilibrium uniqueness or multiplicity. This condition indicates that unique
equilibria are played if player's public disagreement (i.e. heterogeneity of priors) is substantial. If disagreement is small (zero in the case of a common prior), equilibrium multiplicity depends on the relative precisions of private signals and subjective priors. Extensions to environments with public signals show that prior
heterogeneity, unlike heterogeneity in private information, provides a robust anchor for unique equilibria.
Finally, irrespective of whether priors are common or not, public signals can ensure equilibrium uniqueness, rather than multiplicity, if they are sufficiently precise.
17
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Grafenhofer and Kuhle (forthcoming) also show that the Morris-Shin (1998) results on uniqueness and
multiplicity of equilibria change significantly when agents observe signals about the other agents’ actions,
rather than signals about the fundamentals. In coordination games, agents are most interested in what the
other agents’ actions are because these actions determine, e.g., whether a currency attack is successful or
a run is fatal to a bank. However, in Morris and Shin (1998) and most other papers in the global-games
approach, agents observe signals about fundamentals, which provide information about the other agents’
actions only because the other agents also observe signals about fundamentals and act upon them. In
contrast, if I see another agent reading a newspaper, or if I see the other agent lining up before the doors
of a bank like Northern Rock, I directly learn something about the other agent’s information or the other
agent’s actions. This is not the same as my learning something about Northern Rock and inferring what
others might have learnt about that bank.
For a model with noisy observations of (aggregates of) other agents’ actions, Grafenhofer and Kuhle find
that a high degree of precision of private signals is conducive to equilibrium multiplicity. This finding
contrasts with the global-games literature where uniqueness is obtained if (and only if) private signals are
relatively more precise than public signals. Grafenhofer and Kuhle (2016) consider the electronic mail
game of Rubinstein (1989), also a coordination game under the assumption that agents have noisy signals
of other agents’ observations and get equilibrium multiplicity, namely, in addition to the Rubinstein equilibrium, their version of the game also has equilibria in which agents coordinate on a change of actions, an
attack or a run, if the fundamental is such that the induced outcome is Pareto-superior.
Roux and Sobel (2016) show that information aggregation has a significant effect on decision making by
groups as opposed to individuals. In contrast to the papers discussed so far, this is a paper about group
decisions in the absence of conflicts between group members, rather than group behavior as a result of
uncoordinated decisions of individuals. The paper shows that, under fairly general conditions, the distributions of group actions that are induced by the different realizations of the information variables are more
dispersed than the distributions of optimal actions of individuals. Because the aggregate information of
group members is more precise than the information of any one member, residual uncertainty about the
underlying variables of concern is smaller, so there is less risk in reacting strongly to the information.
Bachi, Ghosh, and Neeman (2016) consider pre-play communication in strategic games, assuming that
such communication is not “cheap”, in the sense that those engaged in it may unintentionally betray their
true intentions, or guess the true intentions of others. This implies that players' strategies should be described by response functions from gestures of the other players into actions in the game, rather than by
mere actions, as in the standard formulation. This has a profound effect on the way games are played. The
model can account for the significant levels of cooperation and correlation observed in experimental
Prisoner's Dilemma games with non-binding pre-play communication.

C.III.2.8 Policy Contributions: Weak Banks, Financial Stability and Monetary Policy
Hellwig (2014b) gives an overview over the developments that led to the creation of the European Banking
Union and a critical assessment of the arrangements introduced, the Single Supervisory Mechanism and
the Single Resolution Mechanism. Running counter to the prevailing attitude among officials at the time, the
paper argued that Banking Union would not be a Santa Claus solving all the problems of the euro area
financial and monetary systems. It predicted that the Single Supervisory Mechanism would be hampered by
the need to cooperate with national authorities and to apply national laws that implement European
directives. It also predicted that the legal procedures for the recovery and resolution of weak banks would
not work. If banks with systemically important operations in several countries enter into resolution, there is
still no way to prevent the breakdown of these operations and to limit the resulting systemic damage.
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Moreover, the legislation makes no provisions for the liquidity needed to maintain systemically important
operations at least temporarily. Finally, there is no fiscal backstop. Because of the deficiencies, the paper
predicted that the “too-big-to-fail” syndrome would still be present.
Developments since then, in particular the weakness of the resolution mechanism, have confirmed the
criticism. Hellwig (2017b, 2017c), written in response to requests from the European Parliament’s Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, deal with issues that only arise because authorities are reluctant to
use the available resolution mechanism and instead continue to prefer procrastination over cleanups of
their banks’ problems. Hellwig (2017b) provides a critical assessment of the proposal, which was recently
made by the Chair of the European Banking Authority, that the € 1 trillion non-performing loans in European banks should be placed into an EU-wide, government-guaranteed or even government-funded asset
management company in order to rid banks from the burden of these loans and permit them to engage
more freely in new lending. Whereas the proposal involves a clawback condition on banks in order to
immunize taxpayers from the associated risks. Hellwig (2017b) argues that such a condition would create a
contingent liability of banks with risks equivalent to the asset risks under current arrangements, so any
notion that banks would get of the burden from the non-performing loans must rest on accounting cosmetics rather than actual risk exposure. Moreover, to the extent that the banks in question are actually insolvent, taxpayers would be exposed to these risks after all. Based on a review of experiences with asset
management companies, the paper also argues that for, non-tradable assets such as loans, any notion of
substantial value enhancements from larger volumes is unrealistic and that the proposal does not provide
any obvious advantages relative to a resolution procedure that would allow for the patience needed to
wind down the assets in question, with a time horizon on the order of ten years rather than the three years
mentioned in the proposal.
Hellwig (2017c) discusses the legal regime and the practice of “precautionary recapitalizations”, injection
of government funds as equity into failing banks in order to forestall a resolution procedure or avoid
insolvency, at least for another while. Whereas some such measure would be warranted for institutions with
systemically important operations in multiple jurisdictions, the actual practice, in the cases of Monte dei
Paschi di Siena and of the Venetian banks, is quite objectionable because systemic concerns are minimal,
and the recapitalizations amount to bailouts in the interest of particular investors. In fact, these recapitalizations are an integral part of a system where resolution or insolvency are delayed while professional investors get out and are replaced by retail investors who are misled about the risks so subsequent scandalization about the mis-selling of such debt under the eyes of the supervisors creates a political need for
bailouts. Here again the contribution of the paper to lay out the existing rules and to analyse the issues
raised by the actual practice.
Hellwig (2014b) and Hellwig (2015) discuss the role of financial stability concerns in monetary policy and
the issues that this role raises for the relation between the central bank and the supervisory authority and
for the implementation of monetary policy. Both papers begin with systematic accounts of the evolution of
central banking and monetary policy mandates. Historically, financial stability has figured prominently
among central banks’ objectives, with policies ranging from interest rate stabilization to serving as lender
of the last resort. With the ascent of macroeconomics and with the shift from convertible currencies to pure
paper currencies, these traditional concerns of central banks have been displaced by macroeconomic
objectives, price stability, full employment, growth. The financial crisis and the euro crisis have shifted the
focus back to financial stability even though there no longer is any financial stability mandate.
The weakness of banks presents a challenge for monetary policy because banks are an important part of
the monetary system: Bank deposits share important functions of money, they are the basis of the payment
system, and bank loans are an important part of the transmission mechanism for monetary policy. In
2008/09 and again in 2011/12, the European Central Bank (ECB) provided enormous amounts of
liquidity to banks in order to maintain the monetary system; in terms of mandates, this was justified by the
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argument that a financial crisis would induce deflation, a deviation from price stability, and therefore had
to be forestalled. Measures taken since 2015 under the label of “quantitative easing” are also justified by
the need to fight deflation, except that these measures put the banking system at risk; purchases of longterm debt flatten the maturity premium and put pressure on bank profitability, as do negative interest rates
on banks’ deposits with the central bank. The idea now is that, if banks are forced to lend to the real
economy, economic growth will pick up and deflation will be pre-empted.
Political and legal discussions about the ECB’s monetary policies have focused on whether these policies
are compatible with the ECB’s mandate, whether they are compatible with the prohibition of direct government finance by the central bank, and whether they might not impose unconscionable losses on the
central bank, including a risk of insolvency. Hellwig (2014a, 2015) argues in some detail that concerns
about return risks are misplaced in a world in which the issue of paper money imposes no obligation on
the issuer (unlike the world of the gold standard, where the issuer had to be ready to exchange notes into
gold), that such issue of paper money actually creates a windfall gain, which may be reduced by subsequently losses on the assets that have been acquired but never so far that the gain turns into a loss. Both
papers also argue that in view of the role of banks in the monetary system the central bank is bound to pay
attention to financial stability.
Hellwig (2014a) goes on to discuss possible moral hazard on the side of banks, bank supervisors and
governments that might be caused by a central bank’s commitment to financial stability as an essential
precondition for reaching the central bank’s macroeconomic objective of price stability. Such moral hazard
can undermine monetary dominance and the independence of central bank decision making. For example, when the ECB supported the financial system to prevent a crisis in 2011/12, many banks, in particular,
weak banks invested the funds they obtained with their governments, leading many participants and
observers to conclude that having weak banks is a way of obtaining indirect access to the printing press.
The European Banking Union was to some extent a reaction to this experience, but then the integration of
supervision into the ECB raises the question whether supervisory decisions, e.g. a decision on whether to
put a commercial bank into a resolution regime, might not become hostage to the central bank’s monetary
policy objective. Hellwig (2014a) provides an extensive discussion of the challenges for institution design
that arise.
In contrast, Hellwig (2015) focuses on the practical question of how financial stability concerns of monetary
policy should be handled in practice. In particular, how should the central bank go about assessing the
relevance of financial stability concerns in any given situation? To deal with the fact that systemic interdependence takes multiple forms and is changing all the time and many contagion risks cannot be measured, the paper proposes procedures along the lines suggested in Hellwig (2014c), as discussed above in
Section C.III.2.1.
Hellwig (2014b) also discusses the relation between financial-stability and macroeconomic-stability objectives in some detail, considering to what extent they coincide, to what extent they may be in conflict and
how in cases of conflict the potential trade-offs should be assessed. The above observation that in 2012,
the ECB rescued the banks in order to maintain the monetary system (and to protect the macroeconomy)
and since 2015 has been pressuring the banks to lend to the real economy even if they could hardly bear
the risks suggests that we need some principles on which to decide such prioritizations. As past experience
suggests that delaying cleanups in the financial sector tends to be very costly, Hellwig (2014b) proposes
that such cleanups be given priority over macroeconomic concerns, perhaps though with impositions of
immediate recapitalizations, rather than long waits until retentions from new profits have provided sufficiently large increases in bank equity.
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The research group Moral Courage was formed in March 2017. Besides its core members, the group also
includes an associate postdoctoral researcher through external funding. Based at the University of KoblenzLandau, Dr Anna Halmburger coordinates the project “moral courage” within the Beacon Project on moral
excellence, funded by the Templeton Foundation (www.moralbeacons.org).

Integrative Goals and Lines of Research
The research group Moral Courage is dedicated to investigating the psychological processes of bystander
intervention against norm violations. As first steps, the group has developed a working definition of moral
courage as distinct from related phenomena such as social control and helping. A theoretical framework
based on this definition allows categorization of types of situations in which moral courage can be displayed. This framework will serve to integrate several lines of research that have progressed in isolation
from each other (e.g., on whistleblowing, objection to racism or ostracism, non-conformity, or third-party
punishment) and detect blind spots concerning situational constellations that have not been addressed by
psychological research. Within this framework, our research aims at refining a process model of moral
courage (Halmburger, Baumert & Schmitt, 2017). In particular, the group will engage in four related lines
of research.

C.IV.1 Ambiguity of Norm Violations
Previous research has paid only limited attention to the way in which information revealing a norm violation unfolds over time. Whereas typical research designs have tested reactions to disambiguated constellations, norm violations may remain ambiguous in everyday life because relevant information is lacking,
covered by noise, or is only available over time in a nonlinear fashion. Differences in the degree of ambiguity of the norm violation, together with the timely dynamics of relevant information, might account for
discrepant findings on the prevalence and determinants of real intervention behavior, in contrast to selfreported reactions to written descriptions of the same situation (Baumert et al., 2013) or to punishment
behavior in the lab under clearly specified rules.
We build on research, conducted at the MPI for Research on Collective Goods, which addressed the
potential impact of uncertainty about a recipient’s endowment on dictator game giving (Engel & Goerg,
2015), as well as on own research on inter-individual differences in attention toward, memory of, and
interpretation of information potentially indicating injustices (Baumert & Schmitt, 2009; Baumert et al.,
2011, 2012; Maltese, Baumert, et al., 2013, 2016). In a study sampling witnessed norm violations in
everyday life over three weeks (experience sampling), we tested the association between the subjective
ambiguity of a norm violation and the likelihood of intervention.
Currently, we are investigating whether self-reported behavioral intentions map more closely on patterns of
real intervention behavior in realistic settings, to the extent that the vignette (the description of a hypothetical situation) simulates the timely dynamic of information unfolding in the real situation. For this purpose,
we employ video vignettes that present the situation to participants from the perspective of a bystander
within the situation. These video vignettes allow the manipulation of the degree of ambiguity of the norm
violation (by covering information with noise), as well as the timely dynamics (by shortening or enlarging
time gaps between relevant information). In future studies, these materials will be employed to test the
impact of ambiguity and timely dynamics on cognitive, affective, and motivational reactions to the norm
violations.
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In addition, building on Engel & Goerg (2015), we are testing how ambiguity of the norm violation,
coupled with uncertainty of negative consequences of intervention, shape third-party punishment in economic games. Moreover, we investigate whether these factors change the external validity of those games
for predicting reactions to norm violations in realistic settings.

C.IV.2 Emotion and Emotion Regulation
Process models of moral courage have neglected emotional processes in intervention behavior. In contrast
to helping behavior, anger and moral outrage should play particularly important roles in facilitating
bystander intervention against norm violations (Halmburger, Baumert & Schmitt, 2015). However, depending on the context, expressing anger can be less desirable due to potential social sanctions, and therefore
downregulated (Sasse, Spears & Gordijn, 2017; Sasse, Spears & Gordijn, 2017a; Sasse, van Breen,
Spears, Gordijn, 2017). To the extent that anger facilitates intervention, we hypothesize that tendencies
toward downregulating such negative emotions should be a barrier to intervention. This hypothesis is
scrutinized in a current lab study involving a staged fraud. Immediate affective and physiological reactions
are assessed, and intervention behavior is coded through video ratings.
In future studies, we aim to understand “the positive side of anger” by investigating whether anger promotes selective searches for information that confirms that a norm violation has taken place, thereby
facilitating intervention. In addition, we will explore how anger affects the effectiveness of intervention
behavior.

C.IV.3 Interpersonal, Intragroup, and Intergroup Processes
Cutting through all lines of research presented above, we investigate whether and how psychological
processes underlying intervention against norm violations differ between interpersonal, intragroup, and
intergroup situations. In situations where social groups are salient, belonging to “perpetrator groups”,
“victim groups”, or “bystander groups” has been shown to have a substantial impact on the processing and
reactions of witnesses of norm violations (Li & Leidner, 2017a; Li et al., 2017; Li, Leidner & FernandezCampos, 2017; Li, Leidner, Petrović & Prelic, 2017; for a review, see Li & Leidner, 2017).
Within the theoretical framework of moral courage, mentioned above, we are currently elaborating the
roles that social identification processes can play. Importantly, whether personal moral beliefs are compatible or in conflict with moral, social, or legal norms should have downstream implications for the perception of a potential norm violation as well as subsequent reactions. Existing social psychological models of
intervention behavior within group contexts have not paid sufficient attention to these distinctions, hence
drawing possibly incomplete pictures of the consequences that levels and qualities of identification with a
particular social group might have.

Methodological Contributions
Besides substantive contributions to theory-building, these lines of research aim at developing valid and
efficient methodological approaches to the investigation of moral courage (Baumert et al., 2013, 2014). In
the past, psychological research has heavily relied on hypothetical reactions to written vignettes, while
economic research focused on financial decisions in unambiguously circumscribed games in the lab. To
understand and overcome the limitations of these setups, we employ multi-method approaches, combining
self-report and reaction time-based measurement of personality dispositions, decisions in economic games,
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physiological assessment of immediate reactions to norm violations, and systematic behavioral observation
under highly controlled and standardized situations in the lab. Beyond the study of moral courage, our
research contributes to social, psychological, and economic research by scrutinizing and optimizing
external validities of assessment tools.

Outlook
In sum, the research group Moral Courage aims at advancing insights into the psychological processes of
bystander intervention against norm violations, in fundamental ways. Our working definition of the phenomenon – in a precise distinction from separable concepts, such as social control and helping – as well as
our theoretical framework of situational constellations and our process model will integrate various lines of
research. This way, those lines of research, disconnected thus far, can fertilize each other in synergistic
ways, and previous blind spots of psychological research can be detected. In our research, we aim to
overcome severe methodological limitations that have hampered progress to a substantial degree. Through
multi-method approaches, we pay close attention to how validity and efficiency of assessment can be
simultaneously optimized.
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Since January 2014, the Gielen-Leyendecker Junior Research Group has been part of the institute,
complementing the scientific work on collective goods by providing a process perspective on decisionmaking. The group was installed with the aim of contributing to our understanding of the interplay of
individual and situational factors affecting decision behavior, and focuses on two major challenges: (1)
Understanding the underlying cognitive and affective processes leading up to a choice and (2) identifying
the channels through which situational as well as personality factors operate. We made progress on both
lines of work by combining basic psychological research on information search and processing as well as
arousal with incentive-compatible research paradigms. A special focus is on interactions which arguably
involve social preferences. The comprehensive model comparison and investigation of factors that
influence information-processing in economic decision-making is conducted jointly by the psychologists in
the group, and supported by collaborations with lawyers and economists from the institute. A wide set of
different projects have been started since the beginning of 2014, and the group has grown into a research
collaboration that I as the head of the group feel really lucky to be a part of.

C.V.1

Social Dilemmas

In multiple projects, the group‘s work focuses in particular on the information-weighting process while
making an interdependent decision in social dilemma situations. We were particularly interested in two
major questions: (1) What variables determine the extent and depth of information search? (2) In which
manner are attentional processes related to information utilization? We investigated these questions in the
context of decomposed dictator games and present evidence for an influence of social preferences on the
extent and pattern of information search in nonstrategic (Fiedler, Glöckner, Nicklisch & Dickert, 2013) and
strategic (Ghaffari & Fiedler) social dilemma situations. This relationship is robust to changes in the incentive structure by variations in payoff schemes (Fiedler, Glöckner & de Dreu), framing (Fiedler & Hillenbrand), cognitive load and time pressure (Fiedler & Lillig), as well as the decision setup (Rahal, Fiedler & de
Dreu).
Building up on this first line of research, which shows the strong link between social preferences and
attention (Fiedler, Glöckner, Nicklisch & Dickert, 2013), as well as between attention and social decisionmaking (Ghaffari & Fiedler), we were curious about the potential subsequent effects of these interrelations.
In a joint project by Minou Ghaffari, Bettina von Helversen, and Susann Fiedler, we replicate the link
between social preferences and the extent of information search. Specifically, prosocial individuals invest
more time in their search for information in decomposed dictator games, and in this particular setting are
more likely to inspect the face of their interaction partner. As a result of this, prosocials show better memory
performance when asked for their interaction partners’ behavior than individuals who have rather individualistic preferences (Ghaffari, Fiedler & von Helversen).
As shown in previous work, identifying one’s interaction partner as an ingroup or outgroup member has
important implications for behavior in social decision-making. Extending this work on intergroup decisionmaking, a set of studies conducted by Rima-Maria Rahal, Carsten de Dreu, and Susann Fiedler showed the
influence of group belonging on the decision-making efforts, as well as the payoff-weighting in social
dilemma situations (Rahal, Fiedler & de Dreu). Utilizing this pivotal role of group membership information
to gain insights into the nature of choice construction in group contexts, we experimentally varied the point
in time when group identifiers are presented in a follow-up project (Fiedler & Rahal). To test the generalizability of drivers of ingroup favoritism identified in the lab, we extended our work by additionally conducting cross-cultural intergroup experiments with representative samples from the US, Chile, Peru, Colombia,
and Venezuela. The results show more ingroup favoritism in Latin Americans compared to US Americans.
While US Americans mainly follow an equal split norm in ingroup and outgroup interactions, Latin Americans only do so in ingroup interactions (Hellmann, Fiedler, Dorrough & Glöckner, in press). Identifying the
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drivers of prosocial behavior in intergroup situations and understanding their interplay even further, we
conducted a study where we had students decide about the size of advent gifts for a set of outgroups that
varied with regard to their cultural and social distance and their perceived competition and wealth (Hellmann, Fiedler & Glöckner).

C.V.2

Moral Decision-making

Research on ethical decision-making gained many new insights into the cognitive, social and situational
underpinnings of dishonesty. A number of common approaches deal with dishonesty and cheating as a
conscious decision driven by money-maximizing motives. Yet, previous studies on bounded ethicality show
evidence that processes leading to unethical decisions might partly be unconscious and a result of motivated information search and reasoning. Using eye-tracking as a means of recording arousal and information
search during a simple decision task, the group showed the influence of temptation and subsequent
cheating on the underlying processes of decision-making (Hochmann, Glöckner, Fiedler & Ayal, 2015).
Broadening the scope of this work by testing the generalizability of the observed processing patterns, we
additionally introduced ambiguity into the decision paradigm. In everyday decision-making, the value of a
potential choice often has to be searched for prior to the decision. By introducing this ambiguity about the
true values, we include an essential part of the decision-making process. Ambiguity was introduced to the
decision setup as follows: Will I engage in a possibly costly information search to obtain information about
the underlying values, even though they are unrelated to the actual decision task (Fiedler & Weisel)? As
another measure to test the generalizability, we conducted an experiment varying the severity of the norm
violation through cheating (Fiedler & Glöckner). Arousal as well as cognitive load present themselves as
very reliable predictors in different normative contexts. As a consequence, we are currently working on
implementing an experimental paradigm to induce real-world stress on participants and measure the
respective hormonal and decision changes when experiencing a situation in which unethical behavior is
possible (Antoniou, Fiedler & Derntl).
Focusing on moral dilemmas as another important part of the moral decision-making literature, RimaMaria Rahal and Susann Fiedler conducted – in joint work with Leonard Hoeft, a legal scholar of the
institute – a series of experiments to investigate Greene’s Dual Process Theory. Taking again a cognitive
processing approach by using eye-tracking, we show distinct information search processes for utilitarian
and deontological decisions in moral dilemmas and plan to extend the work to third-party dictator games
(Rahal, Hoeft & Fiedler). Additional work by Minou Ghaffari addresses the question of the underlying
processes of moral decision-making. However, instead of using the eye-tracking device as a pure outcome
measure, we extend the work on gaze-contingent paradigms here, and designed a set of experiments in
which decision cues were given as a function of the attended information. We find that the link between
attention and the type of choice made is driven by up to 40% through the bottom-up influence of attention
on choice, while the remaining variance is explained by the top-down preference formation (Ghaffari &
Fiedler). Applying our new knowledge on the bottom-up effect of attention to different contexts, we instructed participants in a follow-up project to focus on two different social norms when making decisions as
bystanders (Hu, Fiedler & Weber). Following the same logic, we also tested this bottom-up effect in the
context of risky choices, and the results show nicely how choices change according to the information
presented in the decision-maker’s attentional focus (Fiedler, Henninger, Glöckner & Hilbig).
In a review of the current literature, we bring some of our own findings together with those made by others,
and show how understanding the cognitive underpinnings – and, in particular, attention as part of the
process – helps us to understand moral decision-making (Fiedler & Glöckner, 2015).
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C.V.3

Ignorance

What started out as a simple observation – that many participants ignore parts of the presented information completely in a wide range of settings – grew to become a new line of research in the past years.
Specifically, we investigated the role of (deliberate) ignorance in the context of intergroup dilemmas (Rahal,
Fiedler & de Dreu), advice utilization in simple estimation tasks (Rittich, Fiedler & Schultze), as well as hiring
decisions (Dorrough, Fiedler & Schild). By focusing on personality and situational factors driving the
decision to ignore information, we identified a set of relevant personality variables including inequality
aversion. Within the last project, we started to explore the procedure of masking category information (i.e.,
gender and race) from employers as a tool to reduce employment discrimination. The main goals of this
line of work are (1) directly to examine the efficacy of a masking procedure (and its possible alternatives)
with respect to reducing discrimination in the workplace; (2) to understand the underlying cognitive processes in hiring decisions in general and under usage of a masking procedure in particular; and (3) to
offer legal policy-makers a behaviorally informed roadmap on how to improve masking procedures as well
as the effect of other relevant regulations (e.g., equal opportunity, privacy laws).

C.V.4

Risky Choices

In several projects, the group‘s work has contributed to understanding the underpinnings of risky choices.
Using a parametric approach based on cumulative prospect theory (CPT) as well as process tracing, we
conducted multiple experiments and re-analyses of a modelling competition, as well as previously published studies to investigate the differences between experience-based and description-based decisions
(Glöckner, Hilbig, Henninger & Fiedler, 2016; Glöckner, Fiedler, Hochmann & Ayal, 2012). The results
show that the previously suggested differences in choice patterns (the so-called description-experience gap)
in these two decision domains are systematically reversed, once sampling biases are controlled for: We
find a reduced sensitivity to probabilities and an increased overweighting of small probabilities in decisions
from experience, as compared to decisions from descriptions.
Focusing only on description-based decisions and building on earlier work on the dynamics of risky-choice
decision-making (Fiedler & Glöckner, 2012), another project considers the approach-avoidance distinction
in the risky-choice domain, with a focus on how it changes the mental representation of otherwise identical
payoffs. The results provide first evidence that the underlying process of evidence accumulation varies
systematically between the loss and gain domain (Fiedler & Glöckner).
Eye-tracking has been proven to be a great tool to investigate the extent of the cognitive load, as well as
the arousal experienced (Glöckner et al., 2012), but it is limited in its ability to distinguish between positive
and negative arousal. With this in mind, we recently conducted our first study using face-reading software
(iMotion) in order to evaluate software performance in standard risky-choice paradigms. The results of this
first experiment were not particularly promising, since the correlation between reported emotions and
emotions classified through the face-reading software was rather low. The recorded micro-expressions
showed no relationship either with the resulting choice behavior, while the self-report strongly did (SchulteMecklenbeck & Fiedler).

C.V.5

The Aging Decision-maker

In the last year, we extended our subject pool to older adults (aged 65-90) in order to test some of our
findings in the context of limited cognitive resources. As part of the Max Planck International Research
Network on Aging, Fedor Levin is particularly active in projects focusing on the involvement of episodic
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memory in value-based decisions. In a joint study with Bernd Weber, we show that age-related memory
decline correlates with increased inconsistencies in value-based decisions due to difficulties in retrieving the
information that is necessary for the choice. The results are of particular importance since they speak to the
largely ignored unique needs of elderly consumers and the underspecification of decision models due to
the lack of variance in the subject populations (Levin, Fiedler & Weber).

C.V.6

Methodological Developments and Debates

In the last four years, social science researchers have become increasingly aware of the irreproducibility of
the empirical results (Open Science Collaboration 2012 & 2015) and initiated a debate about potential
ways how to face the challenges of irreproducibility. The group is strongly involved in this debate, and the
resulting Open Science Movement is developing and evaluating tools that foster transparency and collaboration in the scientific community. In our work, we have developed concrete suggestions to increase the
reproducibility of one’s own research by addressing problems and challenges across the research lifecycle
of (1) experimental design, (2) conducting the experiment, (3) data analysis, (4) reporting, and (5) overall
research strategies (Open Science Collaboration, 2016).
Reproducibility is an important stepping stone to ensure that insights from scientific experiments stand the
test of time (Fuchs, Jenny & Fiedler, 2012). One critical component in securing the reproducibility of
experimental research findings is a methods section describing all details of the procedure in a way that
other researchers can evaluate and, ideally, run the same study again. Correspondingly, a call for a
comprehensive description of methods has repeatedly been made in various publications (Asendorf et al.,
2013a, 2013b). Standardized reporting practices are a necessary prerequisite for these propositions. A
wide range of such standards is available for general-purpose reporting (e.g., APA, JARS). These standards
provide a common base for the description of complex research procedures, (statistical) methods, and
results. Current reporting practices are still evolving and even when general guidelines for reporting
experimental findings exist, specific and easily adoptable guidelines for studies using process measures
(e.g., eye-tracking) are still missing. In joint work with Michael Schulte-Mecklenbeck, Frank Renkewitz, and
Jacob Orquin, we provide researchers with hands-on advice how to report their work in terms of method
and analysis (Fiedler, Schulte-Mecklenbeck, Renkewitz, and Orquin, in preparation). In addition to the
development of this guideline, we contribute a new chapter on standards in process reporting and the
changing use of eye-tracking technology in the last decade of judgment and decision-making research to
the Handbook of Process Tracing Methods for Decision Research: A Critical Review and User’s Guide, 2nd
Edition (Fiedler, Schulte-Mecklenbeck, Renkewitz, Orquin, forthcoming). Going even further than tackling
the symptoms of the replicability challenge, we describe in a recent publication (Glöckner, Fiedler &
Renkewitz, in press) a comprehensive way to make psychological science more reliable though better
theorizing, thus pointing to the core of the problem.
Working along these lines, members of the research group have supported additional follow-up projects.
For example, Rima-Maria Rahal, Minou Ghaffari, and Susann Fiedler contributed to one of the first Registered Replication Reports, involving 21 different labs, investigating the Social Heuristic Hypothesis stating
that altruism is intuitive (Bouwmeester et al., 2017). Lina-Sophia Falkenberg, Sarah Piechowski, and
Susann Fiedler were part of a research group evaluating the effect of the introduction of badges in psychological journals (Kidwell et al., 2016). Introducing the option of receiving visible badges for open data,
open materials, and pre-registration on the journal level was strongly correlated with an increase in Open
Science practices. Badges were subsequently described as effective and cost-efficient signals to improve
preservation of data and materials by using independent repositories. In an effort to provide additional
tools to scientists that not only increase reproducibility, but also reduce search efforts, we are currently
building a database that includes over 230 published individual difference measures. In order to investi93

gate their interrelations, we are using the Web of Science citation network to discover connections of
constructs and isolated measures. In cooperation with the library team, we plan to create an easy-to-use
tool that will allow the members of the institute in the first place, and later also the broader scientific
community, to use our database for a systematic review of available measures.

Outlook
Many of the projects described above are still in progress and have opened up new questions, which we
plan to follow up on in the future. For example, we are currently planning to extend our work on framing to
understand how reference points (with Holger Rau and Stephan Müller) and defaults (with Andreas Glöckner and Sebastian Berger) guide the construction process of individual choices. Further, evidence on
prosocial preferences being positively connected not only to prosocial behavior, but also to an increase in
memory performance in social interactions, opens up a number of intriguing questions. For example, in
which way does this memory advantage play out in the context of recognizing familiar interaction partners,
and how does it affect the likelihood of interacting with these partners (endogenous sorting)?
In the next two years, we plan to continue and extend our work along the introduced lines using our
expertise about cognitive processes to branch out to more applied research questions. For example,
targeting decisions in the context of tax evasion (proposal together with Professor Christoph Kogler &
Professor Anthony Evans, under review at the DFG), negotiations (proposal together with Professor Michal
Krawczyk, under review at the DFG funding initiative BEETHOVEN 2) and hiring decisions. The group’s
work will further concentrate on experimental work with a strong process orientation and interdisciplinary
focus, as well as the meta-science issues of transparency and theory development in social science.
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The Max Planck Research Group “Mechanisms of Normative Change” was established in June 2015. The
group’s research program is based on mechanism-based reasoning about social norms, a rigorous
(game-) theoretical foundation of the research, and a causal empirical analysis of why social norms
change. Our research agenda revolves around the idea that the most basic mechanism behind changing
social norms is normative conflict. Norms may be widely shared for some time, but as new norms emerge
and are initially shared by only a few, these competing norms may lead to conflict despite everyone’s
intention to follow norms. Rauhut und Winter (2017a) and Winter et al. (2012) spell out this very idea and
characterize a static equilibrium analysis of normative conflict. Winter et al. (2016) extend their analysis to
a dynamic setting and theoretically and experimentally study the emergence of social norms from ongoing
normative conflict. The research of the group investigates this program in several different domains.

C.VI.1 Social Norms of Public Discourse
Social norms regulate most of our daily actions and habits. In particular, they also affect the way we speak
in public. Here, norms of politeness and inclusion may conflict with norms of free (as in unregulated)
speech and exclusion. Alvarez and Winter (2017a) experimentally study how hate speech can be reduced
in Internet forums. They create a controlled online forum and ask people to discuss controversial matters.
Their results show that moderate censoring of hateful content improves the general tone of the discussion,
while peer sanctions do not have such an effect. Also, censoring previous hateful comments prevents the
occurrence of extremely hostile comments. In the same setting, Alvarez & Winter (2017b) show that actual
terrorist attacks moderate the effectiveness of censoring and peer punishment, and render the former more
effective. To understand these results better, Polat (2017) uses agent-based models to investigate the
micro-macro link between social structure, underlying psychological constants, and opinion polarization.

C.VI.2 Norm Enforcement and Ethnic Diversity
Migration is considered one of the mechanisms behind normative change, the emergence and erosion of
social norms. Winter and Zhang (2017a) investigate the relationship between ethnic diversity and the costly
enforcement of social norms. While most existing research considers how co-ethnicity shapes costly punishment decisions in small-group interactions, this project breaks new ground by investigating the influence
of ethnic diversity on costly punishment between strangers. They conducted a natural field experiment and
show that Germans and visible ethnic minorities sanction norm violations at different rates, and that
individuals condition their punishment decisions on the ethnic identity of the norm violator. Winter and
Zhang (2017b) design a second field experiment to disentangle in-group/out-group explanations from
status-based explanations in Switzerland.

C.VI.3 Social Norms and the Voluntary Provision of Public Goods
A further stream of research investigates the provision of public goods and the normative behavior and
normative changes associated with it. Luckner (2017) formalizes Akerlof and Kranton’s 2000 Identity
Theory and investigates how group manipulations and the public announcements of behavioral expectations influence the willingness to act for the common good. Alvarez et al. (2017) extend Luckner’s formalization to a game-theoretical model and show how Identity Theory can be used to model social norms as
correlated equilibria in the spirit of Robert Aumann (1987) and Herbert Gintis (2009). However, the
corresponding experimental results only partly confirm the theoretical predictions.
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The willingness to contribute to a common good depends to a large extent on a good, inclusive institutional
framing. Frackenpohl et al. (2016) show that small variations in the presentation of the cooperation
problem can already have tremendous effects on the provision of the public good. Zhang and Lee (2017)
investigate the relationship between the monitoring power of centralized authorities and the willingness of
citizens to cooperate and contribute to public goods. They use "forensic" demographic techniques to
uncover shortfalls in the state’s collection of census data, which they take as a proxy for poor centralized
monitoring. They demonstrate that areas with better census collection are also able to collect higher taxes
and provide more public goods. Zhang (2017) complements this result by an experiment showing that
apparently “corrupt” cultures can be traced back to poor institutions, rather than a preference for corruption.

C.VI.4 Volunteering under Population Uncertainty
Winter and Franzen (2017) investigate the provision of sanctions in N-responder ultimatum games. They
show that the willingness to reject unfair offers and thus enforce norms of fairness decreases with the
number of other potential responders. This phenomenon is often referred to as a “diffusion of responsibility”. In a sense, this project could be seen as a stepping stone towards a theory of cooperation under
population uncertainty. This general idea is largely extended in a DFG grant submitted by Winter (2017a);
at the time of writing, it has been approved by the DFG’s review board (Fachkollegium). This idea is
formally and experimentally implemented in Hillenbrand and Winter (2017). The equilibrium analysis
shows that the diffusion of responsibility in the Volunteers Dilemma (see Diekmann 1984) is reduced under
population uncertainty, i.e., if the exact number of potential volunteers is unknown. This theoretical result is
also confirmed by the experimental data, though not due to the mechanism underlying the equilibrium
analysis. Brookins et al. (2017) implement population uncertainty in the VOD via incomplete information
about costs (see Weesie 1994). Preliminary theoretical analysis shows that the equilibrium solution has an
intuitive and appealing interpretation, in which high-cost volunteers defect and low-cost volunteers cooperate. Hillenbrand (2017) further adds to the research on the diffusion of responsibility by showing how
cooperation in the VOD with cost sharing depends on the institutional framing.

C.VI.5 Measuring Social Norms and Normative Conflict
A fifth block of projects is dedicated to refining the measurement of social norms. This research is rooted in
Rauhut & Winter (2009), who argue for the use of the strategy method to elicit normative principles.
Crosetto et al. (2017) integrate the “Social Value Orientation Slider Measure” by Murphy et al. (2014) into
zTree and oTree. This measure provides a fine-grained classification of behavioral norms in fairness
situations. Böhm et al. (2017) apply this measure in a representative survey of the Austrian population and
show that the distribution of fairness ideals is relatively even across different age groups, social status, or
gender. One of the limitations of the SVO measure is its one-dimensionality: it only measures behavior.
Rauhut et al. (2017) develop a new measure for social norms in surveys based on normative and behavioral expectations (see Bicchieri 2006), and implement this measure in a large-scale M-Turk study to test
the robustness and explanatory power of the new measure. The measure will also implemented in the
2018 wave of the PASS study of the IAB in Nuremberg by Rauhut et al. (2017b).
As Winter (2014), Winter et al. (2012), and Winter et al. (2017) show, these norms may not be universally
shared, and may not even be compatible with each other. In particular, fairness norms may, for instance,
be egalitarian (everybody gets the same) or equitarian (the input/output ratio should be the same). These
norms are often elicited using real-effort tasks to induce entitlements. Winter (2017b) experimentally
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compares ten real-effort tasks and shows that the choice of the task can reverse the interpretation of the
results of an experiment. The computerized versions of the tasks are available in Winter (2017c).

C.VI.6 Social Norms in the Sociology of Science
Finally, the research group has a series of projects more at the intersection of social norms research and
the sociology of science. Using Big-Data techniques on Web of Science data, Rauhut and Winter (2016a)
show how norms of co-authorship ordering (alphabetical or merit-based) have changed in the Germanspeaking sociological community over the past decades. Rauhut and Winter (2017b) use the same data to
characterize the German sociological-journal landscape. Rauhut and Winter (2016b) use a bibliographic
approach and Big Data techniques to show how strategic referencing causally increases citations received
in the future.
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Alvarez, A. & Winter, F. (2017a). Normative Change and Culture of Hate: A Randomized Experiment in
Online Communities. Revise & Resubmit European Sociological Review
Alvarez, A. & Winter, F. (2017b). Spillover Effects in Hate Speech After Terrorist Attacks: A Natural Experiment. In preparation
Böhm, R., Fleiß, J., Rauhut, H., Rybnicek, R. & Winter, F. (2017). Representative Evidence on Social Value
Orientation. Ongoing
Brookins, P., Hillenbrand, A. & Winter, F. (2017). Volunteering under Cost Uncertainty. Ongoing
Crosetto, P., Weisel, O. & Winter, F. (2017). A flexible zTree and oTree implementation of the Social Value
Orientation Slider Measure by Murphy et al. (2014). Submitted
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Polat, G. (2017). An Illustration of a Decision-Theoretic Variation of the Bounded-Confidence-Model by
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Rauhut, H., Winter, F., Höglinger, M. & Fleiss, J. (2017a). Behavioral scales in surveys. Ongoing
Rauhut, H., Trapmann, M. & Winter, F. (2017b). Changing Social Norms and Unemployment. Ongoing
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Deutsche Forschungs Gemeinschaft
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Winter, F. & Franzen, A. (2017). Diffusion of Responsibility in Norm EnforcementEvidence from an nPerson Ultimatum Bargaining Experiment. In: Jann, B. & Przepjorka, W. (Ed.): Social Dilemmas, Institutions, and the Evolution of Cooperation (pp. 303–326). Berlin, Boston: De Gruyter
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Winter F. & Zhang N. (2017a). Social Norm Enforcement in Ethnically-Diverse Communities: Evidence
from the Field. Submitted
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Zhang, N. (2015). Changing a ‘culture’ of corruption: Evidence from an economic experiment in Italy,
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C.VII.1

Decision-making in a (Sufficiently) Certain World

How should one make a decision? The answer seems obvious: Figure out what you want, check your
options, and choose the option that comes closest to your desires. Neoclassical economics has developed
this program to near perfection. It is the program of optimization under constraints (Feldman 1980). From
this starting point, it is natural to see uncertainty as a problem of information. If more information is
available, rational decision-makers use it. If full information is not to be had, rational actors replace it by
the best available proxy. In the most comfortable case, the set of possible events is finite and known. Both
the range and the distribution of each possible event within the range of possible realizations may be
estimated. There is, for instance, reason to believe that the unknown event is taken from a well-defined
class of events, and that there are data from a representative sample. If so, the present value of the option
may be calculated. If there are no hard data, decision-makers may still be able to come up with educated
guesses. The rational choice program still works if they rely on merely subjective probabilities, and on a
merely subjective definition of the action space.
The program takes into account information cost. If the acquisition of additional information is costly,
decision-makers make an investment decision. They estimate the expected value of improving decision
quality, and compare it to the cost. If, ex ante, it is uncertain whether costly searching will lead to success,
the benefit is multiplied by the (merely subjective, if necessary) probability of success.
By the same token, the solution space for the meta-decision about the search may be extended. First, the
decision-maker constructs the space of potential outcomes of the search. Each outcome is the product of
two factors: the probability of finding the solution, and its value. Summing up over all weighed outcomes
gives the expected value of engaging in a search.
In the same way, one may introduce a decision cost. This is easiest to see if the decision-maker relies on
the services of an intermediary. The cost of entrusting the actual decision-making to an outsider is justified
in either of two cases. In the first case, the decision-maker could have made the decision herself. But the
decision-making effort saved on this task may be invested in other more profitable tasks. In the second
case, bringing in the third party is a way to overcome the decision-maker’s own limitations. Either metadecision rests on comparing the expected benefit to the cost.
In this (neoclassical) program, decision-making under certainty is the conceptual starting point. Decision
cost, complexity, and uncertainty are added as complications. By the steps sketched above, these complications become tractable, provided computational capacity is not bounded. Once the necessary estimations
have been made, the actual decision is a mere matter of calculus. Given the right estimates, the right
decision is unquestionable. If outsiders accept the estimates, one may prove that one has taken the correct
decision.
These features of the neoclassical program have made it attractive to psychologists and lawyers as well. In
psychology, the anomalies and biases program has turned what is a mere analytic tool in economics into
norms. In experiments, subjects have been tested against the predictions of rational choice theory. Systematic deviations have been dubbed as biases. Indeed, long lists of such biases have been found. Legal
scholars have bought into this program from two angles. In law and economics, legal institutions are
reconstructed from the perspective of actors who follow the rational choice program. In most of behavioral
law and economics, legal institutions are reconstructed as decision aids, helping individuals overcome the
empirical deviations from rational choice norms, i.e., biases.
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C.VII.2

Decision-making in a Fundamentally Uncertain World

There is a radically different way of construing decision-making. It starts from the assumption that the
problem is either ill-defined, or complexity transcends decision-making abilities. Of course, not all problems fall into one of these categories. Actually, one of the main purposes of institutions is to narrow down
problems such that they become tractable in rational choice terms. Take decision-making in parliament. At
the outset, the factors potentially relevant for making political decisions are overwhelmingly rich. But all that
is needed to make a decision on behalf of the entire country is sufficient votes in parliament. This institutional intervention is already a response to the fact that complexity was extensive in the first place.
The domain of the alternative approach is extended by the fact that not all decision-makers dispose of
perfect cognitive abilities. Nonetheless they have to take decisions. Others have to divide their limited
cognitive resources among multiple tasks, or to decide in limited time; and still others cannot afford
training or the help of decision-making intermediaries with larger cognitive resources. For all of these
reasons, decision-makers might want to content themselves with a more parsimonious method of decisionmaking under uncertainty, provided the expected results are at least satisfactory.
Once one introduces human interaction into the definition of the situation, further reasons for fundamental
uncertainty become visible. People possess the power of creativity. They can use it for mere technical or
institutional innovation. But they may also creatively circumvent what would be a restriction for a mere
utility maximizer.
Finally, if the situation is not exceptionally simple, actors must engage in “sense-making”. To that end, they
construct mental models. Uncertainty can also be said to be fundamental if actors lose confidence in their
mental models.
If uncertainty is fundamental for one of these reasons, decision-making is no longer a matter of calculus.
The search must be stopped at some point, and often early on. The decision-maker must take on personal
responsibility. It is clear at the outset that the decision may turn out to be suboptimal, after the fact. It does
not make sense to strive for the perfect decision. A good illustration is what is known as the “secretary
problem”, i.e., a search problem where former options are foregone. Here one may learn after the fact
that a former option would have been preferable. But one has no chance to revert on one’s earlier decision
not to seize the opportunity. In such situations, the normative goal shifts to coming up with an appropriate
move, given the limited abilities of the decision-maker. Depending on the situation, avoiding bad mistakes
(e.g., hiring the worst secretary) may be more important than missing theoretical opportunities (e.g., hiring
the theoretically optimal secretary). In other situations, taking the risk of small mistakes may be conducive
to gradually improving the decision quality, and to preparing for situations where decision quality matters
more. In the same vein, it may be preferable to split an important decision into small steps, thereby gaining
an opportunity to redirect one's course in light of intermediate experiences. It always pays to remain open
to surprise. Making good use of feedback becomes paramount.
The hallmark of rational choice theorising is strategic interaction. Many real-life problems fall into this
category, the two main exceptions being the direct interaction between man and nature, and behavior in
markets if competition is workable. The tool for analyzing problems of strategic interaction is game theory.
If some actors have a chance to design rules for future interaction, game theory takes the form of principalagent theory and of mechanism design. If the uncertainty is fundamental, this does not make the strategic
element and anticipation disappear. Yet, if neither actor optimizes, strategic interaction takes on a different
flavor. Generating predictability is a precondition for gains from cooperation. Complex cascades of mutual
anticipation become unlikely. Simple interaction heuristics are more likely to be employed by one's interaction partner. On the other hand, too much predictability is dangerous when “predators” are on the loose.
In such situations, a decision rule must help the individual choose between the prospect for gains from
cooperation and the ensuing risk of being exploited.
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The best machinery for implementing the traditional rational choice program is formal logic. Logic has its
role in the alternative program. But it must be supplemented by different cognitive and motivational tools.
On the cognitive side, the decision-maker must be able comparatively to assess the desirability of options
on a thin factual basis. Most likely, there is not one all-purpose tool for this. In some contexts, simply
repeating past success and avoiding past failure may be enough. In other contexts, it may be more promising to build a rough mental model of the situation, and to rank the options that come to mind along simple
criteria. In still other contexts, tracing patterns and matching their probabilities may be best policy, and so
forth. On the motivational side, two elements are crucial. Decision-makers must be willing to take risks;
otherwise they would be immobilized in the face of patent uncertainty. Conversely, decision-makers must
feel pressed to change a course of action if there are sufficiently strong signals that they got it wrong. The
relatively high willingness to trust others, coupled with fairly strong punishing sentiments, fits this picture
well.

C.VII.3

Demographics of the IMPRS Uncertainty

The IMPRS Uncertainty is an international and interdisciplinary program. Between 2014 and 2017, 47
students were members of the program in the different locations. 22 of them finished their PhD in that
period. The gender distribution is almost balanced, with only a few more male students.

Gender distribution

female
47%

male
53%

The majority of our students are German, but almost half of our students in the program are international
students:
South America
2%

Africa
4%

North America
2%
Asia
11%
other
European
countries
26%
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Place of Origin

German
55%

We are an interdisciplinary program, with most of our students from the three main fields (economics,
psychology, and law), but also some neighboring disciplines:

Background

Law
10%

other
13%

Economics
and related
47%
Psychology
and related
30%
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IMP
PRS Summer Scchool 2015, Scchedule
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IMP
PRS Summer Scchool 2016, Scchedule
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IMP
PRS Summer Scchool 2017, Scchedule
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D. Conferences and Workshops
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D.

Conferences and Workshops organized by the
Max Planck Institute for Research on Collective Goods

2014
7th IMPRS Thesis Workshop
Jointly organized with University of Jena, Germany
Schloss Oppurg, Germany
10–13 February 2014
Does the Law Deliver?
33rd Seminar on the New Institutional Economics
Jointly organized with Urs Schweizer, University of Bonn, Germany
Regensburg, Germany
11–14 June 2014
Financial Stability after Dodd Frank: Have We Ended Too Big to Fail?
Conference at The George Washington University Law School, Washington D.C., USA
November 5, 2014
2015
8th IMPRS Thesis Workshop
Jointly organized with University of Jena, Germany
Ringberg, Germany
02– 05 March 2015
9th IMPRS Thesis Workshop
Jointly organized with University of Jena, Germany
Berlin, Germany
29–03 March 2015
Workshop with Professors Bruno Frey and Margit Osterloh
University of Zurich, Switzerland
15–16 April 2015
Beyond Privity
34th Seminar on the New Institutional Economics
Jointly organized with Urs Schweizer, University of Bonn, Germany
Edinburgh, United Kingdom
10–13 June 2015
IMPRS Topics Workshop
Jointly organized with University of Jena, Germany
Maastricht, Netherlands
28 October–02 September 2015
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2016
10th Competition Law and Economics European Network (CLEEN) Workshop
Bonn, Germany
24–25 May, 2016
The Remedies Game
35th Seminar on the New Institutional Economics
Jointly organized with Urs Schweizer, University of Bonn, Germany
Sibiu, Romania
08–11 June 2016
10th IMPRS Uncertainty Topics Workshop
Jointly organized with University of Jena, Germany
Jena, Germany
12–14 October 2016
2017
11th IMPRS Uncertainty Thesis Workshop
Jointly organized with University of Jena, Germany
Gut Gremmelin, Germany
06–10 March 2017
Workshop with Professors Bruno Frey and Margit Osterloh
Max Planck Institute for Research on Collective Goods, Bonn, Germany
05–06 April 2017
Empirical Methods for the Law
36th Seminar on the New Institutional Economics
Jointly organized with Urs Schweizer, University of Bonn, Germany
Siracusa, Italy
07–10 June 2017
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E. Lectures and Discussion Rounds
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E.

Lectures and Discussion Rounds

E.I

External Seminars

2014
Daniel M. Sturm
London School of Economics, London, Great Britain
“The Economics of Density: Evidence from the Berlin Wall”
27 January 2014
Isis Durrmeyer
University of Mannheim, Germany
“Automobile Prices in Market Equilibrium with Unobserved Price Discrimination”
28 January 2014 (Economics Seminar)
Sebastian Pfeil
Goethe-Universität Frankfurt, Germany
“Image Theory of RPM”
5 February 2014 (Economics Seminar)
Christian Eufinger
Goethe-Universität Frankfurt
“Interbank Network and Bank Bailouts: Insurance Mechanism for Non-insured Creditors?”
13 February 2014 (Economics Seminar)
Uwe Sunde
University of Munich, Germany
“Religious Norms and Long-term Development: Insurance, Human Capital, and Technological Change”
17 February 2014
Hans-Joachim Voth
Universitat Pompeu Fabra, Barcelona, Spain
“Bowling for Fascism: Social Capital and the Rise of the Nazi Party”
24 February 2014
Stefanie Engel
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Zurich, Switzerland
“Overcoming Commons Dilemmas in the Provision of Ecosystem Services”
10 March 2014
Joseph G. Johnson
Miami University, USA
“New Techniques for Measuring Decision Processes”
17 March 2014
Nicola Fuchs-Schündeln
University of Frankfurt, Germany
“Long-lasting Effects of Socialist Education”
17 March 2014
Robert Turner
Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences, Leipzig
“Brain and Culture – The Mutual Bootstrap”
24 March 2014
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Lucie Ménager
Université Paris II & Univesité de Lille, France
“Strategic Observation in Exponential Bandit Models”
25 March 2014 (Economics Seminar)
Moses Shayo
The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel
“Courts after Conflict”
31 March 2014
Albin Erlanson
University of Bonn, Germany
“Strategy-proof Package Assignment”
2 April 2014 (Economics Seminar)
Avner Ben-Ner
(joint with John-Gabriel Licht and Jin Park)
University of Minnesota, USA
“Empirical Evidence on Diversity and Performance in Teams: The Role of Task Focus, Status, and Tenure”
7 April 2014
Claire Hill
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, USA
“The Pervasive Effect of Priors”
7 April 2014
Rainer Haselmann
University of Bonn, Germany
“The Limits of Model-based Regulation”
9 April 2014 (Economics Seminar)
Rainer Forst
Goethe-Universität Frankfurt, Germany
“Transnational Justice and Democracy. Overcoming Three Dogmas of Political Theory”
14 April 2014
Dominik Sachs
University of Cologne, Germany
“Designing Efficient Education and Tax Policies”
30 April 2014 (Economics Seminar)
Renate Buijze
(joint with Christoph Engel and Sigrid Hemels)
Erasmus School of Law, Rotterdam, Netherlands
“Insuring Your Donation”
5 May 2014
Michèle Tertilt
University of Mannheim, Germany
“Does Female Empowerment Promote Economic Development?”
5 May 2014
Hitoshi Tsujiyama
Goethe-Universität Frankfurt, Germany
“Optimal Income Taxation: Mirrlees Meets Ramsey”
14 May 2014 (Economics Seminar)
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Friederike Funk
Princeton University, Princeton, USA
“Transformative Justice: Do Punishers Aim to Effect a Change in the Offender’s Attitude?”
19 May 2014
Pierre Fleckinger
Université Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne, Paris, France
“Incentives for Quality in Friendly and Hostile Informational Environments”
21 May 2014 (Economics Seminar)
Alexander Stremitzer
UCLA School of Law, Los Angeles, USA
“Promises and Expectations”
26 May 2014
Jan Werner
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, USA
“Speculative Trade under Ambiguity”
30 May 2014 (Economics Seminar)
Aleh Tsyvinski
Yale University, New Haven, USA
“Dynamic Tax Reforms”
16 June 2014
Tilman Börgers
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, USA
“Mechanism Design and Voting Rules”
27 June 2014 (Economics Seminar)
George Loewenstein
Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, USA
“Implications of an Evolutionary Account of Affect”
4 July 2014
Ansgar Walther
University of Oxford, UK
“Interbank Monitoring, Liquidity, and Systemic Risk”
9 September 2014 (Economics Seminar)
Jan-Peter Siedlarek
Mannheim University, Germany
“The Impact of Merger Legislation on Bank Mergers”
17 September 2014 (Economics Seminar)
Marina Dodlova
German Institute of Global and Area Studies (GIGA) Hamburg, Germany
“Exogenous Shocks and Political Polarization: Theory and Evidence”
8 October 2014 (Economics Seminar)
Hanjo Hamann
Mohr Siebeck Verlag, Tübingen, Germany
“An Experiment on the Strategic Use of Identity in Delegated Gift Exchange”
20 October 2014
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Werner Güth
Max Planck Institute of Economics, Jena, Germany
“Procedural Fairness: Axioms and Experiments”
20 October 2014
Benjamin Bachi
(joint with Ran Spiegler)
Tel Aviv University, Israel
“Buridanic Competition”
21 October 2014 (Economics Seminar)
Florian Schütt
Tilburg University, Tilburg, Netherlands
“Net Neutrality and Inflation of Traffic”
29 October 2014 (Economics Seminar)
Stephan Lauermann
(joint with Mehmet Ekmekci)
University of Bonn, Germany
“Manipulated Electorates and Information Aggregation”
3 November 2014
Isabel Schnabel
University of Mainz, Germany
“Financial Sector Reforms and Implicit Bail-out Guarantees in the Euro Area”
17 November 2014
Ayca Ozdogan
TOBB University of Economics and Technology, Ankara, Turkey
“Occurrence of Deception under the Oversight of a Regulator Having Reputation Concerns”
19 November 2014 (Economics Seminar)
Avishalom Tor
University of Notre Dame Law School, Notre Dame, USA
“Boundedly Rational Consumer: Three Challenges for Antitrust”
24 November 2014
Carsten Burhop
(joint with David Chambers and Brian Cheffins)
University of Vienna, Austria
“Law, Politics, and the Rise and Fall of German Stock Market Development,
1870-1938”
1 December 2014
Jon de Quidt
“Your Loss is My Gain: A Recruitment Experiment with Framed Incentives”
IIES Stockholm, Stockholm, Sweden
2 December 2014 (Economics Seminar)
2015
Peter Conti-Brown
Stanford Law School, USA
“The Institutions of Federal Reserve Independence”
12 January 2015
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Heiko Karle
ETH Zurich, Switzerland
“The Structure of Negotiations: Incomplete Agreements and the Focusing Effect”
14 January 2015 (Economics Seminar)
Silvia Saccardo
(joint with Uri Gneezy, Marta Serra-Garcia, and Roel van Veldhuizen)
Rady UC San Diego, USA
“Motivated Self-deception and Unethical Behavior”
19 January 2015
Ludger Wößmann
(joint with S.O. Becker and M. Nagler)
University of Munich, Germany
“Education Promoted Secularization”
19 January 2015
George Lukyanov
Toulouse School of Economics, Toulouse, France
“Strategic Defaults in a Reputation Model with Limited Record-keeping”
22 January 2015 (Economics Seminar)
Hans-Martin von Gaudecker
University of Bonn, Germany
“Measurement Error in Subjective Expectations and the Empirical Content of Economic Models”
26 January 2015
Ronny Freier
Freie Universität Berlin and DIW Berlin, Germany
“Regression Discontinuity Designs Based on Population Thresholds: Cautionary Tales from France, Germany, and Italy”
28 January 2015 (Economics Seminar)
Elena Reznichenko
(joint with Elena Kantorowicz and Maximilian Kerk)
Rotterdam Law School, Netherlands
“Day Fines: Asymmetric Information and the Secondary Enforcement System”
2 February 2015
Philipp König
DIW Berlin, Germany
“Too Much of a Good Thing? A Theory of Bank Debt Maturity Structure”
4 February 2015 (Economics Seminar)
Mathieu Parenti
Université Catholique de Louvain, Belgium
“Large and small firms in a global economy: David vs. Goliath”
17 February 2015 (Economics Seminar)
Susan Rose-Ackerman
Yale Law School, USA
“The Law of Law-making: Positive Political Theory in Comparative Public Law”
23 February 2015
Ilana Ritov
The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel
“Other-oriented Decisions: The Role of Identifiability”
16 March 2015
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Ann-Katrin Kaufhold
University of Freiburg, Germany
"Systemic Supervision. A Public-law Perspective on How to Design Supervisory Institutions to Prevent Systemic Risk”
23 March 2015
Nikita Roketskiy
University College London, UK
“Competition and Networks of Collaboration”
9 April 2015 (Economics Seminar)
Kristina Erta
UK Financial Conduct Authority, London, UK
“Applying Behavioural Economics at the Financial Conduct Authority”
13 April 2015
Zanna Iscenko
UK Financial Conduct Authority, London, UK
“How Does Selling Insurance as an Add-on Affect Consumer Decisions? A Practical Application of Behavioural Experiments in Financial Regulation”
13 April 2015
Stefan Behringer
Universität Duisburg-Essen, Germany
“Public-goods Provision with Many Agents: The k-Success Technology”
15 April 2015 (Economics Seminar)
Sarah Necker
Walter Eucken Institut e.V., Freiburg, Germany
“Cheat or Perish? A Theory of Scientific Customs”
20 April 2015
Maria Bigoni
University of Bologna, Italy
“Flexibility, Communication, and Cooperation with Imperfect Monitoring”
20 April 2015
Stefan Magen
University of Bochum, Germany
“Explaining the Normativity of Law: Philosophical and Empirical Elements”
27 April 2015
Andreas Engert
University of Mannheim, Germany
“Do Lawyers Know Uncertainty When They See It?”
4 May 2015
Dimitri Landa
New York University, New York, USA
“Strategic Discrimination in the Lab”
11 May 2015
Oliver Darmouni
Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey, USA
“Asymmetric Information and the Reallocation of Bank Credit”
13 May 2015 (Economics Seminar)
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Dan Wielsch
University of Cologne, Germany
“Contract Interpretation Regimes”
18 May 2015
Emanuele Tarantino
University of Mannheim, Germany
“Lending Standards over the Cycle”
27 May 2015 (Economics Seminar)
Olivier Tercieux
Paris School of Economics, Paris, France
“The Design of Teacher Assignment: Theory and Evidence”
2 June 2015 (Economics Seminar)
Gillian Hadfield
University of Southern California, Los Angeles, California, USA
“Pervasive Spurious Normativity, or: The Case for Lots of Silly Rules”
8 June 2015
Jean-Edouard Colliard
École des Hautes Études Commerciales de Paris (HEC), France
“Strategic Selection of Risk Models and Bank Capital Regulation”
9 June 2015 (Economics Seminar)
Eric Helland
Claremont McKenna College, Claremont, California, USA
“Estimating Effects of English Rule on Litigation Outcomes”
15 June 2015
Felix Bierbrauer
University of Cologne, Germany
“Efficiency, Welfare, and Political Competition”
22 June 2015
Rohit Lamba
Cambridge University, Cambridge, UK
“Efficiency with(out) Intermediation in Repeated Bilateral Trade”
24 June 2015 (Economics Seminar)
Takeshi Murooka
LMU Munich, Munich, Germany
“Deception under Competitive Intermediation”
29 June 2015
Narly Dwarkasing
University of Bonn, Bonn, Germany
“The Economic Impact of a Banking Oligopoly: Britain at the Turn of the 20th Century” (with Fabio Braggion and Lyndon Moore)
30 June 2015 (Economics Seminar)
Alicja Reuben
Manhattan College, New York, USA
“Snitches Get Stitches: An Experimental Study on the Perception of Whistleblowers”
6 July 2015
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Jos Jansen
Aarhus University, Aarhus, Denmark
“Access Price Regulation and Cross-subsidization Incentives”
7 July 2015 (Economics Seminar)
Jan Potters
Tilburg University, Tilburg, Netherlands
“Do Cheaters in the Lab Also Cheat in the Field?”
13 July 2015
Jan Zápal
CERGE-EI, Prague, Czech Republic
“Efficiency of Flexible Budgetary Institutions”
(with Renee Bowen, Ying Chen, and Hülya Eraslan)
15 July 2015 (Economics Seminar)
Andreas Irmen
Université du Luxembourg, Luxembourg
“Endogenous Capital- and Labor-augmenting Technical Change in the Neoclassical Growth Model” (with
Amer Tabakovic)
15 September 2015 (Economics Seminar)
Özlem Bedre-Defolie
European School of Management and Technology, Berlin, Germany
“Contracts as a Barrier to Entry when Buyers are Non-pivotal” (with Gary Biglaiser)
23 September 2015 (Economics Seminar)
Christoph Bertsch
Sveriges Riksbank, Stockholm, Sweden
“A Wake-up Call Theory of Contagion”
30 September 2015 (Economics Seminar)
Mark Thordal-Le Quement
University of Bonn, Germany
“Endogenous Ambiguity in Cheap Talk”
6 October 2015 (Economics Seminar)
Avishalom Tor
University of Notre Dame, South Bend, USA
“The Critical and Problematic Role of Bounded Rationality in Nudging”
12 October 2015
Tobias Gamp
University of Bonn, Germany
“Search, Differentiated Products, and Obfuscation”
20 October 2015 (Economics Seminar)
Martin Salm
Tilburg University, Netherlands
“Biases in Individual Perceptions of Local Crime Risk”
27 October 2015 (Economics Seminar)
Alexis Antoniades
Georgetown University School of Foreign Service, Doha, Qatar
“Mortgage Market Credit Conditions and U.S. Presidential Elections”
3 November 2015 (Economics Seminar)
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Matthias Sutter
University of Cologne, Germany
“Field Experiments on Credence Goods”
9 November 2015
Krisztina Kis-Katos
University of Freiburg, Germany
“The Impact of Fiscal and Political Decentralization on Local Public Investment in Indonesia”
12 November 2015 (Economics Seminar)
Laurens Winkel
Erasmus University Rotterdam, Netherlands
“Addressee of the Law and Capacity of Knowledge”
16 November 2015
Christof Weinmann
University of Cologne, Germany
“The Distributional Effects of Joint Taxation”
17 November 2015 (Economics Seminar)
Ekkehart Reimer
University of Heidelberg, Germany
(joint with Stephan Breidenbach, Europa Universität Viadrina, Germany)
“Software – The New Medium of Law? A Theoretical Model for Computer-guided Case Work”
23 November 2015
Nora Szech
(joint with Steffen Huck and Lukas Wenner)
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), Germany
“More Effort with Less Pay: On Information Avoidance, Belief Design, and Performance”
30 November 2015
Tobias Berg
University of Bonn, Germany
“Got Rejected? Real Effects of Not Getting a Loan”
3 December 2015 (Economics Seminar)
Thomas Mariotti
Toulouse School of Economics, Toulouse, France
“On Competitive Nonlinear Pricing”
7 December 2015
Maryam Naghsh Nejad
IZA Bonn, Germany
“Minds for the Market: Non-cognitive Skills in Post-Soviet Countries”
8 December 2015 (Economics Seminar)
Jeanne Hagenbach
Ecole Polytechnique, Palaiseau, Paris, France
“Communication with Evidence in the Lab”
15 December 2015 (Economics Seminar)
2016
Claudia Cerrone
Royal Holloway University of London, UK
“Doing it Now or Later: A Lab Experiment”
11 January 2016
139

Armin Falk
University of Bonn, Germany
“Malleability of Moral Behavior”
11 January 2016
Socorro Puy
University of Malaga, Spain
“Identity Voting”
13 January 2016 (Economics Seminar)
Ulrike Malmendier
University of California Berkeley, CA, USA
“The Making of Hawks and Doves: Inflation Experiences and Voting on the FOMC”
18 January 2016
Elias Khalil
Monash University, Clayton, Australia
“The Social Dilemma: Neither Social Nor a Dilemma”
25 January 2016
Carlos Alós-Ferrer
University of Cologne, Germany
“Multiple Processes in Cournot Oligopolies: A Response-Times Study”
25 January 2016
Roee Sarel
Frankfurt School of Finance & Management, Germany
“Judicial Effort and the Appeal System: Theory and Experiment”
1 February 2016
Olga Popova
Institute for East and Southeast European Studies (IOS), Regensburg, Germany
“Suffer for the Faith? Parental Religiosity and Children’s Health”
11 February 2016 (Economics Seminar)
Alexander Schneeberger
University of Erlangen/Nuremberg, Germany
“The Effect of Endogenous Information on Contributions in Public-goods Games with Imperfect Information”
15 February 2016
Michele Valsecchi
University of Gothenburg, Sweden
“The Political Economy of Corruption in the Bureaucracy”
24 February 2016 (Economics Seminar)
Anatoli Segura
Bank of Italy, Rome, Italy
“How Excessive Is Banks’ Maturity Transformation?”
16 March 2016 (Economics Seminar)
Pierre Boyer
École Polytechnique, Palaiseau, France
“Regulatory Arbitrage and the Efficiency of Banking Regulation”
6 April 2016 (Economics Seminar)
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Baptiste Massenot
Goethe-Universität Frankfurt, Germany
“Compensation Schemes, Liquidity Provision, and Asset Prices: An Experimental Analysis”
20 April 2016 (Economics Seminar)
Agnese Leonello
European Central Bank, Frankfurt, Germany
“Government Guarantees and Financial Stability” (with F. Allen, E. Carletti, and I. Goldstein)
3 May 2016 (Economics Seminar)
Stefan Penczynski
University of Mannheim, Germany
“Disclosure of Verifiable Information under Competition”
11 May 2016 (Economics Seminar)
Orestis Troumpounis
Lancaster University, Lancashire, UK
“Downsian Competition with Primaries and Valence Asymmetries” (with Bernard
Grofman and Dimitrios Xefteris)
18 May 2016 (Economics Seminar)
Isabel Schnabel
University of Bonn, Germany
“Banks’ Trading after the Lehman Crisis – Flight to Liquidity, but No Fire Sales”
30 May 2016
Christophe Chamley
Boston University, Massachusetts, USA
“On the Current State of Research about the Asientos of Philip II”
6 June 2016
Matthias Fahn
Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität, Munich, Germany
“Relational Contracts with Non-persistent Private Information: The Upside of
Implicit Downsizing Costs” (with Nicolas Klein)
7 June 2016 (Economics Seminar)
Matan Tsur
University of Vienna, Austria
“Financial Contracts, Bargaining, and Security Design”
22 June 2016 (Economics Seminar)
Heinz Bude
University of Kassel, Germany
“Lebenschancen in einer Welt der sozialen Ungleichheit”
27 June 2016
Raphael Flore
University of Cologne, Germany
“Bankruptcy Risk in Intermediation Chains”
29 June 2016 (Economics Seminar)
Guillaume Plantin
Sciences Po Paris, France
“Marking to Market versus Taking to Market”
4 July 2016
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Alexandra Fedorets
German Institute for Economic Research Berlin (DIW Berlin), Germany
“Compensating Wage Differentials, Sorting into Occupations and Job Tasks”
6 July 2016 (Economics Seminar)
Moritz Schularick
Bonn Graduate School of Economics, Germany
“Going to Extremes: Politics after Financial Crises, 1870-2014”
11 July 2016
Gregor Schwerhoff
Mercator Research Institute on Global Commons and Climate Change (MCC), Berlin, Germany
“Optimal Rent Taxation”
5 October 2016 (Economics Seminar)
Oleg Rubanov
University of Bonn, Germany
“Ownership and Incentives”
12 October 2016 (Economics Seminar)
Christian Hilbe
Institute of Science and Technology Austria
“Extortion and Generosity in Repeated Games”
17 October 2016
Vahagn Jerbashian
University of Barcelona, Spain
“On the Industry Specificity of Human Capital and Business Cycles”
26 October 2016 (Economics Seminar)
Ester Manna
Université Libre de Bruxelles, Belgium
“Delegation with a Reciprocal Agent”
31 October 2016
Rosa Ferrer
Universitat Pompeo Fabra, Barcelona, Spain
“Consumers' Costly Response to Product Safety Threats”
31 October 2016
Yair Antler
University of Essex, UK
“Multilateral Contracting with Manipulation”
2 November 2016 (Economics Seminar)
Martin Missong
(joint with Paola Janßen)
University of Bremen, Germany
“Statistics for Lawyers – General Considerations and Bayesian Networks as
an Illustrative Example”
7 November 2016
Dominique Demougin
University of Liverpool, Management School, United Kingdom
“Legal Procedures and Non-comprehensive Incentive Contracts”
7 November 2016
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Anna Baumert
University of Koblenz-Landau, Germany
“Psychological Processes of Bystander Intervention against Norm Violations”
14 November 2016
Petros Milionis
University of Groningen, Netherlands
“Value Diversity and Regional Economic Development”
8 November 2016 (Economics Seminar)
Zhengqing Gui
Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
“Incentive Compatibility in Financial Contracting with Limited Liability”
30 November 2016 (Economics Seminar)
Casten De Dreu
Leiden University, Netherlands
“Out-group Aggression, In-group Defense, and Coordination Failures in Intergroup Conflict”
5 December 2016
Vardges Levonyan
ETH Zurich, Center for Law and Economics, Zurich, Switzerland
“What Led to the Ban on Same-Sex Marriage in California? Structural Estimation of Voting Data on Proposition 8”
7 December 2016 (Economics Seminar)
Jochen Streb
University of Mannheim, Germany
“Does Social Security Crowd out Private Savings? The Case of Bismarck's System of Social Insurance”
12 December 2016
2017
Fedor Levin
MPI for Demographic Research, Rostock, Germany
“The Influence of Episodic Memory Decline on Food Choice”
9 January 2017
Molly Crockett
University of Oxford, UK
“The Price of Principles”
9 January 2017
Alia Gizatulina
University of St. Gallen, Switzerland
“Designer Uncertainty and Bet-on-the-Liar Mechanism”
11 January 2017 (Economics Seminar)
Marc Scheufen
University of Bochum, Germany
“Does Online Access Promote Research in Developing Countries?”
16 January 2017
Matteo Ploner
University of Trento, Italy
“Taking Over Control: An Experimental Analysis of Delegation Avoidance in Risky Choices”
23 January 2017
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Rafael Aigner
German Institute for Economic Research (DIW), Berlin, Germany
“The Fehmarn Belt Duopoly – Can the Ferry Compete with a Tunnel?”
25 January 2017 (Economics Seminar)
Andrej Angelovski
LUISS Guido Carli, Rome, Italy
“Can Competition Resolve the Free-rider Problem in the Voluntary Provision of Impure Public Goods?
Experimental Evidence”
30 January 2017
Arianna Galliera
LUISS Guido Carli, Rome, Italy
“Behavioral Patterns in Conditional Generosity”
30 January 2017
Francesca Marazzi
LUISS Guido Carli, Rome, Italy
“Do All ‘Bad’ Apples Taste the Same? Experimental Analysis of Heterogeneity in Local Public-goods
Provision”
30 January 2017
Valentin Wagner
University of Düsseldorf, Germany
“Seeking Risk or Answering Smart? Framing in Elementary Schools”
1 February 2017 (Economics Seminar)
Ingela Algers
Toulouse School of Economics, France
“How Many Wives Do Men Want? On the Evolution of Polygyny Rates”
6 February 2017
Francesco Cerigioni
Universitat Pompeu Fabra and Barcelona Graduate School of Economics, Barcelona, Spain
“Stochastic Choice and Familiarity: Inertia and the Mere Exposure Effect”
8 February 2017 (Economics Seminar)
Nikita Zakharov
University of Freiburg, Institute for Economic Research, Freiburg, Germany
“Does Independent Media Matter in Non-Democratic Elections? Experimental Evidence from Russia” (with
Ruben Enikolopov, Michael Rochlitz, and Koen Schoors)
15 February 2017 (Economics Seminar)
Viola Ackfeld
Cologne Graduate School, Germany
“On the Evolution of Trust Behavior when Sharing Strategic vs. Non-strategic Private Information”
20 February 2017
Christoph Möllers
University of Berlin, Germany
“From Dogma to Data? Legal Reasoning as an Object of Empirical Research”
20 February 2017
Alex Smolin
University of Bonn, Germany
“Evaluation Theory of Wage Growth”
21 February 2017 (Economics Seminar)
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Lilia Zhurakhovska
University of Duisburg-Essen, Germany
“The Long-run Effects of the Universal Basic Income: Experimental Evidence”
13 March 2017
Luigi Franzoni
University of Bologna, Italy
“Applying Behavioural Economics to Policy-making: Some Experiences”
13 March 2017
Niels Petersen
University of Münster, Germany
“An Empirical Analysis of Constitutional Prohibitions of Discrimination”
20 March 2017
Benedikt Herrmann
European Commission, Brussels, Belgium
“Applying Behavioural Economics to Policy-making: Some Experiences”
20 March 2017
Milena Nikolova
IZA - Institute for the Study of Labor, Bonn, Germany
“Your Spouse is Fired! How Much Do You Care?”
22 March 2017 (Economics Seminar)
Ewald Engelen
University of Amsterdam, Netherlands
“Trade Narratives at the Service of Restoration: The Case of Europe's Capital Markets Union”
3 April 2017
Davide Cantoni
(joint with David Y. Yang, Noam Yuchtman, Y. Jane Zhang)
LMU Munich, Germany
“Are Protests Games of Strategic Complements or Substitutes? Experimental
Evidence from Hong Kong's Democracy Movement”
10 April 2017
Martin Obradovits
University of Innsbruck, Austria
“The Loss-Leading Puzzle”
19 April 2017 (Economics Seminar)
Emilio Calvano
University of Bologna, Italy
“Can We Trust the Algorithms that Recommend Products Online? A Theory of Biased Advice with No
Pecuniary Incentives and Lab Evidence”
26 April 2017 (Economics Seminar)
Marie Lalanne
Goethe-Universität Frankfurt, SAFE Research Center, Germany
“Do Social Ties Lead to Job Referrals: Evidence from US Board Appointments”
3 May 2017 (Economics Seminar)
Alexander Vostroknutov
University of Trento, Italy
“Social Norms and Preferences for Redistribution”
8 May 2017
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Martin Guzi
Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic
“Unstable Political Regimes and Wars as Drivers of International Migration”
11 May 2017 (Economics Seminar)
Xandra Kramer
(joint with Christoph Engel)
University of Rotterdam, Netherlands
“Perceived Access to Justice”
15 May 2017
Mila Versteeg
University of Virginia, School of Law, USA
“Rights without Resources: The Impact of Constitutional Social Rights on Social Spending”
15 May 2017
Willemien Kets
Kellogg School of Management, Northwestern University, Evanston, USA
“Strategic Uncertainty and the Costs and Benefits of Diversity”
29 May 2017
Ctirad Slavik
Center for Economic Research and Graduate Education – Economics Institute
Prague, Czech Republic
“Wage Risk and the Skill Premium”
30 May 2017 (Economics Seminar)
Wilhelm Hofman
University of Cologne, Germany
“Antecedents and Consequences of the Desire to Punish Perpetrators in Everyday Life”
19 June 2017
Vikrant Vig
London Business School, United Kingdom
“The Privatization of Bankruptcy: Evidence from Financial Distress in the Shipping Industry”
26 June 2017
Florian Engl
University of Cologne, Germany
“A Theory of Causal Responsibility Attribution”
10 July 2017
Ulrike Vollstädt
University of Duisburg, Germany
“Quantitative Wirtschaftspolitik”
17 July 2017
Sebastian Goerg
Florida State University
“Norm Violations and their Spillovers - Evidence from the Lab and Field”
17 July 2017
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Behavioral and Experimental Economics Workshop (BEE Workshop)
2016
Rudi Stracke
Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München, Germany
"The Incentive Effects of Uncertainty in Tournaments"
24 October 2016
Andreas Grunewald
University of Bonn, Germany
"The Cognitive Foundations of Passive Choices"
14 November 2016
Lea Cassar
University of Cologne, Germany
"Efficiency Wages with Motivated Agents"
12 December 2016
2017
Elena Cettolin
Tilburg University, Netherlands
"Return on Trust is Lower for Immigrants"
16 January 2017
Gönül Dogan (joint with Luke Glowacki and Hannes Rusch)
University of Cologne, Germany
"Why War? A Field Study on the Interaction of Natural Enmity and Unequal Spoils Division from Conflict"
20 February 2017
Sebastian Fehrler (joint with Urs Fischbacher and Maik T. Schneider)
University of Konstanz, Germany
"Who Runs? Honesty and Self-selection into Politics"
27 March 2017
Simone Quercia
University of Bonn, Germany
"Framing Effects and the Elicitation of Preferences in Social Dilemma Games"
10 April 2017
Marina Schröder (joint with Katharina Laske)
University of Cologne, Germany
"Quantity, Quality, and Originality: The Effects of Incentives on Creativity"
15 May 2017
Georg Dura Granic (joint with Carlos Alós-Ferrer)
Erasmus University Rotterdam, Netherlands
"Choice-Induced Preference Change and Decisions under Risk"
26 June 2017
Florian Engl
University of Cologne
“A Theory of Causal Responsibility Attribution”
10 July 2017
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E.II

Internal Seminars

2014
Pascal Langenbach
“The Timing of Voice and Consistent Authority Behavior”
20 January 2014
Adrian Hillenbrand
“Leadership Effectiveness and Institutional Frames”
20 January 2014
Alexander Morell
“The Short Arm of Guilt Aversion – Does Guilt Aversion Only Play Out Towards Someone Who Is Close?”
17 February 2014
Christoph Engel
“Self-Control”
24 February 2014
Rafael Aigner
“Taxing Wall Street: The Case of Boring Banking”
5 March 2014 (Economics Seminar)
Franziska Tausch
“The Benefits of External Control”
10 March 2014
Paul Schempp
“Rollover Risk and the Private and Public Supply of Liquidity”
21 March 2014 (Economics Seminar)
Christoph Engel
“Morals, Blame, and Money”
24 March 2014
Marco Kleine
“Who is Afraid of Pirates?”
31 March 2014
Niels Petersen
“The Universality of Human Rights – Exploring Possibilities for an Experimental Approach”
31 March 2014
Philipp Weinschenk
“Sharecropping and Performance: A Re-examination of the Marshallian Hypothesis”
15 April 2014 (Economics Seminar)
Angela Dorrough
“Stereotype Effects in Cross-cultural Cooperation: Multinational Investigation”
5 May 2014
Stephan Luck
“Banks, Shadow Banking, and Fragility”
9 May 2014 (Economics Seminar)
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Franziska Tausch
“Stability of Self-stated Risk Preferences and Media Coverage of Economic News”
26 May 2014
Michael Kurschilgen
(in cooperation with Carlos Kurschilgen)
“Coordination, Efficiency, and Inequality: An Experimental Approach”
16 June 2014
Ioanna Grypari
“Political Campaigning and Policy Implementation: Evidence from US Presidential Elections”
17 June 2014 (Economics Seminar)
Christoph Engel
(in cooperation with Oren Bar-Gill)
“Bargaining in the Absence of Property Rights”
23 June 2014
Yoan Hermstrüwer
“Comply, Reserve, Accept, or Object? The Behavioral Logic of Reservations in the Game of International
Treaty Law”
30 June 2014
Anna Kochanova
“Does Money Buy Credit? Firm-level Evidence on Bribery and Bank Debt”
3 September 2014 (Economics Seminar)
Dominik Grafenhofer
“Observing Each Other's Observations in the Electronic Mail Game”
1 October 2014 (Economics Seminar)
Sven Höppner
“Normal and Annullable Variants of Incentives: A Field Experiment in the Lab?”
27 October 2014
Martin Hellwig
“Liquidity Provision and Equity Funding of Banks”
27 October 2014
Pascal Langenbach
(in cooperation with Franziska Tausch)
“Democracy and Cooperation”
3 November 2014
Carlos Kurschilgen
“Coordination, Efficiency, and Inequality: Experimentally Studying the Emergence of Social Contracts”
24 November 2014
Thomas Hettig
“Fiscal Policy Coordination in Currency Unions (at the Zero Lower Bound)”
26 November 2014 (Economics Seminar)
Sven Höppner
(joint with Laura Lyhs)
“Over- and Undercompliance under Vague Standards? An Experiment”
1 December 2014
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Franziska Tausch
“Justification of Rule Violation and Punishment: Does the Rule-making Process Matter?”
8 December 2014
Adrian Hillenbrand
“How Framing Guides the Decision-making Process”
8 December 2014
Linda Schilling
“Capital Structure, Bank Runs, and Coordination”
11 December 2014 (Economics Seminar)
Robert Lillig
“Dividing the Pie under Cognitive Constraints – An Eye-tracking Experiment Manipulating Time Pressure
and Cognitive Load”
15 December 2014
Minou Ghaffari-Tabrizi
“Biasing Social Preferences: The Dynamic Nature of Social Preferences”
15 December 2014
2015
Ulli Schmidt
“Gender Differences in Risk-taking”
19 January 2015
Isabel Marcin
(joint with Mark Le Quement)
“Deliberation in Heterogeneous Committees”
26 January 2015
André Schmelzer, Adrian Hillenbrand
“Beliefs, Attention, and Perceived Reputation”
9 February 2015
Emanuel Towfigh
“Wem helfen Plebiszite – Eine empirische Analyse zur Akzeptanz politischer Entscheidungen”
23 February 2015
Wolfgang Kuhle
“The Dynamics of Utility in the Neoclassical Overlapping Generations Model II”
25 February 2015 (Economics Seminar)
Franziska Tausch / Pascal Langenbach
“Status Quo and Framing Effects in Public-goods Games”
16 March 2015
Olga Gorelkina
“Congressional Gridlock: The Effects of the Master Lever”
18 March 2015 (Economics Seminar)
Pedro Robalo
“Why Does Political Mobilization Work? The Non-partisan Case”
23 March 2015
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Isabel Marcin
“Institutional Endogeneity and Third-party Punishment in Social Dilemmas”
23 March 2015
Stephan Luck
“Predatory Arbitrage Capital and Endogenous Illiquidity Risk”
24 March 2015 (Economics Seminar)
Monika Ziolkowska
“Benefits and Drawbacks of Long-term Commitment”
13 April 2015
Konstantin Chatziathanasiou, Svenja Hippel, Michael Kurschilgen
“The Disciplining Effect of Change”
20 April 2015
Anna Kochanova
“Cronyism and Competition in Indonesian Manufacturing: Pre- and Post-Suharto”
(with Bob Rijkers and Mary Hallward-Driemeier)
24 April 2015 (Economics Seminar)
Nicolas Roux
“Biased Supervision”
8 May 2015 (Economics Seminar)
Christoph Engel / Werner Güth
“Modelling a Satisficing Judge”
15 June 2015
Paul Schempp
“Regulatory Arbitrage and Financial Fragility”
16 June 2015 (Economics Seminar)
Alexander Schneeberger
“The Effect of Endogenous Information Search on Cooperation in Public-goods Games with Imperfect
Information”
22 June 2015
Pedro Robalo
“Eye-tracking Bayes”
29 June 2015
Stephan Luck
“Bank Runs with Inside Money” (with Paul Schempp)
2 September 2015 (Economics Seminar)
André Schmelzer
“Random Procedures in Matching Mechanisms”
12 October 2015
Susann Fiedler
“The Veil of Ignorance in Employment Discrimination”
16 November 2015
Svenja Hippel, André Schmelzer
“Mechanism Design and Matching: An Introduction to Theory and Applications”
30 November 2015
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2016
Christoph Engel
(joint with Paul van Lange)
“The Price of Being Socially Mindful”
18 January 2016
Amalia Alvarez
“Normative Change and Culture of Hate: A Randomized Experiment in Online Communities”
1 February 2016
Nicolas Roux
“Monitoring, Transparency, and Accountability”
17 February 2016 (Economics Seminar)
Franziska Tausch
“Inherited Institutions: Cooperation in the Light of Democratic Legitimacy”
21 March 2016
Lars Freund
“Does the Current Contract Affect the Reference when Purchasing Insurance?”
21 March 2016
Ioanna Grypari
“One Strike and You're Out: The Effects of the Master Lever on Senator Positions”
23 March 2016 (Economics Seminar)
Lars Freund
“Which Uncertainty Deters Charitable Giving (Most)” and “How can Insurance Help?”
4 April 2016
Antoine Malézieux
(joint with Nicolas Jacquemet, Stéphane Luchini, Jason Shogren)
“Tax Evasion under Oath”
11 April 2016
Robert Scherf
“Voting over Public-goods Provision and Nonlinear Income Tax Schedules”
13 April 2016 (Economics Seminar)
Jonas Sobott
“Underreporting of Market Risk”
27 April 2016 (Economics Seminar)
André Schmelzer
“Closing Auction Design in Financial Markets”
9 May 2016
Stephan Luck
“How to Optimally Finance TLAC? Short-term Debt, Financial Markets, and
Information Contagion”
1 June 2016 (Economics Seminar)
André Schmelzer
“Closing Batch Auction Design and Strategic Behavior in Financial Markets”
27 June 2016
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Olga Gorelkina
“Selling Money on eBay: A Field Study of Surplus Division”
12 July 2016 (Economics Seminar)
Wolfgang Kuhle
“An Equilibrium Model with Computationally Constrained Agents”
20 September 2016 (Economics Seminar)
Nan Zhang
“Legibility and the Informational Foundations of State Capacity”
28 September 2016 (Economics Seminar)
Isabel Marcin
“Strategy Communication of Endogenous Information and Social Image”
17 October 2016
Adrian Hillenbrand
“Strategic Rational Inattention? An Experiment on Product Search with Endogenous Costs”
17 October 2016
Amalia Alvarez
“Normative Change and Culture of Hate: A Randomized Experiment in Online Communities”
24 October 2016
Martin Hellwig
“Financial Stability and Monetary Policy”
24 October 2016
Lars Freund
“Compulsory and Nudging: How Contract Formation Affects Fraudulent Behavior”
7 November 2016
Philip Brookins
“Leadership and Intertemporal Choice in Team Production”
14 November 2016
Nan Zhang
(joint with Fabian Winter)
“Ethnic Diversity and Norms Enforcement: Design for a Field Experiment”
14 November 2016
Franziska Tausch
“Behavioral and Experimental Approaches to Law”
28 November 2016
Dominik Grafenhofer
“Thinking Ourselves into a Recession”
16 November 2016 (Economics Seminar)
Pedro Robalo
(joint with Rei Sayag, Universitat Pompeu Fabra)
“Eye-tracking Bayes: An Experiment on Belief Updating”
5 December 2016
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2017
André Schmelzer
“Strategy-proofness of Stochastic Assignment Mechanisms”
9 January 2017
Christoph Engel
“Property Rule vs. Liability Rule” (joint with Oren Bar-Gill)
16 January 2017
Susann Fiedler
“The Cost of Worrying”
16 January 2017
Ioanna Grypari
“One Strike and You're Out: The Effects of the Master Lever on Senators' Positions” (joint with Olga
Gorelkina)
17 January 2017 (Economics Seminar)
Eugenio Verrina
“When the State Doesn’t Play Dice: An Experimental Analysis of Opportunistic Fiscal Policies and Tax
Compliance” (joint with Matteo Ploner)
23 January 2017
Christoph Engel
“Experimental Social Planners” (joint with Svenja Hippel)
30 January 2017
André Schmelzer
“Committing the English and the Continental Way” (joint with Christoph Engel)
13 February 2017
Lars Freund and Franziska Tausch
“Compulsory Insurance and Nudging: How Contract Formation Affects Fraudulent Behavior”
20 February 2017
Paul Schempp
“Liquidity Creation, Capital Requirements, and Regulatory Arbitrage”
29 March 2017 (Economics Seminar)
Lars Freund
(joint with Amalia Alvarez Benjumea and Katharina Luckner)
“Compulsory Insurance and Nudging: How Contract Formation Affects Fraudulent Behavior”
10 April 2017
Jens Frankenreiter
“Forum Selling in Germany? Supply-side Effects in Forum Shopping in German Courts”
10 April 2017
André Schmelzer
“Strategy-proofness of Stochastic Assignment Mechanisms”
24 April 2017
Claudia Cerrone
(joint with Christoph Engel)
“Kantian Motivations and Prosocial Behavior”
24 April 2017
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Svenja Hippel
“Robust Mechanism Design: Testing Informational Robustness against Beliefs”
29 Mai 2017
Christoph Engel
“Empirical Methods for the Law”
19 June 2017
Adrian Hillenbrand
(joint with Svenja Hippel)
“Strategic Rational Inattention: An Experiment on Product Search with Hidden Costs”
26 June 2017
Amalia Alvarez Benjumea
“Spillover Effects in Hate Speech after Terrorist Attacks: A Natural Experiment”
26 June 2017
Yoan Hermstrüwer
(joint with Claudia Cerrone and Pedro Robalo)
“Debarment and Collusion in Procurement Auctions”
10 July 2017
Philip Brookins
“Testing Disclosure Policies in Contests”
10 July 2017
Claudia Cerrone
(joint with Francesco Feri, Philip Neary)
“The Regret Game: Regret as a Coordination Device”
17 July 2017
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Visiting Scholars

Affiliates
Carsten

Burhop

01 March 2007

31 December 2017

Anne

van Aaken

01 July 2007

31 December 2018

Felix

Höffler

01 October 2007

31 December 2017

Isabel

Schnabel

01 October 2007

31 December 2018

Hans-Theo

Normann

01 September 2008

31 December 2017

Bernd

Irlenbusch

01 October 2008

31 December 2016

Stefan

Bechtold

01 January 2009

31 December 2018

Hendrik

Hakenes

01 January 2009

31 December 2017

Indra

Spieker gen. Döhmann

01 January 2009

31 December 2017

Benjamin

Hilbig

01 January 2010

31 December 2017

Bettina

Rockenbach

01 January 2010

31 December 2017

Susanne

Prantl

01 September 2010

31 December 2017

Stefan

Magen

01 October 2010

31 December 2018

Andreas

Nicklisch

01 October 2010

31 December 2018

Felix

Bierbrauer

01 April 2011

31 December 2018

Christian

Traxler

01 September 2011

31 December 2018

Johannes

Jansen

01 October 2011

31 December 2017

Sophie

Bade-Mandler

01 August 2012

31 December 2017

Sebastian

Goerg

01 October 2012

31 December 2018

Sven

Fischer

01 September 2013

31 August 2017

Aniol

Llorente-Saguer

01 September 2013

01 December 2017

Gizatulina

Alia

01 August 2014

31 December 2018

Philipp

Weinschenk

08 June 2015

31 December 2017

Michael

Kurschilgen

01 November 2015

31 December 2018

Paul

Schempp

01 April 2017

31 December 2018

Emmanuel

Towfigh

31 March 2017

31 December 2018

Visiting Researchers
Gabriel

Ballesteros Pinilla

15 September 2013

15 December 2013

Felix

Henniger

01 February 2014

30 January 2015

Jens

Frankenreiter

30 June 2014

11 July 2014

Alpa

Nakkas

08 July 2014

15 October 2014

Laura

Lyhs

01 October 2014

28 November 2014
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Alisa

Dedual

01 April 2015

31 May 2015

Marc

Pietzker

01 May 2015

30 June 2015

Kathrin

Wolf

01 October 2015

31 December 2016

Laura

Kohlleppel

01 October 2015

30 September 2016

Alexander

Schneeberger

01 October 2015

30 September 2018

Lisa

Lenz

01 October 2015

30 September 2018

Raphael

Flore

01 October 2015

30 September 2016

Antonios

Koumbarakis

01 December 2015

30 November 2016

Elias

Khalil

15 January 2016

29 February 2016

Aidas

Masiliunas

21 March 2016

30 June 2016

Stephanie

Urenia Salas

01 July 2016

30 June 2019

Ananish

Chaudhuri

01 July 2016

31 July 2016

Nicole

Fobe

01 July 2016

30 August 2017

Oliver

Himmler

01 September 2016

31 March 2017

Fabian

Gunzinger

05 September 2016

02 December 2016

Gentiana

Imeri

09 January 2017

31 March 2017

Sven

Hoeppner

01 May 2017

31 December 2017

Carsten

Gerner-Beuerle

22 May 2017

15 September 2017

Carina

Hausladen

01 October 2017

30 September 2020

Julie

Ji

04 October 2017

17 October 2017
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G.

Outreach

G.I

Institutional Research Co-operations

Sonderforschungsbereich/TR 15, “Governance und the Effizienz ökonomischer Systeme” (Governance and the Efficiency of Economic Systems), of the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft, joint with researchers at the Free University and Humboldt University in Berlin and the Universities of Bonn, Mannheim,
and Munich, 2004–2015
Martin Hellwig is head of the Research Unit “Unternehmensfinanzierung, Unternehmenskontrolle und Effizienz” (Corporate Finance, Corporate Control, and Efficiency);

Hausdorff Center for Mathematics, University of Bonn (Cluster of Excellence funded by the German
Excellence Initiative), since 2006.
Martin Hellwig is Principal Investigator in Research Area I: Mechanism Design and
Game Theory.

Law and Economics Workshop, University of Bonn, since 2006.
Alexander Morell and Stefanie Egidy are co-organizers.

European Network “Competition Law and Economics”, joint with the Institute of Law and Economics
at the University of Tilburg, the Centre for Law and Economics at the University of Amsterdam, the ESRC
Centre for Competition Policy at the University of East Anglia, the Centre for Market and Public Organization at the University of Bristol, the European University Institute in Florence, and the Centre for Infocommunications Law at the Hungarian Academy of Sciences.

International Max Planck Research School on Adapting Behavior in a Fundamentally Uncertain
World (see C.VII)
The International Max Planck Research School on Adapting Behavior in a Fundamentally Uncertain World
(Uncertainty School) combines approaches from Economics, Law and Psychology to explain human
decisions under uncertainty more effectively and to better design institutional responses.
The Uncertainty-School is jointly hosted by:
Max Planck Institute for Human Development, Berlin (Gigerenzer)
Faculty of Economics, University of Jena (Kirchkamp, Cantner)
Department of Psychology, University of Jena (Kessler, Rothermund)
Faculty of Law, University of Bonn (Zimmer)
Faculty of Management, Economics, and Social Sciences, University of Cologne (Bierbrauer)
Rationality Center, Jerusalem (Kareev)
Workshop in Political Theory and Policy Analysis, Bloomington (Todd)
Psychology Department, Bloomington (Todd)
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Interdepartemental Centre for Research Training in Economics and Management,
University of Trento (Mittone)
Co-chairs are Christoph Engel and Oliver Kirchkamp.
In Jena the Uncertainty School is part of the Jena Graduate School Human Behavior in Social and
Economic Change, and in particular cooperating with the International Graduate College Conflict and
Cooperation between Social Groups. Dynamics of Change in Intergroup Relations and the Graduate
College The Economic of Innovative Change.
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G.II

Visiting Assistant Professorship at the University of
Virginia Law School

German legal scholarship is very receptive of insights and findings from other disciplines. Many law
professors hold an LL.M. from a good US law school. The US legal literature is widely read and cited.
Despite this attitude of openness, most German legal academics have a national or European agenda. Not
too many of them publish in the US law reviews, and even less of them submit their manuscripts to international peer-reviewed journals. While in the top US law schools many faculty members hold a second
degree, this is a rare in Germany. Compared with most of their national peers, the lawyers working at the
institute are therefore closer to the social sciences, and to the American discourse in law.
Given the very positive attitude of most German law faculties, the additional knowledge and skills lawyers
acquire at the institute are likely to be well received by the German academic market. This expectation is
supported by the fact that all who have been working at the institute and passed their habilitation in law
quickly gained a chair. Yet if candidates on top had a US network, this would make them even more
competitive. And with the additional expertise, lawyers originating from the institute might also want to
apply for positions in countries like the Netherlands, the UK, Denmark, or even the US. All these countries
might be attractive since their legal academia is not only curious about neighboring disciplines, but is
willing to define the law itself as a social science. Criminology notwithstanding, such positions are still very
rare in Germany.
In order to make it for a position specifically targeted at the intersection between law and one of the social
sciences, be that economics or psychology, the applicant first and foremost needs publications in good
peer-reviewed journals. The institute provides any possible support for this, and we gladly see that these
efforts pay. But it would help lawyers interested in such a career even better if the market perceived them as
part and parcel of US legal scholarship. Specifically, it can be expected that having been an assistant
professor at a good US law school would provide them with two benefits at a time: additional expertise and
contacts, and a very visible signal on the market.
With these considerations in mind, we have approached the University of Virginia Law School. The school
has consistently been ranked among the 10 best schools in the United States. It is strongly invested in law
and economics, law and psychology, and was among the founding fathers of the empirical legal movement. The focus of Virginia Law School is thus particularly congenial to the program of the institute. We are
therefore very pleased that the Virginia Law School has agreed to create the position of a visiting assistant
professor. The institute selects candidates. The Law School creates a selection committee. The program is
financed from Max Planck funds. A first person (Emanuel Towfigh) has held the position, to full mutual
satisfaction.
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I. Preprint Series of the Institute
2014
2014/01:

Isabel Marcin &
Andreas Nicklisch

Testing the Endowment Effect for Default Rules
published in:
Review of Law and Economics, 13(2), 1–27

2014/02:

Niels Petersen

Verfassungsgerichte als Wettbewerbshüter des politischen
Prozesses
published in:
(2014). Das letzte Wort – Rechtsetzung und Rechtskontrolle in
der Demokratie. Elser, D., Eugster, A., Kind, A. (Eds.), 59–78,
Baden-Baden: Nomos

2014/03:

Marco Kleine, Pascal
Langenbach & Lilia
Zhurakhovska

Fairness and Persuasion. How Stakeholder Communication
Affects Impartial Decision Making
published in:
(2016). Economics Letters, 141, 173–176

2014/04:

Jon Eguia, Aniol
Llorente-Saguer,
Rebecca Morton &
Antonio Nicoló

Equilibrium Selection in Sequential Games with Imperfect
Information

2014/05:

Martin Gelter &
Kristoffel Grechenig

History of Law and Economics
forthcoming in:

Encyclopedia of Law and Economics. Backhaus, J. (Ed.), Berlin:
Springer

2014/06:

Lilia Zhurakhovska

Strategic Trustworthiness via Unstrategic Third-party Reward –
An Experiment

2014/07:

Pascal Langenbach

The Values of Ex-ante and Ex-post Communication in Dictator
Games

2014/08:

Stefan Magen

Ein Wettbewerbskonzept für das Öffentliche Wettbewerbsrecht

2014/09:

Martin Hellwig

Financial Stability, Monetary Policy, Banking Supervision, and
Central Banking
published in:
(2014). Monetary Policy in a Changing Landscape: Conference
Proceedings of the First ECB Forum on Central Banking, Bonn.
European Central Bank (Ed.), 21–54

2014/10:

Olga Gorelkina

Bidder Collusion and the Auction with Target Bids

2014/11:

Olga Gorelkina

Delayed Verification Mechanism for Dynamic Implementation

2014/12:

Martin Hellwig

Yes Virginia, There is a European Banking Union! But It May
Not Make Your Wishes Come True
published in:
(2014). Toward a European Banking Union: Taking Stock,
42nd Economics Conference: ÖNB, 156–181
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2014/13:

Carl Christian von
Weizsäcker

Die normative Ko-Evolution von Marktwirtschaft und
Demokratie
published in:
(2014). ORDO, Jahrbuch für die Ordnung von Wirtschaft und
Gesellschaft, 65, 13–43

2014/14:

Stephan Luck &
Paul Schempp

Outside Liquidity, Rollover Risk, and Government Bonds

2014/15:

Stephan Luck &
Paul Schempp

Sovereign Defaults, Bank Runs, and Contagion

2014/16:

Christoph Engel &
Bettina Rockenbach

Give Everybody a Voice! The Power of Voting in a Public Goods
Experiment with Externalities

2014/17:

Matthias Lang

Legal Uncertainty as a Welfare Enhancing Screen
published in:
(2017). European Economic Review, 91, 274-289

2014/18:

Aniol LlorenteSaguer & Ro'i Zultan

Auction Mechanisms and Bidder Collusion: Bribes, Signals and
Selection

2014/19:

Alexander Morell

The Short Arm of Guilt: Guilt Aversion Plays Out More Across a
Short Social Distance

2014/20:

Stefan Magen

Konjunkturen der Rechtsökonomie als öffentlich-rechtlicher
Grundlagenforschung
published in:
(2015). Konjunkturen in der öffentlich-rechtlichen Grundlagenforschung. Funke, A. (Ed.), Tübingen, 103–123

2015/01:

Christoph Engel &
Michael Kurschilgen

The Jurisdiction of the Man Within – Introspection, Identity, and
Cooperation in a Public Good Experiment

2015/02:

Armin Steinbach

The Mutualisation of Sovereign Debt: Comparing the American
Past and the European Present
published in:
(2015). Journal of common market studies, 53(5), 1110–1125

2015/03:

Olga Gorelkina

The Expected Externality Mechanism in a Level-k Environment
forthcoming in:

2015

International Journal of Game Theory
2015/04:

Christoph Engel

Tacit Collusion – The Neglected Experimental Evidence
published in:
(2015). Journal of Empirical Legal Studies, 12(3), 537–577

2015/05:

Niels Petersen

Customary International Law and Public Goods
published in:
(2016). Custom's Future: International Law in a Changing
World. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 253–274
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2015/06:

Marco Kleine &
Sebastian Kube

Communication and Trust in Principal-Team Relationships:
Experimental Evidence

2015/07:

Rafael Aigner & Felix
Bierbrauer

Boring Banks and Taxes

2015/08:

Alia Gizatulina &
Martin Hellwig

The Genericity of the McAfee-Reny Condition for Full Surplus
Extraction in Models with a Continuum of Types

2015/09:

Jos Jansen & Andreas Pollak

Strategic Disclosure of Demand Information by Duopolists:
Theory and Experiment

2015/10:

Martin Hellwig

Financial Stability and Monetary Policy

2015/12:

Felix J. Bierbrauer &
Martin Hellwig

Public-Good Provision in Large Economies

2015/13:

Matthias Lang

First-Order and Second-Order Ambiguity Aversion

2015/14:

Christoph Engel &
Werner Güth

Modeling a Satisficing Judge

2015/15:

Christoph Engel &
Sebastian Goerg

If the Worst Comes to the Worst. Dictator Giving When Recipient’s Endowments are Risky

2015/16:

Renate Buijze,
Christoph Engel &
Sigrid Hemels

Insuring Your Donation – An Experiment
published in:
(2017). Journal of Empirical Legal Studies, 14(4), 858–885

2015/17:

Martin Hellwig

Neoliberales Sektierertum oder Wissenschaft? Zum Verhältnis
von Grundlagenforschung und Politikanwendung in der
Ökonomie

2015/18:

Dominik Grafenhofer Observing Each Other's Observations in a Bayesian Coordina& Wolfgang Kuhle
tion Game
published in:
(2016). Journal of Mathematical Economics, 67, 10–17

2015/19:

Oren Bar-Gill &
Christoph Engel

2015/20:

Adrian Hillenbrand & Beyond Information: Disclosure, Distracted Attention, and
André Schmelzer
Investor Behavior
forthcoming in:
(2016). Journal of Behavioral and Experimental Finance

Bargaining in the Absence of Property Rights: An Experiment
published in:
(2016). Journal of Law and Economics, 59(2), 477–495

2016
2016/01:

Christian Bruns &
Oliver Himmler

Mass Media, Instrumental Information, and Electoral Accountability
published in:
(2016). Journal of Public Economics, 134, 75–84

2016/02:

Franziska Tausch &
Maria Zumbuehl

Stability of Risk Attitudes and Media Coverage of Economic
News
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2016/03:

Felix Bierbrauer

Effizienz oder Gerechtigkeit? Ungleiche Einkommen, ungleiche
Vermögen und die Theorie der optimalen Besteuerung

2016/04:

Felix Bierbrauer &
Nick Netzer

Mechanism Design and Intentions

2016/05:

Mark T. Le Quement
& Isabel Marcin

Communication and voting in heterogeneous committees: An
experimental study

2016/06:

Isabel Marcin, Pedro
Robalo & Franziska
Tausch

Institutional Endogeneity and Third-party Punishment in Social
Dilemmas

2016/07:

Christoph Engel

Experimental Criminal Law. A Survey of Contributions from
Law, Economics and Criminology

2016/08:

André Schmelzer

Single versus Multiple Randomization in Matching Mechanisms

2016/09:

Christoph Engel

A Random Shock is Not Random Assignment
published in:
(2016). Economics Letters, 145, 45–47

2016/10:

Claudia Cerrone

Doing it when others do: a strategic model of procrastination

2016/11:

Christoph Engel &
Oliver Kirchkamp

Risk and Punishment Revisited. Errors in Variables and in the
Lab

2016/12:

Martin Hellwig

“Total Assets” versus “Risk Weighted Assets”: Does it matter for
MREL requirements?

2016/13:

Paul De Grauwe,
Yuemei Ji & Armin
Steinbach

The EU Debt Crisis: Testing and Revisiting Conventional Legal
Doctrine
published in:
(2017). International Review of Law and Economics, 51, 29–37

2016/14:

Christoph Engel

The Solidarity Motive

2016/15:

Christoph Engel &
Lilia Zhurakhovska

You Are In Charge – Experimentally Testing the Motivating
Power of Holding a Judicial Office
published in:
(2017). Journal of Legal Studies, 46(1), 1–50

2016/16:

Dan Anderberg &
Claudia Cerrone

Investment in Education under Disappointment Aversion
published in:
(2017). Economics Bulletin, 37(3), 1533–1540

2016/17:

Martin Hellwig

A Homeomorphism Theorem for the Universal Type Space with
the Uniform Weak Topology

2016/18:

Michael Kurschilgen,
Alexander Morell &
Ori Weisel

Internal Conflict, Market Uniformity, and Transparency in Price
Competition between Teams
published in:
(2017). Internal Conflict, Market Uniformity, and Transparency
in Price Competition between Teams. Journal of Economic
Behavior and Organization, 144, 121–132
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2016/20:

Alia Gizatulina &
Olga Gorelkina

Selling Money on Ebay: A Field Study of Surplus Division

2017
2017/01:

Pascal Langenbach & Inherited Institutions: Cooperation in the Light of Democratic
Franziska Tausch
Legitimacy

2017/02:

Alia Gizatulina &
Martin Hellwig

The Generic Possibility of Full Surplus Extraction in Models with
Large Type Spaces
published in:
(2017). Journal of Economic Theory, 170, 385–416

2017/03:

Martin Hellwig

Carving out Legacy Assets: A Successful Tool for Bank
Restructuring?

2017/04:

Stefan Bechtold &
Christoph Engel

The Valuation of Moral Rights: A Field Experiment

2017/07:

Christoph Engel

Empirical Methods for the Law

2017/08:

Claudia Cerrone &
Leonhard K. Lades

Sophisticated and Naïve Procrastination: An Experimental Study

2017/09:

Pieter Desmet &
Christoph Engel

People Are Conditional Rule Followers

2017/10:

Emanuel Hansen

Optimal Income Taxation with Labor Supply Responses at Two
Margins: When is an Earned Income Tax Credit Optimal?

2017/11:

Christoph Engel,
Alon Klement &
Karen Weinshall
Margel

Diffusion of Legal Innovations: The Case of Israeli Class Actions

2017/12:

Adrian Hillenbrand & Volunteering under Population Uncertainty
Fabian Winter

2017/13:

André Schmelzer

Strategy-proofness of Stochastic Assignment Mechanisms

2017/14:

Martin Hellwig

Precautionary Recapitalisations: Time for a Review

2017/16:

Christoph Engel &
André Schmelzer

Committing the English and the Continental Way – An Experiment

2017/17:

Christoph Engel &
Lars Freund

Behaviorally Efficient Remedies – An Experiment

2017/18:

Loukas Balafoutas,
Brent J. Davis &
Matthias Sutter

How Uncertainty and Ambiguity in Tournaments Affect Gender
Differences in Competitive Behavior

2017/20:

Christoph Engel

Does Efficiency Trump Legality? The Case of the German
Constitutional Court

2017/21:

Adrian Hillenbrand & Strategic Inattention in Product Search
Svenja Hippel
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2017/22:

Matthias Heinz,
Sabrina Jeworrek,
Vanessa Mertins,
Heiner Schumacher
& Matthias Sutter

Measuring Indirect Effects of Unfair Employer Behavior on
Worker Productivity – A Field Experiment

2017/23:

Christoph Engel &
Svenja Hippel

Experimental Social Planners: Good Natured, but Overly
Optimistic

2017/24:

Christoph Engel,
Andreas Glöckner,
Svenja Hippel

Defendant Should Have the Last Word – Experimentally
Manipulating Order and Provisional Assessment of the Facts in
Criminal Procedure
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Researchers at the Max Planck Institute
List of Researchers in Alphabetical Order
For researchers currently working at the institute, all publications are reported. For researchers
who have left the institute before or during the period covered by this report, only publications
are listed that have resulted from research undertaken at the institute.
Aigner, Rafael
Álvarez Benjumea, Amalia
Bachi, Benjamin
Bašić, Zwonimir
Baumert, Anna
Bortolotti, Stefania
Brookins, Phil
Cerrone, Claudia
Chatziathanasiou, Konstantin
Dorrough, Angela Rachel
Egidy, Stefanie
Engel, Christoph
Fiedler, Susann
Frankenreiter, Jens
Freund, Lars
Ghaffari-Tabrizi, Minou
Gizatulina, Alia
Glöckner, Andreas
Goerg, Sebastian
Gorelkina, Olga
Grafenhofer, Dominik
Grypari, Ioanna
Güth, Werner
Hamann, Hanjo
Hellwig, Martin F.
Hermstrüwer, Yoan
Hettig, Thomas
Hillenbrand, Adrian
Himmler, Oliver
Hippel, Svenja
Hoeft, Leonard
Iliewa, Zwetelina
Kleine, Marco
Kochanova, Anna
Kube, Sebastian
Kuhle, Wolfgang
Kurschilgen, Michael
Langenbach, Pascal

Lenz, Lisa
Leszczyńska, Monika
Levin, Fedor
Li, Mengyao
Llorente-Saguer, Aniol
Luck, Stephan
Maddix, Nathan
Marcin, Isabel
Monteiro, Sofia
Morell, Alexander
Nikiforakis, Nikos
Petersen, Niels
Praxmarer, Matthias
Priyam, Shambhavi
Rahal, Rima-Maria
Robalo, Pedro
Romano, Angelo
Roux, Nicolas
Salicath, Daniel
Sasse, Julia
Schempp, Paul
Schmelzer, Andre
Schneeberger, Alexander
Schneider, Cornelius
Schneider, Sebastian
Steinbach, Armin
Sterba, Maj-Britt
Sutter, Matthias
Tausch, Franziska
Towfigh, Emanuel
Untertrifaller, Anna
Verrina, Eugenio
von Weizsäcker, Carl Christian
Weinschenk, Philipp
Winter, Fabian
Zhang, Nan
Zhurakhovska, Lilia
Zoller, Claudia
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Rafael Aiigner
Summaryy
I was a ressearch fellow
w of the instittute from 20
012 to 2014. During thiss
time, I com
mpleted my dissertation “Essays in PPublic Econo
omics”. Afterr
obtaining the PhD, I started working for DIW
W Econ, the consulting
g
company o
of DIW Berlin
n, one of the
e largest ecoonomic research institutess
in German
ny. During myy time at DIW
W Econ, I didd mostly appllied research
h
ned by public and corpo
orate clients.. My work also
a
involved
d
commission
some acad
demic researrch (resulting in one peerr-reviewed publication
p
in
n
Transportaation Researcch Part A: Po
olicy and Pracctice), but no
one of it wass
directly rela
ated to my work
w
at the MPI.
M Since leaaving the MPII, I have also
o
pursued th e research covered
c
in my
m dissertatioon, albeit at a fairly slow
w
pace. He
ence, the folllowing description of my research is closely
c
relate
ed to the threee chapters/p
papers of myy
dissertatiion.
Boring B
Banks and Taxes
T
How do taxes in the financial secctor affect ec onomic outcomes? In this joint work with Felix Bie
erbrauer, we
e
analyze a simple general equillibrium mod
del with fina
ancial interm
mediation. W
We formalize a trade-offf
between tax policies that burden
n the owners of banks an
nd tax policies that burd
den households. We also
o
study the
e implicationss of the finan
ncial sector’s exemption from
f
value ad
dded taxatio n (VAT). The main resultss
are that an increased
d taxation off the banks’ profits goes together with a larger fi nancial secto
or, as meas-ured by the volume of
o loans and the employm
ment in bank
king. We also show that the general presumption
n
al for banks iis unjustified..
of VAT exemption being beneficia
Investing Your Vote
e
Election thresholds in
n proportiona
al election syystems prevent small partties from enteering parliam
ment. Never-theless, p
parties below
w the thresho
old often do g
get votes. In this joint wo
ork with Matthhias Lang, we
w rationalize
e
this beha
avior in a two
o-period mo
odel with agg
gregate uncertainty aboutt whether a nnewly emerged party hass
sufficientt support to pass
p
the thre
eshold. In eq
quilibrium, pa
assionate sup
pporters of thhe new partyy vote for the
e
party, de
espite not rea
ally expecting
g the party to
o make the threshold. Their votes cann signal a strong backing
g
in the po
opulation and
d increase the party’s cha
ances to enter parliament in the next eelection.
Environmental Taxa
ation and Redistributio n Concerns
How is th
he optimal le
evel of Pigouvvian taxation
n influenced by
b distributive
e concerns? In this paperr, I analyze a
model of optimal inccome taxatio
on and extern
nalities in consumption. My
M results in dicate that, with
w second-best instrruments, a higher
h
level of
o income red
distribution calls
c
for a low
wer level of PPigouvian taxxation. More
e
redistribu
ution impliess higher disstortions from
m income taxation. Pigouvian tax revenues be
ecome more
e
valuable
e and the op
ptimal level of
o environmeental taxation
n decreases. With first-beest instrumen
nts, however,,
the relation between levels of red
distribution a
and Pigouvia
an taxation iss reversed. SSo second-be
est Pigouvian
n
taxes are
e very different from their first-best cou
unterpart – despite
d
apparrently identiccal first-orderr conditions.

Publica
ations (sincce 2014)
Articles in Peer-rev
viewed Journ
nals
Aigner, R. (2014). Environmenttal Taxation and Redisttribution Concerns. FinaanzArchiv/Pu
ublic Financee
Analysis 70(2), 249–277
179
9

Discussion papers / working papers
Aigner, R., Bierbrauer, F., Boring Banks and Taxes, CESifo working paper, no. 5309 and Bonn: MPI
Collective Goods Preprint, 2015/7
Aigner, R., Lang, M., Investing Your Vote – On the Emergence of Small Parties, mimeo

Teaching
10/10–09/11

Tutorials in Microeconomics
University of Bonn

04/09–09/09

Tutorials in Public Economics
University of Bonn

10/05–03/07

Tutorials in Mathematics
Institute for Statistics and Econometrics, Göttingen

Professional Activities
Referee for
Journal of Environmental Planning and Management
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Amalia Á
Álvarez Benjumea
Summaryy Report
My researcch interests focus on social normss, particularly conditionss
under whicch norms ch
hange, and the effects of social fe
eedback and
d
information
n on percep
ption and co
onformity too a social norm.
n
In myy
research, I understand social normss as changeaable, sometim
mes suddenlyy
and unexpeectedly. I havve a special interest in soocial norms of
o communi-cation, speecifically in the relation between peerceived norrms and the
e
expression of prejudice and oth
her (extremee) opinions. Individualss
conform to
o salient no
orms and ca
ater to the audience; th
herefore the
e
perception of social accceptability of an opinionn affects their willingnesss
to express them publiclly. In other words,
w
I am iinterested in understand-ing how the willingne
ess to express some opiniions is shape
ed by what people think tthat others believe. In myy
research, I use diffe
erent method
dological ap
pproaches, but
b with a fo
ocus on expeerimental methods,
m
and
d
especiallly online experiments. Furthermore, I am very inte
erested in online researchh and the new
w opportuni-ties it brings.
Over the
e last two yea
ars, I have focused on no rms that regu
ulate online hate speech.. In this line of
o research, I
work tog
gether with Fa
abian Winterr, and we invvestigate how
w people’s opinions (and actions) are
e inhibited byy
perceived
d social norrms in online
e environme nts. This app
proach unde
erstands com
mmunication of (extreme))
opinionss as signallin
ng of normattive behavio r. People wa
ant to meet social expecttations, and in doing so
o
they might restrain or air politically incorrect vviews, depend
ding on the perception
p
off social accep
ptability.
In the firrst project, we
w ask whether descripti ve and injun
nctive social norms influeence the sprread of hate
e
speech, ssuch as racisst or sexist co
omments in o
online communities, and we explore ddifferent ways to tackle it..
We desig
gned an online experime
ent in which participants were asked to join an eexperimentally controlled
d
online fo
orum. Our participants co
ommented o
on controverssial topics, su
uch as migraation, transge
ender rights,,
feminism
m, and poverrty. We consttructed differrent experimental conditions to tacklee hate speecch, using the
e
commen
nts by either censoring ha
ate content o
or using prevvious comme
ents as inforrmal sanction
ns. Our data
a
suggest tthat moderate censoring of hate speeech has positive effects on
o the overa ll level of ha
ate speech off
subseque
ent commen
nts. This is one
o
of the ffirst controlle
ed experime
ental setups in an ecolo
ogically valid
d
environm
ment and pre
esents some of the first exxperimental evidence to investigate thhe social determinants off
hate spe
eech in online
e communitie
es. This resea
arch also add
ds to the literrature on soccial norms. We
W show how
w
commen
nts could be understood as descriptivve signals of normative behavior.
b
Wee also show how, despite
e
people’s real preferences, social norms limit t he public exp
pression of certain opinioons.
In the se
econd projectt, we use com
mments colleected on the online forum
m to describee the effect of
o a series off
terrorist attacks in Germany
G
duriing the summ
mer of 2016
6 in the levels of online hhate speech.. The attackss
were linkked to the Eu
uropean refu
ugee crisis an
nd thus increased public debate. We use pre- and
d post-attackk
data to identify a relaxation in social
s
norms on hate spe
eech againstt refugees, aand more sp
pecifically the
e
o investigate the interactiion effect of the increasee of hateful behavior
b
with
h
spilloverss to other topics. We also
experime
ental treatme
ents aimed at
a reducing online hate speech. Con
nsistently withh previous literature, we
e
find that the increase
e in hostility to
owards refug
gees can spre
ead to other social groupps that are no
ot necessarilyy
linked to
o the former. Furthermore
e, we find tha
at, after the attacks, the effect of the normative in
nformation iss
larger, ssuggesting th
hat saliency of
o the topic, e.g., refugees, interacts with how peeople look fo
or normative
e
informattion in their context,
c
and how they ul timately use this informa
ation. In geneeral, we find
d that people
e
are high
hly responsive to change
es in the perrceived social acceptability of prejudiice expressio
on, and varyy
behaviorr accordinglyy.
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Finally, I have been working on a different project outside the previously exposed line of research, and in
which we investigate the effect of the channel of information dissemination – public or private – on norm
compliance. In the experiment, we explore the effect on coordination of receiving normative relevant
information through either a public or a private channel. Together with Lars Freund, Katarina Luckner,
and Fabian Winter, we have designed an experiment that allows us to investigate whether the provision of
public information can enhance coordination on a fairness norm in a public-goods game. We assume that
the effect of the normative message will be larger when it is communicated publicly because it contributes
to the creation of common knowledge. Our design also aims to disentangle the information effects from
competing mechanisms such as group formation. We test these predictions with a lab experiment.

Working papers
Alvarez, A., Winter, F., Normative Change and Culture of Hate: A Randomized Experiment in Online
Communities
Work in progress
Alvarez, A., Winter, F., Spillover Effects in Hate Speech After Terrorist Attacks: A Natural Experiment
Alvarez, A., Freund, L., Luckner, K., Winter, F., Information Provision and Normative Change

Lectures and Seminar Presentations
Friendship Choices and Ethnic Background in a Swedish Secondary School
XII Spanish Sociology Congress. Spanish Sociological Federation (FES), Gijón (Spain)
30 July 2016
Normative Change and Culture of Hate: A Randomized Experiment in Online Communities
10th JDM Meeting, Max Planck Institute for Research on Collective Goods, Bonn
1–2 June 2017
Normative Change and Culture of Hate: A Randomized Experiment in Online Communities
10th Conference of the International Network of Analytical Sociologists (INAS), Oslo, Norway
8–9 June 2017
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Benjamin
n Bachi
Summaryy Report
When I arrrived at the MPI two years ago, my primary field
ds of interestt
were Micrroeconomic Theory, Beh
havioral Ecoonomics, an
nd Bounded
d
Rationality.. Influenced by
b the extenssive experimeental researcch conducted
d
at this instittute, I have lately taken an
a interest in Experimenta
al Economicss
as well.
On the theeoretical side
e, I have mosstly worked oon models in
n the field off
Industrial O
Organization
n with boundedly rationnal agents. My
M research
h
considers choice procedures that capture disstinct types of bounded
d
rationality; it explores the implications of their use by decision-makerss
on the optimal behavvior of firms in simple ma
arket settingss. The results of such theooretical exercise may help
p
the interrpreting of va
arious market behaviorss, evaluation of consume
er welfare, aand the pred
diction of the
e
implications of regula
atory interven
ntions.
In the pa
aper Compettition with Price Similaritiees, I analyze
ed a model of
o a duopolisstic market in
n which firmss
engage in price com
mpetition overr consumers who respond
d only to larg
ge price diffeerences. Whe
en prices are
e
approxim
mately the sa
ame, consum
mers random
mize. It was shown that there exists a unique eq
quilibrium in
n
which firrms choose a mixed pricing strategy, their profits are positive, and consum
mers pay, with probabilityy
1, a pricce that is hig
gher than ma
arginal cost. Moreover, if consumerss neglect rela
latively small price differ-ences (in
n a manner similar
s
to We
eber’s law in psychophysiics), the analysis of the fi rms’ equilibrrium strategyy
in this m
market is conssistent with so
ome empirica
al evidence of
o price distributions in vaarious marke
ets. Thus, thiss
ning for the phenomenon
p
n of price disppersion.
analysis provides furtther theoreticcal underpinn
In Burida
anic Competition, Ran Sp
piegler and I analyze a model in which
h two agents compete in two-attribute
e
objects o
over a decisio
on-maker wh
ho is reluctan
nt to perform
m trade-offs and
a thus folloows a non-co
ompensatoryy
choice p
procedure tha
at only respo
onds to ordi nal rankingss along the two
t
dimensioons. The deccision-makerr
has an o
outside option that functio
ons as a defa
ault alternatiive. In the ab
bsence of a ddominant altternative, the
e
decision--maker may stick to the default eve n if it is dom
minated – ca
apturing thee phenomeno
on of choice
e
procrastiination in the
e presence off difficult cho
oices. We sho
ow that the prevalence off difficult choice situationss
in equilib
brium is rela
ated to the magnitude
m
off the choice procrastination effect. In general, fea
atures of the
e
choice procedure tha
at are typically viewed as biases tend to “protect” the decision--maker, in th
he sense thatt
they enccourage the competitors
c
to
t offer high
her-value alte
ernatives in equilibrium.
e
We discuss the potentiall
implications of this analysis
a
for recent
r
discus sions of “default architeccture”. In paarticular, regu
ulatory inter-ventions that attemptt to overcome
e these biasees may have counterprodu
uctive equilibbrium effects..
Last in th
his topic is a working pa
aper in which
h I study a model
m
where a single selller tries to sell a specificc
product to a decision
n-maker, i.e., a potentia l buyer. The decision-ma
aker’s optionns are either to purchase
e
d or purchasse nothing. The
T decision--maker colleccts random signals
s
abouut the producct, which can
n
the good
be eitherr positive or negative,
n
and
d once the d ifference bettween the number of posiitive and neg
gative signalss
reaches a certain thre
eshold, he decides. The sseller has full information
n about this pprocess and can
c manipu-s
cost, by sending a positive sign
nal with prob
bability 1. Thhe optimal manipulation
m
n
late the signals, at some
strategy for the sellerr is characterrized for two cases: when the signals can
c be mani pulated at th
he most once
e
and whe
en they can be
b manipulatted arbitrarilyy many timess. I am curre
ently working on several extensions
e
off
this mod
del.
In Comm
munication and Deception in 2-Playerr Games, Sa
ambuddha Ghosh,
G
Zvika Neeman, an
nd I considerr
games w
with (implied)) pre-play co
ommunicatio n which is not “cheap”, in the sense that those engaged
e
in itt
may unin
ntentionally betray
b
their true
t
intention
ns, or else gu
uess the true intentions off others. Thiss implies thatt
183
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players’ strategies should be described by response functions from gestures of the other players into actions
in the game, rather than by mere actions, as in the standard formulation. This has a profound effect on the
way games are played. Our model can account for the significant levels of cooperation and correlation
observed in experimental Prisoner’s Dilemma games with non-binding pre-play communication.
The main experimental project I am currently engaged in, jointly with Ayala Arad and Amnon Maltz,
explores behavioral biases and their mutual effects in strategic interactions. It is well known that contextrelated biases, such as Compromise Effect, Attraction Effect, Phantom Effect, and Default Bias, affect
individuals’ decisions. In this project, we examine whether such biases are also anticipated by others. First,
we demonstrate these biases in simple choice problems; second, we examine separately whether subjects
predict these biases; and third, we repeat these experiments in a strategic setting: one player’s strategy set
may give rise to one of these biases, while the second player’s choice of strategy may reveal whether she
takes these biases into account. Pilot sessions show that these biases play an important role in determining
outcome of play in different games, both due to direct influence and the prediction of the bias by the
opponent. In some cases, moreover, the bias is predicted, although the direct effect is not present.

Publications (since 2014)
Articles in Peer-reviewed Journals
Bachi, B. & Spiegler, R., Buridanic Competition, (2017). Games and Economic Behavior, 1–49
Bachi, B. (2016). Competition with Price Similarities. Economic Theory Bulletin, 4(2), 277–290
Submitted Papers
Bachi, B., Sambuddha G. & Neeman, Z., Communication and Deception in 2-Player Games, (revise &
resubmit). Journal of Mathematical Economics
Work in Progress
Bachi, B., Selling to an Agent Who Counts Signals: An Application of the Drift Diffusion Model to Industrial
Organization
Bachi, B., Behavioral Biases and their Mutual Effects in Strategic Interactions: An Experimental Study, with
Ayala Arad and Amnon Maltz

Lectures and Seminar Presentations
Buridanic Competition
University of Bonn (Microeconomic Workshop), Bonn
November 2015
Buridanic Competition
University of Haifa, Haifa, Israel
January 2017
Buridanic Competition
Düsseldorf Institute for Competition Economics, Düsseldorf
May 2017
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Zvonimirr Bašić
General Overview
I am a Reesearch Fello
ow at the Max
M Planck I nstitute for Research on
n
Collective G
Goods (since
e October 20
017) and a PhD student at the Bonn
n
Graduate SSchool of Ecconomics (sin
nce 2013). BBefore starting my PhD, I
obtained tw
wo Master’s degrees: an M.Sc. in Ecoonomics from
m the Univer-n, and a Ma
sity of Bonn
aster of Economics from tthe Universitty of Zagreb..
My researcch over the la
ast couple of years can beest be organized into two
o
fields: i) deevelopment of economicc preferencess and behavvior in child-hood and adolescence
e, and ii) the
e influence oof self-image
e and social-image conccerns.
Develop
pment of Eco
onomic Prefferences an d Behavior in Childhoo
od and Adollescence
I have tw
wo working projects
p
focusing on the given topic. In particularr, the studiess investigate the develop-ment of prosocial behavior and th
he underpinn
ning mechan
nisms which support
s
it.
First, tog
gether with Armin
A
Falk an
nd Fabian Ko
osse, I have investigated the developm
ment of egalitarian norm
m
enforcem
ment in childhood and ad
dolescence. M
More specificcally, we ada
apted the moost commonlyy used third-party pu
unishment ga
ame, and ra
an an expe riment with 635 childre
en and adollescents. Am
mong severall
findings,, we observe
e that childre
en start enforrcing the ega
alitarian norm at the ag e of 11–12, that a non-negligiblle proportion
n of young ch
hildren also disapproves of generous behavior, aand that child
dren become
e
more generous at the
e same time as the egalita
arian norm enforcement
e
emerges.
Second, together with Armin Falk
k and Simon
ne Quercia, I have examined the infl uence of self-image and
d
social-im
mage concern
ns in childho
ood and ado
olescence. In
n particular, we
w manipulaate the observability and
d
self-awareness as the mediators of a person
n’s focus on their own pu
ublic and priivate selves, respectively,,
a
between
b
7–1
14 years of age. We fin
nd markedlyy different re
esults acrosss
with chilldren and adolescents
genders.. Both self-im
mage and so
ocial-image concerns are
e important drivers of b
behavior as early
e
as 7–8
8
years of age; howevver, only for boys. Girls d
do not show an effect off emphasizedd image concerns at anyy
developm
ment stage in
n our sample
e.
The Influence of Se
elf-image an
nd Social-im
mage Concerns
I have se
everal workin
ng projects focusing
f
on tthis topic. Firrst, I have a project with Armin Falk and Simone
e
Quercia,, where we investigate the
t
influencee of self-ima
age and soccial-image cooncerns on lying. While
e
social-im
mage concern
ns work as a valid driveer, self-imag
ge concerns seem to be a much wea
aker motive,,
which strrongly challe
enges the popular opinio
on in the literrature. Furthe
ermore, in a more recent project, we
e
investiga
ate the influe
ence of the two image d
domains on prosociality. We find thhat both selff-image and
d
social-im
mage concern
ns are crucia
al drivers off prosocial behavior,
b
and
d that the w
willingness to react to an
n
emphasized self-image is highly dependent
d
on
n a person’s preferences for self-imagge itself.
Moreove
er, I have sevveral further early-stage p
projects on this topic. In particular, w
with Simone Quercia
Q
and
d
Sebastian Schaube, I am investig
gating the in
nfluence of image conce
erns across ggenders, and
d the driving
g
mechaniisms behind it. With Mariia Sablina an
nd Philipp Allbert, I am in
nvestigating tthe effect of observabilityy
and mon
netary reward
ds on third-p
party punishm
ment.
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Research Agenda
My research agenda for the future mainly focuses on the above-mentioned areas.
Regarding the first topic (the development of economic preferences and behavior in childhood and adolescence), I will join Matthias Sutter and other researchers from the institute in future studies. While there are a
vast number of questions that can be fruitful for research, I am especially interested in the development
and underpinning mechanisms of prosocial behavior and discrimination, as well as identifying mechanisms
which transmit them and, even more, the potential interventions that might influence them.
Regarding my second topic (the influence of self-image and social-image concerns), I plan to study the
functioning and interplay of self-image and social-image concerns and social norms in light of recent
signaling models. While popular models commonly conceptualize self-image and social-image concerns in
an identical fashion, it is still rather unexplored how self-image concerns function, and fully unknown how
the two dimensions potentially differ from each other and how they interact.
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Anna Ba umert
Summaryy Report
Most of myy research has been con
ncerned with individual differences
d
in
n
cognitive, eemotional, and
a
behavio
oral reaction s to subjective injustice..
Consistent across typess of injustice,, and indepeendent of the
e application
n
of particula
ar justice principles (e.g., equality, eequity, or ne
eed), people
e
have been found to differ
d
systema
atically in hoow readily th
hey perceive
e
nd how stron
ngly they rea
act to these pperceptions. I have been
n
injustice an
interested in the soccial information-processiing patternss (attention,,
interpretatio
on, memorry processess) associatedd with and
d potentiallyy
causing th
hese differen
nces. In add
dition, somee studies ad
ddressed the
e
predictive value of measures of dispositional j ustice sensitivity in variou
us domains.
Funded by the Germ
man Research Foundatio
on (BA 3883/4-1, 2014-2017), I havve investigatted a social-cognitive
e mechanism
m in the development of ju
ustice sensitivvity (in comp
parison with oother personality disposi-tions, su
uch as extravversion) in young
y
adulth
hood, by linking daily re
eports of expperienced in
njustices with
h
changes in dispositional justice sensitivity a cross one year.
y
In two longitudinall studies, I explored
e
the
e
relevance of timing experiences after a tran sition to a new
n
social co
ontext (i.e., sstarting at university) forr
nal change.
triggering disposition
Throughout my rese
earch, I strive to integra
ate personality and socia
al psychologgical perspecctives on the
e
understa
anding of sub
bjective experrience and b
behavior. The
e guiding que
estion is whicch psychological process-es can explain system
matic individu
ual differencees in behavio
or. As an offsshoot from aan expert workshop that I
nized in 2015, sponsored by the Eurropean Asso
ociation of Pe
ersonality annd the German Research
h
co-organ
Foundatiion, a manu
uscript entitle
ed “Integratin
ng personality structure, personality process, and
d personalityy
developm
ment” was re
ecently accep
pted to appea
ar as a targett article in the
e European JJournal of Pe
ersonality.
Given m
my profound interest in the processing
g of and reacctions to injustice, I have invested in the develop-ment, va
alidation, and
d optimizatio
on of assessm
ment instrum
ments and me
ethods. In paarticular, I ha
ave begun to
o
approach economic games from a psychomeetric perspectiive. A new pa
aper is in preeparation on longitudinall
mic games a nd self-reporrted personality dispositioons.
covariation of behaviior in econom
My resea
arch group at
a the Max Planck Institutee for Researcch on Collecttive Goods iss dedicated to
t investigat-ing the p
psychological processes of
o bystander intervention against norm
m violations. In previous work, I have
e
addressed se
already a
elected prediictors of bysttander interve
ention again
nst norm violaations, both in economicc
games a
and in realistic settings. My
M research ffindings supp
port concernss raised abouut the validityy of research
h
that is ba
ased on hyp
pothetical desscriptions of norm violations and self-reported inttervention be
ehaviors. Forr
this reasson, my research group will
w invest in
n multi-metho
od assessments of bystannder interven
ntion againstt
norm vio
olations, relyiing mainly on
n behavioral observations in the field and in the laab.
Within a
an internation
nal project on
o moral exccellence, fund
ded by the Templeton
T
Fooundation an
nd the Wake
e
University, I have
h
received
d funding fo
or two studie
es on person
nality profiless of morally courageouss
Forest U
persons. Data collecttion is curren
ntly under wa
ay. Both stud
dies involve extensive
e
mu lti-method assessment off
personallity dispositio
ons. One stu
udy comparees profiles off award-winn
ners for morral courage in Germanyy
with a m
matched conttrol group that has not d
displayed mo
oral courage in the past. The other study aims att
predictin
ng interventio
on behavior against
a
a fra
aud witnessed
d in the lab. This study aalso involves measures off
affective and physiolo
ogical reactio
ons to the wittnessed norm
m violation. Results
R
of botth studies will provide the
e
empirica
al basis for su
ubsequent exxperiments deesigned to sccrutinize the causal
c
relevaance of specific cognitive,,
affective,, and physiollogical proce
esses for interrvention behavior.
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Recently, I have been appointed as Professor of Personality and Social Psychology at the School of Education of the Technical Unversity Munich (TUM) within the MaxPlanck@TUM program.

Publications (since 2014)
Articles in Peer-reviewed Journals
Baumert, A. & Blum, G. (forthcoming). Employing situational simulations to understand processes of
person-situation transactions. Commentary. European Journal of Personality
Baumert, A., Schmitt, M., Perugini, M., Johnson, W., Blum, G., … & Wrzus, C. (2017). Integrating personality structure, personality process, and personality development. European Journal of Personality, 31(5),
503–528
Maltese, S. & Baumert, A. (2017). Linking longitudinal dynamics of justice sensitivity and moral disengagement. Personality and Individual Differences
Baumert, A., Halmburger, A., Rothmund, T. & Schemer, C. (2017). Everyday dynamics in generalized
social and political trust. Journal of Research in Personality, 69, 44–54
Baumert, A., Schmitt, M. & Blum, G. (2016). Beware of indirect effects. Rigorous definitions and methods
for testing the causality of traits. Commentary. European Journal of Personality, 45(4), 305–307
Maltese, S., Baumert, A., Schmitt, M. & MacLeod, C. (2016). How victim sensitivity leads to uncooperative
behavior via expectancies of injustice. Frontiers in Psychology, 6, 2059
Halmburger, A., Baumert, A. & Schmitt, M. (2015). Anger as driving factor of moral courage in comparison to guilt, and global mood: A multimethod approach. European Journal of Social Psychology, 45(1),
39–51
Maier, M., Maier, J., Baumert, A., Jahn, N., Krause, S. & Adam, S. (2015). Measuring citizens’ implicit and
explicit attitudes towards the European Union. European Union Politics, 16, 369–385
Baumert, A., Schlösser, T. & Schmitt, M. (2014). Economic games – A performance-based assessment of
altruism and fairness. European Journal of Psychological Assessment, 30(3), 178–192
Baumert, A., Beierlein, C., Schmitt, M., Kemper, C., Kovaleva, A., Liebig, S. & Rammstedt, B. (2014).
Measuring four perspectives of justice sensitivity with two items each. Journal of Personality Assessment,
96(3), 380–390
Rothmund, T. & Baumert, A. (2014). Shame on me – Implicit assessment of negative moral self-evaluation
in shame-proneness. Social Psychological and Personality Science, 5(2), 195–202
Rothmund, T., Baumert, A. & Zinkernagel, A. (2014). The German “Wutbürger” – How justice sensitivity
accounts for individual differences in political engagement. Social Justice Research, 27(1), 24–44
Book Chapters
Wrzus, C., Quintus, M. & Baumert, A. (forthcoming). Measuring personality processes in the lab and in the
field. In V. Zeigler-Hill & T. Shackelford (Eds.), SAGE Handbook of Personality and Individual Differences
Pätzel, J., Baumert, A., Beierlein, C. & Dahle, K.-P. (2017). Die Ungerechtigkeitssensibilität-Skalen-8
(USS-8). In U. Kobbé (Eds.), Forensische Prognosen. Ein transdisziplinäres Praxismanual, 233–238. Pabst
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Halmburger, A., Baumert, A. & Schmitt, M. (2017). Everyday heroes: determinants of moral courage. In S.
T. Allison, G. R. Goethals & R. M. Kramer (Eds.), Handbook of Heroism and Heroic Leadership. 165–184.
Routledge
Baumert, A. & Schmitt, M. (2016). Justice sensitivity. In M. Schmitt & C. Sabbagh (Eds.), Handbook of
Social Justice Theory and Research. 167–180. Springer
Baumert, A. & Schmitt, M. (2014). Gerechtigkeit [Justice]. In G. Endruweit, G. Trommsdorff & N. Burzan
(Eds.), Wörterbuch der Soziologie, 143–144. Konstanz: UVK
Baumert, A., Beierlein, C. & Schmitt, M. (2014). Ungerechtigkeitssensibilität-Skalen-8 (USS-8). In C. J.
Kemper, E. Brähler & M. Zenger (Eds.), Psychologische und sozialwissenschaftliche Kurzskalen, 330–333.
Berlin: MWV
Under review
Baumert, A. & Maltese, S. A social-cognitive mechanism of change and development in dispositional victim
sensitivity. Journal of Personality and Social Psychology
In preparation
Baumert, A., Maltese, S. & Lischetzke, T. Economic games as objective personality measures – Dynamic
validation in a longitudinal design

Honors & Awards
2017

William Stern Award for innovative research in personality psychology; awarded by the
Personality and Individual Difference section of the German Psychological Association (DGPs)

2015

Teaching Award of the Psychology Department, University of Koblenz-Landau (800 €)

since 2015 Adjunct lecturer at the School of Psychology, University of Western Australia, Perth

Lectures and Seminar Presentations
Invited Talks
Justice sensitivity
Network “Intra- and Intergroup Processes in the Context of Social Inequality”, funded by German
Research Foundation (DFG), Landau
12 January 2015
Ungerechtigkeitssensibilität. Adaptive und maladaptive Prozesse [Justice sensitivity. Adaptive and
maladaptive processes]
Klinik für Psychosomatik, Zentralinstitut für seelische Gesundheit, Mannheim
20 March 2015
A social-cognitive mechanism of consistency and change in personality (with S. Maltese)
Personality Lab (Prof. B. Roberts), University of Illinois, Champaign, IL
9 June 2015
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Das Gerechtigkeitsmotiv [The justice motive]
Department of Psychology, Johannes Gutenberg University Mainz
19 November 2015
Experiences of injustice at the beginning of university life. Development of dispositional sensitivity
to injustice
University of Milano
15 May 2017
NOSI – Netzwerk der Open Science Initiativen an psychologischen Instituten im deutschsprachigen Raum [Network of Open Science Initiatives at psychological institutes in German-speaking
countries]
Workshop by ZPID on “Data management”, University of Trier
30 June 2017
Workshops
Ambulatory Assessment in Personality Research (with C. Wrzus)
Pre-conference Workshop at the European Conference on Personality, Timisoara
18 July 2016
Introduction to Ambulatory Assessment
University of Milano
15 May 2017

Teaching
summer term 2014

Seminar (BA level) Intelligence
University of Koblenz-Landau

winter term 2014/15

Tutorials for test theory with R (4 hours)
University of Koblenz-Landau

summer term 2015

Seminars (BA level) Intelligence (4 hours)
University of Koblenz-Landau

winter term 2015/16

Lecture (BA level) Introduction to psychological assessment
University of Koblenz-Landau
Seminar (MA level) Conflict and cooperation
University of Koblenz-Landau

summer term 2016

Lecture (BA level) Personality and individual differences (4 hours)
University of Koblenz-Landau
Seminar (BA level) Psychological assessment of families
University of Koblenz-Landau

winter term 2016/17

Lecture (BA level) Introduction to psychological assessment
University of Koblenz-Landau
Lecture (MA level) Advanced psychological assessment
University of Koblenz-Landau
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Seminar (MA level) Conflict and cooperation
University of Koblenz-Landau
Lecture (BA level) Introduction to psychological assessment
University of Koblenz-Landau
winter term 2017/18

Lecture (MA) Social and educational processes in teaching
Technical University Munich

Professional Activities
since 2016

Elected member and secretary of the Executive Committee of the European Association for
Personality Psychology

since 2016

Co-founder of Network of Open Science Initiatives (NOSI) at psychological institutes in
German-speaking countries

Memberships
Association for Research in Personality (ARP)
International Society for Justice Research (ISJR)
German Psychology Association (DGPs)
European Association for Personality (EAPP)
Editorial Board
European Journal of Personality (Consultant Editor)
Social Psychology (Associate Editor)
Zeitschrift für Politische Psychologie (Beirat)
Ad-hoc reviews
British Journal of Social Psychology; Cognition; Diagnostica; European Journal of Psychological Assessment; European Journal of Social Psychology; In-Mind; Journal of Cross-Cultural Psychology; Journal of
Experimental Social Psychology; Journal of Media Psychology; Journal of Personality and Social Psychology; Journal of Research in Personality; Personality and Individual Differences; Personality and Social
Psychology Review; Perspectives on Psychological Science; Philosophical Psychology; Political Psychology;
Psychology of Violence; Social Justice Research; Social Psychology and Personality Science; Trends in
Cognitive Sciences
German Research Foundation DFG
German National Academic Foundation
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Ste
efania Borrtolotti
Ovverview
I jo
oined the Insttitute on 1 October
O
2017
7. Prior to joinning the EEG
G group, I
held positions a
at the universsities of Colo
ogne and Bollogna. My re
esearch in
has focused on
o three main topics: (i) cooperation and trust
the past years h
in non-student samples; (ii)) inequality and
a fairness ideals; (iii) interdiscii
plin
nary experim
ments.
Cooperation a
and Trust in Non-student Samples
Mo
ost of the eexperimental evidence accumulated in the last decades
critically relies o
on studies conducted with
h college studdents, which present a
ability along
g many impo
ortant socio--demographiic dimension
ns, such as aage, econom
mic backlimited varia
ground, edu
ucation levell, employment status, an
nd ethnicity. This is poten
ntially probleematic when studying
norms of ccooperation and trust accross and w
within societies, as stude
ents might ssystematicallyy behave
differently frrom the gene
eral populatiion. I have w
worked on se
everal experim
ments on coooperation an
nd trust in
the general population.
In a large-sscale lab-in-tthe-field project, my coa
authors and I studied the behavioral underpinnings of the
economic divide betwee
en the North and the Sou
uth of Italy, where
w
even the
t relentlesss institutional effort to
equalize inccentives acrosss regions ha
as failed to eeradicate the within-counttry disparitiess. Using a representative sample of the population, we sh
howed that th
he gap in cooperation pe
ersists even iff differences in incentives and infformal institu
utions are silenced (Bigon
ni et al., 2016). At least part
p of the N
North-South disparities
d
is thus likely to derive from persistent differencces in social norms. In a series of ccompanion papers, I
compared n
norms of coo
operation am
mong studentss and non-sttudents (Borto
olotti et al., 2
2015) and developed
d
a new trust game to stu
udy the case when a brea
ach of trust is
i not profita
able if carriedd out in isola
ation, but
requires an agreement among
a
agents (Bigoni et a
al., 2013).
Other proje
ects in this lin
ne of researcch have bee n submitted to internatio
onal journalss or are in th
he writing
phase. For iinstance, Bigoni et al. (20
017) further d
deepens the understanding of the Noorth-South ga
ap in Italy
by testing w
whether the difference derives from preferences or beliefs. I have also worked on a project
investigating
g cross-cultural differencces in coope ration norms between natives
n
and m
migrants (witth Casari
and Monti). Together with Sutter, Ho
ofmann, and Praxmarer, I am part of a project aim
med at testing
g cooperation and ssolidarity ove
er the life cyycle. In an eexperiment with
w
a repre
esentative sa mple of the Austrian
population, we find that older gene
erations are m
more genero
ous toward the youngsterrs. Older ge
enerations
seem to be
e willing to teach
t
coope
erative attitud
des to the younger
y
ones in a sort of trans-gen
nerational
reciprocity p
process.
Inequality and Fairnesss Ideals
The steady increase in within-countr
w
ry inequality is often ackn
nowledged as
a one of thee most pressiing problems of our society. The experimenta
al toolbox ca
an help us to understand better how i nequality is perceived
p
and to whatt extent it is ju
ustified and tolerated.
t
I have conducted three main
m
projects in this field. In the first study, I have te
ested fairnesss ideals in a context in
uired their fo
ortunes by means
m
of cheating (with SSoraperra, Su
utter, and
which the riich have pottentially acqu
Zoller). We found that the shadow of
o cheating sstrongly affeccts what is de
eemed fair, w
which is whyy societies
characterize
ed by substantial amounts of cheatin
ng incidents might tend to display ppolarized views about
redistribution
n. In the seccond project, I have invesstigated the role of respo
onsibility in thhe income-generating
process on b
blind rage (w
with Bigoni an
nd Nas Ozen
n). For the third project, I have collecteed data for tw
wo experiments – one
e in Bologna (Italy) and on
ne in Tbilisi (G
Georgia) – on
n the interplayy between inccome and tru
ust.
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Interdisciplinary experiments
Over the last four years, I have worked on a series of interdisciplinary projects, ranging from the diffusion
of electronic payment systems (Camera et al., 2016), to the behavioral aspects of breach of contracts
(Bigoni et al., forthcoming), and from coordination games (Bortolotti et al., 2016), to defensive medicine
(in preparation).

Research Agenda 2018-2021
My research agenda for the coming years revolves around two main areas:
Decision-making over the life cycle. Together with Sutter and Praxmarer, I plan to run lab-in-the-field
experiments aimed at unpacking the role of older generations in transmitting norms of cooperation and
solidarity.
Fairness ideals and punishment in contexts characterized by incomplete information. I intend to extend the
study by Bortolotti et al. (2017) to include the role of experience. The idea is to test whether past experience
of betrayal changes the perception of what is a fair allocation of resources. I plan to investigate fairness
ideals in the presence of externalities and breaches of trust. I am also interested in studying the role of
third-party punishment in contexts in which the actions of the agents are not verifiable. In such a context,
the third parties face the conundrum of failing to punish a defector or punishing a cooperator. These are
very common situations in many business-related contexts, and a deeper understanding of the impact of
collective punishment on cooperation can be important to inform practitioners.

Publications (since 2014)
Articles in Peer-reviewed Journals
Bigoni, M., Bortolotti, S., Parisi, F. & Porat, A. (2017). Unbundling efficient breach: An experiment, Journal

of Empirical Legal Studies, 14(3), 527–547
Bigoni, M., Bortolotti, S., Casari, M., Gambetta, D. & Pancotto, F. (2016). Amoral familism, social capital,
or trust? The behavioral foundations of the Italian North-South divide, The Economic Journal, 126(594),
1318–1341
Bortolotti, S., Devetag, G. & Ortmann, A. (2016). Group incentives or individual incentives? A real-effort
weak-link experiment, Journal of Economic Psychology, 56, 60–73
Camera, G., Casari, M. & Bortolotti, S. (2016). An experiment on retail payments systems, Journal of
Money, Credit & Banking, 48(2-3), 363–392
Bortolotti, S., Casari, M. & Pancotto, F. (2015). Norms of punishment: Experiments with students and the
general population, Economic Inquiry, 53(3), 1207–1223
Working papers
Bigoni, M., Bortolotti, S., Casari, M. & Gambetta, D. (2017). At the root of the North-South cooperation
gap in Italy: Preferences or beliefs? Working Paper DSE, no. 1092
Bortolotti, S., Soraperra, I., Sutter, M. & Zoller, C. (2017). Too lucky to be true: Fairness views under the
shadow of cheating. CESifo Working Paper no. 6563
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Ph
hilip Brookkins
Su
ummary R
Report
My
M primary reesearch interrest is on the
e optimal deesign of contests and
to
ournaments w
within the co
ontext of organizational and person
nnel econo
omics. A con
ntest is a stra
ategic situatio
on in which sseveral agentts expend
co
ostly and irrreversible efffort, time, resources, ettc., with the
e goal of
winning a val uable prize or reward. The
T applicatiions of conte
est theory
o not end w
with organizational settin
ngs. Indeed,, contests are everydo
where: anima
als compete for scarce resources, countries en
ngage in
wa
arfare, lawyyers litigate opposing sid
des of a caase, firms engage in
ad
dvertising “w
wars” to increase market shares,
s
and sso on.
During my ttime as a Ph
h.D. student at
a the Florida
a State Unive
ersity, my ressearch was laargely focuse
ed on the
optimal dessign of group contests with
w heterogeeneous playe
ers and contests with inccomplete info
ormation.
Since joining
g the Max Pllanck Institute
e, I have con
ntinued my research on incomplete innformation in
n contests
and have b
begun explorring populatiion uncertain
nty in the co
ontext of gro
oup and indiividual conte
ests. I am
interested in
n such topics due to the reasonableneess of the asssumptions. That is, certainnty about the
e population, and co
omplete information abo
out those with
hin it, are to
oo strong of assumptionss. Economic modeling
with “weak”” assumptions is a consistent theme off my research
h, one I hope
e to continue during my stay
s
at the
institute.
Below, I describe in dettail my mostt active resea
arch areas and
a
list all publications,
p
working pap
pers, and
works in pro
ogress.
Population uncertainty
y
In many con
ntests, the tottal number of
o competitorrs is not know
wn at the time of making individual in
nvestment
decisions. FFor example,, an architecctural design
n student pla
anning to submit bluepriints for an upcoming
u
contest to b
build a new university lib
brary, whereb
by the stude
ent with the best submisssion wins a monetary
prize, may know the maximum
m
total number o
of competito
ors, i.e., the number of architectural students
ut the precise
e number of students act ively investing time and planning
p
to m
mission is
enrolled, bu
make a subm
unlikely to b
be known exx-ante. Compared to kno
owing the to
otal number of students planning to submit a
design, will she invest more or less time in her prroject?
Motivated b
by the examp
ple above, my
m coauthors and I have conducted a series of exxperiments to
o explore
how individ
duals behave
e in compettitive situatio
ons under population un
ncertainty. W
When the nu
umber of
competitors is known, th
heory predicts that individ
duals decreasse their effort when the nnumber of co
ompetitors
increases. U
Under popula
ation uncerta
ainty, howevver, this comparative static only holdss when the individual
i
entry proba
ability is high
h. When entry probabilitties are sufficiently low, the probabillity of being the only
participant in the contest is much la
arger than zzero, and the
erefore this possibility
p
leaads to a red
duction in
effort. The rresults of ourr experiment confirm mosst of the theo
oretical predicctions, and thhe paper has recently
been published by Gam
mes and Econ
nomic Behavio
ior.
ors and I arre also writing a theoreetical paper exploring population unncertainty in
n contests
My coautho
between gro
oups, which has yet to be
e explored in
n the literatu
ure. In a grou
up contest, ppopulation un
ncertainty
can occur w
within the gro
oup, i.e., the number of g
group memb
bers is unknow
wn, as well aas across gro
oups, i.e.,
the number of competing groups is unknown.
u
We explore the
e former situa
ation. Considder the decision faced
by bipartisa
an supporterss in U.S. political race fo
or presidenccy. From the viewpoint oof a Democra
atic party
supporter, tthe decision to invest tim
me and resou
urces with the hopes of increasing
i
thheir party’s chance
c
of
success (i.e.., winning the presidencyy) is likely a ffunction of (i) the numbe
er of other D
Democratic supporters
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and (ii) the number of supporters in the opposing Republican party. Our main result shows that individual
investment is always lower when group sizes are stochastic (i.e., population uncertainty) compared to
deterministic group size. This highlights the importance of informational assumptions in economic modeling.
Incomplete information
In many everyday situations, if not all, information available to economic agents is incomplete. For example, a college graduate may be competing for a job with other recent graduates. Considering the amount
of geographical dispersion, it is unlikely that any given graduate will know the precise skill-level of the
others. In the case of complete information, a low-skilled individual may not even bother applying for the
job, or significantly reduce effort, had he known others were all highly skilled. However, when the skill
levels of others are not publicly known, the low-skilled graduate may exert effort preparing for the interview, but adjust this per their beliefs about the distribution of skill levels amongst all competitors.
I currently have two working projects (both in the experimental stage) involving the disclosure of incomplete
information in contests between individuals. In some settings, theory predicts that disclosing information,
such as the skill level of all contestants, can yield higher aggregate effort. Thus, a manager, for example,
seeking to increase productivity within a firm using tournament incentives may wish to implement policies
which increase the transparency of individual abilities. To understand better how individuals behave in lowinformation settings, I plan to test theoretical predictions in the lab soon.
In addition to my work at the institute, I have accepted a Visiting Fellow position at the Laboratory for
Innovation Science at Harvard (formerly the Crowd Innovation Lab). There, I am working on several
projects, including empirical tests of contest theory in field settings and developing theoretical models with
the goal of explaining existing patterns in contest data. The fellowship began Fall 2017 and will continue
indefinitely.

Honors
Participant at the 2017 Lindau Nobel Laureate Meetings in Economics – Lindau, Germany – August 21–26,
2017

Publications (since 2014)
Articles in Peer-reviewed Journals
Boosey, L., Brookins, P. & Ryvkin, D. (2017). Contests with group size uncertainty: Experimental evidence.
Games and Economic Behavior, 105, 212–229
Brookins, P. & Ryvkin, D. (2016). Equilibrium existence in group contests. Economic Theory Bulletin, 4(2),
265–276
Brookins, P., Lightle, J. P. & Ryvkin, D. (2015). An experimental study of sorting in group contests. Labour
Economics, 35, 16–25
Brookins, P., Lightle, J. P. & Ryvkin, D. (2015). Optimal sorting in group contests with complementarities.
Journal of Economic Behavior and Organization, 112, 311–323
Brookins, P., Lucas, A. & Ryvkin, D. (2014). Reducing within-group overconfidence through group identity
and between-group confidence judgments. Journal of Economic Psychology, 44, 1–12
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Brookins, P. & Ryvkin, D. (2014). An experimental study of bidding in contests of incomplete information.
Experimental Economics, 17(2), 245–261
Working papers
Brookins, P., Lightle, J. P. & Ryvkin, D., (under review) Sorting and Communication in Weak-link Group
Contests, Journal of Economics and Management Science
Brookins, P., Goerg, S. & Kube, S., Self-chosen Goals, Incentives, and Effort, submitting for peer review
soon
Boosey, L., Brookins, P. & Ryvkin, D., Contests between Groups of Unknown Size, submitting for peer
review soon
Brookins, P., Brown, J. & Ryvkin, D., Peer Information and Risk-taking under Competitive and Noncompetitive Pay Schemes, submitting for peer review soon
Work in progress
Brookins, P., Cerrone, C. & Ramalingam, A., Status Concerns and Group Identity [Early stages of preparation]
Brookins, P. & Serena, M., Optimal Disclosure Policies in Incomplete Information Contests [Experiments
planned for Fall 2017]
Boosey, L., Brookins, P. & Ryvkin, D., Optimal Disclosure of Information in Endogenous Entry Winner-takeall Contests [Experiments planned for July 2017]
Brookins, P., Goerg, S. & Ryvkin, D., Dynamic Team Production with Symmetric and Asymmetric Delay
Costs [Experiments planned for June 2017]
Brookins, P., Ryvkin, D. & Smyth, A., Contests under the Shadow of the Future: An Experimental Study [First
draft of manuscript in preparation]

Lectures and Seminar Presentations
GATE-Lab Seminar – Lyon
November 2016
Workshop on Behavioral and Experimental Economics at LUISS – Rome
March 2017
Contests: Theory and Empirical Evidence at UEA – Norwich
June 2017
Southern Economic Association annual meeting, Session chair – Tampa
November 2017
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Claudia C
Cerrone
Summaryy report
My researcch combines behavioral economic
e
theeory and expe
eriments. Myy
work aimss at incorpo
orating insigh
hts from psyychology intto economicc
analysis, so
o as to devvelop and te
est more reaalistic models of human
n
behavior.
1. Behavio
oral game th
heory
In the papeer Doing It When
W
Otherss Do: A Strat
ategic Model of Procrasti-nation, I d
develop a ne
ew game-the
eoretic theoryy of procrasttination. The
e
del is that ind
dividuals, facced with an onerous
o
taskk
key featuree of the mod
to be pe
erformed by a deadline, prefer to perrform the tassk when som
meone else dooes, as doing something
g
onerous in the company of otherss feels less u npleasant. This turns the decision of w
when to perfform the taskk
into a co
oordination game.
g
The model
m
shows tthat the impa
act of social interaction oon procrastination behav-ior crucia
ally depends on who is matched
m
with whom. Hence, a princip
pal can help people procrrastinate lesss
by match
hing them, but
b how peop
ple are matcched matters.. Moreover, the model shhows new an
nd surprising
g
peer effe
ects, such as the “avoidan
nce of bad co
ompany”: a procrastinato
or matched w
with a worse procrastina-tor may perform her task earlier than she oth
herwise would
d, as she wants to avoid the increased temptation
n
that her peer’s company would generate. P rocrastinatorrs can thus use
u bad com
mpany as a commitmentt
device.
The paper The Regre
et Game: Reg
gret as a Cooordination Device
D
(joint with
w Francescco Feri and Philip
P
Neary))
developss a new gam
me-theoretica
al model of regret aversiion. Economic models off regret averrsion require
e
individua
als to make ex-post
e
comp
parisons betw
ween their choice and a fo
oregone alteernative.
Yet, in m
many situatio
ons, individuals are only capable of making an ex-post com
mparison if so
omeone else
e
went for an alternative option. We
W develop a model whe
ere an individ
dual learns aabout the ou
utcome of an
n
alternativve choice witth a probability that depeends on the choices of oth
hers. This turnns a series off one-person
n
decision problems in
nto a multi-player gamee where regrret can facilitate coordinnation on an
n action thatt
would no
ot be observed if each in
ndividual werre acting in isolation. We
e test the moddel through a laboratoryy
experime
ent.
2. Behav
vioral theorry applied to
o education
n and emplo
oyment contracts
The pap
per Investme
ent in Educa
ation Under Disappointm
ment Aversio
on (joint witth Dan Anderberg, and
d
published in Econom
mics Bulletin) explores
e
indiividuals’ scho
ooling particiipation decissions under non-standard
n
d
dividuals are
e disappointm
ment-averse (i.e., loss-avverse around
d
preferences. We devvelop a model where ind
their exp
pected outcome) and mu
ust choose ho
ow much tim
me to invest in educationn. The mode
el shows thatt
disappoiintment averssion reducess investmentss in education for lower-a
ability individduals and inccreases it forr
higher-a
ability individu
uals.
The paper Pay for Pe
erformance With
W Motivate
ted Employeees (joint with Ester Mannaa, and Revise
e & Resubmitt
in the B.E. Journal off Economic Analysis
A
and Policy) determ
mines the op
ptimal employyment contra
act offered to
o
intrinsica
ally motivated
d individualss (i.e., individ
duals who value
v
not only their salarry, but also the project’ss
outcome
e) working in teams, when
n their intrinssic motivation
n cannot be observed
o
by tthe employer. The modell
shows th
hat the employer will pre
efer to pay h
her employee
es based on their team pperformance
e rather than
n
their individual perfo
ormance, as the effort disstortion gene
erated by advverse selectioon is smallerr under team
m
es than underr individual in
ncentives.
incentive
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3. Experimental work on procrastination
Following my theoretical work on procrastination, I have undertaken some experimental work to study
procrastination behavior in the lab and in the field. The paper Sophisticated and naïve procrastination: an
experimental study (joint with Leonhard Lades) develops a new measure of sophistication, i.e., the individuals’ awareness of their tendency to procrastinate, and uses it to test the seminal – yet untested – model of
individual procrastination by O’Donoghue and Rabin (1999). We find that, contrary to the model’s predictions, individuals who are aware of their tendency to procrastinate delay more than individuals who are
not. Our data suggest that this can be explained by habit formation: people who are aware of their
procrastination tendency may have developed a procrastination habit.
The paper Soft Commitment: A Study on Demand and Compliance (with Dan Anderberg and Arnaud
Chevalier, and forthcoming in Applied Economics Letters) explores the university students’ demand for soft,
self-imposed commitment – in the form of early deadlines – and subsequent compliance behavior. We find
a substantial commitment demand, but also a substantial failure to adhere to the chosen commitment.
Students are more likely to self-impose deadlines if they expect the task to be more time-consuming and
their relative performance lower, and if they are less reluctant to take risks. Failure to comply is associated
with personality traits.
4. Work in progress
In a joint project with Christoph Engel, I am exploring whether taking a decision on behalf of others, as a
“ruler” or an “impartial judge”, affects the prosocial behavior of individuals, as well as the strategic
ignorance induced by “wiggle room”.
Together with fellow postdoctoral researchers Pedro Robalo and Yoan Hermstrüwer, I am working on an
interdisciplinary project (law and economics) aimed at exploring whether debarment in procurement
auctions effectively discourages collusion.
In a joint project with Abhijit Ramalingam and fellow postdoctoral researcher Philip Brookins, I am exploring whether status concerns depend on group identity. Do individuals care more about their relative
performance among people who are similar to them?
In a joint project with Dmitry Ryvkin and Phil Brookins, we develop and test a new auction mechanism
called “k-pay auction”, which provides a link between winner-pay and all-pay auctions.
Finally, together with Alessandro De Chiara and Ester Manna, I am exploring theoretically and experimentally whether and how other regarding preferences affect a principal’s delegation decisions and the agent’s
subsequent behaviour.

Publications (since 2014)
Articles in peer-reviewed Journals
Anderberg D. & Cerrone C. (2017). Investment in education under disappointment aversion, Economics
Bulletin, 37(3), 1533–1540
Anderberg D., Cerrone C. & Chevalier A. (forthcoming). Soft commitment: A study on demand and
compliance, Applied Economics Letters
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Revise & Resubmit
Cerrone C. & Manna E., Pay for performance with motivated employees, Revise & Resubmit in the B.E.
Journal of Economic Analysis and Policy
Preprints
Cerrone C. & Lades L. K., Sophisticated and naïve procrastination: An experimental study, Bonn: MPI
Collective Goods Preprint, 2017/8
Cerrone C., Doing it when others do: A strategic model of procrastination, Bonn: MPI Collective Goods
Preprint, 2016/10
Work in progress
Cerrone C., Feri F. & Neary P., The regret game: regret as a coordination device
Cerrone C. & Engel C., The moral light room
Cerrone C., Hermstrüwer Y. & Robalo P., Debarment in procurement auctions
Brookins P., Cerrone C. & Ramalingam A., Status concerns and group identity
Brookins P., Cerrone C. & Ryvkin D., k-pay auctions
Cerrone C., De Chiara A. & Manna E., The visible and hidden costs of control under delegation

Lectures and Seminar Presentations
Doing It When Others Do: A Strategic Model of Procrastination (invited seminar)
Universitat de Barcelona, Department of Economic Theory
May 2016
Doing It When Others Do: A Strategic Model of Procrastination
GAMES, 5th world congress of the Game Theory Society, Maastricht
July 2016
Doing It When Others Do: A Strategic Model of Procrastination (invited talk)
69th European Meeting of the Econometric Society, Geneva
August 2016
Doing It When Others Do: A Strategic Model of Procrastination (invited seminar)
University of Stirling
October 2016
Discussant of the paper “Welfare Stigma in the Lab: Evidence of Social Signalling”
by J. Friedrichsen, T. König, and R. Schmacker
Workshop on “Concern for status and social image”, Berlin
June 2017
Sophisticated and Naïve Procrastination: An Experimental Study
ESA World Meeting, San Diego, California
June 2017
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The Regret Game: Regret as a Coordination Device
ESA World Meeting, San Diego, California
June 201Doing it when others do: a strategic model of procrastination
ESRC Workshop on self-control and public policy (invited talk)
University of Stirling
September 2017

Professional Activities
Memberships
Game Theory Society; Econometric Society; Economic Science Association; Royal Economic Society
Referee for
Journal of Economic Theory; European Economic Review (x2); Economic Bulletin
Scientific Boards
European Association of Young Economists, board member, 2013–2015
Spring Meeting of Young Economists, Chair of the Programme Committee, 2015
Fellowships
Higher Education Academy (UK), Associate Fellow
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Konstantin
n Chatziatthanasiou
Summary Report
I am a resea
arch fellow in
n Professor Engel’s groupp and a PhD candidate in
n
the IMPRS U
Uncertainty and at the University oof Bonn. Myy disciplinaryy
background is in law. My
M work is in
n the areas oof constitutio
onal law and
d
experimenta
al law and ecconomics. This report covvers my work
k since 2014,,
when I joineed the IMPRS..
Thesis
My legal theesis is concerned with a fu
undamental qquestion of constitutional
c
l
theory: Wha
at stabilizes a constitution
nal order? M
My analysis starts
s
from a
very pecculiar Germa
an constitutio
onal norm th
hat allows fo
or the constitution to be aabolished an
nd replaced..
This norm
m stems from
m the times of German d
division, but was conscio
ously not eraased after reu
unification. Itt
has been
n the subjectt of controversial debate in German legal
l
scholarrship. Recenttly, interest in
n it has been
n
renewed, as the German Constiitutional Cou
urt referred to
t the norm in its jurisp rudence on the limits off
European integration
n. The theore
etical backgro
ound and the
e debates aro
ound the norrm lead rightt to the heartt
of the basic constitutional dilemma: A consttitution must deal withou
ut external e nforcement. I ask underr
which co
onditions a constitution
c
iss stable. In p
particular, I am
a concerne
ed with the ttrade-off betw
ween rigidityy
and flexiibility. Within
n my thesis, I report the eexperimentall project thatt I undertookk with Svenja
a Hippel and
d
Michael Kurschilgen.
Papers
In the exxperimental project with Svenja Hipp
pel and Mich
hael Kurschilgen, we studdy the stabiliity of hierar-chical so
ocial order. In
n particular, we rank playyers randomly at the beginning of thee experiment and suggestt
the ranking as a coo
ordination de
evice in an in
ndefinitely rep
peated battle
e-of-the-sexees game with stranger re-g. Wheneverr two playerrs meet, the preferred equilibrium of
o the higherr-ranked pla
ayer is focal..
matching
Whereass in a popula
ation of rational, money- maximizing players everyyone should simply follow
w the device,,
we show
w theoreticallyy that minor difference avversion suffices for the ord
der to collappse. Experime
entally, this iss
exactly w
what happens in the abse
ence of redisstribution. Th
he lower a player’s
p
rank,, the less she
e follows the
e
device, resulting in substantial miscoordinattion. The op
ption to reallocate rankss does not mitigate the
e
em dissolves,, however, w
when playerss are given the opportunnity to transfe
er income to
o
problem. The proble
other voluntarily. In orderr to mirror a
actual redistribution schem
mes more cllosely, we ra
an additionall
one ano
treatmen
nts in which transfers of a certain am
mount were automatically
a
y deduced, aand transferrred amountss
were poo
oled. It turne
ed out that th
he form of th
he transfer did
d not matte
er. The pape r is currentlyy in prepara-tion.
The essa
ay competitio
on “Intergen
nerational Ju
ustice Prize 2015/16“,
2
which
w
is orgaanized by th
he UK-based
d
Intergene
erational Jusstice Foundattion and thee Germany-b
based Stiftung
g für die Recchte zukünftiger Genera-tionen, d
dealt with the
e question of “Constitutio
ons as Chainss”. It was con
ncerned withh the paradoxx that consti-tution-makers exercisse a freedom
m that they at the same
e time withho
old from theeir successorrs. I made a
submission based on
n my thesis. My
M paper wass awarded a first prize an
nd has been published in
n the founda-tion’s pro
oceedings.
Many le
egal scientistss are generally interesteed in behavvioral finding
gs, but are ssceptical witth regard to
o
experime
ents. In a pa
aper with Mo
onika Leszczzyńska, we confront
c
this scepticism aand introduce a broaderr
legal audience to the methodolo
ogy of experrimental law and econom
mics. The paaper is forthcoming in a
German general-inte
erest law jourrnal.
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Together with Emanuel V. Towfigh, I prepared an expert opinion for the Federal Ministry of Justice and
Consumer Protection. The opinion is on administrative enforcement of consumer protection laws. It is
mainly concerned with the problem of scattered losses and the lack of private enforcement due to consumers’ rational apathy. We discuss potential remedies. The paper appeared in an edited volume.
At university, procedural law is taught in separate courses according to the legal subfield. Yet, much can be
learned through comparison. In a paper with Constantin Hartmann, we compare the main elements of
German civil, criminal, and administrative procedure. The piece was published in two parts in a German
journal directed at law students.

Research Stay
During the last academic year, I spent one semester (winter 2016) at the University of Michigan Law School
as a Michigan Grotius Research Scholar. The stay was pleasant and productive. I presented at the JSD
colloquium and I had fruitful meetings with my host, Professor Daniel Halberstam, and my co-hosts,
Professors Jenna Bednar, J. J. Prescott, and George Tsebelis.

Events Organized
Together with Pascal Langenbach, I organized a workshop in Bonn to which we invited PhD students from
the Max Planck Law Institutes (1st Max Planck Young Legal Scholars Meeting 2015). The feedback was
positive and subsequent workshops have taken place at Max Planck Institutes in Hamburg and Frankfurt.
At Michigan, I was a member of the organization committee of the Michigan Law School Third Young
Scholars’ Conference 2017.

Awards
Scholarship by the German National Academic Foundation (Studienstiftung des deutschen Volkes) for my
PhD thesis
First prize in the competition “Intergenerational Justice Prize” 2015/16

Publications (since 2014)
Articles in Peer-reviewed Journals
Chatziathanasiou, K. & Leszczyńska, M. (forthcoming). Experimentelle Ökonomik im Recht. Rechtswissenschaft. Zeitschrift für rechtswissenschaftliche Forschung, 8
Chatziathanasiou, K. (2017). Constitutions as Chains? On the Intergenerational Challenges of Constitution-Making. Intergenerational Justice Review, 10(1), 32–41
Articles (not peer-reviewed)
Chatziathanasiou, K. & Hartmann, C. (2015). “Allgemeines Prozessrecht” – Bausteine des Verfahrensrechts
in ZPO, VwGO und StPO – Teil 1, JURA – Juristische Ausbildung, 37(9), 911–921
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Chatziathanasiou, K. & Hartmann, C. (2015). “Allgemeines Prozessrecht” – Bausteine des Verfahrensrechts
in ZPO, VwGO und StPO – Teil 2, JURA – Juristische Ausbildung, 37(10), 1036–1044
Book Chapter
Towfigh, E. V. & Chatziathanasiou, K. (2017). Ökonomische Aspekte der Durchsetzung des Verbraucherschutzrechts. In H. Schulte-Nölke & Bundesministerium der Justiz und für Verbraucherschutz (Eds.), Neue
Wege zur Durchsetzung des Verbraucherrechts, 93–126. Springer
Work in Progress
Chatziathanasiou, K. (revise & resubmit). Effective Judicial Protection in the EU as a Case of Strategic SelfRestraint
Chatziathanasiou, K. & Kurschilgen, M. (in preparation). Social Order, Efficiency, and Redistribution: An
Experimental Study (Joint work with Svenja Hippel and Michael Kurschilgen)

Lectures and Seminar Presentations
Article 47 Charter of Fundamental Rights of the EU: Integration through Effective Judicial Protection
2nd Balkan School of the Universities of Münster and Paris Nanterre, Tirana (Albania) and Podgorica
29 October and 2 November 2015
Constitutional Theory in the Lab: A Coordination Experiment on Institutional Stability
Workshop Foundations of Law and Social Science, Max Planck Institute for Research on Collective Goods,
Bonn
22 March 2016
Social Order, Efficiency, and Redistribution: An Experimental Study
NIAS-Conference on Social Decision Making, Netherlands Institute for Advanced Study, Wassenaar
14 April 2016
Constitutional Theory in the Lab: A Coordination Experiment on Institutional Stability
Doktorandenforum der Studienstiftung des deutschen Volkes, Wannsee-Forum, Berlin
26 April 2016
Constitutional Theory in the Lab: A Coordination Experiment on Institutional Stability
University of Michigan Law School, JSD Colloquium, Ann Arbor, Michigan
23 October 2016
Constitutions as Chains? On the Intergenerational Challenges of Constitution-making
Intergenerational Justice Foundation and Stiftung für die Rechte zukünftiger Generationen, Award Ceremony, 11. Demographie-Kongress Best Age, Berlin
8 November 2016

Teaching
summer term 2014

Preparation course for the oral law exam
University of Bonn
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An
ngela Rach
hael Dorro
ough
Summary Re
eport
Forr the most pa
art, my research addresse
es the determ
minants of coo
operation
beh
havior (mostlly in social dilemmas),
d
applying bothh theory and methods
from economic s and psychology. In two
o of my maiin projects, for
f example, which weree also the bassis of my disssertation, I sttudied the inffluence of
the interaction p
partner’s gro
oup affiliation
n on social diilemma beha
avior.
In a joint articlee (“Multinational Investig
gation of Crooss-societal CooperaC
tion
n”) with Andrreas Glöckne
er, which wa
as published in the Proce
eedings of
the
e National A
Academy off Sciences, we
w show thaat the willin
ngness to
coo
operate in so
ocial dilemmas is systema
atically influeenced by the
e national
d of the interaction partn
ner. To be m
more specificc, participantts from six ddifferent natiions hold
background
strong and transnationa
ally shared expectations
e
concerning the coopera
ation level oof interaction partners
from other nations. Peo
ople from Japan, for insttance, are believed
b
to be comparatiively coopera
ative in a
ontinuous prissoner’s dilem
mma, wherea
as participants expect to receive only a small amo
ount from
one-shot co
people from
m Israel. Thesse expectatio
ons again aree predictive for
f own coop
peration, butt turn out to be incorrect stereotyypes that correlate negatively with rea
ality. Whereas we investig
gated only onne-shot intera
actions in
the article ju
ust mentione
ed, in a joint paper with Andreas Glö
öckner, Dsha
amilja Marie Hellmann, and
a Irena
Ebert (“The Developmen
nt of Ingroup
p Favoritism in Repeated
d Social Dilem
mmas”), pubblished in Frrontiers in
Psychology, we report reesults on the developmennt of social dilemma beha
avior in repeeated interacttions with
different intteraction partners of diffferent group
ps (i.e., ingrroup and ou
utgroup). Reesults show that
t
level
differences in cooperatiion occur fro
om the mom
ment particip
pants encoun
ntered membbers of both
h groups.
Apart from tthat, coopera
ation and expectations fo
ollow a simila
ar declining pattern,
p
irresspectively of the
t group
membership
p of interactio
on partners.
In two other articles, myy colleagues and I study different sellection mechanisms for ggroup memb
bership or
specific role
es within a grroup with reg
gard to their iinfluence on cooperation behavior.
In “Revealin
ng Side Effectts of Quota Rules
R
on Gro
oup Coopera
ation”, which I published together with Monika
Leszczyńska, Manuela Barreto,
B
and Andreas
A
Glö
öckner in the Journal of Economic
E
Psyychology, we
e examine
of quota-bassed as compa
ared to perfo
ormance-bassed selection to an existinng group on cooperathe impact o
tion betwee
en incumbentt and incom
ming memberrs. Results re
eveal that co
ooperation w
within groupss declines
when selection is based on a quota rule, compa
ared to a sele
ection based on performaance, irrespe
ectively of
e quota is ba
ased on gen
nder or an a
artificial criterrion (random
mly assigned color). In a different
whether the
project (“Race for Powerr in Public-Good Games with Unequa
al, Unstable Punishment Power”), pub
blished in
the Journall of Behaviorral Decision Making, And
dreas Glöckner, Borah Lee,
L
and I innvestigate wh
hether an
unstable asssignment of the
t role of a ‘strong playeer’ – a group
p member wh
ho can punissh others at a reduced
cost, compa
ared to other players – negatively
n
afffects behavio
or in public-goods gamees, as compa
ared to a
stable assig
gnment of player roles. We
W show tha
at when the role of the strong playeer can chang
ge during
repeated intteractions ind
dividuals beh
have more co
ompetitively, resulting in detrimental
d
eeffects for the
e group.
Besides my research on cooperation
n behavior, I am also interested in the role of steereotypes in economic
e
decision-ma
aking. In a current
c
work
king paper ((“When Know
wledge Activvated from M
Memory Intru
udes into
Decisions frrom Descripttion – The Case of Stere otypes”), Andreas Glöckner, Tilmannn Betsch, Aniika Wille,
and I demo
onstrate that potentially irrrelevant stim
muli activated
d from memory (in this ccase, stereotyypes) can
intrude in probabilistic in
nferences fro
om descriptio
on. Furthermo
ore, the mag
gnitude of steereotype biasses seems
to be influen
nced by the accessibility
a
of
o stereotypees and the un
nambiguousn
ness of the raational solutiion of the
task.
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Finally, in addition to the content-related focus, I support the open science movement in psychology, for
instance by having taken part in a large-scale replication project (“Estimating the Reproducibility of Psychological Science”). Within the scope of this project, which was published in Science by the so-called open
science collaboration, replications of 100 experimental and correlational psychological studies have been
conducted.

Publications (since 2014)
Dorrough, A. R., Glöckner, A., Betsch, T. & Wille, A. (2017). When knowledge activated from memory
intrudes on probabilistic inferences from description – the case of stereotypes. Acta Psychologica, 180, 64–
78
Dorrough, A. R., Glöckner, A. & Lee, B. (2017). Race for power in public good games with unequal,
unstable punishment power. Journal of Behavioral Decision Making, 30(2), 582–609
Dorrough, A. R., *Leszczyńska, M., Barreto, M. & Glöckner, A. (2016). Revealing side effects of quota rules
on group cooperation. Journal of Economic Psychology, 57, 136–152
Dorrough, A. R. & Glöckner, A. (2016). Multinational investigation of cross-societal cooperation. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 113(39), 10836–10841
Open Science Collaboration. (2015). Estimating the reproducibility of psychological science. Science,
349(6251), 943, aac4716-1 – aac4716-8
Dorrough, A. R., Glöckner, A., Hellmann, D. M. & Ebert, I. (2015). The development of ingroup favoritism
in repeated social dilemmas. Frontiers in Psychology, 6(476)
*shared first authorship

Teaching
winter term 2014/15

Eignungsdiagnostik
University of Göttingen
Prosoziales Verhalten in Gruppen
University of Siegen
Stereotype und Vorurteile im Kontext von Ausbildung und Beruf
University of Siegen

summer term 2015

Literaturkurs zum Themenschwerpunkt Diskriminierung unter Kindern und
Jugendlichen
University of Siegen
Experimentelles Arbeiten mit den sozialpsychologischen Themenschwerpunkten
Diskriminierung und prosoziales Verhalten
University of Siegen
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winter term 2015/2016

Empirisch Arbeiten mit den Themen Stereotype und Stigmatisierung “step by
step”, University of Siegen
Empirische Forschung mit den Themen Stereotype und Stigmatisierung “leicht
gemacht” Begleitung empirischer Masterarbeiten in der Entwicklungs- und
Sozialpsychologie
University of Siegen
Prosoziales Verhalten
University of Siegen

Professional Activities
Memberships
European Association for Decision Making, Society for Personality and Social Psychology, European
Association of Social Psychology, International Association for Cross-Cultural Psychology, Deutsche Gesellschaft für Psychologie, German-Japanese Society for Social Sciences
Reviewer for
Journal of Behavioral and Experimental Economics, Journal of Economic Psychology, Journal of Behavioral
Decision Making
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Stefanie EEgidy
Summary
I started at tthe MPI at th
he end of 20
013 with a 2 5 % position
n while I wass
doing the leegal clerksh
hip (Referend
dariat), a maandatory prerequisite in
n
Germany fo
or the Seco
ond State Exam, which I passed with honorss
(4/2151) in 2016. During this time,, I completedd my dissertation on the
e
democratic legitimacy of
o financial crisis
c
managgement in Germany and
d
nd co-wrote a book on th
he law of law
at originated
d
the U.S., an
wmaking tha
during my time as a Visiting
V
Rese
earcher at YYale Law Scchool. These
e
endeavors h
have strengthened and shaped my research intterests. Theyy
have enableed me to devvelop several major reseaarch areas, which
w
all deall
with con
nstitutional de
ecision-making, institutio nal design, and the valu
ues of transpparency and control in a
democra
atic state order. Since the
e fall of 2016
6, I have bee
en working at
a the MPI fulll-time as a post-doc.
p
Myy
main foccus here has been my Habilitation
Ha
prroject on stra
ategic litigatio
on. This agaain analyzes the behaviorr
of constiitutional and
d political acctors – this ttime with an
n emphasis on
o courts annd individual rights. The
e
remainder of this yea
ar I will spend
d on materniity leave, beg
ginning in the
e middle of J uly 2017.
Democrratic Crisis Managemen
M
nt
The subjject of reconcciling the demands of th e constitution
nal principle of democraacy with the exigencies
e
off
ng financial markets is, in
i my view, one of the most difficult, albeit onee of the mosst important,,
stabilizin
challenges posed by the financial crisis 2007--09. This rese
earch questio
on lies at the core of my dissertation
d
–
entitled Financial Crrises and Co
onstitutions: Democratic Crisis Mana
agement in Germany and
a
the U.S..
(Finanzkkrise und Verffassung – De
emokratischees Krisenman
nagement in Deutschland
D
d und den USA
SA).
During tthe 2007-09
9 financial crisis,
c
the Geerman legisllature provid
ded the execcutive with wide-ranging
w
g
powers iin order to sttabilize mark
kets. Howeveer, in contrasst to those issued by the U.S. Congre
ess, the Ger-man law
ws did not incclude effectivve mechanism
ms for contro
olling the exe
ercise of thesse powers orr for creating
g
transparency. Choossing a comparative app
proach, my dissertation identifies thhe decision criteria, the
e
conflictin
ng goals, and
d the limits of
o the respecctive financia
al crisis mana
agement meeasures taken
n. I conclude
e
that the German fin
nancial mark
ket stabilizatiion act’s lacck of effective means creeating transp
parency and
d
control w
were in viola
ation of the Basic Law’s principle off democracy. The U.S. ssystem of control organss
shows th
hat effective control
c
was possible
p
desp
pite the particular deman
nds of financcial crisis management. Itt
also servves as a sourrce of inspira
ation for how
w transparenccy and contro
ol could be aaccomplished
d. It is one off
the goalss of my workk to draw atte
ention to the dangers of using
u
the law
ws created in response to the
t 2007-09
9
financial crisis as tem
mplates in futu
ure crises.
Acknowledging the re
elevance of my
m work, thee dissertation has been aw
warded threee prizes: by the Universityy
of Würzzburg’s Unte
erfränkische Gedenkstiftuung, the Bavvarian Amerrican Academ
my (Bayeriscche Amerika
a
Akadem
mie), and mosst notably byy the Körberr-Stiftung forr one of the most relevaant dissertatio
ons in 2017
7
(Deutsch
her Studienprreis). These awards show
w that the su
ubject of democratic crissis managem
ment has re-ceived siignificant atte
ention and recognition,
r
eeven though the financia
al crisis endeed more than
n eight yearss
ago. Butt it is exactly now,
n
in timess of stable m
markets and economies,
e
th
hat a debate has to be sp
parked aboutt
past and
d future ways of dealing with
w the questtions my worrk raises.
The Law
w of Lawmak
king
This join
nt project with Susan Rosse-Ackerman and James Fowkes ana
alyzes the law
w of lawmak
king through
h
three principles of le
egitimacy: democracy, r ights, and competence.
c
Drawing onn the insights of positive
e
o book exp
plicates the w
ways in whicch courts uphold these pprinciples in the differentt
political economy, our
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systems. Judicial review in the American presidential system suggests lessons for the parliamentary systems
in Germany and South Africa, while the experience of parliamentary government yields potential insights
into the reform of the American law of lawmaking. Taken together, the national experiences shed light on
the special case of the EU. In dialogue with each other, our case studies demonstrate the interplay between
constitutional principles and political imperatives under a range of different conditions.
This research was inspired and motivated by my earlier work at Yale Law School on the German Constitutional Court’s adjudication on legislative decision-making. My main line of inquiry was into the procedural
standards the Constitutional Court imposes on the democratically elected legislature. The starting point was
the Court’s landmark Hartz IV decision, which derived the requirements of a consistent and transparent
calculation of social benefits from the Basic Law’s substantive guarantees of a social state and human
dignity. Jointly, we expanded this research to legislative and executive lawmaking and incorporated a
comparative perspective, drawing on cases and research in the United States, South Africa, Germany, and
the EU.
Strategic Litigation
Strategic litigation is used worldwide as an instrument to use courts in order to further human rights
protection. Despite its large and growing relevance, this tool is under-researched in Germany and the EU.
The inspiration to focus on strategic litigation stems from a strand of research on social movements in the
United States, which has – with a decades-long head start – analyzed the impact of judicial actors on the
development of social rights. Understanding courts not only as arbiters of conflicts concerning individual
subjective rights, but also as motors of legal development, is rooted much deeper in common law and has
been more foreign to German civil-law thinking. Judges are often still seen through Hermann Kantorowicz’
lens as applying the law as a mechanical, precise exercise. In his seminal work, The Battle for Legal
Science, he portrays “[t]he reigning ideal image of the jurist [...] as follows: a higher civil servant with
academic training, he sits in his cell, armed only with a thinking machine, certainly one of the finest kinds.
The cell’s only furnishing is a green table on which the State Code lies before him. Present him with any
kind of situation, real or imaginary, and with the help of pure logical operations and a secret technique
understood only by him, he is, as is demanded by his duty, able to deduce the decision in the legal code
predetermined by the legislature with absolute precision.”
Participating in the interdisciplinary workshop on “The Mobilization of Law in a Pluralized Society” in Berlin
in May 2017 showed the growing interest of scholars in this subject, but at the same time revealed the
dearth of empirical legal research addressing these important questions. With regard to legal practice, the
newly established Society for Civil Rights (Gesellschaft für Freiheitsrechte), which is committed to using
strategic litigation to further rights in the German legal system, promises significantly to broaden the
available data and material.
My work’s goal is to re-conceptualize the standard German narrative of judicial review and to develop a
strategic litigation narrative that can be used to explain the behavior of judicial and political actors, as well
as civil society groups. The features of strategic litigation are indeed already deeply entrenched in the
German legal system. Methodologically, I will use and combine the methods and approaches I have been
exposed to at the MPI in order to develop this area of constitutional and procedural law theoretically and
empirically. My current research focus lies on the German Constitutional Court’s adjudication. As a first
step, I have started empirically to analyze decision patterns of cases and the ways and means of the
Court’s communication in order to identify certain influences and potentially strategic motives.
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Research Agenda
My research agenda builds upon my previous work, laid down in detail above.
The first pillar, based on my dissertation, has at its core the conflict between the democratic constitutional
values of sufficient information of and control through parliament, and the necessities of executive crisis
management. It is, in particular, an unsolved problem how far the information rights of parliament (especially the opposition parties) reach, and which limits and grounds of refusal the government has at its
disposal. Indeed, the German Constitutional Court is currently deciding a case on the scope of information
rights of the opposition regarding the executive’s involvement in the financial crisis and its management, as
well as regarding the executive’s knowledge about the decisions and details of the Deutsche Bahn AG (the
German privatized railway company). The Court’s oral hearing in May 2017 showed the deep divide
between the executive and the legislative branch, but also the fundamental insecurities of all constitutional
actors (including the judges) in understanding and dealing with financial markets. I will use my existing
research in this area, in order to contribute to solving these legal issues.
The second pillar of my research expands my research on democracy and financial markets into the
European domain, focusing on the European Central Bank. In this context, I was awarded a research grant
by the European Central Bank (Legal Research Program 2017) for a comparative law project on a judicial
review of central-bank policies and decisions, including in the area of monetary policy, payment systems,
financial stability, resolution, and supervision.
The third pillar, inspired by working on the law of lawmaking from a comparative angle, targets a number
of questions on the functioning of the German legislature, especially concerning the behavior of political
actors. In particular, my work comprises two specific projects, the first of which will provide the first in-depth
analysis of German sunset legislation, offering an empirical foundation upon which the manifold claims
and assumptions about this legal instrument can be tested. The second one focuses on the interaction
between the parliament and the executive in lawmaking, more concretely: the motives, choices, and
consequences of legislative delegations of rule-making power to the executive. I will especially analyze the
decision of the legislature to delegate rule-making authority, while at the same time retaining the power to
interfere with the content of the rules established by the executive as a consequence of this delegation.
Finally, the fourth pillar of my research agenda, motivated by a colleague’s presentation at the MPI about
mechanism design, will apply the insights provided by this research to the currently pressing subject of
daycare choice. This will expand my research further into the administrative law domain.

Publications (since 2014)
Books
Egidy, S. (forthcoming). Finanzkrise und Verfassung – Demokratisches Krisenmanagement in Deutschland
und den USA [Financial Crises and Constitutions: Democratic Crisis Management in Germany and the
U.S.]. Studien und Beiträge zum Öffentlichen Recht, Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck
Egidy, S., Rose-Ackerman, S. & Fowkes, J. (2015). Due Process of Lawmaking – The United States, South
Africa, Germany and the European Union, 296 p. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press
Book Chapter
Rose-Ackerman, S., Egidy, S. & Fowkes, J. (2016). The Law of Lawmaking: Positive Political Theory in
Comparative Public Law. In F. Bignami & D. Zaring (Eds.), Comparative Law and Regulation, 353–382.
Edward Elgar
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Lectures and Seminar Presentations
Finanzkrisenbewältigung als verfassungsrechtliches Problem [Financial Crisis Management as a
Constitutional Problem]
Wirtschaftsrechtliches Symposium der Schüler und Enkel von Ernst-Joachim Mestmäcker, Frankfurt
March 2015
Introduction to Legal Analysis: A Framework for Empirical Research
Week-long seminar at the 10th International Max Planck Research School on Adapting Behavior in a
Fundamentally Uncertain World, Jena
August 2016
Ein Ablaufdatum für Gesetze – Wirksames Instrument oder Augenwischerei? [Sunset Legislation –
Effective Instrument or Window Dressing]
Annual Meeting of the Academic “Students” of Christoph Engel at the Max Planck Institute for Research on
Collective Goods
November 2016
The Potential for Strategic Litigation Before the German Federal Constitutional Court
Workshop with Bruno Frey, Siegwart Lindenberg, and Margit Osterloh at the Max Planck Institute for
Research on Collective Goods
April 2017
Judicial Review of Central Bank Policies and Decisions in a Comparative Perspective
Presentation for the Legal Research Program 2017 at the European Central Bank, Frankfurt
May 2017
Decision-Making in Civil Disputes and Litigation
Workshop on Judgment and Decision-Making at the Max Planck Institute for Research on Collective Goods
May 2017
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Christoph
h Engel
For me, the four years covered
c
by th
his report haave been as busy as theyy
have been h
happy. From 2013–2016
6, I chaired thhe Humanities section off
the Max Plan
eriod when PProf. Stratmann took overr
nck Society. It was the pe
as presidentt, and started
d a major overhaul of thhe society. This
T
provided
d
the preciouss opportunityy for the section chair to contribute to
o making the
e
Max Planck Society an even
e
more powerful acaddemic playerr. It has also
o
been the peeriod within which the competent ccommittee se
elected Prof..
Matthias Suttter as new director
d
at the
e institute. Inn line with the
e tradition off
the society, tthis has mea
ant a substan
ntial involvem
ment of me as
a the incum-bent directo r. During the
ese years, fou
ur researche rs from the institute have
e
passed habiilitation. Thre
ee of them have
h
alreadyy become law
w professors..
My colle
eagues have convinced me
m to becom
me co-editorr of the Reviiew of Law aand Econom
mics, with thee
empirica
al submission
ns being in my
m portfolio.
During tthese years I have been
n blessed wiith multiple signs of reccognition. Thhe Hebrew University off
Jerusalem
m has conferred the deg
gree of Dr. h
h.c. on me. As
A the first non-Americann, I have bee
en elected to
o
the boarrd of the Socciety of Empirical Legal St
Studies. My co
olleagues fro
om the Erasm
mus Universitty Rotterdam
m
first prollonged my part-time
p
engagement, a
and have no
ow turned itt permanentt. I am of course highlyy
pleased to know tha
at many of my papers have been accepted
a
forr publicationn in top peer-review law
w
d economics and psychollogy outlets.
journals,, and in good
The rese
earch questions I have been working o
on are closelly intertwined
d with the ressearch underrtaken by myy
group, a
and the otherr parts of the
e institute. Th
he substance of my research is therefoore covered by
b the reportt
on the w
work of my grroup (p.15). I do not wan
nt to duplicatte this reportt. I therefore use my perssonal portraitt
to step b
back and contemplate on behaviora l law and ecconomics as a field, andd on the wayys in which I
have aim
med at having
g an impact on the field.
Why wou
uld a trained
d lawyer turn
n into a socia
al scientist? Why would he not trust in intellectua
al division off
labor, an
nd capitalize
e on the resu
ults of empiriccal research, and behavioral theory ffor that mattter, provided
d
from the
e neighboring
g disciplines?
? There is a sstraightforwa
ard, pragmatic answer. Q
Quite often, th
he neighbor-ing disciplines do no
ot deliver. An empirical qu
uestion is crittical for norm
mative legal choice that has
h not been
n
ated by econ
nomists, psychologists, po
olitical scienttists, or socio
ologists. Morre often even
n, discipliness
investiga
differ by granularity. The social sciences
s
tend
d to be intere
ested in (even) more basiic effects tha
an their legall
consume
ers. The law
w is a fundam
mentally app
plied discipliine. But therre is also a deeper answer. Only iff
lawyers tthemselves become
b
astutte empiricistss does the diiscipline stan
nd a chance to transform
m. Doctrine iss
an elega
ant and pow
werful techniq
que for navig
gating the ha
alf-understoo
od. But lawyeers quite ofte
en take theirr
intuition,, their world knowledge, and prevaleent strands of the legal discourse, foor empirical evidence. Iff
lawyers empower th
hemselves off the tools o
of empirical research, th
hey cannot only criticize
e unfounded
d
al statements. They can replace
r
them
m by tailor-made scientificc evidence, w
while properrly discussing
g
empirica
the inevittable limitatio
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making low profits (Engel and Heine 2017)? Do donation intermediaries induce donors to make higher
donations since they are implicitly insured against the risk of the donation failing to reach the intended
recipient (Buijze, Engel et al. forthcoming)? Simply extrapolating from generic behavioral knowledge would
not have been sufficient to answer these questions. Each time, together with my co-authors, I have designed an experiment that captures the essence of the legal conflict.
A second series of experiments puts more abstract legal institutions to the test. Still there was no pertinent
behavioral evidence, and it would be unlikely to be generated by non-lawyers. Is a property right a prerequisite for innovation if appropriation is costly (Engel and Kleine 2015)? Do authors care so much about
moral rights that they would rather not trade the copyright if they are not protected (Bechtold and Engel
2017)? Are promises more likely to be kept if they are given “in consideration” of some exchange, as
common law posits (Engel and Schmelzer 2017)? Do contractual partners have a higher willingness to pay
if the remedy for breach of contract is specific performance, rather than expectations or reliance damages
(Engel and Freund 2017)? Does the prospect of having to pay damages deter socially undesirable behavior if the threat is too weak for a person who maximizes profit (Eisenberg and Engel 2014)?
A third series of experiments unpacks legal institutions and isolates their behavioral effects. Does a nondeterrent sanction substitute for insufficiently strong social preferences (Engel 2014a)? Do individuals
replace absolute property rights by contractual arrangements (Bar-Gill and Engel 2016)? Does coordination by contract fail if the situation induces a clash of fairness norms (Bar-Gill and Engel 2017)? Does the
obligation to justify interventions pay a double dividend in that it partly substitutes for sanctions (Engel and
Zhurakhovska 2013)? Is it important for governance, in the spirit of broken windows theory, to manage
first impressions (Beckenkamp, Engel et al. 2014, Engel, Kube et al. 2016)? Which is more important for
deterrence: the certainty or the severity of sanctions (Engel and Nagin 2015, Engel 2016)? What explains
the forward-looking effect of negligence liability: making the standard explicit, blaming a perpetrator, or
having her pay compensation (Eisenberg and Engel 2016)?
A fourth series of experiments steps back and isolates effects that have clear legal relevance. Are individuals less likely to overcome a dilemma if they know that this harms outsiders, as in an oligopoly (Engel and
Zhurakhovska 2014)? Can the willingness of individuals to act in a socially responsible way be triggered by
inducing introspection (Engel and Kurschilgen 2015)? How difficult is it to overcome an (originally beneficial) behavioral routine if the underlying legal rule has been changed (Betsch, Lindow et al. 2014)? Are
individuals more likely to follow rules if they know or expect their peers to do so as well (Desmet and Engel
2017)? Does uncertainty about the deservingness of beneficiaries hamper social preferences (Engel and
Goerg 2016)? Do individuals who have been assigned a task in the public interest try to live up to expectations (Engel and Zhurakhovska 2017)?
Additionally I have made a number of methodological contributions. I have programmed an estimator for
Stata and published an accompanying paper (Engel and Moffatt 2014). I have shown that measurement
error can be a concern with experimental data (Engel and Kirchkamp 2016). Using experimental evidence,
I have demonstrated that a random shock is not random assignment (Engel 2016). On the experimental
design side, I have demonstrated why not framing experiments can be problematic (Engel and Rand
2014).
For the lawyers of my group, it is paramount to flesh out the implications of our social science work for the
mainstream of the discipline. I have given them advice, but have only rarely engaged in translation myself.
Exceptions include a paper arguing that privacy should be interpreted as a public good (Fairfield and Engel
2015), and that scientific disintegrity can productively be analyzed from this vantage point as well (Engel
2015a). I have, however, published a meta-study that makes oligopoly experiments accessible for anti-trust
(Engel 2015b). A handbook entry introduces lawyers to the comparative advantages and disadvantages of
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competing empirical methods (Engel 2014c). Another paper discusses which empirical methods might be
most congenial to answer normative legal research questions (Engel 2017a).
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Theories of Choice Conference, European University Institute, Florence
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Law and Economics Workshop, Université de Paris II
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Diffusion of Legal Innovations: The Case of Israeli Class Actions
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Behaviorally Efficient Remedies: An Experiment
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Communication and Fairness. An Experimental Economics Approach
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Sergio Rubens Mittlaender Leme de Souza, University of Rotterdam (Law)
Equity, Efficiency, and Ethics in Remedies for Breach of Contract
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Huojun Sun, University of Rotterdam (Economics)
Law, Informal Institutions and Trust
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Yoan Hermstrüwer, University of Bonn (Law)
Informationelle Selbstgefährdung. Zur rechtsfunktionalen, spiel-theoretischen und
empirischen Rationalität der datenschutz-rechtlichen Einwilligung und des Rechts auf
informationelle Selbstbestimmung
[Informational Self-Endangerment. The Functional, Game-Theoretical and Empirical
Rationality of Consent and the Rightto Privacy]
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Gulnaz Anjum, University of Jena (Psychology)
Cross-National Assignment of Honor: Assignment of Honor in Germany, Pakistan,
South Korea, and the USA
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January 2016

Hanjo Hamann, University of Jena (Economics)
Behavioral Second-Order Strategies – Exploiting Market Myopia and Agent Delegation in Economic Decision-Making

March 2016

Pascal Langenbach, University of Bonn (Law)
Der Anhörungseffekt. Verfahrensfairness und Rechtsbefolgung im allgemeinen Verwaltungsverfahren [“The Effect of a Hearing – Procedural Fairness and Compliance
with the Law in General Administrative Procedures”]

July 2016

Monika Leszczyńska, née Ziółkowska, University of Bonn (Law)
Behavioral Effects of Corporate Governance Reforms and Their Legal Implications
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Maximilian Kerk, University of Rotterdam (Economics)
Cooperation and Conflict: A Law and Economics Analysiso f Meta-Organizations
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Defensive Behavior in Principal-Agent Relationships
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Strategic Communication, Voting and Political Institutions: Essays in Behavioral Political Economy
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The Process of Constitution-making: A Law and Economics analysis
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Pascal Langenbach, Friedrich-Schiller-Universität Jena (Economics)
Essays in Experimental Law and Economics: Participation and Decision-Making Procedures
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Henning Prömpers, Friedrich-Schiller-Universität Jena (Economics)
Heterogeneous Risks at Auditing of Trade Accounts Receivable and their Default in
Payment within Personal Insolvency
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June 2014

Niels Petersen, University of Bonn (Law)
Verhältnismäßigkeit als Rationalitätskontrolle
[Proportionality and the Review of Legislative Rationality]

September 2014

Emanuel Towfigh, University of Münster (Law)
Das Parteien-Paradox. Ein Beitrag zur Bestimmung des Verhältnisses von Demokratie und Parteien
[The Party Paradox. Understanding the Relationship between Democracy and Political Parties]

July 2016

Jörn Lüdemann, University of Bonn (Law)
Die Ordnung des Verwaltungsrechts – Zur Funktionalität des Systemdenkens unter
dem Grundgesetz
[The Order of Administrative Law]

January 2017

Armin Steinbach, University of Bonn (Law)
Rationale Gesetzgebung
[Rational Legislation]
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Experimental Design
International Max Planck Research School Jena

summer term 2015

Experimetrics
International Max Planck Research School Jena

summer term 2016

Experimental Law and Economics
International Max Planck Research School Jena

summer term 2017

Empirical Methods for the Law
Hamburg Institute for Law and Economics

summer term 2017

Empirical Methods for the Law
International Max Planck Research School Jena
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Chair of the Humanities Section of the Max Planck Society (2013-2016)
Member of the Board of The Society for Empirical Legal Studies, Cornell University, USA, since 2015
Co-editor, Review of Law and Economics (responsible for empirical publications, since 2015)
Chair of the Advisory Board of the Amsterdam Center of Law and Economics, since 2012
Member of the Academic Advisory Board of the German Federal Ministry of Economics and Energy, Berlin,
since 1997
Member of the Scientific Council of the Centre for European Economic Research (ZEW), Mannheim, since
2003
Law and Economics of International Telecommunications (editor of book series, since 1996)
Ad hoc reviewer
Journal of Empirical Legal Studies, Journal of Legal Studies (2), American Law and Economics Review (4),
Review of Law and Economics, Justice Quarterly (3), European Journal of Law and Economics (2), Conference for Empirical Legal Studies, Conference for Empirical Legal Studies in Europe, Rechtswissenschaft
Econometrica, Review of Economic Studies, European Economic Review (2), Journal of Public Economics,
Economics Letters, Experimental Economics (2), Research Policy (2), International Journal of Industrial
Organization, International Journal of Production Economics, Economic Inquiry (3), Journal of Economic
Psychology (2), Journal of Behavioral and Experimental Economics (2), Journal of Public Economic Theory
Journal of Behavioral Decision Making (4)
PLOS One, Global Environmental Change, Social Justice Research
Humboldt Foundation (2), Israeli Science Foundation (3), Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research
(NOW), VW Stiftung, Zentrum für Europäische Wirtschaftsforschung, Research Foundation Flanders (FWO),
Österreichische Akademie der Wissenschaften, Österreichischer Wissenschaftsfonds (FWF), Wissenschaftskolleg, Freiburg Institute for Advanced Studies, Österreichische Nationalbank, Minerva Foundation
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Susann Fiiedler
Summary Report
A few days before the la
ast Advisory Council meeeting in Janu
uary 2014, I
had the ho
onor of starting to build
d the Gieleen-Leyendeck
ker Research
h
Group. Wee set out with
w
the cle
ear intentionn of gainin
ng a betterr
understandin
ng of the complex
c
inte
erplay of inddividual and
d situationall
factors whic h affect the cognitive pro
ocesses, as w
well as the re
esult of these
e
n the context of economicc decisions. TThe goal wass twofold: (1))
processes in
Describing tthe underlyin
ng processess of informaation processsing and the
e
experience of cognitive load and arousal in a wide set of decision
n
with the final goal of deve
eloping a moore fine-grain
ned model off
situations, w
economiic decision-m
making. (2) Understanding
g the channe
els through which
w
situationnal as well as personalityy
factors in
nfluence deciision-making
g.
In the past three years, I have focused
f
my efforts on numerous
n
pro
ojects in thee two alreadyy mentioned
d
d at understtanding the underlying cognitive
c
annd affective processes off
domainss. All projectts are aimed
economiic decision-m
making, and most proje cts employ eye-tracking to gain acccess to the motives and
d
preferences at play in
n a decision. I will describ
be a few of th
hem exempla
arily in the foollowing.
Followin
ng the ruless
One line
e of research (jointly cond
ducted with G
Guy Hochmann, Shahar Ayal,
A
and An dreas Glöckner) includess
multiple experiments which are fo
ocused on disshonesty and
d the experience of aroussal due to false reporting..
This rese
earch topic is
i highly deb
bated in psycchology, and
d multiple th
heories abouut the processses involved
d
have been put forw
ward. In two eye-tracking
g studies, we
e tested the validity of tthe two main theoreticall
Maintenance theory and Bounded Ethicality) in th
he context off unethical decisions. We
e
accountss (i.e., Self-M
show tha
at attentional biases occur in the inforrmation searcch phase which suggests that people aim to avoid
d
d tension byy preemptive biased inforrmation proccessing. The use of ignorrance in order to reduce
increased
e
tension resulting fro
om self-intere
ested behaviior appears to be an effective
e
strattegy in situa
ations where
e
individua
als were faced with the decision to maximize th
heir self-interest – both when this comes at the
e
expense of an instituttion, as well as at the exp
pense of an individual pe
erson. This ppattern of results providess
an intere
esting starting
g point for understanding
u
g the strategic function of ignorance and provides insights on
n
the unde
erlying mecha
anism of fair and unfair b
behavior.
Dynamics of Social Preferencess
Another line of work (joint with Andreas Glöckkner and Carsten De Dre
eu) is concernned with the mechanismss
underlyin
ng decisions which involvve other-rega
arding preferrences. Even though indivviduals fully understand
u
a
situation and its payo
off structure, their subjecttive evaluatio
on of the involved payofffs and the co
orresponding
g
weighting of informa
ation may va
ary drastical ly. The resullts show thatt individual ssocial preferrences are a
strong driver of inforrmation searrch, even wh
hen incentive
es are created to work aggainst them. We presentt
evidence
e that cognitivve processess are the resu
ult of an interplay betwee
en the situatioonal incentives as well ass
the inter--individual differences in social preferrences. Intere
estingly, our data suggesst that inequa
ality aversion
n
and welffare concern
ns in particu
ular only evo
olve after co
onsidering infformation w
which reflects altruistic orr
selfish b
behavior. This could indicate that so cial preferen
nces may po
ossibly be diivisible into primary and
d
secondary motives. Following
F
up on these ressults and con
ntributing to the discussioon on “intuitive altruism”,,
Robert LLillig and I te
ested the me
echanisms u
underlying prrosocial beha
avior in a seet of studiess targeted att
inducing
g intuitive deccision-making
g through tim
me pressure or cognitive load. The reesults indicate
e that, underr
cognitive
e constraints,, the speed of
o informatio n search as well as selecctive informattion processiing increase..
Specifica
ally, we obse
erve a rapid increase in self-related attention alllocation, esppecially for individualisticc
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participants, while prosocially oriented participants show a more balanced information search even under
cognitive pressure. The results present additional evidence that social preferences are a stable influence on
the information search process even under cognitive constraints. Hence, time pressure and cognitive load
both amplify the differences in the underlying social preferences, but do not promote altruism in general.
Building on these results, I started a project with Adrian Hillenbrand. We test a model of reference pointdependent altruism, and we also use process data to distinguish between decisions in the gain or loss
domain of social preferences.
Risky decisions
I am also still working in the domain of risky choices, and collaborated with Andreas Glöckner, Benjamin
Hilbig, and Felix Henninger in two projects investigating the mechanisms which drive choice behavior in
risky decision problems. Using a parametric approach based on cumulative prospect theory (CPT), we
conducted multiple experiments and re-analyses of a modeling competition, as well as previously published
studies, to investigate the differences between experience-based and description-based decisions. The
results show that the previously suggested differences in choice patterns (the so-called descriptionexperience gap) in these two decision domains are systematically reversed, once sampling biases are
controlled for: we find a reduced sensitivity to probabilities and an increased overweighting of small
probabilities in decisions from experience, as compared with decisions from descriptions. This finding
supports the hypothesis that regression-to-the-mean-effects in probability estimation is a crucial source of
differences between both presentation formats. Further analyses identified task-specific information
asymmetry prevalent in gambles that involve certainty as a third source of differences.
Another project considers the approach-avoidance distinction in the risky choice domain, with a focus on
how it changes the mental representation of otherwise identical payoffs. The results provide first evidence
that the underlying process of evidence accumulation varies systematically (i.e., extended information
search, less focus on the probabilities when in the loss as opposed to the gain domain).
Open Science
Since 2011, I have been very active in the Open Science Network, and in September 2014 I was elected as
one of the first five Open Science Ambassadors. The network’s efforts resulted in the largest scientific
replication project so far, and its results were published in Science. This first step towards improving
reproducibility has led to my co-authoring of two book chapters, which provide recommendations for
researchers on how to increase the reproducibility of their own work. In addition, I have also contributed to
a Registered Replication Report on the relationship of altruism and intuition. Furthermore, I developed
seminars for young scientists which convey the new scientific research standards and give them hands-on
advice. For example, I jointly organized summer schools for the European Association of Decision-Making
Research in Amsterdam, as well as for the German Association of Psychologists in Leipzig in 2016. In order
to increase the standards in my own field of research, I am currently working on a manuscript together with
Michael Schulte-Mecklenbeck and Frank Renkewitz. I coded more than 200 articles utilizing eye-tracking,
according to their reporting and operationalization, and we are currently developing a best-practice
guideline as hands-on advice for researchers who use eye-tracking in their experiments.

Research Agenda
My research over the next two years will build on my earlier work by following up on open questions, thus
further extending the scope of my research. One direction that Fedor Levin and I have already started is the
work with older adults. Testing the generalizability of some of our results in the context of decision-making
in the age group of 65-90 will be valuable to identify stable and variable processes of decision-making.
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The current demographic changes make this specific age group particularly interesting. Older adults in
some sectors have the highest spending power and are strong contributors in the donation sector.
With Marie Hellmann, we investigate individual (e.g., social preferences, age, sex, nationality) and situational (e.g., social and cultural distance) factors that drive altruistic decision-making in the context of
ingroup and outgroup interactions. In a cross-national study, we find national differences in the extent of
ingroup favoritism in altruistic behavior. While the US sample shows no differences in sharing norms
between ingroup and outgroup, all Latin American samples strongly differentiate between ingroup and
outgroup interactions.
I also plan to extend my work in the domain of advice-taking. The focus will be on the receiving side of
prosocial actions. In a recent collaboration with Jacob Rittich and Thomas Schulze, we are designing an
experiment in which helpful advice will be presented at no cost to the participants. We will address the
question of inter-individual differences that drive the extent to which participants utilize the helpful advice,
and how this process reduces uncertainty.
Combining my expertise from the risky choice and social preference area, I aim to focus on the influence of
social norms and perceived fairness of an institution on tax compliance. Extant research has neglected
information processing and concentrated exclusively on decision outcomes. The planned project (with
Christoph Kogler and Anthony Evans) is the first to address the process of choice construction, allowing for
new insights into the decision-making problem faced by many citizens. Understanding the channels
through which the threat of audits and fines are working is a crucial step towards improving existing
theories on tax compliance and designing incentive and control schemes that are optimally tailored to the
individual decision-making process.
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Articles in Peer-reviewed Journals
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Book Chapters
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Awards
Otto Hahn Medal for outstanding scientific achievement (7,500 €)
Max Planck Society, Berlin
June 2015

Lectures and Seminar Presentations
2014
Eye-tracking & Behavioral Economics: An Introduction
Berlin Social Science Center, Berlin
January 2014
The Reversed Description-Experience Gap
(Project Presentation with Andreas Glöckner, Benjamin E. Hilbig, and Felix Henninger)
56th Meeting of Experimental Psychologists (TEAP), Gießen
March 2014
Looking at Outcome Distributions Differently: How Social Preferences Guide the Transformation
of Objective Payoffs
(Project presentation with Andreas Glöckner and Carsten De Dreu)
56th Meeting of Experimental Psychologists (TEAP), Gießen
March 2014
Uncovering the influences of norms
Lecture Max Planck Institute for Research on Collective Goods, Bonn
April 2014
Looking at Outcome Distributions Differently: How Social Preferences Guide the Transformation
of Objective Payoffs
(Project presentation with Andreas Glöckner and Carsten De Dreu)
EGPROC Meeting, Salzburg
May 2014
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Interpreting the Subjective Value of Outcomes by Following a Person´s Gaze
(Project presentation with Andreas Glöckner and Carsten De Dreu)
Meeting of the European Association of Social Psychology, Amsterdam
July 2014
The Reproducibility Project: Psychology
(Project presentation with Frank Renkewitz, Marco Perugini, Brian Nosek, and Heather Fuchs)
17th Meeting of the European Meeting for Cognitive Psychologists, Lausanne
July 2014
How Social Preferences Guide the Transformation of Objective Payoffs: An Eye-tracking Analysis
(Project presentation with Andreas Glöckner and Carsten De Dreu)
Society for Judgment and Decision Making 2014, Long Beach
November 2014
Rebiasing Risky Choice: Attention Effects in the Open Sampling Paradigm
(Poster Presentation with Felix Henninger, Benjamin Hilbig, and Andreas Glöckner)
Society for Judgment and Decision Making 2014, Long Beach, USA
November 2014
Understanding the Construction of Social Preference Decisions Using Eye-Tracking (Focus Session)
Symposium “Do I like what I prefer?”, Konstanz
December 2014
2015
Getting the Best out of Eye-tracking Research: An Introduction to Transparency Standards
(Symposium with Frank Renkewitz, Jacob Orquin & Michael Schulte-Mecklenbeck)
57th Meeting of Experimental Psychologists (TEAP, Hildesheim
March 2015
The Reproducibility Project: Psychology
(Project Presentation with Frank Renkewitz, Georg Jahn, Andreas Glöckner & Hedderik van Rijn), 57th
Meeting of Experimental Psychologists (TEAP), Hildesheim
March 2015
Reducing and Reinstating Bias: The Influence of Attention on Preferences between Risky Prospects
(Project Presentation with Felix Henninger, Benjamin E. Hilbig & Andreas Glöckner)
57th Meeting of Experimental Psychologists (TEAP), Hildesheim
March 2015
New Look at Intergroup Decisions: Measuring Intergroup Social Value Orientation and EyeTracking Information Search
(Project Presentation with Rima-Maria Rahal & Carsten De Dreu)
57th Meeting of Experimental Psychologists (TEAP), Hildesheim
March 2015
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Focusing Attention on Cooperation: An Eye-tracking Analysis of Social Preferences
(Project presentation with Minou Ghaffari)
57th Meeting of Experimental Psychologists (TEAP), Hildesheim
March 2015
Hard News about Empirical Science
Max Planck Lead Meeting, Berlin
April 2015
Temporal Dynamics of Breaking the Rules: Arousal and Attention Analysis
(Project Presentation with Andreas Glöckner, Shahar Ayal & Guy Hochmann)
EGPROC Meeting, Berlin
April 2015
Cognitive Processes Underlying Pro-sociality (Poster Presentation)
Annual Convention of Max Planck Society, Berlin
June 2015
Estimating the Reproducibility of Psychological Science
Dagstuhl Seminar 15302 “Perspectives Workshop: Digital Scholarship and Open Science in Psychology
and the Behavioral Sciences”
July 2015
Improving Openness and Reproducibility of Scientific Research
JDM Workshop for Junior Scientists, University of Göttingen
July 2015
SPUDM Early Career Event: Career Paths in and out of Academia
(in collaboration with Michael Schulte-Mecklenbeck, Christopher Olivola, Shaul Shalvi, Andreas Glöckner,
Tim Pleskac, and Ilana Ritov), SPUDM, Budapest
August 2015
Temporal Dynamics of Breaking the Rules: Arousal and Attention Analysis
(Project presentation with Andreas Glöckner, Shahar Ayal & Guy Hochmann)
SPUDM, Budapest
August 2015
How Social Preferences Guide the Transformation of Objective Payoffs: An Eye-tracking Analysis
Max Planck LeadMeeting, University of Stirling
September 2015
Improving Openness and Reproducibility of Scientific Research – A Hard Task for Soft Science?
Semester start colloquium, University of Osnabrück
October 2015
The Power of the Veil of Ignorance: A Study on the Efficiency of Masking Gender Information
Max Planck Institute for Research on Collective Goods, Bonn
November 2015
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Fooling Whom Out of his Money? Investigating Arousal Dynamics in the Context of Betraying
Institutions or Strangers
Workshop: Moral behavior in social interaction, Utrecht
November 2015
Transparency and Reproducibility in Scientific Work: A Challenge for Behavioral Sciences?
Introduction into the subject of Psychology throughout Germany, Open University Hagen
December 2015
2016
Panel discussion: Replicability Crisis in Experimental Psychology
(together with Klaus Fiedler, Thorsten Meiser, Dirk Wentura, Edgar Erdfelder, Eric-Jan Wagenmakers, and
Andrea Kiesel)
58th Meeting of Experimental Psychologists (TEAP), Heidelberg
March 2016
Blind Spots & Arousal Patterns in Unethical Behavior
(Project presentation with Andreas Glöckner)
58th Meeting of Experimental Psychologists (TEAP), Heidelberg
March 2016
Ignorance as a Tool of Fairness and Self-interest?
(Project presentation)
GSDS Symposium: Exploring Ignorance, Konstanz
April 2016
Allocation Decisions under Cognitive Constraints: A Process Investigation on the Intuitiveness of
Altruism
(Project presentation with Robert Lillig)
7th Thurgau Experimental Economics Meeting, Kreuzlingen
April 2016
Social Preferences Under Cognitive Constraints: 2 Eye-tracking Experiments on the Intuitiveness
of Altruism
(Project presentation with Robert Lillig)
IMEBESS, Rome
April 2016
Understanding Personality through Gaze Behavior
Colloquium of the Research Area Perception, Gießen
May 2016
Ignorance as a Tool of Fairness and Self-interest?
Colloquium TUM, Munich
June 2016
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The Value of Replication
European Group of Public Administration Conference, Utrecht
August 2016
Allocation Decisions under Cognitive Constraints: A Process Investigation on the Intuitiveness of
Altruism
(Project presentation with Robert Lillig)
Annual Conference of the German Society of Psychology, Leipzig
September 2016
Maximizing Reproducibility: Everyday Possibilities of Increasing Your Scientific Contribution
(Project presentation with Robert Lillig)
Annual Conference of the German Society of Psychology, Leipzig
September 2016
Ignorance as a Tool of Fairness and Self-interest?
Colloquium Universität Bern, Bern
September 2016
2017
Choice Construction in Social Dilemma Situations
Gigerenzer Symposium, Bielefeld
March 2017
Transparency and Reproducibility of Scientific Work
Network Evidence-based Medicine, Hamburg
March 2017
Personality, Situation, and Cognitive Processes in Social Decision Making
(Project presentation with Andreas Glöckner)
Cognition, Person, and Situation: Unifying Explanations of Economic Behavior, Landau
March 2017
Maximizing Reproducibility: Everyday Possibilities of Increasing Your Scientific Contribution
Colloquium Humboldt University, Berlin
May 2017
Understanding the Interplay of Social Preferences and Incentives
Colloquium University of Würzburg, Würzburg
May 2017
Ignorance as a Tool of Self-interest?
(Project presentation with Andreas Glöckner)
20th International Conference for Social Dilemmas, Taormina
June 2017
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Teaching
August 2014

Judgment und Decision Making Summer School
Organized by the European Association of Judgment and Decision Making
(in cooperation with Andreas Glöckner and Shaul Shalvi)
Bonn

winter term 2015

The Relationship between Behavioral Economics and Psychology
Erfurt

August 2016

Judgment und Decision Making Summer School
Organized by the European Association of Judgment and Decision Making
(in cooperation with Andreas Glöckner, Shaul Shalvi, and Michael SchulteMecklenbeck) Amsterdam

summer term 2016

Special Aspects of Judgment and Decision Making in Economic Contexts (with
Minou Ghaffari)
University of Erfurt

September 2016

Open Science
Organized by the German Society for Psychologists
University of Leipzig

Supervision Master’s Thesis
Rebekka Herrberg (University of Göttingen)
Robert Lillig (University of Leipzig)
Marie Hellmann (University of Cologne)
Rea Antoniou (University of Tübingen)
Manuel Kesselring (University of Bern)
Jonas Goetschi (University of Bern)
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Jen
ns Franken
nreiter
Summary Re
eport
Mo
ost of my cu
urrent researrch focuses on investigaating the behavior of
actors involved in legal pro
oceedings using innovativve data analyysis tools.
e behavior o
of such actorss is an underr-researched topic, particcularly on
The
thiss side of the A
Atlantic. For example, we
e know little about the im
mportance
of extra-legal
e
fa
actors in the decisions of judges in Euurope. Do jud
dges with
diverging politiccal preferences decide politically
p
sallient cases differently,
d
or is the outcom
me of a dispu
ute solely determined by llegal factors which do
nott differ depeending on the
t
person called to deecide the ca
ase? This
sca
arcity of reseearch can be
b partly exp
plained by ooften insurm
mountable
e isolation off extra-legal factors in
challenges tto creating a convincing research dessign which allowed for the
ges is hard to replicate in a laboratoory setting; legal and
the pre-digiital age. The
e decision-ma
aking of judg
ethical reasons stand in
n the way of intervening in the legal process in order to creatte a field experiment,
and, until vvery recentlyy, the creatio
on of large datasets containing info
ormation on judicial pro
oceedings
needed for observational studies was
w costly to a degree th
hat often pro
oved prohibiitive. In rece
ent years,
however, a number of development
d
ts have drasttically lowere
ed the cost of observationnal studies. There
T
are
now large d
databases off legal cases available on
n the interne
et, and the emergence
e
oof ever-betterr tools for
natural lang
guage processsing is doing
g away with the need to hand-code most
m
of the d
data. Besides, advances in econometrics have
e helped us to understand
d and partly overcome in
nherent probblems with the
e internal
validity of o
observationall studies. In my research , making use
e of these ne
ew opportunnities, I investtigate the
behavior of judges and other actors in legal procceedings in Europe.
In my work at the institute, I am bu
uilding on prrior work do
one during my
m time as a Ph.D. stude
ent at the
Center for Law & Economics at ET
TH Zurich. In
n three diffe
erent studies, I used quaantitative me
ethods to
investigate w
whether the political
p
prefe
erences of EU
U Member State governm
ments are refflected in the behavior
of the mem
mbers of the European Court
C
of Justi ce (the highest branch of
o the Court of Justice of
o the EU)
appointed b
by these gove
ernments. While
W
in the U
U.S. the studyy of the influe
ence of the ((political) background
of judges on their decission-making has already received con
nsiderable attention, thesse studies arre among
ackle this que
estion on the European leevel.
the first to ta
“Are Advoccates Generral Political?
?” investigatees difference
es in the votin
ng behavior oof Advocatess General
at the Courtt – difference
es that corresspond to thee political pre
eferences of Member Statte governme
ents vis-àvis European integration
n. Are Advocates Genera l who were appointed
a
byy integration--friendly govvernments
f
the final judgmentt in a pro-in
ntegration diirection? In the analysis, I use a
more likely to deviate from
structural m
model which allows
a
for inferences from
m comparing
g the opinions of the Addvocates Gen
neral with
judgments in the same case.
c
I find th
hat a high va
alue on the pro-integratio
p
on scale signnificantly increases the
probability o
of a disagree
ement in which the Advoccate General takes the inttegration-frieendly position
n, while it
decreases th
he probabilitty of a disag
greement in which the positions are reverted. Th e opposite is true for
high values for the meassure for anti-integration p
positions.
“The Politiccs of Citatio
ons at the ECJ”
E
focusess on referencces to prior case
c
law in oopinions autthored by
different jud
dges. It investtigates wheth
her there is a relationship
p between the political prreferences off Member
States and tthe probabiliity of such a reference: d
do judges favvor judgments authored bby those other judges
who were a
appointed by
b Member State
S
govern
nments with preferences regarding European in
ntegration
similar to th
hose of their own nationa
al governmeent? Again, I find that the
e political prreferences off Member
State govern
nments play a significant role in the b ehavior of th
he members of the Europeean Court off Justice.
“Informal JJudicial Hie
erarchies” develops the ttheory that th
he flexible ru
ules governinng case assig
gnment at
the Europea
an Court of Justice estab
blish what ca
an be called an informal judicial hieerarchy, i.e., that they
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empower the majority of judges to curb the influence of judges with outlier preferences. The study also
attempts to answer the question whether there is evidence of such strategic behavior. I use Monte Carlo
simulations to show, first, that the system of chamber assignment has in the past effectively reduced the
influence of outlier judges as compared to a hypothetical system of random case assignment. Second, I
provide some evidence of strategic behavior on the part of the majority of judges in the assignment of
judges to chambers and cases.
My work at the institute continues this line of research. In the projects described above, I constructed a
number of new datasets containing information on the decisions of the Court of Justice of the European
Union. I gathered most of these data using self-programmed web-scraping tools, and I am exploring the
use of these tools to extract additional information. Also, I am considering exploring new tools developed in
natural language processing, in particular machine learning, and their use in extracting richer information
on the specific characteristics of a case from publicly available sources. Using these tools, I plan to consolidate these datasets and expand my research to other questions, such as the role of the professional
background of judges in their decision-making and the impact of workload on the behavior of judges.
The biggest challenge in these studies is the development of a research design that ensures the internal
validity of the study, or in other words, the development of a sound identification strategy. As is the case
with all observational studies, my research uses data generated through processes which are not controlled
by the researcher. This setup calls for special attention to the potential impact of confounding variables. In
the context of studying how judges’ backgrounds play out in their decision behavior, the institutional
arrangements governing case assignment play a pivotal role. In research on judges at the U.S. Federal
Courts, researchers have exploited the fact that cases are either randomly assigned (in principle, this is the
case at Federal District Courts and Federal Circuit Courts) or heard by all judges sitting on the Court (as is
the case at the U.S. Supreme Court). At many courts in Europe, however, cases are assigned to chambers
of judges, either based on the specific characteristics of a case (the German Federal Supreme Court
features this type of case assignment regime), or by a discretionary decision by one or more court officials
(as is the case at the European Court of Justice). This feature, in some cases combined with a nondisclosure of individual votes, makes it difficult to investigate the behavior of judges at these courts using
conventional models such as the roll call model (a variation of the item response model which is widely
used in educational assessment), which dominates the analysis of the voting behavior of U.S. Supreme
Court Justices.
Against this background, my work focuses on the development of alternative identification strategies which
take into account the specific institutional setting in which the judicial decision-making takes place. In my
first two projects cited above, I exploit the fact that many cases before the Court are only finally decided by
the judges after the Advocate General, another court official, issues a publicly available opinion on the
case. This specific institutional arrangement allows the drawing of inferences from comparisons between
the opinion and the final judgment.
In my work, I also continue to explore the use of more advanced statistical models to overcome these
obstacles. One example for this kind of work is “Does the Law Matter and How Would We Know?”,
which I co-authored with Daniel L. Chen and Susan Yeh. This study develops a new method for measuring
the influence of legal considerations on the decision-making of judges at the U.S. Federal District Courts. It
exploits the random assignment of circuit court judges to develop an instrument for the outcome of a circuit
court decision and rule out biases originating from omitted variables and reverse causality. In this context,
we use LASSO (least absolute shrinkage and selection operator) to select instruments from the large
number of exogenous variables available to us due to the richness of information on judge backgrounds.
The primary goal of this line of research is to get a more realistic understanding of how the legal system
works and, in particular, of how the design of courts and the procedure through which judges are appoint-
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ed and incentivized influences the outcome of legal proceedings. These insights will then allow for the
development of policy recommendations for the design of legal institutions. Besides, this research helps our
understanding of how the law evolves as a result of complex interactions between individuals.

Scholarships and Honors
2017

ETH Medal for outstanding doctoral theses

2015

Harvard Law School Summer Research Fellowship

2014 – 2015

ERP-Scholarship by the German Academic Scholarship Foundation
(Studienstiftung des deutschen Volkes) and the Federal Ministry for Economic
Affairs and Technology

2014 – 2015

LL.M. Scholarship by the German National Academic Exchange Service (DAAD)

2014 – 2015

Harvard Law School Landon H. Gammon Fellowship for top LL.M. Candidates

Publications (since 2014)
Articles in Peer-reviewed Journals
Frankenreiter, J. (forthcoming). Are Advocates General Political? Policy preferences of EU Member State
governments and the voting behavior of members of the European Court of Justice. Review of Law &

Economics
Frankenreiter, J. (2017). The Politics of Citations at the ECJ: Policy Preferences of EU Member State Governments and the Citation Behavior of Members of the European Court of Justice. Journal of Empirical
Legal Studies, 14(4), 813–857
Articles (not peer-reviewed)
Frankenreiter, J. (2017). Network Analysis and the Use of Precedent in the Case Law of the CJEU – A Reply
to Derlén and Lindholm. German Law Journal, 18(3), 687–694
Working Papers
Frankenreiter, J., Informal Judicial Hierarchies. Case assignment and chamber composition at the European Court of Justice.
Chen, D., Frankenreiter, J., Yeh, S., Does the Law Matter and How Would We Know? Distinguishing Duty
from Policy Preferences in Public Agents (under review with Economic Inquiry: revise and resubmit).
Work in Progress
Bechtold, S., Frankenreiter, J., Klerman, D., Forum Selling in Germany?
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Lectures and Seminar Presentations
2014
Forum Selling: Do Judges Encourage Forum Shopping in Patent Litigation in Europe? And Why?
Transatlantic Workshop on Intellectual Property Research, ETH Zurich
January 2014
Black Box ECJ? Oder: (Wie) Lassen sich integrationsfreundliche von integrationskritischen Generalanwälten unterscheiden?
Mestmäcker Symposium, MPI Bonn
March 2014
Forum Selling: Do Judges Encourage Forum Shopping in Patent Litigation in Europe? And Why?
Munich Conference of Innovation and Competition (MCIC), Schloss Ringberg
June 2014
Forum Selling: Do Judges Encourage Forum Shopping in Patent Litigation in Europe? And Why?
Chicago-Kent Roundtable on Empirical Methods in Intellectual Property, Chicago-Kent
September 2014
Does the Law Matter? Evidence from Veil Piercing Cases before the Federal District Courts
Midwestern Association for Law and Economics (MLEA) 14th Annual Meeting, Indianapolis
October 2014
Does the Law Matter? Evidence from Veil Piercing Cases before the Federal District Courts (poster
presentation)
9th Annual Conference on Empirical Legal Studies (CELS), UC Berkeley
November 2014
Does the Law Matter? Evidence from Veil Piercing Cases before the Federal District Courts
Harvard Empirical Legal Studies group (HELS), Harvard
December 2014
2015
Are Advocates General Political? (poster presentation)
Midwest Political Science Association (MPSA) 73rd Annual Conference, Chicago
April 2015
Measuring the Effects of Legal Precedent in U.S. Federal Courts
American Law and Economics Association (ALEA) 25th Annual Meeting, Columbia Law School
May 2015
Forum Selling in Germany: Supply-Side Effects in Patent Forum Shopping
European Policy for Intellectual Property (EPIP) 10th Annual Conference, Glasgow
September 2015
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Judges, Workload, and European Competition Law. Determinants of Appeals against Decisions
by the General Court of the European Union
European Association of Law and Economics (EALE), Wien
September 2015
2016
Judges, Workload, and European Competition Law
Workshop on the Law & Economics of Antitrust, ETH Zurich
April 2016
Are Advocates General Political? Policy Preferences of Member State Governments and the Voting
Behavior of Members of the European Court of Justice
First Conference on Empirical Legal Studies in Europe (CELSE), Amsterdam
April 2016
The Politics of Citations at the ECJ. Policy Preferences of EU Member State Governments and the
Citation Behavior of Members of the European Court of Justice
11th Annual Conference on Empirical Legal Studies (CELS), Duke University
November 2016
2017
Citation Networks and the Political Background of Judges
Center for Law & Economics Brownbag Seminar, ETH Zurich
March 2017
Informal Judicial Hierarchies
European Association of Law and Economics (EALE), London
September 2017
Informal Judicial Hierarchies
EUTHORITY Seminar Series, KU Leuven
October 2017

Teaching
summer term 2017
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Lars Freun
nd
Summary Report
My main reesearch inte
erest lies in informationn economicss, or, more
e
precisely, in the interactio
on between humans
h
wheere private infformation ass
well as somee kind of risk
k is present. In addition, I take a great interest in
n
the robustneess of propossed solutions towards heteerogeneity in
n preferencess
(expressed in
n different utility function
ns). In order to conduct my
m studies, I
rely mainly on two complementary tools: (behavvioral) game
e theory and
d
experimenta
al methods. While
W
the first one helps tto model and investigate
e
strategic inteeraction preccisely, it also
o creates preediction of be
ehavior. The
e
latter one a
allows me to
o create the same envirronment in a laboratoryy
setting and test the derived predicctions.
In a pap
per with Fran
nziska Tauscch, we investtigate whethe
er the process that leadss to the form
mation of an
n
insurancce contract afffects ex-postt moral haza
ard (insurance
e fraud). In a laboratory experiment, we compare
e
b
unde
er compulsorry insurance to a setting in which indivviduals can freely
f
choose
e
false losss reporting behavior
their insu
urance coverrage. We find
d that cheati ng is significcantly lower under
u
compuulsory insurance and thatt
this effecct is driven by individua
als' self-selecttion into the
e insurance contract
c
bassed on mora
al standards..
Hence in
nsurance ma
arkets with voluntary
v
pa rticipation ca
an fail to prrovide sufficiient insurancce to honestt
people b
because the premium ne
eeds to adju
ust for poten
ntial fraud. In that case, different rissk types (the
e
probability of the ind
dividual claim
ming a loss) a
are not exoge
enously given, but evolvee from a diffe
erent willing-urance fraud. Our resultts reveal tha
at compulsorry insurance is not only an effective
e
ness to commit insu
measure
e to avoid ad
dverse selectio
on of differe nt risk types,, but at the same time alsso results in more honestt
average behavior am
mong the insu
ured, as com
mpared to the
e case of volu
untary insurannce.
In two sttudies I conducted in the area of Law
w and Econom
mics, we inve
estigate behaavioral effects of differentt
remediess in contractu
ual agreements.
In a pub
blished paper in the Jourrnal of Institu
tutional and Theoretical
T
Economics
E
, jooint with Sve
en Hoeppnerr
and Ben Depoorter, we highlightt an importan
nt downside of liquidated
d damages, i.e., damage
e stipulationss
es. Based on
n psychological game th
heory, we predict recipro
ocal motivess in liquidate
ed damagess
by partie
which sh
hould be abse
ent in regular damages (sstipulated byy a not involvved party, e.gg., the govern
nment). In a
controlle
ed laboratoryy experimentt, we find su
upport that liquidated damages in ccomparison with regularr
damages indeed trig
ggers negativve reciprocityy, indicated by
b a reduced
d performancce in effort. Besides that,,
k of regularr damages concerning
c
the size of thhe compensation affectss
we find no support that the risk
performa
ance.
In a stud
dy conducted
d with Christo
oph Engel, w
we compare behavioral
b
efficiency of sspecific perfo
ormance with
h
monetarry compensation (expecta
ation damag
ges and relia
ance damage
es). Based onn findings obtained in a
laborato
ory experiment, we sugg
gest that speecific perform
mance is be
ehaviorally m
more efficien
nt than both
h
monetarry compensa
ation scheme
es, indicated by (1) the amount of beneficial traade and (2)) the elicited
d
willingne
ess to pay forr the different kinds of co
ompensationss. In addition, we comparred expectation damagess
with relia
ance damages and do no
ot find that th
he size of co
ompensation affects one oof the two indicators. We
e
conclude
e that contracctual parties care deeply about the fullfillment of th
he contractuaal agreementt.
Work in
n Progress
In another project, I investigate th
he robustnes s of the Crém
mer-McLean argument foor implementting first-bestt
in correla
ated environments towards social preeferences. Ussing the utilityy function prooposed by Charness
C
and
d
Rabin (2002), which allows for all
a kinds of o
outcome-base
ed social pre
eferences, onne can show
w that selfish--
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ness is not only a sufficient condition for the dominant strategy equilibrium in the Bayesian game induced
by the mechanism proposed by Crémer and McLean (1985, 1988), but also a necessary one. Indeed, the
same is true for an ex post equilibrium. A Bayes-Nash equilibrium cannot be supported for the full range of
potential parameters in the utility function. Hence, we conclude that the Crémer-McLean mechanism is not
socially robust. Literature on social robustness concentrates on the case of independent type distribution
(Bartling and Netzer, 2015; Bierbrauer et. al., 2016), and we show that their results do not translate one to
one to the non-independent distribution. In a first step, we state that ex-post participation constraint is a
necessary condition for the insurance property proposed by Bierbrauer and Netzer (2016). In addition,
first-best is not implementable anymore under the constraints of an ex-post equilibrium. When demanding
incentive compatibility in the sense of Bayes-Nash, the possible implementation depends on the exact
correlation between the two types: The stronger the positive correlation between the two types, the closer
the expected surplus is in comparison with the first-best outcome. Currently we plan to test these predictions
in a laboratory setting.
In a project with Amalia Álvarez Benjumea, Katharina Luckner, and Fabian Winter, we use the advantage
of a laboratory setting to disentangle the effect of group identity and public information provision on normfollowing behavior. We use a game-theoretical setting to derive hypotheses how group identity and uncertainty about the expected behavior of a group member affects cooperation (norm-following behavior). In
order to test our hypotheses, we use an asymmetric linear public-goods game. We provide the participants
with a normative recommendation privately or publicly. In addition, we manipulate the group identity of
participants using an unpaid puzzle task. Participants are randomly assigned to one of the four treatments
(2x2 design) resulting from the combination of the two mechanisms stated above. We analyze the level of
contribution as a proxy for norm-consistent behavior, which we introduce to participants as a recommendation based on a survey of 192 other participants about fair behavior in that environment.

Research Agenda
In the future, I plan to apply the general finding in the robust mechanism literature to concrete information
problems in the insurance literature. The current literature on robust mechanism design introduces concepts
where the mechanism designer is allowed to have more uncertainty with respect to detailed knowledge
(about type distribution or utility function) than in classical approaches. In a first step, I would like to know
to which extent the results with no underlying risk can be directly transferred to an environment with one. As
contracts (mechanisms) are used in the insurance literature in order to overcome information asymmetries,
the results from the certain environment might improve behavioral aspects in the risky (or uncertain)
environment. In addition the robust mechanism literature mainly focuses on hidden information. It might be
worth investigating their implication on contracts preventing moral hazard, i.e., targeting hidden action
problems.

Publications (since 2014)
Articles in Peer-reviewed Journals
Hoeppner, S., Freund, L. & Depoorter, B. (2017). The Moral-Hazard Effect of Liquidated Damages: An
Experiment on Contract Remedies. Journal of Institutional and Theoretical Economics JITE, 173(1), 84–105
Preprints
Engel, C. & Freund, L. (2017). Behaviorally Efficient Remedies – An Experiment. Bonn: Max Planck Institute
for Research on Collective Goods, Preprint 2017/17
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Lectures and Seminar Presentations
2017
Compulsory versus Voluntary Insurance: How Contract Formation Affects Fraudulent Behavior
Conference on Public Economics and Behavioural Economics, Catania, Italy
September 2017
Compulsory versus Voluntary Insurance: How Contract Formation Affects Fraudulent Behavior
JDM Meeting, Bonn
June 2017
Compulsory versus Voluntary Insurance: How Contract Formation Affects Fraudulent Behavior
LUISS, Rome, Italy
March 2017
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Minou Ghafffari
Summary Re
eport
My research aim
m is to invesstigate the un
nderlying coggnitive proce
esses and
mechanisms on
n which deccisions are based.
b
To doo this, I am
m using a
me-theoretic decision envvironment where
w
the parrticipants’ atttention is
gam
measured usin g eye-tracking. In the following, I will summarize the
rese
earch projectts I have con
nducted in the past two yeears and pre
esent their
respective findin
ngs. While studying the underlying proocesses of de
ecisions, I
wass particularlyy interested in
i social dile
emma decisioons. Social dilemmas
d
are
e referred to as situations when there
e is a conflicct between individual
i
and
d collective i nterests. For example, th
he global clim
mate crisis represents
m a stable climate,
c
but individuals aare often relluctant to
such a sociial dilemma.. All people benefit from
reduce CO2 emissions. Their benefit from main
ntaining the current beha
avior is largeer than givin
ng up resources for the greater good. Hencce, future payyoff (the exte
ent of climatte change) iss determined
d by how
many people decide to contribute re
esources. If eeverybody de
ecided to ma
aximize their current payoff, detrimental conssequences fo
or the environ
nment and f uture societie
es could follo
ow. The goa l of my research is to
study how d
decisions in social
s
dilemm
mas come ab
bout and inccrease societiies’ awareneess for such dilemmas
d
in the long tterm.
Previous ressearch has fo
ound that a very reliablee predictor of
o human behavior in soccial dilemma
as is their
social preferences. Socia
al preference
es are displayyed when a person not only
o
cares ab
bout resource
es allocatelf-interest), but also abo
out consequeences for othe
er people. Th
he concept oof Social Valu
ue Oriened to her (se
tation (SVO) has been developed
d
to measure ho
ow much peo
ople weigh th
heir own outtcomes in comparison
to how mucch they weigh
h the outcom
mes of otherss. Past studiess found that individuals w
with a more prosocial
value orienttation direct more attention to the ou
utcomes of other
o
people in non-strateegic games. In a first
pilot study (joint work wiith Susann Fiiedler), we in
nvestigated attention patte
erns in a straategic contexxt, namely
a prisoner’ss dilemma. The symmetricc game matrrix that was used
u
here dissplayed the ffour possible outcome
combination
ns of cooperration and defection.
d
Ussing eye-traccking, we prredicted attenntion pattern
ns during
information search using
g SVO. Analyzing attentio
on allocation
n in the strate
egic setting oof a Prisonerr’s Dilemma, our results show tha
at prosocial individuals a re more likelly to attend to the scenarrio where botth players
with each other. A possiible interprettation of the
ese findings is that indiviiduals who decide
d
to
cooperate w
cooperate d
do this based on the assumption that tthe other will cooperate to
oo.
In the next project, we decided to study
s
the lin k between attention
a
and
d choice behhavior in mo
ore detail.
According tto research studying
s
the processes u
underlying decisions, a two-channel mechanism connects
attention an
nd choices: to
op-down and
d bottom-up processes. Yet,
Y little is kn
nown about tthe respectivve magnitude of each
h channel’s contribution.
c
Using eye-trracking, we recorded the
e participantss’ gaze beha
avior, and
by interruptting the decision-making process ba sed on the last informattion intake, w
we disentangled topdown and bottom-up processes. Participants
P
w
were asked to answer a number oof moral an
nd otherregarding choices in a binary
b
choice
e task. We fin
nd that the link between attention andd choices is driven
d
up
to 40% thro
ough the botttom-up influe
ence of atten
ntion on choices, while the remaining variance is explained
e
by top-down
n preference formation. Specifically,
S
la
a part of
ast fixations were a stronger predictorr of choices as
the preferen
nce formatio
on (top-down) than when
n experimentally manipulated (bottom
m-up). Thus, we show
that varying
g only the timing of the decision ba
ased on peo
ople’s last fixxation has a causal influ
uence on
following ch
hoices. We consider potential differrences betwe
een moral and
a
other-reegarding cho
oices and
discuss the gaze-conting
gent paradig
gm. I was ab
ble to presen
nt and receivve feedback on this proje
ect at the
European G
Group of Process Tracing Studies meeeting (EGPRO
OC) in June 2016. The EEGPROC is an
a annual
gathering o
of researcherrs interested in process tracing rese
earch in the area of Juddgment and Decision
Making, wh
hich we had the
t pleasure of hosting a
at our institutte this year. We have wriitten up the paper for
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this project and submitted it to Psychological Science. We have received the invitation to revise and resubmit the paper to the journal.

Research Agenda
Our work on individual differences in decision processes has stimulated a new line of research that I am
currently developing further in cooperation with Susann Fiedler and Bettina von Helversen (University of
Zurich). In this line of research, we will investigate the link between social preferences and memory for
interaction partners. Imagine you are working on a joint project with a new colleague. Shortly after, you
are asked to give an estimation of whether your colleagues should be promoted. In order to make your
decision, you recall information about your work together. Did he cooperate with you? Or did he use a
chance to get ahead by making you look bad? The memory for your previous interaction with this colleague will have important consequences. Within the study we aim to find out whether some people are
better at remembering these interactions than others. Due to the differences in attention patterns depending on social preferences that we found in previous studies, we assume that encoding of information will be
affected. If some pieces of information are attended to for longer, these will also be encoded more extensively. Therefore, individuals who are more prosocial should be more likely to encode information about
outcomes for others. Research on memory has reliably shown that, if information is encoded more extensively, it is more likely to be successfully recalled. Here, our goal is to investigate whether individuals who
are more prosocial will have a better memory for their interaction partners’ behavior than individuals who
are selfish. This study will contribute to the literature explaining differences in cooperation behavior on a
process level.
In cooperation with Rima-Maria Rahal, I am organizing the 10th JDM meeting at our institute in Bonn this
year. The JDM meeting is an annual event organized and run by PhD students for other early-career
researchers in the area of Judgment and Decision Making. The meeting will consist of participants’ contributions, workshops, and a keynote lecture by Prof. Armin Falk (University of Bonn). During their presentations, participants will have the chance to present their research and receive feedback on their own work.
The aim of the workshops is for participants to acquire applied skills on a topic that is relevant to their
work.

Working Papers
Ghaffari, M. & Fiedler, S., The influence of SVO on information search in a strategic environment: An eyetracking analysis
Ghaffari, M. & Fiedler, S., The Power of Attention: Using Eye Gaze to Predict Other-regarding and Moral
Choices
Ghaffari, M., Fiedler, S. & von Helversen, B., The cost of imperfect memory in social interactions

Lectures and Seminar Presentations
2015
Focusing Attention on Cooperation: An Eye-tracking Analysis of Social Preferences
57th Meeting of Experimental Psychologists (TEAP), Hildesheim
March 2015
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Using Eye Gaze to Bias Social Preferences: An Eye-tracking Analysis
JDM Workshop for early-career researchers, Göttingen
July 2015
2016
The Influence of SVO on Information Search in a Strategic Environment (Poster)
17th Society for Personality and Social Psychology Annual Convention (SPSP), San Diego
January 2016
The Power of Attention: Using Eye Gaze to Bias Social Preferences
58th Meeting of Experimental Psychologists (TEAP), Heidelberg
March 2016
The Power of Attention: Using Eye Gaze to Bias Social Preference Choices
Internal colloquium at the University of Zurich
May 2016
The Power of Attention: Using Eye Gaze to Bias Social Preference Choices
JDM Workshop for early-career researchers, Basel
June 2016
The Power of Attention: Using Eye Gaze to Bias Social Preference Choices
35th Annual Meeting of the European Group of Process Tracing Studies, Bonn
June 2016
2017
The Cost of Forgetting: Understanding the Link between Memory and Social Preferences
36th Annual Meeting of the European Group of Process Tracing Studies, Galway
June 2017

Teaching
summer term 2016

Spezielle Aspekte des Urteilens und Entscheidens in ökonomischen Kontexten
University of Erfurt

Professional Activities
Memberships
Member of the European Association of Decision Making
Reviewer for
Experimental Psychology
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Alia Gizattulina
Research achieveme
ents
I left the insttitute in Augu
ust 2014; ho
owever, severral projects that I worked
d
on afterward
ds were initia
ated during my
m time as poostdoc at the MPI.
In the area o
of mechanism
m design, two
o large correesponding prrojects are:
A. The gene
ericity of fulll surplus ex
xtraction
In a joint pa
aper with Martin Hellwig (now
(
publish ed in JET ), we
w show thatt
the necessa ry and sufficcient conditio
on for full ssurplus extraction, devel-oped in McA
Afee and Ren
ny (1992), ho
olds in a gen eric subset of
o models. Ass
usual, th
he sense of a "generic sub
bset" needs to
o be precisely defined. In the paper, w
we show the genericity off
ndition in two
o possible se ttings: in the
e space of ab
bstract-type sspace modelss, i.e., where
e
the McAffee-Reny con
agents’ beliefs’ are represented by belief m
mappings (i.e., a mapping from agennt types to the
t
space off
probability distributio
on over types of others);; in the spacce of subsetss of the univversal type space, where
e
agents’ b
beliefs are re
epresented byy belief hiera
archies (or, eq
quivalently, by
b the Kolmoogorov extenssion of belieff
hierarchiies). Our ressult is topolog
gical, and wee show its va
alidity under a variety of relevant topologies used
d
so far in the literature
e (e.g., the sttrategic topollogy of Deke
el, Fudenberg
g, and Morriss (TE, 2006)).
The tech
hnical part asside, our result implies th
hat the fact that
t
full surplus extractionn mechanism
ms are rarelyy
observed
d in reality cannot
c
be due to the "n on-genericityy" of surpluss extraction eenvironmentss. Instead, itt
might be
e due to, e.g., the absencce of knowled
dge by the designer
d
of th
he agents’ typpe space (this knowledge
e
is necesssary for the McAfee-Reny
M
or Crémer-M
McLean result).
The title of the corre
esponding pa
aper is: “Thee generic po
ossibility of full surplus eextraction in models with
h
large typ
pe spaces”.
B. Surplus extractio
on and the designer’s
d
u
uncertainty about
a
the ag
gents’ type sspace
ed by the previous result, I characterizze the limits, in a separate paper, of tthe full surplus extraction
n
Motivate
result of Crémer-McLean, in a setting wheree the designe
er does not exactly
e
know
w the agents’’ type space..
Instead, the designerr believes that it belongss to a subsett of possible type spacess. The usual argument in
n
e a two-stage
e procedure where the de
esigner first runs the shooot-the-liar mechanism
m
to
o
such settting is to use
learn the
e agents’ typ
pe space, beffore then usiing the optim
mal mechaniism given thee discovered
d type space..
The agents’ type spa
ace is commo
only known a
among agen
nts, and they can be induuced to revea
al it truthfullyy
uments of im
mplementatio
on under com
mplete inform
mation. The key drawbacck of such a
by the sttandard argu
mechaniism is the multiplicity
m
of rationalizab
ble reports about the type space. Thiis, in turn, results
r
in the
e
multiplicity of equilibria of the enttire two-stagee mechanism
m.
My pape
er constructs a new mech
hanism which
h overcomes such a multiplicity of equuilibria. The new mecha-nism is rrather simple
e. The design
ner should firrst construct,, for each typ
pe space thaat he deems possible, the
e
correspo
onding full su
urplus extracction mechan
nism (which resumes in finding
f
essenntially the op
ptimal trans-fers). Then, the desig
gner offers to
t agents a union of tho
ose transfer schemes,
s
i.ee., he runs a mechanism
m
i
me
echanisms. I show that – provided a modified ve
version of the
e convex hulll
which is a union of individual
property of Crémer-M
McLean hold
ds for each a
agent and witthin each possible type s pace – the unique
u
domi-nance-so
olvable action for each tyype of each a
agent is to re
eport his type
e truthfully. TThe paper he
ence containss
three no
on-trivial partts: an extension of the su
urplus extracction mechan
nism of Crém
mer-McLean, to allow forr
the convvex hull prop
perty to appe
ear at higherr orders of beliefs
b
(not th
he first orderr, as it is in their
t
originall
paper). S
Second, an extension
e
of their mechan
nism to obta
ain equilibrium uniquenesss. Third, to demonstrate
e
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that, even with the union of extended mechanisms, one obtains truthful reporting as the unique (dominance-solvable) equilibrium.
The title of the corresponding paper is: “Betting on Others’ Bets: Robustness of Full Surplus Extraction”.
Another area of my research which was initiated at the MPI is field experiments:
C. Division of surplus from trade on eBay
In a joint paper with Olga Gorelkina, we conducted a natural field experiment aimed to document how a
buyer and a seller share surplus from trade in a large competitive market. If a buyer and a seller trade,
there is necessarily some surplus generated from the trade. When valuations of trading parties and their
outside options are commonly known, the price indicates how surplus is divided from trade.
In our experiment, we acted as the eBay sellers of Amazon gift cards of different nominal values. Randomly
arriving buyers, users of eBay who were unaware that they were participating in an experiment, made us
price offers through eBay’s trading format "Buy it now or best offer". This format is a three-round bargaining game, where buyers and sellers exchange price offers. In our experiment, we focused on the amount of
surplus behind the first offer made to us by the buyers (we never replied with any counter-offer, and
statistical analysis shows that buyers did not expect us to reply with offers). The key problem was to decompose a single price offer into the amount of surplus that is behind this offer and the buyers’ beliefs about
other buyers’ (competing) offers made to the seller.
As no decomposition of each individual offer is feasible, we provide instead an aggregate decomposition
of price offers. For that, we have developed a new statistical method that decomposes the observed
distribution of offers into two distributions: of shares of surplus and of estimates of buyers of the seller’s
outside option (e.g., trade with another buyer). Our main result is that, once all effects of competition are
distilled out, the distribution of shares of surplus offered by the buyers to the seller on eBay is similar to the
distributions of shares of surplus offered by proposers in a one-stage ultimatum game. Namely, about 40%
of buyers offer half of the surplus from the trade to the seller. There are also about 30% of buyers who
offer a share of zero, i.e., just the seller’s outside option. Interestingly, the buyers from the former East
Germany made offers that were much less competitive, compared to West German participants.

Research Agenda (related to the topics developed in MPI)
The first project that I am currently developing is a generalization of the idea used in the paper "Betting on
Others’ Bets". The aim is to characterize the set of social choice functions that could be fully implemented
and where the designer’s uncertainty about the agents’ type space does not play a role. This work contributes to an extensive literature on robust mechanism design.
The second project is a rewrite of our paper with Martin Hellwig on genericity of the families of full surplus
extraction (FSE) models. A family of FSE models is a collection of models where each model in the family
satisfies the McAfee-Reny condition for full surplus extraction. A family of models essentially represents the
support of a designer’s beliefs about agent types, and hence also about their type spaces. Given our
genericity result for separate type spaces (models,) published in JET in 2017, the goal is to extend it to the
genericity statement about families of FSE models.
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Publications (since 2014)
Articles in Peer-reviewed Journals
Gizatulina, A. & Hellwig, M. F. (2017). The Generic Possibility of Full Surplus Extraction in Models with
Large Type Spaces. Journal of Economic Theory, 170, 385–416
Gizatulina, A. & Hellwig, M. F. (2014). Beliefs, Payoffs, Information: On the Robustness of the BDP Property
in Models with Endogenous Beliefs. Journal of Mathematical Economics, 51, 136–153
Preprints
Gizatulina, A. & Hellwig, M. F. (2017). The Generic Possibility of Full Surplus Extraction in Models with
Large Type Spaces. Bonn: Max Planck Institute for Research on Collective Goods, Preprint 2017/2
Gizatulina, A. & Gorelkina, O. (2016). Selling Money on Ebay: A Field Study of Surplus Division. Bonn:
Max Planck Institute for Research on Collective Goods, Preprint 2016/20
Gizatulina, A. & Hellwig, M. F. (2015). The Genericity of the McAfee-Reny Condition for Full Surplus
Extraction in Models with a Continuum of Types. Bonn: Max Planck Institute for Research on Collective
Goods, Preprint 2015/8
Working papers that originated at the MPI
Gizatulina, A., Betting on Others’ Bets: Robustness of Full Surplus Extraction
Gizatulina, A. & Gorelkina, O., Selling ‘Money’ on eBay: A Field Study of Surplus Division
Gizatulina, A. & Hellwig, M. F., On the Designer’s Uncertainty and the Genericity of Full Surplus Extraction
in Families of Models
Gizatulina, A. & Ménager, L., Contagion-Proof Trading Mechanisms
Gizatulina, A. & Hellmann, Z., Heterogeneous Priors and Trade
Gizatulina, A., Wondering How Others’ Interpret It: Social Value of Public Information

Lectures and Seminar Presentations
Betting on Others’ Bets: Robustness of Full Surplus Extraction
University of Cologne
January 2014
The generic possibility of full surplus extraction in models with large type spaces
University of St Gallen
February 2014
Betting on Others’ Bets: Robustness of Full Surplus Extraction
Paris School of Economics
February 2014
The generic possibility of full surplus extraction in models with large type spaces
Institut Henri Poincaré, Paris
February 2014
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The generic possibility of full surplus extraction in models with large type spaces
CESifo Conference on Applied Microeconomics, Munich
March 2014
Betting on Others’ Bets: Robustness of Full Surplus Extraction
University of Nottingham
April 2014
Betting on Others’ Bets: Robustness of Full Surplus Extraction
EEA-ESEM Meeting, Toulouse
August 2014
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Andreas G
Glöckner
Summary
I have been Senior Resea
arch Fellow at
a the institute
te in part-time for the lastt
four years. This was after
a
the psyychological rresearch gro
oup Intuitive
e
ng had run out. At the ssame time, I took over a
Experts that I was leadin
chair of psycchology at th
he Universityy of Göttingeen, and in 20
015 I moved
d
to the Unive rsity of Hage
en.
My main go
oal for the wo
ork at the institute was too continue co
ontributing a
psychologica
al perspectivve to investig
gations of thhe behaviora
ally informed
d
design of i nstitutions fo
or the provision of pubblic goods. I continued
d
multiple coo
operation pro
ojects and aimed to bringg fresh persp
pectives from
m
my new experiences at universities to the instittute.
The rese
earch concerned (I) investtigations of ccognitive mo
odels for indiividual decisiion-making; (II) research
h
on the determinantss of behavio
or in public goods, soccial dilemma
as, and cheeating; (III) methodology
m
y
developm
ments, open
n science, and
a
replicati ons, and (IV) empirical investigatioon of legal issues and
d
institution
ns.
In the following, I willl briefly pressent the resea
arch projectss published in
n the last fouur years, as well
w as some
e
plans forr the future.
Investigations of Co
ognitive Models for Ind
dividual Deccision-makin
ng
In previo
ous work, we
e had suggested the para
allel constraint satisfactio
on (PCS) moodel for decission-making..
The con
nnectionist ne
etwork mode
el describes and formalizes decision-making a s a processs of forming
g
ons (narratives) of tasks o
ast four yearrs, we have extended
e
the
e
coherentt interpretatio
or situations. Over the la
model byy taking into account inte
erindividual d
differences concerning the sensitivity tto validities with
w one free
e
parametter (Glöckner, Hilbig & Jekel,
J
2014)) and by inccluding a forrmal part foor modelling information
n
search (JJekel, Glöckn
ner & Bröderr, under revieew). We empirically show
wed that the PCS model accounts forr
choice behavior bette
er than comp
peting mode ls for (a) stan
ndard probabilistic infereences (Glöckn
ner, Hilbig &
014), (b) reccognition-based decision
ns (Glöckner & Bröder, 2014),
2
as w
well as (c) sittuations with
h
Jekel, 20
missing iinformation (Jekel et al., 2014). Furth
hermore, we found suppo
ort for (d) infoormation intrrusion effectss
(Söllner et al., 2014), uniquelyy predicted by PCS, an
nd (e) attraction-search effects for information
n
ons (Jekel et
e al., underr review). W
We also show
w that some
e divergent pprevious find
dings in the
e
acquisitio
literature
e in favor of heuristics
h
are
e partially du e to method artifacts (Jek
kel & Glöckneer, in press).
In a seco
ond line of research,
r
we investigated
d cognitive models
m
in the domain of risky choice. Specifically,,
we invesstigated the “description“
experience g
gap”, stating
g that probab
bilities are ov
overweighted in decisionss
from desscriptions, bu
ut underweig
ghted in dec isions from experience.
e
We
W show thaat most prevvious work iss
plagued by various artifacts.
a
In a rigorous tesst, using econometric mo
odeling and aan improved
d selection off
tasks, we
e demonstratte that the sta
andard findi ng does not hold and evven partially rreverses (Glö
öckner et al.,,
2016). W
We demonstrrate that Cum
mulative Prosspect Theory can accountt better for rissky choices in both kindss
of enviro
onments tha
an competing
g cognitive m
models. In a further pro
oject, we invvestigated th
he predictive
e
capabilitties of variou
us implementations of atttention-base
ed drift-diffussion models for choice (A
Ashby et al.,,
2016).
Determiinants of Be
ehavior in Pu
ublic Goodss, Social Dile
emmas, and
d Cheating
In the lasst years, I ha
ave intensified my investig
gations that involve
i
strate
egic dependeencies and co
onsequencess
for othe
er persons. Using a fu
undamentallyy new research approach, we invvestigated cross-societal
c
l
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cooperation in incentivized one-shot prisoner’s dilemmas, using representative samples of participants
from six different nations (Dorrough & Glöckner, 2016). We show that cooperation between individuals
from various nations is driven by strong and transnationally shared cooperation stereotypes. For example,
it is commonly assumed that people from Japan cooperate most and that people from Israel are the least
cooperative. These stereotypes, however, do not correspond to reality and even correlate negatively with
the average behavior of individuals from the respective nations.
In a second line of research, we connected prosocial and cooperative behavior with standard personality
traits in psychology. We show that the broad personality trait honesty-humility is the best predictor for prosocial behavior measured as social preferences / social valure orientation (Hilbig, Zettler & Glöckner,
2014).
Furthermore, we show that the prominently published spontaneous cooperation effect (i.e., the assumed
effect that all people have a general spontaneous tendency to cooperate, which can be overruled by later
deliberation) has to be qualified in that it only holds for people who are generally pro-social and have high
values on honesty-humility (Mischkowski & Glöckner, 2016).
In further work, we investigated various factors influencing cooperation and show that (a) ingroup
favoritism in anonymous repeated social dilemmas is mainly due to differentiated contrast effects after the
outgroup becomes visible (Dorrough, Glöckner, Hellmann & Ebert, 2014), (b) cooperation in public-goods
games decreases in constellations with unequal, unstable punishment power due to a race for power effect
(Dorrough, Glöckner & Lee, in press), (c) cooperation is driven by a perceived similiarity to the other player
above and beyond social preferences and beliefs (Glöckner et al., under review), (d) first impressions have
a strong effect on cooperation (Engel et al., 2014), and (e) pricing of risky prospects in an anticommons
dilemma is only marginally influenced by endowment status, whereas participants readily respond to
incentives to overprice and to the interdependence of outcomes (Glöckner et al., 2015).
In a fourth line of research, we investigated the determinants that drive people’s tendency to cheat –
typically just a little bit. In one study, using eye-tracking, we show that cheating is driven by both conscious
and unconscious influences in that people are more aroused even before they know whether cheating is
required or not (i.e., conscious), and that they have an unconscious tendency to look more at the
advantageous information (Hochman et al., 2016). Building on this work, we discuss the general
advantages of eye-tracking technology for cheating research and have reviewed the respective findings
(Fiedler & Glöckner, 2016). Finally, we show that cheating is increased both by observing and producing
counterfactuals (Bassarak et al., in press). Both kinds of counterfactuals seem to be used to a similar
degree as justifications for cheating to maintaining a positive self-image (i.e., “confusing the counterfactual
with the true incentivized dice roll can happen to everybody”).
Method Developments, Open Science, and Replications
In recent years, psychological research has been involved in an intense debate concerning how to improve
scientific methods. As a first discipline, we conducted a large-scale project that provided a first estimate for
the reproducability of psychological findings (Open Science Collaboration, 2016). This probability turned
out to be surprisingly low. In follow-up publications, I was involved in a many-lab replication project that
showed that the spontaneous cooperation effect is only observed if some people are excluded from the
analysis (Bouwmeester et al., in press) and / or under certain conditions (cf. Mischkowski & Glöckner,
2016). In one publication, we discuss ways out of the replication crisis, and methods for conducting more
efficient science (Glöckner et al., in press).
Furthermore, we have contributed to the development of an open-source tool for conducting web-based
studies on strategic games (Seithe, Morina & Glöckner, 2016).
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Empirical Investigation of Legal Issues and Institutions
A considerable part of my time in the last four years was also dedicated to interdisciplinary work on legal
issues and institutions.
In a work on potential implicit discrimination, we have shown that grades in the state exam for lawyers in
Germany involve systematically worse grades for female as compared to male students and also for
persons with names indicating foreign origin as complared to classic German names (Towfigh et al., 2014;
Glöckner & Towfigh, 2016).
In a work on consumer protection, we show that loyalty rebates impede rational switching and therefore
can cause financial harm for consumers (Morell, Glöckner & Towfigh, 2015). In a related study on
consumer decision-making and attention, we show the effect of attentional allocation on product valuations
(Ashby et al., 2015).
In a further line of research, we investigated aspects of legal procedure in several project. In one empirical
work, we show that the magnitude of anchor effects on sentencing decisions in legal cases are enhanced
for anchors that contain some validity (e.g., information provided by judges or a state attorney), as
compared to completely random anchors (Glöckner & Englisch, 2014). In a simulation work, I re-visited
the “irrational hungry judge effect”, that is, the assumed effect that parole decisions in Israel are mainly
driven by a serial ordering of cases (potentially due to the fact that the judges become hungry or
exhausted). I show that, due to various analysis artifacts, the effect is at least overestimated, if it exists at all
(Glöckner, 2016). Finally, we empirically show that having the last word in court provides a considerable
memory advantage, and we argue that this advantage should – due to the “in dubio pro reo” principle –
be given to the defendant (Engel, Glöckner & Timme, in revision).
In further projects at the intersection between law and public policy, we showed that (a) the implementation
of quota rules for achieving gender equality has the negative side-effect of reducing cooperation in a
group (Dorrough, Leszczyńska, Barreto & Glöckner, 2016), (b) direct democracy increases public
acceptance of governmental decisions, as compared to representative democracy, particularly for issues of
high personal relevance (Towfigh et al., 2016), and (c) in a theoretical paper I discuss why we do not see
looming disasters and how our way of thinking causes them (Glöckner, 2016).

Research Plan
My future research at the institute will focus on continuing collaborations concerning legal decision-making
processes with Christoph Engel and concerning investigations of other legal issues (e.g., gender quota
rules, gender discrimination) with lawyers and economists. Furthermore, I will continue the investigations of
cognitive processes in public-goods games, social and economic decisions, as well as cheating, with
Susann Fiedler and other economists. Finally, I will continue my work on social factors influencing
cooperation in social dilemmas with a special focus on the newly established paradigm involving crosssocietal cooperation.
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Publications (since 2014)
Articles in Peer-reviewed Journals
(IF = ISI Impact Factors 2015)
Glöckner, A., Fiedler, S. & Renkewitz, F. (forthcoming). Belastbare und effiziente Wissenschaft: Strategische
Ausrichtung von Forschungsprozessen als Weg aus der Replikationskrise. Psychologische Rundschau. (IF:
1.107)
Mischkowski, D., Thielmann, I. & Glöckner, A. (2018). Think it through before making a choice? Processing mode does not influence social mindfulness. Journal of Experimental Social Psychology, 74, 85–97.
(IF: 2.159)
Bassarak, C., Leib, M., Mischkowski, D., Strang, S., Glöckner, A. & Shalvi, S. (2017). What provides
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30(4), 964–975. (IF: 2.768)
Bouwmeester, S., Verkoeijen, P. P. J. L., Aczel, B., Barbosa, F., Bègue, L., Brañas-Garza, P., … Wollbrant,
C. E. (2017). Registered Replication Report: Rand, Greene, and Nowak (2012). Perspectives on Psychological Science, 12(3), 527–542. (IF: 7.658)
Dorrough, A., Glöckner, A., Betsch, T. & Wille, A. (2017). When knowledge activated from memory
intrudes on probabilistic inferences from description – the case of stereotypes. Acta Psychologica, 180, 64–
78. (IF: 1.816)
Dorrough, A., Glöckner, A. & Lee, B. (2017). Race for Power in public good games with unequal, unstable
punishment power. Journal of Behavioral Decision Making, 30(2), 582–609. (IF: 2.768)
Ashby, N.J.S., Jekel, M., Dickert, S. & Glöckner, A. (2016). Finding the right fit: A comparison of cognitive
process assumptions underlying popular drift-diffusion models. Journal of Experimental Psychology:
Learning, Memory, and Cognition, 42(12), 1982–1993. (IF: 2.776)
Dorrough, A., Leszczyńska, M., Barreto, M. & Glöckner, A. (2016). Revealing side effects of quota rules on
group cooperation. Journal of Economic Psychology, 57, 136–152. (IF: 1.677)
Dorrough, A. & Glöckner, A. (2016). Multinational investigation of cross-societal cooperation. Proceedings
of the National Academy of Sciences, 113, 10836–10841. (IF: 9.423)
Glöckner, A. (2016). The irrational hungry judge effect revisited: Simulations reveal that the magnitude of
the effect is overestimated. Judgment and Decision Making, 11(6), 601–610. (IF: 1.856)
Glöckner, A. (2016). Psychology and Disaster: Why we don't see looming disasters and how our way of
thinking causes them. Global Policy, 7(51), 16–24. (IF: 0.837)
Glöckner, A., Hilbig, B.E., Henninger, F. & Fiedler, S. (2016). The reversed description-experience gap:
disentangling sources of presentation format effects in risky choice. Journal of Experimental Psychology:
General, 145(1), 486–508. (IF: 4.07)
Hochman, G., Glöckner, A., Fiedler, S. & Ayal, S. (2016). “I can see it in your eyes”: biased processing and
increased arousal in dishonest responses. Journal of Behavioral Decision Making, 29(2/3), 322–335. (IF:
2.768)
Jekel, M. & Glöckner, A. (2016). How to identify strategy use and adaptive strategy selection: The crucial
role of chance correction in Weighted Compensatory Strategies. Journal of Behavioral Decision Making.
(IF: 2.768)
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Mischkowski, D. & Glöckner, A. (2016). Spontaneous cooperation for prosocials, but not for proselfs:
Social value orientation moderates spontaneous cooperation behavior. Scientific Reports, 6, (21555).
(IF: 5.228)
Seithe, M., Morina, J. & Glöckner, A. (2016). Bonn eXperimental System (BoXS): An Open Source Platform
for Interactive Experiments in Psychology and Economics. Behavioral Research Methods, 48(4), 1454–
1475. (IF: 3.048)
Towfigh, E. V., Goerg, S., Glöckner, A., Leifeld, P., Kurschilgen, C. & Bade, S. (2016). Do DirectDemocratic Procedures Lead To Higher Acceptance Than Political Representation? Experimental Survey
Evidence from Germany. Public Choice, 167(1), 47–65. (IF: 0.9)
Ashby, N. J. S., Walasek, L. & Glöckner, A. (2015). The effect of consumer ratings and attentional
allocation on product valuations. Judgment and Decision Making, 10(2), 172–184. (IF: 1.856)
Dorrough, A. R., Glöckner, A., Hellmann, M. & Ebert, I. (2015). The development of ingroup favoritism in
repeated social dilemmas. Frontiers in Psychology, 6(476). (IF: 2.463)
Fiedler, S. & Glöckner, A. (2015). Attention and moral behavior. Current Opinion in Psychology, 6, 139–
144. (no IF)
Glöckner, A. & Englich, B. (2015). When relevance matters: anchoring effects can be larger for relevant
than for irrelevant anchors. Social Psychology, 46(1), 4–12. (IF: 1.979)
Glöckner, A., Tontrup, S. & Bechtold, S. (2015). Disentangling Psychological Sources of Overpricing in
Anticommons Dilemmas: Strategic Incentives, Endowment Effects, and Interdependence of Outcomes.
Journal of Behavioral Decision Making, 28(3), 224–238. (IF: 2.768)
Morell, A., Glöckner, A. & Towfigh, E. (2015). Sticky rebates: Loyalty rebates impede rational switching of
consumers. Journal of Competition Law and Economics, 11(2), 431–461. (IF: 0.728)
Open Science Collaboration. (2015). Estimating the reproducibility of psychological science. Science,
349(6251). (IF: 34.661)
Engel, C., Beckenkamp, M., Glöckner, A., Irlenbusch, B., Hennig-Schmidt, H., Kube, S., Kurschilgen, M.,
Morell, A., Nicklisch, A., Normann, H.-T. & Towfigh, E. (2014). First impressions are more important than
early intervention: qualifying Broken Windows Theory in the lab. International Review of Law and
Economics, 37, 126–136. (IF: 0.543)
Glöckner, A. & Bröder, A. (2014). Cognitive integration of recognition information and additional cues in
memory-based decisions. Judgment and Decision Making, 9(1), 35–50. (IF: 1.856)
Glöckner, A., Hilbig, B. E. & Jekel, M. (2014). What is Adaptive about Adaptive Decision Making? A
Parallel Constraint Satisfaction Account. Cognition, 133(3), 641–666. (IF: 3.411)
Hilbig, B. E., Glöckner, A. & Zettler, I. (2014). Personality and pro-social behavior: Linking basic traits and
Social Value Orientations. Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 107(3), 529–539. (IF: 4.736)
Jekel, M., Glöckner, A., Bröder, A. & Maydych, V. (2014). Approximating rationality under incomplete
information: Adaptive inferences for missing cue values based on cue-discrimination. Judgment and
Decision Making, 9(2), 129–147. (IF: 1.856)
Söllner, A., Bröder, A., Glöckner, A. & Betsch, T. (2014). Single-process versus multiple-strategy models of
decision making: Evidence from an information intrusion paradigm. Acta Psychologica, 146, 84–96. (IF:
1.816)
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Editor-reviewed Articles
Glöckner, A. & Towfigh, E. (2016). Messgenauigkeit und Fairness in Staatsprüfungen: Aktuelle Studien
zeigen Gruppen-Unterschiede in juristischen Examina auf. Anwaltsblatt, 10, 706–709
Glöckner, A. & Towfigh, E. (2015). Entscheidungen zwischen „Intuition“ und „Rationalität“. Deutsche
Richterzeitung, 93(7/8), 14–17
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Submitted Articles & Preprints
Engel, C., Glöckner, A. & Timme, S. (2017). Defendant should have the last word: Experimentally
manipulating order and provisional assessment of the facts in criminal procedure. Bonn: Max Planck
Institute for Research on Collective Goods, Preprint 2017/24
Dorrough, A. & Glöckner, A. (under review). An analysis of sex differences in prisoner’s dilemma games:
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Glöckner, A., Goerg, S., Schlegelmilch, R. & Fischer, I. (under review). Similarity drives cooperation in
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Hellmann, M., Fiedler, S., Dorrough, A. & Glöckner, A. (under review). Cross-national in-group favoritism
in altruistic behavior: Evidence from Latin and North America
Jekel, M., Glöckner, A. & Bröder, A. (under review). A new and unique prediction for cue-search in a
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Mischkowski, D., Glöckner, A. & Lewisch, P. (under review). From spontaneous cooperation to spontaneous
punishment – Distinguishing the underlying motives driving spontaneous behavior in first and second order
public goods
Waubert de Puiseau, B., Glöckner, A. & Towfigh, E. (to be re-submitted). Comparing and integrating
theories of law obedience: Deterrence, self-control, and perceived legitimacy
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Sebastian Goerg
Summary of Research Interestts and my Research Agenda
How do inccentives, info
ormation, an
nd (legal) insstitutions impact human
n
behavior in economically relevant situations? I investigate
e these and
d
related quesstions using methodolog
gy from labooratory and field experi-ments and reelate my find
dings to different fields wiithin Econom
mics, primari-ly Organizattional Economics, Person
nnel Econom ics, and Law
w & Econom-ics. Howeve r, insights are not limite
ed to Econom
mics, and co
onsequently I
pursue an in
nterdisciplina
ary research agenda togeether with my
m coauthors,,
who have backgrounds in Economics, Law, Political Scciences, and
d
owing, I willl organize my work around three
e
Psychology. In the follo
broader themes: I.
I Incentives, Productivity, and Motivatition, II. Coop
perative Behav
avior and Gen
nerosity, and
d
III. Impa
act of Norms,, Regulationss, and the Laaw. I will focu
us on paperss that originaated during my
m time as a
Senior Re
esearch Fello
ow or during my research
h visits at the institute.
I. Incenttives, Productivity, and Motivation
In Chmu
ura, Goerg & Weiss (2016, European
n Economic Review
R
), we demonstratee how the ho
ome province
e
of migra
ant workers in
i China can
n provide mo
otives for wa
age discrimin
nation. We oobserve syste
ematic differ-ences in wages that can be linke
ed to natura
al groups and economic characteristiccs of the wo
orkers’ home
e
province
es. In-group favoritism
f
inccreases wagees for employees who sha
are the samee origin as th
he employer,,
while an increased probability of being match
hed with an employee
e
witth a differentt ethnicity red
duces wages..
Furtherm
more, wages are correlated with thee actual wag
ge level in the employeees’ home prrovince. Ourr
findings are importa
ant as they illustrate
i
tha
at discriminattion is not necessarily
n
bbased on an individual’ss
characte
eristics (e.g., race,
r
genderr, or age), bu
ut also on sub
btle cues derived from thee origin of a worker.
In a serries of field experimentss I investigatte the interp
play between
n self-chosenn work goalls, monetaryy
incentive
es, and workk performancce (Brookins, Goerg & Ku
ube, 2017). Employees aare observed in a naturall
work envvironment, working
w
on an
n effort-inten
nse task. A re
egular piece-rate contractt serves as a benchmark,,
while in some treatm
ments workerrs are paid tthe same pie
ece rate, but asked in adddition to choose a non-binding work goal. We observe that the us e of persona
al work goa
als leads to a significantt increase off
he positive effect
e
of self--chosen goals persists evven without aany addition
nal monetaryy
outputs. Strikingly, th
incentive
es, i.e., witho
out the piece
e rate. How
wever, then th
he impact of
o self-chosenn goals depends on the
e
accuracyy of the goall and the difficulty of thee task. Our results
r
suggest that work contracts wh
here workerss
themselvves set goals and expecta
ations can h elp improve performances, even in tthe absence of monetaryy
incentive
es. Relatedly, I also publisshed a shortt review article on the lite
erature of gooal-setting (G
Goerg, 2015,,
IZA Worl
rld of Labor).
In anoth
her ongoing project, I invvestigate how
w the successs of relation
nal contractss in a work environmentt
dependss on cheap-ta
alk signals about the durration of the interaction (joint with E. Cromwell & M. Ziolkow-ska).
II. Coop
perative Beh
havior and Generosity
G
Togetherr with C. Engel, I investigate how un
ncertainty inffluences generosity. In o ur dictator-g
game experi-ments, w
we introduce uncertainty about
a
recipie nts’ deservingness and measure
m
its im
mpact on dicttators’ giving
g
decisionss (Goerg & Engel,
E
2016,, revision req
quested, Euro
opean Econo
omic Review). We argue that
t
dictatorss
do not fo
ocus on expected outcom
mes, but on the worst po
ossible outco
ome. Thus, ddonors in our experimentt
tend to b
become morre generous under uncerttainty as theyy are particularly concernned about ou
utcomes thatt
leave reccipients witho
out any payoff.
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In Glöckner et al. (2016, revision requested, Scientific Reports), we test predictions derived from Subjective
Expected Relative Similarity theory (SERS), a theory which predicts cooperation whenever the similarity
among opponents exceeds the similarity threshold, derived from the expected payoffs. We show that
similarity predicts cooperation in prisoner’s dilemmas above and beyond the previously established factors,
and demonstrate that similarity can be influenced by a minimal-group manipulation.
III. Impact of Norms, Regulations, and the Law
During my time as a Senior Research Fellow at the Max Planck Institute, I was inspired by lawyers and
psychologists and became interested in the potential frictions of incentives and (legal) norms. In major legal
orders such as the UK, the US, Germany, and France, bribers and recipients face equally severe criminal
sanctions. In contrast, countries like China, Russia, and Japan treat the briber more mildly. In Engel, Goerg
& Yu (2016, American Law and Economics Review), we conjecture that asymmetry in punishment might
have the downside of making the enforcement of the corrupt deal easier, and we confirm this intuition in a
series of experiments. Our experiments demonstrate that this result holds regardless of culture and legal
background. Another project in this area investigates social-enterprise legislation as a case in which rules
are established on behalf of constituencies, but without institutionalized enforcement (Fischer, Goerg &
Hamann, 2015, Review of Law & Economics). We demonstrate that legislation such as the US Benefit
Corporation and the German Corporate Governance Code fail to achieve their objectives as long as the
corporate incentive structures remain unaltered.
Another interdisciplinary paper that I coauthored with economists, psychologists, political scientists, and
lawyers explores whether direct-democratic decisions are perceived as more legitimate than decisions
arrived through representative procedures (Towfigh, Goerg, Glöckner, Leifeld, Kurschilgen, LlorenteSaguer & Bade, 2016, Public Choice). Our experimental online vignette study demonstrates that, for topics
that are important to voters, a direct-democratic decision results in higher acceptance, while for topics of
limited importance, acceptance does not differ between mechanisms.
In an ongoing project (joint with Himmler & König), I investigate the spillovers of unethical behavior. We
are interested in the spillover and spreading of unethical behavior across individuals and situations. In a
series of lab experiments, we show that norm-compliance depends on the norm compliance of others, the
similarity of violated norms, and previous norm violations. We complement the lab experiments with a field
experiment in which we demonstrate that exposure to tax evasion leads to significantly higher incidences of
theft at the workplace, but no change in outputs.

Awards and Grants
2014 CRC Planning Grant, PIs: Luke Boosey and Sebastian J. Goerg, FSU, Budget: $13,000
2015 Nominated for University Teaching Award, FSU

Publications (since 2014)
Articles in Peer-Reviewed Journals
Goerg, S., Johnson, D. B. & Rogers, J. D. (2017). Endowments, Perceived Similarity and Dictator Giving.
Economic Inquiry, 55(2), 1130–1144
Chmura, T., Goerg, S. & Weiss, P. (2016). Natural groups and economic characteristics as driving forces
of wage discrimination. European Economic Review, 90, 178–200
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Engel, C., Goerg, S. & Yu, G. (2016). Symmetric vs. Asymmetric Punishment Regimes for Collusive Bribery.
American Law and Economics Review, 18(2), 506–556
Goerg, S., Hennig-Schmidt, H., Walkowitz, G. & Winter, E. (2016). In Wrong anticipation – Miscalibrated
beliefs between germans, israelis, and palestinians. PLoS ONE, 11(6)
Goerg, S., Lightle, J. P. & Ryvkin, D. (2016). Priming the charitable pump: an experimental investigation of
two-stage raffles. Economic Inquiry, 54(1), 508–519
Goerg, S., Neugebauer, S. J. & Sadrieh, A. (2016). Impulse Response Dynamics in Weakest Link Games.

German Economic Review, 17(3), 284–297
Towfigh, E. V., Goerg, S., Glöckner, A., Leifeld, P., Llorente-Saguer, A., Bade, S. & Kurschilgen, C. (2016).
Do direct-democratic procedures lead to higher acceptance than political representation? Experimental
survey evidence from Germany. Public Choice, 167(1), 47–65
Fischer, S., Goerg, S. & Hamann, H. (2015). Cui Bono, Benefit Corporation? An Experiment Inspired by
Social Enterprise Legislation in Germany and the US. Review of Law & Economics, 11(1), 79–110
Chmura, T., Goerg, S. & Selten, R. (2014). Generalized Impulse Balance: An experimental test for a class
of 3x3 games. Review of Behavioral Economics, 1, 27–53
Articles (not peer-reviewed)
Goerg, S. (2015). Goal setting and worker motivation. IZA World of Labor, 178
Books
Goerg, S. & Hamman, J. (Eds.). (2016). Experiments in Organizational Economics, 19. Biggleswade:
Emerald Group Publishing
Towfigh, E. V., Petersen, N., Englerth, M., Goerg, S., Magen, S., Morell, A. & Schmolke, K. U. (2015).
Economic Methods for Lawyers (revised and extended English edition of Ökonomische Methoden im Recht),
224 p. Cheltenham: Edward Elgar International Academic Publisher
Book Chapters
Goerg, S., Kube, S., Radbruch, J. & Weinschenk, P. (2016). Do teams procrastinate? Strategic procrastination in a dynamic environment. In S. J. Goerg & J. Hamann (Eds.), Experiments in Organizational Economics, Research In Experimental Economics , 19, 229–250. Biggleswade: Emerald Group Publishing
Goerg, S., (2015). Empirical research and statistics. In E. V. Towfigh, N. Petersen, M. Englerth, S. Goerg &
S. Magen (Eds.), Economic methods for lawyers, 146–176. Cheltenham: Edward Elgar Publishing
Working Papers
Goerg, S. Kube, S. & Radbruch, J. (reject & resubmit). The effectiveness of incentive schemes in the presence of implicit effort costs, Management Science
Goerg, S. & Engel, C. (revise & resubmit). If the Worst Comes to the Worst: Dictator Giving When Recipient’s Endowments are Risky, European Economic Review
Goerg, S., Meise, J., Walkowitz, G. & Winter, E. (reject & resubmit). Experimental Study of Bilateral Cooperation Under a Political Conflict, Public Choice
Babington, M., Goerg, S. & Kitchens, C. (2017). How Robust is the Superstar Effect in Tournaments, IZA DP
No. 10755
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Goerg, S., Rand, D. & Walkowitz, G. (2017). Framing effects in the Prisoner’s Dilemma but not the Dictator
Game, Working Paper
Brookins, P., Goerg, S. & Kube, S. (2017) Self-chosen goals, incentives, and effort, Working Paper

Lectures and Seminar Presentations
2014
Goals (th)at Work, Self-chosen Goals, Incentives, and Workers‘ Performance
UC San Diego
Februrary 2014
Goals (th)at Work, Self-chosen Goals, Incentives, and Workers‘ Performance
University of Cologne
July 2014
Norm Violations and Spillovers – Evidence from the Lab and Field
ESA Fort Lauderdale
October 2014
Norm Violations and Spillovers – Evidence from the Lab and Field
SEA Atlanta
November 2014
2015
Norm Violations and Spillovers – Tax Evasion Leads to Theft at the Workplace
ESCR Seminar, University of Düsseldorf
April 2015
Norm Violations and Spillovers – Tax Evasion Leads to Theft at the Workplace
SNI, ETH Zürich
May 2015
Goals (th)at Work, Self-chosen Goals, Incentives, and Workers‘ Performance
SEA New Orleans
November 2015
2016
Norm Violations and Spillovers – Evidence from the Lab and Field
University of Duisburg
July 2016
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Norm Violations and Spillovers – Evidence from the Lab and Field
ESA Tuscon
November 2016
2017
Goals (th)at Work, Self-chosen Goals, Incentives, and Workers‘ Performance
TU Munich
July 2017
Goals (th)at Work, Self-chosen Goals, Incentives, and Workers‘ Performance
University of Paderborn
July 2017

Teaching
Organizational Theory of the Firm (Bachelor)
Applied Microeconomic Analysis (Bachelor)
Intermediate Microeconomic Theory (Bachelor)
Personnel Economics (Master, Ph.D.)
Experimental Economics Workshop (Ph.D.)
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Olga Gorelkkina
Summary Re
eport
I am a former member off the Max Pllanck Institutte, having jo
oined the
Uniiversity of Livverpool Man
nagement School in a tennure-track position in
Sep
ptember 201 6.
My research ag enda relates to game the
eory and its aapplications to
t publicgoo
ods problem
ms, finance, and political economyy. Within the
e current
review period, ttwo papers were
w
accepte
ed for publiccation: “The Expected
ernality Mecchanism in a Level-k Environment” in the Inte
ernational
Exte
Jou
urnal of Gam
me Theory [1]] and “Inform
mation Aggreegation throu
ugh Stock
Pricces and the Cost of Cap
pital” (joint with
w Wolfganng Kuhle, MPI) in the
Journal of IInstitutional and
a Theoretic
ical Economic
ics [2]. Two further
f
paperrs were subm
mitted to the institute's
Working Pa
aper series: “One
“
Strike and
a You’re O
Out: The Effe
ects of the Master
M
Lever on Senator Positions”
P
(with Ioanna
a Grypari, MPI)
M [3] and “Selling Mon
ney on eBayy: A Field Stu
udy of Surpluus Division” (with Alia
Gizatulina, University off St. Gallen) [4]. The prop
posal written with Prof. En
ngel and Dr. Fedorets wa
as chosen
for inclusion
n in the SOEP
P Innovation sample. I deescribe these projects belo
ow in more ddetail.
“The Expectted Externality Mechanism
m in a Level-K Environme
ent” (IJGT, fo
orthcoming [ 1]) studies th
he performance of th
he standard expected exxternality meechanism in the framewo
ork where thhe subjects conduct
c
a
finite, instea
ad of an infin
nite, number of cognitive iterations to find their op
ptimal responnse to the me
echanism.
“Implementation in a Le
evel-K Enviro
onment” sho
ows that the expected externality mecchanism, dessigned to
implement tthe efficient allocation
a
in a Bayes-Na
ash equilibriu
um (d’Asprem
mont, Gerardd-Varet, 1979
9; Arrow,
1979), rema
ains fairly robust to changes in the asssumption off rationality, with
w efficienccy carrying ovver to the
finite K-leve
el case. Disto
ortions are possible when
n there is a discrepancy
d
between the true type distribution
and the disttribution of the
t perceived
d random strrategies. How
wever, the diiscrepancy leevels off in tw
wo cases:
the groups a
are heteroge
eneous in the
e number K, and second,, when the mechanism
m
is run repeatedly – due
to the conve
ergence to trruth-telling in
n K. Another result conce
erns a first-prrice auction. The auction is shown
to be inefficient when the
e bidders are
e finitely ratio
onal.
In “Information Aggrega
ation through Stock Pricees and the Cost
C
of Capiital” (JITE, foorthcoming; joint with
Wolfgang K
Kuhle, MPI [2
2]), we study a firm’s opttimal capital structure in an environm
ment where the
t firm’s
stock price sserves as a public
p
signall for its crediitworthiness. When inform
mation structture is exoge
enous, we
find that firrms that are
e financially healthy ben efit from a stock price signal whichh reveals its financial
position with great preccision to bon
nd investors. In a second
d step, we en
ndogenize thhe stock price
e signal’s
precision, a
allowing equiity investors to choose ho
ow much infformation to acquire privvately. In equilibrium,
this induces a positive re
elation betwe
een the amo
ount of equityy issued and the stock prrice signal’s precision.
p
We find tha
at a firm with a strong fundamental will issue more
m
equity and
a
less debbt than it would if the
informational spillover did
d not exist, to generate stock price signals
s
which
h communicaate its strong financial
position with
h greater pre
ecision to bon
nd investors.
“One Strike
e and You’re Out: The Efffects of the M
Master Leverr on Senator Positions” ((with Ioanna Grypari,
MPI) [3] acccounts for the
e effects of the master leveer (ML), aka the straight-tticket voting option, on elected US
senators fro
om 1960 till 2012.
2
The ML,
M still presen
nt in some sttates, allows voters to seleect a specificc party for
all electionss listed on a ballot, as opposed to fi lling in each
h office individually. Introoducing it lea
ads to an
increase in the numberr of partisan
n votes, thuss changing the groups of
o voters targgeted by pa
arties and
shifting the positions of senatorial candidates. Theoreticallly, we exam
mine this chaange in trad
de-offs by
building a m
model of multidimensiona
al pre-electio
on competitio
on. Empirically, we identiffy the effect of
o the ML
by using a triple difference estimato
or to accountt for selection into treatm
ment. Controolling for parrty trends,
we find thatt it leads to a right-wing shift of sena
atorial positio
ons, an effecct that is largger for the Re
epublican
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Party. We use the theory to explain how the political climate, as observed by the data, implies the specific
result.
In “Selling Money on eBay: A Field Study of Surplus Division” (with Alia Gizatulina, University of St. Gallen)
[4], we study the division of trade surplus in a competitive market environment by conducting a natural field
experiment on German eBay. Acting as a seller, we offer Amazon gift cards with face values of up to 500
Euro. Randomly arriving buyers, the subjects of our experiment, make price offers according to eBay rules.
Using a new decomposition method, we infer offered shares of trade surplus and find that the average
share proposed to the seller amounts to 29%. Additionally, we document: (i) insignificant effects of stake
size; (ii) poor use of strategically relevant public information; and (iii) behavioral differences between East
and West German subjects.
To conclude, I will briefly describe the joint project with Prof. Engel (MPI) and Dr. Fedorets (DIW), which
uses the SOEP Innovation Sample (SOEP-IS). This unique innovation sample offers great potential as a
source of household micro-data, for example specific information on households or on people’s opinions.
The data from SOEP-IS modules is provided exclusively to the team for an initial 12-month period. After
this embargo has ended, the data are released to the entire SOEP user community for secondary analysis.
Ours is an economic behavioral experiments run with a subsample of SOEP respondents. The data will
shed light on an important question: Do households behave as single agents when it comes to the choice
under uncertainty? The experiment will allow us (1) to test empirically the theory of risk preference aggregation, (2) to study the role of information, bargaining power, and wealth effects, and (3) to compare
experimental results and field behavior, as we are able to link the experimental results to the survey
information on observed consumption and investment behavior of the SOEP-IS respondents.

Publications (since 2014)
Articles in Peer-reviewed Journals
Gorelkina, O. (forthcoming). The Expected Externality Mechanism in a Level-k Environment. International

Journal of Game Theory
Gorelkina, O. & Kuhle, W. (forthcoming). Information Aggregation Through Stock Prices and the Cost of
Capital. Journal of Institutional and Theoretical Economics
Preprints
Gizatulina, A. & Gorelkina, O. (2016). Selling Money on Ebay: A Field Study of Surplus Division. Bonn:
Max Planck Institute for Research on Collective Goods, Preprint 2016/20
Gorelkina, O. (2015). The Expected Externality Mechanism in a Level-k Environment. Bonn: Max Planck
Institute for Research on Collective Goods, Preprint 2015/3
Gorelkina, O. (2014). Delayed Verification Mechanism for Dynamic Implementation. Bonn: Max Planck
Institute for Research on Collective Goods, Preprint 2014/11
Gorelkina, O. (2014). Bidder Collusion and the Auction with Target Bids. Bonn: Max Planck Institute for
Research on Collective Goods, Preprint 2014/10
Working papers
Gorelkina, O. & Grypari, I. (2016) One Strike and You’re Out: The Effects of the Master Lever on Senator
Position
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Lectures and Seminar Presentations
Invited Talks
Precluding Collusion in a Vickrey Auction
Paris Game Theory Seminar
March 2014
Estimate-based Dynamic Implementation
Humboldt University Berlin
October 2014
Selling Money on eBay: A Field Study of Surplus Division
Paris School of Economics
February 2015
Selling Money on eBay: A Field Study of Surplus Division
Paris Dauphine
March 2015
Selling Money on eBay: A Field Study of Surplus Division
Ecole Polytechnique
June 2015
Selling Money on eBay: A Field Study of Surplus Division
Yale University
September 2015
Selling Money on eBay: A Field Study of Surplus Division
Rochester University
November 2015
Estimate-Based Dynamic Implementation
University of Bonn
June 2016
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Dominik G
Grafenhofe
er
Summary Report
My main ressearch focus lies in appliied microecoonomic theorry, especiallyy
in industrial organization
n, and game
e theory. I am
m interested in coordina-tion games, two-sided markets,
m
nettwork industrries, mechan
nism design,,
innovation, and intellecttual propertyy rights. Sincce the last re
eport, I have
e
expanded m
my research to encompa
ass issues in coordinatio
on games, a
more pure ttheory topic. In that I am
a working together witth Wolfgang
g
Kuhle from our institute.. Apart from starting new
w paper pro
ojects, I have
e
polished an d rewritten existing pap
pers. In the following pa
aragraphs, I
provide a brrief summaryy of these pro
ojects:
In the paper “Price discriminatio
on and the hold-up problem – with an applicattion to the net-neutrality
n
y
debate”,, I study ex-a
ante investm
ment incentivees of a buye
er facing a monopoly
m
innput seller, who
w
employss
second-d
degree price
e discrimination. As a b
benchmark, I extend an adverse-seleection mode
el by a non-contractible investme
ent stage, wh
hich allows th
he buyer to improve her type. The b uyer underin
nvests due to
o
partial re
ent extraction
n by the selle
er. When thee buyer uses the seller's product
p
as a n input in a downstream
m
productio
on process, and
a the selle
er also chargees downstrea
am customerrs of the buyeer, the seller faces a two-sided ma
arket. I show
w that the und
derinvestmen
nt problem in
n the two-sided setting is less severe compared
c
to
o
the one-sided market, because th
he seller crosss-subsidizes the content provider
p
in oorder to extra
act more rentt
from do
ownstream customers.
c
Under
U
compeetition, this result is revversed: first- best investm
ment can be
e
achieved
d in the one-ssided case, while
w
even fieerce competittion can leave investmentt incentives unchanged in
n
the two-sided setting
g. An applica
ation of this model is th
he net-neutra
ality debate w
where an internet serverr
provider can be thought of as an
a input sell er for a con
ntent provide
er (input buyyer). I provid
de conditionss
under which a net-neutrality regu
ulation (no ccharges for th
he buyer) can alleviate thhe hold-up problem
p
and
d
demonsttrate that net neutrality might arise en dogenously.
The articcle “Taste forr exclusivity and
a intellectu
ual property rights”
r
is join
nt work with Christian Kie
edaisch from
m
the University of Zuriich. We anallyze the effeccts of intellecctual propertyy rights proteection on inn
novation in a
adder model in which part of the co
onsumers value being the exclusive cconsumers of
o the newestt
quality-la
generatio
on of a (consumable) good.
g
In thee case of a monopoly in
nnovator, wee show that reducing IP
P
protectio
on can increa
ase the avera
age innovatio
on rate by reg
gularly destro
oying exclusiivity and therreby creating
g
incentive
es to invent new
n
exclusive
e goods. In tthe case of R&D
R
being undertaken
u
bby entrants, however,
h
the
e
innovatio
on rate increases in the sttrength of IP protection fo
or most mark
ket structuress. In each casse, we derive
e
the welfa
are-maximiziing strength of IP protecction. We recently completed the annalysis by solving for the
e
durable goods case.. We conside
er different ccontractual environments
e
s available too the innova
ator (leasing,,
buyback programs, price
p
and inn
novation com
mmitment), an
nd show thatt the innovatiion-increasin
ng effect of a
reduction
n of IP protecction is still present in ma ny of these cases.
c
Togetherr with Klaus Peter Hellwig
g from the I nternational Monetary Fu
und and Tobbias Salz from Columbia
a
Universitty, I am worrking on dynamic price ccompetition in the gasoliine market. The theoretical literature
e
suggests the presencce of a pleth
hora of equiilibria (Edgew
worth price cycles)
c
in maarkets for ho
omogeneouss
goods w
with highly priice-sensitive consumers.
c
TThis makes itt hard to stud
dy collusive bbehavior just using theoryy
in such a context. This is especially true for the gasoline retail secto
or, which is characterize
ed by a high
h
degree o
of price volattility with freq
quent price a djustments even
e
within a given day. W
We collect real-time price
e
data for all gas stations in Austrria and Germ
many. These
e data are th
hen used in a structural econometricc
model, w
which showss local gasolline markets as an auction. We are working onn deriving re
esults on the
e
behaviorr of market participants
p
and
a try to fin
nd or dispro
ove traces of collusive be havior. We also
a
strive to
o
provide an empirica
al answer to whether new
w regulatoryy rules that limit the retaailers’ freedo
om to adjustt
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prices and allow for greater price transparency indeed lower gasoline prices and help to protect consumers
from surprises.
As mentioned in the introduction, I have expanded my research towards studying coordination games. It is
crucial to understand this class of games well in order to study important topics like the stability of banks,
the banking system, fixed exchange-rate regimes, etc. In the paper “Observing Each Other’s Observations
in a Bayesian Coordination Game”, we study a Bayesian coordination game where agents receive private
information on the game’s payoff structure. In addition, agents receive private signals that inform them of
each other’s private information. We show that, once agents possess these different types of information,
there exists a coordination game in the evaluation of this information. Even though the precision of both
signal types is exogenous, the precision with which agents forecast each other’s actions in equilibrium turns
out to be endogenous. As a consequence, there exist multiple equilibria which differ with regard to the way
agents weight their private information to forecast each other’s actions.
I am continuing to work on the topic of Bayesian coordination games together with Wolfgang Kuhle. In
“Observing Each Other’s Observations in a Bayesian Coordination Game”, we take the electronic mail
game as a starting point for our analysis. The next step is to bring this result and/or similar results to the
global games literature. These games allow for the selection of unique equilibria in coordination games by
the introduction of parameter uncertainty and private information about parameters. In applied theory,
equilibrium selection is crucial, in that it allows one to make precise predictions. However, our preliminary
results indicate that adding other forms of additional private information, e.g., information about other
players’ actions, actually increases the number of equilibria dramatically (instead of reducing them). This
sheds serious concerns on the viability of using the global games approach in applied theory. On top of
that, we want to improve our understanding of how equilibrium selection works in these Bayesian coordination games.
In the future, I plan to finish and submit previously unpublished papers. Additionally, I would further like to
investigate issues related to coordination games, network industries, and two-sided markets. Apart from my
research, I taught the course “Topics in Microeconomic Theory – Foundations and recent advances in
decision theory” together with Olga Gorelkina (a colleague from the MPI) in the summer semester 2013 at
the University of Bonn. This course was aimed at advanced PhD students. In the summer semester 2014, I
taught a course on industrial economics (“Wettbewerbstheorie und -politik”) for Bachelor students at the
University of Erlangen-Nürnberg. Furthermore, I co-organized our weekly research seminar “MPI Econ
Workshop” and the 10th Competition Law and Economics European Network (CLEEN) Workshop 2016 in
Bonn.

Publications (since 2014)
Articles in peer-reviewed journals
Grafenhofer, D. and Kuhle, W. (2016). Observing Each Other’s Observations in a Bayesian Coordination
Game, Journal of Mathematical Economics, 67, 10–17

Lectures and Seminar Presentations
Taste for Exclusivity and Intellectual Property Rights
IIOC conference, Chicago Northwestern University, Evanston/IL
April 2014
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Giving Advice
NOEG conference, WU Vienna, Austria
May 2014
Price Discrimination and the Hold-Up Problem: A Contribution to the Net-neutrality Debate
IT conference, Toulouse
January 2015
Observing Each Other’s Observations in a Bayesian Coordination Game
SFB workshop, University of Munich
October 2015
Observing Each Other’s Observations in a Bayesian Coordination Game
Game theory conference, Lisbon
November 2015
Observing Each Other’s Observations in a Bayesian Coordination Game
Seminar, University of Naples
November 2015
Taste for Exclusivity and Intellectual Property Rights
Innovation conference, Tilburg University
December 2015
Observing Each Other’s Observations in a Bayesian Coordination Game
NOeG Conference, University of Bratislava
May 2016
Observing Each Other’s Observations in a Bayesian Coordination Game
ASSET conference, Thessaloniki
November 2016
Observing Each Other’s Observations in a Bayesian Coordination Game
Seminar, Tilburg University
November 2016
Taste for Exclusivity and Intellectual Property Rights
Seminar ZEW, University of Mannheim
December 2016
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Ioa
anna Gryp
pari
Summary Re
eport
In the
t last threee years, most of my research has focussed on understanding
theoretically an d empiricallyy the implica
ations of the “political pro
ocess” on
voting and impllemented policy.
Ballot Design a
and Extreme Politicians
s
“One Strike and
d You’re Out! The Effectss of the Mastter Lever on Senators’
Possitions” – In this joint pa
aper with Olg
ga Gorelkinaa (University of Liverpoo
ol Managem
ment School),, we examin
ne the effectss of the master lever
(MLL) on the possitions of eleccted US sena
ators from 19
962 to 2012. The ML,
ons across the world, allows voters to select a speccific party
still present in some stattes and in diffferent versio
for all elections listed on
n a ballot, as opposed to filling in eacch office indivvidually. Introoducing it leads to an
n votes, thuss changing the groups of
o voters targgeted by pa
arties and
increase in the numberr of partisan
shifting the positions of
o senatorial candidates. Theoretically, we exam
mine this chaange in trad
deoffs by
building a m
model of pre
e-election co
ompetition. E mpirically, we
w use a difference-in-diffferences estimator to
account for selection intto treatment and find tha
at, controlling for party trends,
t
the M
ML has led to
o a rightwing shift o
of senatorial positions, an effect thatt is larger fo
or the Republican Party. W
We use the theory to
explain how
w the politicall climate, as observed in tthe data, hass implied the specific resuult.
“Reverse Po
olitical Coatta
ails: The Case
e of the Rust Belt” – This is also a join
nt paper withh Olga Gorelkina and
he work abovve. Specifically, we examiine reverse coattail effectss in the US PPresidential election
e
of
continues th
2016. In otther words, we considerr the possibi lity that pop
pular candida
ates for “dow
wn-the-ballo
ot” offices
affected the voters’ choicce for Preside
ent. In order to identify th
he effect emp
pirically, we ffocus on counties with
winning marrgins and also use the vvariation across states in terms of offfering a MLL on their
very small w
ballots. We build a theo
oretical mode
el of multi-offfice political competition to explain thhe mechanism
m behind
our findingss.
Campaigniing, Voting,, and Policy
“The Demand for Politiccians: Campa
aigning and Voting in US
S Presidential Elections” – This paper accounts
mes from 195
52 to 2012. I use two
for the effecct of politicall campaigns on U.S. Pressidential elecction outcom
measures off political campaigning: the
t positionss of Presidenttial candidate
es (as perceiived by the electorate)
e
and issue emphasis. The latter referrs to the fracction of a po
olitical campa
aign dedicateed to a speccific issue.
c
and
a two pricee-setting oligo
opolists, I
Noting the ssimilarity between two campaign-settiing political candidates
borrow from
m the applied
d microecono
omics literatu
ure on produ
uct demand estimation
e
to estimate the
e demand
for Presiden
ntial candida
ates in the U.S. as a funcction of theirr campaigns and characcteristics. I co
onstruct a
data set of issue empha
asis, using the Nominatin
ng Conventio
on acceptance speeches aand use it in conjunction with th
he American National Election Studiees data to fiind that issu
ue emphasis on econom
mic policy,
political autthority and corruption,
c
and
a
tradition
nal values isssues are all significant determinants of vote
choice. The effect of eacch varies according to thee party and position
p
of a Presidential candidate, as
a well as
the unemplo
oyment level in the economy. I also eestimate a ra
andom-effects version off the model using
u
BLP
(2004), to a
account for th
he variation of campaign
n effects by demographic
d
c and partisaan group in the voting
population.
“Political Ca
ampaigning and Policy Im
mplementatio
on in the US” – This paper, joint withh Grigorios Siourounis
S
(Panteion University and
d Brown Univversity), is thee follow-up to
o the paper above,
a
as it eempirically esstablishes
the relationship between pre-electio
on competitio
on and postt-election policy-making, in the same setting.
ng, through issue
i
emphaasis, on bills proposed
Specifically, we account for the effecct of politicall campaignin
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and passed during a presidency. First, we construct a “campaign effect” variable by isolating the fraction of
post-election bill proposals that is solely due to campaign promises. We do so by exploiting the observed
difference in behavior between the winning and losing party of the Presidential election. Second, using data
from the Policy Agendas Project and the American National Election studies, as well as our constructed
variables from the first part of the paper, we calibrate a legislative bargaining model that quantifies the
effects of political campaigning on actual bills passed into law, through agenda priorities. Campaign
effects dissipate or persist depending on the party that controls Congress, the term of the President, and
whether an issue was high on the agenda for both parties.
Interaction of Formal and Informal Institutions
The research described above has focused on the effects of formal institutions on outcomes. Lately, I have
started two new projects with the goal of shifting my research towards the interaction of formal and informal institutions (social norms etc.)
“Microcredit and the Development of Business Networks: Evidence from Germany” – In this paper, joint
with Anna Kochanova (Cardiff Business School), we use the difference in informal institutions amongst
natives and immigrants in order to identify the effects of microfinance on economic and social networks
formed around small businesses in Germany between 1994 and 2014. First, we show that immigrant
networks are the least affected by such programs, due to better intra-group lending. Using them as a
control group and matching them with natives, we run a difference-in-differences estimation exploiting the
2004-2006 boost in microcredits. We find that microfinance is able to expand pre-existing networks, but
the effects on the creation of new networks are less significant.
“Networks, Productivity and Happiness: Should You Hire Your Cousin?” – This paper, also joint with Anna
Kochanova, exploits the exogenous variation in networks, identified in the paper above, to examine the
effects of structure and other network characteristics on the perceived productivity and life satisfaction of
small-business owners in Germany.

Award
One of best-evaluated individual papers for the 2016 SIOE Conference (for the paper “One Strike and
You’re Out! The effect of the Master Lever on Senators’ Positions”).

Working Papers and Work in Progress (since 2014)
Gorelkina, O. & Grypari, I. (2017), One Strike and You’re Out! The Effects of the Master Lever on Senators’ Positions
Gorelkina, O. & Grypari, I. (2017), Reverse Political Coattails: The Case of the Rust Belt
Grypari, I. & Kochanova, A. (2017), Microcredit and the Development of Business Networks: Evidence from
Germany
Grypari, I. & Kochanova, A. (2017), Networks, Productivity, and Happiness: Should You Hire Your Cousin?
Grypari, I. (2016), The Demand for Politicians: Campaigning and Voting in US Presidential Elections
Grypari, I. & Siourounis, G. (2015), Political Campaigning and Policy Implementation in the US
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Lectures and Seminar Presentations
2014
Political Campaigning and Policy Implementation in the US
North American Summer Meeting of the Econometric Society, Minneapolis, MN
June 2014
2015
One Strike and You’re Out! The Effects of the Master Lever on Senators’ Positions
Conference on Research on Economic Theory and Econometrics, Crete
July 2015
One Strike and You’re Out! The Effects of the Master Lever on Senators’ Positions
Congress of the European Economic Association, Mannheim
August 2015
The Demand for Politicians: Campaigning and Voting in US Presidential Elections
Conference of the Southern Economic Association, New Orleans, LA
November 2015
2016
One Strike and You’re Out! The Effects of the Master Lever on Senators’ Positions
Seminar Presentation at Goethe University, Frankfurt
January 2016
The Demand for Politicians: Campaigning and Voting in US Presidential Elections
Conference on Research on Economic Theory and Econometrics, Tinos
July 2016
One Strike and You’re Out! The Effects of the Master Lever on Senators’ Positions
Symposium of the Spanish Economic Association, Bilbao
December 2016
2017
One Strike and You’re Out! The Effects of the Master Lever on Senators’ Positions
Seminar Presentation at London Business School, London
February 2017
One Strike and You’re Out! The Effects of the Master Lever on Senators’ Positions
Seminar Presentation at the Institute for International Studies (IIES), Stockholm
March 2017
One Strike and You’re Out! The Effects of the Master Lever on Senators’ Positions
Seminar Presentation at the Institute for the Study of Labor (IZA), Bonn
April 2017
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The Demand for Politicians: Campaigning and Voting in US Presidential Elections
Seminar Presentation at the ALBA Graduate Business School, Athens
April 2017
One Strike and You’re Out! The Effects of the Master Lever on Senators’ Positions
Seminar Presentation at the London School of Economics and Political Science (LSE), London
May 2017
One Strike and You’re Out! The Effects of the Master Lever on Senators’ Positions
Erasmus Political Economy Workshop, Rotterdam
June 2017
One Strike and You’re Out! The Effects of the Master Lever on Senators’ Positions
Conference of the Society for the Advancement of Economic Theory, Faro
June 2017

Teaching
winter term 2015/16

Topics in Applied Microeconomics: Empirical Political Economy
(together with Anna Kochanova)
Topics course, University of Bonn

Professional Activities
Academic Visit: Visiting Faculty at London Business School Economics Department (Jan–May 2017)
Organizer of the institute’s economics workshop (2015-2017)
Referee for
Journal of Dynamics and Games, Journal of Public Economics
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We
erner Güth
h
Summary Re
eport
Afte
er my retirem
ment at the end
e of 2014 I have beenn coopted byy the Max
Planck Institute in Bonn and
d have twice
e successfullyy applied for Emeritus
or 2017/18. I plan to try again for
funding: once ffor 2015/16 and once fo
2019/20 if po
ossible. Addittionally I ha
ave been afffiliated for tw
wo years
(20
015/16) with the Frankfu
urt School of Finance andd Manageme
ent (fs) in
Fra
ankfurt/Main as a senior professor and with LUISSS Guido Carli in Rome
as a professor fama clara. My initial first three-yeaar contract with
w LUISS
hass been exten ded till the end
e of 2019. Most of thee recent lab studies in
which I have beeen involved have been conducted at LUISS and have been
m very thankfful for the ge
enerous supp
port by the M
Max Planck So
ociety and
financed by my Emerituss grants. I am
I hope that o
our research output justifies such supp
port.
Major topicss during this time have be
een:
(a) Further e
elaboration of
o bounded rationality theeory


view
wing decision
n-making as a process in
ncluding men
ntal modeling
g, scenario ggeneration, aspiration
a
form
mation and various
v
feedb
back loops (s ee Güth and
d Ploner, 2017) and



exp
ploring this experimentall
e
ly by direct elicitation off cognitive deliberation
d
results in ad
ddition to
cho
oice data, i.e
e., by going beyond thee revealed preferences/aspirations appproach (see
e, for instan
nce, Di Cagn
no, Galliera, Güth, Marzo
o & Pace, 2017)

(b) Ever since joining th
he MPI in Bo
onn in 2015 , I have bee
en busier in using publicc-goods gam
mes as an
al workhorse, for example
e, to
experimenta


inve
estigate pure
ely behavioral spillovers a
across structu
urally indepen
ndent gamess in circular neighborn
hoo
od (see Angelovski, DiCag
gno, Güth, M
Marazzi & Panaccione, 20
017a and 20
017b)



dire
ectly observe conditioning
g in the form of conditional cooperatio
on or trust, bbased on hyb
brid “public g
good and tru
ust games”, as well as o
of conditionin
ng on others’ purely cou nterfactual generosity
g
inte
entions (DiCa
agno, Gallierra, Güth & Pa
anaccione, 2017a and 20
017b) and



run a testbed exxperiment forr an institutio
onal reform which
w
substitu
utes partial bby general co
ompulsory
solidarity (Angellovski, Gallie
era, Güth, 20
017)

(c) Further e
experimental studies on concession
c
ba
argaining monitoring verrsus trusting eetc. (see for example,
Alberti, Fisch
her, Güth & Tsutsui, forth
hcoming; Fellli, Güth, Matta-Pérez & Po
onti, 2016)
(d) The trad
dition of theo
oretical studie
es on indirecct evolution has been revvised by Gütth & Pezaniss-Christou
(2015 and 2017) rationalizing risk neutral equ
uilibrium bidding withoutt counterfacttual bids, respectively
investigating
g the evolutionary stabiliity of so-call ed “Corpora
ate Social Re
esponsibility”” (Güth & Kirchkamp,
2016).
(e) Further cconceptional studies (see
e, for instancce, Güth & Kliemt,
K
2015;; Bünstorf, Enngel, Fischerr & Güth,
2016; DiCa
agno, Güth & Sillari, 2015
5).
(f) Procedurrally fair gam
me forms and their expe rimental resu
ults (Cicogan
ni, D’Ambrossio, Güth, Pffuderer &
Ploner, 2015; Güth, 2015; Güth, Ko
oukoumelis, LLevati, Plone
er, 2014; Güth, Levati, M
Montinari, 201
14; Güth,
Kliemt, Koukkoumelis, Levvati & Plonerr, 2015)
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Publications (since 2014)
Articles in Peer-reviewed Journals
Alberti, F., Fischer, S., Güth, W. & Tsutsui, K. (forthcoming). Concession Bargaining – An Experimental
Comparison of Protocols and Time Horizons. The Journal of Conflict Resolution
Avrahami, J., Güth, W., Kareev, Y. & Uske, T. (2017). On the Incentive Effects of Sample Size in Monitoring
Agents – A Theoretical and Experimental Analysis. German Economic Review, 18(1), 91–98
Di Cagno, D., Galliera, A., Güth, W., Marzo, F. & Pace, N. (2017). (Sub) Optimality and (non) optimal
satisficing in risky decision experiments. Theory and Decision, 83(2), 195–243
Güth, W., Pull, K., Stadler, M. & Zaby, A. (2017). Blindfolded Ultimatum Bargaining – a theoretical and
experimental analysis. German Economic Review, 18(4), 444–467
Güth, W. & Ploner, M. (2017). Mentally perceiving how means achieve ends. Rationality and Society, 29(2),
203–225
Felli, C., Güth, W., Mata-Pérez, E. & Ponti, G. (2016). Ultimatum Concession Bargaining: An Experimental
Study. Journal of Conflict Resolution, 1-32
Güth, W., Levínský, R., Pull, K. & Weisel, O. (2016). Tournaments and piece rates revisited: a theoretical
and experimental study of output-dependent prize tournaments. Review of Economic Design, 20(1), 69–88
Di Cagno, D., Galliera, A., Güth, W., Pace, N. & Panaccione, L. (2016). Make-up and suspicion in bargaining with cheap talk: An experiment controlling for gender and gender constellation. Theory and
Decision, 80(3), 463–471
Güth, W., Häger, K., Kirchkamp, O. & Schwalbach, J. (2016). Testing Forbearance Experimentally:
Duopolistic Competition of Conglomerate Firms. International Journal of the Economics of Business, 23(1),
63–86
Gehrig, T., Güth, W. & Levinsky, R. (2016). On the value of transparency and information acquisition.

German Economic Review, 17(3), 337–358
Bünstorf, G., Engel, C., Fischer, S. & Güth, W. (2016). Non-Compete Clauses, Employee Effort and Spinoff Entrepreneurship: A Laboratory Experiment. Research Policy, 45(10), 2113–2124
Berninghaus, S. K., Güth, W., Klempt, C. & Pull, K. (2016). Assessing Mental Models via Recording Decision Deliberations of Pairs. Homo Oeconomicus
Güth, W., Ploner, M. & Soraperra, I. (2016). Buying and Selling Risk: An Experiment Investigating Evaluation Asymmetries. Review of Behavioral Economics, 3(3/4), 389–419
Di Cagnio, D., Galliera, A., Güth, W. & Panaccione, L. (2016). A Hybrid Public Good Experiment Eliciting
Multi-Dimensional Choice Data. Journal of Economic Psychology, 56, 20–38
Güth, W., Levati, M. V., Nardi, C. & Soraperra, I. (2016). An ultimatum game with multidimensional
response strategies. Review of Behavioral Economics, 3(3/4), 281–310
Bäker, A., Güth, W., Pull, K. & Stadler, M. (2015). The willingness to pay for partial vs. universal equality:
Insights from three-person envy games. Journal of Behavioral and Experimental Economics, 56, 55–61
Güth, W., Levatia, M. V. & Soraperra, I. (2015). Common and private signals in public goods games with
a point of no return. Resource and Energy Economics, 41, 164–184
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Güth, W. & Pezanis-Christou, P. (2015). Believing in correlated types in spite of independence: An indirect
evolutionary analysis. Economics Letters, 134, 1–3
Güth, W. (2015). Collectively ranking candidates via bidding in procedurally fair ways. Theory and Decision. Theory and Decision, 78(1), 23–31
Güth, W., Pull, K. & Stadler, M. (2015). Delegation, worker compensation, and strategic competition.

Journal of Business Economics, 85(1), 1–13
Cicognani, S., D’Ambrosio, A., Güth, W., Pfuderer, S. & Ploner, M. (2015). Community projects: An
experimental analysis of a fair implementation process. Social Choice and Welfare, 44(1), 109–132
Güth, W. & Kocher, M. G. (2014). More than thirty years of ultimatum bargaining experiments: Motives,
variations, and a survey of the recent literature. Journal of Economic Behavior & Organization, 108, 396–
409
Güth, W. (2014). Institutional Regulation of Public Provision. Review of Law & Economics, 10(1), 81–94
Bruttel, L. V., Stolley, F., Güth, W., Kliemt, H., Bosworth, S., Bartke, S., … Funk, L. (2014). Nudging als
politisches Instrument — gute Absicht oder staatlicher Übergriff? Wirtschaftsdienst, 94(11), 767–791
Bäker, A., Güth, W., Pull, K. & Stadler, M. (2014). Entitlement and the efficiency-equality trade-off: an
experimental study. Theory and Decision, 76(2), 225–240
Berninghaus, S. K., Güth, W. & Schosser, S. (2014). Backward Induction or Forward Reasoning ?– An
Experiment of Stochastic Alternating Offer Bargaining. International Game Theory Review, 16(01), 1–30
Freytag, A., Güth, W., Koppel, H. & Wangler, L. (2014). Is regulation by milestones efficiency enhancing?
An experimental study of environmental protection. European Journal of Political Economy, 33, 71–84
Güth, W. (2014). Endogenous community formation and collective provision – A procedurally fair mechanism. Journal of Economic Behavior & Organization, 108, 389–395
Güth, W. (2014). Observing Mental Modeling-Methods and Results. Review of Behavioral Economics, 1(12), 99–114
Güth, W., Koukoumelis, A., Levati, M. V. & Ploner, M. (2014). Providing revenue-generating projects under
a fair mechanism: An experimental analysis. Journal of Economic Behavior & Organization, 108, 410–419
Güth, W., Levati, M. V. & Montinari, N. (2014). Ranking alternatives by a fair bidding rule: A theoretical
and experimental analysis. European Journal of Political Economy, 34, 206–221
Güth, W., Pull, K., Stadler, M. & Zaby, A. (2014). Endogenous price leadership – A theoretical and experimental analysis. Journal of economic behavior & organization, 108, 420–432
Articles (not peer-reviewed)
Di Cagnio, D., Galliera, A., Güth, W., Pace, N. & Panaccione, L. (2017). Experience and Gender Effects in
Acquisition Experiment with Value Messages. Small Business Economics, 48(1), 71–97
Brosig-Koch, J., Güth, W. & Weiland, T. (2016). Comparing the effectiveness of collusion devices in firstprice procurement: An auction experiment. Evolutionary and Institutional Economics Review, 13(2), 269–
295
Güth, W. & Kliemt, H. (2015). How to cope with (new) uncertainties: A bounded rationality approach.
Economics ejournal, 46
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Güth, W. & Kliemt, H. (2015). Response to referee reports and comments on “How to cope with (new)
uncertainties”: A bounded rationality approach. Economics ejournal, 46
Book chapters
Güth, W. & Kliemt, H. (forthcoming). Corporate Social Responsibility. In L. Degli Sacconi & G. Antoni
(Eds.), Handbook on the economics of social responsibility: individuals, corporations and institutions,.
Cheltenham: Edward Elgar
Güth, W. & Kliemt, H. (forthcoming). Experimental Economics – A philosophical Perspective. In Oxford

Handbook of Philosophy
Güth, W. (2017). Mechanism design and the law. The Oxford Handbook of Law and Economics: Methodology and Concepts, (1), 483–492.
Güth, W. (2015). Behaviorism, optimization and policy advice. In C. Müller & N. Otter (Eds.), Behavioral
Economics und Wirtschaftspolitik, Schriften zu Ordnungsfragen der Wirtschaft, 47, 53–66. Stuttgart: Lucius
& Lucius
Güth, W. & Kliemt, H. (2015). Experts and evidence in economic policy. In M. Held, G. Kubon-Gilke & R.
Sturm (Eds.), Reformen und ihre politisch-ökonomischen Fallstricke, 14, 35–54
Güth, W., Kliemt, H., Koukoumelis, A., Levati, M. V. & Ploner, M. (2015). Procedurally fair collective
provision: its requirements and experimental functionality. In Ramser & Stadler (Eds.), Entwicklung und
Perspektiven der Wirtschaftswissenschaft, 41, 357–377. Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck
Güth, W., de Jasay, A. & Kliemt, H. (2014). Who will guard the guardians? In H. Kliemt (Ed.), The collected
papers of Anthony de Jasay: Social Justice and the Indian Rope Trick, 164–172. Indianapolis: Liberty Fund
Submissions
Adam, M., Brecht, F., Güth, W., Koroleva., (2016). Comparing reservation prices for own and other’s
prospects: an experimental analysis of altruistic behavior. Metroeconomica.
Angelovski, A., Di Cagno, D., Güth, W., Marazzi, F., Panaccione, L. (2017a). Behavioral Spillovers in Local
Public Good Provision: an experimental study. Journal of Economic Psychology.
Angelovski, A., Di Cagno, D., Güth, W., Marazzi, F., Panaccione, L. (2017b). Does Heterogeneity Spoil the
Basket? Local Public Good Provision in Neighborhood Experiments. Journal of Behavioral Decision Making.
Angelovski, A., Di Cagno, D., Güth, W., Marazzi, F. & Panaccione, L. (2017). Voluntary Cooperation in
Local Public Goods Provision – An Experimental Study. Economic Psychology
Angelovski, A., Di Cagno, D., Grieco, D., Güth, W. (2017). Trusting versus Monitoring: An Institutional
Choice Experiment. Small Business Economics
Angelovski, A., Güth, W. (2017). When to Stop – A Cardinal Secretary Search Experiment. Theory and
decision
Angelovski, A., Galliera, A. Güth, W. (2017). Excluding the Rich From Compulsory Solidarity: A Lab
Experiment. Journal of the EUropean Economic Society
Anjum, G. & Güth, W. (2016). On becoming Honorable and Respecting Honor – An Experimental Study.

Journal of Economic Psychology
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Avrahami, J., Güth, W., Kareev, Y. (2016). To Be The Tail Of The Lions Or The Head Of The Foxes.
Management Science
Bruttel, L., Felgendreher, S., Güth, W., Hertwig, R. (2016). Strategic Ignorance in repeated Prisoner’s
Dilemma experiments and its effects on the dynamics of voluntary cooperation. Journal of Economic
Behavior & Organization
Bruttel, L. & Güth, W. (2016). Asymmetry in voluntary cooperations – a repeated sequential best shot
experiment. Journal of Conflict Resolution
Chlaß, N., Güth, W, Miettinen, T. (2017). Purely Procedural Preferences – Beyond Procedural Equity and
Reciprocity. Public Choice
Crosetto, P., Güth, W., Mittone, L., Ploner, M. (2015). Equity Seeking and Punishment in a Public Good
Experiment. Economics and Philosophy
Fischer, S., Güth, W., Kaplan, T. R., Zultan, R. (2017). Auctions and Leaks: A Theoretical and Experimental
Investigation. International Journal of Industrial Organization or Economic Theory
Güth, W. & Otsubo, H. (2014). Trust in generosity: An experiment of the repeated Yes-No game (No.
2014-024). Journal of Behavioral and Experimental Economics
Güth, W. & Winter, F. (2015). Sorting via Screening versus Signaling: A Theoretic and Experimental
Comparison. Journal of Institutional and Theoretical Economics
Güth, W., Kirchkamp, O. (2016). Believing in Corporate Social Responsibility – An Indirect Evolutionary
Analysis. Corporate Governance: An International Review.
Güth, W., Klempt, C., Pull, K. (2017). Reactions to Different Sharing Game Experiments in Choice and
Belief Data. Economics Bulletin
Güth, W., Koukoumelis, A., Levati, V. (2016). Voluntarily providing public projects that raise mixed feelings
by a procedurally fair rule. Journal of Institutional and Theoretical Economics
Güth, W., Pull, K., Stadler, M. & Zaby, A. (2016). Compulsory Disclosure of private Information: Theoretical and Experimental Results for the “Acquiring-a-Company” Game. Economic Inquiry
Güth, W., Stadler, M., Zaby, A. (2017). Capacity precommitment, price messages, and collusive behavior.
Theoretical benchmark and experimental evidence. Journal of Industrial Economics
Güth, W., Stadler, M., Zaby, A. (2017). Coordination failure in Capacity-then-price setting games. Journal
of Economic Behavior & Organization
Conte, A., Güth, W., Pezanis-Christou, P. (2017). More money or more certainty: Behaviour in stochastic
alternating-offer experiments. Management Science
Di Cagno, D., Galliera, A., Güth, W., Panaccione, L. (2017a). Behavioral Patterns in Conditional Generostiy Experiments. Journal of Economic Psychology
Di Cagno, D., Galliera, A., Güth, W., Panaccione, L. (2017b). Learning About Another's Generosity
Intention in an Impunity Experiment. Oxford Economic Papers
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Projects (experiments run)
LUISS Guido Carli Rome
1. Network and Voluntary Cooperation in a Public-goods Game – an experiment on how a group
position affects voluntary contribution in a public-goods game (with Daniela DiCagno, Andrej Angelovsky, Federica Marazzi, and Luca Panaccione)
2. Strictly Lying versus Only Moderating the Truth – experimental research on why people do not always
lie if lying is the payoff-maximizing strategy (with Daniela DiCagno and Luca Panaccione)
3. Rationality with(out) Noise versus (non-) Optimal Satisficing – experimental test for "optimality with
noise" by comparing the distribution of – too low or too high – risky investment and experience effects
(with Daniela DiCagno and Luca Panaccione)
4. Compulsory Solidarity: when excluding the rich from compulsory solidarity – an experimental analysis
(with Andrej Angelovski & Arianna Galliera)
5. Game-playing Behavior: a series of experiments examining strategic interactions in different situations
6. Decision-making and Game-playing
Frankurt School of Finance and Management
1. Does Pre-trust Breed Trustworthiness? – Experimental test whether a trustee’s decision on allocation of
a fixed pie with impunity is influenced by the trustor’s choice to pre-trust (with Hartmut Kliemt and Roee
Sarel)
2. New Ultimatum Game with Cooling-off Periods (with Paul Bose, Hartmut Kliemt and Chiara Nardi)
University of Potsdam – Faculty of Economic and Social Sciences
Asymmetric Voluntary Cooperation – A Repeated Sequential Best Shot Experiment (with Lisa Bruttel)
University of Cologne
(Not) Letting You Know
Experiments with Endogenously Hiding or Revealing Own Private Information and Past Behavior (with Viola
Ackfeld)

Lectures and Seminar Presentations
2014
Procedural Fairness: Axioms and Experiments (coauthors Federica Alberti, Hartmut Kliemt, Tassis
Konkoumelis, Vittoria Levati, Matteo Ploner, Kei Tsutsui)
Business Research Seminar / Universität Tübingen
November 2014
Procedural Fairness: Axioms and Experiments (coauthors Federica Alberti, Hartmut Kliemt, Tassis
Konkoumelis, Vittoria Levati, Matteo Ploner, Kei Tsutsui)
LUISS Guida Carli, Rome
May 2014
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Rationalität und Moralität in der Unternehmensführung (with Hartmut Kliemt)
Berlin
January 2014
Bounded Rationality – Theoretical Framework and Experimental Evidence – & Procedural Fairness: Axioms and Experimenmts (coauthors Federica Alberti, Hartmut Kliemt, Tassis Konkoumelis,
Vittoria Levati, Matteo Ploner, Kei Tsutsui)
School of Economics / The University of Adelaide
September 2014
2015
Rationalität und Moralität in der Unternehmensführung (with Hartmut Kliemt)
Frankfurt School of Finance and Management
September 2015
Procedural Fairness – Procedurally fair codetermination in corporate governance
UMR GAEL INRA / Université de Grenoble
October 2015
Egalitarian Corporate Governance – Experimental exploration of decision co-determination in
terms of fair bidding (with Federica Alberti, Hartmut Kliemt & Kei Tsutsui)
Lecture Presentation / University of Portsmouth
October 2015
2016
Egalitarian Corporate Governance – experiment on co-determination via fair bidding
(coauthors Federica Alberti, Hartmut Kliemt and Kei Tsutsui)
Lectio Magistralis / Università di Trento
January 2016
Rationality with(out) noise versus (non) optimal satisficing – a portfolio choice experiment
(coauthors Daniela Di Cagno, Arianna Galliera, Francesca Marzo, Noemi Pace)
Seminar / Department of Economics /Ca' Foscari University of Venice
April 2016
On Behavioral Economics and Ultimatum-Like Experiments
Third International Meeting on Experimental and Behavioral Social Sciences / LUISS Guido Carli, Rome
April 2016
Egalitarian Corporate Governance – experiment on co-determination via fair bidding
(coauthors Federica Alberti, Hartmut Kliemt and Kei Tsutsui)
Seminar Lecture / Università di Trento
May 2016
Ultimatum Concession Bargaining: an Experimental Study
Labsi_Lab2 Workshop on Game Theory and Experiments / Capua, Naples
June 2016
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On Behavioral Economics and Ultimatum Experiments
Opening Ceremony of the Graduate School Economic Behavior and Governance / University of Kassel
November 2016
Egalitarian Corporate Governance – experiment on co-determination via fair bidding (coauthors
Federica Alberti, Hartmut Kliemt and Kei Tsutsui)
Lecture / University of East Anglia
December 2016
2017
Egalitarian Corporate Governance – experiment on co-determination via fair bidding (coauthors
Federica Alberti, Hartmut Kliemt, Kei Tsutsui)
Seminar Lecture / University of Luxemburg
February 2017
Reinhard Selten – Leading Scholar of Perfect and Bounded Rationality and Pioneer of Experimental and Interdisciplinary Research
Gedenkfeier / Goethe-Universität, Frankfurt/Main
March 2017
On Behavioral Economics and Ultimatum-Like Experiments
Lecture at the Wirtschaftsuniversität, Vienna
June 2017
On Behavioral Economics And Ultimatum Experiments & Egalitarian Corporate Governance –
Experiment on Co-Determination via Fair Bidding & Push, Pull or Both? – On Indirect Evolution &
Rationality With(out) Noise Versus (non) Optimal Satisficing – A Portfolio Choice Experiment
Schumpeter Lectures: Games and Experiments / University of Graz
November 2017

Teaching
Jan 2015 – Dec 2016

Business Economics (with Hartmut Kliemt)
Frankfurt School of Finance & Management

since January 2015

Game Theory; Microeconomics & Experimental Economics (with Daniela Di
Cagno & Andrej Angelovski)
LUISS Guido Carli / Rome
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Ha
anjo Hama
ann
My research cen
nters on five broad theme
es:

Em
mpirical Legal
al Studies. Ovver the last ten
t to fifteenn years, lawyyers have
increasingly em
mployed emp
pirical metho
ods and quuantitative sta
atistics to
pplement trad
ditional meth
hods (canonss) of legal in
nterpretaenrrich and sup
tion
n. My JSD-eq
quivalent docctoral studiess (Dr. iur.) cooncluded with
h a thesis
on the “Metho
ods and Episstemic Value
e of Empiricaal Research in Law”,
which was publlished in 201
14 (ISBN 978
8-3-16-1533
322-8). I subsequently
worked on diffferent empirical projects in law, suchh as “A Com
mparative
and
d Empirical Perspective on Groups in Corporaate Decision-making”
(Be
erkeley Bus. LL. J. 2014), “The Potential and Limitss of Journal Citations
Analysis” (RW
W 2014), “Facts and Reflections abou
ut the Structu
ure of Germa
an Laws” (ZG
G 2015), and
d “Empirical Findingss in Legal Exxams and Te
erm Papers” (JURA 2017). In 2016, I reported soome general observations and fu
uture considerations for Em
mpirical Lega
al Studies forr the Max Pla
anck Society yyearbook (M
MPI 2017),
and in my m
most recent project
p
(jointly with my insstitute colleag
gue Leonard Hoeft), we eengaged with
h a newly
published proposal to en
nrich contracct interpretatiion empirically, and combined our m ethodologica
al critique
her developin
ng this field ((AcP 2017).
with suggesttions for furth

Legal Corp
pus Linguisticcs. A particu
ularly fruitfull interplay of
o legal questions and eempirical methods is
developing at the interrsection of le
egal scholarrship and a branch of language scciences calle
ed corpus
linguistics, w
which analyzzes statistical patterns in big data (of legal text). The
T theoreticcal frameworrk for this
methodolog
gy has been developed
d
ovver the last fiifty years, wh
hich I reviewe
ed in 2014 foor a handbo
ook article
published iin 2017 (IS
SBN 978-3-11-029579--5). In 2014
4, I also teamed up with corpuss linguist
Prof. Friedemann Vogel, then at the
e University o
of Freiburg, to
t secure a grant
g
that ennabled us to establish
oup “Computer Assisted Legal Lingu
uistics (CAL²)” at the Heiidelberg Aca
ademy of
the junior rresearch gro
Sciences. In 2015, I wass elected to represent
r
thee Academy’s 25 junior fellows as a sppokesperson,, and two
years later we won another grant to prolong our group until
u
2019. Various
V
pap
pers came ou
ut of this
collaboratio
on, both in German
G
(ISB
BN 978-3-11
1-034894-1;; DHd 2016
6; HAW 201 5; 2016; 20
017) and
internationa
ally (JURIX 20
016; Law & Soc.
S
Inq. 201 7; JLL 2017;; BYU L. Rev.. 2018). We organized th
he “Fabric
of Language and Law” conference in Heidelberrg 2016 to bring
b
togethe
er European and US scho
olars (see
Winnower 2
2016), and were
w
invited in 2017 as tthe only Euro
opeans to the
e first US “Laaw & Corpuss Linguistics” confere
ence (BYU L. Rev. 2018)). Apart from
m our own work,
w
we edit the peer-reeviewed Ope
en Access
journal “Lan
nguage & Law
w” (ISSN 219
94-7414), off which I am currently the managing eeditor.

Open Lega
al Science. Managing
M
an OA journall is one of several
s
ways in which I ttry to introduce legal
academics tto a movement that has recently gaiined momen
ntum in other disciplines:: Open Scien
nce. After
participating
g in two con
nferences and
d publishing
g several rep
ports on the state of Opeen Access in German
jurisprudencce (RW 2016
6; blogdroite
européen 20
016; GRUR 2016; sui generis
g
2016
62016; LTO 2017), I
successfully applied forr an Open Science gra nt (“Free Kn
nowledge Fe
ellowship”), jjointly established by
Wikimedia Germany an
nd the Stifterrverband, a donors' asso
ociation for the
t promotioon of human
nities and
sciences in Germany. This
T
grant en
nabled me to
o carry out a project to increase thee transparen
ncy of the
diciary, and to
t open it up
p for historica
al and social science rese
earch: The Feederal Courtts Dataset
German jud
(www.Richte
er-im-Internett.de). Reportss on this dattaset and its potential applications haave been pub
blished in
German (W
WMde 2017; fhi 2017), and
a
it subseq
quently won the German governmennt’s 2017 “O
Open your
mind and u
unfold new id
deas” Compe
etition, being
g signed by President
P
Frank-Walter Stteinmeier into
o a list of
17 scientificc Landmark Ideas of 2017. This cam
me shortly afte
er I was eleccted a Juniorr Fellow at th
he Center
for Interdiscciplinary Rese
earch (Young
g ZiF) in Biellefeld for a five-year
f
period starting iin late 2016
6, where I
subsequently initiated a working grou
up on “Open
n Access in Humanities
H
an
nd Book Discciplines”.
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Behavioral Law and Economics. Another empirical interface of law is its long-standing cooperation with
economic analysis, which enables legal scholars to explicate their intuitions on the law’s operating mechanisms, and to test them either experimentally or using field data. After trying both of these modes of inquiry
in joint work with my colleagues at the institute, Dr. Sven Fischer, Dr. Sebastian Goerg, and Prof. Christoph
Engel (Rev. Law & Econ. 2015; PLOS ONE 2016), I submitted a PhD-equivalent dissertation thesis (Dr. rer.
pol.) to the University of Jena entitled “Behavioral Second-Order Strategies. Exploiting Market Myopia and
Agent Delegation in Economic Decision-Making” (ISBN 978-3-00-051495-1), which I defended in early
2016. Another study in experimental economics, conducted in Pretoria (South Africa) and coauthored by
Nicky Nicholls, PhD, is currently under review.

Legal Didactics. An even more recent research area concerns the didactics of teaching law, which have
rarely been studied or developed systematically. Apart from my paper on empirical findings in legal exams
and term papers (see above), as well as some smaller contributions to educational journals (JuS 2015; JA
2016), I have been most interested in mnemonics in legal education (ZDRW 2016), which resulted in a
“Law School Mnemonics” online portal (www.EselBrueckDich.de). A new empirical study on exam requirements for graduating law students, as well as a didactic paper on a problem from German contract law
are in the making, inspired by my teaching experiences at the universities of Bremen, Bonn, and Mannheim.

Prizes and Awards
2017

Conference Scholarship, Right to Research Coalition, Washington

2017

“Landmark Idea” Award, Land der Ideen Initiative

2015

Conference Scholarship, Right to Research Coalition, Washington

Grants awarded 2014–2016: See “Professional activities – Fellowships”
2014

Publication Subsidy, Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG)

2014

Finalist, Deutscher Studienpreis, Körber Foundation, Hamburg

2014

Otto Hahn Medal, Max Planck Society (Humanities Section)

2014

Thesis Award, University of Bonn, Department of Legal Studies (“Telekom-Preis”)

2014

Dissertation Prize, Esche Schümann Commichau Foundation, Hamburg

Publications (since 2014)
Articles in Peer-reviewed Journals
Vogel F., Hamann H., Gauer I., (2017). Computer Assisted Legal Linguistics: Corpus Analysis as a New
Tool for Legal Studies, Law & Social Inquiry (LSI), 43
Hamann, H. & Hoeft, L. (2017). Die empirische Herangehensweise im Zivilrecht. Lebensnähe und Methodenehrlichkeit für die juristische Analytik? Archiv für die civilistische Praxis (AcP), 217(3), 311–336
Engel, C. & Hamann, H. (2016). The Hog Cycle of Law Professors. An Econometric Time Series Analysis of
the Entry-level Job Market in Legal Academia. PLOS One, 11(7), 1–22, e73531
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Hamann, H. (2016). Freier Zugang zur juristischen Fachliteratur im Spiegel der Open-Science-Bewegung.
Reflexionen zur Tagung «Open Access in den Rechtswissenschaften» vom 27. Mai 2016 an der Universität
Bern. sui-generis – Die juristische Open-Access-Zeitschrift, 3, 94–104
Hamann, H. (2016). Gedächtniskunst in der Rechtsdidaktik. Zum Wert von Eselsbrücken für Studium,
Referendariat und Rechtspraxis. Zeitschrift für Didaktik der Rechtswissenschaft (ZDRW), 3, 116–135
Hamann, H. (2016). Mauerfall in den Wissenschaften. Tagung “OpenCon 2015 – Empowering the Next
Generation to Advance Open Access, Open Education and Open Data” vom 14. bis 16. November 2015
in Brüssel. Rechtswissenschaft. Zeitschrift für rechtswissenschaftliche Forschung (RW), 7, 318–326
Fischer, S., Goerg, S. & Hamann, H. (2015). Cui Bono, Benefit Corporation? An Experiment Inspired by
Social Enterprise Legislation in Germany and the US. Review of Law & Economics, 11(1), 79–110
Hamann, H. (2014). Die Fußnote, das unbekannte Wesen. Potential und Grenzen juristischer Zitationsanalyse. Rechtswissenschaft. Zeitschrift für rechtswissenschaftliche Forschung, 5(4), 501–534
Articles (not peer-reviewed)
Hamann, H. & Vogel, F. (forthcoming 2018). Evidence-Based Jurisprudence meets Legal Linguistics.
Unlikely Blends Made in Germany. Brigham Young University Law Review (BYU L. Rev.), 43
Hamann, H. (2017). Empirische Erkenntnisse in juristischen Ausbildungsarbeiten. Prüfungsschema, Zitierund Arbeitshilfen für das Jurastudium und danach. JURA – Juristische Ausbildung, 39, 759–769
Hamann, H. (2017). Richter im Internet. Editionsbericht zur Digitalisierung der Geschäftsverteilungspläne
der deutschen Bundesgerichte seit dem Zweiten Weltkrieg. forum historiae iuris (fhi), 21(8)
Hamann, H. & Vogel, F. (2017). The Fabric of Language and Law. Towards an International Research
Network for Computer Assisted Legal Linguistics (CAL²). International Journal of Language & Law (JLL), 6,
101–109
Hamann, H. (2016). Open Access in der Rechtswissenschaft. Tagung an der Universität Bern am 27. Mai
2016. Gewerblicher Rechtsschutz und Urheberrecht (GRUR), 118, 1140–1142
Hamann, H. (2016). Per Anhalter durch die Urteilsformalien. Ein vergleichendes Muster für Referendare.

Juristische Arbeitsblätter (JA), 48, 450–453
Hamann, H., Vogel, F., Stein, D., Abegg, A., Biel, Ł. & Solan, L. M. (2016). “Begin at the beginning”.
Lawyers and Linguists Together in Wonderland. The Winnower, 3, 4919
Dellit, K. & Hamann, H. (2015). Forderungserlass und Insolvenzplan. Zur Entmystifizierung „der Naturalobligation“ durch systematische und funktional-teleologische Auslegung. Zeitschrift für Wirtschaftsrecht, 35,
308–316
Hamann, H. (2015). Das Buch der Bücher, im Original mit Untertiteln. Rechtstatsachen und Reflexionen zur
Gliederung deutscher Gesetze. Vierteljahresschrift für staatliche und kommunale Rechtsetzung (ZG), 30,
381–395
Hamann, H. (2015). Fliegende Schweine im Recht. Prolegomena zu einer wissenschaftlichen Faselei. Neue
Juristische Wochenschrift, 68(7), 459–461
Hamann, H. (2015). Referendarsstation im juristischen Wissenschaftsverlag Mohr Siebeck. Juristische
Schulung (JuS), 55(3), 32–34
Hamann, H. (2014). Bovigus. Revisiting a Legal Discovery. Journal of Irreproducible Results, 52(4), 29–31
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Hamann, H. (2014). Moderne Verwaltung und E-Mail – oder: Eine Nummer über die Nummer. JuristenZeitung (JZ), 69(6), 295–296
Hamann, H. (2014). Redaktionsversehen. Ein Beitrag zur Legislativfehlerlehre und zur Rechtsförmlichkeit.
Archiv des öffentlichen Rechts (AöR), 139(8), 446–475
Hamann, H. (2014). Unpacking the Board: A Comparative and Empirical Perspective on Groups in
Corporate Decision-Making. Berkeley Business Law Journal (BBLJ), 11(1), 1–54
Books
Hamann, H. (2016). Behavioral Second-Order Strategies. Exploiting Market Myopia and Agent Delegation
in Economic Decision-Making. 112 p. Raspberry: SciPress publishers
Hamann, H. & Idler, M. (2015). Zeitgeistreiches. Scherz und Ernst in der Juristenzeitung: Glossen aus
sechzig Jahren. 207 p. Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck
Hamann, H. (2014). Evidenzbasierte Jurisprudenz. Methoden empirischer Forschung und ihr Erkenntniswert für das Recht am Beispiel des Gesellschaftsrechts. (H. Dreier, U. Müßig & M. Stolleis, Eds.). 23, 414 p.
Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck
Book Chapters
Hamann, H. (2017). Text, Kontext und Textualismus in der juristischen Methodenlehre. Frank Easterbrook
neu gelesen und übersetzt. In F. Vogel (Ed.), Recht ist kein Text: Studien zur Sprachlosigkeit im verfassten
Rechtsstaat, 135–150. Berlin: Duncker & Humblot
Hamann, H. (2017). Strukturierte Rechtslehre als juristische Sprachtheorie. In E. Felder & F. Vogel (Eds.),

Handbuch Sprache im Recht, 175–186. Berlin: de Gruyter
Hamann, H. & Vogel, F. (2017). Computergestützte Rechtslinguistik (CAL2). Das Gewirk von Sprache und
Dogmatik des Rechts am Beispiel des JuReko-Referenzkorpus. In Heidelberger Akademie der Wissenschaften (Ed.), HAW Jahrbuch 2016
Hamann, H. (2017). Müssen Richter mit allem rechnen? Empirische Realitäten im Rechtssystem. In MaxPlanck-Gesellschaft (Ed.), Jahrbuch der Max-Planck-Gesellschaft 2016
Hamann, H. & Vogel, F. (2016). Juristisches Referenzkorpus (JuReko). Computergestützte Zugänge zu
Sprache und Dogmatik des Rechts. In Heidelberger Akademie der Wissenschaften (Ed.), HAW Jahrbuch
2015, 288–291
Hamann, H., Gauer, I. & Vogel, F. (2016). Das juristische Referenzkorpus (JuReko). Computergestützte
Rechtslinguistik als empirischer Beitrag zu Gesetzgebung und Justiz. In E. Burr (Ed.), DHd 2016: Modellie-

rung – Vernetzung – Visualisierung. Die Digital Humanities als fächerübergreifendes Forschungsparadigma, 129–131
Hamann, H., Vogel, F. & Gauer, I. (2016). Computer Assisted Legal Linguistics (CAL2), in: Legal
Knowledge and Information Systems. In F. Bex & S. Villata (Eds.), Legal Knowledge and Information
Systems – JURIX 2016: The Twenty-Ninth Annual Conference, 294, 195–198. Amsterdam, Berlin,
Washington, D.C.: IOS Press
Hamann, H. (2015). Der „Sprachgebrauch“ im Waffenarsenal der Jurisprudenz: Die Rechtspraxis im
Spiegel der quantitativ-empirischen Sprachforschung. In F. Vogel (Ed.), Zugänge zur Rechtssemantik, 184–
204. Berlin: de Gruyter
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Vogel, F., Hamann, H., Gauer, I. & Rook, M. (2015). Vom corpus iuris zu den corpora iurum. Konzeption
und Erschließung eines juristischen Referenzkorpus. In Jahrbuch – Heidelberger Akademie der Wissenschaften, III, 275–278. Heidelberg: Universitätsverlag Winter
Blogs
Hamann, H. & Graf, F. (2017). VGH Mannheim verhandelt über Open Access. Müssen Wissenschaftler
ihre Ergebnisse frei zugänglich machen?, Legal Tribune Online (LTO), http://lto.de/persistent/a_id/24747
Hamann, H. (2017). Gerichtsurteile als Menschenwerk. Zum Editionsprojekt „Die Namen der Justiz“.
Wikimedia Deutschland Blog, http://blog.wikimedia.de/2017/02/23/gerichtsurteile
Hamann, H. (2016). Open Access in German legal academia. Challenges and Perspectives. Blog Droit
Européen, http://blogdroiteuropeen.com/?p=2841

Professional Activities
Editorial Activity
Managing Editor, International Journal of Language & Law (JLL), www.languageandlaw.de
Fellowships
Fellow Freies Wissen, Wikimedia / Stifterverband, Berlin
Das junge ZiF, Zentrum für interdisziplinäre Forschung, Bielefeld
Nachwuchskollegiat / Kollegiatensprecher, Akademie der Wissenschaften, Heidelberg

Teaching
summer term 2014

Law and Legal Science – Institutions in Practice
IMPRS Uncertainty Jena

summer term 2016

Empirische Forschung im Recht
University of Bremen

winter term 2016/17

Typische Fehler in der zivilrechtlichen Examensklausur
University of Bonn

winter term 2016/17

Examensrepetitorium Schuldrecht AT
University of Mannheim

winter term 2016/17

Law in Economics: Perspectives / German Civil Law
Max Planck Institute Bonn

summer term 2017

Empirische Forschung im Recht
University of Bremen

winter term 2017/18

Klausurtechnik und häufige Fehlerquellen im Zivilrecht
University of Bonn
Examensrepetitorium Schuldrecht AT
University of Mannheim
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Martin F. Hellwig
My work oveer the past fo
our years hass again coveered several areas.
a
Issuess
of regulatorry reform after the financcial crisis haave still taken
n up a large
e
part of my tiime and energy, but I havve also manaaged to returrn to theoret-ical work, to
o wind up some
s
projeccts there, annd to pursue
e new ideas..
However, I h
have continu
ued to do policy work. W
Whereas I left the Advisoryy
Scientific Co
ommittee of the
t European
n Systemic Riisk Board in May 2015, I
became a m
member of the European Parliament’s Expert Panel on Banking
g
Union/Bankk Resolution in 2016 and have alsoo participated
d actively in
n
recent work of the Advisory Committee of the M
Ministry for the
t Economyy
and Energy in Berlin. Further
F
policyy activities innvolved lectu
ures, op-edss
and interview
ws on the so
o-called euro crisis and o n the role off the Europe-an Centrral Bank in th
hat crisis. In much of thiss work, I have
e followed th
he MPI’s Acaddemic Adviso
ory Council’ss
suggestio
on in 2010 th
hat we should bring our w
work more in
nto the publicc debate thann we had done so far.

Theore
etical Work
k on Mechanism Dessign and Public-Goo
P
od Provisio
on
Theoreticcal work on mechanism
m design and
d public-goo
od provision has been ppursued jointtly with Felixx
Bierbrauer. The articcle “Robustly coalition-pro
oof incentive mechanismss for public-ggood provisio
on are voting
g
mechaniisms and vice
e versa”, in the Review of Economic Studies
S
2016 considers a model with finitely manyy
participa
ants and with
h a public go
ood that can
n be provide
ed at levels zero
z
or one and shows that
t
a sociall
choice ffunction can be implem
mented by a robustly in
ncentive-compatible and robustly co
oalition-prooff
mechaniism if and on
nly if it can be
e implementted by a votin
ng mechanism, i.e. a mecchanism thatt merely askss
whether people wan
nt the public good to bee provided or
o not and that
t
makes tthe outcome
e depend on
n
whether the votes in favour exce
eed a certain
n threshold or
o fall short of it, withouut considering
g preference
e
intensitie
es.
Given that the Review
w of Econom
mic Studies waanted only an analysis with finitely maany participa
ants, anotherr
omies”, MPI Preprint 12/2015, considders the quesstion of whatt
paper, “Public-Good Provision in Large Econo
can we ssay when ind
dividuals feel that they arre too insigniificant to affe
ect aggregate
te outcomes, in this case,,
the level of public-go
ood provision
n. Besides loo
oking at larg
ge, rather tha
an finite econnomies, this paper
p
makess
the follow
wing contrib
butions: First, it uses a weeaker concep
pt of coalition proofness,, which doess not allow a
deviating
g coalition to
o know the distribution of taste parrameters in the rest of the populatiion. Second,,
whereas the paper in the Review
w of Econom
mic Studies asssumed that deviating cooalitions cannot stipulatee
side payyments betwe
een memberss, in the larg e economy, absence of side
s
paymennts is a result, rather than
n
an assum
mption. Third
d, we allow for
f an arbitra
ary number of public-good provisionn levels (rathe
er than two),,
with non
n-decreasing marginal prrovision costss. The paperr has two ma
ajor results: FFirst, in the large
l
econo-my, a firrst-best socia
al choice funcction can bee implemente
ed by a robu
ustly incentivee compatible
e mechanism
m
with bud
dget balance.. Second, a monotonic
m
so
ocial choice function,
f
i.e., a social chooice function under which
h
the level of public good provisio
on does not drop if distrribution of th
he parameteers that indicate people’ss
ess to pay is shifted “to th
he right”, can
n be implem
mented by a robustly
r
ince ntive-compatible mecha-willingne
nism with
h budget ballance that is immune to rrobust collecttive deviation
ns, if and onlly if it can be
e implement-ed by a vvoting mechanism. Unde
er a certain a
additional co
ondition, any such voting mechanism is character-ized by a non-decrea
asing sequen
nce of thresh
holds such th
hat the public good is prrovided at le
evel k, if and
d
only if in
n a binary vote
v
between
n levels k-1 and k, the specified
s
threshold is meet, and in a binary vote
e
between levels k and
d k+1, the specified
s
threeshold is nott met. We arre currently w
working on extensions
e
to
o
allow forr decreasing marginal costs.
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The stochastic specification in “Public-Good Provision in Large Economies” involves aggregate as well as
individual uncertainty. The specification is an instance of a large class of models in which (i) the payoff for
any one agent depends only on the agent's own characteristics and actions and on the cross-section
distribution of actions in the population, (ii), there are many agents, and each agent considers the effect of
his own actions on the cross-section distribution of actions to be negligible, and (iii) uncertainty can be
decomposed into an aggregate component and an agent-specific component, and the latter satisfies an
exact law of large numbers. Other applications appear in the analysis of currency attacks and bank runs,
takeover battles, electoral competition and voting. In a forthcoming new paper, “Incomplete-Information
Games in Large Populations with Anonymity”, I provide mathematical foundations for the analysis of such
games, which until now are missing because the notion of a continuum of (conditionally) independent
variables involves serious technical and conceptual problems. These problems can be resolved by introducing the notion of a rich Fubini extension of the product of the space of agents and the space of states of
nature. More interestingly, I show that, if a condition that I call “anonymity in beliefs” is satisfied, then the
decomposition of uncertainty into an aggregate component and an individual component arises naturally
in the sense that conditionally on the cross-section distribution of agent characteristics, individual characteristics are (essentially pairwise) independent and identically distributed with a conditional probability distribution equal to the cross-section distribution.
In models with aggregate as well as individual uncertainty, the characteristics of different individuals are
correlated. For mechanism design, the question arises to what extent such correlations might be used to
extract information about the participants’ valuations without losing the ability to extract payments from
them. Crémer and McLean (Econometrica 1989) and McAfee and Reny (Econometrica 1992) had shown
how this might be done. Subsequent work by Heifetz and Neeman (Econometrica 2006) and by Chen and
Xiong (Econometrica 2013) discussed in what sense these results can be taken to generic; Heifetz and
Neeman argued that they are “exceptional”, Chen and Xiong, that they are “generic”. In “The generic
possibility of full surplus extraction in models with large type spaces”, Journal of Economic Theory 2017,
provides a set of very general results showing that (approximately) full surplus extraction is generic in the
sense that for a residual set of model specifications, appropriate mechanisms can be found for this purpose. The analysis in Gizatulina and Hellwig (2017) is more general than the previous analyses in that it
applies to both, abstract-type-space and universal-type-space formulations, and it allows for many specifications of topologies on type spaces and beliefs, including the stronger topologies that have recently been
proposed in order to ensure certain desirable continuity of optimizing behaviour. The analysis also differs
from the earlier work in that it focuses on belief functions, taking seriously the interpretation of belief
functions as conditional distributions reflecting agents’ information.
In an earlier paper, “Beliefs, Payoffs, Information: On the Robustness of the BDP Property in Models with
Endogenous Beliefs”, Journal of Mathematical Economics 2014, we had already used this approach to
show that the so-called BDP property, i.e. the property that an agent’s payoff parameters can be inferred
from his beliefs, is generic. The property in question is necessary but not sufficient for full surplus extraction,
moreover the earlier result applied to abstract type spaces only and then only for one particular topology
on beliefs. The new paper contains the earlier result, but besides concerning a stronger condition, it is
much more general.
The application of genericity results to the universal type space with the stronger topologies that allow for
lower as well as upper strategic continuity requires an account of the relation between the space of hierarchies of beliefs about the other agents’ payoff parameters, first-order, second-order, etc. beliefs, and the
space of measures on other agents’ hierarchies. In the classical paper on the universal type space by
Mertens and Zamir (International Journal of Game Theory 1985), the finding that these spaces are homeomorphic stands at the core of the analysis. It was therefore surprising to find that the literature proposing
new and stronger topologies for the universal type space did not contain such a result. The gap is filled by
the paper “A homeomorphism theorem for the universal type space with the uniform topology”, MPI
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Preprints 2016, revised 2017, with additional mathematical tools developed in the 2017 MPI Preprint
“Probability measures on product spaces with uniform metrics”.

Financial Stability and Financial Regulation
The book “The Bankers’ New Clothes: What’s Wrong with Banking and What to Do about It”, co-written
with Anat Admati, was published in 2013, but it continued to keep me busy for quite a while. A paperback
edition with a new preface was published in 2014. Demand for lectures and interviews on the subject
remained steady for quite a while. By now the book has also been published in German, Spanish, Japanese, Complex Chinese, Simplified Chinese, Hebrew, Portuguese, and Italian.
Discussion of the book’s messages has gone on unabated. We have therefore updated “The Parade of the
Bankers’ New Clothes Continues” several times. The last update, from January 2016, refers to “31 Flawed
Claims Debunked”. A further update, addressing at least 33 flawed claims, is due to come out shortly.
Further revisions were done on “The Leverage Ratchet Effect” (MPI Preprint 2013/13), with Admati, Demarzo, and Pfleiderer. This paper is now forthcoming in the Journal of Finance. The paper makes three
contributions. First, it shows that, in addition to the effects of tax discrimination and bailout subsidies
favouring debt funding over equity, shareholder resistance to recapitalization also reflects a debt overhang
effect: Putting in money (or raising money by issuing new equity) in order to buy back debt makes the debt
holders better off but, unless shareholders have a way to appropriate this rent, they become worse off. At
the same time, shareholders are always willing to increase leverage. The effect is very robust and prevents
recapitalizations even if these recapitalizations would raise the value of the firm by a lot.
Second, the paper discusses the implications of debt-overhang-driven shareholder resistance to recapitalizations when this resistance is anticipated by potential creditors. Using numerical examples, the paper
shows that initial leverage is likely to be lower than predicted by traditional trade-off theories, but once the
firm is in debt, over time, leverage will rise to levels much higher than predicted by the traditional theories.
Responses to exogenous shocks, e.g. changes in corporate tax rates, are asymmetric in that the leverage
goes up when a shock reduces the cost of debt, but fails to go down when the shock increases the cost of
debt. The explanatory power of traditional theories of corporate finance thus comes into doubt in a fundamental way.
Third, the paper considers the reactions of shareholders to increases in regulatory capital requirements that
take the form of a higher ratio of required equity to total assets. Under certain conditions, shareholders are
shown to be indifferent between (i) asset sales accompanied by a reduction in debt, (ii) an issue of equity
through a rights offering accompanied be a reduction in debt, and (iii) an issue of equity through a rights
offering accompanied by asset purchases. The conditions are: a single class of debt, homogeneous assets,
and a price of assets that equals the expected present value of returns (taking account of tax and bankruptcy cost effects) after the operation. The empirical observation that banks prefer alternative (i) over (ii) and
(iii) can be explained by deviations from these conditions, namely, with heterogeneous debt, asset sales
accompanied by a reduction in junior debt impose a burden on senior debt whose exposure to losses in
bankruptcy is increased. If the externality on incumbent senior debt is sufficiently strong, the preference for
asset sales is present even if these sales destroy value.
Like other effects that favour debt over equity, the debt overhang and leverage ratchet effects are driven by
private benefits to shareholders, which are not social benefits. From an ex ante point of view, the effect can
actually be harmful to shareholders because at the time of initial contracting debt holders will anticipate it.
If it were possible to precommit future behaviour, it would be mutually advantageous to impose an obligation to recapitalize and buy back debt when there is a danger of financial distress.
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In the last report, I discussed a new project, “Liquidity Provision and Equity Funding of Banks”. The purpose
of the project was and is to investigate whether the “production” of liquid claims such as deposits, which
are legally debt, is in conflict with bank funding by equity as well as debt. In recent discussions about equity
regulation of banks, resistance against higher equity requirements has been justified with the argument that
such requirements would involve a decrease in funding by deposits and other liquid claims and would thus
contravene the very function of banks in the economy. A counter-argument would be that higher equity
makes the bank safer, strengthens trust in the bank and thereby enhances the liquidity of deposits and
other short-term claims produced by the bank. Moreover, the increase in the share of equity in bank
funding would not come at the expense of funding by liquid debt, if this increase was achieved by raising
additional equity and investing the proceeds, e.g. in the market. The latter argument presumes that there
are additional funds to be raised, i.e. that we are not starting from an equilibrium in which investors only
hold debt and equity of banks. This presumption is not unrealistic but its place in the overall conceptual
framework is unclear. The paper “Liquidity Provision and Equity Funding of Banks” is intended to clarify the
issues. One objective is also to clarify what market failures might arise and might call for statutory regulation.
Work on this project has not yet been brought to completion because I have had problems in proving the
existence of an equilibrium for the model I developed. The reasons for these problems seem to be technical, rather than economic, namely I work with a continuum of investors and a continuum of banks (to
avoid all concerns about market power), and, e.g. with a constant-returns-to-scale technology, I do not
have any natural bounds on the positions taken by any given bank. These features cause problems for the
application of standard fixed-point arguments; the fixes that I have tried so far have not worked. At the
point, the question is whether to try some more or to accept “defeat” and to change the model into something uglier, less well suited to articulate the economic issues, where existence of an equilibrium is not a
problem, e.g., by introducing an artificial bound on the positions of banks.
The economic structure is very simple: Banks issue deposits, bonds, or shares in order to fund investments
that earn returns under a stochastic constant-returns-to-scale technology. Bonds and shares provide their
holders with monetary returns only. Deposits provide their holders additionally with liquidity benefits, direct
contributions to utility. However, these liquidity benefits are available only if the bank is not defaulting on its
debt. I also allow for the possibility that deposit provision might be costly.
If uncertainty about returns is sufficiently small, default is not a relevant concern. In this case, an equilibrium necessarily exists and involves bank funding by deposits up to the point where the marginal resource
cost of additional deposits is equal to the marginal liquidity benefit. If investors have more funds to invest,
the extra funds go into shares or bonds but the mix is irrelevant as long as bond finance doesn’t induce a
prospect of default. In the absence of default, laissez-faire is efficient. If uncertainty about returns is large,
e.g. if the rate of return on investments can be close to zero with positive probability, default may be
unavoidable. In this case, some equity funding of banks is desirable because it reduces the probability of
default and increases expected liquidity benefits from deposits. However, if banks are unable to precommit and communicate their overall funding mixes to investors, equilibrium deposit funding will be
excessive and liquidity provision inefficiently low. The argument is akin to the debt overhang effect in the
“leverage ratchet” paper: In negotiating with any one depositor, the externalities of additional debt on the
other depositors’ liquidity benefits are neglected. If the technology exhibits constant returns to scale,
equilibrium liquidity benefits are in fact zero and any form of statutory regulation of bank equity would
improve the allocation. (In this version of the model, an equilibrium can be shown to exist.) If banks are
able to pre-commit and to communicate their overall funding mixes to investors, and if an equilibrium
exists, the equilibrium allocation will in fact be constrained-efficient and will provide for bank funding by
equity as well as deposits. In these equilibria, the equity supports the liquidity benefits from deposits, i.e.
liquidity provision and equity funding are complementary rather than substitutes.
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The paper “Systemic Risk and Macroprudential Policy” was written for a conference at the Dutch central
bank and provides a critical assessment of our understanding of the terms “systemic risk” and “macroprudential”. Both terms have made it into European legal norms such as the Regulation creating the European
Systemic Risk Board, but both terms are unclear. For example, do we think of “systemic risk” as risks from
the financial system to the macro-economy, as risks from the macro-economy to the financial system, or of
risks to both from interactions inside the financial system? Whereas some of the economics literature has
assumed that the term “systemic risk” refers to a well-defined object and has begun to propose measuring
it, the paper shows that there are many kinds of systemic interactions that can make a difference and that
the incidence of these effects is highly contingent on the state of the system. The paper also suggests that
many “systemic” effects are due to market participants’ exposing themselves to risks associated with macro
shocks, e.g. changes in interest rates or exchange rates and then hiding these risks through complex
contractual arrangements, fooling themselves as well as others. An example would be the mid-1990s US
Dollar lending of international banks to Thai banks and of Thai banks to Thai firms, which was intended to
immunize the banks against exchange rate risk and proved useless when, after the 1997 devaluation of the
Baht, Thai firms that were earning their money in Baht found that they could no longer service their dollardenominated debts. The paper observes that, whereas the taking of macroeconomic risks, on which one
can earn risk premia, is a constant in the behavior of banks and other financial institutions, the devices that
they use to downplay the risks are forever different. It concludes that we should not endeavor to “measure”
systemic risk, as its nature is forever changing, but to observe ongoing developments and try to infer where
the macro risks are hidden this time around. This analysis leads on to further conclusions about the design
of macro-prudential institutions and of macro-prudential policies.
I conclude this account of work on financial stability and financial regulation with a reference to three
papers that I have recently written for the European Parliament’s Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs: ”Total Assets versus Risk-Weighted Assets: Does It Matter for MREL Requirements?, MPI Preprint
12/2016, “Carving Out Legacy Assets: A Successful Tool for Bank Restructuring”, MPI Preprint 03/2017,
and “Precautionary Recapitalizations: Time for a Review", MPI Preprint 14/2017. The first of these papers
concerns the question on what basis the minimum requirements for a bank’s funding by bail-in-able debt
(minimum required eligible liabilities – MREL), i.e. debt that can be made to bear losses in resolution,
should be determined, whether such requirements should be calibrated to the risks attached to the bank’s
assets or whether they should just be calibrated to the bank’s balance sheet. The second paper provides a
critical assessment of the proposal that was recently made by the Chair of the European Banking Authority,
to deal with the € 1 trillion non-performing loans in European banks by having an EU-wide, governmentguaranteed or even government-funded asset management company take over the non-performing loans
and dispose of them with a clawback condition on banks to immunize (!?) taxpayers from the associated
risks. The third paper discusses the use of government funds to inject equity into failing banks as a way to
avoid insolvency, at least for another while. Whereas some such measure would be warranted for institutions with systemically important operations in multiple jurisdictions, the actual practice, in the cases of
Monte dei Paschi di Siena and of the Venetian banks, is quite objectionable. Here again the contribution is
to lay out the issues, the existing rules and the actual practice.

Financial Stability and Monetary Policy
In previous work (“Quo vadis Euroland? European Monetary Union between Crisis and Reform”, Preprint
2011/12), I had studied the interdependence of sovereigns and banks, sovereign debt crises and banking
crises, as a major reason why it has been so difficult to disentangle the issues and resolve the various crises
in the euro area. As Chair of the Advisory Scientific Committee of the European Systemic Risk Board (ESRB),
in 2012, I was the lead author of a report (“Forbearance, resolution, and deposit insurance”) of the
Advisory Scientific Committee, which proposed a common system of bank supervision and a common
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system of bank resolution as a way to overcome procrastination of Member State authorities in dealing with
the need to clean up the debris from the crisis.
The actual development of the European Banking Union, with a single supervisory mechanism and a single
resolution mechanism, stopped well short of what was needed. The paper “Yes, Virginia, there is a European Banking Union, but it may not make all your wishes come true!”, which was written for a 2014
conference at the Austrian National Bank on Banking Union, gave a critical assessment of developments
leading up to the creation of the Banking Union, the flaws of the previous institutional setup, the changes
that were introduced and the shortcomings of the reforms. Echoing the old newspaper headline “Yes,
Virginia, there is a Santa Claus!”, and running counter to the prevailing ailing attitude among officials, the
paper argued that Banking Union would not be a panacea (a Santa Claus) for the problems of the euro
area financial and monetary systems. The Single Supervisory Mechanism would be hampered by the need
to cooperate with national authorities and to apply national laws that implement European directives; this
would make for fragmentation even if the ECB was in charge.
Most importantly, drawing on earlier work, discussed in the previous report, the paper criticized the legal
procedures for the recovery and resolution of institutions in difficulties: If banks with systemically important
operations in several countries enter into resolution, there is no way to prevent the breakdown of these
operations and to limit the resulting systemic damage. Further, the legislation makes no provisions for the
liquidity needed for maintaining systemically important operations at least temporarily. Finally, there is no
fiscal backstop. Because of the deficiencies, the paper suggested that the “too-big-to-fail” syndrome would
still be present. Developments since then, in particular the weakness of the resolution mechanism, have
confirmed the criticism. This year’s requests from the European Parliament for papers on how to deal with
legacy problems and on precautionary recapitalizations are evidence of the prevailing reluctance to even
use the available resolution mechanism. National authorities continue to prefer procrastination over
cleanups of their banks’ problems.
The persistent weakness of many banks presents a challenge for monetary policy because banks are an
important part of the monetary system: Bank deposits share important functions of money, they are the
basis of the payment system, and bank loans are an important part of the transmission mechanism for
monetary policy. In 2012, it seemed that the ECB had to provide liquidity to banks in order to maintain the
monetary system; since the banks in turn lent to their governments, this meant that governments got
indirect access to the printing press. Since then, banking systems have been more stable, but now the ECB
is engaging in monetary policies that put banks at risk the idea being that if banks lend to the real economy, economic growth will pick up and deflation will be pre-empted.
Two papers, “Financial Stability and Monetary Policy, Banking Supervision and Central Banking” and
“Financial Stability and Monetary Policy”, try to clarify the conceptual issues that underlie these developments. The former was commissioned for the first ECB Forum in Sintra 2014, the second one for a 2015
conference at the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta. For the Sintra conference, the ECB actually wanted a
paper on central banking and banking supervision, but I thought it important to also consider the relation
between financial stability and monetary policy as the argument just given suggests that this relation is
really crucial. I also thought that a more systematic treatment might address some of the issues raised in
the legal proceedings, before the German Constitutional Court and the European Court of Justice, about
the legality of ECB policies.
Both papers begin with systematic accounts of the evolution of central banking and monetary policy
mandates. Historically, financial stability has figured prominently among central banks’ objectives, with
policies ranging from interest rate stabilization to serving as lender of the last resort. With the ascent of
macroeconomics and with the shift from convertible currencies to pure paper currencies, these traditional
concerns of central banks have been displaced by macroeconomic objectives, price stability, full employ-
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ment, growth. The financial crisis and the euro crisis have shifted the focus back to financial stability even
though there no longer is any financial stability mandate. Given the prominence of concerns about central
bank solvency in political and legal discussion, I argue in some detail that these concerns are misplaced in
a world in which the issue of paper money does not impose any obligation on the issuer (unlike the world
of the gold standard, where the issuer had to be ready to exchange notes into gold).
The Sintra paper goes on to a discussion of moral hazard in banking and banking supervision as a threat
to monetary dominance and to the effective independence of central bank decision making in an environment in which financial stability is an essential precondition for reaching the central bank’s macroeconomic
objective, e.g. price stability. It concludes with a discussion of the challenges for institution design in
particular the appropriate design of the relation between supervisory institutions and central banks so as to
ensure that the central bank is fully informed about the state of the financial systems and the likely consequences of monetary policy decisions financial stability while also ensuring that supervisory decisions, e.g.
a decision on whether to put a bank into a resolution regime, do not become hostage to the central bank’s
monetary policy.
After establishing the principle that financial stability matters for monetary policy, the Atlanta paper goes
on to discuss two challenges. First, what should be done to assess the relevance of financial stability
concerns in any given situation? How should one deal with the fact that systemic interdependence takes
multiple forms and is changing all the time and that many contagion risks cannot be measured? The
discussion here draws heavily on the paper “Systemic Risk and Macroprudential Policy” that I discussed
above.
Second, what is the relation between financial-stability and macroeconomic-stability objectives? To what
extent do they coincide, to what extent are they in conflict? How should tradeoffs be handled and what can
be done to reduce the risk of the central bank’s succumbing to financial dominance? The above observation that in 2012, the ECB rescued the banks in order to maintain the monetary system (and to protect the
macroeconomy) and since 2015 has been pressuring the banks to lend to the real economy even if they
could hardly bear the risks suggests that we need some principles on which to decide such prioritizations.
To conclude this account, I note that I was also co-chair of the ESRB expert group that prepared the ESRB
Report on the Regulatory Treatment of Sovereign Exposures, which came out in 2015. Beyond the obvious
facts about biases from privileged treatments of sovereigns, the most important insight from that report was
the finding that, in dealing with risks from lending to sovereigns, large-exposure regulation is much more
important and capital regulation, which hardly bites because, prior to a crisis, ratings of sovereigns are
usually very good so, under the risk-based approach to assessing required equity, not much equity is
needed to back investments in sovereign debt.

Honors
Western Finance Association (WFA): Charles River Associates Award for “The Leverage Ratchet Effect” as
the best paper on corporate finance, June 2016
Ernst Hellmut Vits Prize, Universitätsgesellschaft Münster, November 2016
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Louis-André Gerard-Varet Conference, Aix-en-Provence
24 June 2014
Warum reichen die Reformen der Finanzregulierung nicht aus?
Maklerfachtagung der Sparkassen Versicherung, Frankfurt/M.
25 June 2014
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The Law and Economics of Bank Resolution
European Summer Symposium in Economic Theory, Gerzensee
3 July 2014
Das Too-big-to-fail Problem ist nach wie vor nicht gelöst!
Finanz und Wirtschaft Forum “Vision Bank – Vision Finanzplatz Schweiz”, Zurich
26 August 2014
Governments, banks and monetary policy – challenge of the European Banking Union
The Mentor Group Boston, Vienna Forum 2014, Vienna
11 September 2014
“Des Bankers neue Kleider” – Warum die bisherige Reform von Bankenregulierung und Bankenaufsicht nicht genügt
3SAT/ARTE, Mainz
15 September 2014
Do Bank(er)s Earn Too Much?
Berlin Brandenburg Academy of Science, Berlin
29 September 2014
"Niedrigzinsphase – Herausforderung für Aufsicht und Industrie"
Österreichische Finanzmarktaufsicht, Vienna, Austria
30 September 2014
The Too-Big-to-Fail Problem is Still with us – Why Legal and Regulatory Reform after the Crisis
have been Insufficient
Wissenschaftskolleg zu Berlin, Berlin
9 October 2014
Warum reichen die bisherigen Reformen der Finanzregulierung nicht aus?
CFS Colloquium Reihe an der Goethe-Universität Frankfurt/M.
22 October 2014
Liquidity Provision and Equity Funding of Banks
Max Planck Institute for Research on Collective Goods, Bonn
27 October 2014
Financial Stability, Monetary Policy, Banking Supervision and Central Banking
Seminar of National Bank of Poland, Warsaw
14 November 2014
Liquidity Provision and Equity Funding of Banks
Leo Hurwicz Memorial Lecture 2014, Warsaw
15 November 2014
What can be achieved by structural reform in banking
European Parliament Public Hearing on Bank Structural Refom, Brussels
2 December 2014
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Warum reichen die bisherigen Reformen der Finanzregulierung nicht aus?
University of Tuebingen, Tuebingen
3 December 2014
Banking regulation: What do the banks do?
Finance Watch Conference, Berlin
4 December 2014
Warum die europäische Währungsunion eine funktionsfähige Bankenunion braucht, aber wohl
nicht bekommt
Seminarreihe "Münchner Seminare" der CESifo Munich
8 December 2014
Heraus aus der Dunkelheit – die Regulierung der Schattenbanken
Gesprächskreis "Finanzmarkt und Finanzpolitik" des SPD-Parteivorstandes, Frankfurt/Main
10 December 2014
Systemic Risk and Macroprudential regulation
Isaac Newton Institute for Mathematical Sciences, Cambridge
17 December 2014
2015
Zurück zur guten alten Zeit? Warum hat sich der Finanzsektor so verändert?
Rotary Club Bonn
20 January 2015
Des Beirats neue Kleider – Anmerkungen zur Stellungnahme 01/2014 des Wissenschaftlichen
Beirats beim BMF
Bundesministerium der Finanzen, Berlin
23 January 2015
Money Creation in the modern economy
European Central Bank, Frankfurt/M.
27 January 2015
Liquidity Provision and Equity Funding of Banks
Aix-Marseille School of Economics, Marseille
11 February 2015
Regulatory Reform after the Crisis: Why the Financial System is Not Safe Enough
London School of Economics and Political Science, London
10 March 2015
Liquidity Provision and Equity Funding of Banks
School of Economics, Edinburgh University, Edinburgh
11 March 2015
Banks, Governments, and the Central Bank in the European Crisis
School of Law, Edinburgh University, Edinburgh
11 March 2015
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Has regulatory reform made the financial system safer?
Center for Interdisciplinary Research University of Bielefeld
20 March 2015
Financial Stability and Monetary Policy in a Time of Crisis
Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta, Stone Mountain, Georgia
1 April 2015
Yes Virginia, There is a European Banking Union! But It May Not Make
Your Wishes Come True
Leiden University, Leiden
21 April 2015
Die Deutschen und die EZB in der “Euro-Krise”
IÖZ Karlsruhe, Frankfurt/M.
28 April 2015
Warum kommen wir nicht aus der Krise heraus?
Bundesstiftung Erinnerung, Verantwortung und Zukunft, Hannover
29 April 2015
Des Bankers neue Kleider: Was bei Banken wirklich schief läuft und was sich ändern muss
Vienna Insurance Group AG, Vienna
4 May 2015
Die Symbiose von Staat und Banken als ordnungspolitisches Problem
Forschungsinstitut für Wirtschaftsverfassung und Wettbewerb e.V., Berlin
7 May 2015
The next crisis will come for sure: What can we do about it?
Institute for Financial Research, Stockholm
19 May 2015
Liquidity Provision and Equity Funding of Banks
5th ETH-NYU Law and Banking Conference, Zurich
30 May 2015
Zur Reform der Bankenregulierung nach der Finanzkrise
2. Leipziger Tagung zu Kontinuität und Wandel bei europäisierten Aufsichts- und Regulierungsstrukturen,
Leipzig
11 June 2015
Corporate Governance als ordnungspolitisches Problem
Nordrheinwestfälische Akademie der Wissenschaft und Künste, Dusseldorf
18 June 2015
Finanzkrise und Wirtschaftstheorie
Universität Ulm
23 June 2015
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Banks, governments and central banks in the financial and economic crisis
PET 2015 Luxemburg
1 July 2015
European Banking Union – Where are we and what is missing?
Florence Forum, Florence
16–19 September 2015
Der Wirtschaftswissenschaftler als Politikberater
Handelskammer Hamburg
8 October 2015
Governments, Banks and Monetary Policy in a Time of Crisis
W.A. Mackintosh Lecture, Queen's University, Department of Economics, Kingston, Ontario
13 October 2015
Liquidity Provision and Equity Funding of Banks
Queen's University, Department of Economics, Kingston, Ontario
14 October 2015
Key things that need to be changed in regulation
Queen's University, Department of Economics, Kingston, Ontario
15 October 2015
Liquidity Provision and Equity Funding of Banks
SFB/TR 15 Conference, Tutzing
28-30 October 2015
Banken, Staaten und Zentralbank in der Eurokrise
The Berlin-Brandenburg Academy of Sciences and Humanities, Berlin
23 November 2015
Banks, Governments, and Central Banks in the Crisis
Copenhagen Business School – Department of Law, Copenhagen
1 December 2015
Systemische Risiken im Finanzsektor – Herausforderung für Analyse und Politik
Dortmunder Alumni-Tag, Dortmund
4 December 2015
Regulatory Reform after the Crisis: Has the Financial System Become Sufficiently Safe?
Institut d’études politiques de Paris
9 December 2015
2016
Why do bankers take so many risks they cannot bear?
Erasmus University Rotterdam
21 January 2016
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Five Years of Common EU Standards and Policies in Banking
European Banking Authority, London
5 February 2016
Zum Verhältnis von Recht und Ökonomie
Max Planck Institute for Research on Collective Goods, Bonn
22 February 2016
Liquidity Provision and Equity Funding of Banks
Yale University, Economics Department, New Haven, CT
1 March 2016
Financial Stability and Monetary Policy in a Time of Crisis
Yale University, Law School, New Haven, CT
3 March 2016
Financial Stability and Monetary Policy in a Time of Crisis
Columbia Law School, New York
7 March 2016
Liquidity Provision and Equity Funding of Banks
Federal Reserve Bank of New York
8 March 2016
Regulatory Reform after the Crisis: Has the Financial System Become Safe?
Columbia Business School, New York
8 March 2016
“Alternativlosigkeit” als Problem für Rechtsstaat und Demokratie?
Römerberggespräche e.V., Frankfurt/M.
12 March 2016
Central Banking in a Time of Crisis
European Central Bank, Frankfurt/M.
19 April 2016
Public Good Provision in Large Economies
Tagung des Theoretischen Ausschusses, Basel
23 April 2016
Zentralbanken in der Krise
Notenstein Akademie, Zurich
28 April 2016
Financial Stability and Monetary Policy in a Time of Crisis
Bank of Slovenia/IMF High Level Seminar, Portorož
19 May 2016
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Financial Stability and Monetary Policy in a Time of Crisis
Joint Meeting of the Slovak Economic Association (SEA) and the Austrian Economic Association, University
of Economics, Bratislava
27 May 2016
Real estate finance and systemic risk
European Macrohistory Workshop, University of Bonn
3 June 2016
Contracts versus Institutions: A Critique of Corporate Governance Theory
Global Corporate Governance Colloquia Conference (GCGC), Stockholm
10 June 2016
Systemic Risks and Banking Regulation
Swiss Federal Institute of Technolgy (ETH Zurich), Zurich
13 June 2016
The Financial System and the Market Economy
University of Leipzig, Institute for Economic Policy, Leipzig
21 June 2016
Banking Supervision, Banking Risks and Fiscal Risks
Bundesrechnungshof, Bonn
22 June 2016
Discussion of: The FinTech Opportunity
Bank for International Settlements, Conference on Financial Structure and Economic Growth, Lucerne
24 June 2016
Die Unabhängigkeit der Zentralbank
Max-Planck-Institut für ausländisches und internationales Privatrecht, Hamburg
8 October 2016
Wirtschaftswachstum, Finanzstabilität, makroökonomische Politik
Wirtschaftsdienst Hamburg, Berlin
10 October 2016
Geld und Banken
Symposium “Joseph Schumpeter heute”, University of Vienna, Faculty of Business, Economics and Statistics,
Vienna
14 October 2016
Financial Stability and Monetary Policy
Max Planck Institute for Research on Collective Goods, Bonn
24 October 2016
Finanzstabilität und Geldpolitik
Verleihung des “Ernst Hellmut Vits-Preises 2016”, Universitätsgesellschaft e.V. Münster
17 November 2016
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Warum ist die Verschuldung der Banken so hoch?
Institut für Genossenschaftswesen, Westfälische Wilhelms-Universität Münster
17 November 2016
Banks, Governments, and Central Banks in the European Crisis
Monetärer Workshop e.V., Brussels
2 December 2016
2017
Globalisierung, “Shareholder Value“ und Unternehmenslenkung
VDE Köln e.V. and VDI Kölner Bezirksverein e.V., Bonn
18 January 2017
Pourquoi avons-nous besoin des sciences économiques pour comprendre la réalité?
(Why do we need Economics to understand the real world?)
Académie des Sciences Morales et Politiques, Paris
27 February 2017
The Future of Banking in Europe: Regulation, Supervision, and the Changing Competitive Landscape
Delphi Economic Forum II, Delphi
4 March 2017
Acht Jahre nach Lehman Brothers: Wie steht es um die Finanzstabilität?
Rotary Club Kreuzberg, Bonn
6 March 2017
Carveouts of Legacy Assets – a Tool for Successful Bank Restructuring?
Max-Planck-Institut zur Erforschung von Gemeinschaftsgütern Bonn
20 March 2017
Bankenregulierung und Bankenaufsicht nach der Krise: Sind wir jetzt sicher?
Warum nicht?
Rotary Club Köln-Kastell, Cologne
29 March 2017
The Too-Big-To-Fail Problem Remains Unsolved
Inter-Academy Symposium Law and Economics of the German National Academy of Sciences Leopoldina
and the Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities, Berlin
3 April 2017
Bargeld
Bundesministerium für Wirtschaft und Energie, Berlin
5 April 2017
Alternative Truths and Fake News: The Example of Banking Regulation
Ambrosetti's Finance Workshop, The European House, Cernobbio
7 April 2017
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The return of jurisdictional borders in the financial system
Public Finance Dialogue, Centre for European Economic Research, Berlin
25 April 2017
Ideologie oder Wissenschaft? Was kann orthodoxe Wirtschaftstheorie leisten?
Ringvorlesung, University of Cologne
26 April 2017
Europa in der Krise
Stiftung der Deutschen Wirtschaft, Frankfurt/M.
13 May 2017
A Treasury for the Banking Union?
Banco de España, Madrid
18 May 2017
Wissenschaft im Banne von “Exzellenz” und “Sichtbarkeit”: Gründe, Methoden, Kosten, Alternativen
Symposium der Geistes-, Sozial- und Humanwissenschaftlichen Sektion der
Max-Planck-Gesellschaft, Weimar
21 June 2017
Are Banks still special?
2017 Law and Banking/Finance Conference, Bad Homburg
23 June 2017
Liquidity Provision and Equity Funding of Banks
Society for the Advancement of Economic Theory (SAET), Faro
25 June 2017
Systemrisiko im Finanzsektor
Austrian National Bank, Vienna
4 July 2017
Systemic Risk, Macro Shocks, and Macro-prudential Policy
Leibniz-Institut für Wirtschaftsforschung Halle (IWH), Halle/Saale
29 August 2017
Geldtheorie, Bargeld und Giralgeld
Jahrestagung des Vereins für Socialpolitik, Vienna
4 September 2017
'Too big to fail' bleibt ein Problem
European Center for Financial Services, University Duisburg-Essen, Duisburg
7 September 2017
Bank Resolution in Europe – bail in or bail out
Bank of America Merrill Lynch European Credit Conference 2017, London
13 September 2017
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Revisiting central bank governance
Bruegel-Graduate School of Economics, Brussels
2 October 2017
Nichts gelernt? Regulierung internationaler Finanzmärkte
Bund Katholischer Unternehmer e.V., Munich
6 October 2017
“Regulatory Capture” – Welche Effekte hat der Einfluss der Großindustrie auf die Gesetzgebung
und die Behörden und was lässt sich verbessern?
Bundesarbeitsgemeinschaft Wirtschaft & Finanzen: Bündnis 90/Die Grünen, Berlin
7 October 2017
Bankenregulierung und Bankenaufsicht nach der Krise: Sind wir jetzt sicher?
Warum nicht?
Rotary Club Bonn-Siebengebirge, Bonn
20 November 2017
Systemische Risiken als Herausforderung für die Regulierung des Finanzsektors
Deutsche Bundesbank, Frankfurt am Main
23 November 2017

Dissertations
March 2014

Rafael Aigner, University of Bonn
Essays in Public Economics

August 2014

Emanuel Hansen, University of Bonn
Essays in Public Economics

December 2014

Markus Behn, University of Bonn
Five Essays on Bank Regulation

February 2015

Paul Schempp, University of Bonn
Essays on Financial Stability

November 2015

Stephan Luck, University of Bonn
Essays on Financial Stability

Teaching
fall term 2014
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Systemic Risk and Financial Regulation
Topics course, Bonn Graduate School of Economics, Bonn

Public Service
Member, Scientific Advisory Council, Federal Ministry of Economics and Technology, Berlin, since 1995
Advisory Scientific Committee of the European Systemic Risk Board: Chair 2011–2012, Vice-Chair 2012–
2015; ex officio Member of the General Board of the European Systemic Risk Board (ESRB), 2011–2015
Co-Chair, ESRB Expert Group on “Regulatory Treatment of Sovereign Exposures”, 2012–2015
Member, Expert Panel of the European Parliament on Banking Union – Resolution, since 2016

Professional Activities
Scholarly Organizations
Fellow of the Econometric Society, since 1981
Fellow (Past President) of the European Economic Association, since 1988
Honorary Member, American Economic Association, since 1995
Member (Past President) of the Verein für Socialpolitik
Member, Academia Europaea, London, since 1990
Member, Berlin-Brandenburg Academy of Sciences, since 1994
Foreign Honorary Member, American Academy of Arts and Sciences, since 2002
Inaugural Fellow, European Corporate Governance Institute, since 2002
Economic Theory Fellow of the Society for the Advancement of Economic Theory (SAET), since 2013
Editorial Activities
Associate Editor, German Economic Review, 2000–2016
Member, Advisory Board, European Business Organization Law Review, 2002–2014
Associate Editor, Journal of Public Economics, since 2007
Member, Advisory Board, Journal of the European Economic Association, since 2003
Associate Editor, Journal of Economics, 2005–2016
Advisory Committees etc. of Scholarly Institutions
Member, Scientific Advisory Committee, Centre for Economic Policy Research, London, since 2003
Member of the Board of the Foundation for the Lindau Nobel Symposia, 2004–2017
Member, University Council, University of Mannheim, 2010–2016
Member, Selection Committee for Humboldt Professorship, Alexander von Humboldt-Stiftung, 2013–2015
Member, Academic Advisory Council of the Bonn Academy for the Research and Teaching of Applied
Politics, 2014–2017
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Yo
oan Hermsstrüwer
Summary Re
eport
Afte
er a two-yea
ar break from
m research as a law clerkk (Rechtsreferendar), I
rejo
oined the Insstitute for po
ost-doc resea
arch in late 2
2016. During
g the last
mo
onths, I have extended the
e scope of my
m research inn view of myy habilitation
n project. W
While my rese
earch draws on methodss from (expe
erimental)
law
w and econom
mics and em
mpirical legal studies, in suubstance I ha
ave come
to focus aroun d three topics: (a) priva
acy law and Big Data, (b)
( public
(intternational) eeconomic law
w, and (c) leg
gal mechanissm design.
(a) Privacy law rrests on the implicit assum
mption that cconsent to the
e analysis
of Big Data is a purely individual cho
oice. Accordiingly, privacyy lawyers
ormed choice
es, for instannce through debiasing
d
mainly focus on how to empower users to make free and info
d a recent pa
aper, I show that strategicc consideratiions may be a driving
and nudging. In my disssertation and
nsent under certain cond
ditions. In en
nvironments where Big Data
D
are anaalyzed and combined
c
force of con
with social graphs, conssent is likely to impose n
negative privvacy externalities on otheer users and
d impinge
upon their ffreedom of choice. By con
ntrast, a beha
avioral analyysis suggests that users arre subject to bounded
rationality a
and bounded willpower. While
W
nudgess, like default options, can enable useers to make protective
p
privacy choices in some
e cases, corre
ecting cognittive deficits might
m
facilita
ate market faailures and accelerate
a
the erosion of privacy in
n other cases. This counteerintuitive con
nclusion show
ws that legal rules on con
nsent and
privacy conttracts should
d be designed with a view
w of both sta
andard economics and bbehavioral ecconomics.
In addition, a sharper distinction
d
between ‘paterrnalistic nudg
ging’ and ‘no
on-paternalisstic soft regu
ulation’ to
counter marrket failures is
i warranted..
In a joint p
paper with Stephan Dick
kert, we startt from the assumption
a
th
hat governm
ment surveilla
ance may
increase the
e general levvel of conform
mity and thu
us generate a chilling effe
ect. Combiniing elementss of a lab
and a field experiment, we show tha
at salient an d incentivize
ed consent options are suufficient to trigger this
behavioral e
effect. Salient ex-ante con
nsent optionss may lure pe
eople into givving up theirr privacy and
d increase
their compliiance with so
ocial norms, even when tthe only imm
mediate risk of
o sharing innformation iss publicity
on a digital platform. The
T
study su
uggests that consent architectures may play out on social conformity
rather than on consent choices and
d privacy valluations. Salient notice and
a
consent options mayy not just
empower ussers to make an informed
d consent deccision. Instea
ad, they can trigger
t
the veery effects tha
at privacy
law intends to curb.
In current p
projects, I tacckle the law of
o public hea
alth and the use of social bots on diggital platform
ms from a
behavioral angle. In th
he public health context,, I explore the
t
condition
ns under whhich patientss may be
incentivized and nudge
ed towards medication
m
a
adherence and
a
compliance. In the social bot context,
c
I
investigate h
how the userr-bot interacttion affects tthe construction of publicc opinion an d whether re
estrictions
on the use o
of bots may be
b a helpful tool
t
in media
a regulation.
(b) In my w
work on public (internatio
onal) econom
mic law, I fo
ocus on the behavioral i mpact of insstitutional
design, speccifically in th
he field of intternational fiinancial institutions. While most schoolars and pra
actitioners
agree on th
he need for strong
s
instituttions to fight corruption, there is fierce disagreem
ment on how to design
an effective global anti--corruption regime.
r
Receent approach
hes establishing a link bbetween hum
man rights
violations an
nd corruption
n or the prop
posal to crea
ate an Interna
ational Anti-C
Corruption C
Court are drivven by an
idealistic co
onception of State behaviior. Taking a political ecconomy apprroach in a jooint paper with
w David
Hawkes, we
e argue that a new interrnational antti-corruption framework could
c
be devveloped from
m existing
administrative anti-corruption regim
mes of interrnational fina
ancial institu
utions such as the Worrld Bank.
n behavioral research, we
e also discusss potential im
mprovements of the sancctions framew
work and
Drawing on
depict the design feature
es of an interrnational ant i-corruption regime.
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One of the unresolved issues in this context is how to design sanctions for collusion in public tenders
backed by loans from international financial institutions. Unlike in antitrust law, the standard sanction is
debarment. The widespread use of debarments contrasts with the scarcity of knowledge about their actual
effects. Tackling this conundrum in a project with Claudia Cerrone and Pedro Robalo, we conduct a
theoretical and experimental investigation of the impact of debarments. More specifically, we explore the
question whether debarments deter collusion (bidder cartels) in procurement auctions. The starting point of
our analysis is that an exogenous reduction of the market size entails a decrease of competition and might
facilitate collusion. Debarments might therefore foster the very effects they aim to prevent. Our investigation
is partly related to the Beckerian analysis of deterrence in the law and economics literature. However, our
analysis also considers a dimension that has not been investigated in the literature on collusion, namely
whether the impact of sanctions differs depending on whether all members of a cartel are debarred or only
the ringleader is sanctioned. The differential design of debarments might trigger social preferences and
thereby affect the level of collusion.
(c) Finally, as part of my habilitation project, I have started to investigate allocation problems that do not
necessarily involve the exchange of money. Some of these allocation problems (e.g. kidney exchanges)
have been extensively studied by economists in the field of market design and specifically matching. Market
designers are driven by the desire to design (feasible) mechanisms yielding outcomes that are stable,
efficient and strategy-proof. While there are some applications of matching systems in the US (e.g. in
school choice and legal clerking), the use of algorithms to solve allocation problems remains scarce in
Europe. My objective is to explore the normative and legal implications of such systems and their application in the European context. Existing and potential applications can be found in refugee law, the law of
organ transplantation or the law of university admission. My analysis starts from the observation that
mechanisms have different properties that may foster or collide with legal principles. The legal questions
are far-reaching: Assuming that mechanisms require a coherent arrangement of legislative and administrative acts, what are the constraints that the separation of powers imposes? To what extent can judicial
control or transparency be maintained without hampering strategy-proofness? To what extent is a centralized clearinghouse compatible with local and national sovereignty? How can a mechanism be implemented in the presence of distributional constraints like anti-discrimination laws? I intend to explore these issues
using experimental and empirical methods.

Publications (since 2014)
Articles in Peer-reviewed Journals
Hermstrüwer, Y. & Dickert, S. (2017). Sharing is daring: An experiment on consent options, chilling effects
and a salient privacy nudge. International Review of Law and Economics, 51, 38–49
Hermstrüwer, Y. (2017). Contracting Around Privacy: The (Behavioral) Law and Economics of Consent and
Big Data. Journal of Intellectual Property, Information Technology and Electronic Commerce Law (JIPITEC),
8, 9–26
Hermstrüwer, Y. & Werkmeister, C. (2016). Using the Internet’s Fast Lane: Exemptions from Net Neutrality.

Cambridge International Law Journal, published online 12 May 2016
Articles (not peer reviewed)
Werkmeister, C. & Hermstrüwer, Y. (2015). Ausnahmen vom Grundsatz der Netzneutralität – Wer darf auf
die Überholspur im Internet? Computer und Recht (CR), 31(9), 570–576
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Book
Hermstrüwer, Y. (2016). Informationelle Selbstgefährdung. Zur rechtsfunktionalen, spieltheoretischen und
empirischen Rationalität der datenschutzrechtlichen Einwilligung und des Rechts auf informationelle
Selbstbestimmung, 31, 480 p. Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck
Book Chapter
Hermstrüwer, Y. (forthcoming). Die Regulierung der prädiktiven Analytik: Eine juristisch-verhaltenswissenschaftliche Skizze. In W. Hoffmann-Riem (Ed.), Big Data – Regulative Herausforderungen
Working Papers
Hermstrüwer Y., Hawkes D., A Behavioral (Political Economy) Approach to International Anti-Corruption
Law, Draft, 2017
Work in Progress
Cerrone C., Hermstrüwer Y., Robalo P., Debarment and Collusion in Procurement Auctions
Hermstrüwer Y., Überwachung versus Autonomie im Recht der öffentlichen Gesundheit
Hermstrüwer Y., Prädiktive Analytik als Triebfeder des Datenrechts
Hermstrüwer Y., The Law of Social Bots
Hermstrüwer Y., Matching im öffentlichen Recht
Hermstrüwer Y., Geteilte Finanzierungsverantwortung und Verhaltenslenkung durch Finanzierungsinstrumente (habilitation project)

Lectures and Seminar Presentations
Schöne neue Privatheit. Die Wirkungen der Einwilligung und des Rechts auf Vergessenwerden
Symposium zu Ehren von Ernst-Joachim Mestmäcker, Max Planck Institute for Research on Collective
Goods
March 2014
Behavioral Law and Economics of Corruption
INT Workshop, World Bank, Washington, D.C.
March 2016
(Verhaltens-)Ökonomik der datenschutzrechtlichen Einwilligung
PinG Workshop, HÄRTING Rechtsanwälte Berlin
October 2016
Contracting around Privacy – The (Behavioral) Law and Economics of Consent
Conference on Contracts on Digital Goods and Services, Humboldt University Berlin
October 2016
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The Sanctions Regime of Multilateral Development Banks: A Behavioral Law and Economics
Approach
Workshop on Behavioral and Experimental Economics at LUISS – Rome
March 2017
Kollektiv-orientierter Datenschutz. Nudging, Datenschutzpaternalismus oder modernes Datenrecht?
Karlsruher Dialog zum Informationsrecht, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT)
June 2017
Überwachung versus Autonomie im Recht der öffentlichen Gesundheit
Tagung des Instituts für Europäische Gesundheitspolitik und Sozialrecht, Goethe University Frankfurt
September 2017
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Thomas Hetttig
Summary Re
eport
Mo
onetary policyy in the European Moneta
ary Union is arguably constrained
in offsetting
o
thee negative sho
ocks to the economy sincce the Great Recession
R
by an effective llower bound (ELB) on inte
erest. At the ELB, it not on
nly seems
nattural to turn to fiscal po
olicy for additional supp ort; it has also
a
been
doccumented th at fiscal policy is likely to be particcularly effectiive under
succh circumsta nces. My re
esearch at the MPI wass concerned with the
opttimal provisio
on of government spending in this verry situation.
In a joint paperr with Gernot Müller, we consider a N
New Keynesia
an model
of a currency u
union where
e a common monetary ppolicy operattes jointly
es. Assuming
g that the co
ommon mon
netary policy is unable tto stabilize area-wide
a
with many fiscal policie
d output because of the lower bound,, we ask whe
ether there is a need to cooordinate government
inflation and
olicies acrosss the memb
spending po
ber states of the union. This possibility arises beecause uncoo
ordinated
fiscal policie
es induce movements
m
of the terms of trade wh
hich are internalized by a coordinated policy
response.
Our analysis is based on
n the model of a currenccy union by Galí
G and Mon
nacelli (2008
8), which we extend in
order to acccount for the ELB and the
e absence of fiscal policy coordination
n. In the abssence of coorrdination,
we find – in
n line with ea
arlier results in
i the literatu
ure – that ea
ach country seeks to imprrove its termss of trade
as long as tthe ELB is no
ot binding. In
n a symmetri c equilibrium
m, however, the
t terms of trade are un
nchanged
and government spending is too hig
gh relative to
o the outcom
me under coo
ordination. Att the ELB, insstead, we
e optimal fisccal response implies too little fiscal sttimulus in the absence off coordinatio
on. In this
find that the
case, govern
nments seek to avoid an appreciation
n of the termss of trade in order to prevvent a loss off competitiveness in ttimes of econ
nomic slack.
Hence, in tthe absence of coordina
ation, the te rms-of-trade
e externality has a differrential impacct on the
optimal leve
el of governm
ment spending, dependi ng on wheth
her the ELB binds
b
or not.. Accounting
g for both
dimensions,, we find thatt the welfare loss due to tthe lack of co
oordination increases
i
in tthe expected
d duration
of the ELB episode. We
e thus concllude that theere is indeed a case for coordinatinng fiscal sta
abilization
nion, once mo
onetary policcy is constrain
ned by an EL
LB.
policies in a currency un

Working P
Paper
Hettig T., M
Müller G. J., (revise and resubmit).
r
Fisscal policy co
oordination in
i currency uunions at the
e effective
lower bound
d, CEPR Disccussion paperr 11780, Jou
urnal of Interrnational Eco
onomics
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Adrian Hi llenbrand
Summary Report
I joined thee institute in October 20
012 as a Ph .D. student of the Bonn
n
Graduate Scchool of Eco
onomics (BG
GSE). Natura lly, the last years at the
e
institute havve been very exciting. I published
p
myy first paper, finished myy
Ph.D., and jjoined Fabian Winter’s Max
M Planck Reesearch Group, “Mecha-nisms of No
ormative Change”, as a post-doc.
In my resea rch, I use the
eoretical models to structture a proble
em and then
n
use experim
ments to test actual beha
avior in the llab. I work in two main
n
fields, coop
peration/coordination an
nd consumeer policy. I am mainlyy
interested in
n how small and seeming
gly irrelevantt changes in the decision
n
environm
ment influencce behavior. To
T study thesse questions, I collaborate
e with psychoologists, socio
ologists, and
d
other eco
onomists at the
t institute.
In Leade
ership effectiv
iveness and institutional fframes (published in Exp
perimental Ecconomics), which
w
is jointt
work with Sebastian Kube, we sh
how that lead
dership is mo
ore effective in a give-som
me frame wh
here subjectss
mpared to a take-some frame where
e the decisioon is reframe
ed as taking
g
contributte to a public good, com
from a p
public good. Interestingly, revealed preeferences of the followerss seem to be malleable by the frame.
One of tthe most pro
ominent fram
mes is gain-lo
oss framing. In Gain-Loss
ss Framing inn Interdepend
dent Choice,
which is joined workk with Susann
n Fiedler, wee use eye-tra
acking to und
derstand thee underlying processes off
framing effects betterr. We find tha
at, in a dictattor game, su
ubjects are more
m
likely to choose a sellfish option iff
the decission is frame
ed as a loss for
f both the dictator and
d the recipien
nt, comparedd to it being framed as a
gain. The
e eye-trackin
ng data revea
al that subjeccts in the losss-frame focuss much moree on their own payoff and
d
less on ssocial cues likke the recipie
ent’s payoff o
or the sum off payoffs.
Togetherr with Fabian
n Winter, we started a serries of projeccts on popula
ation uncertaainty. In the experimental
e
l
literature
e on cooperation and co
oordination, common kn
nowledge ab
bout a certa in group sizze is often a
standard
d assumption
n. In Voluntteering undeer Populatio
on Uncertaintty, we show
w theoretically and in a
laborato
ory experiment that this assumption is not innoccent. In a situation wheere a single volunteer iss
sufficientt to provide a public good
d, population
n uncertaintyy increases the probabilityy to volunteerr. Surprising-ly, subjeccts expecting
g others to vo
olunteer are more likely to
t volunteer themselves, even though
h they should
d
reduce th
heir own volu
unteering pro
obability in t his case. In the
t paper, we suggest thaat population
n uncertaintyy
shifts the
e norm of vollunteering.
Frames play a crucia
al role in policy. In finan cial decision
n-making, fin
nancial discloosure docum
ments provide
e
investorss with producct details to fa
acilitate inforrmed investm
ment decision
ns. In Beyondd Information
n: Disclosure,,
Distracteed Attention and
a Investorr Behavior (jooint with And
dré Schmelze
er), we manippulate the appearance –
the visua
al frame – off actual key investor info
ormation doccuments. We investigate w
whether this impacts riskk
and retu
urn expectatio
ons and inve
estment beha
avior. In our experiment, subjects deccide about in
nvestments in
n
real-life mutual fundss. We find th
hat subjects eexpect a sma
aller return va
ariance, inveest more, and
d gather lesss
correct in
nformation iff visual distra
actors are prresent in the visual frame. Distracted aattention is one
o explana-tion of our results sug
ggesting thatt disclosure p
policies should take the visual frame innto account.
In my newest paperr, I shift my attention to
o the Industrrial Organiza
ation literatuure. In Strate
egic Rationall
Inattentio
ion: An Expeeriment on Consumer
C
Sea
earch with Hiidden Costs, we study th e strategic in
nteraction off
buyers ssearching forr a product and sellers w
who offer a search tech
hnology, but can observe
e the search
h
behaviorr of the buye
er. Examples for these inteeractions mig
ght be found
d on bookingg websites an
nd in generall
in e-com
mmerce. Whiile these com
mpanies imm
mensely simp
plify the prod
duct search for consume
ers, allowing
g
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them to get a better product fit, the search behavior is also easily traceable by the company. This opens the
door for behavior-based price discrimination, so that consumers might be better off if they restrict their
search. We designed a laboratory experiment to capture the key aspects of this environment. Our results
show that consumers are indeed not fully capable of staying inattentive and do not restrict their search
enough. However, we also observe that our experimental sellers do not exploit the situation fully and set
fairer prices than predicted by our model.

Publications (since 2014)
Articles in Peer-reviewed Journals
Hillenbrand, A. & Schmelzer, A. (forthcoming). Beyond Information: Disclosure, Distracted Attention, and
Investor Behavior, Journal of Behavioral and Experimental Finance, available online 9 September 2017
Frackenpohl, G., Hillenbrand, A. & Kube, S. (2016). Leadership Effectiveness and Institutional Frames,

Experimental Economics, 19(4), 842–863
Preprints
Hillenbrand, A. & Hippel, S. (2017). Strategic Inattention in Product Search. Bonn: Max Planck Institute for
Research on Collective Goods, 2017/21
Working Papers
Hillenbrand, A. & Winter, F., (revise & resubmit). Volunteering under Population Uncertainty, Games and

Economic Behavior
Hillenbrand, A., The Curse of the Empty List – Opting In or Opting Out
Hillenbrand, A. & Fiedler, S., Gain-Loss Framing in Interdependent Choice

Lectures and Seminar Presentations
Gain-Loss Framing in Interdependent Choice
9th Nordic Conference on Behavioral and Experimental Economics, Aarhus
2014
Gain-Loss Framing in Interdependent Choice
10th Nordic Conference on Behavioral and Experimental Economics, Tampere
2015
Volunteering under Population Uncertainty
7th Thurgau Experimental Economics Meeting (theem), Kreuzlingen
2016
Volunteering under Population Uncertainty
11th Nordic Conference on Behavioral and Experimental Economics, Oslo
2016
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Volunteering under Population Uncertainty
ESA European Meetings, Bergen
2016

Strategic Inattention in Product Search
12th Nordic Conference on Behavioral and Experimental Economics, Oslo
2017
Strategic Inattention in Product Search
ESA European Meetings, Vienna
2017
Volunteering under Population Uncertainty
Congress of the Swiss Sociological Association (SSA)
2017
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Oliver Himm
mler
Research Su mmary
Lately, my rese arch has foccused on the
e Behavioral Economics of
o Education
n. I have alsso worked on
o the behavvioral conseqquences of perceived
p
norrm violationss, and on th
he effects off firearm ow
wnership. In terms of
me
ethodology, ffield and lab
boratory exp
periments haave been myy primary
app
proach, but in the recent past I have
e also finisheed a theory project in
political econo my, which is concerned
d with the ddemand forr political
info
ormation in tthe presence of mass med
dia.
Beh
havioral Eco
onomics of Education
At the core of my researrch activities over the passt years has been
b
a large-scale projecct in the econ
nomics of
education (w
with Robert Jaeckle,
J
TH Nuremberg) . Against the
e backdrop of long studyy durations and high
dropout rattes, the proje
ect aims at testing whetther findings from behavvioral econoomics can be
e used to
improve ou
utcomes in higher
h
educa
ation. In 201
14, we startted conducting field expperiments at German
universities, where we evvaluate the effect
e
of smalll changes in
n institutions and
a the decission environment that
students facce. The main
n appeal of our
o measure s is that, in contrast
c
to “standard” edducation inte
erventions
(e.g., smalle
er lectures, hiring addition
nal staff), theey cost very liittle.
The three areas we focu
us on are: (1
1) procrastin ation and th
he effect of offering
o
a coommitment device; (2)
performance feedback letters
l
and th
he effect of ssocial compa
arison; and (3) the effectss of changin
ng default
exam sign-u
up procedure
es from opt-in
n to opt-out.
In the first in
ntervention, we
w offer stud
dents the opp
portunity to sign
s
a non-biinding agreeement with th
he university, in which they can commit to sta
aying on trac k for gradua
ation. We find
d that those who were offfered the
soft committment device are more lik
kely to sign u
up for, take part in, and pass examss. At the sam
me time, a
pure remind
der treatment does not ch
hange behavvior, which su
uggests that the effects off commitmen
nt are not
driven by in
ncreased sallience. To qu
ualify our reesults furtherr, we introdu
uce a measuure of procra
astination
tendencies based on acctual behavior, and find
d that procra
astinators be
enefit most f rom the com
mmitment
device.
The second intervention is based on research fin dings which suggest that social compparisons affect human
behavior in many dom
mains. Individ
duals evaluatte outcomess not only in
n absolute leevels, but ra
ather also
hose of otherrs. It is reasonable to assu
ume this is also the case in a higher-eeducation settting. This
relative to th
is why we provide students with inforrmation abou
ess they make in their stuudies – in rela
ation to a
ut the progre
relevant pee
er group. Th
he interventio
on is schedu
uled to run until
u
studentss graduate. While we arre mainly
interested in
n the long-term effects, preliminary reesults suggest that feedba
ack has a pe rformance-enhancing
effect, but o
only for those
e students in the upper ha
alf of the perrformance diistribution. W
We believe on
ne reason
may be tha
at even if the
ere is a motivvating effect for the wea
aker studentss, they probaably lack the
e learning
tools or tech
hnologies wh
hich are nece
essary in ordeer to translatte motivation into perform
mance. This is
i also an
important aspect in term
ms of showing
g the limitatio
ons of such in
nformation “nudges”.
efault exam ssignup procedure for partt of a cohort of incoming students.
The final inttervention changes the de
Standard prrocedures at German universities are such that stu
udents activelly sign up forr the exams they
t
want
to take partt in, i.e., it is an opt-in procedure. O
Our interven
ntion replaces this with aan opt-out procedure.
Students are
e by default signed
s
up for the exams that are reco
ommended by
b the univerrsity in the firrst semester, and can opt out if they do not want to takke these exams. Prior research in doomains differrent from
education ssuggests thatt this small modification
m
of the decission environment may hhave large behavioral
effects. How
wever, our inttervention is still
s in the pil ot phase, an
nd no results are availablee yet.
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Together with a coauthor, I have acquired funding from the German Ministry of Education for the continuation and further development of these projects (561,000 Euro).
Norm violations and spillovers
In a joint project with Sebastian Goerg (Florida State University) and Tobias Koenig (Humboldt University,
Berlin), we connect evidence from the lab and field on spillovers in norm violation behavior. In the lab, we
have participants take part in three different tasks where they are supposed to follow a clearly defined rule
or norm. The incentives are always such that norm-breaking pays. The main manipulation consists of
informing participants about how an earlier participant behaved in one of these tasks.
When subjects observe that the earlier participant violated the norm, they are more likely also to break the
norm when they are participating in the exact same task. This could be labeled a “peer effect” in normbreaking. In addition, we also find an aggravating effect of observing a norm violation by others on own
norm-violating behavior in a different task. In other words, there seem to be spillovers in norm-breaking
from one situation to a different one. We can also show that the occurrence of such spillovers depends on
the dissimilarity of the situations, i.e., if the situations are very different, we observe no spillover. However,
we can induce such spillovers to distant situations, by first giving participants the opportunity to break the
same norm the earlier participant was faced with.
In order to show the economic relevance of such spillovers, we connect these findings to results from a field
experiment. Here, we are interested in the response to perceived norm violations in the realm of taxation.
We recruited university students to catalogue books which had not yet been indexed by the University
Library in Hanover. Prior to this task, participants were given either a “tax evasion treatment” or a “neutral
treatment”. In the tax sessions, the participants were confronted with information about the amount of taxes
evaded by celebrities. Individuals in the tax treatments exhibited much higher rates of stealing pens from
the workplace, when compared to the neutral sessions. At the same time, the tax treatment did not affect
work effort. These results are consistent with the findings from the lab, and suggest that norm violation
spillovers from one situation to another do occur in economically relevant settings such as the workplace.
Mass media and information acquisition
This project was a continuation of previous work with Christian Bruns (University of Göttingen) on the
relation between information services provided by mass media and public policy. The paper, published in
the Journal of Public Economics, builds on this mainly empirical earlier work by providing an instrumental
explanation for the existence of “accountability journalism”. According to the common Downsian reasoning, rational voters should not be willing to pay for information out of purely instrumental motives because
the individual probabilities of casting the decisive vote are typically very low. We show that this rationale
does not apply when a group of voters shares a common goal, such as accountability, and information is
delivered via mass media. In contrast to the pessimistic Downsian view, rational voters can show a considerable willingness to pay for the provision of instrumental information in these scenarios. The upshot is that
our model can reconcile the rational voter approach with the common perception of journalism as a
watchdog that holds elected officials accountable.
The effect of firearm ownership on suicide
In joint work with Christian Traxler, I have obtained data on the prevalence of firearms across the German
länder. The focus of the project is on estimating the effects on crime and suicide. To this end, we have
linked the firearms data to the official German crime statistics and the death registry. The project is new in
two ways. First, it uses data on the actual number of guns in circulation. This is a large advantage over
studies from other countries such as the US, where there is no mandatory firearm registration in many
states – which is why previous studies often had to rely on estimates of or proxies for gun ownership (such
as ammunition sales or subscriptions to gun magazines). Second, most of the literature in economics has
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focused on the effects of firearm prevalence on the crime rate. While we also estimate these effects, the
main interest of our work is to quantify the effect on people taking their own life. The economics literature
has sometimes treated suicide as a rational decision (see, e.g., Hamermesh 1974). However, there is
evidence from psychology that this is often not the case, and a link between guns and suicide could
potentially imply large costs of firearm ownership to society. Our identification strategy uses historical
county-level data from Prussia on the number of deer and killed deer per county to isolate exogenous
variation in current gun ownership.

Publications (since 2014)
Articles in Peer-reviewed Journals
Himmler, O. & Jaeckle, R. (forthcoming). Literacy and the migrant-native wage gap. Review of Income and

Wealth
Himmler, O. & Bruns, C. (2016). Mass Media, Instrumental Information, and Electoral Accountability.
Journal of Public Economics, 134, 75–84
Current working papers
Himmler, O., Jaeckle, R. & Weinschenk, P. (2017) Soft Commitments, Reminders and Student Outcomes –
A Field Experiment in Higher Education, MPRA Working Paper 76832
Himmler, O. & Bruns C. A Theory of Political Accountability and Journalism, mimeo, (this is an extended,
previous version of 'Mass Media, Instrumental Information, and Electoral Accountability')
Himmler, O., Goerg, S. & Koenig, S. Tax Evasion Spillovers – A field Experiment, mimeo
Himmler, O. & Koenig, T. Self-Evaluations and Performance – Evidence from Adolescence. Hannover
Discussion Paper 507

Lectures and Seminar Presentations
2014
Tax evasion spillovers – a field experiment
Trier Economics Seminar, Trier
June 2014
2015
Soft Commitments, Reminders and Academic Performance
Economics of Education Committee of the German Economic Association, Berlin
Marc 2015
Soft Commitments, Reminders and Academic Performance
IZA Brown Bag Seminar, Bonn
July 2015
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Soft Commitments, Reminders and Student Outcomes – A Field Experiment in Higher Education
10th Nordic Experimental Economics Conference, Tampere
September 2015
Soft Commitments, Reminders and Academic Performance
Workshop Behavioral Economics of Education, Mainz
September 2015
Soft Commitments, Reminders and Academic Performance
Florida State University, Tallahassee
November 2015
Soft Commitments, Reminders and Student Outcomes – A Field Experiment in Higher Education
Southern Economic Association, New Orleans
November 2015
2016
Behavioral Interventions and Complex Task Performance
Luxembourg Institute of Socio-Economic Research, Luxembourg
February 2016
Behavioral Interventions and Complex Task Performance
Economics Department, University of Cologne
March 2016
Behavioral Interventions and Complex Task Performance
Bard College, Berlin
March 2016
Soft Commitments, Reminders and Student Outcomes – A Field Experiment in Higher Education
IMEBESS Conference, Rome
April 2016
Behavioral Interventions and Complex Task Performance
University of Maastricht Graduate School of Governance, Maastricht
May 2016
2017
Soft Commitments, Reminders and Academic Performance
University of Erfurt, Staatswissenschaftliches Seminar
February 2017
VStud – Verhaltensökonomisch motivierte Maßnahmen zur Sicherung des Studienerfolgs
Workshop “Studienerfolg und Studienabbruch” of the German Federal Ministry of Education
June 2017
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Norm Violations and Spillovers – Evidence from the Lab and Field
Kiel University
July 2017
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Svenja Hi ppel
Summary Report
I joined thee institute as well as the
e Internationaal Max Plan
nck Research
h
School on A
Adapting Beh
havior in a Fu
undamentallyy Uncertain World
W
in the
e
fall of 2014
4. Hence, I am
a now in my
m third yearr and slowlyy but steadilyy
approaching
g the end off my PhD. When
W
I arrivedd at the institute, I came
e
with a backg
ground in microeconomic theory andd the strong wish
w
to workk
in a more a
applied field
d and to learn how to ggather empirrical data byy
myself.
Although no
ow conductin
ng laboratoryy experimentts, I am still attracted byy
the conceptu
ual clarity of theoretical models
m
and tthe clean hyp
potheses thatt
can be d
derived from
m them. As Professor
P
Eng
gel once put it nicely, I go to the laab since thiss is what myy
theoreticcal curiosity calls
c
for. My areas of ressearch are far less uniform than my method, an
nd I currentlyy
have pro
ojects in the different
d
fields of public e conomics, mechanism
m
de
esign, and innformation ecconomics.
In one project with Ko
onstantin Ch
hatziathanasio
ou and Mich
hael Kurschilg
gen, we exam
mine social order
o
and the
e
bution to stab
bilize hierarcchical systems. Social ord
der yields bennefits from coordination,
c
,
efficiencyy of redistrib
but usua
ally also brin
ngs inequalityy, and peop le at the top
p of a hierarchy benefit m
more than people
p
at the
e
bottom. For a social order to be stable, low ranks must see it as the
e preferable option. In an
n indefinitelyy
d coordinatio
on game, we offer a grou
up a coordina
ation device that would aallow maximization of the
e
repeated
joint welffare. The coo
ordination de
evice, howevver, induces a hierarchy such
s
that the gains from coordination
n
are very unevenly disstributed. Acccording to sttandard theo
oretical predicctions, everyoone should simply
s
follow
w
the devicce, but minorr inequity ave
ersion sufficees for the ord
der to collapsse. Experimenntally, this is exactly whatt
we obserrve in the ab
bsence of redistribution. A
As a treatmen
nt, we implem
mented an exx-post stage were playerss
interactin
ng in this period can volu
untarily send
d money to each
e
other, potentially
p
to reduce the payoff
p
differ-ences. TThis significan
ntly increased cooperatio
on rates. At conference presentationss, we repeattedly got the
e
advice frrom different sides to test redistributio n schemes th
hat are closerr to the notioon of taxes. Therefore,
T
we
e
ran addiitional treatm
ments in whicch transfers of a certain amount werre enforced aand transferss among the
e
group w
were pooled. It turned outt, though, tha
at the form of
o the transfe
er scheme dooes not influence coordi-nation ra
ates.
Togetherr with Christtoph Engel, I take a firsst step to bu
uild a bridge
e between thhe experimen
ntal and the
e
mechaniism design litterature on public
p
goodss that tend mutually to ne
eglect each oother despite dealing with
h
the same
e topic. From
m the mechanism design perspective,, the normative problem originates in
n the hetero-geneity o
of preference
es. The experimental literrature, howe
ever, mostly assumes
a
thiss problem do
oes not exist..
Typicallyy, valuations are induced by the desig
gn of the experiment, hom
mogeneous aand common
n knowledge..
We intro
oduce the prroblem of the
e mechanism
m design lite
erature into the classical setup of a public-goods
p
s
experime
ent. This time
e, we induce heterogeneo
ous valuation
ns and endowments, andd we also ad
dd an experi-mental a
authority. In a within-subject design, w
we vary whetther the grou
up members' valuations for the publicc
good are
e public or private inform
mation. We allso vary whom we entrustt with choosinng from a set of paymentt
rules: the uninvolved
d authority or
o an involveed member of the group. The resullts show that uninvolved
d
authoritie
es predomin
nantly choose
e a rule that equalizes ou
utcomes, whiile the choicees of involved authoritiess
are split about evenly between efficiency
e
and
d payoff equ
uality. Most experimental
e
l authorities stick to theirr
choice of payment ru
ule when valu
uations beco me private in
nformation. This
T result is driven by the
eir belief thatt
highly ovverestimates the proportio
on of group members revvealing their true valuatioon. We concllude that ourr
authoritie
es are good--natured, butt overly optim
mistic and sed
ducible.
A paperr together with
w
Adrian Hillenbrand
H
is on strateg
gic inattentio
on of consum
mers in online platform
m
western Univversity in the
markets.. The projectt has benefited considera
ably from myy research sttay at Northw
e
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beginning of 2017. There, I fortunately met Assistant Professor Daniel Martin, who is working on related
topics and gave a lot of helpful advice for designing the experiment in a field Adrian and I were completely
new to and where experiments in general are still very rare. This is because online platforms are still a
relatively new phenomenon. They considerably increase the market transparency and consumers can profit
through reduced transaction costs and a better fit of offers. A potential drawback is that consumer search
behavior is more easily traceable than ever before and so-called behavior-based price discrimination is on
the rise. We first developed a theoretical model capturing the strategic interaction of sellers and buyers
when sellers can observe the search behavior of the buyer. We designed a laboratory experiment to
capture the key aspects of this environment, where buyers use filters to search for their preferred product
and sellers can observe this information and set prices. We find that consumers are indeed not fully
capable of staying inattentive and do not restrict their search enough. But we also observe that our experimental sellers do not exploit the situation fully and set fairer prices than predicted by our model.
I am currently working on the last and single-authored project of my dissertation which subsumes again
under the topic of mechanism design and is meant to be a theory test. A relatively recent stream of literature concerns robust mechanism design and aims at making mechanisms theoretically more robust against
structural assumption, but also, bluntly speaking, less complicated and easier to understand for participating agents. There is a growing amount of theoretical and experimental work, developing and experimentally validating mechanism features that are robust against various forms of bounded rationality. What has
remained untested so far is a set of well-developed conditions for robustness against any kind of (unreasonable) beliefs that agents may have. I wish to shed some light on the practicability of exactly these
theoretical achievements that were initially developed to make mechanisms more applicable in reality.

Prizes and Honors
NABE Foundation Scholarship for the 33rd Annual NABE Economic Policy Conference, Washington, D.C.

Publications (since 2014)
Preprints
Engel, C., Hippel, S., Experimental Social Planners: Good-natured, but Overly Optimistic and Seducible,
Bonn: Max Planck Institute for Research on Collective Goods, 2017/23
Hillenbrand, A. & Hippel, S. (2017). Strategic Inattention in Product Search. Bonn: Max Planck Institute for
Research on Collective Goods, 2017/21
Work in Progress
Chatziathanasiou, K., Hippel, S., Kurschilgen, M., Social Order, Efficiency, and Redistribution: An Experimental Study
Engel, C., Hippel, S., Experimental Social Planners: Good-natured, but Overly Optimistic and Seducible
Hippel, S., Robust Mechanism Design: Testing Informational Robustness against Beliefs
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Lectures and Seminar Presentations
2015
Social Order, Efficiency, and Redistribution: An Experimental Study
9th Summer Meeting of Young Philosophers and Economists, Nuremberg
July 2015
Social Order, Efficiency, and Redistribution: An Experimental Study
9th IMPRS Uncertainty Topics Workshop, Maastricht
September 2015
2016
Legal Uncertainty
PhD@maxlaw Workshop, MPI Private Law, Hamburg
May 2016
Social Order, Efficiency, and Redistribution: An Experimental Study
ESA World Meeting, Jerusalem
July 2017
Social Order, Efficiency, and Redistribution: An Experimental Study
Third WINIR Conference, Boston, MA
September 2016
Strategic Inattention in Product Search
10th Summer Meeting of Young Philosophers and Economists, Berlin
October 2016
2017
Experimental Social Planners: Good-natured, but Overly Optimistic and Seducible
NYU CESS 10th Annual Experimental Political Science Conference, New York, NY
February 2017
Strategic Inattention in Product Search
33rd Annual NABE Economic Policy Conference, Washington, D.C.
March 2017
Experimental Social Planners: Good-natured, but Overly Optimistic and Seducible
Northwestern University, Kellogg School of Management, Evanston, IL
March 2017
Strategic Inattention in Product Search
ESA World Meeting, San Diego, CA
June 2017
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Experimental Social Planners: Good-natured, but Overly Optimistic and Seducible
ESA World Meeting, San Diego, CA
June 2017

Teaching
winter term 2016/17

Project Supervisor: Project Module in Management and Applied Microeconomics
University of Bonn

Public Service
Member, Selection Committee for New Scholarship Holders, Max Weber Program, Elite Network of
Bavaria, since 2015

Professional Activities
Memberships
Economic Science Association
World Interdisciplinary Network for Institutional Research
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Leonard H
Hoeft
Summary Report
My main intterests lie att the intersecction of legaal philosophyy and sociall
science. Thee former sp
pecifies theo
ories of law which rely on specificc
assumptionss concerning
g human behavior and tthe effect off institutions..
Those assum
mptions are often grounded in shaared intuition
ns, but lend
d
themselves tto the challenge of empirical testing and the inco
orporation off
interdisciplin
nary views.
My specific interdisciplin
nary approa
ach focuses on the interrsection with
h
(behavioral) experimenta
al economicss. I believe thhat legal phillosophy as a
subject lend
ds itself more
e naturally to this field aas its theories are often
n
purporte
ed to be general, meanin
ng independ ent of a spe
ecific legal cu
ulture and coontext. Furthe
ermore, theyy
are highly abstract and specify the relationshiip of institutio
onal mechan
nisms. At leasst for laborattory findings,,
this allow
ws one to te
est theoretica
al proposition
ns in a domain they are intended too hold, thus relieving the
e
burden o
of external va
alidity to som
me extent. To
o further the exchange with
w legal phiilosophers, I organized a
workshop on the fou
undations of law and so
ocial science with Prof. Mahlmann
M
(U
University of Zurich) as a
keynote speaker.
My main
n project in th
his vein is to relate the leg
gal theory off H. L. A. Hart, who is widdely considerred to be the
e
thh
most influential legal philosophe
er of the 20 century, to laboratory work
w
on nor m compliancce in experi-mental e
economics. Hart
H
propose
ed that the p
predominanttly sanction-o
oriented conncepts of law
w in his time
e
fundame
entally misun
nderstood the
e nature of n
norm complia
ance. Instead
d, he proposeed that legall compliance
e
be a sha
ared endeavo
or and a sub
bset of social norm compliance. Particcipants in thiss practice take an “inter-nal poin
nt of view” to
owards norm
ms, accepting
g them as guidelines,
g
criticizing othhers, and acccepting theirr
criticism as legitimate
e. While Hart believed tha
at in a coerccive state onlyy few officialss must have such a pointt
of view, he argued th
hat a healthyy system wou
uld show a co
onsiderable number of ppeople taking
g the internall
point of view toward
ds legal norm
ms. My bookk examines whether
w
laboratory findinngs instruct us
u that sociall
norms a
are indeed a shared pra
actice, and w
whether we have
h
reason to believe tthat institutio
onal featuress
pervasive
e in legal sysstems interacct with this prractice. I find
d that, indeed
d, concepts ssuch as authority, voting,,
focal poiints etc. influence norm compliance,
c
o
often by changing the be
eliefs about t he shared prractice in the
e
respectivve experimen
ntal commun
nity. A shortt introduction
n to the exp
perimental liiterature and
d argumentss
against ssanction-based theories of
o law exists a
as a working paper aimed at legal phhilosophy journals.
My intere
est in the exp
perimental method
m
has leed to different empirical projects thatt are related to my thesiss
in varyin
ng degrees. The first exp
perimental p
project investigated powe
er abuse in a laboratoryy setting. We
e
impleme
ented a linea
ar public-goo
ods game w
with only one
e second-party punisher aand varied transparency
t
y
and punishment pow
wer to see under which co
onditions pun
nishers are willing
w
to abuuse their pow
wer by imple-menting contribution
n norms they do not adh ere to themsselves. Indee
ed, we find a large amou
unt of abuse
e
mediated
d by transpa
arency but only
o
under h
high power. We have pu
ublished a sshort letter and
a
are now
w
working on a longer working pap
per.
Another project with the aim of co
ontributing to
o the question of legal no
orm compliannce investigates the effectt
of autho
ority on pro-ssocial and se
elfish decisio
on-making. We
W hypothesize that authhority does not
n just influ-ence peo
ople in a settting of full in
nformation a
and authorityy-independen
nt preferencees, but also when
w
there iss
missing information. Here, autho
ority could b e particularlyy influential, as it cuts shhort the searrch for infor-mation a
and the form
mation of prefferences ove r the fully sp
pecified set off options. Too that end, we
w implementt
a dictato
or game in which
w
the payoffs of the other participants are no
ot known to the dictator. We use the
e
position of authority that an experimenter ha
as to ask forr specific actions and to investigate when
w
partici--
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pants defer to authority, when they refuse to, and when they decide to uncover the information about the
payoffs of the recipient.
The last laboratory project investigates moral decision-making. We use eye-tracking to investigate what
kind of information participants focus on in moral dilemmas. According to the prevalent dual process
theory of moral decision-making, deontological decisions should feature a relatively shorter and less
complex decision process, while utilitarian decisions should require more information search and deliberation. We hope to find systematic differences between typically utilitarian and typically deontological decision-makers. We expect utilitarian decision-makers to undergo a more effortful decision process with
longer decision times and more fixations. Additionally, utilitarian decision-makers should direct their
attention more towards outcomes, while deontological decision-makers should focus more on cues about
the respective action in question.
Finally, I have written a response to a survey study on contract interpretation with another coauthor for a
German law journal. We caution against the somewhat careless use of empirical methods for specific legal
questions and show various pitfalls of a naïve interpretation of experimental results. Specifically, we argue
that selecting specific decontextualized quotes from a ruling can distort the meaning of the specific passage
as a whole and is therefore in need of justification. The article takes a stance against the suggestion of
implementing semi-empirical methods among judges, in which they conduct informal polls among friends
to justify contractual interpretation. It warns that this understanding of contractual implementation would
reap little of the benefits of empirical studies and boils down to an untransparent authority argument. This
article is forthcoming.

Publications (since 2014)
Articles in Peer-reviewed Journals
Hoeft, L. & Mill, W. (2017). Selfish Punishers – An Experimental Investigation of Designated Punishment
Behavior in Public Goods, Economics Letters, 157, 41–44
Articles (not peer-reviewed)
Hamann, H. & Hoeft, L. (2017). Die empirische Herangehensweise im Zivilrecht. Lebensnähe und Methodenehrlichkeit für die juristische Analytik? Archiv für civilistische Praxis (AcP), 217(3), 311–336
Working Papers
Hoeft, L. Beyond the Bad Man: The Internal Point of View as Seen from the Social Sciences
Work in Progress
Rahal, R. M., Hoeft, L. & Fiedler, S., Eyes on Morals: Investigating the Cognitive Processes underlying Moral
Decision-making via Eye-tracking
Hoeft, L., Mill, W., Kurschilgen, M., Authority & Wiggle Room

Lectures and Seminar Presentations
Selfish Punishers
ESA World Meeting, Jerusalem, Israel
July 2016
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Zwetelina Iliewa
General Overview
I have been a Senior Research Fellow at the Max Planck Institute for Research on Collective Goods since
January 2018. I have a PhD in Finance from the Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich and an MSc
degree in Economics from the University of Mannheim. Before starting at the MPI, I worked as a postdoctoral researcher at the Centre for European Economic Research (ZEW) in Mannheim. My primary research
interests lie in the fields of behavioral and experimental finance with applications to household finance and
expectation formation. In the past, I have examined possible determinants of framing effects and other
behavioral biases in financial markets. In order to test the boundaries of behavioral biases, I have combined laboratory experiments with field experiments with financial professionals and empirical analysis.
My most representative paper, titled “Thinking about Prices versus Thinking about Returns in Financial
Markets” (joint work with Martin Weber and Markus Glaser), examines violations to the invariance assumptions of normative decision theory induced by two formats used extensively and interchangeably in financial
markets – the format of prices and the format of returns. We document that asking subjects about expected
returns as opposed to expected prices induces optimism, whereas showing them return charts as opposed
to price charts induces pessimism. In search of the boundaries of the two framing effects, we show that
neither performance-based incentives nor decades of experience in the finance industry and abundant
information could be effective remedies. We also find that the format of returns is superior to the format of
prices, as the former reduces the “recognition” of non-existing patterns. In a follow-up project, Martin
Weber and I experimentally examine how to mitigate the difference between price charts and return charts.
We focus on experience sampling as a potential remedy. We chose experience sampling as a starting point
for two reasons: Firstly, Martin Weber’s previous work has showed that experience sampling is a useful way
to communicate financial risk to investors. Secondly, my empirical paper “Wall Street Crosses Memory
Lane: How Witnessed Returns Affect Professionals’ Expected Returns” (joint work with Arvid Hoffmann and
Lena Jaroszek) suggests that experience sampling may be effective even for expert investors. We show that
the finance professionals’ expected returns are affected by the stock market returns the professionals have
witnessed in their career, even though the witnessed returns are not informative for the future.

Research Agenda 2018–2021
In the future I will extend my current focus on determinants of behavioral biases by examining ways of
improving the financial decision-making of low-financial-literacy and low-income investors. Retail investors
need “money doctors” to guide them through the challenges of financial risk-taking, but the empirical
literature shows that financial advisors and money managers are expensive, biased, and/or ineffective. The
new European regulations under MiFID II are set out to change the provision of financial advice in Europe
with the hope of levelling the playing field. Furthermore, new technology (i.e., robo-advisors) aims at
providing inexpensive and accessible financial advice for low-income investors. My research agenda will
revolve around improving the financial decision-making of low-income investors (i) by improving the
information presentation (e.g., the design of robo-advisors), (ii) by financial literacy/education and (iii) by
promoting more efficient provision of financial advice (e.g., MiFID II). To this end, I will combine laboratory
experiments with field experiments and empirical analysis.
Improving the Information Presentation in Financial Markets
Together with Martin Weber, I will work on developing solutions for the design of digital tools (i.e., roboadvisors) to improve the investors’ understanding of risk, the invariance, and the time consistency of their
investment decisions.
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Financial Literacy/Education
Together with Matthias Sutter and Anna Untertrifaller, I will work on examining the channel through which
financial literacy affects economic preferences.
Provision of Financial Advice
Together with Matthias Sutter, I will examine aspects of the new European regulations alongside other
potential factors that can promote a more efficient provision of financial advice (which is to be considered
a typical example of a credence good).

Working Papers
Glaser, M., Iliewa, Z. & Weber, M. (2016). Thinking about Prices versus Thinking about Returns in Financial
Markets, Available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=2750064 (Revise and Resubmit at The Journal of
Finance)
Hoffmann, A. O. I., Iliewa, Z. & Jaroszek, L. (2016). Wall Street Crosses Memory Lane: How Witnessed
Returns Affect Professionals' Expected Returns, Available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=2877366
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Marco Kle
eine
Summary Report
I was a Ressearch Fellow
w at the Maxx Planck Insttitute between 2011 and
d
2014. Durin
ng this time, I was also
o member oof the Intern
national Maxx
Planck Reseearch Schoo
ol on Adapting Behavioor in a Fu
undamentallyy
Uncertain W
World. I received my PhD in economi cs from the University off
Jena in 201 5. Currently,, I am workin
ng as a Senioor Research Fellow at the
e
or Innovation and Com
mpetition in Munich. Byy
Max Planckk Institute fo
applying exxperimental economics methods, I pursue pro
ojects at the
e
intersection of innovatiion research
h, behavioraal economiccs, law and
d
and personn
nel economics.
economics, a

Researrch Projectss
At the M
Max Planck institute in Bonn, many o
of my research projects focused on the role an
nd impact off
commun
nication on behavior in ecconomic interractions.
The role of commun
nication as a means for p
procedural fa
airness was studied in a joint projectt with Pascall
Langenb
bach and Lilia
a Zhurakhovska. More prrecisely, we analyzed
a
how
w participatioon in decision
n proceduress
affects p
people’s reacctions to the deciding au
uthority. In our
o laboratorry experimennt, having vo
oice, i.e., the
e
opportun
nity to state one’s
o
opinion prior to a decision, sig
gnificantly inccreases the ssubordinates’ subsequentt
kindnesss towards the
e authority. These positivve effects occcur irrespecctively of thee decisions’ content. The
e
experime
ental findings stress the positive effeccts of voice when subord
dinates and authorities interact. Ourr
results su
uggest that in
n organizatio
ons, but also in the legal and political arena, partiicipative decision-making
g
can be u
used to guide
e people’s actions after deecisions have
e been taken.
In a furtther paper with
w
Pascal Langenbach and Lilia Zhurakhovska
Z
a (published in Economiics Letters in
n
2016), w
we were inte
erested in the
e question to
o which extent distributive
e fairness deecisions by impartial au-thorities are influence
ed by stakeh
holders’ fairn
ness opinionss. In a three-player allocaation game, we compare
e
Commun
nication trea
atments, in which
w
one off the stakeholders statess her opinionn prior to th
he allocation
n
decision,, to a Baselline without communicattion. We find
d that stakeholders whoo state their opinion are
e
allocated
d significantlly less mone
ey than theirr counterparrts in the Ba
aseline. Asym
mmetric reacctions to the
e
statemen
nts appear to
o be the drivving force beehind this result: Authoritties deviate ffrom their in
nitial fairnesss
judgmen
nt and follow
w the stakeholders’ opin ions if the requests
r
are moderate; tthey largely ignore high
h
monetarry requests.
Moreove
er, Sebastian Kube and I have pursueed a researcch project in which we sttudy how com
mmunication
n
affects th
he effectivene
ess of gift exxchange as a contract-en
nforcement device in a m
multi-agent te
eam environ-ment. Fu
urthermore, in
i a single-a
authored pro ject, I study experimentally the role oof communiccation on the
e
decision to disguise selfish
s
behavior in front o
of others.
Besides tthese projects on communication in economic in
nteractions, Christoph
C
Enngel and I co
onducted an
n
experime
ental project at the interse
ection with in
nnovation ressearch (published in Reseearch Policy in 2015). We
e
study the
e willingness to invest in innovative a ctivities unde
er the risk tha
at others migght benefit frrom success-fully app
propriating th
he innovative project. We model a situ
uation of inve
estment oppoortunities in risky innova-tion and
d appropriation as a gam
me and test it in the lab. We find more
m
approprriation than predicted byy
standard
d theory. But the risk and the experien
nce of appro
opriation doe
es not deter iinnovation. We
W find even
n
more innovation tha
an predicted by theory, and actuallyy more than
n would be efficient. In the lab, the
e
prospectt of giving im
mitators a free
e lunch does not have a chilling
c
effect on innovatioon.
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In my current position at the Max Planck Institute for Innovation and Competition, I have intensified my
work on innovation research. Topics range from the role of incentives for creativity to the institutional
design of patent examination processes. In these recent projects, I have increased the variety of quantitative-empirical approaches. In addition to laboratory experiments, my recent work comprises “lab-in-thefield” experiments with special target groups (e.g., patent experts), field experiments in form of “randomised controlled trials”, and surveys (e.g., of managers, and entrepreneurs).

Publications (since 2014)
Articles in Peer-Reviewed Journals
Kleine, M., Langenbach, P. & Zhurakhovska, L. (2017). How Voice Shapes Reactions to Impartial DecisionMakers: An Experiment on Participation Procedures. Journal of Economic Behavior & Organization, 143,
241–253
Kleine, M., Langenbach, P. & Zhurakhovska, L. (2016). Fairness and Persuasion. How Stakeholder Communication Affects Impartial Decision Making. Economics Letters, 141, 173–176
Engel, C. & Kleine, M. (2015). Who Is Afraid of Pirates? An Experiment on the Deterrence of Innovation by
Imitation. Research Policy, 44(1), 20–33
Preprints
Kleine, M. & Kube, S. (2015). Communication and Trust in Principal-Team Relationships: Experimental
Evidence. Bonn: Max Planck Institute for Research on Collective Goods, Preprint 2015/6
Work in progress
Kleine, M., Hiding Selfishness with and without Communication

Professional Activities
Membership
Collaborative Research Center TRR 190 Rationality and Competition, Innovation Growth Lab Research
Network, and the Economics Science Association
Reviewer for
Research Policy, Journal of Behavioral and Experimental Economics, and the research grant program of the
“Innovation Growth Lab” (UK)
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Anna Kocchanova
Summary report
I specialize iin applied ecconomics and
d econometrrics. My resea
arch interestss
lie at the in
ntersection of political ecconomy, insttitutional eco
onomics, the
e
economics o
of transition, internationa
al developmeent and grow
wth, and the
e
economic iimpact of information
i
and comm
munication technologies..
Although theese areas see
em to be bro
oad, they keeep me excited
d in pursuing
g
economic reesearch.
My publisheed research can be divid
ded into twoo parts. The first part iss
related to th
he impact of bureaucratic corruption oon firm perfo
ormance and
d
on the firmss’ ability to borrow
b
from banks. I havve two firm-llevel studies,,
which uttilize data fro
om Central and
a
Eastern European co
ountries. I co
ombine two datasets to obtain infor-mation o
on corruption
n, firm perforrmance, and borrowing. The data on bribery pracctices are fro
om the BEEPS
S
database
e compiled by
b the World
d Bank and EEBRD, while the remainder of the firm
m-level data comes from
m
the Ama
adeus databa
ase. I use the
ese data to measure the
e average levvel of briberyy in a local environmentt
where firms operate
e, as well ass the disperssion of individual firm bribes in a loocal environment, which
h
captures the pervasivveness of corrruption and the possibility to extract benefits from
m bribery forr some firms..
In a joint paper with Jan Hanoussek, we show
w that the sales and labor productivityy growth of firms
f
decline
e
with the average leve
el of bribery. However, a higher dispersion of bribes facilitatees firm perforrmance. Thiss
suggests that, in more dispersed local briberry environme
ents, at least some firms which engag
ge in briberyy
receive p
preferential treatments from public officials, and
d non-bribin
ng firms aree likely to be
e efficient in
n
productio
on and grow
wth. The exisstence of a certain number of bribin
ng firms in a local mark
ket therefore
e
stimulate
es aggregate
e firm perform
mance. This result can exxplain the divvergent effeccts of corrupttion found in
n
previous studies.
In a joint paper with Zuzana Fun
ngacova and
d Laurent We
eill, we show that a higheer bribery levvel in a locall
environm
ment is assocciated with a higher tota l bank debt ratio of firm
ms, which sugggests that bribery
b
mightt
improve firm access to credit through bribing
g bank officials. The positive effect, hhowever, exissts for short-term deb
bt, but not fo
or long-term debt. This ca
an explain why
w investmen
nts and subs equent economic growth
h
are low in highly corrrupt environments. Finallly, we find th
hat, in countrries with bette
ter financial development
d
t
her shares off foreign ban
nks, the posittive relationsh
hip between bribery and the bank debt of firms iss
and high
lower. Th
his has impo
ortant policy implicationss, as it sugge
ests that it is possible to fight corrup
ption through
h
developing the bankiing industry and
a the finan
ncial sector.
The seco
ond part of my
m published research is rrelated to infformation an
nd communiccation techno
ologies (ICT)..
In a join
nt paper with
h Vahagn Je
erbashian, w
we demonstra
ate that teleccommunicatioon technolog
gies can im-prove the functioning
g of the markets by incrreasing prod
duct market competition. We also sh
how that thiss
effect is stronger in countries
c
where the quallity of telecommunication
ns infrastructuure is higherr. In anotherr
paper wiith the same co-author, we
w show thatt country-leve
el regulationss of business activities can
n significant-ly reduce
e investmentts in ICT. Th
hus, I highlig
ght a channe
el through which
w
regulattions impact the level off
competittion, as well as
a economic performancee at industry and country level.
In one o
of my curren
nt projects, co-authored
c
with Zahid Hasnain and Bradlay LLarson, we fo
ocus on two
o
aspects o
of e-governm
ment: filing of
o taxes and procuremen
nt by the means of ICT, e-filing, and e- procure-ment. In a cross-country empirica
al study, we p
provide evide
ence that e-g
government ccan improve governmentt
capacity to raise taxe
es, enhance business
b
clim
mate, and to some extent reduce tax eevasion in lesss developed
d
countriess. For examp
ple, we show that the ado
option of e-fiiling systems is associatedd with a reduction of the
e
firms’ taxx compliance
e costs measured by the ttime to prepa
are and pay taxes, the inncidents and frequency off
firms be
eing visited by
b public offficials, and tthe perceptio
on of tax ad
dministrationn as an obsttacle to firm
m
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operation and growth. E-filing effects, however, are often stronger when countries adopt the most advanced e-filing systems with the option of paying taxes online. In turn, the number of firms securing or
attempting to secure a government contract increases with e-procurement implementation only in countries
with higher levels of development and better quality of institutions.
I have several ongoing projects, which are at varying stages of development. In one of them, co-authored
with Bob Rijkers and Mary Hallward-Driemeier, we analyze the impact of political connections in Indonesia
on product market competition in Indonesian industries. We exploit a quasi-natural experiment on the
resignation of President Suharto in May 1998, who was notoriously corrupt. We compare industry outcomes before and after the Suharto era, between industries with different degrees of political connections.
We use plant-level census data for the manufacturing sector, in which firms with political connections are
identified, and I measure the extent of the political connections in an industry using the output share of
politically connected firms. We expect that the Suharto resignation removed political connections, which in
turn decreased the barriers to entry and improved competition.
Another ongoing project, co-authored with Maryam Naghsh Nejad, is about the effect of sociopolitical and
economic institutions on the development of non-cognitive skills (personality traits) of individuals. We
exploit the breakdown of the Soviet Union as a quasi-natural experiment. We focus on three post-Soviet
countries – Armenia, Georgia, and Ukraine – and compare the non-cognitive skills of people who were
born much before the collapse of the Soviet Union with those who were born shortly before or after,
relative to individuals from the other developing countries that had never gone through the same institutional changes. We find significantly lower scores of extraversion, openness, and grit, and higher scores of
hostility in people who lived under the communist regime for a considerable amount of time. This suggests
that institutions can shape the non-cognitive skills of individuals.

Publications (since 2014)
Articles in Peer-Reviewed Journals
Jerbashian V. & Kochanova A. (2017). The Impact of Telecommunication Technologies on Competition in
Services and Goods Markets: Empirical Evidence, The Scandinavian Journal of Economics, 119(3), 628–
655
Hanousek J. & Kochanova A. (2016). Bribery Environment and Firm Performance: Evidence from CEE
Countries, European Journal of Political Economy, 43, 14–28
Jerbashian V. & Kochanova A. (2016). The Impact of Doing Business Regulations on Investments in ICT,
Empirical Economics, 50(3), 991–1008
Fungacova Z., Kochanova A. & Weill L. (2015). Does Money Buy Credit? Firm-level Evidence on Bribery
and Bank Debt, World Development, 68, 308–322
Working papers
Kochanova A., Hasnain Z. & Larson B. (2016). Does e-Government Improve Public-sector Capability?
Evidence from Tax Administration and Public Procurement, World Bank Policy Research, Working Paper
No. WPS 7657
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Work in progress
Kochanova, A., Rijkers, B. & Hallward-Driemeier, M., Cronyism and Competition in Indonesian Manufacturing, Pre- and Post-Suharto
Kochanova, A. & Naghsh Nejad, M., Minds for the Market: Non-cognitive Skills in Post-Soviet Countries

Lectures and Seminar Presentations
Bribery Environment and Firm Performance: Evidence from CEE Countries
University of Cologne, Cologne
April 2014
The impact of telecommunication technologies on competition in services and goods markets:
Empirical evidence
8th CLEEN Workshop, Norwich
June 2014
Bribery Environment and Firm Performance: Evidence from CEE Countries
EEA-ESEM conference, Toulouse
August 2014
Bribery Environment and Firm Performance: Evidence from CEE Countries
First WINIR Conference, London
September 2014
Bribery Environment and Firm Performance: Evidence from CEE Countries
Arnoldshain Seminar XII, Valencia
September 2014
Does money buy credit? Firm-level evidence on bribery and bank debt
IOS Regensburg, Regensburg
October 2014
Cronyism and industry structure in Indonesian manufacturing: pre and post Suharto
CESifo 8th Workshop on Political Economy, Dresden
November 2014
Cronyism and industry structure in Indonesian manufacturing: pre and post Suharto
Markets, Labor and Regulation Conference, New Delhi
December 2014
Cronyism and industry structure in Indonesian manufacturing: pre and post Suharto
10th Annual Conference on Economic Growth and Development, New Delhi
December 2014
Cronyism and industry structure in Indonesian manufacturing: pre and post Suharto
XVIth April International Academic Conference on Economic and Social Development, Moscow
April 2015
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Cronyism and industry structure in Indonesian manufacturing: pre and post Suharto
International Conference on Globalization and Development, Göttingen
May 2015
Cronyism and industry structure in Indonesian manufacturing: pre and post Suharto
Transparency Governance and Innovation, Beirut
May 2015
Cronyism and industry structure in Indonesian manufacturing: pre and post Suharto
ISNIE, Boston
June 2015
Cronyism and industry structure in Indonesian manufacturing: pre and post Suharto
3rd DIAL conference, Paris
June 2015
Bribery Environment and Firm Performance: Evidence from CEE Countries
SITE Academic Conference, Stockholm
September 2015
Minds for the market: Non-cognitive skills in post-soviet countries
Second WINIR Conference, Rio de Janeiro
September 2015
Minds for the market: Non-cognitive skills in post-soviet countries
3rd InsTED Workshop, Indiana University
May 2016
Does e-government improve government capacity? Evidence from tax compliance costs, tax
revenue and public procurement competitiveness
Journées Louis-André Gérard-Varet, Aix-en-Provence
June 2016
Minds for the market: Non-cognitive skills in post-soviet countries and Does e-government
improve government capacity? Evidence from tax compliance costs, tax revenue and public
procurement competitiveness
SIOE 2016, Paris
June 2016
Minds for the market: Non-cognitive skills in post-soviet countries
EACES-HSE workshop, Moscow
June 2016
Cronyism and industry structure in Indonesian manufacturing: pre and post Suharto
University of Barcelona, Barcelona
October 2016
Cronyism and industry structure in Indonesian manufacturing: pre and post Suharto
SEA Annual Meeting, New Orleans
November 2016
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Does e-government improve government capacity? Evidence from tax compliance costs, tax
revenue and public procurement competitiveness
RES, Bristol
April 2017
Does e-government improve government capacity? Evidence from tax compliance costs, tax
revenue and public procurement competitiveness
EPCS, Budapest
April 2017
Minds for the market: Non-cognitive skills in post-soviet countries
Ronald Coase Workshop, Xiamen
May 2017
Does e-government improve government capacity? Evidence from tax compliance costs, tax
revenue and public procurement competitiveness
WIDER Development Conference, Maputo
July 2017

Teaching
winter term 2015/16

Topics in Applied Microeconomics: Empirical Political Economy
(together with Ioanna Grypari)
Topics course, University of Bonn
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Sebastian Ku
ube
I jo
oined the inst itute in Marcch 2007.
Afte
er receiving my diploma in Economics from the University off Bonn in
200
02, I joined SURVIVE, a project abo
out traffic co ntrol in Norrth RhineWe
estphalia, fun
nded by the German Fe
ederal Minist
stry of Educa
ation and
Ressearch (BMB F), as a research assista
ant at the La
Laboratory fo
or Experime
ental Econom
mics at the University
U
of Bonn (BonnnEconLab). In
n 2003, I
beccame a reseearch and teaching
t
asssistant at th e chair of Prof. Dr.
Cle
emens Puppee at the Univversity of Karlsruhe, Germ
many. During
g my time
in Karlsruhe, I wrote my PhD thesis entitled Hom
mo Oeconom
micus vs.
Ho
omo Aequus – Experimen
ntal Investiga
ations of Soci
cial Preferencces, which
ns Puppe, Pro
of. Dr. Reinh
hard Selten, and Prof. Drr. Christof Weinhardt,
W
was superviised by Prof. Dr. Clemen
010 to 2016
6, I was an affiliated ressearcher at the
t CENs
and finally accepted in January 2007. From 20
a Neuroscience) in Bon
nn. Since 20
008, I have been
b
a Reseaarch Fellow at
a the IZA
(Center for Economics and
omics), also in Bonn. In A
April 2009, I became Proffessor of Ecoonomics at the Univer(Institute of Labor Econo
D
of thee BonnEconLLab since 200
09, and locaal coordinato
or in Bonn
sity of Bonn. I have also been Vice Director
pean Doctora
al Program in Quantitativve Economiccs (EDP) since
e 2015. In 2
2015, I was granted
g
a
of the Europ
research gra
ant from the
e German Sccience Found
dation (DFG) – on which I spent mostt of my resea
arch time
during the p
past years.

Research Agenda
I am very in
nterested in the
t importance of interdeependent pre
eferences for economic bbehavior. In general,
g
I
am using fie
eld and labo
oratory experriments to exxplore corresponding rese
earch questioons from the
e areas of
personnel e
economics, labor economics, and p
public econo
omics. My re
esearch in thhe past yearrs mainly
focused on tthe following
g two topics:
Incentives a
and Motivattion (not on
nly) at the W
Workplace
So far, I ha
ave studied the importan
nce of non-m
monetary gifft exchange, as well as the consequ
uences of
negative recciprocity in na
atural emplo
oyment relatio
onships that feature contrractual incom
mpleteness. Moreover,
M
I explored w
whether communication can
c help to o
overcome some of the prroblems that are usually observed
in gift-excha
ange games between one
e principal an
nd multiple agents.
a
I also looke
ed at the in
nteractions between
b
team
m performan
nce, remune
eration schem
mes, and production
functions; in
n particular with
w respect to the equityy principle and the phenomenon of iincentives reversal. In
recent yearss, I have stu
udied the im
mportance off goals and milestones for worker motivation and
a
work
behavior. For that resea
arch project, I heavily reelied on field experimentss that were cconducted at the MPI
library and in collaborattion with the library team
m. I recently complemente
c
ed these fieldd experimentss with lab
experimentss, which form
med the basiss for a metho
odological paper on the use of real-eeffort lab exp
periments
and the role
e of implicit effort
e
costs.
Cooperatio
on, Sanction
ns, Institutions, and Norrms
My research
h here coverss factors that shape coop
peration in groups.
g
Altho
ough my finddings in that area are
also applica
able to workiing teams, most
m
of the w
work here is based
b
on que
estions that aare at the heart of the
institute’s re
esearch agen
nda. Thus, many
m
studies were carried
d out jointly with
w former aand current members
of the institu
ute.
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So far, I have explored how decentralized social sanctions can help to mitigate social dilemmas; for
example, in the presence of counter-punishment opportunities, latent payback mechanisms, or probation. I
also studied to what extent cooperation can be shaped by (changing first) impressions – be it by information management, leading-by-example, or the framing of the decision situation. I also looked at
situations where players are heterogeneous in their returns from a public good. In these studies, I highlighted potential problems when it comes to the endogenous formation of institutions to mitigate social
dilemmas, demonstrated the importance of redistribution and stressed that the details of the institution
formation process matter. I further explored the interaction of legal and social norm enforcement, which
included a new method to measure the disposition of individuals to enforce norms. The latter formed the
basis for my DFG-funded project, “Peer Punishment in Social Dilemmas: Individual Punishment Profiles,
Type Heterogeneity, and Consistency across Games”. There, i) I elicit peer punishment behavior at the
individual level and explore its correlation with individual-level cooperation behavior; ii) identify the extent
to which peer punishment is driven by deterrence rather than retribution; and iii) check the robustness of
individual peer punishment behavior between different environments or between different countries.

Awards and Grants
2015
2016
2017

Excellence in Teaching Award from the Department of Economics at the University of Bonn
Excellence in Teaching Award from the University of Bonn
Excellence in Teaching Award from the University of Bonn

DFG Research Grant: “Decentralized Peer Punishment in Social Dilemmas” (223,000 Euro)

Publications (since 2014)
Articles in Peer-reviewed Journals
Frackenpohl, G., Hillenbrand, A. & Kube, S. (2016). Leadership effectiveness and institutional frames.
Experimental Economics, 19(4), 842–863
Engel, C., Hennig-Schmidt, H., Irlenbusch, B. & Kube, S. (2015). On Probation. An Experimental Analysis.
Journal of Empirical Legal Studies, 12(2), 252–288
Kube, S., Schaube, S., Schildberg-Hörisch, H. & Khachatryan, E. (2015). Institution Formation and Cooperation with Heterogenous Agents. European Economic Review, 78, 248–268
Kube, S., Khachatryan, E. & Vollan, B. (2015). Mitigating Extortive Corruption? Experimental Evidence.

Journal of Economics and Statistics, 235(2), 228–241
Beckenkamp, M., Engel, C., Glöckner, A., Irlenbusch, B., Hennig-Schmidt, H., Kube, S., … Towfigh, E. V.
(2014). First Impressions are More Important than Early Intervention. Qualifying Broken Windows Theory in
the Lab. International Review of Law and Economics, 37, 126–136
Corazzini, L., Kube, S., Maréchal, M. A. & Bernasconi, M. (2014). Elections and Deceptions. An Experimental Study on the Behavioral Effects of Democracy. American Journal of Political Science, 58(3), 579–
592
Kube, S., Klor, E., Winter, E. & Zultan, R. (2014). Can Higher Rewards Lead to Less Effort? Incentive
Reversal in Teams. Journal of Economic Behavior and Organization, 97, 72–83
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Book Chapter
Goerg, S., Kube, S., Radbruch, J. & Weinschenk, P. (2016). Do teams procrastinate? Strategic procrastination in a dynamic environment. In S. Goerg & J. Hamann (Eds.), Experiments in Organizational Economics,
Research In Experimental Economics , 19, 229–250. Emerald Group Publishing
Preprints
Kleine, M. & Kube, S. (2015). Communication and Trust in Principal-Team Relationships: Experimental
Evidence. Bonn: Max Planck Institute for Research on Collective Goods, Preprint 2015/6
Working Papers
Albrecht, F., Kube, S. & Traxler, C., Cooperation and Punishment: The Individual-Level Perspective
Kube, S. & Schaube, S., Cooperation and Redistribution: Does “Bundling” Foster Institution Formation?
Goerg, S., Kube, S. & Radbruch, J. (2017). The Effectiveness of Incentive Schemes in the Presence of
Implicit Effort Costs, ZA Discussion Paper No. 10546
Glöckner, A., Kube, S. & Nicklisch, A. (2014). The Benefits of Latent Payback in Social Dilemmas, WiSo HH
Working Paper Series 2014, No. 13

Lectures and Seminar Presentations
Institution Formation and Cooperation with Heterogeneous Agents
Invited Presentation at the Meeting of the Southern Economic Association in Atlanta
November 2014
Institution Formation and Cooperation with Heterogeneous Agents
Presentation at the Meeting of the Economic Science Association in Fort Lauderdale
October 2014

Teaching
summer term 2014

Vorlesung Experimentelle Wirtschaftsforschung
[Lecture, Experimental Economics]
University of Bonn

winter term 2014/15

on sabbatical leave

summer term 2015

Vorlesung Experimentelle Wirtschaftsforschung
[Lecture, Experimental Economics]
University of Bonn

winter term 2015/16

Vorlesung Grundzüge der Mikroökonomik
[Lecture, Introductory Microeconomics]
University of Bonn

summer term 2016

Vorlesung Experimentelle Wirtschaftsforschung
[Lecture, Experimental Economics]
University of Bonn
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winter term 2016/17

Vorlesung Grundzüge der Mikroökonomik
[Lecture, Introductory Microeconomics]
University of Bonn

winter term 2016/17

Projektmodul Experimental Economics
[project seminar Experimental Economics]
University of Bonn

summer term 2017

Vorlesung Experimentelle Wirtschaftsforschung
[Lecture, Experimental Economics]
University of Bonn

Professional Activities
Referee for
Econometrica; Quarterly Journal of Economics; American Economic Review; Review of Economic Studies;
Journal of the European Economic Association; American Political Science Review; Management Science;
Journal of Labor Economics; Review of Economics and Statistics; Journal of Economic Behavior and
Organization; Games and Economic Behavior; Economic Journal; European Economic Review; AEJ
Microeconomics; Games; Scandinavian Journal of Economics; Social Choice and Welfare; Experimental
Economics; Economic Inquiry; Journal of Economic Psychology; BuR Business Research; Labour Economics;
Review of Managerial Science; Contemporary Economic Policy; The Social Science Journal;
Referee for Project Proposals and Conferences
US National Science Foundation (NSF)
The Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research (NWO)
Israeli Science Foundation (ISF)
German Science Foundation (DFG)
Danish Council for Independent Research (DFF)
American Academy in Berlin
Canadian Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC)
Annual Conference of the Verein für Socialpolitik
EDP Jamboree in Bonn
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Wo
olfgang Ku
uhle
Eco
onomics is beest understoo
od in terms of
o simple parrables. Such parables
rela
ate prediction
ns in a clear manner to the assumpti7
7ons upon which
w
they
rest. This transp
parent structu
ure allows one to identifyy, without recourse to
com
mplex data, the circumstances unde
er which a m
model's results apply.
Tak
king this view
w, I work on market micro
ostructure, inncomplete infformation
gam
mes, and ma
acroeconomic equilibrium
m models.
Ma
arket Microsstructure
My work on m
market microsstructure resulted in a jooint paper with
w
Olga
Go
orelkina on “IInformation Aggregation
A
through Stocck Prices and
d the Cost
of Capital”, w
which is forth
hcoming in the Journall of Institutio
onal and
Theoretical Economics. This paper studies
s
a firm
m's optimal capital
c
structure in an ennvironment where
w
the
firm's stock price serves as a public signal for itts creditworth
hiness. In equilibrium, eqquity investorrs choose
how much information to
t acquire prrivately, whic h induces a positive relattion between the amount of equity
issued and the stock price signal's precision. And
d the firm ca
an, through its capital struucture, intern
nalize the
informational externalityy that stock prices
p
exert o
on bond yield
ds. Firms witth a strong fuundamental therefore
issue more e
equity and le
ess debt than they would iif the informa
ational spillover did not eexist.
In “An Equilibrium Mod
del with Com
mputationally Constrained
d Agents”, I study an ecoonomy in wh
hich firms
mpute exact solutions to th
he equationss that characcterize future equilibrium prices. Inste
ead, firms
cannot com
use polynom
mial expansions to app
proximate prrices. In equ
uilibrium, the
e precision w
with which firms
f
can
compute priices is endog
genous and depends
d
on tthe level of aggregate
a
su
upply. At the same time, the firms’
individual su
upplies, and thus aggreg
gate supply, depend on the
t precision with which ffirms compu
ute prices.
This interpla
ay between supply and the price foreccast’s precisio
on induces multiple
m
equiliibria, with inefficiently
low output, in economie
es that otherw
wise have a u
unique, efficiient, rational expectationss equilibrium
m. Moreover, exogen
nous parame
eter changes, which wou ld increase output were there no coomputational frictions,
can diminish the precision of the agents’ price fo
orecasts, red
ducing outputt. The modell therefore accommons, such as unprecedentted quantitattive easing, can put ag
gents into
dates the in
ntuition that intervention
“uncharted territory”.
The paper ““Darwinian Adverse
A
Sele
ection” was p
published in Algorithmicc Finance. It develops a model to
study the ro
ole of individu
ual rationalitty in econom
mics and biolo
ogy. The model’s agents differ contin
nuously in
their ability to make rational choicess. The agentts’ objective is to ensure their individuual survival over time
ently, to maxximize profitss. In equilibrrium, howeve
er, individually rational aagents who maximize
or, equivale
their objective survival probability
p
are, individual ly and collecctively, elimin
nated by the fforces of com
mpetition.
Instead of in
ndividual rationality, there emerges a unique distrribution of irrational playyers who are individually not fit fo
or the struggle of survivall. The selectio
on of irration
nal players ovver rational oones relies on the fact
that all ratio
onal players coordinate on
o the same o
optimal actio
on, which lea
aves them coollectively und
diversified
and thus vulnerable to aggregate
a
risks.
I have also been workin
ng on severa
al still incomp
plete papers, among the
em “Informattion Aggrega
ation with
Correlated Errors” and “Information
nal Spilloverrs in Sequential Markets,,” which is aagain joint work
w
with
Olga Gorellkina. Togeth
her with Dominik Grafe nhofer, I wo
orked on Bertrand and C
Cournot equ
uilibria in
models with
h “endogenou
us competitio
on”. This worrk was discon
ntinued due to
t literature ooverlap.
Incomplete
e Informatio
on Coordina
ation Gamess
Jointly with Dominik Gra
afenhofer, I analyzed Bayyesian coord
dination gam
mes where aggents draw on heteromation. This resulted in two paperss. The first, entitled
e
“Obbserving Each
h Other's
genous piecces of inform
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Observations in a Bayesian Coordination Game”, appeared in the Journal of Mathematical Economics.
The second paper, “Observing Actions in Bayesian Coordination Games”, studies the conditions under
which (bank) runs feed on themselves. Taken together, both papers show that the particular form and
number of equilibria that obtain in incomplete information games is very sensitive towards the particular
types of information that agents can use to forecast each other's actions.
My paper “A Global Game with Heterogenous Agents” appeared in the Economic Theory Bulletin. It
relaxes the common prior assumption in the public and private information game of Morris and Shin
(2004). For the generalized game, where an agent's prior expectations are heterogenous, it derives a sharp
condition for the emergence of multiple equilibria. If prior dispersion is small, equilibrium multiplicity
depends on the relative precision of private information and the subjective prior. If priors are sufficiently
dispersed, equilibria are unique, irrespectively of the relative weights that players assign to private signals
and priors. If prior dispersion vanishes, the original multiplicity condition for the common prior economy
obtains. Extensions to environments with public signals of exogenous and endogenous quality show that
prior heterogeneity, unlike heterogeneity in private information, provides a robust anchor for unique
equilibria. Finally, regardless of whether priors are unique or not, we show that public signals can induce
equilibrium uniqueness, rather than multiplicity, if they are of high precision.
Overlapping Generations
I discontinued my work on overlapping generations. In the last years, I worked on revisions and offshoots
to existing papers. The neoclassical overlapping generations (OLG) model is characterized by a young
working-age cohort, which supplies labor and saves for retirement. This young cohort overlaps with an old
cohort, which supplies capital and lives in retirement. Moreover, there is a government which can implement transfers between different cohorts by issuing public debt or through pension schemes. My contributions to this framework are:
“The Optimum Structure for Government Debt”, printed in Metroeconomica. This paper studies the interaction between risk-sharing and government debt in a two-generations-overlapping model with stochastic
factor prices. If a government can issue safe bonds and claims to wage-indexed social security to service a
given initial obligation, there exists a set of Pareto-efficient ways to do so. This set is characterized by the
conflicting interests of the current young and the still unborn generations regarding the allocation of factorprice risks. If the government can change both the size and the composition of the debt, it is possible to
reconcile these conflicting interests. Changes in the composition of the public debt reallocate factor-price
risks, while changes in the size of the debt reallocate resources. Using both instruments, the government
can separate the risk-sharing properties from the crowding-out associated with public debt. This separation
allows for a narrowing of the set of efficient debt structures in a Pareto-improving manner.
In the course of the previously mentioned revisions of papers, I wrote two complementary papers. “The
Dynamics of Utility in the Neoclassical OLG Model” was published in the Journal of Mathematical Economics. This paper develops a method to study how the life-cycle utility of a sequence of cohorts converges
towards its steady state level in the neoclassical two-generations-overlapping model. This method allows
one to characterize the utility changes associated with marginal variations in exogenous policy parameters
along the entire transition path between two steady states. At the same time, it is no more complicated than
a pure steady state analysis. Moreover, it can be applied to economies for which an explicit solution of the
transition path is not available.
The second paper, “The Dynamics of Utility in the Neoclassical OLG Model II”, is currently under review.
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Publications (since 2014)
Publications in Peer-reviewed Journals
Gorelkina, O. & Kuhle, W. (forthcoming). Information Aggregation Through Stock Prices and the Cost of
Capital. Journal of Institutional and Theoretical Economics
Grafenhofer, D. & Kuhle, W. (2016). Observing Each Other’s Observations in a Bayesian Coordination
Game. Journal of Mathematical Economics, 67, 10–17
Kuhle, W. (2016). Darwinian Adverse Selection. Algorithmic Finance, 5(1), 31–36
Kuhle, W. (2016). A Global Game with Heterogenous Priors. Economic Theory Bulletin, 4(2), 167–185
Kuhle, W. (2014). The Dynamics of Utility in the Neoclassical OLG Model. Journal of Mathematical
Economics, 52, 81–86
Kuhle, W. (2014). The Optimal Structure for Public Debt. Metroeconomica, 65(2), 321–348
Book Chapter
Kuhle, W. (2017). Demographic Change and the Rates of Return to Risky Capital and Safe Debt. In
B. Bökemeier & A. Greiner (Eds.), Inequality and Finance in Macrodynamics, 23, 177–190
Working Paper (selection)
2016 An Equilibrium Model with Computationally Constrained Agents
2016 The Dynamics of Utility in the Neoclassical OLG Model II
Work in Progress (selection)
2017 Observing Actions in Bayesian Coordination Games (with Dominik Grafenhofer)
2017 Transitive Competition
2016 Thinking Ourselves into Recession (with Dominik Grafenhofer)

Lectures and Seminar Presentations
Invited Talks
2017, Birkbeck College, University of London; 2017, University of Kent; 2017, Schloß Ringberg MEA;
2016, University of Bielefeld; 2015, University of St. Gallen; 2015, Tel Aviv University; 2015, Bar Ilan
University; 2014, DIW Berlin; 2014, Iowa State University (informal seminar)
Conferences
2017, Econometric Society NASM; 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, International Game Theory Conference,
Stony Brook; 2015, EEA Mannheim; 2014, ESEM Toulouse; 2014, Max Planck Institute, Munich
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Michael K
Kurschilgen
n
Summary Report
After gradua
ating from th
he IMPRS doctoral prograam in early 2013, I tookk
on a postdo
oc position at
a the MPI, was
w named a “Young Fe
ellow” of the
e
North Rhinee-Westphalia Academy of Sciences inn 2015, and
d accepted a
position as a W2 Assista
ant Professor (with tenurre-track) at the Technicall
University o
of Munich. Since
S
Novem
mber 2015, I have been
n a research
h
affiliate at th
he MPI.
A trained eeconomist, I work on questions off morality, cooperation,,
coordination
n, and conflict. My research aims at better underrstanding the
e
determinantts of human behavior, and in particuular the dete
erminants off
collective
e perceptionss of “right an
nd wrong” b
behavior, in order
o
ultimattely to find bbetter ways of
o organizing
g
teams, fiirms, and socciety as a whole.
In a pro
oject with Seb
bastian Kube
e and Christtoph Engel, we
w show tha
at initial belieefs about other people’ss
behaviorr may turn ou
ut to be a self-fulfilling prrophecy: The
e mere pre-game expectaation of an un
ncooperative
e
environm
ment leads to
o low initial cooperativeeness, which in turn triggers an irrevvocable dynamic of low
w
cooperattion and ine
effective sancctioning thro ughout the game.
g
Our results thus stress the im
mportance off
“setting the right ton
ne” as a pollitician, a ma
anager, or a chairman, in order to attain socia
ally desirable
e
es.
outcome
Togetherr with Christtoph Engel, we
w analyze the effect off introspectio
on (i.e., the cconscious asssessment off
one’s ow
wn normative
e expectations) on peoplee’s willingnesss to cooperate in a sociall dilemma. We
W show thatt
introspecction may en
nhance coope
eration by in
ncreasing the
e relative cost of deviatingg from one’ss self-image..
Our resu
ults thus yield support to
o the effectivveness of me
easures that promote a corporate id
dentity, often
n
practiced
d in companiies, schools, and the milittary.
In fact, a
an increasing
g number of companies iinvest heavilyy in their “moral culture””. But could emphasis
e
on
n
morality possibly have unintende
ed side-effeccts? In a sin
ngle-authored
d paper, I sshow – theoretically and
d
experime
entally – thatt, when people derive uttility from se
elf-image, raising moral aawareness may
m not onlyy
make pe
eople’s beha
avior less selfish, but alsso more polarised as diverging con ceptions of morality are
e
exacerba
ated.
A more recent set off projects is dedicated
d
to
o better unde
erstanding hierarchical soocial order, starting
s
from
m
ervation that the benefitss from a givven social order are ofte
en not evenlly distributed
d. In ancientt
the obse
societies,, it was gene
erally better to be born a
an aristocrat than a peassant; in a freee market ecconomy, it iss
better to have scarce
e skills than re
edundant skiills; in many multi-ethnic societies, a pperson’s ethn
nicity critical-ly affectss individual economic
e
succcess. Even iff on aggrega
ate such an order is prefe rable to chao
os, it crucial-ly relies on being acccepted by a critical masss of people. In the light of well-docuumented difference aver-sion, it iss less than clear why low ranks should
d support a given
g
hierarcchical order. Potentially, redistribution
r
n
could he
elp, but high ranks face an obvious freee-riding pro
oblem.
To studyy the emerge
ence and sta
ability of hieerarchical ord
der, I propose – togetheer with Konsstantin Chat-ziathana
asiou and Sve
enja Hippel – a new gam
me. Players in
n an indefinittely repeatedd BoS game with
w strangerr
re-match
hing are give
en an arbitra
ary ranking a
as a handy coordination
c
device. Wheenever two players
p
meet,,
the prefe
erred equilib
brium of the
e more high
hly-ranked player is foca
al. Theoreticaally, in a population off
rational money-maximizers, a perfectly efficieent and stable
e hierarchica
al order emerrges, as everryone followss
the devicce. Yet, mino
or difference aversion
a
sufffices for the order
o
to unra
avel.
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Experimentally, this is exactly what happens in the absence of redistribution. The lower a player’s rank is,
the less she follows the device, resulting in substantial miscoordination and thus efficiency loss. Strikingly,
the problem dissolves when players are given the opportunity to transfer income voluntarily, strongly
underpinning the power of indirect reciprocity.
In a related project with Carlos Kurschilgen, I project the two basic ingredients of the BoS game onto an nplayer setting. The pure Nash equilibria are efficient, but generate large inequality. On the other hand, the
mixed-strategy equilibrium is egalitarian, but very inefficient. Through repeated interaction, however,
groups of partners could in principle converge on a stable social norm which reconciles efficiency with
equality. Yet, successful coordination on such a norm would require substantial collective reasoning.
In a controlled laboratory experiment, we show that, when inequality is low, behavior quickly converges on
one of the pure equilibria. However, when inequality increases, the pure equilibria are no longer behaviorally stable. In that case, the shadow of the future becomes critical. Facing a short time horizon, behavior
sinks into chaos (i.e., substantial miscoordination). Yet, when the time horizon is long, groups quickly
converge on behavioral patterns that achieve both high efficiency and high equality.

Honors (since 2014)
Named “Young Fellow” of the of North Rhine-Westphalia Academy of Sciences
Research Grant: 40,000 EUR
January 2015

Publications (since 2014)
Articles in Peer-reviewed Journals
Kurschilgen, M., Morell, A. & Weisel, O. (2017). Internal Conflict, Market Uniformity, and Transparency in
Price Competition between Teams. Journal of Economic Behavior and Organization, 144, 121–132
Kurschilgen, M. (2014). Coercion and Consent: Comment. Journal of Institutional and Theoretical Economics, 170(1), 79–82
Beckenkamp, M., Engel, C., Glöckner, A., Irlenbusch, B., Hennig-Schmidt, H., Kube, S., … Towfigh, E. V.
(2014). First Impressions are More Important than Early Intervention. Qualifying Broken Windows Theory in
the Lab. International Review of Law and Economics, 37, 126–136
Preprints
Engel, C. & Kurschilgen, M. (2015). The Jurisdiction of the Man Within – Introspection, Identity, and
Cooperation in a Public Good Experiment. Bonn: Max Planck Institute for Research on Collective Goods,
2015/1
Engel, C., Kube, S. & Kurschilgen, M. (2011, revised 2014). Can We Manage First Impressions in Cooperation Problems? An Experiment. Bonn: Max Planck Institute for Research on Collective Goods, 2011/5
Working Papers
Kurschilgen M. (under review). Less Selfish, More Polarized: An Experiment on Moral Awareness
Work in Progress
Kurschilgen, C., Kurschilgen, M., Conflict, Agreement, and the Shadow of the Future
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Chatziathanasiou, K., Hippel, S., Kurschilgen, M., What Stabilizes Hierarchical Social Order? The Role of
Transfers
Hoeft, L., Kurschilgen, M., Mill, W., Authority and Moral Wiggle Room
Kurschilgen, M., Marcin, I., Schneeberger, A., Strategic Information Search and Social Norms

Lectures and Seminar Presentations
2014
Identity and Other-regarding Preferences
CEPR European Summer Symposium in Economic Theory, Gerzensee
June 2014
Identity and Other-regarding Preferences
Konstanz Workshop on Attitudes and Preferences
June 2014
Can We Manage First Impressions in Cooperation Problems? An Experiment
Economic Science Association, Fort Lauderdale FL
October 2014
2015
Internal Conflict, Transparency, and Competition – An Experimental Study
Tilburg University, Department of Economics
March 2015
Internal Conflict, Transparency, and Competition – An Experimental Study
Spanish Law and Economics Association, Santander
June 2015
Identity and Other-regarding Preferences
London Experimental Workshop
June 2015
Identity and Other-regarding Preferences
Tilburg University, Governance and Social Preferences Workshop
September 2015
Conflict, Agreement, and the Shadow of the Future
Economic Science Association, Dallas
October 2015
Conflict, Agreement, and the Shadow of the Future
New York University, Department of Politics
November 2015
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2016
Conflict, Agreement, and the Shadow of the Future
Max Planck Institute for Research on Collective Goods, Bonn
February 2016
Conflict, Agreement, and the Shadow of the Future
European University Institute, Joint Seminar of Economics and Politics Departments, Florence, 2016
Conflict, Agreement, and the Shadow of the Future
International Meeting on Experimental and Behavioral Social Sciences, Rome
April 2016
What Stabilizes Hierarchical Social Order? The Role of Transfers
University of Marburg, Marburg Centre for Institutional Economics
June 2016
What Stabilizes Hierarchical Social Order? The Role of Transfers
Economic Science Association, Tucson AZ
October 2016
2017
Less Selfish, More Polarized? An Experiment on Moral Awareness
University of Michigan, School of Information
March 2017
Internal Conflict, Transparency, and Competition – An Experimental Study
Tel Aviv University, School of Management
May 2017
Less Selfish, More Polarized? An Experiment on Moral Awareness
Bar-Ilan University, Department of Law
May 2017
Internal Conflict, Transparency, and Competition – An Experimental Study
Haifa University, Department of Economics
May 2017
Less Selfish, More Polarized? An Experiment on Moral Awareness
Ludwig-Maximilian-University Munich, Department of Economics
June 2017
Less Selfish, More Polarized? An Experiment on Moral Awareness
Public Economic Theory Annual Conference, Paris
July 2017
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Teaching
spring 2017

Strategic Interaction in Theory, Lab, and Field (MA)
TUM School of Management

spring 2017

Topics in Behavioral and Experimental Economics (PhD)
TUM School of Management

fall 2016

Microeconomics (BA)
TUM School of Management

spring 2016

Strategic Interaction in Theory, Lab, and Field (MA)
TUM School of Management

fall 2015

Topics in Experimental Economics (PhD)
TUM School of Management

fall 2014

Law and Economics (BA)
University of Bonn, Department of Law

Professional Activities
Memberships
Scientific Council of the Bavarian Graduate Program in Economics
Referee for
Journal of Public Economics, Journal of Economic Behavior and Organization, Journal of Legal Studies,
Journal of Institutional and Theoretical Economics, Business Research
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Pascal Lange
enbach
Summary Re
eport
I was
w a studentt in the IMPR
RS “Uncertainty” from Auugust 2011 to
t August
2015. Since th
hen I am a trainee law
wyer (“Rechttsreferendar””) at the
gional Court in Bonn. At the MPI, I sttill hold a paart-time posittion. As a
Reg
result of my do
octoral studie
es in the IMP
PRS program
m, I earned a doctoral
deg
gree in law (Dr. jur.) frrom the University of Boonn in 2016
6, and a
docctoral degreee in economiics (Dr. rer. pol.)
p
from thee University of
o Jena in
2017.

Research Ag
genda
As a real “h
homegrown player” of th
he Max Plancck Institute in
n Bonn, my research com
mbines the tw
wo major
fields practiced here: legal and exp
perimental wo
ork. On the “traditional”” legal side, I work in the field of
with a currentt focus on ad
dministrative procedures and
a constituttional law. Thhe most nota
able result
public law w
of this workk is my doctoral disserta
ation on thee behavioral effects of administrative
a
e hearing rig
ghts. The
dissertation,, submitted in
i 2015, wa
as published with Mohr Siebeck in Tübingen
T
in 2017. In the
e book, I
argue that, for the sake
e of the effecctiveness and
d the efficiency of the public administtration, as well
w as for
“democraticc” reasons, citizen’s
c
hearring rights sh
hould be given more weight in admiinistrative pro
ocedures,
particularly in the Germ
man Adminisstrative Proceedural Code
e. To support this claim, I present th
he socialndings on the acceptancce enhancing
g effects of hearing righ
hts – mainly from the prrocedural
scientific fin
justice litera
ature, but alsso from an own
o
experimeental study. While
W
the bo
ook is therefoore heavily in
nfluenced
by social-sccience researrch, it also takes the leg
gal discourse
e about adm
ministrative p rocedures se
eriously. I
tried not on
nly to use thee empirical findings
f
to p
point to a leg
gally relevantt behavioral effect (which
h I did in
other studie
es and deem
m in itself a valuable
v
reseearch goal), but I tried to connect thhese findingss with the
doctrine and
d policy quesstions debate
ed in the field
d of administtrative and constitutional law. I am ve
ery happy
that the boo
ok came out in a publication series geenuinely direccted at the ad
dministrative law academ
mia.
My own exp
perimental work mainly contributes to
o the literaturre in “Experim
mental Law aand Economiics”. I use
the toolbox of economicc lab experim
ments to invesstigate legallyy inspired research questtions. The ma
ain topics
he past yearss have been tthe effects off participation opportunitiies in (legal) decisionof my research during th
articipation on
o authority decisions, on the acmaking. In particular, I studied the effects of prrocedural pa
ceptance of these decisio
ons, and on people’s com
mpliance and
d cooperation
n.
As mentione
ed before, one
o of the stu
udies (condu
ucted togethe
er with Marco Kleine andd Lilia Zhura
akhovska)
was interpre
eted with reg
gard to administrative heearing rightss in my legal dissertationn. The study tests how
pre-decision
n participatio
on affects po
ost-decision eevaluations of
o a neutral decision-maaker – indepe
endent of
outcomes. Recent resea
arch in expe
erimental ecconomics raises doubts about the vvalidity of th
he widely
replicated finding in the
e psychologiccal literaturee that particip
pation indep
pendently leaads to the accceptance
horities. In o ur study, how
wever, we va
alidate the ppsychological findings
of decisionss and to support for auth
using the e
experimental economics methodolog
gy. While we
e initially drafted the paaper in 2013, it was
recently pub
blished in the
e Journal off Economic Be
Behavior & Organization
O
.
A prequel o
of this paper, analyzing only one pa
articular parrt of the exp
periment, loooked at the effects of
participation
n on the deciision of the neutral
n
third party. In con
ntrast to dictator game stuudies where participap
tion benefitss the party given
g
the opp
portunity to ccommunicate
e, we find an
n overall neggative monettary effect
for the partiicipating parrty. Subjects receive
r
less th
han their cou
unterparts in a treatment without partticipation.
This study p
provides insig
ghts on how the right to be heard miight affect third-party deccision-makerrs, e.g., a
judge or an arbitrator, and
a how it co
ould be used effectively. The
T study (alsso together w
with Marco Kleine
K
and
Lilia Zhurakkhovska) was published in
n Economics Letters in 2016.
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In a complementary vein, I wrote an experimental paper on the values of pre-decision and post-decision
messages in a dictator game setting. I studied how the different forms of participation change dictator
decisions and which values receivers attach to them. Experiments were initially run in 2013 and an initial
version drafted in 2014. However, I ran new sessions in September 2015, and a heavily revised version
just came out in spring 2016. Currently, the paper has working-paper status.
In two related studies (both together with Franziska Tausch), I shifted the research focus from individual to
collective decision-making in social dilemmas. Both studies are motivated by the observation that many
institutional settings (such as legal regimes) are persistent over generations. The first study tests whether the
fact that other people in a previous generation voted on a rule matters for people’s cooperation in a
public-goods setting. We find that the asymmetrical effects of democratic decision procedures (i.e., the fact
that the democratic adoption of a sanction scheme supports cooperation, whereas the democratic rejection
of the same institution reduces cooperation) only partly occur in an inter-generational setting. While the
negative effect of a democratically rejected rule persists in a future generation, the positive effect of a
democratic adoption vanishes. This finding can be interpreted as a sign for the law’s constant need of
democratic legitimization. The fact that a law was initially adopted democratically is not sufficient. Democratically rejected institutions may have long-term negative effects. The Journal of Law, Economics, and
Organization invited us to revise and resubmit the paper.
The second study assesses how the opportunity of people to repeal a rule democratically may be influenced
by the status quo bias. Even if laws need constant democratic legitimation, it is not feasible to vote con‐
stantly on already existing laws also. One way to deal with this problem is to give people the opportunity
to repeal an existing law. However, if people vote on an existing institution, compared to introducing a new
institution, the status quo bias could distort voting outcomes. Yet, we do not find empirical support for this
hypothesis in a public-goods setting. So far, only an unpublished manuscript of the paper exists.
Currently, I am also working on an experimental project (together with Niels Petersen) which studies
cultural and gender biases in constitutional adjudication. Using a case from German immigration law, we
try to elicit these biases by using differing case material in mock exams of first-year law students at a major
German University. We are currently coding the students’ essays. We assume that some regulations, in our
case the German-language proficiency requirement in immigration law, are designed with certain realworld situations in mind. We further hypothesize that, when applying a proportionality test to these regulations, the students’ assessments of the constitutionality will be affected by how closely the case resembles
the idealized situations. Therefore, we hope to identify how doctrinally irrelevant characteristics of a legal
case might change constitutional adjudication.

Publications (since 2014)
Articles in Peer-reviewed Journals
Kleine, M., Langenbach, P. & Zhurakhovska, L. (2017). How Voice Shapes Reactions to Impartial DecisionMakers: An Experiment on Participation Procedures. Journal of Economic Behavior & Organization, 143,
241–253
Kleine, M., Langenbach, P. & Zhurakhovska, L. (2016). Fairness and Persuasion: How Stakeholder Communication Affects Impartial Decision Making. Economics Letters, 141, 173–176
Book
Langenbach, P. (2017). Der Anhörungseffekt: Verfahrensfairness und Rechtsbefolgung im allgemeinen
Verwaltungsverfahren. Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck
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Preprints
Langenbach, P. & Tausch, F. (2017). Inherited Institutions: Cooperation in the Light of Democratic Legitimacy. Bonn: Max Planck Institute for Research on Collective Goods, Preprint 2017/1 (revise & resubmit,
Journal of Law, Economics, and Organization)
Langenbach, P. (2014). The values of ex-ante and ex-post communication in dictator games. Bonn: Max
Planck Institute for Research on Collective Goods, Preprint 2014/7

Lectures and Seminar Presentations
Fairness and Persuasion
The Law and Boundaries Conference , Sciences Po, Paris
May 2014
Fairness and Persuasion
Annual Conference of the European Association of Law and Economics, University Aix-Marseille
September 2014
Fairness and Persuasion
Conference for Empirical Legal Studies, Duke Law School
November 2016
Other
I organized (together with Konstantin Chatziathanasiou) the 1st Max Planck Young Legal Scholars’ Meeting
at the MPI in April 2015. The workshop was directed at PhD students from all Max Planck institutes engaging in legal research. Participants had the opportunity to discuss their research projects. This is a “bottom
up” initiative to advance the exchange of the legal institutes in the Max Planck Society at PhD level. The
initiative has developed into an annual meeting hosted by one of the different Max Planck institutes.
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Lisa Lenz
Summary Report
Course Program
I started with my PhD program at the university of Cologne in October 2016. During the first year of my
PhD program, I focused on primarily completing the course program of the Cologne Graduate School
in Management, Economics and Social Sciences. In choosing these courses, I am pursuing the aim of
deepening my knowledge in two distinct economic fields.
First, I want to deepen my understanding of behavioral economics, both concerning formal economic
theory as well as the methodological skill required to perform well- designed experiments. Thus, I participated in a very challenging advanced course in game theory, in a demanding course in behavioral
economic theory, as well as in an experimental design course. Second, in order to improve my econometric
skills set, I took a course in advanced econometrics as well as a course in Bayesian Econometrics. Additionally, I took a course in public economics and taxation and participated in a two-day workshop in
structural estimation given by Charles Bellemare. I will have completed the course program in July 2017.
First Research Topic – Guilt Aversion in Groups
In my first PhD research project, I attempt to tackle the question whether an individual decision-maker
with preferences for not betraying the expectations of others (a guilt-averse agent) will act more or less
selfishly if she interacts with a group compared to a one-to-one relationship. More precisely, I investigate whether a decision-maker will state more selfish decisions if she is protected by the anonymity of
the mass and the consequences of her decisions affect a group of agents, compared to a situation
where she interacts with only one other agent.
My new experimental design combines a classic trust game with an insurance setting in a way that
allows me to discriminate between four different potential behavioral channels associated with an
adjusted multi-level guilt aversion model. In particular, I study how image concerns affect the decision-making process in groups where actions cannot be assigned to individual decisions stated. I also
test whether the concept of guilt aversion can be equalized with the idea that decision-makers anticipate the loss aversion of other individuals. This would imply that the marginal disutility from not living
up to the expectations of others is diminishing with a larger deviation from the other individuals’
reference points. In contrast, it is also plausible that economic agents experience a larger disutility if
they violate the expectations of someone who already experiences a large disappointment. Hence, I
would like to address empirically the question whether the psychological guilt term reflecting the guilt
aversion of an individual agent should be modeled as a concave or a convex utility term.
The curvature characteristics of the psychological guilt term in the decision-makers’ utility function
have far-reaching implications how the preferences for not violating the expectations of others alter
the way people interact with groups, compared to a one-to-one setting. A linear guilt term would
imply that people are indifferent between taking away 10 € from the expected income of one person
or taking away 1 € from the expected income of ten individuals. In contrast, a diminishing sensitivity to a deviation from the reference points of others would imply that people prefer unexpectedly to
take away 10 € from one person over taking away 1€ from ten people. An increasing sensitivity
would trivially implicate the opposite and could thus be a potential explanation why people are more
reluctant to betray a single person than to betray a group of people, such as a community of insured
customers.
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Moreover, I want to inquire whether decision-makers tend to free-ride on the moral behavior of others
and to what extent decision-makers make up for the immoral behavior of other decision-makers given
that a group of agents affect the outcome of a single agent or a group of other agents.
Last, I also investigate to what extent the three previously discussed channels impact the belief formation
process of the people affected by the decisions stated by the decision-makers, and to what extent the
anticipation leads to self-fulfilling prophecies.
Overall, I would like to investigate the question whether the decision-makers’ preferences can be represented by an adapted version of the guilt model by Battigalli and Dufwenberg (2007).
I am also concerned about the extent to which the experimental findings as well as the proposed model
can be applied to elucidate real-life phenomena, such as supply-side-induced moral hazards in credencegoods markets. Thus, I explore whether empirical evidence that sellers exploit their customers’ naivety by
increasing the extent or price of the service in a market setting where customers’ expenses are covered by
third parties (supply-side-induced moral hazards) can be explained by belief-based preferences.
Until now I have already discussed this project in front of three different audiences. First, I presented a
preliminary version of the project at the IMPRS uncertainty thesis workshop 2017 at Gut Gremmlin. I also
presented a slightly updated version of the project at a research seminar of the Center for Macroeconomic
Research at the University of Cologne, and finally I have discussed the latest version of my experiment at
the Brown Bag Seminar at the University of Cologne. I am very thankful for the good advice I received from
the participants of the workshops.
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Monika Le
eszczyńska
a (née Ziółłkowska)
In my resea
arch, I experimentally inve
estigate behaavioral reactions towardss
legal instituttions with a goal of providing evideence-based arguments
a
to
o
the ongoing
g legal discussions in areas
a
of corrporate gove
ernance and
d
contract law
w. I aspire to communicate my prrojects to the legal and
d
experimenta
al communityy.
This is illusttrated by my study on mandatory qquota rules, which have
e
yielded one article for an
a experimen
ntal and anotther for a prrimarily legall
audience. IIn the first paper (published in thhe Journal of
o Economicc
Psychology)), my co-autthors (Angela
a Dorrough,, Manuela Barreto,
B
and
d
Andreas Gllöckner) and
d I reported results of ttwo indepen
ndent studiess
testing th
he impact off a quota rule on group cooperation
n. This study was motivatted by a claim made byy
policy-makers advoccating the inttroduction off mandatoryy quota ruless for the corrporate boarrds of publicc
uropean Union. The poliicy-makers asserted
a
that quota ruless would increase genderr
companiies in the Eu
diversity in corporate
e boards, and
d this in turn would impro
ove team performance. W
We examined whether thiss
positive effect can in
ndeed be acchieved if divversity is intrroduced thro
ough quotas. In our expe
eriments, we
e
d that quota
a rules nega
atively influeence group cooperation
n, comparedd to perform
mance-based
d
observed
promotio
on.
In a sing
gle-author paper (acceptted by the EEuropean Bussiness Organ
nization Law
w Review), I to
ook a closerr
he Impact Asssessment (IA
look at th
A) issued by tthe European
n Commission together w
with a Directivve proposing
g
a 40 perr cent obligatory female representatio
r
on on the boards of direcctors in Europpean public companies.
c
I
presente
ed both field and laborattory studies iinvestigating the influence of mandattory quotas on companyy
performa
ance, individ
dual attitudess, and group
p cooperation
n. Next, I disscussed impliications of th
hese findingss
for the evvaluation of the IA qualityy as well as tthe legality of the Directivve.
In 2016,, Angela Dorrough, Andreas Glöckneer, and I recceived a grant from the Fernuniversittät Hagen to
o
continue
e research on
n quota ruless and group behavior. We
W are currently working oon a project that looks att
act of gende
er-based sele
ection proced
dures on the
e quality of group
g
decisi on-making in
i a hidden-the impa
profile paradigm.
My more
e recent rese
earch questio
ons are relateed to contraccts and contrract law. Forr instance, in
n one projectt
(jointly w
with Sebastia
an Goerg an
nd Erich Cro mwell), we investigated
i
whether payyoff-irrelevan
nt terms of a
contract that are percceived as unk
kind lead to negative rea
actions of a contractual paartner. We co
ompared the
e
impact o
of two econo
omically equ
uivalent conttracts – a fixxed-term ren
newable andd an open-e
ended at-willl
contract.. Each provid
des partners with
w full flexib
bility regarding the length
h and terminnation of their interaction..
Howeverr, when both
h contracts arre available, offering a fiixed-term contract might be perceived as unkind..
For insta
ance, it mightt be perceive
ed as a sign of skepticism
m about the prospects
p
of a contractual interaction..
This can be detrimen
ntal when a contract
c
is in complete an
nd reciprocal behavior is crucial for th
he success off
a transaction. Our re
esults show that in isolatiion the two contracts
c
do not differ – ppeople intera
act efficientlyy
H
whe
en both cont ract types are available, fixed-term coontracts are perceived ass
with each of them. However,
less kind
d than open--ended ones.. Importantlyy, we reveale
ed that offering a fixed-teerm instead of an open-ended co
ontract trigge
ers negative responses off agents and leads to less profitable rrelations. I presented thiss
study at the 10th Ann
nual Conference on Empiirical Legal Studies
S
in 2015. A part off the travel expenses
e
wass
covered by a Confere
ence Travel Grant
G
that I rreceived from
m the DAAD.
Another research pro
oject I started
d while still w
working at the
e MPI looks at
a the cautioonary function
n of contrac-tual form
malities. Lega
al scholars have
h
long as sumed that contractual formalities,
f
ssuch as a forrmal writing,,
protect individuals frrom entering
g into ill-con
nsidered contracts. Recen
ntly, it has bbeen questioned whetherr
digital co
ontract form
mation can ad
dequately fu
ulfill this funcction. In an incentivized laboratory experiment,
e
I
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compared four forms of concluding a contract – clicking “OK”, typing in one’s name, entering a PIN code
(which should reflect a qualified e-signature), and handwritten signing. I examined how these different
forms of confirming a decision influence a choice between a smaller/sooner and a larger/later reward. I
found that individuals are more impulsive when clicking on “OK” or typing their name than when signing
on paper to confirm their decision. No differences were observed between handwritten signing and
entering a PIN code.
During my time at the MPI, I also worked on an article (with Konstantin Chatziathanasiou, revised and
resubmitted to Die Rechtswissenschaft) that aims at introducing the experimental method to the broader
legal community. The structure of this paper follows the typical structure of an article reporting an experimental study. Starting with research questions, we present the kinds of legal questions that might be
addressed by experimental research. Next, we discuss the basic elements of experimental design, hypothesis, and results, using examples introduced in the first part.

Publications (since 2014)
Chatziathanasiou, K. & Leszczyńska, M. (forthcoming). Experimentelle Ökonomik im Recht. Rechtswissenschaft. Zeitschrift für rechtswissenschaftliche Forschung, 8
Leszczyńska, M. (forthcoming). Mandatory quotas for women on boards of directors in the European
Union: harmful to or good for company performance? European Business Organization Law Review
Dorrough, A.R.*, Leszczyńska, M.*, Barreto, M. & Glöckner, A. (2016). Revealing side effects of quota rules
on group cooperation. Journal of Economic Psychology, 57, 136–152
* shared first authorship
Working papers
Leszczyńska, M., Cromwell, E. & Goerg, S., It is not only about money: payoff-irrelevant terms and relational contracts
Leszczyńska, M., Think twice before you sign! An experiment on a cautionary function of contractual
formalities
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Fed
dor Levin
Sum
mmary Re port
I ha
ave been wo
orking in the
e Max Planck
k Institute forr Research on
o Collective
e
Goo
ods since Au
ugust 2016, although my
m PhD proggram, MaxN
NetAging Re-search School, started earlie
er, in Februa
ary of 2016,, with a six-month initiall
training period at the Maxx Planck Institute for Deemographic Research in
n
Rostock. My ressearch topic is the relatio
onship betweeen aging and decision-making. Studyin
ng aging and its consequences is coonsidered rellevant in the
e
context of the world popu
ulation aging
g. Changes in the pop
pulation age
e
structure, with a
an increasing
g share of older adults, aare expected
d to have an
n
impact o
on both the economy
e
and
d society, for example through challen
nges to instituutions such as
a healthcare
e
systems or pension systems.
s
Apart from that, some autho
ors point out possible connsequences of
o differencess
in qualityy and compe
etence of the
e decision-ma
aking of older adults, wh
hich is more relevant to my
m research..
Overall p
processes of aging constitute a comp
plex multiface
eted topic wh
hich is also reeflected in th
he multidisci-plinary ccomposition of
o the MaxNe
etAging Reseearch School..
Among tthe conseque
ences of biollogical aging
g on the leve
el of individuals is a channge in cogniitive abilities,,
specifica
ally a decline
e in those ab
bilities that st rongly depen
nd on intact neural systeems. It is well-established
d
er adults exp
perience decrreases in som
me aspects of
o their cognitive abilitiess, even in the
e absence off
that olde
overt ne
europatholog
gical processses or disea
ases such ass dementia. However, iindividual tra
ajectories off
cognitive
e changes differ
d
and so
ome individu
uals preserve
e higher levvels of perfoormance. A decrease in
n
performa
ance in cogn
nitive tests has
h been linkked to real-life outcomes. Age-relateed cognitive decline hass
been associated with changes in decision-m
making and often with decreased
d
ddecision quality. Previouss
research has alreadyy linked agin
ng and cogn
nitive decline
e to worse financial deciisions and worse
w
health-related d
decisions, wh
hich can botth potentiallyy have an ad
dverse impact on the weell-being of older
o
adults..
Overall, research on
n the effects of
o cognition on various aspects
a
of de
ecision-makinng in older adults
a
would
d
be helpfu
ul to identify those effectss and ways p
possibly to he
elp compensa
ate for them.. It could info
orm potentiall
interventtions such as decision aid
ds or regulatiing the way information
i
about
a
variouss products iss disclosed to
o
consume
ers. At the sa
ame time, inssights into deecision-makin
ng and cognitive functionns are inform
mative for the
e
decision science and neuroecono
omics in geneeral.
One of tthe functionss strongly afffected by ag
ging is the ep
pisodic mem
mory, which i s usually asssumed to be
e
responsible for reme
embering personal experriences. Past research in neuroeconoomics and ne
euroimaging
g
has sugg
gested that – apart from allowing us to recollect past
p
events – the episodi c memory and its neurall
substrate
e, the hippoccampus, are involved in choices bassed on perso
onal preferennces. More specifically, itt
has been
n proposed that
t
they sup
pport the con
nstruction of values of altternatives duuring choice by supplying
g
evidence
e in favor of the
t options under
u
consid eration. Therefore, the ep
pisodic mem
mory and its role
r
in value-based ch
hoice are esp
pecially intere
esting in the ccontext of ag
ging.
I have b
been working
g together with Dr. Susan
nn Fiedler and Prof. Berrnd Weber too address this issue in a
current sstudy. We exxamined the
e relationship
p between the episodic memory an d value-based decision-making iin a sample of older adults. Our undeerlying expecctation was th
hat a lower eepisodic mem
mory function
n
would afffect the wayy that inform
mation releva
ant to valuess of alternatives, such ass personal exxperience, iss
retrieved
d. If this proccess of value
e construction
n is indeed less efficient, it should reesult in less accurate
a
and
d
thus lesss consistent choices.
c
Less efficient valu
ue constructio
on would alsso increase tthe time need
ded to make
e
each deccision. We th
herefore predicted that a lower episo
odic memoryy, as measurred by a verrbal learning
g
test, wou
uld be associiated with lesss consistent value-based
d decisions, as
a well as wiith slower choices. Taken
n
together,, speed and accuracy wo
ould allow uss to make co
onclusions ab
bout the proccess of value construction
n
and how
w it might de
epend on ep
pisodic mem ory. We havve used phottos of regulaar food prod
ducts from a
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supermarket as stimulus material in a behavioral food choice task. We assessed choice accuracy using a
measure of intransitivity, which has already been used for similar purposes in previous studies and requires
presenting participants with all possible combinations of stimuli. Additionally, we collected liking ratings for
each product, marked choices that were inconsistent with those ratings, and summarized them into individual measures of inconsistency for each participant.
The results of the study partially support our account. As expected, our sample was heterogeneous with
regard to their cognitive performance and performance on the value-based task. We confirmed a link
between difficulties of choices and both reaction times and errors. Contrary to expectations, we have not
established a significant relationship between intransitivities and episodic memory. However, we have
found a significant relationship between episodic memory and errors when controlling for Montreal
Cognitive Assessment scores. We have also found a significant relationship between episodic memory and
average reaction time, as well as significant interaction between episodic memory and choice difficulties
predicting reaction times for each trial. An interaction between episodic memory and difficulties predicting
errors was significant as well, but it had an unexpected sign meaning that differences between people with
high and low memory were more pronounced in the hardest trials, as opposed to the stronger differences
in easier trials that we had initially predicted. On the whole, the mixed results of the study seem to support
both a relationship between episodic memory and reaction times, and a relationship between episodic
memory and choice accuracy, with the caveat that the evidence for the latter is not as strong. The link
between the memory performance of older adults and their decision-making could inform future research
and hopefully prompt a more in-depth investigation of the roles of memory and of the age-related memory
decline in choice.

Lectures and Seminar Presentations
2016
The Aging Decision-maker: Investigating Cognitive Processes underlying Decision-making over
the Life Span – The Influence of Episodic Memory Decline on Food Choice
MaxNetAging Meeting, Rostock
December 2016
2017
The Influence of Episodic Memory Decline on Food Choice
Max Planck Institute, Bonn
January 2017
The Influence of Episodic Memory Decline on Food Choice
MaxNetAging Graduate Workshop 2017, Berlin
June 2017
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Me
engyao Li
Sum
mmary Re
eport
I recently joined
d the Max Pla
anck Institute for Researchh on Collectivve Goods ass
a Senior Researrch Fellow, in June 2017
7. Before joinning the insttitute, I com-pletted my PhD iin Social Psycchology with a concentraation in the Psychology
P
off
Pea
ace and Viollence at the
e University of Massachuusetts Amherst. Below, I
sum
mmarize my m
main researcch projects in the past fouur years, and describe the
e
currrent project t hat I am worrking on at th
he MPI.
Thre
ee basic qu
uestions drivve my resea
arch. First, why does group-based
g
d
violence tend to spre
ead and perrpetuate itsellf? Second, how
h
do viole
ence and othher moral tra
ansgressionss
impact the parties in
nvolved? Thirrd, what aree the constructive ways to
o respond too moral transsgressions? I
amined these
e questions in
n various inteergroup contexts using different theorretical and methodologim
have exa
cal apprroaches. My work explore
es both indivvidual difference and con
ntextual factoors in intergro
oup process-es. To acchieve a com
mprehensive understandin
u
ng of moral transgressions and moral repair, my research
r
also
o
aims to take a 360-degree apprroach, wheree victim, perpetrator, and
d third-partyy (bystander) perspectivess
are exam
mined in tand
dem.
The Perp
petuation of Violence.
V
Perrplexed by th
he endless cyycles of violen
nce, I have innvestigated how
h
and whyy
conflicts have the ten
ndency to be
eget more co
onflicts in different intern
national conttexts. In five experimentss
conducte
ed in South Korea and the
t U.S., we show that reminders
r
of the past enngagement of
o one’s own
n
country iin interstate conflict
c
can increase
i
the support of citizens for future violencee against unrrelated third-party sta
ates. This war contagion effect was pa
articularly strrong among individuals w
who glorified
d their coun-try, viewiing it as supe
erior to other countries a
and revering its norms, institutions, annd authoritiess. We furtherr
demonsttrate that learning about their countryy’s past intersstate conflict increased thhe high gloriffiers’ supportt
for futurre violence because
b
it in
ncreased theeir perceived
d threat from
m, and negaative imagess of, foreign
n
countriess in general. This work was published
d in Personalility and Socia
al Psychologyy Bulletin (Li, Leidner, Euh
h
& Choi, 2016).
The victim
ms’ desire fo
or retribution can also perrpetuate viole
ence. Based on data thatt I collected in
n Serbia and
d
the U.S.,, I found that due to the victim group
p members’ strong
s
demand for retribuutive justice (i.e., punish-ment of perpetratorss), they are more
m
supporrtive of future violence and less openn to reconcilliation, com-pared to
o perpetrator group members. Again, victims who glorify their group are m
more susceptible to being
g
trapped in such a cycle
c
of viole
ence. This w
work was reccently acceptted for publlication in th
he European
n
Journal o
of Social Psyc
ychology (Li, Leidner,
L
Petro
ovic, Orazan
ni & Rad, in press).
p
Peoplee also tend to
o use variouss
strategies to disenga
age from, or even activelyy justify, the moral transg
gressions of their ingroup. My recentt
research examined th
he morally disengaging ffunction of perspective-ta
p
aking with inggroup (but not outgroup))
group conflicts. We foun
nd that, whe
en confronted with the i ngroup’s mo
oral failures,,
perpetrators in interg
taking th
he perspectivve of perpetra
ators reducess the high glorifiers’ supp
port for retribbutive justice (Li, Leidner,,
Fernandez-Campos, invited resub
bmission).
The Impact of Moral Transgressiions on Hea lth and Welll-being. One
e of the key features of group-based
g
d
n take a toll on group meembers who were not dirrectly victimizzed by or ressponsible forr
violence is that it can
the violence. Althoug
gh extensive prior
p
work ha
as documented the health
h consequencces of violence and otherr
moral tra
ansgressionss for victims, little attentio
on has been paid to the health
h
and w
well-being of perpetratorss
and perp
petrator grou
up members. Addressing
g this gap, I have conduccted empiricaal studies to uncover the
e
effects of ingroup-co
ommitted harrm on the m
mental health of group members,
m
parrticularly thosse who were
e
not direcctly involved in causing harm. In tw
wo experimen
nts, we demonstrate thaat, when the ingroup (ass
opposed
d to an unrelated outgrou
up) committeed wrongdoings, low (but not high) gglorifiers repo
orted signifi-higher levelss of distress, and more a nxiety-related
cantly m
more intense stress-related
s
d emotions, h
d symptoms..
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Ingroup glorification, I argue, serves as a psychological buffer against the otherwise adverse effects of
ingroup-committed wrongdoings on health. We are currently preparing follow-up studies to assess the
physiological markers of stress and anxiety in addition to using self-report measures.
Constructive Responses to Moral Transgressions. The ultimate goal of my research is to identify constructive
ways to change destructive human behaviors and social relations. In the context of moral transgressions, I
have focused on the complex role of justice in peace and reconciliation processes. In the EJSP paper mentioned
above, we also show that, although the victim group members’ strong desire for retributive justice can translate
into support for future violence, the implementation of criminal justice mechanisms such as tribunals can
help satisfy the legitimate justice demand of victims, thereby promoting their willingness to reconcile.
Therefore, retributive justice does not always have an adverse effect on peace; rather, it can facilitate peace
if it is properly addressed through a formal justice mechanism. I have also extended this line of work to
other intergroup contexts, including the conflicts between China and Japan and between Jewish Israelis
and Palestinians.
Funded by a SPSSI Grant-in-Aid and the Topol Peace Fellowship, my dissertation investigated how the
attitudes of victim and perpetrator groups toward past conflict and international tribunals change over time.
The project was inspired by the question of when justice can be served with support from both sides of the
conflict. To approach this question, I have adopted a multi-method approach, including secondary data
analyses, quasi-experimental and experimental designs. This research also showed that people’s subjective
perceptions of “time” vary depending on whether their own group has primarily committed or suffered
violence during the conflict. Whereas perpetrators tend temporally to distance themselves from their
criminal past, victims perceive their sufferings as relatively close in time, potentially in order to pursue the
need for justice.
Moral Courage. With Dr Anna Baumert’s research group at the MPI, I am currently conducting research on
bystander intervention against moral violations (i.e., moral courage). The project uses a multimethodological approach to investigate the psychological processes underlying morally courageous
behavior. At this early stage, we are working toward a unifying definition of moral courage, and a comprehensive taxonomy of the various dimensions relevant to moral courage situations. Some of the key
dimensions include the presence or absence of perpetrators and victims, the type of norm violated, the
severity of costs, and the perceived ambiguity of the situation. This taxonomy not only serves to categorize
types of situations in which moral courage can be displayed, but it also guides future research concerning
the situational factors that motivate or inhibit morally courageous behavior.

Publications (since 2014)
Articles in Peer-reviewed Journals
Li, M., Leidner, B., Petrović, N, Orazani, S. N. & Rad, M. S. (forthcoming). The Role of Retributive Justice
and the Use of International Criminal Tribunals in Post-conflict Reconciliation. European Journal of Social

Psychology.
Li, M., Leidner, B., Euh, H. & Choi, H.-S. (2016). The contagion of interstate violence: Reminders of
historical interstate (but not intrastate) violence increase support for future violence against unrelated thirdparty states. Personality and Social Psychology Bulletin, 42(8), 1003–1024
Leidner, B., Li, M. & Kardos, P. (2015). Healthy and unhealthy wars: The effects of ingroup-committed
violence on physical and mental health. Peace and Conflict: Journal of Peace Psychology, 21(3), 334–358
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Li, M., Rovenpor, R. D. & Leidner, B. (2016). Regulating the scope of an emotion regulation perspective on
intergroup reconciliation. Psychological Inquiry, 27(2), 117–123
Leidner, B. & Li, M. (2015). How to (re)build human rights consciousness and behavior in post-conflict
societies: An integrative literature review and framework for past and future research. Peace and Conflict:
Journal of Peace Psychology, 21(1), 106–132
Li, M. (2014). Towards a comprehensive taxonomy of dehumanization: Integrating two senses of humanness, mind perception theory, and stereotype content model. Testing, Psychometrics, Methodology in
Applied Psychology, 21(3), 285–300
Book Chapter
Li, M. & Leidner, B. (forthcoming). Understanding Intergroup Violence and Its Aftermath from Perpetrators’
and Victims’ Perspectives. In L. S. Newman (Ed.), Why are they doing this to us? The social psychology of

genocide and extreme intergroup violence
Under Review
Li, M., Leidner, B. & Fernandez-Campos, S. (invited resubmission). Stepping into Perpetrators’ Shoes: How
Ingroup Transgressions and Victimization Shape Support for Justice Through Perspective-taking with
Perpetrators. Personality and Social Psychology Bulletin
In Preparation
Li, M., Leidner, B., Petrović & Prelic, N. (in prep.). Close or Distant Past? The Role of Temporal Distance in
Responses to Intergroup Violence from Victim and Perpetrator Perspectives
Li, M., Leidner, B. (in prep.). Collective Harm-doing, Ingroup Identification, and Mental Health from the
Perspective of the Perpetrator Group
Li, M., Leidner, B. & Petrović, N. (in prep.). Changes in Attitudes toward the International Tribunal for the
Former Yugoslavia from 2004 to 2011: A Case Study of Serbia Using Secondary Data
Li, M. & Leidner, B. (in prep.). When Victims Demand Justice: How Perpetrator Group Members Respond to
Victims’ Retributive Versus Restorative Justice Demand
Other Publications
Robinson, A. R., Li, M., Louis, W. R., Selvanathan, H. & Snyder, M. (2016). Complex and Simple Responses
to Tragedy: Both Needed. Forward (Society for The Psychological Study of Social Issues Newsletter), (256),
7–8

Lectures and Seminar Presentations
2014
Conflict Resolution and Reconciliation from Perpetrator and Victim Perspectives: The Mediating
Role of Retributive and Restorative Justice (with with Leidner, B., Petrović, N., Orazani, S. N. &
Rad, M. S.)
Biannual Meeting of the International Society for Justice Research, New York City
June 2014
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Violence Begets Violence: Perceived Images and Threat Explain Why Countries Repeatedly
Engage in Interstate Wars (with Leidner, B.)
Annual Meeting of the International Society for Political Psychology, Rome
July 2014
2015
Stepping Into Perpetrators’ Shoes: How Ingroup Transgressions and Victimization Shape Support
for Justice Through Perspective Taking of Perpetrators (with Leidner, B. & Fernandez-Campos, S.)
Annual Meeting of the Society of Australasian Social Psychologists, Newcastle
April 2015
Stepping Into Perpetrators’ Shoes: How Ingroup Transgressions and Victimization Shape Support
for Justice Through Perspective Taking of Perpetrators (with Leidner, B. & Fernandez-Campos, S.)
Small Group Meeting on Collective Harm-doing: Developing the Perspective of the Perpetrator, Brisbane
April 2015
The Cycle of Interstate Violence and How It Can Be Broken: Evidence from the United States,
South Korea, Serbia, Iran, and Israel (invited talk)
Bard College Psychology Colloquium, Annandale-On-Hudson, NY
October 2015
2016
The Contagion of Interstate Violence: Historical Interstate (But Not Intrastate) Violence Increases
Support for Future Violence against Unrelated Third-Party States (with Leidner, B., Euh, H. & Choi,
H.-S.), (invited talk)
Eastern Psychological Association Annual Meeting, New York, NY
March 2016
The Role of Retributive Justice and the Use of International Criminal Justice in Post-conflict
Reconciliation (Leidner, B., Petrović, N, Orazani, S. N. & Rad, M. S.)
Annual Meeting of the Society of Australasian Social Psychologists, Brisbane, Australia
April 2016
Reminders of Historical Violence Increase Support for Future Violence against Unrelated States
(with Leidner, B., Euh, H. & Choi, H.-S.)
Society for the Psychological Study of Social Issues Conference, Minneapolis, MN.
June 2016
2017
Close or Distant Past? The Role of Temporal Distance in Responses to Intergroup Violence from
Victim and Perpetrator Perspectives (with Leidner, B., Petrović & Prelic, N.)
Annual Meeting of the Society of Australasian Social Psychologists, Melbourne
April 2017
Close or Distant Past? The Role of Temporal Distance in Responses to Intergroup Violence from
Victim and Perpetrator Perspectives (with Leidner, B., Petrović & Prelic, N.)
Morality of Conflict and Cooperation Conference, Melbourne
April 2017
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Organized Symposia
The Danger of Glorifying the Ingroup: Implications for Intragroup Behavior and Intergroup
Relations
General Meeting of the European Association of Social Psychology, Granada
July 2017
Challenges and Opportunities for Intergroup Reconciliation: An Integration of Victim and Perpetrator Perspectives from Multiple Countries
Association for Psychological Science Annual Convention, New York City, NY
May 2015
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An
niol Llorentte-Saguer
Summary Re
eport
My research m
mainly lies at
a the interse
ection of poolitical econo
omy and
political sciencee, with particcular interestt in the areaas of voting, electoral
rule
es, and politiical processe
es. Most coun
ntries, internaational organizations,
or committees m
make their decisions thro
ough differennt voting rules. Understanding the p roperties of such rules to
t aggregatee preference
es and/or
info
ormation – a
and ultimately their welfa
are propertiees – cannot be
b drawn
with
hout understtanding how
w people ma
ake use of thheir vote. In order to
ana
alyze and co
ompare various electoral rules, I combbine standard
d microecon
nomic theoryy with experim
mental metho
ods.
ort, I will reviiew recently published reesearch pape
ers that were
e started, funnded, and developed
d
In this repo
during my yyears at the Max
M Planck in
nstitute.
Unanimous Rules. In many
m
sensitive
e situations, group decissions are required to bee unanimouss. For instance, man
ny internation
nal organizations could n
not exist with
hout granting
g some sort oof veto powe
er to their
members. In such casess, the constrraint stems frrom sovereig
gnty and enfforceability isssues (Zamo
ora 1980;
Posner and Sykes 2014
4; and Magg
gi and Morellli 2006). Otther example
es include paartnerships and
a
other
unlimited lia
ability compa
anies (Romme 2004), or ccriminal trialss by jury in th
he US, wheree a unanimous verdict
is required b
by the constittution.
Unanimous decision-ma
aking can be
e seen as a m
means of ensuring that a reform will only be ado
opted if it
constitutes a Pareto improvement over the status quo (Wickse
ell 1967 [189
96]; Buchanaan and Tullocck 1962).
However, w
when informa
ation is inco
omplete, wheether or not a reform iss adopted a lso dependss on how
information is aggregate
ed (Holmstro
om and Myerrson 1983). The
T literature focuses on tthe so-called unanimity rule. Unfortunately, this rule features
f
poo
or information aggrega
ation properrties (Fedderrsen and
Pesendorferr 1998; Auste
en-Smith and
d Banks 2006
6).
In Bouton, Llorente-Sag
guer, and Malherbe
M
(forrthcoming), we study un
nanimous deecision-makin
ng under
ecision rules are not equiivalent. We show
s
that
incomplete information. We argue that not all un
nanimous de
majority rule
es with veto power are (ii) Pareto-sup
perior to com
mmonly used unanimous rules, and (ii) ex-ante
efficient in a broad classs of situationss.
Our results suggest that a number off voting bodi es that use unanimity
u
sho
ould considerr using a majority rule
ower instead
d. Examples include inte rnational org
ganizations such
s
as the North Atlantic Treaty
with veto po
Organizatio
on, the Coun
ncil of the European Un ion in the case of most sensitive toppics (a k-Veto rule is
already in u
use for matte
ers of Comm
mon Foreign and Securitty Policy), an
nd the South ern Commo
on Market
(Mercosur). Furthermore
e, their Pareto
o dominancee, and their relative
r
simplicity, hint thaat such an insstitutional
reform mayy not encountter too much resistance.
In Bouton, Llorente-Sag
guer, and Malherbe
M
(20 17), we stud
dy the inform
mation aggreegation prop
perties of
unanimous voting rules in the labora
atory. In line with theoretical predictio
ons, we find tthat majorityy rule with
e. We also fin
ng model is a fairly good predictor
veto power dominates unanimity rule
nd that the sttrategic votin
of subject b
behavior. Fin
nally, we exp
ploit a framin
ng effect to study how the presencee of less sophisticated
agents affeccts the welfarre properties of majority rrule with veto
o power.
Approval Vo
oting (AV). In
I Bouton, Castanheira,
C
and Llorentte-Saguer (2016), we st udy theoreticcally and
experimenta
ally the prop
perties of app
proval voting
g with those of plurality when
w
a majoority divided by information imperfections faces a unified
d minority. TThis comparisson is motiva
ated by the ttheoretical predictions
that, in our aggregate uncertainty
u
se
etup, AV shou
uld produce close to first--best outcom
mes, while plu
urality will
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not. The experiment shows, first, that welfare gains are substantial. Second, both aggregate and individual
responses are in line with theoretical predictions, and thus with strategic voting. Finally, the subjects’
behavior under AV highlights the need to study equilibria in asymmetric strategies.
Direct-democratic procedures. Are decisions by political parties more or less legitimate than directdemocratic decisions? The literature on parties as brand names or labels suggests that the existence of
political parties lowers the information and transaction costs of voters by providing ideological packages.
Building on this important argument, in Towfigh et al. (2016) we posit that this informational rationale for
parties is not universally applicable and is contingent on the context of the decision that is made. Intermediary political decision-making institutions may impose additional costs on voters in situations where the
decision is perceived to be personally important to the individual voter. Parties and expert committees are
more efficient in terms of procedural legitimacy for everyday decision-making when stakes are low, while
direct-democratic institutions are more legitimate in contexts of highly relevant issues. When an issue is
perceived to be important, voters have an intrinsic interest in becoming well-informed anyway; thus,
rendering savings on transaction costs becomes largely meaningless. In these situations, intermediary
decision-makers like parties would generate a perception of low control over decision-making, while
plebiscites are more accepted. We conduct an experimental online vignette study to substantiate these
claims. The results imply that a combination of representative democracy and direct democracy, conditional on the distribution of issue importance among the electorate, is optimal with regard to input legitimacy.
Collusion in Auctions. The theoretical literature on collusion in auctions suggests that the first-price mechanism can deter the formation of bidding rings. However, such analyses neglect to consider the effects of
failed collusion attempts, wherein information revealed in the negotiation process may affect bidding
behavior. In Llorente-Saguer and Zultan (2017), we experimentally test a setup in which theory predicts no
collusion and no information revelation in first-price auctions. The results reveal a hitherto overlooked
failing of the first-price mechanism: failed collusion attempts distort bidding behavior, resulting in a loss of
seller revenue and efficiency. Moreover, the first-price mechanism does not result in less collusion than the
second-price mechanism. We conclude that, while the features of the first-price mechanism may have the
potential to deter bidder collusion, the role of beliefs in guiding bidding behavior makes it highly susceptible to distortions arising from the informational properties of collusive negotiation. Auction designers
should take this phenomenon into account when choosing the auction mechanism.

Publications (since 2014)
Articles in Peer-reviewed Journals
Bouton, L., Llorente-Saguer, A. & Malherbe, F. (forthcoming). Get rid of unanimity: The superiority of
majority rule with veto power. Journal of Political Economy
Bouton, L., Llorente-Saguer, A. & Malherbe, F. (2017). Unanimous rules in the laboratory. Games and
Economic Behavior, 102, 179–198
Llorente-Saguer, A. & Zultan, R. (2017). Collusion and information revelation in auctions. European
Economic Review, 95, 84–102
Bouton, L., Castanheira, M. & Llorente-Saguer, A. (2016). Divided majority and information aggregation:
Theory and experiment. Journal of Public Economics, 134, 114–128
Towfigh, E.V., Goerg, S., Glöckner, A., Leifeld, P., Llorente-Saguer, A., Bade, S. & Kurschilgen, C. (2016).
Do direct-democratic procedures lead to higher acceptance than political representation? Public
Choice, 167(1), 47–65
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Ste
ephan Lucck
I am an econo
omist with a focus on financial ecoonomics, in particular
fina
ancial interm
mediation, financial stability, and moneetary policy.
I jo
oined the insstitute in 2012 as a PhD student from
m the Bonn Graduate
G
Sch
hool of Econo
omics (BGSE
E). I complete
ed my PhD thhesis at the University
U
of Bonn
B
in 2015
5 and remained at the institute as a ppostdoc. Sincce 2015, I
havve started to work on a number of new projects, while also preparing
p
the projects from
m my PhD th
hesis for publication. Afterr applying fo
or jobs via
the economics jjob market, I left the instittute in Augusst 2016 to be
ecome an
eco
onomist at t he Board off Governors of the Fed
deral Reserve
e System.
During my timee at the instiitute, I also had the chaance to spend the fall
P
Univversity, wheree I taught at graduate and undergradduate level.
term of 2014/2015 at Princeton
At the MPI, I have mosstly worked with
w
my collleague Paul Schempp, and
a
this coll aboration re
esulted in
several working papers. Our earlier papers, whiich also resulted in my PhD thesis, weere mainly concerned
al instability in the sense of self-fulfill ing crisis. We
W showed that, next to thhe well-studie
ed thread
with financia
of classical panic-based bank runs (w
which can bee ruled out by
b a deposit insurance), thhe increasing
g reliance
on wholesale funding creates
c
a sim
milar fragility.. We showed
d that a stro
ong governm
ment has the ability to
stabilize the
e financial syystem by issu
uing a sufficiient amount of sovereign
n debt that thhe banks can use for
their liquiditty manageme
ent. However, if the sove reign is not fiscally
f
strong
g, then bankss holding government
bonds can iintertwine so
overeign and banking crissis. Analyzing
g a model of a political union in whiich banks
hold govern
nment bondss of foreign sovereigns, w
we argue that self-fulfilling crises in weaker coun
ntries are
contagious tto stronger ones.
o
Thus, a joint (supra--national) de
eposit insuran
nce might bee in the best interest of
all participa
ating countrie
es.
Our more rrecent projeccts focus more on optima
al regulation
n of financial intermediattion, especia
ally in the
presence off potential regulatory
r
arrbitrage thro
ough shadow
w banking. Considering the reasons for the
2007/08 fin
nancial crisiss and realizin
ng that Germ
man (public) banks were affected so sstrongly beca
ause they
had given liquidity guarrantees to su
ubsidiaries w
without having
g to support these guaraantees with equity,
e
we
model in which banks and shadow ba
anks coexist. We show th
hat, while liq uidity guaran
ntees can
develop a m
sometimes e
eliminate sellf-fulfilling ru
uns on shado
ow banks, crises become
e more seveere and sprea
ad to the
regulated ba
anking sector if they cann
not be elimin
nated.
In order to u
understand better
b
what exactly went w
wrong with th
he German Landesbanke
L
en and their subsidiars
ies, we starrted to collecct data on th
he WestLB, iits subsidiaries, and their financing aand asset purchases.
While these data are ge
enerally not public,
p
we ussed US court files from ca
ases in whichh the WestLB’’s successors sued th
he American issuers of se
ecurities whicch WestLB ha
ad bought. Thus,
T
we seee a part of th
he bank’s
exposure to
o the subprim
me housing market and can track the
t
performa
ance of the purchased securities.
s
However, w
we need to co
ollect more da
ata to reach robust conclu
usions.
In an ongoing project, we examine
e a situation where bank
ks and shado
ow banks arre alternative
e ways of
creating liqu
uidity for inve
estors. We analyze how ffire sales of assets
a
in a crrisis and theiir pecuniary externalities determine the equilibrium composition of thee financial syystem, and sh
how that the equilibrium is generally inefficie
ent. Howeverr, standard macro-prude
m
ential policy has no bite because its target can always
a
be
offset by sha
adow-bankin
ng activities. We concludee that subsid
dies on bank equity migh t be the onlyy effective
tool for reacching macro--prudential goals.
g
In another ongoing pro
oject with Pa
aul Schempp
p and Tanju Yorulmazer, we point oout a shortcoming of
current regu
ulation theoryy and regula
ation. It migh
ht not be suffficient to focu
us on a bankk’s level of equity and
other loss-a
absorbing cla
aims, but alsso on the fin
nancing of such. If the bank’s
b
debt hholders rely on infor364

mation from equity prices, there can be information contagion if the bank equity markets become illiquid. If
bank equity is held by investors who themselves have a fragile financing structure, we argue, then fire sales
can occur that are not related to the banks’ solvency, but trigger a run on the bank nonetheless. The issue
becomes more severe in case of common ownership: If a large investor holds the equity of many banks,
fire sales can lead to information contagion across otherwise unrelated banks.
In my most recent research, finally, I collaborate with colleagues from the Federal Reserve Board on
evaluating the effect of unconventional monetary policy on the behavior of commercial banks. In particular, we study how large-scale asset purchases affected bank lending and risk-taking, as well as the real
economic outcomes such as employment.

Awards
Stephan Luck has been awarded the Otto Hahn Medal for his work on liquidity provision by banks, shadow
banks and the government, and the implications for financial stability. A particular focus of his dissertation
has been on studying how the circumvention of regulatory requirements can erode financial stability, and
how regulatory authorities can implement financial stability in the presence of regulatory arbitrage. The
medal is awarded to young scientists in recognition of outstanding scientific achievements.
Best Poster Paper at the First ECB Forum on Central Banking, Sintra, Portugal, 2014

Publications (since 2014)
Dissertation
Luck, S. (2016). Essays on financial stability, 116 p. Bonn: Universität Bonn
Preprints
Luck S. & Schempp P. (2014). Outside Liquidity, Rollover Risk, and Government Bonds, Bonn: Max Planck
Institute for Research on Collective Goods, 2014/14
Luck S. & Schempp P. (2014). Sovereign Defaults, Bank Runs, and Contagion, Bonn: Max Planck Institute
for Research on Collective Goods, 2014/15
Working Papers
Kurtzman, R., Luck, S., Zimmermann, T., Did QE lead to lax bank lending standards? Evidence from QE,
SSRN working paper 2966362, 2017
Luck, S., Schempp, P., Banks, Shadow Banking, and Fragility, ECB Working Paper No. 1726, 2014.

(Winner of the 2014 Young Economist Prize at the ECB Forum in Sintra, Portugal)
Luck, S., Zimmerman, T., Employment Effects of Unconventional Monetary Policy: Evidence from QE, SSRN
working paper 3002047, 2017
Work in Progress
Luck, S., Schempp, P., Excessive Shadow Banking
Luck, S., Schempp, P., Regulatory Arbitrage and Systemic Liquidity Crisis
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Luck, S., Schempp, P., Yorulmazer, T., On the Financing of Loss Absorbing Claims: Financial Markets,
Short-term Debt and Information Contagion

Teaching
spring 2014

TA in “Banking and Securitization” (MSc)
University of Bonn

fall 2014

ECO 467/ FIN567 “Institutional Finance, Trading and Markets” (MFin)
Princeton University

spring 2015

Research Seminar on “Banking and Banking Crises” (BSc)
University of Bonn

spring 2015

ECO 526 “Corporate Finance” (PhD, with Maryam Farboodi and Atif Mian)
Princeton University

fall 2015

ECO 467/ FIN567 “Institutional Finance, Trading and Markets” (MFin)
Princeton University

fall 2016

ECO 467/ FIN567 “Institutional Finance, Trading and Markets” (MFin)
Princeton University
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Nathan M
Maddix
Backgroun
nd
I joined thee Max Planck Institute fo
or Research on Collectivve Goods in
n
November 2
2017. Prior to
t joining the
e EEG groupp, I completed a Master’ss
degree at H
Harvard Uniiversity, where I also w
worked for tw
wo years ass
research ma
anager of the behaviorall and experim
mental economics lab att
Harvard Bu
usiness Scho
ool. I am in
nterested in cross-cultural research
h
projects in b
behavioral research, beha
avioral econoomics and law
w, consumerr
behavior, beehavioral policy, and beh
havioral interrventions. Du
uring the lastt
few years, I have done involved work with the U
United Natio
ons Develop-ment Progra
amme and Bloomberg
B
LP
L on how bbest to applyy behaviorall
economiics to interna
ational development con texts and en
nergy efficien
nt products, rrespectively. To research
h
and app
ply insights, I make use of
o experimen
ntal methodo
ologies acrosss the social sciences to find creative
e
ways to g
gather mean
ningful data, design and ttest behaviorral interventio
ons that mayy improve sub
bjective well-being, ge
enerate wealth, and emp
power financiial decision-m
making.

Researrch Interestts
My expe
erimental ressearch intere
ests in beha
avioral econo
omics are diverse.
d
Theyy include jud
dgment and
d
decision--making, behavioral inte
erventions an
nd design, co
onsumer fina
ancial decisioon-making (e
e.g., savingss
and deb
bt), behaviorral finance (iinvestment d
decisions), co
onsumer reg
gulations andd public policy, and the
e
effects off cultural diffferences on consumer
c
be havior and consumption.
c
. For exampl e, I am interested in how
w
both riskk preferencess and time prreferences afffect financial categories and mental aaccounts, as well as how
w
cognitive
e science theo
ories can info
orm theoriess of budgeting and accou
unting. I am aalso intereste
ed in culturall
differencces that emerrge from prefferences, with
h or without economic inccentives.
In my PPhD thesis, I will focus on
o designing
g behavioral economics studies thatt combine insights from
m
management science
es with resea
arch in beha
avioral financce. I am inte
erested in thee question of what moti-vates ind
dividuals to manage
m
cate
egories and feelings of ownership
o
ovver time, wh ich includes how mentall
accountss can influen
nce economiic outcomes.. In this dire
ection, it is not
n clear hoow mental accounts and
d
cultural ccategories afffect tempora
al discountin
ng, and I aim
m to investiga
ate how risk preferences mediate the
e
relationsship between
n temporal discounting
d
a
and various mental acco
ounts. Whenn high-importance infor-mation iss made salie
ent, it seems to affect onee’s ability to plan
p
and savve for the futuure. Recent research
r
with
h
Cass Sun
nstein (Madd
dix and Sunsstein, 2016) shows how debt
d
concern
ns may speedd up concerns for retire-ment savvings. Within this thesis, research proj ects can be broken
b
down
n into three seeparate them
mes:
Consumer Financial Decision-ma
aking: I inveestigated the effects of nu
udging consuumers to ma
ake tradeoffss
avings, in orrder to identtify how fram
mes and nud
dges influencce behavior. I have also
o
between debt and sa
been intterested in both
b
risk and
d time prefeerences as they relate to
o planning, time manag
gement, and
d
investme
ents. In the coming
c
yearrs, I will con tinue conduccting related
d experimenttal research questions to
o
understa
and better ho
ow consumerrs make inco
onsistent decisions betwee
en financial ccategories ovver time and
d
contributte to theoretical work on mental accou
unts.
Cultural Differences in Preferencces and Deccision-making
g Styles: It iss not clear hhow time ho
orizons differr
between cultures in terms
t
of financial and rissk preference
es/attitudes. I plan to dessign cross-cultural experi-mental w
work with oth
her researche
ers across Eu
urope and the
e United Stattes that show
wcases how cultures
c
differr
in decisio
on-making styles.
s
Additio
onally, I will compare ho
ow preference
es differ for ddemographic groups. Byy
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comparing and analyzing segmented and demographic data, I hope to generate further insights into
theoretical research.
Behavioral Interventions: I have studied behavioral interventions in the context of consumer finance, and I
will continue to investigate well-known behavioral interventions to test their merits and, in the context of
behavioral policy, identify which policy mechanisms best facilitate behavioral change. Behavioral interventions allow greater insight into causal mechanisms for social and economic behavior, and they have the
added benefit that they can be run in large-scale field experiments to impact thousands of lives when
implemented in public policies. When it comes to experimental research, I hope to include field experiments in upcoming research projects if laboratory data turn out promising.
While at the MPI, I plan to continue developing these research projects and themes, but I am also excited
and privileged to collaborate with other researchers on interesting projects that we develop together.

Working Papers
Maddix, N. & Sunstein, C. (2016). Spend SMarT: Reconciling Debt and Savings
Maddix, N., Behavior by Spending More on Consumer Debt. Target Journal: Harvard Law Review
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Isabel Ma
arcin
Summary Report
From March
h 2013 to Se
eptember 201
16, I worked
d as a Researrch Fellow att
the institute and joined the
t Internatio
onal Max Plaanck Researcch School on
n
Adapting Beehavior in a Fundamenta
F
lly Uncertain World. Duriing this time,,
I completed my PhD disssertation “Strategic Com
mmunication, Voting, and
d
Political Insttitutions: Esssays in Behavioral Polittical Econom
my”, which I
defended in
n January 2017
2
at the
e University of Jena. Th
he following
g
description o
of my researcch reflects the
e three papeers of my disssertation.
Central to m
my research are the top
pics of inform
mation aggrregation and
d
legitimacy o f institutions. From a methodological perspective, my research
h
contributtes to the recent disciplin
ne of behaviioral political economy, which studiees the actual behavior off
people w
within politiccal institution
ns as opposeed to traditio
onal approa
aches relyingg on the asssumptions off
rational and self-inte
erested actorss. Relaxing th
he standard assumptionss of full ratioonality and se
elf-interested
d
gnitive constrraints and behavioral
b
motives
m
such as image co
oncerns and
d
preferences, and integrating cog
legitimaccy in econom
mic models, iss in my view key to underrstanding political behavioor.
Informa
ation Aggreg
gation
I am interested in th
he question of which facctors determine whether people deciide to share information
n
honestly with others, and how co
ontext affects this decision
n. Information-sharing is of particularr importance
e
for political decision
n-making. While
W
politica
al decisions are most acccurate whenn based on aggregated
d
informattion, individu
uals with heterogeneous preferences over politica
al issues ofteen have no incentives to
o
share the
eir private infformation sin
ncerely.
In a join
nt paper with
h Mark Le Quement,
Q
wee study such
h committee decision-maaking situatio
ons in which
h
members face a trad
de-off betwee
en the socia l goal of ma
aking a corre
ect decision and pursuing one’s self-interest. More precissely, we test in a laborattory experiment whether social prefeerences or co
ognitive con-straints d
drive the (no
on-)existence of strategic communica
ation. On an aggregate level, neithe
er of the two
o
motives ccan explain the
t data. Furrther disaggrregating resu
ults, the data support a m
model of cogn
nitive hetero-geneity a
assuming two
o cognitive sophistication
n levels. The numerically dominant naaive subjects tell the truth
h
and use
e a fixed decision heurisstic. In contrrast, sophisticated subjects follow thheir type-spe
ecific payoff-maximizing decision rule and lie in a way th
hat allows the
em to influence the com
mmittee’s decision in theirr
favor.
In a sub
bsequent sing
gle-authored paper, I stu
udy whether the desire to show one’’s own expertise inducess
sincere ccommunicatio
on. When sharing knowleedge-based information,
i
a sender maay want to sig
gnal that she
e
is knowle
edgeable due to social im
mage concerrns, and thuss more inclin
ned to tell thee truth. The social
s
image
e
benefits may, in turn
n, depend on
n the type off knowledge and its percceived social status. Expe
erimentally, I
study a ccheap-talk game with co
ompletely missaligned preferences, wh
here the sendder transmits knowledge-based in
nformation to
o the receiverr. In two treattments, I provide senders with multiplee-choice que
estions on (1))
broadshe
eet topics (g
general know
wledge) and (2) tabloid topics, thereby varying the social status
s
of the
e
knowledge area. I find
f
that truth-telling ratees are signifiicantly higher in the form
mer case and
d the driving
g
owledge.
channel is the ability to signal kno
Legitima
acy of institu
utions
The crea
ation of legitiimacy is a key function o
of voting pro
ocedures. It matters,
m
in pparticular, wh
hen the elec-torate de
efers decision
ns to authoritties that rule on their beh
half and adm
minister decisiions over tim
me. Procedur--
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al fairness of political authorities can increase their institutional legitimacy, which in turn can enhance their
success in implementing effective rules.
In a paper with Franziska Tausch and Pedro Robalo, we study how a political institution’s legitimacy
influences the extent and efficacy of third-party punishment. Are third-party punishers influenced by the
institutional choice procedure that assigns them their role as third-party punisher? Is their punishment more
effective when it is considered more legitimate?
We study a public-goods game with third-party punishment. The third-party punishment is either implemented through a democratic institution (majority vote) or a random device. We find that third-party
punishment is considerably more effective at disciplining free-riders when punishers have emerged democratically from the voting process. In fact, democratic punishers anticipate their higher effectiveness and
thus choose milder sanctions than their exogenous counterparts.
After my position at the institute, I joined the University of Heidelberg as a Postdoc Researcher at the Chair
of Public Economics in October 2016 and collaborated with Christoph Vanberg on the DFG-funded project
on multilateral bargaining and group decision-making. Since June 2017, I have been working for Google
Germany as an experiments specialist.

Publications (since 2014)
Articles in Peer-Reviewed Journals
Marcin, I. & Nicklisch, A. (2017). Testing the Endowment Effect for Default Rules. Review of Law and
Economics, 13(2), 13(2), 1–27
Preprints
Marcin, I., Robalo, P. & Tausch, F. (2016). Institutional Endogeneity and Third-party Punishment in Social
Dilemmas. Bonn: Max Planck Institute for Research on Collective Goods, Preprint 2016/6
Le Quement, M. T. & Marcin, I. (2016). Communication and voting in heterogeneous committees: An
experimental study. Bonn: Max Planck Institute for Research on Collective Goods, Preprint 2016/5
Working Papers
Marcin I., Communication is More than Information Sharing: The Role of Knowledge, mimeo. Submitted
Work in Progress
Engel, C., Marcin, I., The Perils of Being Predictable – Mixed Strategy with a Handicap in the Lab
Kurschilgen, M., Marcin, I., Schneeberger, A., Strategic Information Search and Social Norms

Lectures and Seminar Presentations
2014
Communication and Voting in Heterogeneous Committees: An Experimental Study
Winter Experimental Social Science Institute, NYU Abu Dhabi, Abi Dhabi
January 2014
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2015
Communication and Voting in Heterogeneous Committees: An Experimental Study
Economic Science Association Europa, Heidelberg
September 2015
Communication and Voting in Heterogeneous Committees: An Experimental Study
Political Economy Seminar, New York University, New York
October 2015
Institutional Endogeneity and Third-party Punishment in Social Dilemmas
Economic Science Association USA, Dallas
November 2015
Communication and Voting in Heterogeneous Committees: An Experimental Study
Experimental Reading Group, Florida State University, Tallahassee
November 2015
Communication and Voting in Heterogeneous Committees: An Experimental Study
Behavioral Political Economy Workshop, NYU Abu Dhabi, Abi Dhabi
December 2015
2016
Institutional Endogeneity and Third-party Punishment in Social Dilemmas
International Meeting on Experimental and Behavioral Social Sciences, Rome
April 2016
Communication and Voting in Heterogeneous Committees: An Experimental Study
Behavioral Models of Politics Conference, Pittsburgh
May 2016
Institutional Endogeneity and Third-party Punishment in Social Dilemmas
Technical University of Munich
June 2016
Communication is more than Information Sharing: The Role of Knowledge
Economic Science Association USA, Tucson
November 2016
Communication is more than Information Sharing: The Role of Knowledge
University of Heidelberg, Heidelberg
November 2016
2017
Communication is more than Information Sharing: The Role of Knowledge
George Mason University, Virginia
March 2017
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Communication is more than Information Sharing: The Role of Knowledge
The Kiel Institute for the World Economy, Kiel
April 2017

Teaching
spring 2014

Tutorial, Intermediate Microeconomics
University of Bonn

spring 2015

Seminar, Applied Microeconomics: Social Dilemmas and Institutions
University of Bonn

Professional Activities
Reviewer for
Econometrica, Games and Economic Behavior, Journal of Economic Behavior and Organization, Journal
of Business Ethics
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Sofia Mon
nteiro
General S
Statement
In October 2
2017, I started as a PhD student at thhe Universityy of Cologne
e
ned the Max Planck Institute for Reseaarch on Colle
and also join
ective Goodss
as part of th
he EEG group
p of Prof. Matthias Sutter. Prior to this,, I worked ass
a research assistant at the South African
A
Laboor and Development Re-search Unitt. I have a Bachelor (E
Economics a nd Psycholo
ogy), Honorss
(Economics),, and a Masster of Social Science (Appplied Econom
mics) degree
e
from the Un
niversity of Cape
C
Town, awarded w
with distinctio
on. My main
n
research intterests are in behaviora
al and experrimental eco
onomics. Myy
Master’s theesis investigatted the effects of inheriteed-wealth sta
atus on effortt
provision
n, in particular the intera
action betweeen a framed
d inherited sttatus inside tthe lab with participants’’
real interrgenerationa
al wealth statu
us outside th e lab.

Master’’s Thesis:
In 2016,, I designed and
a impleme
ented a new lab experiment in Cape Town, Southh Africa. The design drew
w
from literature on the
e intergenera
ational transm
mission of wealth and the
e identity effeects of relativve status. Myy
research investigated
d whether a high/low iinherited-wea
alth status in the lab aaffects task performance
e
(measure
ed by the nu
umber of slid
ders solved in
n a real-effort task on the computer) , using a sample of 320
0
universityy students. I found
f
that, fo
or individual s who expectt to inherit we
ealth outsidee the lab, a lo
ow inherited-wealth status in the lab leads to
o significantlyy higher effo
ort, but high status leadss to slacking off. The re-search suggests that individuals are
a highly su
usceptible to framing in ways
w
that rei nforce or miitigate differ-ences in background. This has im
mplications fo
or how workp
place and edu
ucational insstitutions are constructed.

Researrch Agenda
a
I plan to
o focus on children and
d teenagers, collaboratin
ng with Mattthias Sutter and group members to
o
understa
and the deve
elopment of behaviors
b
lin
nked to succe
essful economic outcomees, such as patience
p
and
d
grit. One
e interesting avenue is de
esigning expeeriments thatt test nudges (e.g., peer eeffects, herd mentality) to
o
promote delay of grratification, since children
n’s patience behavior ha
as been show
wn to be ma
alleable. The
e
of nudges in
n shaping ad
dult behaviorr and improvving decisions is well estaablished, butt for children
n
efficacy o
there is h
hardly any evvidence.
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Ale
exander M
Morell
Summary Re
eport
I co
ompleted a PPhD in law in
n 2011 and one in econoomics in 2015. Now I
am
m mainly worrking on myy habilitation
n on streaml ining the law
w of eviden
nce with the iincentives the
e substantive law aims to create.
1. Competition
C
n
I have
h
studied fundamenta
al determina
ants of com petition policy, using
eco
onomic experriments. In a line of expe
eriments I connducted with
h Andreas
Glö
öckner (Fern
nuni Hagen) and Emanuel Towfigh (EBS), we find that
con
nditional reba
ates can crea
ate a psychological lock-iin of consum
mers. With
U Munich) an
nd Ori Weiseel (Tel Aviv University)
U
I conducted
c
a series of exp
periments
Michael Kurrschilgen (TU
showing tha
at for the bidding behavvior of team s in price co
ompetition it makes a biig difference
e whether
teams know
w or do not know how aligned their opponents’ intra-team in
ncentives aree. This effectt interacts
with the sim
milarity of the
e competing teams in a m
market: When teams are alike, knowlledge tames competition. When tteams are different, know
wledge ignitees fiercer com
mpetition. Ultiimately, this paper can sh
hed some
light on the important, but
b largely un
ndefined, nottion of a Mavverick firm in antitrust law
w.
2. Capital M
Market Regulation
Since 2014,, I have also worked on the regulation
n of delisting
g companies from the stocck market. In
n Germany, stock m
market listing and the transparency reegime of sto
ock companies go hand in hand. A firm that
delists goess dark and vice
v
versa. To
o commit crredibly to a transparent
t
information flow to sharreholders,
firms need regulation. At
A the same
e time, regullation should
d not stifle delisting,
d
exccessively forccing stock
companies to remain lissted although
h the listing costs exceed
d the benefitss. In a paperr on the regu
ulation of
delisting, I welcomed th
hat shareholders are co
ompensated in case of delisting,
d
whhile at the sa
ame time
proposing tto uncouple listing and transparenccy and also proposing some
s
minor changes. Th
he paper
received a p
positive revie
ew in the influ
uential Germ
man corporatte law blog run by U. Waackerbarth.1 I went on
to criticize tthe excessive
e use, by the
e German leegislator, of precise ruless in complexx business re
egulation.
Standards w
would capitalize on the ab
bility of the c ourts to learn
n case by casse. Discussinng the courts’’ ability to
learn, I found that it se
eems largely underestima
ated. Germa
an delisting law would haave benefited from a
e of general standards.
s
broader use
3. Torts
Using the exxample of cyyclists riding without helm
mets, I studied
d when an agent should be held contributorily
negligent. TTaking a la
aw and eco
onomics persspective, I criticized
c
two
o judgmentss (by the SchleswigS
Holsteinisch
hes Oberland
desgericht an
nd the Bund
desgerichtsho
of) for basing
g their assesssment of the
e cyclist’s
contributoryy negligence on untested impressionss of the prevvalence of biccycle helmets
ts in German
n traffic. I
contrasted tthis view with
h empirical studies on thee effect of he
elmets and th
he law and eeconomics analysis of
contributoryy negligence,, finding tha
at – in the p
particular casse – the car driver alonee was the “least cost
avoider”, and that the protective efffect of bike helmets see
ems to be grrossly overesstimated. Tra
ansposing
ngs into Gerrman legal doctrine,
d
I b uilt an argu
ument for a more empirrical approacch to the
these findin
assessment of (contributtory) neglige
ence and aga
ainst holding
g a cyclist co
ontributorily nnegligent on
n the sole
ground thatt she did not wear a helm
met.

1
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http://blo
og.fernuni-hage
en.de/blawg/20
016/05/31/licht -und-schatten-d
delisting-aus-derr-perspektive-deer-oekonomischen-analysedes-rechts/

Research Agenda
1. Social Norms
Social norms have been modeled as systems of higher-order beliefs that are written into the utility function
of the agent. I investigate the conditions under which strategically irrelevant higher-order beliefs induce
behavior. I find that shared group identity can confer motivational power to higher-order beliefs. In a
project with Gillian Hadfield (USC) and Marcel Schubert, we test whether normative or empirical beliefs
induce behavior. Moreover, I study what features of communication activate social norms when issuing
promises (a study co-authored with Sebastian Schneiders, University of Cologne).
2. Law of Evidence for Incentivizing Agents
I investigate how to fine-tune legal rules of evidence and realize the incentives the substantive law aims to
set (habilitation). Establishing facts correctly in complex business litigation is key to providing agents with
efficient incentives. This does not necessarily mean establishing them accurately. The court may have to
ignore evidence in order to optimize incentives. At the same time German legal procedure does not
provide for pretrial discovery so that parties can withhold decisive pieces of evidence. Courts react by
assisting uninformed parties with their proof in sophisticated ways. I study the use of prima facie evidence
and find it is used as a substitute for discovery, for shifts of the burden of proof (which doctrinally they are
not), and as an important means of complexity reduction. I find justifications for all of these uses. Using
these justifications, I can structure jurisprudence that has to date appeared chaotic and rather ad-hoc.
3. Judicial Behavior and Organization
Using regression analysis in real-world settings conducive to causal inference, we analyze how wage
motivated judges. Our preliminary results suggest that, controlling for a host of variables and time trends,
a 1% wage increase makes it 0.1% more likely that a judge will hear evidence. This, it seems, is reflected
by a significant increase in the plaintiff’s chance to win after a pay rise. Furthermore, we measure the
political influence of government executives on the enforcement of tax offences. And we estimate the extent
to which courts prevent lawyers from distorting attorney fees in their favor. (All three studies co-authored
with Christian Traxler, Hertie School of Governance.) Moreover, we study whether patent courts in Germany “sell” their forum by granting favors to potential claimants in patent infringement cases (a study coauthored with Stefan Bechtold (ETH). With Lars Klöhn (HU Berlin) and Holger Spamann (Harvard), I investigate whether German judges decide by precedent or by sympathy, and whether the respective stimulus
induces behavior in them to a stronger or weaker degree than in judges of other jurisdictions.

Publications (since 2014)
Articles in Peer-Reviewed Journals
Kurschilgen, M., Morell, A. & Weisel, O. (2017). Internal Conflict, Market Uniformity, and Transparency in
Price Competition between Teams. Journal of Economic Behavior and Organization, 144, 121–132
Morell, A. (2016). Gefahr erkannt, Gefahr gebannt? Ist eine Abfindung beim regulären Delisting aus
Effizienzsicht überhaupt geboten? Zeitschrift für Bankrecht und Bankwirtschaft, 2, 67–88
Morell, A., Glöckner, A. & Towfigh, E. V. (2015). Sticky rebates: Loyalty rebates impede rational switching
of consumers. Journal of Competition Law and Economics, 11(2), 431–461
Morell, A. & Helsen, F. (2014). The interrelation of transparency and availability of collateral – German
and Belgian law of non-possessory security interests. European Review of Private Law, 22, 393–438
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Beckenkamp, M., Engel, C., Glöckner, A., Irlenbusch, B., Hennig-Schmidt, H., Kube, S., … Towfigh, E. V.
(2014). First Impressions are More Important than Early Intervention. Qualifying Broken Windows Theory in
the Lab. International Review of Law and Economics, 37, 126–136
Articles (not peer-reviewed)
Morell, A. (2017). Rechtssicherheit oder Einzelfallgerechtigkeit im neuen Recht des Delistings. Archiv für die
civilistische Praxis, 217(1), 61–106
Morell, A. (2016). Choosing and Not Choosing with and without Communication: Comment. Journal of
Institutional and Theoretical Economics, 172(1), 158–162
Morell, A. (2014). Die Rolle von Tatsachen bei der Bestimmung von «Obliegenheiten» im Sinne von § 254
BGB am Beispiel des Fahrradhelms. Archiv für die civilistische Praxis, 214, 387–423
Morell, A. (2014). Anmerkung zu BGH Urt. v. 17 June 2014, VI ZR 281/13. JuristenZeitung (JZ), 69,
1168–1172
Books
Effer-Uhe, D., Sagan, A., Deckenbrock, C., Höpfner, C., Kilian, M., Morell, A., … Ulber, D. (Eds.). (2016).
Richterliche Rechtsfortbildung und kodifiziertes Richterrecht. Kölner Tagung, 10.–13. September 2014,
Jahrbuch Junger Zivilrechtswissenschaftler 2014, 479 p. Stuttgart: Boorberg
Towfigh, E. V., Petersen, N., Englerth, M., Goerg, S., Magen, S., Morell, A. & Schmolke, K. U. (2015).
Economic Methods for Lawyers (revised and extended English edition of Ökonomische Methoden im Recht),
224 p. Cheltenham: Edward Elgar International Academic Publisher
Thesis
Morell, A. (2015). Opportunities of cross-fertilization between law and experimental economics (PhD
Thesis). Friedrich-Schiller-Universität, Jena
Book Chapter
Morell, A. (2017). § 3 – Nachfrage, Angebot und Märkte. In E. V. Towfigh & N. Petersen (Eds.), Ökonomische Methoden im Recht, 2. ed., 45–82. Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck
Morell, A. (2015). Demand, supply, and markets. In E. V. Towfigh, N. Petersen, M. Englerth, S. Goerg &
S. Magen (Eds.), Economic methods for lawyers, 32–60. Cheltenham: Edward Elgar Publishing
Preprints
Morell, A. (2014). The Short Arm of Guilt: Guilt Aversion Plays Out More Across a Short Social Distance.
Bonn: Max Planck Institute for Research on Collective Goods, Preprint 2014/19
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Nikos Nikkiforakis
My main ressearch interests lie at the intersection of behaviora
al and publicc
economics. I use laborattory and field
d experimentts to evaluate behaviorall
assumptionss and test theoretical predictions inn this field. Most of myy
research in the relevant time perio
od can be cclassified into
o two broad
d
categories. TThe first cate
egory include
es studies exxamining the
e emergence
e
of spontaneeous cooperation. The second caategory inclu
udes studiess
examining i ndividuals’ other-regardi
o
ing preferen ces (i.e., pre
eferences forr
helping or h
hurting otherss) and their im
mplication foor economic outcomes.
The emerge
ence of spontaneous co
ooperation
In many insttances in daily life, priva
ate and publiic interest arre at odds. Iff
individua
als disregard
d the public interest, as often assum
med by econ
nomists, outccomes can be
b inefficientt
unless a central auth
hority interferes to enforcee cooperation (e.g., Samuelson, 1954
4). One solution that hass
received considerable
e attention iss the use of in
nformal sancctions, that is, sanctions m
meted out by one’s peers.
In one series of pap
pers, I investigate the usee of punishm
ment to enforce cooperatiion in natura
al settings. A
ments is thee willingness of the majo
ority of indivviduals to punish selfish
h
robust fiinding in alll lab experim
behaviorr even in one
e-shot interacctions at a p ersonal cost.. Balafoutas, Nikiforakis, and Rockenbach (2014))
explore norm enforccement in a natural field
d experiment in Cologne
e, Germany.. Actors violated a well-ocial norm (n
no-littering). To ensure in
nteractions were one-shott, the experim
ment was run
n in the main
n
known so
railway sstations in Cologne,
C
use
ed daily by tthousands off passengerss. The experiimental findiings indicate
e
that, in line with lab
b experimentts, some peo
ople are willing to use costly
c
punishhment to enfforce norms,,
despite tthe fact that interactions are one-shott. However, unlike in lab experimentss, these indivviduals are a
minority.. Further, wh
hen given th
he option, in
ndividuals prrefer to puniish norm vioolators by withholding
w
a
reward ffrom the viola
ator rather th
han directly cconfronting him/her.
h
(See
e also Nikiforrakis and Mittchell, 2014,,
dy.) In anoth
her field expeeriment in Cologne, Bala
afoutas, Nikifforakis, and Rockenbach
h
for a related lab stud
(2016) sshow that a critical
c
condittion for coop
peration to evolve in evolutionary moodels is not met
m in a field
d
experime
ent with real-life interacctions. In pa
articular, we show that, unlike in laab experimen
nts, altruisticc
punishm
ment does nott increase with the severitty of the violation, regard
dless of whetther it is dire
ect (confront-ing a vio
olator) or ind
direct (withho
olding help). The reason is that the fear
f
of countter-punishme
ent increasess
with the severity of th
he violation. Related
R
to th is, in Balafou
utas, Grechenig, and Nikkiforakis (201
14), we show
w
d-party punisshers are likely to be coun
nter-punished
d even in one
e-shot interacctions.
that third
In another series of studies, I have investigatted the limitss of spontane
eous cooperration throug
gh the use off
informal mechanisms such as sa
anctions, rew
wards and pe
eer-to-peer co
ommunicatioon. For instance, most off
the empirical researcch on the effficacy of info
ormal sanctio
ons has been conducted
d when agents derive the
e
same be
enefits from cooperation
c
and
a punishm
ment cannot be
b retaliated. Heterogeneeity is importtant as it can
n
lead to n
normative conflict. A norm
mative conflicct arises when there exist multiple plauusible normss of coopera-tion. When individuals derive different benefitts from cooperation (as iss often the caase in daily liife) there are
e
als may try to adopt and
d enforce. The first is thatt
at least ttwo prominent and plaussible norms tthat individua
all individuals make the same co
ontribution to
o the public account.
a
The second norm
m is that ind
dividuals with
h
high retu
urns contribu
ute sufficienttly more to the public account
a
so that all grouup members have equall
earningss. In such casses, equality concerns ma
ay limit the ability
a
of grou
ups to establlish efficient cooperation..
In Gang
gadharan, Nikiforakis, an
nd Villeval (2
2017), we sh
how that, in a similar settting with he
eterogeneouss
agents w
who can com
mmunicate and reward o
one another, outcomes are
a inefficientt. Individualss do not use
e
rewards to reduce earning inequ
uality and al leviate norm
mative conflict. As a resullt, contributio
ons are sub-stantiallyy below the social
s
optimu
um. In Engelm
mann and Nikiforakis (20
015), we shoow that, even in homoge-neous grroups, the threat of punisshment does not lead to increases in group
g
welfarre even in the
he long run, iff
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punishment can be retaliated, refuting previous claims in the literature about the long-run efficiency of
punishment.
Other-regarding preferences
Lab experiments have been pivotal in changing the view of many economists that individuals are solely
motivated by a desire to maximize their utility without regard for others. The reason is that the laboratory
environment allows researchers to isolate incentives for strategic behavior by maintaining participants’
anonymity and ensuring interactions are one-shot and not repeated.
Behavioral economists have developed models of other-regarding preferences to provide a parsimonious
explanation for the pro-social behavior observed in a wide range of games. Although these models have
been used extensively by experimental economists to obtain theoretical predictions for their studies, there is
hardly any evidence about the correlation of pro-social behavior across strategically different games at the
individual level. In Dariel and Nikiforakis (2014), we discuss the findings from a within-subject analysis of
pro-social behavior in the public-goods and gift-exchange game – two of the workhorses of lab experiments. We find that participants classified as cooperators in the public-goods game tend to reciprocate
higher wages in the gift-exchange game with higher levels of effort. Non-cooperators do not exhibit such
tendency. In Bland and Nikiforakis (2015), we show that externalities imposed on third parties can affect
coordination outcomes. In particular, decision-makers are more willing to incur a cost to try to avoid
imposing a large negative externality on a third party, than they are to avoid a small negative externality or
to generate a large positive externality. However, when decision-makers' incentives are at odds with the
interests of third parties, many of them appear to ignore third-party externalities even if they are large in
magnitude, and ignoring them implies substantial earning inequalities and reductions in group earnings.
Overall, individuals revealed to be other-regarding in a non-strategic allocation task often behave as-if
selfishly when trying to coordinate.

Publications (since 2014)
(The list includes only papers I worked on while at the institute.)
Articles in Peer-reviewed Journals
Gangadharan, L., Nikiforakis, N. & Villeval, M. C. (2017). Normative conflict and the limits of selfgovernance in heterogeneous populations. European Economic Review, 100, 143–156
Balafoutas, L., Nikiforakis, N. & Rockenbach, B. (2016). Altruistic punishment does not increase with the
severity of norm violations in the field. Nature Communications, 7(13327)
Bland, J. & Nikiforakis, N. (2015). Coordination with third‐party externalities. European Economic Review,
80, 1–15
Engelmann, D. & Nikiforakis, N. (2015). In the long run we are all dead: On the benefits of peer punishment in rich environments. Social Choice and Welfare, 45(3), 561–577
Aurelie, D. & Nikiforakis, N. (2014). Cooperators and reciprocators: A within-subject analysis of pro-social
behavior. Economics Letters, 122(2), 163–166
Balafoutas, L., Grechenig, K. & Nikiforakis, N. (2014). Third-party punishment and counter-punishment in
one-shot interactions. Economics Letters, 122, 308–310
Balafoutas, L., Nikiforakis, N., Rockenbach, B. (2014). Direct and indirect punishment among strangers in
the field. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 111(45), 15924–15927
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Nikiforakis, N. & Mitchell, H. (2014). Mixing the Carrots with the Sticks: Third Party Punishment and
Reward. Experimental Economics, 17(1), 1–23
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Niels Peterse
en
Summary Re
eport
The
e last four ye ars have see
en quite a few
w changes in my academic career.
In November
N
2
2013, I subm
mitted the manuscript of m
my postdocto
oral thesis
(ha
abilitation) too the faculty of law of the Universityy of Bonn. Christoph
C
Eng
gel superviseed the thesiss. In June 20
014, I succeessfully comp
pleted the
pro
ocedure of m
my habilitatio
ion and wass awarded t he venia leg
gendi for
pub
blic law, pub
blic international law, and legal theeory. My posstdoctoral
thesis dealt witth the questtion of whetther constituttional courtss use the
pro
oportionality test as an in
nstrument off judicial acttivism. The th
hesis was
first published iin January 2015
2
in Germ
man with Moohr Siebeck (“Verhältalitätskontrolle”). In Marcch 2017, a refined version was pub lished in Eng
glish with
nismäßigkeiit als Rationa
Cambridge University Prress (“Proporrtionality and Judicial Actiivism”).
I left the insstitute in Feb
bruary 2015 for a professsorship in Public
P
Law, In
nternational and Europea
an Union
Law, as well as Empirica
al Legal Studiies at the Un iversity of Mü
ünster. Howe
ever, my reseearch is still very
v
much
influenced b
by the time th
hat I spent at the institutee. In Novemb
ber 2015, a textbook enttitled Econom
mic Methods for Law
wyers was pu
ublished with
h Edward Elg
gar, which I edited toge
ether with m y colleague Emanuel
Towfigh. Furthermore, I finished a project on thee identificatio
on practice off the Internattional Court of Justice
for norms of customary international law, which w
was started while
w
I was still at the instiitute.

Publicatio
ons (since 2014)
2
Articles in Peer-review
wed Journalss
Petersen, N. (2017). The Internation
nal Court of Justice and the Judicial Politics of IIdentifying Customary
C
Internationa
al Law. Europ
pean Journall of Internatioonal Law, 28(2), 375–385
5
Petersen, N. (2016). Leg
gislative Inconsistency and
d the “Smokiing Out” of Illicit Motives . American Journal
J
of
Comparativve Law, 64, 121–145
Petersen, N. (2015). Ba
alancing and Judicial Selff-Empowerm
ment: A case study on thee rise of bala
ancing in
dence of the German Fed
deral Constitu
utional Court. Global Co
onstitutionalissm, 4(1), 49––80
the jurisprud
Petersen, N. (2014). Th
he German Constitutiona
C
al Court and
d Legislative Capture. Intternational Journal
Jo
of
Constitution
nal Law, 12(3
3), 650–669
Petersen, N
N. (2014). Prroportionalityy and the In
ncommensura
ability Challe
enge in the Jurisprudencce of the
South Africa
an Constitutio
onal Court. South
S
Africann Journal on Human Righ
hts, 30(3), 40 5–429
Articles (no
ot peer-revie
ewed)
mpetition ag
Petersen, N. (2015). We
ettbewerbsbehörden als s ubsidiäre Regulierungsbe
ehörden [Com
gencies as
er regulatoryy agencies], Die
D Verwaltunng, 48(1), 29
9–54
second-orde
Petersen, N. (2014). Karlsruhe Not Only
O
Barks, But Finally Bites
B
– Some Remarks on the OMT De
ecision of
the German
n Constitution
nal Court, German
Ge
Law JJournal, 15, 321–327
3
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Books
Petersen, N. (2017). Proportionality and Judicial Activism: Fundamental Rights Adjudication in Canada,
Germany and South Africa. 249 p. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press
Towfigh, E. V. & Petersen, N. (2nd ed., 2017). Ökonomische Methoden im Recht. Eine Einführung für
Juristen, 291 p. Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck
Petersen, N. (2015). Verhältnismäßigkeit als Rationalitätskontrolle: Eine rechtsempirische Studie verfassungsgerichtlicher Rechtsprechung zu den Freiheitsgrundrechten [Proportionality and the review of legislative rationality], 334 p. Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck
Towfigh, E. V., Petersen, N., Englerth, M., Goerg, S., Magen, S., Morell, A. & Schmolke, K. U. (2015).
Economic Methods for Lawyers (revised and extended English edition of Ökonomische Methoden im Recht),
216 p. Cheltenham: Edward Elgar International Academic Publisher
Book Chapter
Petersen, N. (2017). The Role of Consent and Uncertainty in the Formation of Customary International
Law. In Lepard, B. (Ed.), Reexamining Customary International Law, 111–130, Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press
Petersen, N. (2016). Customary International Law and Public Goods. In Bradley, C. (Ed.), Custom’s Future:
International Law in a Changing World, 253–274, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press
Petersen, N. (2016). The Concept of Legal and Constitutional Pluralism. In Englisch, J. (Ed.), Constitutional
and Legal Pluralism in International Taxation, 1–22, Amsterdam: IBFD
Petersen, N. (2016). The Political Economy of Customary International Law. In Fabbricotti, A. (Ed.), The
Political Economy of International Law: A European Perspective, 47–6, Cheltenham: Edward Elgar
Petersen, N. (2014). Verfassungsgerichte als Wettbewerbshüter des politischen Prozesses. In D. Elser & A.
Eugster (Eds.), Das letzte Wort – Rechtsetzung und Rechtskontrolle in der Demokratie. 53. Assistententagung Öffentliches Recht, 59–78, Baden-Baden: Nomos

Lectures and Seminar Presentations
Organization and Competencies of the German Constitutional Court
Invited presentation at the Punjab Judicial Academy, Lahore
March 2014
Legislative Inconsistency and the “Smoking Out” of Illicit Motives
Presentation at the Third Annual Conference of the Younger Comparitivists Committee of the American
Society of Comparative Law, Lewis & Clark Law School, Portland
April 2014
The Political Economy of Customary Law
Invited presentation at the conference on The Political Economy of International Law, Rome
May 2014
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The Concept of Constitutional and Legal Pluralism
Keynote speech at the 9th Annual Conference of the Group for Research on European and International
Taxation, University of Münster
September 2014
Customary International Law and Public Goods
Invited presentation at the conference Custom in Crisis: International Law in a Changing World, Duke Law
School
October 2014
The German Constitutional Court and the EU Financial Architecture
Invited presentation at the Amsterdam Centre for European Law and Governance, Universiteit van Amsterdam
December 2014

Teaching
march 2014

International Trade Law & EU Trade Policy
Centre for Law & Policy, Lahore

summer term 2014

Regulierungsrecht [Economic Regulation]
University of Bayreuth

summer term 2014

Allgemeine Staatslehre [Constitutional Theory]
University of Bayreuth

summer term 2014

Examensklausurenkurs Öffentliches Recht [Exam preparation class]
University of Bayreuth

winter term 2014/15

Europarecht II [Advanced European Union Law]
University of Münster

winter term 2014/15

Völkerrecht I [Introduction to Public International Law]
University of Münster

winter term 2014/15

Öffentliches Wirtschaftsrecht [Public Economic Law]
University of Münster

Professional Activities
Senior Editor of the German Law Journal
Referee for
European Journal of International Law, the International Journal of Constitutional Law, and the Review of
Law & Economics
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Matthias PPraxmarerr
General S
Statement
Since March
h 2015, I ha
ave been a PhD
P
student at the Unive
ersity of Co-logne. I join
ned the Max Planck Institu
ute for Reseaarch on Colle
ective Goodss
ber 2017 as a final year PhD stude nt and Research Fellow..
on 1 Octob
There, I am part of the EEG
E
group of Prof. Matthhias Sutter. Before joining
g
the current position, I held
h
a researrch position at the Unive
ersity of Co-or (Managem
ment and Ecoonomics) and
d a Master’ss
logne. I hol d a Bachelo
degree (App
plied Economics) from the Universsity of Innsb
bruck. I wass
nominated ffor the Student of the Year award in m
my last Bache
elor year and
d
made the deean’s list. In addition,
a
I re
eceived fundi ng for excellent academ-ic achievvement durin
ng my underg
graduate stu
udies and finished my Ma
aster’s studiees within thre
ee semesters..
My main
n research in
nterests are in the areas of behaviorral and expe
erimental ecoonomics. Myy dissertation
n
focuses on (i) interge
enerational behavior,
b
(ii)) team decision-making, and (iii) soccial reference-dependentt
behaviorr.
Intergen
nerational Behavior
B
(in Strategic a nd Non-stra
ategic Settin
ngs)
Two chapters of my PhD
P
thesis focus on interg
generational behavior.
The first project on intergeneratio
onal behavio
or is joint wo
ork with Bettiina Rockenbaach and Matthias Sutter..
We use a lab experim
ment to learn
n more abou
ut how the ag
ge of a playe
er influencess behavior wiith respect to
o
cooperattive norms and
a
norm enforcement. I n particular, we are interested in how
ow cooperatio
on and pun-ishment behavior differs within and across geenerations. Therefore,
T
we
e recruited juuniors (university studentss
in their 20s) and se
eniors (50 ye
ears or olderr) and imple
emented a prisoner’s
p
dil emma game
e with costlyy
(altruisticc) third-partyy punishment. We find th
hat seniors are
a more co
ooperative thhan juniors and
a
are also
o
much mo
ore willing to
o use the cosstly punishmeent tool to en
nforce the social norm of cooperation
n. We have a
draft for this paper, but
b need to polish
p
it moree.
The seco
ond project in this resea
arch field is joint work with
w
Stefania
a Bortolotti, Wilhelm Ho
ofmann, and
d
Matthiass Sutter. We run
r a large lab-in-the-fieeld experimen
nt to investigate solidarityy and cooperative normss
over the life cycle with a random
m sample of the Austrian population. The experim
ment included a strategicc
(prisonerr’s dilemma) and a non--strategic (a vversion of th
he dictator ga
ame) task. W
We find no cllear effect off
age on ssolidarity and
d cooperation, but older generations seem to be willing to teaach cooperative attitudess
to the yo
ounger ones and
a observe lower levels of solidarity towards mid
ddle-aged peeople. We hope to have a
first draftt soon.
Team Decision-mak
king
The third
d chapter of my PhD the
esis (joint wit h Justin Bufffat and Matth
hias Sutter) ccompares individual and
d
team de
ecision-makin
ng within the
e context of decision righ
hts. Previous research haas shown that individuall
decision--making mayy generate in
nefficiencies because of an
a overvalua
ation of the i ntrinsic value
e of decision
n
rights (in
n contrast to the instrume
ental value off decisions th
hat shape ecconomic outccomes, the in
ntrinsic value
e
measure
es the value placed on the power to
o make the decision, irrespective off the outcom
me). We are
e
interested in whetherr teams put a lower pricce on the intrinsic value of decision-m
making, which would be
e
particula
arly relevant for organiza
ations wheree many decisions are made
m
by tea ms. We find
d in our lab
b
experime
ent that team
ms are close
er to the ra tional decision-maker th
han individuaals, i.e., tea
am decision-making generates le
ess overvalua
ation of deciision rights. Yet, this find
ding only hoolds true if the
t
decision-making process of teams
t
is sm
mooth and frrictionless. This finding provides
p
anoother rationa
ale for team
m
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decision-making in organizations besides other features (division of labor, information-sharing, etc.). The
project will be submitted soon.
Social Reference-dependent Behavior
The fourth chapter of my PhD thesis is my single-authored paper on social comparison and (dis)honest
behavior. Following previous literature on dishonesty, I want to investigate the effect of social comparison
on honest behavior. Therefore, I vary the possibility of social comparison and manipulate the level of the
social reference point, i.e., I create environments where it is more likely to be better (worse) off than the
peer. At the time of writing, I have just finished the data collection and the first analysis and expect a first
draft by the end of the year 2017.

Research Agenda
My research agenda for the upcoming years will include:
Intergenerational Behavior (Decision-making over the Life Cycle)
I plan to work with Matthias Sutter, Stefania Bortolotti, and Bettina Rockenbach on this topic. Using lab and
lab-in-the-field experiments, we want to understand the role of age (generation) in strategic and nonstrategic settings.
Group Decision-making
Group decision-making is a key feature in organizations and other institutions. While the literature suggests
that groups are closer to the rational decision-maker than individuals, we know very little about the impact
of internal conflicts on the outcomes. We aim to shed light on this part of the team decision-making
process (building upon our previous paper on team decision-making).
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Shambhavvi Priyam
General S
Statement
As a PhD stu
udent with Prrofessor Mattthias Sutter, I have been a part of the
e
Experimenta
al Economicss Group (EE
EG) at the M
Max Planck Institute forr
Research on
n Collective Goods
G
since October 20
017. I studied
d economicss
at St. Xavierr’s College, Mumbai,
M
and
d Sciences Poo, Paris. Prior to my workk
at the MPI, I worked as a Research Associate
A
witth the Abdul Latif Jameell
Poverty Actio
AL) in Bangalore, India . I had prevviously been
n
on Lab (J-PA
involved witth field resea
arch among the indigennous peoples of Centrall
India.
Prior Field Research Work
W
‘Nudgin
ng’ farmers to adopt new techniqu
ues – As part of my worrk in Centrall India, I wass involved in
n
designing and piloting experime
ents to find o
out ‘nudging
g’ methods which
w
would help farmers overcome
e
their present bias, an
nd care for th
heir fields gro
owing the nutritious minor millets. Wee used stickerrs with smileyy
faces an
nd grain icon
ns to serve ass reminders for adopting
g the farming
g practices. SSince these farmers
f
were
e
largely illiterate, having a visual reminder
r
in fo
orm of a sticker on their doors
d
was foound to be a good tool.
Joint len
nding by microfinance institutions – Working with
w Arun Ch
handrasekha r and Xiao Yu
Y Wang, we
e
tried to ttest a lending model where errors in
n the credit market
m
could
d be reducedd if the decissions to lend
d
were ma
ade in group
ps rather tha
an alone. Wee came up with
w a design involving treatments with
w differentt
payoff sccenarios (dep
pendent and independentt of the partn
ner), different amounts off information
n available to
o
the decision-maker(ss), and whe
ether they co
ould commu
unicate. This sparked myy interest in wanting to
o
research and understtand the dynamics of gro
oup decision-making.

Researrch Agenda
a
I will collaborate with
h Matthias Su
utter on a fieeld-based pro
oject being executed
e
in BBangladesh, where
w
we tryy
nces of child
dren in relatiion to the so
ocioeconomicc status of th
heir families,,
to underrstand betterr the preferen
and the preferences of their pare
ents. I am alsso working to
oward explorring group deecision-makiing, focusing
g
on optim
mal group con
nstruction givven the biasees and preferrences of the members invvolved in the
e group.
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Rim
ma-Maria Rahal
Summary Re
eport
My work focusses on the investigation of the coognitive mechanisms
und
derlying peop
ple’s decision-making via
a recordings of eye gaze. Seminal
work has establlished that eyye-tracking iss a valuable tool in understanding
the mechanism s underlying observable behavior, yieelding an un
nobtrusive
and
d objective m
measure of which
w
informa
ation is utilizeed in the form
mation of
a decision.
d
Building on prio
or research, in my dissertation I studdy the mecha
anisms of
deccision formattion applied to three sp
pecific contexxts: intergrou
up dilemma
as, moral diilemmas, an
nd judicial dilemmas.
d
W
We may ha
ave some
pe of choice in these dile
emmas, and
d under whicch circumstan
nces eyeindications of who makkes which typ
ne-grained in
nvestigation of the way decision-mak
d
kers deal witth such a
tracking ressearch allowss a more fin
decision pro
oblem, requiring them to
o weight an d compare outcomes. In
n intergroupp dilemmas, decisionmakers face
e a struggle between their personal p
preferences for
f cooperating with otheers, on the one
o hand,
and the gro
oup norm to favor the in--group and d
discriminate against the out-group, oon the other. In moral
dilemmas, d
decision-makkers are ask
ked about rig
ght or wrong
g, and are often
o
requireed to decide between
maximizing welfare or adhering to overarching
g moral ruless, such as th
he prohibitioon to harm others.
o
In
judicial dilemmas, decission-makers decide betweeen benefits and costs to perpetratorss, victims, an
nd society
as a whole. Studying th
hese decision
n problems will unlock deeper
d
insights into the cognitions that
t
drive
decision-ma
aking, and in
ncrease our understanding
u
g of how peo
ople make ch
hoices.
In the first p
project, we study
s
the cog
gnitive proce sses underlying decision--making in i ntergroup se
ettings. In
two studies, we investiga
ated three asspects of info
ormation sea
arch in this se
etting: to wh ich extent pe
eople pay
attention to information revealing th
he group meembership of their partner in decompposed dictato
or games;
how they we
eight their ow
wn and the others’
o
outco
omes in these
e tasks; and whether theyy are biased
d to invest
more effort in informing
g their choice
e when facing
g in-group members.
m
Although we foound in-group favoritism in choicces, group membership
m
information
i
w
was visually attended to only infrequeently, and de
etermined
whether in-group favoriitism was shown. Resultss revealed individual diffe
erences in w
whether peop
ple would
pay attentio
on to group membership
p, and also revealed tha
at people see
emed delibe rately to avo
oid group
membership
p information
n in visual information ssearch. More
eover, we report systemaatic differencces in the
information search efforrt, in specifically increaseed response times
t
and the
e number of fixations, and in more
inspected in
nformation with
w
increasin
ngly prosocia
al SVO and when facing
g the in- vs. the out-gro
oup. Only
individualisttic decision-m
makers invested relativelyy less effort in
i their information searcch when making outgroup decissions, wherea
as with incre
easing SVO, decision-ma
akers showed
d more simillar efforts for in- and
out-group d
decisions. Th
hese insights allow us to discuss imp
plications for intergroup rresearch, wh
hich often
makes know
wledge of the
e others’ gro
oup membersship mandattory, and to assess how tthese results could be
implemente
ed in interventions helping
g to resolve in
n-group favo
oritism in deccision-makingg.
In the secon
nd project, we
e aim to add
d eye-tracking
g evidence to
o the current debate on thhe formation of moral
decisions (e.g., whether to sacrifice the
t life of on
ne to rescue the
t lives of many
m
others).. While some
e theories
argue that m
moral decisio
ons stem from rational reeasoning, others claim th
heir roots lie in emotiona
ally driven
moral intuitions. The Du
ual Process Theory
T
(Greeene, 2001) proposes
p
thatt decisions drriven by utilitarian vs.
deontologiccal moral principles are preferentially
p
y supported by
b deliberate
e vs. intuitivee processes. Here, we
take a cognitive processing approach to this question, in
nvestigating visual
v
attenttion via eye-tracking.
Building on several pilo
ot studies we conducted u
using trolley--type dilemm
ma vignettes, we use a th
hird-party
dictator gam
me with a non-hypothetica
al moral goo
od (earnings obtained in a real-effort task), which decisionmakers can reallocate from the own
ner to a grou
up of others, increasing th
he overall am
mount paid to
t partici-
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pants. We expect differences in the processing effort between chronically deontological and utilitarian
decision-makers, where deontologists should show faster decision times and fewer fixations. Moreover, we
expect differences in the decision-makers’ locus of attention, such that deontologists will direct more
attention to information related to taking earnings away from their owner, whereas utilitarians would pay
more attention to the outcomes achieved with each action. Additionally, we study attention allocation over
the course of the decision, and decision conflict between the two options via drift rates. In a replicating and
extending study, we add a manipulation of processing style (cognitive load: high vs. low) to investigate
whether the expected shifts in moral decisions will be accompanied by parallel shifts in attention. The
insights achieved in this project will allow us to assess whether the dual process theory of moral judgment is
supported by evidence from attention allocation and information acquisition.
Finally, in the third project, we aim to use eye-tracking to investigate how people resolve judicial dilemmas
in damage sentences. In civil law, a sentence on a damage case must balance addressing the person who
caused damage, the person to whom a damage was done, and society in general. However, there are
cases where interests severely conflict, such as when a higher sentence would be given to keep third parties
from committing the same offence in the future, at the expense of the person having to pay the damages in
this particular case. How to resolve such normatively conflicting cases is an ongoing debate in legal
research, to which we aim to add empirical evidence addressing the weighting of each party’s outcomes
prior to accepting or rejecting a ruling.

Awards
Travel Award, Society for Personality and Social Psychology to SPSP Annual Convention, 2015

Publications (since 2014)
Articles in Peer-reviewed Journals
Bouwmeester, S., Verkoeijen, P. P. J. L., Aczel, B., Barbosa, F., Bègue, L., Brañas-Garza, P., Chmura, T. G.
H., Cornelissen, G., Døssing, F. S., Espín, A. M., Evans, A. M., Ferreira-Santos, F., Fiedler, S., Flegr, J.,
Ghaffari, M., Glöckner, A., Goeschl, T., Guo, L., Hauser, O. P., Hernan-Gonzalez, R., Herrero, A., Horne,
Z., Houdek, P., Johannesson, M., Koppel, L., Kujal, P., Laine, T., Lohse, J., Martins, E. C., Mauro, C.,
Mischkowski, D., Mukherjee, S., Myrseth, K. O. R., Navarro-Martínez, D., Neal, T. M. S., Novakova, J.,
Pagà, R., Paiva, T. O., Palfi, B., Piovesan, M, Rahal, R. M., Salomon, E., Srinivasan, N., Srivastava, A.,
Szaszi, B., Szollosi, A., Thor, K. Ø., Tinghög, G., Trueblood, J. S., Van Bavel, J. J., van 't Veer, A. E.,
Västfjäll, D., Warner, M, Wengström, E., Wills, J., Wollbrant, C. E. (2017). Registered Replication Report:
Rand, Greene Nowak (2012), Perspectives on Psychological Science, 12(3), 527–542
Open Science Collaboration (2015). Estimating the Reproducibility of Psychological Science, Science,
349(6251)
Working Papers
Rahal, R. M., Fiedler, S. & De Dreu, C. K. W., Tracking who’s in or out modulates in-group favoritism in
charitable giving
Work in Progress
Rahal, R. M., Hoeft, L. & Fiedler, S., Eyes on Morals: Investigating the Cognitive Processes underlying Moral
Decision Making via Eye-Tracking
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Engel, C. & Rahal, R. M., The Damages Conundrum in the Eyes of the Decision Maker: Eye-Tracking Data
as Normative Evidence

Lectures and Seminar Presentations
2015
New Look at Intergroup Decisions: Measuring Intergroup Social Value Orientation and EyeTracking Information Search
57th Meeting of Experimental Psychologists (TEAP), Hildesheim
March 2015
A New Look at Intergroup Decisions: Measuring the Cognitive Processes underlying In-group
Love and Outgroup Hate via Eye-tracking
1st Max Planck Young Legal Scholars’ Meeting, Bonn
April 2015
Fresh Eyes on Intergroup Decisions: Underlying Cognitive Processes of In-group love and Outgroup Hate
JDM Meeting for Early Career Scientists, Göttingen
July 2015
Looking at In-group Love and Out-group Hate: An Eye-tracking Analysis of the Cognitive Processes involved in Intergroup Decision-making
Subjective Probability, Utility and Decision-making Conference, Budapest
August 2015
A New Look at Intergroup Decisions: Measuring the Cognitive Processes Involved in Outgroup
hate and Ingroup Love
Birmingham Ph.D. Decision-making Workshop, Birmingham
October 2015
2016
A New Look at Intergroup Decisions: Tracking the Cognitive Processes involved in Cooperation
with In- and Outgroup members
11th Judgment and Decision-making Preconference to the SPSP Annual Convention and
18th Society for Personality and Social Psychology Annual Convention, San Diego
January 2016
Blind to Groups: Understanding Group Membership Consideration in Visual Information Search
in Intergroup Dilemmas
58th Meeting of Experimental Psychologists (TEAP), Heidelberg
March 2016
A New Look at Intergroup Decisions: Measuring the Cognitive Processes involved in Cooperation
with In- and Outgroup Members
7th Thurgau Experimental Economics Meeting, Kreuzlingen
April 2016
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Blind to Groups: Understanding Group Membership Consideration in Visual Information Search
in Intergroup Dilemmas
Netherlands Institute for Advanced Study in the Humanities and Social Sciences Workshop, Wassenaar
April 2016
Blind to Groups: Understanding Group Membership Consideration in Visual Information Search
in Intergroup Dilemmas
35th Annual Meeting of the European Group of Process-tracing Studies, Bonn
June 2016
Tracking Who’s In or Out Modulates In-group Favoritism in Charitable Giving
Society for Judgment and Decision-making Meeting, Boston
November 2016

Teaching
summer term 2016

The Relationship between Behavioral Economics and Psychology
University of Erfurt

summer term 2016

Introduction to Eye-tracking
Center for Econonomics and Neuroscience, University of Bonn
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Pedro Robalo
o
Summary Re
eport
My research a
addresses qu
uestions in political
p
econnomy and individual
i
deccision-making
g under risk
k through th
he lens of beehavioral ecconomics,
exp
perimental ecconomics, and applied game theoryy. In particular, I am
inte
erested in ho
ow behaviora
al economics can contribbute to more
e realistic
mo
odels of voterr behavior an
nd decision-m
making undeer risk, while using the
lab
boratory as th
he testbed forr new theoretical and em pirical directions.
My paper with Arthur Schra
am and Joep
p Sonnemanns (forthcoming in the
Jou
urnal of Ecoonomic Psych
hology) explo
ores how othher-regarding preferencces and grou
up identity might
m
influencce the individdual decision
n to bear
W implementt a pivotal vo
oter game-the
eoretic frameework in the laboratothe costs of political partticipation. We
ry, collect in
ndividual pre
eference mea
asurements, a
and manipulate the group attachmennt of subjects. We find
that individu
uals who are
e more other--regarding a nd identify more
m
stronglyy with their grroup are mo
ore willing
to bear the costs of partticipation. Still on the mo
otives that un
nderlie the in
ndividual deccision to partticipate in
politics, I stu
udy the psych
hological underpinnings of the voterss’ response to
o political m
mobilization in
n another
project. I exxtend the sam
me theoretica
al frameworkk to accommodate for mo
obilization effforts and tesst it in the
laboratory. I find that the
t
crucial ingredient fo
or the effectivveness of mobilization iss the transm
mission of
normative a
appeals by th
hose subjectss responsiblee for mobiliziing others; neither mobil ization nor normative
n
appeals alo
one are sufficient to increa
ase participattion. In a diffferent project, co-authoreed with Arthu
ur Schram
Grosser, we set
s out to tesst the pivota
al voter model in large groups.
g
Most
st of the experimental
and Jens G
studies cond
ducted so fa
ar, including the two me ntioned above, rely on small-scale
s
cconvenience samples.
Many comp
parative staticcs predictionss seem to ho
old for these relatively small electoratees (up to 50 subjects);
we investiga
ate whether the same is true when we increase the group size
s
tenfold, which will provide
p
a
critical test o
of the model’’s internal an
nd external va
alidity.
In joint worrk with two colleagues at
a the Max PPlanck institu
ute, Isabel Marcin
M
and FFranziska Ta
ausch, we
investigate another que
estion with relevance
r
to the politica
al economy. We ask whhether the th
hird-party
nt of coopera
ation norms in social d
dilemmas de
epends on how the enfoorcer is selected. We
enforcemen
conjecture tthat democra
atically-electe
ed enforcerss should com
mmand more
e legitimacy and therefo
ore would
enforce coo
operation mo
ore effectivelyy (i.e., at low
wer costs). Ou
ur laboratoryy experimentt confirms thiis conjecture.
On the topic of individual decision-making und
der risk, I have worked with Rei Sayyag on two Bayesian
updating prrojects. The first
f
one, con
nditionally acccepted by th
he Journal off Economic BBehavior and
d Organizations, inveestigates wheether the cost of informattion influencees the way in
ndividuals uppdate their be
eliefs. We
find a sunkk-cost effect in our labo
oratory experriment: Costtly informatio
on leads to more extrem
me belief
updating. O
On a second project, we study wheth er biases in Bayesian up
pdating can bbe attributed
d to information acquisition strattegies. We resort to eye -tracking data to supple
ement choicee data, and find that
an updating can be expla
ained by info
ormation acq
quisition patteerns. This ne
ew source
certain biases in Bayesia
of process d
data also allo
ows us to cha
aracterize ind
dividual heterrogeneity in more
m
detail tthan what choice data
alone would
d grant.
More recenttly, I have sta
arted two pro
ojects in co-a
authorship wiith colleague
es at the Maxx Planck instittute. With
Susann Fied
dler, and alsso with Thom
mas de Haa
an of the No
orwegian Sch
hool of Econnomics, we set
s out to
investigate a question th
hat is relevan
nt for knowleedge workerrs in the mod
dern workplaace. We ask what the
productivity impact is of pending me
enial tasks on
n deep-thinking, problem
m-solving onees. We have gathered
some prelim
minary data in the laborratory and w
will keep worrking on the project. Thee second pro
oject is a
collaboratio
on with Claud
dia Cerrone and Yoan H
Hermstrüwer on a law an
nd economiccs topic. We study the
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impact of debarment as a collusion-deterring policy device in procurement auctions, both theoretically and
experimentally. Our main interest is in assessing the trade-off between the power of debarment as an anticollusive device and the anti-competitive effects that might result from a reduced number of (debarred)
market players.
On the scientific exchange side, Philip Brookins, Claudia Cerrone, Franziska Tausch, and I started a
monthly seminar series in behavioral and experimental economics in the academic year 2016–17. The aim
of the seminar is to bring young scholars working in these fields to present their work at the institute. We
believe this contributes to strengthening the institute’s network and visibility among the next generation of
behavioral and experimental economics scholars.

Publications (since 2014)
Robalo, P., Schram, A. & Sonnemans, J. (2017). Other-regarding Preferences, In-group Bias and Political
Participation: An Experiment. Journal of Economic Psychology, 62, 130–154
Preprints
Marcin, I., Robalo, P. & Tausch, F. (2016). Institutional Endogeneity and Third-party Punishment in Social
Dilemmas. Bonn: Max Planck Institute for Research on Collective Goods, 2016/6
Working Papers
Robalo, P. & Sayag, R. (conditionally accepted). Paying is Believing: The Effect of Costly Information on
Bayesian Updating, Journal of Economic Behavior and Organization
Robalo, P. (2017). The Microfoundations of Grassroots Mobilization: Evidence from the Laboratory
Work in Progress
Cerrone, C., Hermstrüwer, Y. & Pedro Robalo. Debarment and Collusion in Procurement Auctions
Robalo, P. & Sayag, R. Eye-tracking Bayes: an Experiment on Belief Updating
Fiedler, S., de Haan, T. & Robalo, P. The Cost of Worrying: The Productivity Impact of Pending Tasks
Grosser, J., Robalo, P. & Schram, A. Voter Participation in Large Electorates: Experimental Evidence

Lectures and Seminar Presentations
Invited
Participation, Mobilization and Reciprocity: Theory and Experiment
Instituto Superior de Economia e Gestão, University of Lisbon
January 2014
Why Does Political Mobilization Work? The Role of Norms and Reciprocity
Political Economy Workshop, ETH Zurich
June 2014
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Eye-tracking Bayes: an Experiment on Belief Updating
University of Cologne, Carlos Alós-Ferrer’s Chair
September 2016
The Microfoundations of Grassroots Mobilization: Evidence from the Laboratory
University of Cologne
July 2017

Teaching
summer term 2015

Proseminar Wissenschaftliches Arbeiten
University of Bonn

Professional Activities
Reviewer for
Economics Letters, Economics of Governance, Journal of Applied Mathematics, Journal of Economic
Behavior and Organization, Journal of Economic Psychology
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Angelo Ro
omano
Overview
I joined Proff. Sutter’s tea
am at the MPI on 1 Octoober 2017. Before
B
that, I
was a doub le PhD stude
ent of the University of Tuurin and the Vrije Univer-g my PhD, my
m broad intterest was human coop-siteit Amsterrdam. During
eration. In p
particular, using method
ds from psycchology, economics, and
d
evolutionaryy biology, I focused on two main topics: (1) the
t
interplayy
between rep
putation and
d intergroup discriminatioon to promo
ote coopera-tion, and (2
2) the predicctive power of competinng psycholog
gical mecha-nisms to pro
omote cooperation.
(1) Intergro
oup Coopera
ation and Reputation
Individua
als tend to co
ooperate more with ingro
oup memberss, compared to outgroup members an
nd strangers..
This phe
enomenon is widely recog
gnized acrosss different disciplines. Ho
owever, there
re is still mucch discussion
n
n which circcumstances this
in the cooperation literature on why and in
t
behaviorr occurs. Sp
pecifically, to
o
address these issues,, I conducted
d a set of stu
udies on the relation betw
ween reputattion and ingroup favorit-ism.
First, in a five-studyy project, my coauthors and I exam
mined wheth
her the beneefits of reputation-based
d
cooperattion are restrricted to interractions with ingroup me
embers (Romano, Balliet & Wu, 2017). Across five
e
studies, w
we found tha
at reputation (manipulateed through gossip
g
and pu
ublic monitorring) promotted coopera-tion with both ingrou
up and outgrroup membeers. Importantly, the results were conssistent with different typess
of group
ps (minimal vs.
v natural) and
a
across d
different experimental ga
ames (e.g., ddictator game, prisoner’ss
dilemma
a, public good).
Second, in a cross-cu
ultural experiiment involvi ng 17 countries, we exam
mined furtherr questions on
o why, who,,
and whe
ere individuals tend to favvor ingroup members, co
ompared to outgroup meembers (Rom
mano, Balliet,,
Yamagisshi & Liu, 20
017). To address these qu
uestions, we investigated the role of rreputation, social
s
prefer-ences (so
ocial value orientation),
o
gender, and
d cultural asspects of spe
ecific societiees, in a trusst game. We
e
found pe
eople were motivated to
o trust and ccooperate more with their ingroup thhan harm th
he outgroup..
Reputatio
on-based ind
direct recipro
ocity may offsset this ingrou
up favoritism
m, because we found that reputationall
concernss universally increased co
ooperation w
with both ingrroup and outtgroup mem bers. We alsso found thatt
people w
who are disp
positionally cooperative
c
are less parrochial and more univers
rsal in their cooperation..
Overall, our findingss suggest tha
at in all socieeties there exist
e
people whose
w
coopeeration transcends group
p
boundarries, and provvides a solutiion to comba
ating parochialism, reputation-based indirect recip
procity.
(2) Testiing the Pred
dictive Powe
er of Compe
eting Psycho
ological Mec
chanisms to Promote Co
ooperation
In my oth
her line of re
esearch, I am
m interested in
n investigatin
ng the interplay of releva nt mechanism
ms that have
e
been pro
oposed as crrucial factorss in the evolu
ution of coop
peration in humans
h
(Rom
mano & Ballie
et, 2017). In
n
particula
ar, I tested prredictions fro
om two evolu
utionary persspectives on human coopperation, reciprocity, and
d
cultural group selecttion. According to a recciprocity perspective, ind
dividuals devveloped a pssychology to
o
heir partner to cooperate
e, and to wiithdraw from
m cooperation when theyy
cooperatte when theyy expected th
expected
d their partne
er to defect. Alternatively,
A
cultural grou
up selection proposes thaat individuals imitate theirr
group m
members, so that
t
they will cooperate w
when they perrceive a coop
perative grouup norm to conform with,,
and defe
ect when the
ey perceive that
t
the grou
up norm is to
t defect. Th
hese two proocesses are not mutuallyy
exclusive
e, but no rese
earch has prreviously bee n conducted to test the predictive
p
pow
wer of these processes to
o
promote cooperation
n, especially in situations where they would prom
mote differentt behavior. To
T do so, myy
adigm where participants could learn whether theiir group wass cooperative
e
coauthorr and I developed a para
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or not on several previous trials (conformity pull), and also whether their future partner was cooperative or
not on several previous trials (reciprocity pull). In other words, we wondered: If another person chooses to
cooperate with us, would we return the favor even if other members of our group do not? Or would we
follow the group norm and choose not to reciprocate the other person's cooperative behavior? Across three
studies, the results of our investigation suggest that cooperation, under the assumption that we will receive
benefits in return, outweighs our desire to conform to group norms when we are deciding whether to
cooperate with others.
Other Projects
In the past four years, I was involved in several other projects. Part of these projects is still related to
cooperation, but more focused on specific aspects of prosocial behavior, such as bystander intervention
(Scaffidi et al., 2014), traffic dilemmas (Romano, Mosso & Merlone, 2016; Merlone & Romano, 2017;
Merlone & Romano, 2016a), and group size (Romano et al., 2015). Additionally, during the last three
years, I collaborated on other projects, such as the psychometric validation of an Italian questionnaire
(Spadaro, Romano & Mosso, in press) and the use of simulation methods to investigate food-chain productivity and opinion dynamics (Armendariz et al., 2015; Merlone, Radi & Romano, 2015; Merlone & Romano, 2016b).

Future Research
My plan is to continue working on cooperation on the relevant issues mentioned above. In particular, I am
now collaborating in projects involving children with Matthias Sutter and other team members. We are
interested in understanding the relative influence of specific channels (e.g., direct and indirect reciprocity) in
the emergence of cooperation in children. In particular, we will examine which of these processes make
young children more cooperative, and under which circumstances these channels become more influential
than the others. To address these questions, we will conduct large-scale experiments involving different
types of economic games.
I am also interested in following up the studies on the relation between reputation and group membership
by running experiments where I consider more cohesive groups. The goal is to test whether, in these
situations, reputation also promotes cooperation with both ingroup and outgroup members.

Publications (since 2014)
Articles in Peer-reviewed Journals
Spadaro, G., Romano, A. & Mosso, C.O. (forthcoming). Contributo alla validazione italiana del CIASS.

Giornale Italiano di Medicina del Lavoro ed Ergonomia
Romano, A., Balliet, D., Yamagishi, T. & Liu, J. H. (2017). Parochial Trust and Cooperation Across 17
Societies. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences
Romano, A. & Balliet, D. (2017). Reciprocity outperforms conformity to promote cooperation. Psychological
Science, 28(10), 1490–1502
Romano, A., Balliet, D. & Wu, J. (2017). Unbounded Indirect Reciprocity: Is Reputation-Based Cooperation
Bounded by Group Membership? Journal of Experimental Social Psychology, 71, 59–67
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Merlone, U. & Romano, A. (2017). Commuter Bridge: A Braess paradox simulation to teach social dilemmas. Simulation & Gaming, 48(1), 153–169
Romano, A., Merlone, U., Mosso, C.O. & Spadaro, G. (2016). On the role of group size in social dilemmas. Psicologia Sociale, 3–18
Merlone, U. & Romano, A. (2016a). Using the Braess paradox to teach tacit negotiation. Simulation &
Gaming, 47(6), 780–795
Romano, A., Mosso, C.O. & Merlone, U. (2016). The Role of Incomplete Information and Others' Choice in
Reducing Traffic: a Pilot Study. Frontiers in Psychology, 7, 135
Merlone, U., Radi, D. & Romano, A. (2015). Minority influence in opinion spreading. In Proceedings of the
2015 Winter Simulation Conference, 3997–4008. IEEE Press
Armendariz, V., Armenia, S., Atzori, A. S. & Romano, A. (2015). Analyzing Food Supply and Distribution
Systems using complex systems methodologies. Proceedings in Food System Dynamics, 36–58
Scaffidi Abbate, C., Boca, S., Spadaro, G. & Romano, A. (2014). Priming Effects on Commitment to Help
and on Real Helping Behavior. Basic and Applied Social Psychology, 36: 347–355
Book Chapter
Merlone, U., Radi, D. & Romano, A. (2016b). Opinion dynamics on networks. In Commendatore, P.,
Matilla-Garcia, M., Varela, L. M. & Canovas, J. S. (Eds.), Complex Networks and Dynamics, 49–63. Cham
(ZG): Springer International Publishing
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Nicolas Rouxx
Summary
I was
w a Senior Research Fellow at the institute from 2013 to 20
017. I am
an economist i nterested in collective de
ecision-makinng, with an emphasis
on the informattion aggrega
ation problem
m. My resea rch lies at th
he border
with
h psycholog
gy, as I am
m interested in situation s where infformation
agg
gregation faiils due to non
n-strategic re
easons.
I sttudied the reesults from mock
m
jury exp
periments, wiith the aim of
o finding
evid
dence that th
he information dispersed
d among jurrors is being distorted
by social conce rns during de
eliberation.
ucted percep
ptive experime
ents, where iinformation takes
t
the form a visual sttimulus. I studied how
I also condu
individual m
meta-cognitio
on (the abilityy to self-evalu
uate) constrains group performance inn these tasks..
Besides this main resea
arch agenda,, I studied a legal proble
em of eviden
ntiary privilegge from a th
heoretical
ew. I constructed a mode
el where a ffirm decides how much to invest in a control system that
point of vie
prevents inte
ernal fraud. When
W
the firm faces an a
alleged fraud
d, it faces a prosecutor
p
whho decides whether
w
to
indict the firm. The mo
odel allowed me to tackl e the question of whether the evideence produce
ed by the
em should be shielded frrom prosecu tion, the objjective being to guaranteee the highesst level of
control syste
control in th
he industry.

Publicatio
ons (since 2014)
2
Massoni, S. & Roux, N. (2017). Opttimal Group Decision: A Matter of Confidence
C
C
Calibration. Journal
J
of
Mathematiccal Psycholog
gy, 79, 121–1
130
Roux, N. & Sobel, J. (2015). Group
p Polarization
n in a Mode
el of Informa
ation Aggreg
gation. Amerrican Economic Journ
nal: Microeco
onomics, 7(4), 202–232

Profession
nal Activitiies
Referee forr
Econometricca, Rand Jou
urnal of Economics, Journ
nal of Econom
mics and Management Sttrategy, Math
hematical
Social Scien
nce, Decisionss in Economiics and Finan
nce
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Daniel Sa
alicath
General S
Statement
In October 2
2017, I started as a PhD student at thhe Universityy of Cologne
e
and joined tthe Max Planck Institute fo
or Research oon Collective
e Goods as a
e joining the
e
member of the EEG grroup of Prof.. Matthias SSutter. Before
current pos ition, I work
ked as a co
onsultant asssisting the All Children
n
Reading (AC
CR) project team at Sch
hool-to-Schoool Internatio
onal, a non-profit organ
nization in Pa
acifica, Califo
ornia. I holdd a Bachelor (Economics))
from the Un
niversité Toulo
ouse 1 Capittole and a M
Master’s degre
ee in Science
e
(Internationa
al and Deve
elopment Eco
onomics) fro m the Unive
ersity of San
n
Francisco. M
My Master’s thesis passed with honnors and I received the
e
Jacques Artus Award for being on
ne of four fin
nalists for the
e Outstanding Graduate Student Awa
ard. My main
n
research interests arre in the arreas of beha
avioral and experimenta
al economicss. My thesis focused on
n
g behavior of low-income
e students us ing goal setting, incentive
es, and suppport groups.
changing

Masterr’s Thesis
Over the
e course of fo
our months, I designed a
and impleme
ented a rand
domized fieldd experiment in Medellín,,
Colombiia. Inspired by
b the California-based FFamily Independence Initiative, my ressearch studie
es the effectss
of goal-ssetting, incen
ntives, and se
elf-help grou
ups on educa
ational outco
omes of low-iincome ninth
h-graders. In
n
coordina
ation with the
e Secretary of
o Education of the Depa
artment of An
ntioquia, we implemented
d the projectt
in seven schools with
h over three hundred parrticipants. The results sho
ow a very cleaar picture: Both
B
self-help
p
groups a
and incentive
es significantly increase t he probability of a stude
ent achievingg their set go
oals. A list off
goals wa
as created in cooperation with the Seccretary of Edu
ucation, teachers, and prrincipals of th
he participat-ing scho
ools. The goa
als focused on
o improving
g different ed
ducational ou
utcomes, succh as a stude
ent’s grades..
The mosst effective inttervention is when incenttives and selff-help groups are both acctive, with an
n increase in
n
the likelihood of achiieving an edu
ucational goa
al by 41% co
ompared to merely
m
settingg a goal.

Researrch Agenda
a
My plan is to continue my researcch on issues in development and educcation econoomics. One likely area forr
future re
esearch is group decisio
on-making w
with Matthiass Sutter and
d other team
m members. I would be
e
interested in combining this area
a with researrch on the co
ooperation of children too investigate how internall
conflicts affect their decisions.
d
One
O approach
h could be to study how
w children leaarn to make decisions in
n
teams, a
and whether team
t
decision-making ha
as an impact on subseque
ent individuaal decision-making.

7
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Jullia Sasse
Summary Re
eport
In the
t past fourr years, and as part of my
m PhD projeect at the University of
nvestigated the function of expresseed emotions in interGro
oningen, I in
gro
oup conflicts.. Together with Russell Sp
pears and Errnestine Gord
dijn (both
from the Unive rsity of Gron
ningen), I pro
oposed that eemotion expression is
mo
ore than a m
mere reflection of emotion
n experiencee, but may be
e used to
purrsue specific goals – in other
o
words, that emotioons may be expressed
e
stra
ategically. To
o investigate
e this, I loo
oked at how
w people exxperience
emotions in un
njust and diisadvantageo
ous situationns and express them
tow
wards the grroup that ca
aused the disadvantagess (i.e., offen
nsive outs
in
group) and a group that could proviide support tto overcome them (i.e., a third party).. In several studies,
which we ussed real and fictitious three-cornered conflicts, we
e found support for the ceentral hypoth
heses that
emotion exp
pression mayy be differentt from emotiion experiencce, can differr depending on audience
es, and is
more strong
gly associate
ed with goal pursuit tha n is emotion
n experience
e. These resuults contribute to our
general und
derstanding of the function of emotiions, in partticular emotion expressioon, as well as
a to our
understandiing of the im
mportant role that expreessed emotio
ons can playy in the com
mmunication between
groups in co
onflict.
This work rresulted in th
hree papers, of which on
ne was invited for revision and is cuurrently under review
again, and two are in preparation. I presented m
my research at
a various na
ational and innternational meetings
ences for social psycholog
gy, political p
psychology, and
a emotion research.
and confere
Apart from conducting research, I attended seeveral worksshops and summer
s
schoools with the
e aim of
learning ab
bout and disccussing curre
ent research on (social) psychologica
al topics, to broaden myy horizon
quire new methodologic
al skills. In 2
regarding rrelated fields of research
h, and to acq
m
2016, for exxample, I
attended a summer scho
ool which the
e European A
Association of
o Social Psycchology orgaanizes biannu
ually. The
work with fe
ellow PhD sttudents from different co
ountries has resulted in an
a ongoing collaboration
n on why
people dehu
umanize others. In addition, I went o
on a research visit to the
e Interdiscipli nary Center Herzliya,
Israel, at the
e end of 2015. There, I worked
w
in Era
an Halperin’ss group, whicch is dedicateed to investig
gating the
role of emottions in (intra
actable) conflicts and con
nflict resolutio
on.
At the Maxx Planck Institute for Ressearch on C
Collective Go
oods I am a member off a newly-esstablished
research gro
oup, dedicatted to investigating psych
hological pro
ocesses of bysstander interrvention against norm
violations, a
also often referred to as moral coura
age. Despite
e the fact tha
at moral couurage is a we
ell-known
concept to lay people, th
heoretical as well as emp
pirical work iss scarce. Imp
portantly, in m
much of the work that
Anna Baum
mert, Mengyao Li, and I have reviewed
d so far, we have spotted
d differences in what is defined as
moral coura
age. Consequently, the first goal of o
our group is to provide a definition off moral courrage. This
shall help u
us to distinguish moral co
ourage from other forms of prosocial behavior annd serve as a foundation for a ttheoretical frramework. Such
S
a fram ework is me
eant to capture dimensioons that cha
aracterize
different situ
uations in which
w
moral courage is required. Here, we are specifically interested in
n various
situational a
aspects (such as ambiguity or seveerity of norm
m violations) and relatio nal aspects (such as
closeness be
etween or grroup membership of the parties involvved). On the
e basis of thiss framework, we plan
to investigatte the cognitive and emottional processses underlyin
ng moral cou
urage.
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Grants
EASP Travel Grant, awarded to support a research visit at the IDC Herzliya, Israel, to work with Prof. Eran
Halperin (October 2015–January 2016)

Publications (since 2014)
Articles in Peer-reviewed Journals
Saab, R., Spears, R., Tausch, N. & Sasse, J. (2016). Predicting Aggressive Collective Action Based on the
Efficacy of Peaceful and Aggressive Actions. European Journal of Social Psychology, 46(5), 529-543
Bell, R., Sasse, J., Möller, M., Czernochowski, D., Mayr, S. & Buchner, A. (2016). Event‐related Potentials in
Response to Cheating and Cooperation in a Social Dilemma Game. Psychophysiology, 53, 216-228
Other Contributions
Sasse, J. Spears, R. & Gordijn, E.H. (2016). Gar nicht so negativ: Die funktionale Rolle von Ärger in
sozialer Interaktion. In-Mind magazine
Under Review
Sasse, J., Spears, R. & Gordijn, E.H., (2017). When to Reveal what you Feel: How Emotions towards
Antagonistic Out-group and Third-party Audiences are Expressed Strategically
In Preparation
Sasse, J., van Breen, J.A., Spears, R. & Gordijn, E.H. (in preparation). Bite your lip! The Influence of
Women’s and Feminist Identification and Social Support on Women’s Willingness to Express Anger about
Sexism
Sasse, J., Spears, R. & Gordijn, E.H., (in preparation). Help – We Need You! How Third-party Stance and
Power Influence the Strategic Expression of Support-seeking Emotions and Anger

Lectures and Seminar Presentations
2014
Emotion Expression Depends on the Audience: Playing It Up or Playing It Down?
(with Spears, R. & Gordijn, E.H.)
Talk at Consortium of European Research on Emotion conference 2014, Berlin
March 2014
Emotion Expression Depends on the Audience: Sincere When it Suits us
(with Spears, R. & Gordijn, E.H.)
Poster presentation at Heymans Symposium University of Groningen, Groningen
April 2014
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Emotion Expression Depends on the Audience: Sincere When it Suits us
(with Spears, R. & Gordijn, E.H.)
Poster presentation at Kurt Lewin Institute Conference 2014, Zeist
May 2014
Emotion Expression Depends on the Audience: Sincere When it Suits us
(with Spears, R. & Gordijn, E.H.)
Poster presentation at EASP General Meeting 2014, Amsterdam
July 2014
Emotion Expression Depends on the Audience: Playing It Up or Playing It Down?
Talk (with Spears, R. & Gordijn, E.H.)
SoDoc meeting 2014, Zeppelin University Friedrichshafen
July 2014
Calling for Support: Strategic Emotion Expression in Intergroup Conflicts
(with Spears, R. & Gordijn, E.H.)
Talk at ASPO Conference 2014, Groningen
December 2014
2015
Calling for Support: Strategic Emotion Expression in Intergroup Conflicts
(with Spears, R. & Gordijn, E.H.)
Talk at Workshop on Identity, Emotions and Intergroup Conflict, Tel Aviv
June 2015
Calling for Support: Strategic Emotion Expression in Intergroup Conflicts
(with Spears, R. & Gordijn, E.H.)
Talk at Fachgruppentagung Sozialpsychologie, Potsdam
September 2015
Calling for Support: Strategic Emotion Expression in Intergroup Conflicts.
Poster presentation (with Spears, R. & Gordijn, E.H.)
Summer School Emotion Expressions in Human and Nonhuman Communication, Göttingen
September 2015
2016
We Think it’s Good, You Think it’s Bad: Perceived Norms in Intergroup Conflicts
(with Spears, R. & Gordijn, E.H.)
Poster presentation at EASP Medium Size Meeting Promoting a Social Approach to Emotions, Cologne
March 2016
We Think it’s Good, You Think it’s Bad: Perceived Norms in Intergroup Conflicts
(with Spears, R. & Gordijn, E.H.)
Poster presentation at Kurt Lewin Institute Conference 2016, Zeist
May 2016
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Calling for Support: Strategic Emotion Expression in Intergroup Conflicts
(with Spears, R. & Gordijn, E.H.)
Talk at the 39th Annual Scientific Meeting of the International Society of Political Psychology (ISPP), Warsaw
July 2016
Strategic Emotion Expression in Intergroup Conflicts. Poster presentation
(with Spears, R. & Gordijn, E.H.)
EASP Summer School 2016, Exeter
August 2016
2017
Caught in the Middle? Exploring the Role of Collective Benefits and Individual Costs in Women’s
Willingness to Express Anger about Sexism (with van Breen, J.A., Spears, R. & Gordijn, E.H.)
Talk at small group meeting, Understanding the Winds of Change: Psychological Processes that Change
Individuals in Intergroup Conflict, Appingedam
June 2017

Teaching
2013/14; 2014/15;
2015/16;

Academic Skills Course (BA level)
University of Groningen

2014/2015;
2015/2016

Supervision of Master theses
University of Groningen

2014; 2015

Research Practicum (BA level)
University of Groningen

2015; 2016

Supervision of Bachelor theses
University of Groningen

2016

Statistics (BA level)
University of Groningen

Professional Activities
Memberships
Postgraduate Member of the European Association of Social Psychology (EASP)
Ad-hoc Reviews
European Journal of Social Psychology
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Paul Schemp
pp
I am an applie d theorist with a primaryy focus on finnancial econ
nomics, in
parrticular finan
ncial interme
ediation and financial staability. My secondary
field is monetarry economicss, which I com
mbine with finnancial econ
nomics.
In the
t last threee years, I havve completed my PhD thessis at the University of
Bon
nn. In the sub
bsequent tim
me as a postdoc at the MPPI, I started to
o work on
som
me new projeects, while also continuing
g to work onn the projectss from my
PhD
D thesis. Befo
ore leaving the
t institute in April 2017
7 to become
e a Junior
Pro
ofessor at thee University of
o Cologne, I had the chhance to spend half a
yea
ar at the Busi ness School of Columbia University inn New York.
In my research
h, I try to an
nswer questio
ons like the following on
nes: How
nts lead to fin
nancial instability? What is the optimal capital
does the cirrcumvention of regulatoryy requiremen
and liquidityy regulation for financial institutions?? How can a sovereign in
ncrease the sstability and efficiency
of financial intermediation? How are
e sovereign d
defaults and banking crisses interrelateed? How do financial
panics interact with mon
ney demand and money supply, and what are the
e implicationns for asset prices
p
and
monetary po
olicy?
Most of my research pro
ojects touch on
o normativee as well as positive
p
questions: The noormative dim
mension is
concerned w
with the optiimal design of financial intermediatio
on. The positive dimensiion is concerned with
understandiing why real-world finan
ncial intermeediation is like it is, and
d which poteential inefficiencies or
fragilities arre associated
d with it. Ultimately, I ccombine the normative and
a
the posiitive dimensiion when
addressing ffinancial regulation.
At the MPI, I have mostlyy worked with
h my colleag
gue Stephan Luck, and this collaboratiion resulted in several
arlier paperss, which also
o resulted in my PhD the
esis, were m
mainly concerrned with
working papers. Our ea
crisis. We sh
financial insstability in th
he sense of self-fulfilling
s
howed that, next to the w
well-studied thread of
classic panic-based ban
nk runs (which can be rulled out by a deposit insurance), the inncreasing reliance on
ates a simila
ar fragility. W
We showed that a stron
ng governmeent has the ability to
wholesale ffunding crea
stabilize the
e financial syystem by issu
uing a sufficiient amount of sovereign
n debt that thhe banks can use for
their liquiditty manageme
ent. However, if the sove reign is not fiscally
f
strong
g, then bankss holding government
bonds can iintertwine so
overeign and banking crissis. Analyzing
g a model of a political union in whiich banks
hold govern
nment bondss of foreign sovereigns, w
we argue that self-fulfilling crises in weaker coun
ntries are
contagious tto stronger ones.
o
Thus, a joint (supra--national) de
eposit insuran
nce might bee in the best interest of
all participa
ating countrie
es.
Our more re
ecent projectts focus more
e on the optim
mal regulatio
on of financia
al intermediaation, especia
ally in the
presence off potential regulatory
r
arrbitrage thro
ough shadow
w banking. Considering the reasons for the
2007/08 fin
nancial crisis, and realizing that Germ
man (public) banks were affected so sstrongly beca
ause they
had given liiquidity guarrantees to subsidiaries wiithout having
g to support theses guaraantees with equity,
e
we
develop a m
model in which banks and shadow ba
anks coexist. We show th
hat, while liq uidity guaran
ntees can
eliminate se
elf-fulfilling runs
r
on shad
dow banks so
ometimes, crises become
e more seveere and sprea
ad to the
regulated ba
anking sector if they cann
not be elimin
nated.
In order to u
understand better
b
what exactly went w
wrong with th
he German Landesbanke
L
en and their subsidiars
ies, we starrted to collecct data on th
he WestLB, iits subsidiaries, and their financing aand asset purchases.
While these data are ge
enerally not public,
p
we ussed US court files from ca
ases in whichh the WestLB’’s successors sued th
he American issuers of se
ecurities whicch WestLB ha
ad bought. Thus,
T
we seee a part of th
he bank’s
exposure to
o the subprim
me housing market and can track the
t
performa
ance of the purchased securities.
s
However, w
we need to co
ollect more da
ata to reach robust conclu
usions.
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In an ongoing project, we examine a situation where banks and shadow banks are alternative ways of
creating liquidity for investors. We analyze how fire-sales of assets in a crisis and their pecuniary externalities determine the equilibrium composition of the financial system, and show that the equilibrium is generally inefficient. However, standard macro-prudential policy has no bite because its target can always be
offset by shadow banking activities. We conclude that subsidies on bank equity might be the only effective
tool for reaching macro-prudential goals.
In another ongoing project with Stephan Luck and Tanju Yorulmazer, we point out a shortcoming of current
regulation theory and regulation. It might not be sufficient to focus on a bank’s level of equity and other
loss-absorbing claims, but also on the financing of such. If the bank’s debt holders rely on information
from equity prices, there can be information contagion if the bank equity markets become illiquid. We
argue that, if bank equity is held by investors who themselves have a fragile financing structure, fire-sales
can occur that are not related to the bank’s solvency, but trigger a run on the bank nonetheless. The issue
becomes more severe in the case of common ownership: If a large investor holds the equity of many
banks, fire-sales can lead to information contagion across otherwise unrelated banks.

Awards
Paul Schempp has been awarded the Otto Hahn Medal 2015 for his work for work on liquidity provision
by banks, shadow banks and the government, and the implications for financial stability. A particular focus
of his dissertation has been the liquidity provision by banks, shadow banks and the government, and the
implications for financial stabilitiy The medal is awarded to young scientists in recognition of outstanding
scientific achievements.
Best Poster Paper at the First ECB Forum on Central Banking, Sintra, Portugal, 2014.

Publications (since 2014)
Dissertation
Schempp, P. (2015). Essays on Financial Stability, 114 p., University of Bonn
Preprints
Luck S. & Schempp P. (2014). Sovereign Defaults, Bank Runs, and Contagion, Bonn: Max Planck Institute
for Research on Collective Goods, 2014/15
Luck S. & Schempp P. (2014). Outside Liquidity, Rollover Risk, and Government Bonds, Bonn: Max Planck
Institute for Research on Collective Goods, 2014/14
Working Papers
Luck S., Schempp P., Banks, Shadow Banking, and Fragility, ECB Working Paper No. 1726, 2014.

(Winner of the 2014 Young Economist Prize at the ECB Forum in Sintra, Portugal.)
Work in Progress
Luck S., Schempp P., Excessive Shadow Banking
Luck S., Schempp P., Yorulmazer, T., On the Financing of Loss-absorbing Claims: Financial Markets,
Short-term Debt, and Information Contagion
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Teaching
summer term 2016
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Bankmanagement [Economics / Corporate Finance of Banking] (together with
Hendrik Hakenes)
University of Bonn

André Sch
hmelzer
Summary Report
My research
h agenda liess at the intersection of beehavioral eco
onomics and
d
market des ign. I investigate how institutions should be designed orr
a bounded
dly rational. M
m
byy
regulated if individuals are
My work is motivated
real-life prob
blems rangin
ng from scho
ool choice to financial ma
arket regula-tion. Are theere mechanissms which are optimal, buut outperform
m each otherr
when played
d by human
ns instead of rational aggents? I am
m particularlyy
interested in
n whether individuals have
h
prefereences over theoreticallyy
identical meechanisms. I use labora
atory experim
ments to inffer a causall
relationship from chang
ging one asspect of thee institutiona
al setting on
n
behaviorr. Predictionss from standa
ard and beha
avioral theorry serve as be
enchmarks too test institutional settingss
in the lab
boratory.
In my pa
aper “Single versus Multiple Random ization in Ma
atching Mech
hanisms”, I sstudy a questtion that hass
been de
ebated in sch
hool choice reforms wheen introducin
ng central clearinghousess in New Yo
ork City and
d
elsewherre. There, stu
udents can apply to scho ols according to their pre
eferences witth the help of
o the centrall
deferred-acceptance algorithm. Now,
N
there a re large indifference classses of appliccants who ha
ave the same
e
h
to breakk these ties. In expectatio
on, there is nno difference whether tiess
grades, and the question arises how
are brokken by one single lottery over all stud
dents or by having
h
separa
ate, multiplee lotteries at each school..
Howeverr, I find in my experiment that a signiificant fractio
on of individu
uals prefers tthe multiple to the single
e
lottery m
mechanism and
a
also perrceives it to be fairer. The behavioral theory thaat the comp
pound lotteryy
disregarded can explain this preferennce, potentiallly leading to
structure in the multip
ple lottery me
echanism is d
o
a larger social accep
ptance of the decentralized
d lottery in so
ociety.
In a rela
ated paper, entitled “Strrategy-proofn
ness of Stoch
hastic Assign
nment Mechaanisms”, I compare
c
two
o
lottery m
mechanisms in the laboratory which ra
andomly assign objects to
o agents whiile respecting
g the agents’’
preferences. The two
o mechanism
ms’ random sserial dictatorrship and top
p trading cyccles have bee
en proposed
d
gee resettlem
ment within co
ountries. In p
principle, the
ey could be used whenevver an indiviidual has no
o
for refug
prior claim for receivving an objecct and when ttreating everryone equal is key such a s in assigning licenses orr
permits. Both mecha
anisms are equivalent
e
in
n terms of strategy-proofness and effficiency und
der standard
d
game theory. It turnss out that ran
ndom serial dictatorship outperforms top trading cycles in myy experiment..
erence in pe
erformance can
c
be attrib
buted to mo
ore dominant strategy pllay under ra
andom seriall
This diffe
dictatorship. The beh
havioral theo
ory of obviou
us strategy-proofness can
n partly explaain this resullt. Then, one
e
et design perfforms better with real peo
ople than the
e other.
strategy--proof marke
In a projject with Pauline Vorjohann, we studyy an aspect of
o financial market
m
batch auctions tak
king place att
the end of the tradin
ng day. Here
e, market pa rticipants ma
ay submit an
nd cancel ordders without costs over a
period o
of time and the
t market price
p
at the vvery end of the
t period clears the ma rket. The question arisess
whether this period should
s
end at a fix point in time or att a random end.
e
The reassoning behin
nd a random
m
end is th
hat this institu
utional detaill may preven
nt participantts from maniipulating thee market price by submit-ting a ve
ery large ord
der and cancceling it imm
mediately afte
erwards. In a random ennd setting, th
here is a riskk
that the manipulatorr cannot can
ncel this ordeer anymore. Our preliminary theoreetical results suggest thatt
ust be a certa
ain fraction of
o naive particcipants in the
e market for a manipulatiion to work.
there mu
Togetherr with Adrian
n Hillenbrand
d, I have alsso been worrking on a particular
p
EU regulation of
o disclosure
e
investor documents. We test whetther the visua
al format of key investor disclosure d
documents ha
as an impactt
on expecctations and investment behavior, w hile holding the amountt of informattion constantt. Again, the
e
question arises wheth
her seemingly unrelated details may affect the de
ecision of inddividuals. We
e find in ourr
experime
ent that indivviduals investt less and exp
pect a largerr return variance if we rem
move colors and bannerss
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from the format. We suggest that distracted attention can explain the result. Our finding can also inform
the growing field of robo-advisors. There, it is important to analyze how best to display information online,
and which aspects of the design of online information induce suboptimal investor behavior.
In an experimental law and economics project with Christoph Engel, we investigate the doctrinal divide
between common and continental law about the principle of consideration in the laboratory. We test which
institutional legal order better reflects the moral intuitions. Our results indicate that promises are not more
likely to be kept with consideration. Common law does not outperform continental law in our experiment.
In this respect, continental law does not clash with individuals’ moral intuitions.

Publications (since 2014)
Articles in Peer-reviewed Journals
Hillenbrand, A. & Schmelzer, A. (forthcoming). Beyond Information: Disclosure, Distracted Attention, and
Investor Behavior, Journal of Behavioral and Experimental Finance, available online 9 September 2017
Preprints
Engel, C. & Schmelzer, A. (2017). Committing the English and the Continental Way – An Experiment.
Bonn: Max Planck Institute for Research on Collective Goods, 2017/16
Schmelzer, A. (2017). Strategy-proofness of Stochastic Assignment Mechanisms. Bonn: Max Planck Institute
for Research on Collective Goods, 2017/13
Schmelzer, A. (2016). Single versus Multiple Randomization in Matching Mechanisms, Bonn: Max Planck
Institute for Research on Collective Goods, 2016/8
Working Papers/Work in Progress
Schmelzer, A., Vorjohann, P., Batch Auction Design in Financial Markets

Lectures and Seminar Presentations
2015
Beyond Information: Disclosure, Distracted Attention, and Investor Behavior
Competition Law and Economics European Network, Tilburg, Netherlands
May 2015
Beyond Information: Disclosure, Distracted Attention, and Investor Behavior
Experimental Finance Conference, Nijmegen
June 2015
Beyond Information: Disclosure, Distracted Attention, and Investor Behavior
ESA European Meeting, Heidelberg
September 2015
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2016
Single versus Multiple Randomization in Matching Mechanisms
Berlin Behavioral Economics Workshop, Berlin
March 2016
Single versus Multiple Randomization in Matching Mechanisms
International Meeting on Experimental and Behavioral Social Sciences, Rome
April 2016
Single versus Multiple Randomization in Matching Mechanisms
Competition Law and Economics European Network, Bonn
May 2016
Beyond Information: Disclosure, Distracted Attention, and Investor Behavior
Behavioral Finance Working Group Conference, London
June 2016
Single versus Multiple Randomization in Matching Mechanisms
ESA North American Meeting, Tucson
November 2016
Single versus Multiple Randomization in Matching Mechanisms
Southern Economic Association, Washington D.C.
November 2016
Single versus Multiple Randomization in Matching Mechanisms
New York University, Center for Experimental Social Science, New York
December 2016
2017
Strategy-proofness of Stochastic Assignment Mechanisms
Humboldt University, Berlin
May 2017
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Ale
exander Scchneeberg
ger
Summary Re
eport
In October 20
016, I starte
ed my PhD at the Interrnational Ma
ax Planck
Ressearch Scho
ool Uncertain
nty and the
e Cologne Graduate School
S
in
Ma
anagement, EEconomics, and
a Social Sccience. From
m this date onwards, I
was mainly pre occupied witth completing
g the requireed courseworrk of both
pro
ograms and therefore attended
a
courses in expeerimental ecconomics,
(ap
pplied) micro
oeconomics and
a behaviorral ethics. Noonetheless, I was also
able further to sspecify the to
opic of my diissertation annd started wo
orking on
my first researcch project. In general, my
m dissertatioon will be concerned
with
h two topics: social norms and inform
mation acquissition.
plicitly assum ed that beha
avior is guide
ed by social nnorms. Howe
ever, little
In economicc research, itt is often imp
effort is inve
ested to mod
del them expllicitly or undeerstand theirr direct impacct on behavioor. One example can
be found in the case of social preferrences. It can
n be argued that social preferences
p
aare mainly an expresal norms. Bu
ut instead of directly mod
deling the impact of those
e social norm
ms, social preferences
sion of socia
assume that individuals, for example, have rob
bust preferences for altruism. While tthis approach can be
very useful, it can also be
b problemattic. The reaso
on for this is that research
h in psycholoogy and socio
ology has
revealed tha
at social norms are highlly context-de pendent. Co
onsequently, predictions oof models tha
at rely on
social prefe
erences may in many casses be limited
d to very spe
ecific environ
nments. To aaccount for this shortcoming, a recent resea
arch area in experimenta
al economicss measures social normss directly. With
W
these
data, the researchers exxamine how social
s
norms are influenced by the environment annd how they influence
behavior.
The second topic is conccerned with how individu
uals acquire new information. In mostt economic models,
m
it
is assumed that the valu
ue which individuals assig
gn to information is determined by thhe extent to which
w
the
information is able to im
mprove their own decisio n-making. This assumption could be problematicc in many
situations, since research
h in psycholo
ogy suggests that individu
uals do not always searchh for informattion in an
ay. Instead, they may ha
ave preferencces to gatherr information
n which verifyy their own beliefs,
b
or
unbiased wa
to avoid information th
hat is incong
gruent with their established world view. Due tto these pre
eferences,
individuals may have biased
b
expecttations in m any situation
ns, and mod
dels that do not account for such
preferences will thus make biased prredictions.
While I inte
end to condu
uct distinct re
esearch in bo
oth areas, I am mostly in
nterested in their intersecction and
uence the wa
ay in which individuals aacquire inforrmation?”
thus in the question “How do social norms influ
Two specificc questions th
hat I want to answer in m
my future rese
earch include
e “Do individuuals selective
ely search
for normativve cues in order
o
strategically to resh
hape their pe
erception of the prevailinng social norrm?” and
“Do individu
uals have preferences to gather inforrmation that is consistent with the preevailing socia
al norm?”
In my first re
esearch project, my two coauthors, Issabel Marcin
n and Michae
el Kurschilgenn, and I try to
t answer
the first que
estion. In pa
articular, we want to exa
amine whethe
er individuals strategical ly gather infformation
about the b
behavior of their
t
peers in order to ccreate a sociial norm tha
at is more alligned with their
t
own
monetary in
ncentives. Furthermore, we
w want to evvaluate how the desire to engage in selective infformation
search depe
ends on the decision envvironment. TThe goal of this
t
research project is too distinguish environments wherre social norrms have a strong
s
impacct on behaviior from envvironments w
where the influence of
social norms on behavio
or is weak du
ue to the strattegic manipu
ulation of the perceived soocial norm.
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Work in Progress
Kurschilgen, M., Marcin, I., Schneeberger, A., Strategic Information Search and Social Norms

Lectures and Seminar Presentations
The Impact of Personal and Social Norms on Sharing in Dictator Games
10th IMPRS Uncertainty Thesis Workshop, Lalendorf
March 2017
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Co
ornelius Scchneider
Summary Re
eport
As a member o
of the IMPRS, I started my
m PhD at thee Max Planck
k Institute
for Research on
n Collective Goods in a joint prograam with the Cologne
Gra
aduate Scho
ool in Mana
agement, Economics an d Social Sciences in
October 2016. Before, I wrote my Master’s thesis aat the Hertie School of
Go
overnance in Berlin with Prof. Christian Traxler,, where I em
mpirically
ana
alyzed behavvioral respon
nses to the German inhheritance tax scheme.
Witth Prof. Felixx Bierbrauer as my PhD supervisor, I want to pursue my
research interesst in the nexxus of public finance andd behavioral economnd, my courssework durinng the first months
m
of
ics.. Against thiss backgroun
mprised adva
anced coursees in econo
ometric meth
hods, public economics,, and, in
this PhD program com
particular, vvarious issuess of taxation.
General Re
esearch Inte
erests
Standard m
models of opttimal taxation
n impose strrong assump
ptions with ob
bjective functtions mostly following
either purelyy Utilitarian or Rawlsian rationales. SSuch normattive criteria (i.e., for redisstribution) arre usually
based on philosophical reasoning or,
o at the veryy least, aim for Pareto effficiency. In rrecent researrch, these
strong unde
erlying norm
mative assumptions have become sub
bject to initia
al empirical investigation
ns, which
derive the n
normative critteria from surveys, experiiments, and existing
e
robu
ust policies too develop an objective
function tha
at incorporate
es prevailing
g public view
ws, thus closin
ng the gap between
b
stanndard theory and real
tax policies. I am interessted in building upon thi s fairly new strand of lite
erature and eexploring how experierences for redistribution
r
n could inforrm standard models of ooptimal taxa
ation and
mentally revvealed prefe
eventually trranslate into tangible tax designs.
Along these
e lines, I am further interrested in derriving an analytical framework for opptimal taxation which
encompasse
es different tyypes of redistributive poli cies. To the best of my knowledge, esstablishing a convincing analyticcal framework that asse
esses the “op
mix” would depict
d
an im
mportant exte
ension of
ptimal tax-m
classical mo
odels that mostly conside
er individual types of taxxation. To co
omplement thhis endeavorr, I would
like to explo
ore empiricallly how public preferencees for redistribution form and interact across differrent types
of such policcy instruments.
Work in Progress
As one of th
he first projeccts for my Ph
hD, I would l ike to explorre which (norrmative) deteerminants are
e decisive
in forming preferences towards the taxation of intergenerational wealth. With a brooad oppositio
on across
the entire p
political specctrum, the German inherritance and gift tax is on
ne of the m
most controve
ersial and
emotionally discussed ta
axes in Germ
many. Wherea
as critics claim that an inheritance taxx is not able to correct
for fiscal imbalances (inheritance taxx in Germanyy only accounted for 0.85
5% of total taax revenues in 2013),
supporters a
argue that this tax has an important ro
ole in the red
distribution of wealth and
d especially in
n facilitating social m
mobility. Conssidering that,, in Germanyy, only the to
op 1.5% is afffected, the m
majority of the
e population would b
benefit from such a tax th
hrough poten
ntial redistrib
bution, additio
onal provisioon of public goods,
g
or
an equivaleent decrease in income ta
ax. Against th
his background, the stron
ng oppositionn appears pa
articularly
d
not being lim
mited to Gerrmany, manyy countries l ike Austria, Canada,
paradoxical. With this discussion
Norway, an
nd Sweden have abolishe
ed inheritancce and estate
e taxation du
uring the lastt decade. Th
his project
attempts to contribute to
o understand
ding this parradox. Previo
ous research has suggestted that inforrmational
treatments, particularly the informattion about w
who has to pay
p the estatte tax, have a significan
nt positive
effect on the
e support forr the estate ta
ax – in contrrast to other policies. How
wever, whethher addressin
ng ‘misinformation’ ffully explainss the large treatment efffect still rema
ains an open
n question. I hypothesize
e that the
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pronounced opposition towards the inheritance tax stems not only from ‘misinformation’, but also from
value-based arguments, and particularly from underlying behavioral mechanisms, as in the protection of
intergenerational family wealth, the often proclaimed double-taxation argument, the lost ‘locus of control’
(the potential feeling of being ‘punished’ for something that cannot be controlled), or the nature of being a
‘concentrated’ one-time payment. With this, I plan to explore these hypotheses by conducting a randomized survey study based on representative SOEP (Germany’s socio-economic panel) or similar panel data.
Furthermore, I am currently discussing a potential joint project on fairness perceptions with my former
Master’s thesis supervisor, Prof. Christian Traxler.
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Sebastian Scchneider
I jo
oined the Ma
ax Planck Insstitute for Research on C
Collective Go
oods as a
Sen
nior Research
h Fellow on 4 December 2017, afteer having finished my
PhD
D at the Uniiversity of Gö
öttingen. I ho
old an MSc and a BSc in Mathema
atics in Busineess and Econ
nomics from the
t Universityy of Mannhe
eim.
My research in the past few
w years has focused on three main areas: (i)
risk
k and time p
preferences; (ii) their role in financial decision-ma
aking; (iii)
stattistical aspeccts of experim
ments.
Rissk and Time
e Preference
es
In a joint projject with Ma
arcela Ibañe
ez (Universityy of Götting
gen) and
ener (Universsity of Düsseldorf), I anallyze risk and time prefere
ences amongg the poor in
n Bogotá,
Gerhard Rie
Colombia. W
We use a lab
b-in-the-field
d experiment accompanie
ed by an exte
ensive houseehold survey on socioeconomic ch
haracteristicss to explore whether
w
and how individu
ual characteristics can expplain preferences.
In this conte
ext, we devellop a new, simple, and ccost-efficient method to elicit
e
experim
mentally (high
her-order)
risk preferen
nces (e.g., prudence). Th
his method a ddresses inconsistencies in choice tassks in a new way and
allows the computation
n of well-known, theoreetically derive
ed intensity measures oof prudence and risk
aversion.
Risk and Tiime Preferences in Fina
ancial Decis ion-making
g
Building on the previously mentione
ed project, I investigate intertempora
i
l decision-m
making with respect
r
to
household ssaving in tw
wo projects, focusing on the influencce of risk prreferences onn the optimal saving
decision, an
nd using the experimenta
e
l risk measurres and surve
ey data from Bogotá, Col ombia.
In the first p
paper (with M. Ibañez), we build on
n the intertem
mporal decision model bby Kőszegi and Rabin
(2009) and find that income uncerta
ainty is related
d to an incre
ease in saving
gs for loss-avverse individuals. This
increase is stronger the
e more loss--averse the iindividual is,, as we theo
oretically derrive from the abovemodel.
mentioned m
In the secon
nd paper (witth M. Ibañez and G. Rien
ner), I extend
d the theory of
o precautionnary saving connected
c
with pruden
nce, as introd
duced by Leland (1968),, to explain a non-binaryy saving dem
mand for risk-seeking
individuals. The results strongly sup
pport the theeoretical pre
ediction that uncertainty leads to inccreases in
savings for rrisk-averse and
a risk-seekiing prudent iindividuals.
The results o
of both studiies suggest that the poorr lack alterna
ative options to smooth cconsumption,, but they
also indicatte that preferrences predict field beha
avior with resspect to hou
usehold savinng. Both insights may
inform policcy-making in
n development contexts, as a failure in accumula
ating capital can result in poverty
when incom
me shocks can
nnot be smoo
othed.
Statistical A
Aspects of Experiments
In a joint prroject with Martin
M
Schlath
her (Universitty of Mannhe
eim), I develo
op a methodd to assign su
ubjects or
clusters optiimally to posssibly multiple
e treatment a
and control groups
g
in (fie
eld) experimeents, using a theoretically derived decision statistic.
s
The method cre ates comparrable experim
mental grou ps and incre
eases the
validity and
d efficiency of
o estimation (Schneider and Schlath
her, 2017). Additionally,
A
I provide a software
implementa
ation as Stata
a ado-package. I have b
been involved
d in applying
g this methodd and have applied
a
it
myself in a joint projectt with G. Riener and Val entin Wagne
er (Universityy of Düsseldoorf), in a fielld experiment with scchools in Ge
ermany, desig
gned to test tthe effectiven
ness of differrent treatmennt assignmen
nt mechanisms.
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Moreover, the method for elicitation of (higher-order) risk preferences mentioned in (i) builds on a statistical approach named P-spline regression, which I have extended by incorporating value constraints and a
solution for jointly data-driven smoothing of multiple derivatives of the spline function.
Future plans
I plan to continue investigating risk and time preferences and their role in decision-making. Together with
G. Riener, I intend to compare different elicitation methods for higher-order risk preferences, using lab
experiments. Continuing the previous work on loss aversion and prudence in Bogotá, I want to apply a
spatial model to explain these preferences by geographic variation. One of the foci of the EEG group is to
study how financial literacy affects preferences, and I intend to collaborate on this with the other members
of the group.
Lastly, I plan to extend the statistical work I have started in both areas.

Working papers
Schneider, S., Schlather, M. (2017). A New Approach to Treatment Assignment for One and Multiple
Treatment Groups, Courant Research Centre Discussion Paper No. 228.

Software
Software for the Min MSE Approach to Treatment Assignment for One And Multiple Treatment Groups
(realized as Stata ado-package).
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Armin Steinb
bach
Summary Re
eport
My research in terest largelyy rests on tw
wo pillars: cllassical legal analysis
surrrounding EU
U law, interna
ational law, and constituutional law, as
a well as
top
pics lying at th
he intersectio
on of law and
d economics..
In the field of EU law, myy recent worrk focused oon the legal study of
spillovers relevvant to the determinatio
on of comp
petences for financial
stability policiess and liquidity supplies by
b central baanks in the euro
e
area
(Co
ommon Marrket Law Revview, 2015). Spillover annalysis is alsso at the
hea
art of explorring an effecct-oriented lin
ne of jurispruudence deve
eloped by
the Court of Ju
ustice of the European Union
U
(CJEU)) throughout the debt
pean Law Reeview, 2016). However, tthese analyses have hitherto been laargely limited
d to legal
crisis (Europ
analysis. Wh
hile references are made
e to the econ
nomic literatu
ure, offering insights intoo macroecono
omic and
financial intterdependenccies, the lega
al analyses d
do not provid
de a theoretical or empirrical econom
mic underpinning on ttheir own. Ag
gainst this ba
ackground, m
my recent ressearch agend
da has been threefold. Fiirst, given
that from a legal perspe
ective the allo
ocation of co
ompetences in
i economic,, monetary, aand financial issues is
crucial for th
he future dessign of the EM
MU, I soughtt to gain a be
etter understanding of whhich legal de
esign may
be sound frrom an econ
nomic perspe
ective. As thee past legal disputes beffore the CJEEU on ESM and
a
OMT
have shown
n, the allocation of compe
etences on eeconomic and
d monetary issues
i
has beeen largely controverc
sial, particu
ularly becausse economicc reality and
d legal desig
gn have not coincided. Therefore, the future
design of co
ompetences must reflect to
t the closestt possible de
egree the und
derlying econnomic mecha
anisms at
work. Secon
nd, and relate
ed, I study th
he emergencee of new con
ncepts of fina
ancial stabilityy during the crisis, the
extent to wh
hich they connect to existing legal docctrine, and ho
ow they refle
ect different eeconomic und
derstandings. More specifically, distinct references to fin
nancial stability can be found
f
in thee ESM Treatyy and the
European Treaties, which may enshrrine different concepts containing diffe
erent standarrds. An assesssment of
these conce
epts requires a study of bo
oth the legall and econom
mic notions underlying
u
thhese conceptss. Third, I
want to und
derscore my legal doctrinal analysis by solid eco
onomic analysis. In my vview, interdisciplinary
approachess in the area of EU law and economiccs are underrepresented, and this lacck does not sufficiently
respond to the policy re
eality in whicch legal and economic isssues are heavily interwooven, making
g an ecogal analysis indispensab le. In this ve
ein, in a join
nt law and eeconomics prroject, we
nomic foundation of leg
sought to offfer an empiirical foundation to the C
CJEU’s interp
pretation of the no-bailouut clause and
d the ban
on monetarry financing (Internationa
al Review of LLaw and Eco
onomics, 201
17, joint withh Paul De Grrauwe). A
further anallysis at the la
aw and econ
nomics frontieer is the stud
dy of debt cu
uts: In a jointt project with
h Eckhard
Janeba, we
e want to explore the ecconomic ratio
onale inspiring the legal analysis off sovereign debt
d
cuts.
Employing both theorettical and em
mpirical analyysis, we wan
nt to model the impact oof debt cuts on fiscal
aving moral hazard impplications, we
e want to
compliance. While debtt cuts are tyypically referrred to as ha
capture fisca
al compliancce as depend
ding on both bailout expe
ectations and
d the level off debt – both determinants may p
produce amb
bivalent effeccts, which ren
nders an ana
alysis of debt cuts worthw
while. On the
e basis of
the theoreticcal and emp
pirical resultss, we seek an
n insight into
o the interpretation of thhe respective EU legal
rules. In futu
ure, I would like to identiify further ressearch areass where law and
a econom ics coincide and offer
additional in
nsight throug
gh integrating
g the method
dologies of both discipline
es.
Another stra
and of work connects
c
to policy-related
p
d work and iss as such also
o connected to my backg
ground as
civil servantt in the German Ministryy of the Eco
onomy. Some
e of my rece
ent work deaals with speccific legal
challenges tto policy imp
plementation issues, such
h as the prom
motion of structural reforrms under the existing
SGP (Europe
pean Journal of Legal Stud
dies, 2015). BBuilding on this
t work, I would
w
like to eexplore further policyrelated lega
al analyses. One
O major project is to co
omplement the discussion
n on an insu rance schem
me serving
as automatiic stabilizer (e
e.g., unemployment insu rance) from a legal persp
pective. The iinsurance me
echanism
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referred to in the EU’s Five Presidents Report, which aims at performing a macroeconomic function, gave
rise to various economic proposals implementing such a mechanism – in turn, I would like to study the
legal constraints associated with these institutional mechanisms, with a particular view to assessing which
insurance design could be implemented with the current EU Treaty design.
On the more classical law side of my research interests, I have recently focused on three aspects of German constitutional law. First, I looked into the independence of government agencies. The analysis adopts
a functional perspective by determining the adequacy of independence as a matter of the function to be
performed by the agency. In this vein, judicial restraint must be accepted where asymmetries in knowledge
and expertise materialize, to the extent that judicial control would be unable to review agency decisions
accurately. The comprehensibility or reproducibility of an agency’s decision are crucial in determining the
judicial ability to review. More broadly, the role of legislation, ministries, and courts in controlling or
reviewing agency decisions depends on the functional characteristics performed by the agency. Second,
and following a different strand of legal research, I have dealt with the implications of freedom of speech
in times of fake news and hate speeches. By reference to the conventional interpretation on the scope of
freedom of speech, I explore the normative foundations of an obligation towards factual truth in speech.
The constitutional analysis of this issue must be rooted in the notion of self-determination as characteristic
of the basic constitutional freedoms. Third, the freedom of religion is at the heart of a line of jurisprudence
by the CJEU, according to which companies enjoy wide leeway in banning religious symbols of employees
on the basis of the company’s right to self-branding. This jurisprudence raises questions regarding the
fundamental relationship between the scope of religious freedoms in the sphere of private employees.
While there is a well-established doctrine on religious symbols in the public sphere, the balancing of
religious freedom with employer’s rights has not been explored yet.
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Maj-Britt S
Sterba
Summary Report
I am a PhD candidate in
n economics at the Fried
drich Schiller University in
n
Jena and b
became a Research
R
Fellow at the M
Max Planck Institute forr
Research on
n Collective Goods
G
in Jan
nuary 2017. In the last six
s months, I
have used th
he broad inp
put from the workshops
w
aand seminars given at the
e
institute as w
well as from the
t classes offered at the University of Cologne to
o
develop my research focus further forr the next yeaars.
Work in pro
ogress
At the momeent, I am esta
ablishing a re
esearch collaaboration witth a German
n
municipa
ality that is interested in
n implementiing a civic crowdfunding
c
g project. W
While most crowdfunding
g
projects are private goods,
g
civic crowdfundin
ng essentiallyy aims at fina
ancing publi c or quasi-p
public goods,,
en being a local municip
pality. While civic crowdffunding projeects are becoming more
e
with the initiator ofte
and morre common, especially in
n the US, unttil now there
e has been no
n systematicc research on
n what moti-vates peo
ople to particcipate in a civic crowdfun
nding projectt and how these motivatioons translate
e into what iss
actually ffunded.
Such ressearch is valu
uable, howevver, especial ly given the fact that the concept is ooften praised
d not only ass
an altern
native way to finance pu
ublic goods in times of shrinking bu
udgets, but aalso as an instrument to
o
increase the feeling of community and citizeen participattion. This cla
aim, howeveer, critically relies
r
on the
e
assumption that civicc crowdfundin
ng is consisteent with our ideas of partticipation in a democracyy. Given thatt
there are
e heterogene
eous preferen
nces over thee types of pu
ublic goods needed, the decision of which publicc
goods to
o finance is likely to be an issue of distributional conflict. With monetaryy contribution
ns being the
e
crucial in
nstrument off the decision
n process, o ne should be
e even more
e concerned with questio
ons of social,,
regional, and material inequality when evalua
ating civic cro
owdfunding.
Looking at the conce
ept of civic crowdfunding
c
g from a ressearch perspective is part
rticularly interesting, as itt
comprise
es elements of
o usually disstinct actions,, such as cha
aritable giving, tax payingg, or voting. The generall
questions I would likke to addresss in this projject are, firstt, what influe
ences the am
mount people contribute,,
and seco
ond, what iss their motivvation and iif, given the
ese motivatio
ons, crowdfu nding platfo
orms can be
e
designed
d to counter inequality. Consultation
n with the municipality
m
will
w eventuallly reveal the
e aspects on
n
which I w
will focus in most
m
detail.
Regardin
ng the first question,
q
one
e can build o
on the behavioral insights into the aactions mentioned above
e
and desiign the instru
ument accord
dingly. It is no
ot guarantee
ed, however, that the reassons why peo
ople increase
e
their con
ntributions to
o charity, forr instance, ccan be direcctly translated
d to their giiving behavio
or in a civicc
crowdfun
nding projecct. Comparin
ng the incenttives for contributing in civic
c
crowdfuunding to oth
her forms off
funding and interactiion with the state
s
thus lea
ads to a varie
ety of hypoth
heses on indivvidual behavvior. Regard-ing the ssecond issue,, one could enable
e
the cittizens to sele
ect from a po
ool of compeeting proposa
als by simple
e
voting, a
and at the same time offe
er the possibiility to comm
mit oneself to contributing a certain am
mount even iff
a different project win
ns. Different ways of info rming people
e about this option could be tested for their effect..
To answe
er these quesstions, I am planning
p
to cconduct a randomized co
ontrolled triall, as the coop
peration with
h
the municipality offe
ers broad po
ossibilities to treat a large
e number off people andd to achieve a balanced
d
randomization. Once
e there are insights into the effects of
o different settings
s
in thhe implementation of the
e
crowdfun
nding projecct, it would be highly in
nstructive to run a lab experiment
e
tto clarify the
e underlying
g
mechaniisms.
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Research Agenda
A further topic I wish to pursue in the long term are fairness preferences with respect to global economic
inequalities. My motivation is that, while there are a number of elaborate normative theories on the role of
the individual with regard to global justice and responsibility, such as Thomas Pogge’s idea of a coercive
global order that one is morally obliged to try to reform, there seems to be a lack of research considering
the individual’s perception of the assumptions and conclusions postulated in these theories. As individuals
are more and more connected globally, the question of just how far our moral intuitions have adapted to
these facts is of prime interest.
It is not self-evident that people automatically consider inequality as unfair. As we know from previous
research, perceptions of fairness and responsibility are contested and critically hinge on the role we give to
individual achievements, luck, and efficiency considerations when forming our judgement. To what extent
the normative theories, on the one hand, and the institutions that are in place, on the other hand, are in
line with people’s individual fairness conceptions is an empirical question that I would like to address,
placing a focus on the question when people accept inequality and injustice and where they place their
own responsibility when they see that an institution in fact violates their fairness ideals.
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Matthias S
Sutter
I have becom
me a new director at the MPI in Auguust 2017 and
d have set up
p
a group of 12 post-docss and PhD-students who have started
d working att
ween Octob
ber 2017 and January 2
2018. The op
pportunity to
o
the MPI betw
move to the MPI and sett up such a large and proomising grou
up has come
e
as a surprisse to me whe
en I was con
ntacted by thhe Max Plancck Society in
n
g for a succcessor of Dirrector Martin
n
2016 when the society was looking
Hellwig, onee of the most eminent German
G
eco nomists. Alth
hough I had
d
been workin
ng as a gen
nerously end
dowed “Exceellence profe
essor” at the
e
University off Cologne – excellence professorshipss were installled when the
e
University off Cologne had become an “excellennce universityy” and these
e
professorshi ps were exte
ended to rese
earchers by innvitation of the Universityy
of Colog
gne – the ch
hance to beccome directo
or at an MPI was too tem
mpting and too prestigio
ous to resist..
Before m
moving to Cologne
C
in 2015,
2
I had been working as full professor
p
at the Europea
an Universityy
Institute (EUI) in Florrence, Italy. My
M academi c education in economiccs stems from
m the University of Inns-where I also held
h
a full pro
ofessor positiion for severa
al years befo
ore moving too the EUI in Florence.
F
bruck, w
During m
my academic education in Innsbrucck, the field of experime
ental econom
mics did not exist in the
e
curriculu
um and not a single eco
onomic experriment had ever
e
been ru
un at the Unniversity of In
nnsbruck. Byy
coincidence, my PhD
D-supervisor mentioned at the very end of my PhD-phase that my gam
me theoreticc
analysis of the voting
g power distribution in thee excessive deficit
d
procedure of the Euuropean Mon
netary Union
n
(which w
was my PhD-tthesis) would
d also be testtable in an economic
e
exp
periment. Thhis sparked my
m interest in
n
experime
ental work, and
a since tha
at time in latte 1998 I have been maiinly working with experim
mental meth-ods to in
nvestigate questions that were
w
often th
heory-driven,, but even mo
ore so applieed in nature (with respectt
to econo
omic policy or educational policies).
In the re
eport on my “Experimenta
al Economicss Group” I have
h
highligh
hted my mainn areas of re
esearch overr
the past four years. Here I would
d like to brieefly indicate why
w I am so fascinated bby these thre
ee areas and
d
how I wo
ould like to pursue various questions i n these areas.
1. Econo
omic decisio
on-making of
o children a
and teenagers
This worrk helps us better understtand how eco
onomic prefe
erences are shaped
s
in eaarly childhoo
od and in the
e
formative
e teenage yo
ours. Econom
mic preferencces (like risk and time pre
eferences, buut also social or competi-tive prefe
erences) havve been foun
nd to be veryy important for labor ma
arket successs later on in life (see myy
book forr the generall public on th
his topic, Suttter, 2014), but
b economicc theory has treated the formation off
these pre
eferences as a black boxx for ages. O
Only recentlyy, economistss have begunn to realize that a betterr
understa
anding of how economic preferences are formed may help us
u design inteerventions (liike in schooll
curricula
a) that will he
elp young hu
umans to striive later on. While this may
m sound nnarrowly conccentrated on
n
labor ma
arket outcom
mes, this is no
ot the case, as behaviora
al and experrimental econnomics has also
a
devoted
d
lots of attention to health related
d behavior (w
which his, of course, rele
evant for laboor markets), for instance
e
g., Sutter et al.,
a 2013; Su
utter and Glä
ätzle-Rützler, 2015). I find it enrichingg academica
ally, but also
o
(see, e.g
for socie
ety in genera
al, to study children’s and
d teenagers’ behavior an
nd what shappes their eco
onomic deci-sion-makking. In the next few yea
ars, I would l ike to learn more about the relationsship of economic prefer-ences wiithin familiess and turn that into a larg
ger research agenda (tha
at has startedd with Chow
wdhury et al.,,
2017).
2. Group decision-m
making
Partly driven by my academic
a
background in social psych
hology (I have
e a two-yearr background
d in it along-side my economics education),
e
I have always been interessted in how groups
g
of peoople make decisions
d
and
d
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what might be the pros and cons of group decision-making – compared to individual decision-making. In
reality, there is a considerable degree of self-selection of subjects into individual or group decision-making,
making it very hard to identify whether the type of decision maker – individual or group – has a significant
effect on economic decisions, experimental work allows for a random assignment of subjects into individual
or group decision-making. Since my first experiment on group decision-making (Kocher and Sutter, 2005),
I have been fascinated by the observation that group decision-making is much closer to the rational
behavior that is postulated in standard economics textbooks than individual decision-making is (see, e.g.,
Maciejovsky et al., 2013). This finding has upsides and downsides, however, as it can both decrease and
increase economic efficiency, depending on the game-theoretic structure of the problem (see Charness and
Sutter, 2012). In the coming years, I would like to learn more about the potential downsides, as the
economics research on this topic has, so far, concentrated on the upsides (a first contribution is Cooper
and Sutter, 2018).
3. Economics of credence goods
Medical services, repair services or taxi-rides in unknown cities are prime examples for credence goods.
They are characterized by an informational advantage of expert sellers over customers, leading to large
opportunities of sellers to exploit customers by overtreating them (providing too much or too high quality)
or overcharging them (for items or services that have not even been provided) (see, e.g., Balafoutas et al.,
2013, 2017; Kerschbamer et al., 2016). The market for such goods is huge, and so are the opportunities
for fraudulent behavior. Despite these opportunities, most of these markets work surprisingly well and
efficient. This can be for two reasons: good institutions (that avoid fraud, for example through warranties
and legal restrictions) or good morals. So far, the role of morals has not been explored. In more detail,
there is no study on the provision of credence goods that links personal characteristics of sellers with their
provision behavior. I plan to fill this gap by studying this link in several credence goods markets (like in the
financial industry or in the taxi market), because establishing such a link will help understand why even
fairly unregulated credence goods markets might work efficiently.
Besides these three main areas of research, I have expanded my research over the past four years into new
areas, such as (i) moral behavior in markets or how fairness concerns are affected if others may have
acquired their wealth through amoral behavior (see, e.g., Kirchler et al., 2016; Bortolotti et al., 2017), (ii)
analysis of equilibrium selection in coordination games (Charness et al., 2014), (iii) experimental finance
(see, e.g., Huber et al., 2017) or how the finance industry attracts less pro-social subjects than other
industries (Gill et al., 2018).
In addition to working on my own research, I am heavily involved in editing and refereeing papers. I am
Associate Editor for four journals (Management Science, Journal of the European Economic Association,
European Economic Review, and Economics Letters), editorial board member for two journals (Experimental Economics and Journal of the Economic Science Association) and I referee between 40 and 50
papers for peer-reviewed journals per year (among them all Top-5 journals in economics, but also Nature,
PNAS or Science).

Awards
2017

Hans Kelsen Prize of the University of Cologne

2016

Pater Johannes Schasching SJ Preis (Prize for the dialogue of economy, ethics and religion;
sponsored by Federation of Austrian Industries and Catholic Private University Linz)

2015

Exeter Prize for Research in Experimental Economics, Decision Theory and Behavioral Economics
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My research
h focuses on behavioral economics,
e
m
mostly combining experi-mental meth
hods and microeconomicc theory. Thrroughout myy time at the
e
Max Planck institute myy research broadly focussed on three
e interrelated
d
topics: (1) in
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ndogeneity, (2) risk, and ((3) dishonestt behavior.
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al endogene
eity
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ee projects w
with various colleagues
c
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the Max Pla
anck institute
e, which inve
estigate the eeffects of the
e generating
g
process of a sanctioning institution
n, i.e., wheether the insstitution wass
endogen
nously or exo
ogenously gen
nerated, on ccompliance behavior
b
and
d institutionall design.
Building on existing literature, in the paper ““Inherited Insstitutions: Cooperation inn the Light off Democraticc
Legitimacy”, with Pascal Langenbach, we exxperimentallyy investigate whether thee procedural history of a
n affects coo
operation in a social dilem
mma. Subjects inherit thee institutional setting from
m
sanctioning institution
a previou
us generation of subjects who either d
decided on th
he implemen
ntation of thee institution democratical-ly by ma
ajority vote or
o were exog
genously asssigned a settting. In order to isolate tthe impact of
o the voting
g
procedurre, no inform
mation abou
ut the cooperration historyy is provided
d. In line witth existing empirical evi-dence, w
we observe that,
t
in the starting gen eration, coo
operation is higher (loweer) with a de
emocraticallyy
chosen ((rejected) insttitution, as compared to the correspo
onding, rand
domly imposeed setting. In
n the second
d
generatio
on, the proccedural history only partlly affects cooperation. While
W
there iss no positive
e democracyy
effect wh
hen the institution is implemented, the vote-bassed rejection
n of the insttitution negatively affectss
cooperattion in the se
econd genera
ation. The efffect size is sim
milar to that in
i the first geeneration.
In a seco
ond related project,
p
“No Status Quo Effect in Votiing on Sanctions in Sociaal Dilemmas””, we experi-mentallyy investigate whether in a social dileemma the in
nstitutional sttatus quo in fluences voting over the
e
nal setting and
institution
a
subseque
ent commitm
ment to the in
nstitution's inherent norm
ms. Subjects are
a asked to
o
decide a
about the implementation
n of a non-d
deterrent san
nction rule in
n a public-gooods setting via majorityy
vote. Tre
eatments diffe
er with respe
ect to whetheer or not the sanction rule
e is already in place whe
en the voting
g
decision is made. The
T
results re
eveal that n either the su
ubjects’ votin
ng decisionss nor their beliefs
b
aboutt
contributtions reflect a pull of the status quo. A
Actual contriibutions are not affected by the initial institutionall
state.
While the previous tw
wo projects focused
f
on ccompliance behavior,
b
the
e third paperr focuses on the effect off
institution
nal endogen
neity on institutional dessign. In partticular, the paper
p
“Instituutional Endo
ogeneity and
d
Third-pa
arty Punishme
ent in Social Dilemmas”, with Isabel Marcin and Pedro Robal o, studies exxperimentallyy
dogeneity affe
ects the severity of punish
hment in social dilemmass. We allow iindividuals to
o vote on the
e
how end
introducttion of third--party-admin
nistered sancctions, and compare
c
situations in whhich the ado
option of thiss
institution
n is endogen
nously decide
ed via majorrity voting to situations in
n which it is exogenouslyy imposed byy
the expe
erimenter. Our
O experime
ental design precludes th
he self-selecttion and sig nalling effeccts that arise
e
when subjects can vo
ote on the insstitutional settting. We find
d that punish
hment is signnificantly high
her when the
e
sanctioning institution
n is exogeno
ous, which ca
an be explain
ned by a difference in thee effectivenesss of punish-ubjects respo
ond to punisshment more
re strongly when
w
the san
nctioning insstitution is endogenouslyy
ment. Su
chosen. A
As a result, a given coop
peration levell can be reacched through
h milder puniishment whe
en third-partyy
sanctionss are endoge
enous.
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Risk
During my PhD studies at Maastricht University, I worked on several studies relating to risk-sharing. Risksharing arrangements diminish the individuals’ vulnerability to probabilistic events that negatively affect
their financial situation. This is because risk-sharing implies redistribution, as lucky individuals support the
unlucky ones. In the study “Risk-taking and Risk-sharing: Does Responsibility Matter?”, with Elena Cettolin,
which I revised for publication in the Journal of Risk and Uncertainty during my time at the Max Planck
institute, we hypothesize that responsibility for risky choices decreases the willingness of individuals to share
risk by dampening redistribution motives, and we investigate this conjecture with a laboratory experiment.
Responsibility is created by allowing participants to choose between two different risky lotteries before they
decide how much risk they share with a randomly matched partner. Risk-sharing is then compared to a
treatment where risk exposure is randomly assigned. We find that average risk-sharing does not depend
on whether individuals can control their risk exposure. However, we observe that when individuals are
responsible for their risk exposure, risk-sharing decisions are systematically conditioned on the risk exposure of the sharing partner, whereas this is not the case when risk exposure is random.
In the study “An Experimental Investigation of Risk-sharing and Adverse Selection”, with Jan Potters and
Arno Riedl, which I also revised for publication in the Journal of Risk and Uncertainty during my time at the
Max Planck institute, we investigate whether adverse selection hampers the effectiveness of voluntary risksharing, and study how differences in risk profiles affect adverse selection in a laboratory experiment.
Across treatments, we vary how risk profiles differ between individuals. We find strong evidence for adverse
selection if the individuals’ risk profiles can be ranked according to first-order stochastic dominance, and
only little evidence for adverse selection if risk profiles can only be ranked according to mean-preserving
spreads. We observe the same pattern also for anticipated adverse selection. These results suggest that the
degree to which adverse selection erodes voluntary risk-sharing arrangements crucially depends on the
form of risk heterogeneity.
While I have been extensively studying risky behavior in a situational context, I also extended my research
into investigating the stability of risk attitudes over time. The paper “Stability of Risk Attitudes and Media
Coverage of Economic News”, with Maria Zumbuehl, investigates the impact of exogenous changes in the
economic environment on the risk attitudes of individuals. We combine data on media coverage of economic news with information from the German Socioeconomic Panel Study on the self-stated willingness to
take risks. The average daily frequency of economic news reports is measured for different time frames
preceding the date of the risk attitude elicitation. We find that, while a short-term increase in good news is
positively related to the willingness to take risks, the relation is negative if we consider a long-term increase.
An increase in negative economic news coverage is negatively related to the willingness of individuals to
take risks, irrespectively of the time frame. A positive (negative) correlation between bad (good) news
coverage and the individuals' worries about the economic state suggests that changes in risk perception
may partly mediate the relation between news coverage and risk attitudes.
Dishonest behavior
Relating to my studies on risk-sharing and institutional endogeneity, I have been investigating dishonest
behavior in an insurance context. In the paper “Compulsory versus Voluntary Insurance: How Contract
Formation Affects Fraudulent Behavior”, with Lars Freund, we investigate whether the process that leads to
the formation of an insurance contract affects ex-post moral hazard. In a laboratory experiment, we
compare false loss-reporting behavior under compulsory insurance to a setting in which individuals can
freely choose their insurance coverage. We find that cheating is significantly lower under compulsory
insurance, and that this effect is driven by the individuals' self-selection into the insurance contract. Our
results reveal that compulsory insurance is not only an effective measure to avoid adverse selection, but at
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the same time also results in more honest behavior among the insured, as compared to the case of
voluntary insurance.
Furthermore, I studied dishonest behavior in the form of false feedback. In the paper “A Must Lie Situation
– Avoiding Giving Negative Feedback”, with Uri Gneezy, Christina Gravert, and Silvia Saccardo, which I
revised for publication in Games and Economic Behavior during my time at the Max Planck institute, we
examine under what conditions people provide accurate feedback to others. We use feedback regarding
attractiveness, a trait people care about, and for which objective information is hard to obtain. Our results
show that people avoid giving accurate face-to-face feedback to less attractive individuals, even if lying in
this context comes at a monetary cost to both the person who gives the feedback and the receiver. A
substantial increase of these costs does not increase the accuracy of feedback. However, when feedback is
provided anonymously, the aversion to giving negative feedback is reduced.

Publications (since 2014)
Articles in Peer-reviewed Journals
Gneezy, U., Gravert, C., Saccardo, S. & Tausch, F. (2017). A Must Lie Situation: Avoiding Giving Negative
Feedback. Games and Economic Behavior, 102, 445–454
Cettolin, E. & Tausch, F. (2015). Risk taking and risk sharing. Does responsibility matter? Journal of Risk
and Uncertainty, 50(3), 229–248
Tausch, F., Potters, J. & Riedl, A. (2014). An experimental investigation of risk sharing and adverse selection. Journal of Risk and Uncertainty, 48(2), 167–186
Preprints
Langenbach, P. & Tausch, F. (2017). Inherited Institutions: Cooperation in the Light of Democratic Legitimacy. Bonn: Max Planck Institute for Research on Collective Goods, 2017/1
Marcin, I., Robalo, P. & Tausch, F. (2016). Institutional Endogeneity and Third-party Punishment in Social
Dilemmas. Bonn: Max Planck Institute for Research on Collective Goods, 2016/6
Tausch, F. & Zumbuehl, M. (2016). Stability of risk attitudes and media coverage of economic news. Bonn:
Max Planck Institute for Research on Collective Goods, 2016/2
Unpublished working papers
Freund, L. & Tausch, F. (2017). Compulsory versus Voluntary Insurance: How Contract Formation Affects
Fraudulent Behavior
Langenbach, P. & Tausch, F. (2016). No status quo effect in voting on sanctions in social dilemmas
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Em
manuel V. TTowfigh
The
e period covvered by thiss report wass an intense transitory stage that
eve
entually led m
me to a tenured professorship at EBS University in
n Wiesbaden
n. After retur ning from the US in late 2013
2
(wheree I had held a position
as a Global Reesearch Fello
ow and Hauser Researchh Scholar at the New
Yorrk Universityy School of Law and su
ubsequently served as a Visiting
Pro
ofessor of La
aw at the Un
niversity of Virginia
V
Schoool of Law), I mainly
focused on inttegrating the
e different strands of rresearch on political
parrties, which I had pursued
d at the MPI and
a during m
my stay in the
e US, into
my habilitation
n thesis. This was publish
hed in 2015
5 under the title
t
“Das
Parrteien-Parado
ox. Ein Beitrag zur Besstimmung dees Verhältniisses von
Demokratie und
d Parteien” [The Party Paradox. A Coontribution to Defining
nship between Democraccy and Politiccal Parties]. The
T past yea
ars were alsoo characterizzed by an
the Relation
immense teaching load,, as I held viisiting or act ing professorships at the
e Universities of Göttingen (Winter
2014/15), M
Münster (Sum
mmer 2015), and at the H
Humboldt Un
niversity in Be
erlin (Winter 2015/16), covering a
breadth of different cou
urses and sem
minars, from
m Law & Economics to La
aw & Religioon to Europea
an Union
Law and to doctrinal pre
eparatory cou
urses for fina
al-year law sttudents.
On a more general leve
el, one could describe myy research program as on
ne that has aan emphasis on, but is
not limited tto, public law
w. Principally, I pursue it b
by applying methods
m
of behavioral
b
laaw and econo
omics, an
approach q
quite alien to classical Ge
erman legal scholarship. My research
h focuses onn the questio
on of how
law can havve an effectivve influence on individua
al behavior in
n order to so
olve specific ssocietal prob
blems, the
main objectt of investiga
ation being organization
ns — i.e., th
he question how
h
humanss overcome collective
action problems by form
ming, and co
onstituting, o
organizations, and at wha
at cost that ccomes. The organizao
tions I studyy range from
m cities and municipal
m
law
w to political parties and religious com
mmunities, multi-level
m
internationa
al legal frame
eworks, such as the Europ
pean Union, and private corporationss.
The (book) project that had my pre
edominant a ttention in 2013–15
2
wass the aforem
mentioned ha
abilitation
olitical partiess. The cornerrstone of myy argument iss that politica
al parties aree a contingen
nt rational
thesis on po
response to the institutio
ons and cultu
ural context th
hat were form
med followin
ng our leitmootif of democcracy as a
competitive struggle of divergent in
ndividual an d group inte
erests. Partie
es help orgaanize this co
ompetitive
process, but we pay a price for them in that th e acceptance of political decisions ddecreases under party
involvementt.
With a view
w to the core
e methods th
hat the institu
ute pursues, it may be noteworthy too mention that I have
published – together with
w
Niels Pettersen, Markkus Englerth, Sebastian Goerg,
G
Stefaan Magen, Alexander
A
Morell (all ccurrent or former membe
ers/affiliates of MPI Bonn
n), and Klauss Ulrich Schm
molke (forme
erly at the
MPI Hambu
urg) – an English version
n of our “Eco
onomic Meth
hods for Law
wyers” textboook in 2015 (softcover
version 2017), and also a revised second edition of the Germ
man-language textbook inn 2017.

Awards / Honors
Award of the University Society
S
Münsster for the beest habilitatio
on (2015)
2011–2016
6: Elected Member
M
of th
he Junge Akkademie an der Berlin-Brandenburgiischen Akademie der
Wissenschafften und der Nationalen
n Akademie der Wissensschaften Leo
opoldina [Yooung Academ
my at the
Berlin-Brand
denburg Aca
ademy of Scie
ences and H umanities an
nd the German National Academy off Sciences
Leopoldina]. 2014-2016
6: member of
o the Board; 2015: speak
ker of the board
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Publications (since 2014)
Articles in Peer-reviewed Journals
Towfigh, E. V. (2016). Rational Choice and Its Limits. German Law Journal, 17(5), 763–778
Towfigh, E. V., Goerg, S., Glöckner, A., Leifeld, P., Llorente-Saguer, A., Bade, S. & Kurschilgen, C. (2016).
Do direct-democratic procedures lead to higher acceptance than political representation? Experimental
survey evidence from Germany. Public Choice, 167(1), 47–65
Morell, A., Glöckner, A. & Towfigh, E. V. (2015). Sticky rebates: Loyalty rebates impede rational switching
of consumers. Journal of Competition Law and Economics, 11(2), 431–461
Beckenkamp, M., Engel, C., Glöckner, A., Irlenbusch, B., Hennig-Schmidt, H., Kube, S., … Towfigh, E. V.
(2014). First Impressions are More Important than Early Intervention: Qualifying Broken Windows Theory in
the Lab. International Review of Law and Economics, 37, 126–136
Towfigh, E. V. (2014). Empirical arguments in public law doctrine: Should empirical legal studies make a
“doctrinal turn”? International Journal of Constitutional Law, 12(3), 670–691
Articles (not peer-reviewed)
Towfigh, E. V. & Glöckner, A. (2016). Messgenauigkeit und Fairness in Staatsprüfungen. Aktuelle Studien
zeigen Gruppen-Unterschiede in juristischen Examina auf [Measurement Accuracy and Fairness in State
Exams. Current Studies show Group Differences in Legal State Examinations]. Anwaltsblatt, (10), 706–709
Towfigh, E. V. & Schönfeldt, K. (2016). Fraktionslos – Rechtlos? Methodik im Öffentlichen Recht: Übungsklausur Staatsorganisationsrecht [Independents Without Rights? Methods in Public Law: Trial Exam in
Constitutional Law]. Juristische Ausbildung, (11), 1321–1331
Towfigh, E. V. (2015). “Niemand kann zwei Herren dienen”: Überlegungen zu einer Kollisionsdogmatik für
öffentliche Unternehmen in privater Rechtsform. Deutsches Verwaltungsblatt, 16, 1016–1023
Towfigh, E. V. (2015). „Nur erst, wenn dir die Form ganz klar ist, wird dir der Geist klar werden.“ – Zum
grundgesetzlichen Gebot der Normenklarheit. Juristische Arbeitsblätter, 47(2), 81–86
Towfigh, E. V. & Glöckner, A. (2015). Entscheidungen zwischen „Intuition“ und „Rationalität“. Deutsche
Richterzeitung, 7/8, 270–273
Towfigh, E. V., Traxler, C. & Glöckner, A. (2014). Zur Benotung in der Examensvorbereitung und im ersten
Examen: eine empirische Analyse. Zeitschrift für Didaktik der Rechtswissenschaft, 1(1), 8–27
Books
Towfigh, E. V. & Petersen, N. (2nd ed., 2017). Ökonomische Methoden im Recht. Eine Einführung für
Juristen, 291 p. Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck
Towfigh, E. V. (2015). Das Parteien-Paradox. Ein Beitrag zur Bestimmung des Verhältnisses von Demokratie
und Parteien (Habilitation Universität Münster 2014), 286 p. Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck
Towfigh, E. V. Petersen, N., Englerth, M., Goerg, S., Magen, S., Morell, A. & Schmolke, K. U. (2015).
Economic Methods for Lawyers (revised and extended English edition of “Ökonomische Methoden im
Recht”), 224 p. Cheltenham: Edward Elgar International Academic Publisher
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Book Chapters
Ulrich, J. & Towfigh, E. V. (2017). Kommentierung der Artt. 4, 44-50, 96 DSGVO [Commentary of Artt. 4,
44-50, 96 of the General Data Protection Regulation]. In Sydow (Ed.), Europäische Datenschutzgrundverordnung. Baden-Baden: Nomos
Towfigh, E. V. & Chatziathanasiou, K. (2017). Ökonomische Aspekte der Durchsetzung des Verbraucherschutzrechts. In H. Schulte-Nölke & Bundesministerium der Justiz und für Verbraucherschutz (Eds.), Neue
Wege zur Durchsetzung des Verbraucherrechts, 97–126. Berlin: Springer
Towfigh, E. V. & Traxler, C. (2016). Nudges Polarize! In Kemmerer, Möllers, Steinbeis & Wagner (Eds.),
Choice Architecture in Democracies, 323–327. Baden-Baden: Nomos and Hart Publishing
Towfigh, E. V. (2015). Politische Parteien und Gewaltenteilung – Einsichten der Public-Choice-Theorie. In
J. Krüper, H. Merten & T. Poguntke, (Eds.), Parteienwissenschaften, 283–302. Baden-Baden: Nomos
Towfigh, E. V. (2015). The economic paradigm. In E. V. Towfigh, N. Petersen, M. Englerth, S. Goerg &
S. Magen (Eds.), Economic methods for lawyers, 18–31. Cheltenham: Elgar
Towfigh, E. V. (2015). Public and social choice theory. In E. V. Towfigh, N. Petersen, M. Englerth, S. Goerg
& S. Magen (Eds.), Economic methods for lawyers, 121–145. Cheltenham: Elgar
Newspaper Article
Towfigh, E. V. (2015). Die Parteien entbehrlicher machen [Making Parties More Dispensable], FAZ,
Nr. 204, p. 8
Working Papers
Towfigh, E. V., Waubert de Puiseau, B. & Glöckner, A. Why Do People Obey The Law? A Multi-Factorial
Empirical Study

Lectures and Seminar Presentations
2014
Political Parties and the Separation of Powers. Insights of the Public-Choice Theory
Symposium “Parteienwissenschaften”, Düsseldorf University
29 March 2014
Concerning the Grading during the Preparation of the Examination and in the Examination Itself
Competence Centre for Legal Learning and Teaching, University of Cologne
25 June 2014
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2015
Chairman, Panel “Risk, Choice, and Autonomy”
Conference “Choice Architectures in Democracies: Questioning the Legitimacy of Nudging”, Humboldt
University, Berlin
13 January 2015
2016
Economic Aspects of the Enforcement of Customer Protection Law
Consumer Rights Day 2016, New Paths in the Enforcement of Consumer Law, Federal Ministry of Justice
and Consumer Protection, Berlin
15 April 2016
Religious Education in Germany: Constitutional Framework and Legal Implementation
Religious Education and its Impact on Identity, Integration, and Social Cohesion: An Interdisciplinary
German-Egyptian Research Colloquium, Cairo
2 June 2016
Democracy without Parties
Conference “Future Perspectives”, Karl Franzens University Graz
14 October 2016
2017
Countering Discrimination in Universities
Public Debate of the Committee for Science and Arts of the State Parliament of Bavaria, Munich
8 February 2017
Experience and Handling of Uncertainty in Different Types of Companies (public, family-run, and
stock market-listed)
7th Austrian Day of the Advisory Board, Business University Vienna
2 March 2017
Perspectives of Empirical Legal Studies in Law School Curricula
Didactics Workshop, Ruhr University Bochum
24 March 2017
The Reservation of Freedom for Individuals: What are the “Personal Affairs” of Humans as Social
Beings?
Symposium “Images of Man in Law”, Friedrich Alexander University, Erlangen-Nürnberg, Erlangen
6 April 2017
Inaugural Address at EBS Law School
EBS Law School, Wiesbaden
12 July 2017
Empirical Methods in Law
Munich Talks about the Science of Public Law, Ludwig Maximilian University, Munich
18 July 2017
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Teaching
fall 2013/14–
spring 2015

Religion and Morals in the Law of the Post-national State: Revisited from a
Behavioral Perspective. Social Science College of the National Academic
Foundation (together with Stefan Magen)

fall 2014/15

Administrative Law for final-year students (Examinatorium)
Göttingen University
Public Administration
Göttingen University
State & Church Law
Göttingen University
Seminar, “Topical Decisions in State & Church Law” (together with Peter Unruh)
Göttingen University

spring 2015

Constitutional Law (Lecture, Staatsorganisationsrecht [State Organisation Law])
Münster University
Municipal Law for final-year students (Unirep Kommunalrecht)
Münster University
Seminar, “The Legal Construction of Democratic Legitimation from a Comparative Constitutional as Public International Law Perspective” (joint with Niels
Petersen)
Münster University

fall 2015/16

European Law
Humboldt University Berlin
Lecture, Law and Religion
Humboldt University Berlin
Lecture, Economic Analysis of Law
Humboldt University Berlin

summer term 2016

Practice in Public Law for advanced students
EBS University Law School
Lecture, Community Law
EBS University Law School
Preparation Course, State Examination: Community Law
EBS University Law School
Law Term Intensive Course, European Union Law
EBS University Law School
Studienstiftung des deutschen Volkes and Max Weber Program, Summer
Academy, August 2016, AG “Recht und Verhalten” (with Indra Spiecker (Döhmann))
EBS University Law School
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spring term 2017

Lecture, Civil Rights and Constitutional Process Law II
EBS University Law School
Doctoral Colloqium
EBS University Law School

fall term 2017

Lecture, General Administrative Law and Constitutional Process Law
EBS University Law School and Business School
Lecture, Methods of Social Science within the law – especially within the area of
Law and Economics
EBS University Law School and Business School
Doctoral Colloqium
EBS University Law School and Business School
Exam Preparation Course, State Examination
EBS University Law School and Business School
Lecture, A Rational Choice and Political Economy Perspective on the Law
im Modul, Introduction to Law and Economics
EBS University Law School and Business School

Professional Activities
Senior Editor, German Law Journal
Selection Committee, German National Academic Foundation
Advisory Council, Kirche und Recht journal
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An
nna Unterttrifaller
I am
m a fourth-yeear PhD stud
dent at the Max Planck Insstitute for Ressearch on
Collective Good
ds and I am part of the Experimental
E
l Economics Group of
of. Matthias SSutter, which
h I joined on
n 1 June 201
Pro
17. I hold a Master’s
deg
gree in Econ omics from the
t Universityy of Verona,, Italy, and sttarted my
docctoral studiees at the Co
ologne Grad
duate Schoool of Econom
mics and
Soccial Sciences in October 2014. My re
esearch conceerns two bro
oad areas
of interest: (i) the develop
pment of preferences aand behavio
or during
childhood and adolescence
e, and (ii) moral behavioor. I am inve
estigating
these concepts by running experimentss both in thee field (kind
dergarten,
sch
hool) and in the lab. In the last yea
ars, I have bbeen working
g on five
research projeccts, which I de
escribe in the
e following.
ent of Preferrences and Behavior du
uring Childh
hood and Adolescence
A
Developme
In my first project toge
ether with my
m advisor, M
Matthias Suttter, we invesstigated the roots of cooperative
Social interacction relies crucially on mutual coo
operation in order to acchieve synerrgies and
behavior. S
increase the
e welfare of human socie
ety. In a stud y conducted in kindergarten, we exa mine the onttogeny of
willingness to
the human w
o cooperate. We let four--year-old and five-year-o
old children aand their parrents play
an experimental prisoner’s dilemma game and
d focus on how children
n’s cooperattion is relate
ed to the
parental soccio-economicc background
d, the parentts’ own coop
peration beha
avior, and thheir subjective
e perception of theirr child. We fiind that pare
ents with hig her educatio
on levels have children w
who are more
e likely to
cooperate. TThe likelihoo
od of parentss and childreen cooperatiing is positively, albeit innsignificantly,, aligned.
Being perce
eived to be su
uperior to pe
eers is related
d to higher cooperation rates.
r
Taken ttogether, our findings
indicate a sstrong relatio
on between socioeconom
mic status as well as pa
arental perceeption and children’s
c
cooperation
n levels. Our research thu
us contributess to a better understandin
ng of the onttogeny and heterogeh
neity in the w
willingness of
o humans to cooperate.
A second prroject regard
ding children’s behavior cconcerns the developmen
nt of grit. Griit – the abilitty to work
persistently and tenacio
ously on a ta
ask – is high
hly predictive
e for achievement and ssuccess in life. In an
al setting, Matthias Sutter, Claudia Z
Zoller (a form
mer PhD stud
dent at the U
University of Cologne
experimenta
and now a PhD studentt at the MPI)), and I anallyze the deve
elopment of grit and its potential correlations
during earlyy childhood, by letting 44
40 children ag
ged between
n three and six work on a real-effort ta
ask for as
long as theyy wanted to. Giving the children the p
possibility to decide
d
when to work on tthe task – either today
or tomorrow
w – shows that those who
o execute thee task on the
e following da
ay provide siignificantly le
ess effort.
In addition, we find thatt the ability of
o children to
o work persistently on a task relates to their willin
ngness to
challenge th
hemselves in an unrelate
ed exercise. O
Our results shed
s
light on the developpment of gritt and can
be used as a first step towards
t
designing interveentions foste
ering the ability to work ppersistently and
a tenaciously on ta
asks.
My third pro
oject in this area
a
is aboutt financial litteracy. The project
p
is financed by the Diligentia fo
oundation
and joint w
work with Matthias
M
Sutte
er, Michael Weyland (Pädagogische
e Hochschulee Ludwigsbu
urg), and
Manuel Fro
oitzheim (a PhD
P
student at the Univeersity of Sieg
gen). Given the ever-incrreasing complexity of
financial pro
oducts and markets,
m
bein
ng financiallyy literate beccomes more and more im
mportant. Sp
pecifically,
financial lite
eracy has be
een found to help avoid ccostly mistak
kes in financial decision-m
making. How
wever, the
channel through which it operates has largely rremained un
nclear. We fo
ocus on how
w school inte
erventions
fostering fin
nancial literacy affect the
e economic d
decision-mak
king of 9th- and
a 10th-gradders in the short
s
and
long term. W
We are curre
ently in the process of colllecting data. We hypothe
esize that beeing financiallly literate
reduces riskk aversion an
nd increasess patience in
n economic decision-mak
d
king, becausee we expect financial
literacy to he
elp in better assessing rissk and evalua
ating intertem
mporal trade-offs.
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Moral Behavior
My second line of research concerns moral behavior. Together with Thomas Lauer (University of Cologne),
I ran a laboratory experiment regarding individual lying aversion of group members in a group setting. The
importance of group work has been emphasized in the literature. However, a necessary condition for the
success of a group is that its members are honest to each other. While researchers have extensively studied
lying aversion in individual settings, there exists little research about how individual lying aversion changes
in a group context. We find that one third of all subjects condition their dishonesty on the dishonesty of
their group members. Having one dishonest group member is enough for these “conditional liars" to switch
from honesty to dishonesty, regardless of the consequences a lie has on the other group members. The
number of dishonest group members, however, determines the extent of a lie. Specifically, subjects tell
bigger lies the more group members are dishonest. Concerning the heterogeneity of liar types, we find that
conditional liars, in general, tell smaller lies than subjects who are always dishonest do. These results
increase our understanding regarding conditional lying, which is of practical importance, especially in
areas where one is interested in fostering the honest sharing of information.
The last project concerning moral behavior is joint work with Caroline Stein, a PhD student at the Cologne
Graduate School, and it concerns decision-making in moral dilemmas and how this affects performance.
From the literature, we know that individuals value holding decision rights because they are a means to
implement a preferred choice and provide individuals ex ante with control. We focus on the ex post
valuation of decision rights and consider the behavioral consequences of having made either a moral or
an immoral decision. We find that those workers who execute a moral decision they have made themselves
perform better in a real-effort task than those who act under a moral decision they are not responsible for.
This result holds when we control for possible selection effects. We also find that, when workers have to
execute an employer's moral decision, the performance of workers does not depend on their own moral
choices. Our results provide valuable insights for the field of compliance management, automated systems,
as well as law and economics, where the question regarding the trade-off between ensuring moral behavior and allowing for moral discretion emerges.
Future Plans
In the next years, I plan to continue and expand the projects I have been working on during the last years. I
will especially concentrate on the topic of financial literacy and analyze the long-term effects of a school
intervention fostering this ability. I plan to initiate further projects regarding the development of preferences
during childhood and adolescence, and to work on the determinants and consequences of moral behavior.
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Eugenio Verrrina
Summary re port
I jo
oined the M
Max Planck In
nstitute for Research
R
on Collective Goods
G
in
October 2016 as a Researrch Fellow of
o the IMPRS “Uncertainty” and a
PhD
D candidate in economics at the Colo
ogne Graduaate School. My
M current
sup
pervisors are Prof. Dr. Eng
gel at the MP
PI and Prof. D
Dr. Rockenba
ach at the
University of Co
ologne. Since my start he
ere, I have innvested my time
t
both
a
ed
ducational acctivities and in shaping w
what will be my main
in advanced
research focus iin the next ye
ears.
Reg
garding the first, I had the opportun
nity to take a variety of high-level
h
cou
urses to stren
ngthen and deepen
d
my knowledge
k
inn fields such as econame theory, and experimental econ
nomics, as well
w as ventu
uring into neeighboring disciplines
d
ometrics, ga
(psychologyy, philosophyy, and law) through workkshops and seminars.
s
Th
his combinatiion of key sk
kills every
economist sshould possess and insigh
hts into othe r social scien
nces allows research
r
to bbecome reallyy innovative and valu
he major stre
engths of our institute.
uable and is,, in my opinion, one of th
Concerning my research
h activities, I continued w
working on a study carrie
ed out for m
my Master’s th
hesis and
developed n
new projects that are hop
pefully going to become part
p of my diissertation in the next yea
ars. In the
former project, togetherr with coauth
hors from th
he University of Trento, we
w provide a test of the effect of
o break a
aggressive ffiscal policiess on tax compliance in thee lab. Our exxperimental setup allows tax agents to
deontologiccal rule conccerning the implementattion of auditts in a grou
up of taxpayyers. In one incentive
condition, ta
ax agents ha
ave a direct monetary
m
ben
nefit from higher complia
ance; in anoother, they ha
ave none.
Taxpayers, on the otherr hand, go through a ph
hase of stringent controlss under theirr tax agents and one
where auditt probabilitiess are fixed an
nd implemen
nted by a ran
ndom device,, as is usuallyy done in exp
periments
on tax evassion. We find that tax agents
a
bend the rules to
o their advantage. Manyy either perfform very
frequent audits or place them in a sttrategic way,, thus enforcing a norm of
o high comppliance. Thosse following the rules have no su
uccess. Surprrisingly, this iis true for bo
oth incentive conditions. TTaxpayers exxposed to
such audit sstrategies dissplay nearly full
f complian
nce and conttinue to do so
s also whenn tax agents are inactive. We con
nclude that cunning
c
fisca
al policies ca
an effectively be used by tax authoritiies, if it is tra
ansparent
that they lea
ad to higher overall compliance. Thiss establishes a virtuous norm that cann have positiive spillovers even in
n domains wh
here the state has less co
oercive powe
er. Our work offers an innnovative experimental
framework tto test relatio
onships of power betweeen tax authorrities and taxxpayers and can be adapted to a
variety of re
esearch questtions. A great advantage of lab experriments is that they can esstablish clearr causality
relationships and open the
t way to co
ontrolled ma
anipulations in the field. Evidence
E
preesented in ou
ur study is
onclusive, bu
ut may hopefully encourag
surely not co
ge this venture.
I have also been working on other re
esearch rega
arding moral decision-ma
aking. In this context, I am
m particularly interestted in what drives
d
econo
omic decision
ns that have a moral dim
mension. Therre are manyy practical
instances, ranging from
m charitable giving to eth
hically consccious consum
mption decisi ons, in whicch undere underlying motivations of such choiices can be extremely
e
rele
evant. Often this type of decisions
standing the
are guided by moral values and peo
ople feel the need to justtify their choices within a coherent picture that
they draw fo
or themselve
es and otherss. In this sen
nse, a very im
mportant too
ol used to telll a compelling moral
story about oneself are narratives.
n
Narratives aree descriptionss of the realitty that we telll ourselves and others
to rationalizze certain acctions. As arg
gued just now
w, they play a crucial ro
ole in the mooral domain,, because
they offer a way to organize actions coherently. TThrough narrratives, we tyypically try to draw a pictu
ure where
one’s selfish
h action can be more ea
asily justified.. Take the example of giving some m
money to a homeless
person on tthe street. Typical
T
justificcations for n
not giving an
nything will be that this person mayy use the
money to b
buy alcohol or for otherr inappropria
ate aims; further, one could argue that there should be
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governmental institutions to help homeless people, or that, if everybody gives them money, this would
incentivize them not to search for a real job and escape their condition. These are all plausible stories, but
we are often not concerned with their truthfulness. Rather, we want to have a good reason for not feeling
guilty when acting selfishly. I am interested in how the presence of narratives influences economic decisionmaking. In particular, I want to show that narratives play a crucial role in shaping and altering incentives.
Experiments can prove extremely helpful in establishing such causal relationships. Through a controlled
variation of the setting, it is possible to alter the availability of narratives and hence influence the ease with
which participants can exploit them to their advantage and depart from moral prescripts. Proving and
measuring the economic relevance of narratives is one of the things that will keep me busy during the
coming years of my doctoral studies.

Working papers
Mittone L., Ploner M., Eugenio V., When the state doesn’t play dice: An experimental analysis of cunning
fiscal policies and tax compliance

Lectures and Seminar Presentations
Morality and Narratives in economic decision making
IMPRS Uncertainty Thesis Workshop, Gremmelin
March 2017
When the state doesn't play dice: an experimental analysis of cunning fiscal policies and tax
compliance
5th Conference The Shadow Economy, Tax Evasion, and Informal Labor, University of Warsaw, Poland
July 2017
Stories we tell: the effect of narratives on moral decision making
11th IMPRS Uncertainty Summer School, Friedrich Schiller University, Jena
July–August 2017
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Philipp Wein
nschenk
I am currently a professor for economics, especiallyy microeconomics, at
the TU Kaisersla
015, I was an
autern. Beforre I got this position
p
in 20
a interim
pro
ofessor at thee University of
o Mannheim
m and a Senioor Research Fellow at
the Max Planckk Institute. From Januaryy to May 20
011, I visited Harvard
University. My m
main researcch interests are microeconnomic theoryy, contract
anization andd behavioral economtheory, labor ecconomics, industrial orga
ics..

Research
I am
m currently m
mainly workin
ng on the following pape rs:

Limited Mem
mory, Deadlilines, and Inccentives: Theeory and Exp
perimental Evvidence (withh Steffen Altm
mann and
Christian Trraxler). This paper analyzzes the behaavioral conseequences of deadlines annd incentivess in intertemporal ch
hoices when people are subject to lim
mitations in memory and
d attention. We provide a simple
theoretical fframework fo
or studying the
t influencee of memoryy limitations on
o behavior and test the
e model’s
key comparrative statics with
w a rando
omized field eexperiment. In our model, an agent hhas to decide
e when to
fulfill a taskk that require
es costly effort provision. Postponing can be bene
eficial due too fluctuationss in effort
costs, but bears the riskk of the task dropping offf the top of the agent’s mind. We annalyze how deadlines
d
and econom
mic incentive
es influence the
t timing a
as well as the overall likelihood of taask fulfillment. In the
second partt of the pape
er, we test the
e main predi ctions of the model in a field experim
ment with pattients of a
German dental practice. In the experiment, we exxogenously vary
v
how peo
ople are rem
minded about the need
to arrange a new checkk-up appointm
ment. We ra
andomize botth the deadliine for arrannging a check-up and
the patientss’ incentives to make the appointmeent in time. In line with
h our theoreetical framew
work, our
empirical re
esults indicatte that stron
nger incentivves as well as
a relatively tight, clearlyy specified deadlines
d
encourage patients to make
m
their check-ups
c
ea
arlier and att a higher frrequency oveerall. Complementary
om a within--sample survvey and an o
online surveyy experimentt supports thhe notion tha
at shorter
evidence fro
deadlines m
may help people overcome delays duee to memory limitations.

Strong Impllementation of
o Social Cho
hoice Functionns in Domina
ant Strategie
es (with Sven O. Krumke, Clemens
Thielen, and
d Stephan Westphal).
W
We
e consider th
he classical mechanism
m
design
d
probleem of strong
gly implementing soccial choice fu
unctions in dominant
d
stra
ategies in se
ettings where
e monetary ppayments are
e allowed
and the utility functions are quasi-lin
near. We con
nsider both the general question
q
of sttrong implem
mentation
pecial case of strong im
mplementatio
on by incenttive-compatib
ble direct
by indirect mechanismss and the sp
mechanisms. For the general case of strong imple
ementation by
b indirect m
mechanisms, we prove
revelation m
that one can
n restrict atte
ention to ince
entive-compaatible augmeented revelatiion mechanis
isms, in which
h the type
space of each agent is a subset of th
he set of her possible bids and truthfu
ul reporting iss a dominan
nt strategy
e give a complete charact
cterization of the set of
equilibrium.. When the tyype spaces of the agents are finite, we
social choicce functions that
t
can be strongly imp
plemented in dominant sttrategies. Fo r the case where
w
one
restricts one
eself to incen
ntive-compattible direct re
revelation me
echanisms, we
w show thaat an adaptio
on of the
well-known negative cyccle criterion for weak imp
plementabilityy also characcterizes the ssocial choice functions
that are imp
plementable in the strong
g sense. Furtthermore, we
e provide an efficient com
mbinatorial algorithm
a
for computin
ng the corressponding me
echanisms wh
hen the type spaces are fiinite.

Commitmen
nts, Remindeers, and Aca
ademic Perfor
ormance (with
h Oliver Him
mmler and Ro
Robert Jäckle)). A large
share of stu
udents in high
her education graduates with a delayy or fails to obtain
o
a deg ree at all. In our field
experiment, students can sign a non
n-binding ag
greement and commit to
o staying on track for gra
aduation.
We provide
e first evidence that soft commitmentt devices can
n enhance educational
e
pprogress and
d – more
generally – improve the
e completion of complex tasks such as
a passing exxams. A purre reminder treatment
t
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does not change behavior, suggesting that the effects are not driven by increased salience. As predicted by
a simple decision model, we show that procrastinators benefit most from the commitment device.

Publications (since 2014)
Articles in Peer-reviewed Journals
Herweg, F., Müller, D. & Weinschenk, P. (2017). Salience, competition, and decoy goods. Economics

Letters, 153, 28–31
Weinschenk, P. (2017). Working conditions and regulation. Labour Economics, 44, 177–191
Weinschenk, P. (2016). Procrastination in Teams and Contract Design. Games and Economic Behavior,
98, 264–283
Müller, D. & Weinschenk, P. (2015). Rater Bias and Incentive Provision. Journal of Economics & Management Strategy, 24(4), 833–862
Book Chapter
Herweg, F., Müller, D. & Weinschenk, P. (forthcoming). Salience in Markets. In: Eisenhuth, R., Schroeder,
E., Horton Tremblay, C., Tremblay, V. J. (Eds.), Handbook of Behavioral Industrial Organization. Cheltenham: Elgar
Goerg, S., Kube, S., Radbruch, J. & Weinschenk, P. (2016). Do teams procrastinate? Strategic procrastination in a dynamic environment. In S. Goerg & J. Hamann (Eds.), Experiments in Organizational Economics,
Research In Experimental Economics, 19, 229–250. Emerald

Lectures and Seminar Presentations
Incentives and Performance – A New Perspective
SFB TR15 Seminar
2014
Incentives and Performance – A New Perspective
Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research
2014
Incentives and Performance – A New Perspective
SAET Cambridge
2015
Moral Hazard and Social Preferences
University of Trier
2016
Dynamic Incentive Reversals
University of Trier
2016
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Team Production and Time Preferences
University of Trier
May 2017

Teaching
2014

Behavioral Contract Theory
University of Mannheim

2014

Micro A
University of Mannheim

2014

Micro B
University of Mannheim

2014

Contract Theory: Incentives and Motivatio
University of Mannheim

2015 & 2016

Game Theory
TU Kaiserslautern

2015 & 2016

Industrial Organization
TU Kaiserslautern

2015 & 2016

Microeconomics
TU Kaiserslautern

2016 & 2017

Contract Theory
TU Kaiserslautern
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Carl Chrisstian von Weizsäcke
W
r
In these fou
ur years, my research and my lecturinng were hea
avily concen-trated on th e macro-pro
oblems that are
a botheringg the world, Europe and
d
the Euro areea in particular. Based on my theory of the “negative naturall
rate of interrest”, my po
olicy recomm
mendations aare substantia
ally differentt
from those of the acade
emic mainstrream in Gerrmany. The theory
t
of the
e
atural rate of
o interest” builds
b
on theeorems in ca
apital theory..
“negative na
Together witth a steadily rising worldw
wide life exppectancy, theyy lead to the
e
conclusion tthat a real rate of inte
erest at or aabove zero requires the
e
existence of substantial public
p
debt. In the 21st ccentury, therefore, publicc
debt plays the role of a “thermosttat” for the prosperity of
o the world
d
economy.
This view
w of public debt
d
is in opp
position to th
he frequently held view which
w
consideers public de
ebt mainly ass
an evil. B
But it is obvio
ously related
d to the viewss held by Keyynes and oth
hers. In severral lectures and
a papers, I
have sho
own the rela
ation of my theory to Keeynesian the
eory, which sees
s
public ddebt as a co
ounterweightt
against tthe fluctuatin
ng “animal spirits”.
s
It is iin principle compatible
c
with
w a view tthat on avera
age over the
e
trade cyccle public debt could be zero.
z
My theo
ory of the negative natura
al rate of inteerest implies the need forr
a high le
evel of perma
anent public debt.
If one a
accepts the “thermostat
“
theory”
t
of p
public debt, many policy implicationss can be drrawn. I have
e
devoted a large part of my time to
o specify som
me of these im
mplications.
An impo
ortant general implication is to correctt the erroneous view that any public d ebt is a burd
den on future
e
generatio
ons. If a wisse public deb
bt policy succceeds in com
mbining prossperity with a low rate of
o interest on
n
public de
ebt, then futu
ure generatio
ons benefit fro
om today´s public
p
debt.
Another implication is that public debt, wiseely managed
d, provides a weapon aagainst the rising
r
tide off
protectio
onism.
From thiis it also follows that the
e present Geerman fiscal policy has to be seen quite critically: The high
h
surplus o
of exports ovver imports as
a a consequ
e Schuldenbrremse (a debbt cap or, litterally, “debtt
uence of the
brake”) iis prone to generate
g
add
ditional amm
munition for the
t protection
nists all overr the world. In
I particular,,
this Germ
man policy – if used as a guideline fo
or other mem
mbers of the Eurozone – makes prosp
perity impos-sible for Europe.
One can
n go one step
p further and
d apply this n
new economic thinking ab
bout public ddebt also to the
t problemss
facing th
he Third Worrld. Public de
ebt in the ricch countries can
c be used to stimulatee economic growth
g
in the
e
Third Wo
orld by stimulating exportts from there to the rich countries – thereby creatinng many jobss in the Third
d
World without genera
ating net lossses in employyment in the rich countrie
es.
In the co
ontext of this macro-economic work, I have started
d an e-mail debating rouund of Germ
man-speaking
g
macro-economists, th
he so-called “Makro-Run
nde”. It starteed in Novem
mber 2013 – occasioned by the newss
that Larrry Summers, the highly respected
r
Am
merican econ
nomist and former US SSecretary of the Treasuryy
(under PPresident Clin
nton), is now also of the o
opinion that the natural rate
r
of intereest has becom
me negative..
The “Ma
akro-Runde” has seen many
m
lively d
debates abo
out topics tha
at are relevaant for macro-economicc
policy. I have devoted a share off my research
h time to “manage” this debate, aparrt from also participating
g
in it.
n the insightss
In recentt months, I have started to develop a theory of optimal public debt. This woork builds on
gained from the workk described above.
a
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My theory of adaptive preferences has moved somewhat into the background, due to my preoccupation
with macro-economic topics. A large manuscript written in 2013 on the topic of adaptive preferences is
awaiting revision for publication. But I did devote some time to an application of the theory to normative
issues. My Hayek Lecture at the Walter Eucken Institute of the University of Freiburg in 2015 develops a
theory of the “Normative Co-Evolution of the Market System and of Democracy”. One of the central
ingredients of this co-evolution is the way preferences change endogenously – in a way which I label as
“adaptive preferences”.
My list of roughly 80 invited lectures over the past four years indicates that there has been substantial
interest in my work among the economics profession in Central Europe.

Publications (since 2014)
Articles in Peer-reviewed Journals
von Weizsäcker, C. C. (2016). Europas Mitte – Mit einer Leistungsbilanzbremse könnte Deutschland für
neuen Zusammenhalt unter den Partnern sorgen, Perspektiven der Wirtschaftspolitik, 17(4), 383-392
von Weizsäcker, C. C. (2016). Das Ende der Kapitalknappheit und sein Verhältnis zur Keynes’schen
Theorie. List Forum für Wirtschafts- und Finanzpolitik, 41(2), 233–262
von Weizsäcker, C. C. (2015). Kapitalismus in der Krise? Der negative natürliche Zins und seine Folgen für
die Politik. Perspektiven der Wirtschaftspolitik, 16(2), 189–212
von Weizsäcker, C. C. (2014). Public Debt and Price Stability. German Economic Review, 15(1), 42–61
von Weizsäcker, C. C. (2014). Konsumentensouveränität und beeinflussbare Präferenzen. Ist Laisser faire
bei Werbung das Richtige? List Forum für Wirtschafts- und Finanzpolitik, Sonderheft, 258–273
von Weizsäcker, C. C. (2014). Adaptive Preferences and Institutional Stability. Journal of Institutional and
Theoretical Economics (JITE), 170, 27–36
von Weizsäcker, C. C. (2014). Die normative Ko-Evolution von Marktwirtschaft und Demokratie. ORDO,
Jahrbuch für die Ordnung von Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft, 65, 13–43
Book Chapters
von Weizsäcker, C. C. (2016). Eugen von Böhm-Bawerk (1851–1914). In Faccarello, G. & Kurz, H. D.
(Eds.), Handbook on the History of Economic Analysis, I, 341–346. Cheltenham: Elgar
von Weizsäcker, C. C. (2016). Paul Anthony Samuelson (1915–2009). In Faccarello, G. & Kurz, H. D.
(Eds.), Handbook on the History of Economic Analysis, I, 658–668. Cheltenham: Elgar
von Weizsäcker, C. C. (2016). Keynes und das Ende der Kapitalknappheit. In H. Hagemann &
J. Kromphardt (Eds.), Keynes, Schumpeter und die Zukunft der entwickelten kapitalistischen Volkswirtschaften, 21–31. Weimar: metropolis
von Weizsäcker, C. C. (2015). Adaptive Präferenzen und die Legitimierung dezentraler Entscheidungsstrukturen. In T. Apolte, M. Leschke, A. F. Michler, C. Müller, R. Schomaker & D. Wentzel (Eds.), Behavioral
Economics und Wirtschaftspolitik, Schriften zu Ordnungsfragen der Wirtschaft, 100, 67–98. Stuttgart:
Lucius & Lucius
von Weizsäcker, C. C. (2015). Langfristiges Wirtschaftswachstum: Was gesagt werden kann – und was
nicht gesagt werden kann. In H. J. Ramser & M. Stadler (Eds.), Entwicklung und Perspektiven der Wirt456

schaftswissenschaften. Wirtschaftswissenschaftliches Seminar Ottobeuren, 41, 93–100. Tübingen: Mohr
Siebeck
von Weizsäcker, C. C. (2015). Demografischer Wandel und die Staatsfinanzen. In F.-X. Kaufmann &
W. Krämer (Eds.), Die demografische Zeitbombe, 173–194. Paderborn: Ferdinand Schöningh
von Weizsäcker, C. C. (2015). Offene Zukunft – Offene Gesellschaft – Wert-Individualismus. In S. De
Gennaro, S. Kazmierski & R. Lüfter (Eds.), Ökonomie und Zukunft, 107–115. Bozen: University Press
Report
Holtfrerich, C.-L., Feld, L. P., Heun, W., Illing, G., Kirchgässner, G., Kocka, J., … von Weizsäcker, C. C.
(2015). Staatsschulden: Ursachen, Wirkungen und Grenzen. Union der deutschen Akademien der Wissenschaften e. V., Deutsche Akademie der Naturforscher Leopoldina e.V. & acatech – Deutsche Akademie der
Technikwissenschaften e.V. (Eds.), 90 p. Berlin
Review
von Weizsäcker, C. C. (2016). Review of: Akerlof, George A. and Shiller, Robert J., Phishing for phools:
The economics of manipulation and deception, 2015. Journal of Economics, 118(1), 91–96
Newspaper Articles and Interviews
Einführung einer sogenannten Leistungsbilanzbremse, Interview, (February 2017) Spiegel online
von Weizsäcker, C. C. Wechselkurs und Völkerwanderung. (15 January 2016). Frankfurter Allgemeine
Zeitung, 18
Sind die Sparer selbst schuld? (Debate with Stefan Homburg) (17 June 2016). Wirtschaftswoche, 25, 24–
26
Wir leben in einem gänzlich neuen Zeitalter, Interview, (February 2014). Perspektiven der Wirtschaftspolitik,
15(1)
Der Schuldensumpf, Interview, (30 April 2014). (with Manfred Neumann, Gertrud Traud et al.), Phoenix TV

programme
Das Ende der Knappheit? (10 October 2014). Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, 18
Die schwarze Null ist falsch, Interview, (14 October 2014). Wirtschaftswoche, 43, 42–44
Effizienter Klimaschutz – erfolgreiche Energiewende, Interview (with Ulrich Wagner, Albert Moser, Wolfgang
Löwer) (2015). Energiewirtschaftliche Tagesfragen, 1–2/2015, 40–44

Lectures and Seminar Presentations
2014
Goethe als Ökonom
Cologne
21 January 2014
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Freiheit und normative Ökonomie
University of Frankfurt
27 January 2014
On Public Debt
Debate with Lars Feld
Berlin-Brandenburg Academy of Sciences
30 January 2014
Ökonomie in Wettbewerbsrecht und Regulierung
Expert panel on the opening of the Berlin branch of Oxera, Berlin
4 February 2014
Adaptive Präferenzen und die Legitimierung dezentraler Entscheidungsstrukturen
Radein Conference
18 February 2014
Konsumentensouveränität und beeinflussbare Präferenzen. Ist Laisser-faire bei Werbung das
Richtige?
Economic Policy Committee of the ‘Verein für Socialpolitik’, Rotterdam
13 March 2014
Das Ende der Kapitalknappheit: Über die Notwendigkeit von Staatsschulden
IMK Forum, Public Finance in the Europe of the Future, Berlin
27 March 2014
Böhm-Bawerks Kapitaltheorie: Ihre Modernisierung und ihre Aktualität für die heutige Zeit
Committee on the History of Economics (Ausschuss für die Geschichte der Wirtschaftswissenschaften, AGW)
– Annual Conference 2014, Vienna
16 May 2014
Some Welfare Economics of Herding
MPI Bonn
19 May 2014
Der negative natürliche Zins
Economics Research Seminar, University of Leipzig
21 May 2014
Endogen beeinflusste Präferenzen und die Legitimierung dezentraler Entscheidungsstrukturen
Verein für Socialpolitik, Theory Committee, Schloss Reisensburg
23 May 2014
Fiskalpolitik in Europa
16th Symposium on Economic Policy, Herbert Giersch Foundation, Frankfurt
27 May 2014
Über die Notwendigkeit von Staatsschulden
Lecture and Discussion at FDP Headquarters, Berlin
16 June 2014
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Demographischer Wandel und die Staatsfinanzen
North Rhine-Westphalian Academy of Sciences, Humanities and the Arts, Düsseldorf
17 June 2014
Der Euro und Europa
District Conference, Rotary International, Neukirchen-Vluyn
21 June 2014
Was Sie alle lesen sollten
Speech after Receiving the Gustav Stolper Prize
Annual Conference, Verein für Socialpolitik, Hamburg
8 September 2014
Böhm-Bawerks Kapitaltheorie aus moderner Sicht
Lecture at Boehm-Bawerk Symposium – 100 years after his death, University of Vienna
17 October 2014
Niedrigzinspolitik und die Folgen
Konrad Adenauer Foundation, Odewald-Kreis, Berlin
22 October 2014
Normative Co-Evolution of Democracy and the Market System
CES-Ifo Conference on Behavioral Economics, Munich
25 October 2014
Explaining the Low Interest Rates by means of Capital Theory
University of Münster
3 November 2014
Eine kapitaltheoretische Begründung von Staatsschulden
ROME (Research on Money in the Economy) Workshop, Frankfurt
7 November 2014
Mein Thomas Mann
Lecture Series, Deutsche Thomas-Mann-Gesellschaft, Universitätsclub Bonn
17 November 2014
Introduction and Summing Up
DFG-BMWi Workshop, Analysis of Measures of Economic Policy using Macroeconomic Models, Berlin
28 November 2014
Die normative Ko-Evolution von Marktwirtschaft und Demokratie
University of Heidelberg
2 December 2014
Capital Theory and the Savings Glut: Modernizing Böhm-Bawerk
Witten Conference on Austrian Economics, Witten/Herdecke University
12 December 2014
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2015
Deutsche Staatsverschuldung als Weg zu mehr Wachstum in Europa
28th Leipzig Global Economics Seminar, University of Leipzig
19 January 2015
Öffentliche Güter – Wie sollen sie bewirtschaftet werden?
5th Conference on Social Division, Hochschule für Angewandte Wissenschaften (HAW), Hamburg
13 February 2015
Das Ende der Kapitalknappheit und ihr Verhältnis zur Keynesschen Theorie
11th Annual Conference, Keynes Society, Graz
24 February 2015
Der Euro und die Schuldenbremse
2015 Annual Conference of the Economic Committee of the Verein für Socialpolitik, Goethe University,
Frankfurt
5 March 2015
The Negative Natural Interest Rate and its Policy Implications
University of Fribourg
26 March 2015
Immer mehr Geld für Europa? Können wir uns ein solides Wirtschaften sparen?
Conference, “Church and Economy”, Mannheim
20 April 2015
How to Avoid Secular Stagnation
43rd Economics Conference, Austrian National Bank, Vienna
16 June 2015
Das Effizienzziel im System der Regulierungspolitik
Symposium of the Scientific Association for the Entire Regulation Law (Wissenschaftliche Vereinigung für
das gesamte Regulierungsrecht), Bonn
18 June 2015
Das Ende der Kapitalknappheit und ihr Verhältnis zur Keynesschen Theorie
Annual Conference, Verein für Socialpolitik, Münster
9 September 2015
Niedrige Zinsen für immer?
Herbert Giersch Foundation and Deutscher Sparkassen- und Giroverband (DSGV), Berlin
15 September 2015
Responsivität in der Produktion und im Konsum
Forum International Science (FIW), Workshop on Responsivity in Science, Politics and the Economy, University of Bonn
18 September 2015
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Die normative Ko-Evolution von Marktwirtschaft und Demokratie
12th Buchenbach Workshop 2015, Buchenbach
1 October 2015
Innere Widersprüche unseres Wirtschaftssystems und Wege zu deren Überwindung
Symposium, Knowledge Creates Value, 20 Years of the Christian Doppler Research Association, Vienna
13 October 2015
Die Ko-Evolution von Marktwirtschaft und Demokratie
University of Freiburg, Walter Eucken Institute, Freiburg
Friedrich August von Hayek Lecture 2015
9 November 2015
Ein neues Verständnis Sozialer Marktwirtschaft im Zeitalter der Globalisierung
Haus Rissen near Hamburg
15. November 2015
Die gesamtwirtschaftlichen Perspektiven und deren Verhältnis zur Mikroökonomie
8th ECLE Symposium, "Indefinite Commercial Criminal Law and Macroeconomic Perspectives", Institute for
Law and Finance, Goethe University, Frankfurt am Main
20 November 2015
Komplexität und Einfachheit in der globalisierten Wirtschaftswelt
German-American Institute, Heidelberg
24 November 2015
Kapitalismus in der Krise?
Working Group, Plural Economy; Hamburg University
3 December 2015
2016
Globale Soziale Marktwirtschaft
Tenth Wilhelm Röpke Lecture, Wilhelm Röpke Institute, University of Erfurt
11 February 2016
Global-Soziale Marktwirtschaft und die Flüchtlingskrise
Berlin Social Science Center (Wissenschaftszentrum Berlin, WZB)
11 March 2016
Kapitalismus in der Krise? Der negative natürliche Zins und seine Folgen für die Politik
Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy, Berlin
14 April 2016
Der negative natürliche Zins: die heutige Herausforderung des kapitalistischen Systems
University of Tübingen, Department of Economics
20 April 2016
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Wohin streben die Zinsen? – Konsequenzen für Infrastrukturinvestitionen
Annual Conference on Transport Economics and Policy, Berlin
2 June 2016
Ökonomische Anpassungsstrategien bei geringem Wachstum
Association of Austrian Industrialists, Vienna
15 June 2016
Public Debt and Monetary Expansion as a Way out of Secular Stagnation
Conference on "Zero Interest Rates and Economic Order", University of Leipzig
21 June 2016
Liberal und/oder Konservativ im Hinblick auf die Globalisierung
NOUS Conference, University of Freiburg
8 July 2016
Global-Soziale Marktwirtschaft und die Flüchtlingsfrage
Annual Conference, Verein für Socialpolitik, Augsburg
6 September 2016
Die Zukunft von Zuwanderung und Integration
Forum on the Ethics of Order (Ordnungsethik) and Policy Consultation, University of Halle
2 November 2016
Eulogy
On the occasion of the 2016 Ernst Hellmut Vits Prize being awarded to Prof. Dr. Martin Hellwig
Universitätsgesellschaft Münster
17 November 2016
Wird es mehr, wenn wir teilen? Möglichkeiten und Grenzen von Gemeinschaftsgütern
Economic Policy Talks, University of Siegen
25 November 2016
Overcoming Stagnation
G-20 Conference of Experts, Federal Ministry of Finance, Berlin
30 November 2016
Global-Soziale Marktwirtschaft und die Flüchtlingskrise
Seminar, Problem Areas and Order of the Global Economy, Buchenbach
5 December 2016
Wird unser Bargeld abgeschafft?
Round Table, University of Bayreuth
8 December 2016
Global-Soziale Marktwirtschaft
Lecture Series, Plural Economics, University of Siegen
13 December 2016
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2017
Der negative natürliche Zins
Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies, Cologne
31 January 2017
Leviathan – Zum Gewaltmonopol des Staates – Die ökonomische Perspektive
50th Radein Seminar, Radein
13 February 2016
Leviathan – Zum Gewaltmonopol des Staates – Die ökonomische Perspektive
Nordrhein-Westfälische Akademie der Wissenschaften und Künste, Düsseldorf
22 February 2016
The Normative Co-Evolution of the Market Economy and Democracy
Annual Conference on the Political Economy of Democracy and Dictatorship
University of Münster
23 February 2017
Entgrenzung und Begrenzung der Staatsfunktionen im 21. Jahrhundert – Die Problematik der
Staatsschulden
4th Faust Symposium, Staufen bei Freiburg
5 May 2017
Trump, Brexit, Protektionismus – Aktuelle Herausforderungen für die europäische Wirtschaft
European Week of the University of Applied Sciences, Karlsruhe
10 May 2017
Global-Soziale Marktwirtschaft. Konsequenzen aus der Flüchtlingskrise
Casino-Gesellschaft von 1786, Berlin
17 May 2017
Ein Plädoyer für eine Leistungsbilanzbremse
Friedrich Ebert Foundation, Berlin
16 June 2017

Public Service
Member, Academic Advisory Board, German Federal Ministry of Economics and Technology

Professional Acitivities
Current Memberships
Fellow of the Econometric Society
Founding Member and Fellow of the European Economic Association
Foreign Honorary Member of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences
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Member of the Nordrhein-Westfalian Academy of Sciences
Member of Acatech, German National Academy of Engineering Sciences
Member of the Academic Advisory Group of the German Minister of Economic Affairs
Member of the Joint Working Group of the Berlin-Brandenburgische Akademie der Wissenschaften,
Leopoldina and Acatech on the Issue of Public Debt
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Fabian W
Winter
I am intereested in different facets of normatiive change. I study the
e
conditions u
under which
h social norm
ms change, and under which theyy
remain stab le. I mainly use
u experime
ental method
ds: in the lab, in the field,,
and in the I nternet. Morreover, I study sociologicaal aspects in the produc-tion of scien
nce. In this branch of my research, I uuse Big Data
a methods to
o
study, e.g., tthe effects off reciprocity norms
n
on thee distribution
n of citations,,
or the effectt of author-na
ame-ordering norms (e.gg., alphabeticcal ordering))
on endogen ously chosen
n group sizes.
Norms of (H
Hate) Speecch
In a project with Amalia
a Alvarez, we
e try to unde rstand the co
onsequencess
of differe
ent policy intterventions on
o norms reg
gulating hate
e speech in public
p
comm
munication. We
W started byy
building up an infrasstructure to ru
un experimen
nts in the inte
ernet. In this environmentt, we created
d an artificiall
online ccommunity and
a
invited “ordinary
“
peeople” to lea
ave commen
nts on contrroversial topics, such ass
migration or gender rights. Raters rated the comments and
a
a selection of these comments, such
s
that we
e
were able to distingu
uish between
n positive an
nd negative comments.
c
Participants
P
w
were then presented with
h
the comm
ments after we
w manipula
ated the com position of positive
p
and negative
n
com
mments. This allows us to
o
understa
and the conssequences of
o top-down censoring policies
p
and the effect oof peer-to-p
peep counterr
commen
nting by mem
mbers of the community.
c
TThe resulting paper is und
der review att the Europea
an Sociologi-cal Revieew.
A sad co
oincidence du
uring the data
a collection l ed to anothe
er interesting project with Amalia Alvarez. After we
e
had colle
ected two thiirds of the da
ata, the first Islamist terro
orist attacks hit
h Germany.. This forced us to collectt
all the data again to
o ensure a fair compariso
on between our
o experime
ental conditioons. For us, iti meant thatt
we got o
our hands on
o pre-attack
k and post-a
attack hate speech
s
data towards Muuslims and other groups..
Perhaps not surprisin
ngly, the negative tone towards Musslims increassed after thee attack, butt this shift in
n
language
e also spilled over to un
nrelated gro ups, such ass transsexuals or womenn. A working
g paper is in
n
preparattion.
Volunteering Norm
ms under Pop
pulation Un
ncertainty
Togetherr with Axel Franzen, I published a ch
hapter on the
e diffusion off responsibiliity in norm enforcement.
e
.
We implemented an n-responder ultimatum game in which a proposser sends ann offer about how to splitt
an amou
unt of moneyy to n respon
nders. Offerss that are too
o low are understood as norm violatiions and are
e
often rejected by the responders, which leadss to zero-payyoffs for the proposer
p
andd all the resp
ponders who
o
er of respond
ders increase
es, however,, we observee that rejection rates de-rejected the offer. Ass the numbe
crease; p
participants shift
s
the respo
onsibility to rreject to other responders.
Building on those re
esults, Adrian Hillenbran
nd and I ha
ave started a larger prooject to unde
erstand how
w
cooperattive behavior is shaped by uncertain
nty about the
e number of people we aare interactin
ng with. Thiss
populatio
on uncertainty is very com
mmon in eveeryday intera
actions, but it has so far bbeen largely neglected in
n
the expe
erimental literature. We have
h
submitteed a revised version of a grant appliication to the
e DFG (Ger-man Ressearch Found
dation) and have
h
started collecting da
ata during th
he process oof writing the application..
Our exp
perimental da
ata confirm our theoreti cal models, which predict that coopperation incrreases underr
populatio
on uncertain
nty. Interestin
ngly, howeve r, our belief measures show that thee underlying logic of the
e
model ca
annot be corrrect. A preprrint of the ressults is availa
able and und
der review wiith Games an
nd Economicc
Behaviorr.
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Norm Enforcement under Ethnic Diversity
Nan Zhang and I are currently finalizing a paper on the effects of ethnic diversity on norm enforcement.
We conducted a field experiment in ethnically diverse neighborhoods to see how members from different
ethnicities react to norm violations by members of their own and other ethnic groups. More specifically, we
hired German and Turkish/Arabic actors to throw empty coffee cups next to a trashcan, and observed how
German and Turkish/Arabic passers-by react to this norm violation. The results show that Germans are
more likely to intervene, and that migrants are more likely to be sanctioned. We are currently collecting
post-experimental surveys to understand our results better, and we are preparing a manuscript for the
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences.
Normative Conflict
Heiko Rauhut and I have continued our productive collaboration in different projects. We wrote an overview article on conflicting norms, and how they can influence the effectiveness of punishment in cooperation norms. We suggest a typology of normative conflicts and rank them according to their potential for
conflicts. The article appeared as a book chapter. In an extension of this article, we invited Dieko Bakker to
join us in an experimental project that tests the prediction from a corresponding formal model. This project
is ongoing and due to be completed in autumn this year.
In a set of projects, Heiko Rauhut and I are extending the literature on measuring social value orientation,
and thus different social norms. We have successfully implemented a new measure (the NS4-Scale) in a big
panel study in Swiss schools, an M-Turk study (together with Marc Hoeglinger and Jürgen Fleiß), and a lab
experiment (together with Amalia Alvarez, Lars Freund, and Katharina Luckner). Together with the IAB
Nuremberg, this new measure will be implemented in the 2018 PASS-Study, a large panel study on the
effects of labor market participation and unemployment benefits.
Sociological Aspects in the Production of Science
Heiko Rauhut and I have also continued working on the sociological aspects of scientific publishing. In one
paper, we take a Big-Data approach to understand how the norm of reciprocity shapes citation patterns in
different disciplines, and how this norm evolves over time. We study billions of citations in the Web of
Science and take a matching approach to estimate the effect of being cited by someone on the likelihood
of citing this person back in the near future. The resulting paper is currently being revised and resubmitted
upon invitation by the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences.
Using the same dataset, we published a paper on citation patterns in the German sociological journal
landscape. We show how well different journals are embedded in the German and international discourse,
and how different journals rank in comparison to each other. The corresponding paper has appeared in
the Kölner Zeitschrift für Soziologie und Sozialpsychologie.
Real-effort Tasks and their Behavioral Effects on Social Norms
Finally, I am working on a large project on Real-effort tasks. RETs are a frequently used tool in the experimental social sciences to study performance differences or to induce entitlements. A comprehensive
experimental comparison is so far missing. The first aim of this project is to provide the experimental
community with a library of different RETs and an empirical overview about performance in the tasks and
the participants’ subjective assessments of the tasks (e.g., is it fair, tedious, gender-neutral etc.). The second
aim of the project is to show how specific tasks could flip the results of the experiments they are embedded
in, and how they are therefore a highly relevant design choice.
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Publications (since 2014)
Articles in Peer-reviewed Journals
Rauhut, H. & Winter, F. (2017). Vernetzung und Positionierung der Kölner Zeitschrift für Soziologie und
Sozialpsychologie (KZfSS) in der länder-, disziplinen- und sprachübergreifenden Diskussion, Kölner Zeitschrift für Soziologie und Sozialpsychologie, 69(1), 61–74
Winter, F. (2014). Fairness Norms Can Explain the Emergence of Specific Cooperation Norms in the Battle
of the Prisoner's Dilemma, Journal of Mathematical Sociology, 38(4), 302–320
Book Chapters
Winter, F. & Franzen, A. (2017). Diffusion of Responsibility in Norm Enforcement: Evidence from an NPerson Ultimatum Bargaining Experiment. In W. Prezpjorka & B. Jann (Eds.), Social dilemmas, institutions
and the evolution of cooperation, Oldenbourg: De Gruyter, 303–326
Rauhut, H. & Winter, F. (2017). Types of Normative Conflicts and the Effectiveness of Punishment. In W.
Prezpjorka & B. Jann (Eds.), Social dilemmas, institutions and the evolution of cooperation, Oldenbourg:
De Gruyter, 239–258
Preprint
Hillenbrand, A. & Winter, F. (2017). Volunteering under Population Uncertainty. Bonn: Max Planck Institute
for Research on Collective Goods Preprint, 2017/12
R&R and Submitted
Rauhut, H. & Winter, F. (revise & resubmit). The Increasing Dominance of Networking in the Production of
Knowledge, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, PNAS
Miller, L., Rauhut, H. & Winter, F. (revise & resubmit). The Emergence of Norms from Conflicts over Just
Distributions, Journal of Behavioral and Experimental Economics
Alvarez, A. & Winter, F. (revise & resubmit). Normative Change and Culture of Hate: A Randomized
Experiment in Online Communities, European Sociological Review
Hillenbrand, A. & Winter, F. (revise & resubmit). Volunteering under Population Uncertainty, Games and

Economic Behavior
Winter, F. (submitted to the DFG). Volunteering under Population Uncertainty: A Project Proposal
Working Papers
Rauhut, H. & Winter, F., Der Markt der Aufmerksamkeit in der Soziologie: Trends und Illusionen im Publizieren, Zitieren und Netzwerken
Ongoing Projects
Winter, F., Which Real-effort Task Should I Choose? An Experimental Comparison of Tasks and their
Behavioral Effects
Winter, F. & Zhang, N., Group Cohesion and Ethnic Diversity: What are the Driving Forces behind Norm
Enforcement? A Field Experiment
Winter, F., Rauhut, H., Fleiss, J., Höglinger, M. & Trappmann, M. The NS-4 Scale as a Measure of Social
Value Orientation
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Lectures and Seminar Presentations
2015
Diffusion of Responsibility in Norm Enforcement: Evidence from an N-Person Ultimatum Bargaining Experiment
Rational Choice Sociology, Venice International University
November 2015
Normative Conflict and the Effectiveness of Punishment: A Game-theoretical Approach
Rational Choice Sociology, Venice International University
November 2015
2016
Volunteering under Population Uncertainty
Sozialwissenschaftlicher Ausschuss, Verein für Socialpolitik, Göttingen
February 2016
Volunteering under Population Uncertainty
Social Interaction and Society, ETH Zurich
May 2016
Volunteering under Population Uncertainty
Advances in Game Theory, ETH Zurich
June 2016
Normative Conflict and the Effectiveness of Punishment
International Network of Analytical Sociologists, Utrecht
June 2016
Normative Change and Culture of Hate: A Randomized Experiment in Online Communities
Cultural Transmission and Social Norms Workshop, Norwich
December 2016
2017
Which Real-effort Task Should I Choose? An Experimental Comparison of Tasks and their
Behavioral Effects
IMEBESS-Meeting, Barcelona
May 2017
Which Real-effort Task Should I Choose? An Experimental Comparison of Tasks and their
Behavioral Effects
Sozialwissenschaftlicher Ausschuss, Verein für Socialpolitik, Göttingen
May 2017
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Which Real-effort Task Should I Choose? An Experimental Comparison of Tasks and their
Behavioral Effects
International ESA Meeting, San Diego
June 2017
Which Real-effort Task Should I Choose? An Experimental Comparison of Tasks and their
Behavioral Effects
Behavioral Economics Seminar and Colloquium, WZB Berlin
June 2017
Volunteering under Population Uncertainty
International ESA Meeting, Jerusalem
July 2017
Supervision Master and Bachelor Thesis
Katharina Luckner (M. Sc. Thesis, Witten/Herdecke University)
Gülcin Polat (B.Sc. Thesis, Bayreuth)

Professional Activities
Memberships
Member Sozialwissenschaftlicher Ausschuss, Verein für Socialpolitik (since 2017)
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Na
an Zhang
My research aim
ms to understand how some societiees manage to
o achieve
and
d sustain the civic “good life” – i.e., people
p
pay thheir taxes, few
w individuals offer or deemand bribe
es, citizens tru
ust their com
mpatriots to be
b honest
and
d law-abidin
ng – while other
o
societies are mireed in corrup
ption and
political malfun
nction. To exxplain this va
ariation, my work levera
ages both
exp
perimental an
nd observatio
onal data to study how goovernment in
nstitutions
and
d policies sh ape social norms, beliefss, and intrinssic motivations to “do
the right thing”..
In one recent paper with Melissa Lee
e, we investi gate the rellationship
onitoring power of centralized authoorities and the willingbettween the mo
erate and contribute to p ublic goods. Theoreticallyy, cooperatioon should occcur more
ness of citizens to coope
when the sta
ate is able to
o control freee-riding. Ou
ur empirical approach rrelies upon “forensic”
“
frequently w
demographic techniquess to uncoverr shortfalls in
n the state’s collection
c
of census dataa, which we take
t
as a
proxy for po
oor centralizzed monitorin
ng. We then
n demonstratte that areas with better census colle
ection are
also able to
o collect high
her taxes and
d provide mo
ore public go
oods. Overall, the paper highlights th
he central
role of the sstate in resolvving problem
ms of collectivve action.
A related p
paper, also with
w
Melissa Lee, investig
gates how th
he legitimacyy of central aauthorities affects
a
tax
compliance. We focus on
o a historiccal period un
nder the French Third Re
epublic (187
73–1906), wh
hich contained varia
ation over tim
me in the degree to whicch right-wing
g conservative
es accepted the regime in
i power.
Since conse
ervatism was concentrated
d in distinct French regio
ons, we are able
a
to levera
rage both subnational
and inter-temporal varia
ation in the degree of con
nstitutional le
egitimacy to conduct
c
a diff
fference-in-differences
estimation u
using historical French tax
t data. W
While this work is still on
ngoing, earlyy results sug
ggest that
political opp
position to Republicanism
R
m opened a “tax gap” between
b
con
nservative reggions and th
he rest of
France.
In other wo
ork, I shift my
m focus from
m cooperatio
on (e.g., con
ntribution to public spendding via taxe
es) to the
enforcemen
nt of coopera
ative norms. One
O paper in
nvestigates how
h
the propensity to punnish acts of corruption
c
differs between Northern
n and Southe
ern Italians, two populatiions experien
ncing differennt levels of corruption
c
in everyday life. While so
ome cultural observers ha
ave argued that Southern Italians are mired in a “culture of
corruption”,, this perspecctive ignores the fact tha t formal insttitutions are also
a
much w
worse in the South.
S
To
disentangle institutions from culture
e, I conduct a lab-in-the
e-field experiment in Noorthern and Southern
Italian unive
ersities, where I also exp
perimentally manipulate the quality of
o enforcemeent institutions. I find
that, when g
given high-q
quality instituttions, all parrticipants are
e more willing to report ccorruption. Moreover,
M
Southernerss and Northe
erners behavve identicallyy when place
ed within the
e same instituutional envirronments.
These resultts suggest th
hat high-corruption socieeties are nott “culturally” predisposedd to tolerate
e malfeasance.
A second p
project with Fabian
F
Winte
er investigatees the relatio
onship betwe
een ethnic diiversity and the
t costly
enforcemen
nt of social norms.
n
While most existin
ng research considers
c
ho
ow co-ethniciity shapes co
ostly punishment deccisions in sm
mall-group intteractions, o ur research breaks new ground by innvestigating the influence of ethn
nic diversity on
o costly pun
nishment bettween strang
gers. In addition, we are particularly interested
i
in the relatiionship betw
ween ethnic diversity
d
and social cohe
esion in the context
c
of thhe recent imm
migration
debate ragiing across Western
W
socie
eties. Along these lines, we conductted a naturaal field experiment in
German to study (a) wh
hether Germans and visiible ethnic minorities
m
san
nction norm violations att different
rates, and ((b) whether individuals co
ondition theiir punishmen
nt decisions on
o the ethnicc identity of the norm
violator. Prreliminary results show th
hat both effeects are at wo
ork, producing the countter-intuitive result
r
that
the global n
norm enforce
ement rate is actually hig
gher in more
e diverse communities. W
We are curre
ently con-
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ducting additional survey experiments in the field to understand the motivations underlying these punishment patterns better.
Prior to joining the MPI in September 2016, I worked on several projects relating to my PhD dissertation on
corruption and social norms. One paper in particular presents experimental evidence from Italy on the
relationship between corruption and two types of beliefs: normative expectations (i.e., what I should do)
and empirical expectations (i.e., what others actually do). I find that the behavior of individuals closely
tracks their empirical expectations, while normative expectations provide little explanatory power.
In addition to my work on corruption, I also conducted research as part of a project funded by the European Research Council, which sought to use behavioral experiments to understand tax compliance across five
countries: Italy, Sweden, Romania, the UK, and the USA. Several papers from this project, comparing
experimental tax compliance across countries, have already been published in international interdisciplinary journals.

Publications (since 2014)
Articles in Peer-reviewed Journals
Lee M. & Zhang, N. (2017). Legibility and the Informational Foundations of State Capacity, Journal of

Politics, 79(1), 118–132
Zhang, N., Andrighetto, G., Ottone, S., Ponzano, F. & Steinmo, S. (2016). ‘Willing to Pay?’ Tax Compliance in Britain and Italy: an Experimental Analysis, PLOS One, 11(2), e0150277
Andrighetto G., Zhang, N., Ottone S., Ponzano F., D’Attoma J. & Steinmo S. (2016). Are Some Countries
More Honest than Others? Evidence from a Tax Copliance Experiemnt in Sweden and Italy, Frontiers in
Psychology, 7(472), 1–8
Zhang, N. (2015). Changing a ‘culture’ of corruption: Evidence from an economic experiment in Italy,

Rationality and Society, 27(4), 387–413
R&R
Zhang, N. (revise & resubmit). Institutions, Culture and Blowing the Whistle on Corruption: An Experiment
with Northern and Southern Italians, Journal of Experimental Political Science
Working Papers
Winter F. & Zhang N., Ethnic Diversity and Norms Enforcement: A Field Experiment in Germany
Andrighetto G., Szekely A., Zhang N., Bruner D., Ottone S. & Steinmo S., Context and Individual Preferences Shape Cooperative Decision-Making
Zhang N. & Lee M., On the Development of State Capacity: Church-State Relations in France

Lectures and Seminar Presentations
Ethnic Diversity and Norms Enforcement: A Field Experiment in Germany
Fourth International Meeting on Experimental and Behavioral Social Sciences, Barcelona
April 2017
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Ethnic Diversity and Norms Enforcement: A Field Experiment in Germany
Bocconi University INTERACT Workshop: How does Ethnic Diversity affect Cooperation?, Milan
May 2017
Legibility and the Informational Foundations of State Capacity
International Closing Conference of the Collaborative Research Center (SFB) 700. Governance in Areas of
Limited Statehood – New Modes of Governance?, Berlin
June 2017
On the Development of State Capacity: Church-State Relations in France
American Political Science Association Annual Meeting, San Francisco
September 2017
Ethnic Diversity and Norms Enforcement: A Field Experiment in Germany
American Political Science Association Annual Meeting, San Francisco
September 2017
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Lilia Zhura
akhovska
Summary Report
My work foccuses on the impact of in
nstitutions, (nnon-)monetarry incentives,,
and commu
unication on decision-making in varioous contexts using exper-iments. In p
particular, I in
nvestigate ho
ow people beehave in the presence off
third partiess. In the following, I will
w briefly prresent an exxtract of myy
previous MPPI-related pro
ojects.
In modern societies, mo
ore and mo
ore people innteract with strangers in
n
uations. In th
hese situation
ns, it might bbe difficult to trust others..
one-shot situ
Yet, trust is an essentia
al componen
nt of most eeconomic interactions. In
n
“Strategic TTrustworthiness via Non-strategic Thhird-party Re
eward – An
n
Experime
ent”, an imp
partial third party
p
in a on
ne-shot situation can rew
ward a strangger for being
g trustworthyy
towards another unrrelated perso
on. The rewa
ard is costly and cannott be strategiccally motivatted. Subjectss
strategically increase
e their trustw
worthiness to
owards otherrs if they can anticipatee being rewa
arded by an
n
impartial third party. Impartial thiird parties reeward trustwo
orthiness, irre
espectively off whether or not it can be
e
anticipatted.
In a join
nt paper with
h Christoph Engel (“Wo rds Substitute Fists – The
e Power of JJustifying Punishment byy
Explicit R
Reasons”, revvise and resu
ubmit in Thee American Law
L
and Eco
onomics Revie
iew), we show
w that giving
g
an impartial authorityy the possibility to pair heer monetary punishment with
w verbal ppunishment (jjustifications))
can incre
ease efficienccy. We use a standard p ublic-goods game with an
a additionall fifth player (the authori-ty), who can exert cosstly punishme
ent and doess not benefit monetarily frrom subordinnates’ contrib
butions. With
h
o norms by tthe subordinates increas-reasons, the acceptance of the authorities’ deecisions and obedience to
es. The monetary punishment,
p
on average,, is significa
antly smaller with comm
municated rea
asons, while
e
contributtions are, on
n average, the same in alll treatments.. Thus, reaso
ons either serrve as verball punishmentt
and therrefore as a su
ubstitute for monetary
m
pun
nishment, or else increase
e the understtanding of no
orms.
In a folllow-up pape
er (“You Are
e in Charge:: Experimenttally Testing the Motivatiing Power of
o Holding a
Judicial Office”, pub
blished in Th
he Journal off Legal Studiies in 2017),, we analyzee channels th
hat influence
e
decisionss made by authorities.
a
We
W find that jjudges’ decissions are nott motivated bby maximizin
ng profit. We
e
rule out that either th
here are long
g-term monettary consequ
uences, or tha
at conscientioous individua
als self-selectt
into the profession. Authorities
A
do a reliable job of overccoming a social dilemmaa. Calling the authoritiess
public offficials or jud
dges strength
hens the effecct. This suggests that the effect follow
ws from the office
o
motive::
the desirre to fulfill th
he expectatio
ons that com
me with an assigned
a
task
k. When giveen an opporrtunity to an-nounce an explicit policy,
p
judge
es become leess sensitive to the objective degreee of reproach and more
e
sensitive to their perrsonal social value orienttation. If judges are eleccted or experrienced, theyy react more
e
intenselyy to norm violations. Expe
erienced judg
ges are more affected by their
t
social vvalue orientattion.
In “How Voice Shape
es Reactions to Impartial Decision-ma
akers: An Exp
periment on PParticipation Procedures””
(publishe
ed in The Jo
ournal of Eco
onomic Behav
avior & Orga
anization in 2017),
2
Marcoo Kleine, Passcal Langen-bach, an
nd I study how
h
participa
ation in deciision processses shapes people’s behhavior towarrds impartiall
authoritie
es. In our exxperiment, an
n impartial a
authority deccides about the allocationn of money between two
o
subordin
nates. Treatm
ments differ in the oppo
ortunity for one
o
subordin
nate to statee her opinion about the
e
allocatio
on before the
e decision is made (“voicee”). We elicitt the subordinate’s kindneess towards the authorityy
in a sub
bsequent dicttator game. Irrespectivel y of previou
us allocation decisions bby the authorrity, average
e
transferss are substantially higher in the voice ttreatments as compared to the baseliine. Our resu
ults stress the
e
positive e
effects of parrticipation in decision pro
ocedures whe
en people interact with im
mpartial autho
orities.
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In a companion paper (“Fairness and Persuasion. How Stakeholder Communication Affects Impartial
Decision-making”, published in Economics Letters in 2016), we investigate how decisions made by authorities are influenced by requests from subordinates. We find that authorities only react to modest requests
and ignore greedy requests. This results in, on average, lower allocation to subordinates if they have
“voice”.
An extensive literature documents that providing the right incentives can reduce deception. In “Promoting
Truthful Communication Through Ex-Post Disclosure” (with Adam Greenberg and Paul Smeets), we hypothesize that truthful communication can be promoted by the threat of ex-post disclosure (shame) and by
letting down receivers’ expectations (guilt), even in the absence of financial consequences or reputation
concerns. We use 2X2 design. In a sender-receiver game, the receiver can (not) detect a dishonest message and senders can (not) disappoint the receivers’ monetary expectations. Both manipulations separately
have weak effects. However, the combination of both effects increases honesty by a large margin.
Another focus of my work is the analysis of subjects’ decisions in situations which can be modeled as
prisoners’ dilemmas. Many real-life situations involve insiders who are directly affected by a dilemma, and
outsiders who may be harmed if the insiders overcome the dilemma. The quintessential illustration for this
is oligopolies. In our experiment (“Conditional Cooperation with Negative Externalities – An Experiment”,
published in The Journal of Economic Behavior & Organization in 2014; with Christoph Engel), harm to
outsiders significantly reduces the conditional cooperation of insiders. We can exclude that this result is
driven by inequity aversion, reciprocity, or efficiency-seeking. Only guilt aversion can rationalize our
findings, with guilt being most pronounced if the active insiders not only inflict harm on the outsider, but
increase their own payoff at the expense of the outsider.
In a related paper (“When is the Risk of Cooperation Worth Taking? Motivating Forces in an Experimental
Prisoner’s Dilemma”, published in Applied Economics Letters in 2016), we add several games to the twoplayer one-shot prisoner’s dilemma, manipulating the players’ defection payoffs. The setting can explain
the degree of cooperation by a combination of four motives: efficiency, conditional cooperation, fear, and
greed. All motives are significant, but some only become significant if one controls for all remaining ones.
This seems to be the reason why earlier attempts at explaining choices in the prisoner’s dilemma with
personality have not been successful.

Publications (since 2014)
Articles in Peer-reviewed Journals
Engel, C. & Zhurakhovska, L. (2017). You Are In Charge – Experimentally Testing the Motivating Power of
Holding a Judicial Office. Journal of Legal Studies, 46(1), 1–50
Kleine, M., Langenbach, P. & Zhurakhovska, L. (2017). How Voice Shapes Reactions to Impartial DecisionMakers: An Experiment on Participation Procedures. Journal of Economic Behavior & Organization, 143,
241–253
Engel, C. & Zhurakhovska, L. (2016). When is the Risk of Cooperation Worth Taking? The Prisoner’s
Dilemma as a Game of Multiple Motives. Applied Economics Letters, 23(16), 1157–1161
Kleine, M., Langenbach, P. & Zhurakhovska, L. (2016). Fairness and Persuasion. How Stakeholder Communication Affects Impartial Decision Making. Economics Letters, 141, 173–176
Engel, C. & Zhurakhovska, L. (2014). Conditional Cooperation With Negative Externalities – An Experiment. Journal of Economic Behavior and Organization, 108, 252–260
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Preprints
Zhurakhovska, L. (2014). Strategic Trustworthiness via Non-Strategic Third-Party Reward – An Experiment.
Bonn: Max Planck Institute for Research on Collective Goods, 2014/6
Working Papers
Greenberg, A. E., Smeets, P. & Zhurakhovska, L., Promoting Truthful Communication Through Ex-Post
Disclosure

Lectures and Seminar Presentations
2014
Lying, Guilt, and Shame
Taxation, Social Norms, and Compliance, Nuremberg
Lying, Guilt, and Shame
MBEES – Maastricht Behavioral and Experimental Economics Symposium, Maastricht
Lying, Guilt, and Shame
Annual Convention, Verein für Socialpolitik, Hamburg
Lying, Guilt, and Shame
Workshop Incentives and Behavior Change, Amsterdam
2015
Lying, Guilt, and Shame
University of Göttingen
2017
Guilt and Shame Aversion Together Increase Honesty
ESA World Meeting (Economic Science Association), San Diego

Teaching
summer term 2014

Exercise in “Microeconomics” for Bachelor students,
University of Erlangen-Nuremberg
Supervision of Bachelor theses in economics,
University of Erlangen-Nuremberg
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winter term 2014/15

Exercise in “Microeconomics” for Bachelor students,
University of Erlangen-Nuremberg
Supervision of Bachelor theses in economics,
University of Erlangen-Nuremberg

summer term 2015

Exercise in “Topics in Microeconomics” for Bachelor students,
University of Erlangen-Nuremberg
Exercise in “Microeconomics” for Bachelor students,
University of Erlangen-Nuremberg
Supervision of Bachelor theses in economics,
University of Erlangen-Nuremberg

summer term 2016

Seminar “Topics in Public Economics” for Master and PhD students
University of Duisburg-Essen and Ruhr Graduate School in Economics (RGS
Econ)

winter term 2016/17

Seminar “Behavioral Economics – Experimental Design” for Masters and PhD
students
University of Duisburg-Essen and Ruhr Graduate School in Economics (RGS
Econ)

summer term 2017

Lecture “Econometrics” for Masters students
University of Duisburg-Essen

winter term 2017/18

Lecture “Econometrics” for Masters students
University of Duisburg-Essen
Seminar “Behavioral Economics – Experimental Design” for Masters and PhD
students
University of Duisburg-Essen and Ruhr Graduate School in Economics (RGS
Econ)

Professional Activities
Reviewer for
Eonometrica; German Economic Review; Journal of Economic Behavior & Organization; Journal of
Behavioral and Experimental Economics (formerly the Journal of Socio-Economics); Journal of Economic
Psychology
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economic experiments with children and teenagers – focuses on the development of social preferences,
including reciprocity, fairness preferences, inequity aversion, behavioral patterns in gender and competition, and the development of personality traits such as time preferences, and risk aversion.
Fairness and Inequity Preferences
In the working paper “Too Lucky to be True: Fairness Views under the Shadow of Cheating”, which is joint
with Stefania Bortolotti (a post-doctoral researcher at the MPI), Ivan Soraperra (CREED – University of
Amsterdam), and Matthias Sutter, we investigate how fairness views and the extent of redistribution are
influenced by unethical behavior as the source of inequality. We implement a design where unequal
incomes of two paired stakeholders may be the result of cheating. Then we let spectators decide about
redistribution between stakeholders. We find a substantial shift in the distribution of spectators’ fairness
views when cheating may have been the source of income inequalities. In these cases, the share of spectators redistributing money from rich to poor stakeholders triples and becomes as large as the fraction of
libertarians – i.e., participants who never redistribute.
Future Plans
I plan to conduct further research with children and adolescents in order to examine social preferences and
behavioral patterns of children with varying socioeconomic backgrounds. Further, I plan to extend research
on fairness ideals and unethical behavior.

Working papers
Bortolotti, S., Soraperra, I., Sutter, M., Zoller, C. (2017). Too lucky to be true: Fairness views under the
shadow of cheating. CESifo Working Paper no. 6563
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